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FOREWORD

Since the Select Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy
was established by Congress in late 1978, the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee has attempted to support its work by making available the
resources of its staff as well as the research capabilities of the Con-
gressOnal Resea ch Service (CRS) of the Library of Congress. In
continuation of is effort, t asked CRS to Collect in a single volume
a full range of ackground readings and opinions on some of the
hard issues,facin the Commissionissues which will also face Co'n-
press and the A erican people in 1981 following the Commission'q
report.

rnder the expe guidance of ,Toyce 'Valet. a Specialist in Social
Legislation in the Education and Public Welfare Division. CRS has
compiled the following 'iSelected Readings on U.S. Immigration
Policy and Law." It is a unique and otherwise unavailable set of
material on American immigration policy. It not only collects wide-
ranging views on current, imuttration problems. it also gives a his-
torical perspective to them. It deals in a comprehensive fashion with
the twin issues of what,our Natices immigration goals ought to be
as well as what we should do about illegal immigration. In short, it

10 provides in a single volume an invaluable compendium of information.
Hopefully, these readings will assist the Comnlission, as well as

the American public at large, in grappling with the complex and
difficult immigration questions confronting our Nation today.

EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Chairman. C ommittee on the Judiciary.

(III)
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Honorable Edward If. Kennedy

Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate .

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear kr. Chairman:

1 In response to your request, I as pleased to submit the following

September 17, 1980

A.

AXantholo entitled ',Selected Readings.on U.S. Immigration Policy and Law."
/

The anthology was prepared by Joyce Vialet, Specialist in Socia

Legislation, Eduea/ion and Public Welfare Division. Assistance was providttd

by Stephen Povitz of the Library Services Division. .

We appreciate this opportunity to be of assistance to the Committee

on the Juoilciary and the U.S. Select Commission on Immigration and Refugee

Policy.
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INTRODUCTION

Thisvolume of selected readings has been prepared at the request of
Senator Edward Kennedy, the Chairman of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, for use by the Select Commission on Immigration and
Refugee Policy.

Pursuant to consultation with the Executive Director of the Select
Commission, Dr. Lawience Fuchs, the readings are grouped into sec-
tions on illegal migration and immigration goals. Within unavoid-
able space limitations. the sections are orgaiiited as closely 4s possible
according to guidelines' provided by Dr. Fuchs regarding specific as-
pects.of these subjects identified as being of particular interest to the
Commission. Each section is prefaced by a brief summary a the ar-
ticles and the major issues they address.

The inclusion of the articles in these ireadings does not represent an
endorsement by the Congressional Research Service of the views ex-
pressed. An effort has been made in the selection of the articles to
reflect various points of view on topics of controversy. The existence
of differing views is q.lso noted in the prefaces to the separate sections.

Or;
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I. ILLEGAL MIGRATION : NUMBERS AND IMPACT,

The fist section of the readings on illegal migration is concerned
with the definition of the issue, including the numbers involved and
the impact of undocumented aliens in the United States.

A. NtrhiR.ERS

The size of the undocumented alien population is not known, al-
though the most frequently cited estimates currently range between, 3
and 6 million. Quoting from the Census Bureau paper which beginsthis group of readings, "theie are currently no reliable estimates of
the number of illegal residents in thvountry or/of the net volume of
illegal immigration to the UnitedSettes in any recent past ykriod."
Thepaper was prepared for the Select Commission and consequently is
only excerpted here.

The Census Buread excerpt is followed by a recent article by Charles
Keely reviewing attempts at estimating the number of illegal migrants
in the context of efforts to formulate policy regarding this migration,
and by a kable preicared by the U.S. Immigration and Natnralization
Service (INS) showihg deportable aliens located, 1892-1978. It willbe noted that the number of apprehensions exceeded 1 million fe.the
past 2yea.rs, a figure ohly reached previously in 1954. The ExecutiveSuminary of the Fraudulent Entrants Study, published by INS in.
1Y76,,is also included.

, . , B. IMPACT .

The impact of illegal 'migration on various aspects of U.S. life,
particularly.the Jabot'-rharket, has been the subject cilf major interest
duririg the past dec:1,de, as reflected in the fairly lengthy seleCtion of
readings on this general subject. They are presented in reverse chrono-
logical, order, covering the period 1976-1980. .

... The most recent article, "The Labor Market and Illegal Imm igra-
tion : the Outlook fo,'.. the 1980s" by Michael Wachter (1980); considers
the probable impact of illegal immigration in the context of a projected

. shortage of unskilled domestic workers in the late 1980s. Wachter con-
cludes that this change in .the labor force will make it increasingly
difficult to continue to ay.oid a conscious policy regarding immigration.
He suggests consideratidn of it European-style guest worker prograni
as an alleviative to illegal immigration which, he argues, would afford
the-native workforce more protection than would increased legal per-
manent immigration. ---

..The second article, "The New Sweatshops: A Penny for Your Col-
lar" by Rinker Buck' (1979),-differs from-the her selections in being
descriptive rather than prescriptive and in foc sing primarily on the
impact of the aliens' employment in the U.S. o the aliens themselves
rather than on domestic workers. The article is an expose of the em-

1 (8)
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ployment conditions of illegal mig'rants working in the garment indus-
try in New York City. Buck reports that the "new sweatshops" have
proved to he largely inaccessible to either' hibor or,iminigration. law
enforcethent effort-. in effect marking a return to thesweatshops which
existed prior to unionization and the enactment of labor pe6tection
laws. a

In "The 'Illegal Aliens' Detiate Aisses the'lloat." Michael Piore
(1978) argues, that "industrial t,ocieties seem systematically to gener-
ate a variety of jobs that full flute: native-born work(frs either reject -
out of hand or accept only when tides are especially hard." He argues
further that, in the ab-ence of siillicient tegar migrants to fill them,
these jobs act as a powerful pull ftvtor for illegal Migrants: "extra-
legal immigration seems. to reflect the fact that. legal immigration
cniotas don't let in as mane insinquants as the American economy
needs." Based on these and related premises. Piore argues for restrict-
ing legal inanigration of highentleel.inanpowe'r. reducing the size of
the -o-called secondary labor market (low-wage, low--tattis jobs), and
for t'he legitimation of the migrant labor ,force -required to fill the
remaining secondary labor market jobs, 7

Tn Aliens: Economic .1-pects and Public Policy Alterna-
tives," Walter Fogel (1'977) find's that illegal aliens have had signifi-
cant negakive impact on the labor noAket. in the form 6f Loth dis-
placeme.nti of natiy e Avorlier, and a lowering of the relative wages
where illegal aliens are employed. .kccordingly, he fa.y ors,a policy
which severely restiicts illegal immigration. by means, of employ ei
sairtiims coupled with a \wiz k card. He also favors a liberal amnesty
poli v. and. argues' for ,special treatment of Mexico in the form
incrhsed legal immigration.

Wayne Cornelius (1977i reaches a significantly different conclit-
sion about the impact of illegal miarants on the labor n \arket in "Il-
legal Mexican Migration to the ited States: Recent. Research,
Findings.Among, other findings. ncludes that there is no direct
ey idenceof displacement wo rs by illegal Mexican migrants, ,
and that they contribute more. in taxes than they take froth the U.S.'
in social services. He recommends a moratorium on Unilateral U.S.
efforts to restrict illegal immigration by such means,as employer sanc-
tions and increased INS enforcement efforts. In order to legalize the
current flow, he recommends an increase in the quota for legal migra-
tion from Mexico. the institution,of a new system of temporary worker
migration visas, and an amnesty program.

The Executive Summary is included from a 1976 port by David
North and Marion Houstoun.'entitled The Character stirs and Role of
Illeyal Alien* in thr I' .S. Labor Market : An 1,:xplorato'ry Study. pre-
pared under, contract to the U.S. Department of Labor. Despite the
limited size of the North/Houstoun sample of apprehended illegal
aliens (793), the study is considered by many the single best source of
data on the subject. It is cited by many commentators in the field,
including those A% ho differ with North.and Houstoun in their interpre-
tation of the significance of the data. The authors concludedthat the
aliens' impact is primarily on the labor market, and that it tends to
be negative.

1
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A. NUMBERS

1.

January 1980 (Rev.)

d

Preliminary levies of Rzigting Studies of the Number of
Illegal Residents in.the United States* I e

Jacbb S. Siegel *
Jeffrey 8. Passel
J. Gregory Robinson -

U.S. SMreau of the Census

introducgion

Despite a paucity of dire and the obviorme'difficulties of the task, several
1/

attempts have been made td estimate the number of illegal residents in the United

Stated-for various dates in the 1970'w (table 1). lithe methods employed to derive

the estimates love varied widely. Seem of the estimates err speculative and others
A

are empirically based. Figures offered by format Commissioners Farrell and

Chapman, and AssociateCoemisisioner Cuss, of the Immlgration and Naturalization

Service (INS) are essentially speculative.- This destrfOtion say also be applied

to the estimates based on the use of the Delphi method offered by Lesko Associates

in 1975. However, several studies are now,aveilable wbich employ analytical.

techniques, tither statiatical.anplysia (Lancaster end Scheuren,-19713;Hear, 19791

Robinson, 1979; Mexico, CRUET, 1919a) or survey methods (herico,'CENIET, 1979b).
2/

In the following sections, ihe variouketimates will be reviewed and assessed.

further note4s-offered oe what is known about the geographic distribution of

the residdet illegal population.

)

1/ nutters "illegal resident" is used hare to dikote persons who would be
considered usual residents of the United State for purposes of census enumeration
but who are deportable because they violated the statutes regarding entry to the
United States or because they violated the terns of their admission after being
ad4itted legally. The tell encompasses, therefore, those who "entered without
inspection," "visa abusers" or overstayers," and "fraudulent Matrants:" These
groups es a whol,e4ave been described variously by the term "illegal aliens,"
"illegal migrants:" "undocumented workers," "deportable aliens,".etc.

II For another recent review of the studies On illegal immigration, seetHorris
and Haile (1990 forthcoming); earlier reviews include U.S. Departeadt of Justice
(1976b) and Healy (1977).

This paper was prepared as a working document at the request of and for the use of
the Research Staff of, the Splect Commission an Immigratiod and. Refugee Policy..
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4*This review of the existing studies on il 1 residents finds that there are

currently no reliable estimates of the nOhber gal residents in the United

States or of the net tole.* of illegal immigration to e United States in'any

recent past period. Although even theapproxiaate number of illegal residents '

remains uncertain, inferences can be drawn with regard to the rough magnitude of _

the number.' At the end Of this review, the authors offer their own cautious

speculations.

INS Speculativeana Conjectural Estimates
I.

Several conjectural estimates of the number of illegal residents living in the

1 United StaCes were made during.he 1970's brOfficials of the Immigration and

Naturalization Service.' Coomissioner Farrell announced an estimate of 1 million

illegal residents'for 1972 which was the result of a series of "educated guesses."

The number of aliens in the categories of overstays, crewimen deserters, and

stowaways was guessed to be 175,000,for 1972. In 1971, these categories accounted

for 19 percent of the apprehensions and entries without inspection accounted fot

81 percent. these percahtages were then assumed to apply to the illegal population

ailpFge-in 1972.

A description of the "methodology" underling Commissioner Chapman's eatinates

of 4 to 11 million for 1975 has never been sada available by the INS. Since

presdhably itqacked any fora of empirical basis, it must be viewed as arbitrary.'

and conjectural.
t"

In October'1975, esti° Associates reliased a report, prepared under contract
. <

to the Immigration and Naturalization Service, which contained two separate

estimates of the number of illegal residents in the United Seat*. in 1975. The

Lesko estimate of 8.2 million for total illegally resident population resulted`

w
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from an appticatidn of the Dplphl technique. This technique might ba characterized
, -

as "iterative inforbeeguesevork." The Lesko :estimate has been widely criticised

In various public forums as a poorly implemented application of.this technique/
because, smods other reasons.-important stakfliolders were omittied from the panel

,
,,asd the panelists proyidedadStipbsla for their initial estimateepr changes

In these estimates. The *sand Lesko estimate of 5.2 milliontor Nixican illegal

residenti has also been soundly criticised on several counts (LASIlry of congress
Allk

Congressional **search Service. 1976; Ibbarts et al...197S). In general. the Lesko.

e stimates are based on extremely weak and untenable assumptions.

The INS estimate of $ milli for )976 (Chayman.-1976a; Gusa, 1977) was based

on responses to reqUests to INS District Directors from INS hebAuarters for

regional estiiates'of.illegal resident's. ,Thq.diitrict offices were asked to provide,

in 4ditiontO estimates of illegals for their datricts, a descriptioniff the

methodolor, used to generate the estimates. Nona gave specific prou'idures.6
, k

Rather, all but one referred to the "experience" of officislaa: the basis for

the estimate; the other claimed no "scientific" basis at all for his estimate.

Thus, theoverall estimate may be cherpcterisd as "synthetic speculation."

a

An estimate of 3 to.6 iillion illegal residents for 1978 was given by

Commissioner Castillo in Congressional testimony. This estimee is simply a

4 distillation of Previously available estimates and is not based on any new

rslearch or new data. In his own testimony. Castillo characteiixedkhis
0

' estimate as "soft."

'

13
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ConcInsion -
Thiereview of the existing studies r ants in the Uuj st.t.s

finds that tame aie.carreatly no reliable estimates of number of

of theintoolmas of 1° the4nited
4

residents in the country or Sration t

States in any recent past period. Even ii-ne dis $erd the more coulee
4/14

I of

the estimates of illesal rmaidents (1110p Associates, 1975; Chapman, INS, 1976e;

Cuss, INS, 1977; Castillo, INS, I97e), we Cannot confidently accept the results

,

of the analytic and 'empirical studies. They cha1 racteristically depend on broad

untested assumptions and as subject to other major limitations mentioned in the

paper. Often elternativmessaceable assumptions could be employed which could

substantially codify the estimates and could piOduce an imprectIrably vide tense.
..

This comment cbaracteriies the Lancastar-Scheuren estimates, the Robinson satinets',

the Rear estimates, and theestinates based on the Beni= Border Survey. Me,

`estimate of Mexican nationals in the United.States based on tgeMaxicitNational

Survey of Emisration of December 1978- January )979 (0.4 million) is a "dirdct"

1

t
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19
estimate but it tools subject to serious question. The results would tend to

be biased downyard for several reasons, including particularly the choice of

December-linuary as the survey period and the failure to reflect the large number

of legal immigrants from Mexico in the United States who register with INS. 4.

Even discounted estimates of illegal residents from Mexico made by local authorities

would quickly-comulate,p far larger global estimates than the Memloran Nationa

Survey shows.
R.

Although the number of illegal residents in the United States remains

uncertain, the authors Je willing to make some inferences from thellipeilable

studies'with regard to the possible magnitude of the numbers. They offer the

following cautious speculations.- The.total number of illegal residents in the

United States for aome recent year,'such as 1978, is almost certainly below 6.0

million, and ma be substantially less, possibly only 3.5 to 5.0.million. The

existing estimates of illegal residents based on empirical studies simply do not

support the claim that there are very any millions (i.e., over 6 million) of

unlawful residents in the Unitid States.

The available evidence indicates that the size of the Mexican population

living illegally in the United States is smaliek than popular estimates suggest.

The Mexican component of the illegally resident population is almost certainly les.;

than 3.0 million, and maosbe substantially less, possibly only 1.5tto 1.5 million.

The gross.movement into the United States of Mexican illegals is considerable,

as is reflected in the large numbers of apprehensions made by INS, but this

"immigration" is largely offset by i considerable movement in the opposite tat'

direction. this circular flow of legal and illegal immigrants has historically

been normal part of the Labor-intensive tgment of the economy in the

Southwestern United States. Apparently, most of the Mexican nationals who enter

the United States illegally in any year return to Mexico to live for a

15
67-898 0 - 80 - 2
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. part of hoar and meld remain in Mexico if *concede conditions deteriorated

sufficiently in the United States or if *canonic conditions in Mexico improved

greatly.

The estimates giv'en here suggest that the non-Mexican component of the'

illegally resident population makes up a ench larger share of the total number
. ,

claly believed These illegals typically overstay their

.

visa periods °Teeter with fraudulent documents rather than entering

clandestinely.' This group of illegals, particularly those living in the East,

is likely to differ in several significant upsets from their Mexican counter-

parts. Moe-Mexican illseal residents are ries likely to save back and forth

acres* the border in response to their short-tern *concede goals Or fluetuatibns

in the U.S. economy; they are also less likely to be tied to seasonal agricultural

employment. Means* of the difficulties of reentering the country or the greater
, N

omits of returning to their homeland, it is likely that a large proportion of

Ns_
the son-Mexican illegal residents remain here indefinitely. -Hance, non - Mexican . 4'

illegal ismizratiqn may add to the permanent resident population to a far greater

=tent than the Mexican migration flows.

We have unfortunately been unable to ecrixe at definitive estimates of the

number of illegal residents in the United States or of the =altitude of the illegal

allitioe flan. The phenomenon vs have sought to measure, by its nature, is

not an easy one to deal-with. Researchers and policymakers will have to live with
9

the fact that the number of illegal residents in the United States cannot be closely

qua9tilied. Therefore, policy options dependent on the size of this group must

be evaluated in terms which recognise thid uncertainty.

A

4

A
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2.

Estimating the Number of Illegal Migrants

The Shadows of.
Invisible
People
by Charles B. Kee ly

Un4States has the Largest
program to the wodd

roam ate here illegally Seg-
ments of the American economy are
built on surreptitious entry. frauds-
lent documents and violations of
entry permits. Ironically, it is not
against the law to hire illegal ma-
grants.

The federal government relies on
accurate population tartrates for the
administration of such rational pro-
grams as revenue shams. but its es-
tuna= of the numbers. distribution
and charactenstos of illegal
grants me fragmented and of uneven
quality.

Whether to grant amnesty to d-
legal =grants already m the country.
whether and how to conduct a rep-
latedamporary worker program. and
what mouton should", to policing
the border are all important num
which could benefit from better in-
formanon on illegal Migrants.

Girth these needs plus the so-
bs et& challenge Involved in de-
...eloping methods to tomcat an il-
legal activity estimation efforts
dunng the past decade hart been dia.
appointing. Part of the mai& why
we know so little is that illegal dfrgra-
non has long been controversial. and
estimation efforts themselves have

Cheeks Keel, is ailerrogropher on she
gaff of the Popwiseion Cordial's Corer
for Poky Snakes

'Reprinted with permission
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sy

sorrienmes been at the heart of the
cont.overty.

In 1964 Congress did not renew
the Bracers program, under which
temporary laborers from Mexico
could legally come to the United
Stares. Opposition to the program's
abuses. and its widely acknowledged
role tri holdmg back uruon organize.
non and nnproirrtnent of working
conditions tri the Southwest: were
the forces that corrnbuted to ending
Mexican temporary labor hortugrar
non law still allows the entry of
temporary rotten, but mirth tem-
porary agricultural labor programs are
concentrated by executive branch
decisions on the East Coast and in-
volve Caribbean harvesters and Ca-
nadian foreseen.

The Imenigration Act of 1965
mandated a ceiling on immigrat*.

countries in es tem Herd.
to the Unites from suer

sphere. to in, 1968. and
remand a labor elearance for all =-
migrants from this hemisphere. ex
cept the immediate family members
of a S tartan ot lepl4manent
immigrant Ending oppo hies for
temporary labor and making it %IMF
ally impossible fora lower skilled per.
son to gain legal entry as a permanent
=migrant put soundable legal bat
rim in front of the would-be Mexi-
can migrant. The innurnmon.hw
had the same effect for persona from
countries other than Mexico tri this

crew kaerican Derographies magazine, Meech

hemisphere. and other places in the
world. such as fhe PlulippMes and
Hong Kong

The changes in law. however, did
not do any with the demand for the
labor. the tradition of migration, or
the relationships and social strut-

stores which had supported the =gra-
non process for generations It u not
surprising that by 1971, Vklell Con-

Id public hearings .on the
fished five volumes of

it was clear that migra-
ucd. despite the fact that /

II was 1104,

In 1972, after two years of study
and hearings. the Commotion on
Population Growth and the Amen-
cm Future publuhed its final report.
but skirted the owe of maranon In
fact, its members were unprepared to
deal with it. factually or politically
The corrunnsion was surprised to du.
covet that legal
signtficant
growth Ua
proportion w about 16 percent an-
nually in the late 1960s and, if fertil-
ity declines con tinued.would be
2043 percent by the end ofihe
1970s. The 1978 esetmate, for exam-

is 26 percent
The commission was even more

surprised by the emotion and polio.
cal vigor of a wide range of orpruza-
nom with strong mak on immigra-
tion. Indeed, the commissioners
themselves were spht, almost evenly,

garcon was a
bf population
"States The

Vr

1980. 4



over the question of whether to re-
duceommigration levels In the end,
the commission made two realm
mendanons on immigranon policy
not to increase the level of legal im.
migvtion and. as a way to cut down
on the MOVellfergt. to =cost MAK
nom against employee who hired il-
ktal migrants.

In 1974. the newly appointed
commissioner of the Immigration
and Natura luation Service. Leonard
J Chapman. Jr.. began a public edu-
canon campaign on illegal migra-
tion Chapman saw the INS as
hotselesaly overwhelmed by illegal
'aliens: and talked abousd -floor
and r ruing tick Dunneths term of
office he gave vanoias estimates of
the number of illegal migrants, rang-
ing between about 4 mullion and 12
million. He told Congress thalwnth a
big enough budget and a tions
law 3699ts, employers, the INS could
open up*one mullion tote for Amen.
cans."

In his eyes, the inflict of illbgal
migrants was already large and grow.
mg out of tontroL They presence
was lowenng wages and working
conditions. displacing Americana
from iota, and ;Om to social cow
and the tax burden.

Mexican Oil

Commissionet Chapman's cam-
palgn touched nerves Not only was
the United State; in the midst of a
recession. but also it was den that no
longer could unrnigration be mend.
end only a domestic policy awe
Illegal immigration wal tmemational
worker migration. and raised thorny
probfeera about relations between
this country and its Southetn
neighbors. Today. as Asian political
refugees attract newspaper headlines

r
26 March 198:
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and the attentionion of the government.
the foreign relations problems caused
by worket migration in'Europe. the
Middle East the United States and
parts of Latin Amenca and Africa
are far from settled.

The thlexican oil and gas dis.
covfnes drive home the foreign pol-
icy' implications of migration Ohl re.
=nes permitted Mexico to testa
U S efforts to get Mexico to control
the flow of illegal migration and also
allowed Mexico to emphayze the
need to remove restrictive trade bar
newt if Mexico wete to develop
ReantlY announced Mexican de
velopment plans focus on growth
rather than employment generation.
a necessary me-arapf reducing illegal
flows Mexico seems to assume that
the United States is interested in a
politically stable Mexico and that
this and other foreign policy al:tee.
lives, including those concerning oil
and gas. will result in an accommoda-
tion of domestic United States tn.
terests =girding illegal min tion
policy

Illegal migtation has always
touched the nerves of U S workers.
umolked or not General Chap-
anan's campaign raised immediate
iquesnons of strike breaking. replas.
mg American workers by undercut-
ttng on wages of COOCh0011.1, Of de.
mum( working standards by the
existence of a cheap Jabot pool
Question' about the need for addi-
tional labot and the creation of an
underclass of illegal of tempqrary
Laborers hovered ui them

finally, illegal migration touched
the nerves of copulation and en
vrronmental organizations Unregu-
lated population growth and its pies.

flew in the face of
aft limits -to -growth advocates
had foe If illegal migrants

18

t

senkd and duplicated the Integra
non process of past =Migrants their
offspring eventually would become
inordinate consumers like other
Americans The best solution was
strong measures to control arld,,halt
illegal migration

In the past decade illegal mi-
gtation has become an important
national problem in the eyes of Con-
gress. the commissioner of malign
non and a mats nal commotion on
populations The campaign by corn
missionet Chapman painted a
threatening picture Although the
national furor has calmed to some
extent. perhaps =fleeting a more
moderate commissioner. Leonel Cas-
tillo. still unresolved are such issues
as the need tot a temporary Labor pro-
gram. the link between illegal mi-
grants. oil supplies and trade in our
relations with Mexico, the impact of
immigration on the tordet counties.
the growth of border violence, fund.
mg for Immigration and Naturalm-
non Service, and policy toward il-
legal migrants who have remained in
the U S for yam

§hadcnry Estimates

Given the public anennon to illegal
migration and its impact on such
vital intetests as oil supplies.
economic conditions. population
growth and public services, it is

startling that so link a known about
the 'stock' of illegal migrants the
numbet and demographic chant
tensrics of illegal residents of the
U S and their 'flow" the number
that enter and leave each year Until
we have better estimates we will not
know how many are temporary work
en responding to a demand tot labor
and how many are permantnt adds
now to our population
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The absence of direct measures has contributed to the circulation of4

estimates of illegal migrant. which seem to vary according to the interests of the
pow pthering damn."

Because they are here sIktally,
centrum do not lenrchenuelves to
direct counting The Census Bureau
counts people ant out teference to
their legal °edictal sums. and so it is
(Viral: to tell how many illegal mi.
pants are Included in the 1970 Cen-
sus snd how many will be counted
in Census The absence of

ct measures has conmbuted to
tculation of estimates that vary

widely Incked, these estimates seem
to vary according to the interests of
the group gadunng there The rest of
this article examines the shadowy
world of emirs:rung the sue of the

migrant population
Quint hearings in 1972 before the

House Subcommittee on linnupa-
uon. cardnusioner Raymond F Far.
rell gave the impression that the
lennutracson and Naturalaanon Ser.
vice was not overly concerned about
dlepl erugranu When finned. he
estimated that slightly over one mil -
bon illegal migrants were in the
country. a figure arnved at on the
.pbaspuitrated Plaine (a popular

arid ratio techniques.
Figures on apprehensions of ahem.

divided into various subcategones
(e g . entry without inspection. visa
overdity. fraudulent documents), for
1971 provided the foundrom of the
estimates Based on trends in sp-
prehenssons in the categories of over.
sci4, crewmen deserters. stowaways.
and allerodkortable for criminal *c-
owry. an "educated guess led to the
estimate that 175,000 in these
categories were still at large in 1972
Of all deportabk ahem apprehended
in 1971. 19 percent were in these
eatetones The other 81 percent
were aliens, mostly Masan. who
entered without inspection they
toed to meek across the bordet lithe
weal illegal migrants at large in the

4

tinned Sates to 1972 conformed to more accurate estimates to inform
this 19-81 percent dtatnbution of program and budget planning The
those apprehended in 1971, then range of 1-12 million which Chap-
746.000 entry - without - inspection man gave before Congress in Feb-
were at large nary, 19751 Mai not paructilatly

This number plus the 175,003 to- helpful In the summer of 1975, INS

by 10 percent (*educated guess") to 'Washington fine. to pet-

alled 921,000. which was increased contracted a

cover those who violated vin condi- form "a mock. ton study to te-nons after entry, had fraudulent duce the wide vanand of the ests-
dccuments or falsely clamed 11 Se mates'
citizenship. The resulting total em-
mare was 1.013.000 illegal MIgraTIS The Delphi Panel
sn the country in 1972 In its report
the subcommittee disagreed with Lesio's method was to use a Delphi
Farrell and estimated the number to panel This method requim panel
be double his figure' But it gave no enemben to estimate a situation or
bash foe that particular margin elm- future' evelopment on the bans ofCreak

their best information and analysis
C.ammisstoner Chapinan's bold Several estimation routs& are usually

chum about the invasion of illegal required In the from round, each
migrants Anted up the need for Passau makes an independent

19
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crate. giving the basis and an evalua-
tion of-the important variables un-
derlying the estimate

The separate escalates *resonated
and edited and sent to panelists for
cowunent, and a second round of est
timatson with the added input of
other panelists reasoning and cm-
mates is undertaken Rounds con-
tout until a reasoned corucnsus de-
velops or proves elusive The value of
the exercise ills not only in consen-
sus but the reasoning and arguments
as support of the relative importance
of factors which results in consensus
or dissensus

Lesko's Delphi priel and the pro-
cess it used were he from ideal It
confuted of Ilk "experts." unnamed
as the final report made public But
none of the panelists was an un-
documeited immigrant. =employer
of illegal migrants or an INS
employee, all important stakeholders
a. the outcome who might be ex-
pected to have fitu hand ,X(WICIICe
The estimates on round one had a
range of 2 5 to 25 I million illegal
=grants By the third and final
round, the range was 4 2 to II =l-
ion, with a flIC211 of 8 2 million The
participants us Lesko's Delphi panel
were not required to provide the basis
Of rationale for then ettlIMICCS or foe

changes in estimates from round
to round

Congressman Fterrrkan Bwillo of
New York asked both the Congres-
siorialResearch Service and the Ccn
sus Bureau to renew LCSILID'I report
There conclusion was 511211171.attied in

the letter to Congressman Badillo by
the director of the arum Bureau.
Vincent Barabba. which was also
quoted in the introduction of the
Congressasnal Research Service Re
Fort In our opinion the alumna.' of
current illegal alien population

28 March 1980
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shown in the study are based on weak
and untenable assumptions. and add
very little to outlmowledge of the
me of the Ilkgaf alien population

ENS tiatimates

Given this Not reception to tjie
lesk6 report, the Immigration and
Naturaltutxn Service called upon
its four regional offices in 1976 to
estimate the number of illegal ms-
grants in order to get a firm number
for Rlanning that would be accept-
able to Congress and others as reason-
ably sound After canvassing the dis
mct offices within each region. the
four regional estimates, obtained
within days, totalled six million

When the resporu were requested
to provide the basis for their esti-
mates, all four replies to INS head-
quarters ensphasued that they were
based on the experience a persons in

-the field (educated guesses again)
Nevertheless, the head of the sew
vace's planning and evaluation unit
wrote in an INS publication in the
sprang of 1977 'We do hai'ie strop
evidence that there are a ux
million illegal aliens in the ma'

Each of these INS 4VIUTatt3
meant to show that from the service's
point of view (a) there was no prob-
km (in 1972), or ib) there was a
problem (after 1974) Each estimate
resulted from a.cequest that would be
hard to refuse (from Congress. as part
of a contract, to the head of the unit
in charge of research) A reply came.
Ion-seems circutriscnbnl with pro
visos But us the Last two cases the
INS presented the numberkas au-

tlontative With .the INS.= the
source and presented based on
strong "evidence." t estimates\
have been puked up the media
and today still define ;scope

'20

a
and seriousness of the 'illegal alien
problem

But these estimates all have been
severely ,,cnticued The critique of
the Lesko repon --by the Cpegrew
weal Research Series and the
sus Bureau was amplified in p rs at
scholarly meetings and o fonutu
where the problem of illegal =gra
non was discussed. The numbers be-
came an issues Support of big nutn-
biers or small numbers and emu= of
or support for estimation techniques.
became symbolic of an assumed polit
Kai stance of hard or soft of being a
'realist" or engaged ns "scare- tac- .
tea The atmosphere was hardly in-
viting to scientists to work on the
p?oblem

Some Bence Eatimates

Some estimation work on both the
stock and flow of illegal migrants has
been done by persons in and out of
government but =connected with
the dispute This work represents the
most reliable information available
Clanse Lancaster and Frederick
Scheuren, in a paper given at the
1977 meeting of the American Sacs.
teal Association. presented an tin"
Mite of the 18-44 year old illegal

populanon as of March 1973
Lancaster and Schevren's work de-

veloped out of a Social Secunty Ad-
minurration matching study They
used a multiple -system technique to
estimate persons missing in matched
samples of Social Security bene-
ficunes, persons in Sc al Security
covered employment. and federal tax
filers Using "rough, subjective
percent confidence bounds," they
muted about) 9 million illegal mi-
grants between the ages of 18 and 44
with a range of 29 to 5 7 msllion

I Gregory Robinson of the Census

a
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"From demographic analyses, the resident illegal migrant population
Appears smaller than is usually believed to be the ease. But is th'i political

" smoosphers such that estimation techniques can be applied
and evaluated on their merits.'"

Bureau analysed changes tsr a ge
specific death rates to develop esti-
mates. In a paper delivered int Aped
st the Population Association of
Aromca's 1979 mecum. Robinson
reasoned that d a large group of rl-
legalerogrants were present but not
mck.ded In the censer or tweeter-tall
popubstson evarnatts. then a smarms
rise in death rates should result for
young adult maim. In fact, such
'false trends' did appear as the 10
states In the Southwest and East
where illegal migrants are assumed to
be =accurate& kw.sc the false
trends were SCGOWIted for by deaths
due to violent canes (i e . &code".
homiode,Ittlack. and other elT19 .
nil causes) as would be expected m

1 dus age group.
Robinson concluded from, his

analysts that 3-4 million white
males, age 20 to 44. rerun the U S
illegally as of 1975,, The sue of
Robinson's estimates was most ykrw
dye to mortality rates asaurrtdd for
illegal migrants and lei semuive to
assumpuons about of pot.
cality records arid mei t n cen-
sus. further concluded that his
ma of rnortaliry trends from 1960
to 1 5 by states showed rwo waves of
illegal Faigration. one In the late

1960s to the Eastern states and
another en the Sets half of tke 1970s
to the Southwest Robinsonlemt on
to suggest we of efilierdarnograpluc
methods such as putter's of silq ratios
and cohort analyses in the 1970 and
1960 Mexican and U S c e to

Wornro torf nwemes.,Ary !mew oft oirm:

we* &AA mei prlei ttrwcAde
4..6. el UV, rum ti je...k 'am rem-
and wanes 1...worr
.1.. decor 9 ...11oR &la S.0/C.
wow ..222 autrx I I "ant sew who kw..
NJ 900 ON wer auks of 'o.4. we.

substantiate his and thelancaseet/
Schneer findings.

What has emerged is a picture of a
reident illegal migrant population
smaller than ;zanily believed to be
the case The mom recent analyses.,
uung demographic methods. con-
clude:the number cl dkgsl migrants
around 1973-75 to be m the lower
end of the 4 to 12 miller, range used
by former INS commiugner Leon

ath=rd to inflation and energy.
illegal migration has recently sub-
sided somewhat as a concern of gov-
emment and the media Although
regional Leuven continues m bordp
areas. m ts focused ort border violence
and organized smuggling

But Immigration is an emotive and
symbolic issue When event make it
once again a salient issue, tilt polio-

cal risks are so 6gh that politicians
would rather avoid it Even during
the mid-19701 when illegal migration
received so much media attention,
Congress faded to pass bills to punish
employen of illegal migrants.
though President Carteesnnounced
a package of proposalion un
documented worker's to August 1977.
the adpu num 0011 flOt push them
an Corrimess, and Congress did nor

pet on them
However, estimates of the size

arid growth of illegal numation have
broad domestic and foreign unpbca-
tions The question is whether the
political atmosphere as soh that es-
timation, techniques can be applied
and evaluated on their aunts. mid
not on whether' they confotrn to
some preconceived high Of esti-
mate

21 g
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3490274312 VANS lOCATI.D. ALI= 01,01780. AID 6.1.22313 320119211 TO 024492

TV.115 1.4130 J13112 30, 1692.1926. .11.2.2-3tr21att 1936.

AID TIA83 ODD UPTDIal 30, 1177.1178

I Period

0990938610

allema lecated
A l l n t . 8 8 9 1 1 . 4

Total
A11984

derarted
Alien4 required
ro enact 21

-_.
1192-1174 13 195 7 19 .12.416.140

1892.1103
.

. 3,127 3.127 .

1001.1910 11.551 11.558

1911.1920 ' 27.112 27.112 ! '

1921.1930 121..40 164.390 92.157 72.233
./ .

1931.1140 147.457t 210 416 117.049 13.330

1131 22.276 29.861 111.142 11.719

1132 22,735 30,201 19.426 10,775

1933 20.149 30.212 19.865 10.347 .

1934 10.319 16.489 8,979 9.010

J935 11,016 16.297 19 7.179

1956 11.72$ 17.446 5 9.251

1937 t 33,054 17.610 29 8.788

1138 12.851 14.333 1. 3 9.276

1131 12.037 17.712 a 9.310

1100 10.492 13.546 6, 9,594

1941.1950 1.377.210 i 1.581.774 110.141 1.470.925

3141 16714 10,939 4.407 6,531

1142 11,784 t 10,613 3,701 6,904

1943 11,475 16.154 4.207 11.147 .

1944 31.174 7 31.449 7.179 32.270

1145 69,364 1110.760 11,270 69,490

3946 11.511 916,320 14.375 101.945 -

1947 193,657 234,543 18.663 195,660
1949 192.179 217,555 20,371 197.164

1141 2641,253 216037 20,040 . 276,297

1950 V
i

4615.311, 571,105 6:621 572,477

1951.3940 3.999.90 4.013 541 129.687 3.493.660

1151 301,040 60.713 13.544 671,169

1952
4 1 543,535 3/ 723.959 20.191 703,779

1953 663.267 905.236 117945 645,391
1954 er" 1,04,,,383 1,103,229 26.951 1.074.277

1155 254,096 247,797 15.029 232.769

1956 ....t 97,696 116,166 7.297 8091191

1957 59.911 64.461 5,082 6n379

1939 ,. 53,104 67,742 7,142 60,600

1951 45,336 64,511 7.988 56.610

1160" 70.614 51.625 6,621 52.716,

1161.1170 1.904.354 1.410.902 94.379 1,314378 ''

1961 84.123 51.421 7.434 52,343

1962 92.7511 61,901 7,637 54.164

1163 84,712 26.946 7,454 69,392

1964

k...

96.517 91,784 .1,746 73,042

9965 110.371 105,404 10.145 95.263

1164
T

139.520 132,151 9.164 123,683

1967
I

161.6011 151.605 9,260 142.143

1968 212.057 181,092 9.130
119611

1170
.

283,557

345,353
251,463
120.241

10,505
16.493

2::::414

303,30

1171 ' 4 420.126 )47.713 17.639 370,074

1972 MLA. 501,1141 447.193 16.266 950.927

1973 41-33.136 344.642 16.6412 366.003

1974 799.145 737,364 18.624 719,740

11122 764,600 671.252 23.411 655.114

3574 1173.915 791.042 27,VPM 765,094

1926 14 221.924 199.207 4.927 170.260

1977 1,062.213 11112,143 3,219 467.015

1011 1.057.177 / 1,000.8)6 26.371 975.515

1/ 41tna pprehend.d fltst recoedd in 1925. Prior to 1960, rep 0000 total 413.90 actuelly appro..

bend.d. Since 1960. figure. are for total deportable olione located. 1ra1119,6 nonaillful creuin

violators.
2/ Altera required to deport ftret recorded to 1127.

3/ ,64,74teent 884. for'1952. United 0000 0.20r90e89 of Jugtic.
Immigration and MmturlisatIon Service

6
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4.

ILLEGAL ALIEN STUDY

PART I.

FRAUDULENT ENTRANTS STUDY

A Study of lialafide Applicants for Absission
at selected Airports and Southwest Land Border Ports

1

Office of Planning and Evaluation
"migration and Naturalization Service

U.S. Department of Justice

Septemper 1976
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EXECUTIVE SUMit,RK

bbjectives of the Study

The Fraudulent Entrants Study
t
is one part of the majcir Illegal Alien

Study designed to provide a statistically valid estimate of the flow of

illegal aliens through the international airports and Southern.land border

ports bf entry. This studied group of illegal aliens include; those,

attempting entry with, counterfeit or altered documents, as impostors, by

false verbal or documented claims' to U.S. citizenship, or lit valid -

ants, thp terms of which the bearer had in the past or clearly intends to

violate after entry, usually to work.

Additionally, the Fraudulent Entrants Study was designed to,obtain info

Lion on the characteristics of fraudulent entrants and on the incidenc

these fraudulent entries by time, place, and techniques used.

Methodology

The study was conducted from September 1975 to February 1976 by two teams,

each comprised of four Isilgration Inspectors who volunteered for the

study. One team inspected a random sample of applicants for admission at

the ten major international airports, while the second inspected a random

sample of applicants at the twelve largest ports of entry alim the Southern

land border. Both teams were placed in the primary inspection process and

used routine inspectional techniques and questions. The teams were, relieved

,

4 . 24
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from the usual time pressures, liomever, and were therefore able to make

more thorough inspections.

x

Results of the Stwiy

aring the course of the study, the land border and airport toms denied

entry to twelve to fourteen times
the routine number of aliens denied'''

entry* tolhe United States at these ports. There were 709 malafide appli-

cants identifi by the land team compared to 203,658 admissiops, a ratio

Sone to 287, las malafide applicants denied admission ;t airports,

cantered to 38,808 dmissions, or a ratio of one 'to 210,
,*

.. ,. .

Based on the results of the two teams, in Xcess of 50Q,000 malafide en-

tries were projected to have
successfullrentered through the. studied ports.

during FY 1975, roughly 450,000 at the land ports and 50,000 at the inter-

national airports. This projection reflects entries. rather than neces-.1

sirily individual entrants, -and is erefore not. n estimate of a popula7

'7Ition.

Characteriitics and Techniques of Fraudulent Entrants

Of the malafide applicants de6ied
entry to the United States by the land

1
tam, the majority, SS percent, were women. The average age of aria..malafide

e
applicants detected at the Southern lareports was 27 to 28 yearf. Of these

denials along the land border,
almost one-quarter were onSaturdays. The

most prevalent hours of interception
were between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.

.

At the airports studied, the majority of the malafide applicants intercepted,

viii
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55 percent, were men.%The overall average age of malafide applicants denied 4k,

entry at the airports was about 30 years. Some 71perent of this group

were from countries bordering on the Caribbean SSa. Another 27 percent

were from Europe. The majority carried valid nonimmigrant visas but ih-

tended to violate the terms of these admissions. A common violation of

this kind unauthorized emplorent.

t.

4
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5.

B. IMPACT

THE LABOR MARKET AND ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION:
THE OUTLOOK FOR THE 1980s

MICHAEL L. tVACHTER

This paper f trs't develops a labor supply forecast for the U.S. labor market
in the 1980s. focusing on the effects of the low fertility rates of recent years,
and then compares that forecmt with the BLS projection of employment de.

The author attemptsmand in the next decade,
and agesex groups that are likely to have a short 1 of workers and to match

isolate those occupations

the characteristics of those shortage categories with the demographic
characteristici of the illegal alien work force. He predictsa relative shortage

nskilled workers in the 1980s, a major departure from past trends, and
suggests at an increased flow of immigrants to meet that shortage would
benefit skilled older workers and, to a lesser extent, the owners of capital. He
also argues, however, that increased immigration would harm domesticun-
skilled workers who are increasingly minority group membersby lower.
ing their relatite income and raising their equiligium unemployment rates.

THE
purpose of this paper is to investigate

the outlook for the United States labor
market in the 1980s inacuns of its implica

'dons for immigration policy. The basic
toechnical element in the study is a labor sup-

Ply forecast that focuses on.th e likely impact
of the forthcoming demographic twist="
the changeover in the younger age groups
from the oversized baby boom cohort to the
undersizedtbaby bust cohort (thlt is, theeo-
bort boin during the late 1960s and 1970s
when fertility rates were very low). This
important develbpment on the supply side
of the labor market is compared with the
Bureau of Labor Statistics projections' for
occupational employment to 1985.

'Michael Wachter is a professor of :conomia at the
University of Pennsylvania. The research for this
paper was supported by grants from the General
Electric Fouddatibn and the National Institutes of

and Hyman Development. Excellent
assi s provided by William Wascha.

R

study attempts to isolate those occv
pations and agesex groups that are likely to
have a shortfall of workers and to match the
characteristics of the shortage categories

' with the demographic characteristic of the
illegal alien work force. The results indicate
an important reversal from usual patterns.
If performed Kn. past decades, Chi analysis
would have yielded projections indicating
a surplus of unskilled workers; the calcula
dons now indicate a relative shortage of
unskilled workers over the next decade. Vir

There are several ways this projected gap
might be filled. The market mechanism, if
left Agile, would be expected to alter the

gees and wages of different skill
groups and capital so as to reduce the supply
and demand op. Relatively large discrep-
ancies, however, would make necessary
large changes in relative wages and prices.
To the extent that the market adjustments
are glialidcany painful, society may seek

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from Indus-
trial alitkabor Relations Review,'v. 33, no. 3, Apr. 1980342-354.
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other models of adjustment. Legalizing
and attempting to control the level of immi-.
gration is one such method.

This study suggests that in the 1980s, as
the rate of inciease in the native labor force
declines, an increased flow of immigrants
would benefit skilled older workers and, to a
lesser extent, the owners of capital. More
specifically, it would benefit the baby boom
cohort, as that group enters the thirty-and-
over age categories in the 1980s, by allowing -
an increase in relative income levels and oc-
cupational attainment of that cohort. If
immigrauon flows were reduced In the
1980s, however, their position would de-
cline furthef.

Whereas skilled workers would benefit
from increased immigration, unskilled
workers would be likely to find their relative
income lowered and their equilibrium un-
employment rates raised. This economic
tradeoff between illegal immigrants and
the unskilledespecially the disadvantaged
work fotceseems unavoidable The do-
mestic unskilled labor supply in the 1980s
will be increasingly dominated, - moreover,
by minority workers. As a result, the tiade-
off between accepting more immigrant'
Acorkers and improving the economic posi-
tion of the domestic disadvantaged popula-
tion is likely to become a critical public
policy issue. ' $

Labor Supply
The forecast of the potential role of,illega

aliens in the United States labor market o
the 19803 is based on comparing labor su
ply and demand projections for that period.'
The labor supply can be broken down in
four components; population, laborfplce
participation rates, hours of work, an im-
migration. Of the three domestic basic com-
ponents, future changes in pareiparion

rung therates is the key variable in de
labor supply in the 1980s.

The size of the working-a e population
over the next decade is kno n with some re-
liability; with future c ges in birth rates
not affecting the work ng-age population
until at least the yew/ 1995 The hours-of-
work component presend somewhat greater
problems and, unfortunately, only limited

9 8

work has been done on its projection._!lince
hours have been relatively constant oM. the
postwar period, I shall assume for simplicity'
that they will remain constant over the next
decade. The primary concern with this as-
sumption is the potential for shifts between
full- and part-time work among the young
people who are disproportionately repre-
sented in the lower skilled labor markets. In
addition, I shall assume that legal and il-
legal immigration flows remain constant at
existing levels in constructing the basic
labor-supply projections This assumption
is useful because my analysis is focused on
the effects of immigration Immigration
flows can then be viewedaS a policy variable
`dealing with imbalancesitiiat may develop
in the labor market.

The labor-force participation equations
utilized in this paper are updated versions
of those published in one of.my earlier stud-
ies.' Calculations are made for the fourteen
standard BLS age-sex groups using annual
data' Due to a lack of space, those equations
will not be here (but they are
mailable on equest). They differ from the
standard pa, ticipation equations by the in-
clusion of 'cohort-related variables Tradi-
tional equations only capture age-specific
effects (egg., youths always have higher un-
employment rates than older workers) and
ignore/ cohort effects (e g , youths in the
baby m cohort will do wprse than youths
in t the baby bust cohort).

he major cohort variable is the percent-

/ 'For a discussion of the hours-ofwock problenk we
/ National Commission for Manpower Policy,, Work

Time and Employment, Special Report No 28 (Wash-
tngton NCMP October 1978).

tMichael L Wachter. "Intermediate Swings in
Labor Force Participation Rates," Brookings Papers
on Economic Activity, No. 2 (Washington, D C. The
Brookings Instatuuon, 1977), pp 545 -74 4.

'It is not possible to obtain reliable regional break-
downs foe the various age-ira groups Since illegal nu
migrants are concentrated Oographially, disag
gregation by region would be valuable to test for re-
gional effects. The limited empirical evAdence that
exists to date. however, does not isolate a Iii le regional
effect. This suggests that geographic mobility is suf
fioently great for both the native and illegal immi-
grant populations for the assumption of a national
labor market to be reasonable See, foc example. Walter
Fogel-, Mexican Illegal Workers in the United States
(Los Angeles. Institute of industrial Relation& Un,

venire of CalIfornia, 1977) 's
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age of'persorfs age 16 to 34 relative to the
total population age 16 and over. This vari-
able measures the effects of the relative size
of the younger cohort on laboi-force behav-
ior. The economic assumption underlying
this variable, of course, is that the various
age-sex groups are imperfect substitutes for
one another. Young workers and new en-
trants into the labor market lack specific
training and, therefore, ca nett compete
effectively with prime-age es who have
acquired training due to t ongoing labor
market attachmen imbalance of inex-
perienced workers, caused by the entry of the
baby boom cohort into the labor force, re-
sults in an increase in the relative unem-
ployment rate and a decrease in the re1Stive
income of the younger workers. Therefore,
p surfeit of young workers (as is the case
today) results in adverse labor market condi-
tions for these groups. The result is an in-
crease in the participation rate, especially
of females, to compensate for the reduction
in the income of the younger prime-age
Male workers.

The data support the relative cohort s
variable as.a determinant of behavior. Eor
example, since 1960 the sharp increase in
female participation rites is heavily con-
centrated in the younger age group.:Fhese
ate the groups that have experienced a de-
cline in their relative income position.
Older females, with tising relative family
income since 1960, have only slightly in-
creased their participation rates over the
past two decades.

The labor supply forecast is dependent, of
course, upon the assumed values for the ex-
planatory variables. The future movements
of two key variables are known. The trend
variable increases alting its predetermined
rate of growth and the level tff the cohort

' variable is given by theoffictal U.S. popufa:

4

15-

don projections. For the remaining vari-
ables,i have assumed the following:T1) un-
employment remains at its equilibrium
level over the entire period; (2) school en-
rollment rates recover from their current
low levels and return close to their previeffIl
peak rates; (3) the ar med forces remaina con-
stant percentage of the population; and (4)
the current birth rate increases to the zero
population growth level in 1981 and re-
mains constant thereafter.

The number of workers projected to be in
the labor force in 1985 and 1990 is shown in
Table 1. These figures are obtained by mul-
tiplying the predicted labor-force participa-

Table IT Actual and Project Levels
for Civilian Labor Force,

1970 to 1990.
(in thousands)

Sex

and

TOT a detailed dISCUSS)00 01 thu argument, see
Michael L. Wachter, -The Demographic Impact on
Unemployment: Past Expenence and thebutlook foe
the Future." Demographic Trends and FyllEmploy-
ment, National Commission for Manpower Policy.
Spral Report No 12 (Washington. NCNIP, Deceits.
be 1976) pp 27-99 For empirical estimates of elas-
ticities of Substitution. see Daniel S. Hamennesh and
James Grant. -Econometric Studies of Labot,-Laboe
Substitution and Their implications foe Policy,"
mimeo, Michigan State Univwsuy, 1978.

R

Actual Levels
1970 1777 1985 1590

Pro ected Levels

16- 19 4005 4987 4751
29- 24 5709 7872 7952
25 34 11311 14886 18130
353 4 10464 10618

10418 10187
1494

7124 7042 7345
2164 1826 1720

64
63

Total 51195 57418 63893 66874

Female

16- 19 3241 4268 4302 4402
20- 21 4874 6355 7037 6255

34 5968 9850 13018 14136
SS- 44 5967 7153 10668 13022
45- 54 6331 6697 7118 8899
55-64 4153 4367 5124 5548
65 1056 1065 1258 1466

4666
6883

18834

16753

10983
7172
.1564

Total 31520 39955 48725 53728

Tota 82715 97373 112618 120602

Source: The actual data for 1970 and 1977 UT from
Bureau of Labor Stannic*. Employment and Earn-
ings The pr wed levels are derived by the author.
71w -me ogy, is the text and in
Michael Wachter, "Int c Swings in Labor -
Fora Participation States." cooking, Papers on
Economise Activity, No. 2 (Washington, D.C.: The
Brookings Institution. 1977). pp. US - 74..

I
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Table 2. Compounded Adnual Rates
of Change for the Clvdtan Labor Force.

Sex
and
Age 1970 -1977 1977 -1985 1985 -1990

Mate

16- 19, 3 18 -060 -0.36
20 -24 4.70 013 -2.85
25- 54 4.00 2,49 0.76

35- 44 0 21 3 77 3 24

45 -54 -0.32 -059 2 49

55 -64 -017 0 53 -048
65+ - 2.40 - 0 74 - 163

Total 165 1.34 092

Female

16- 19 4 01 0 10 046
20- 24 4.32 0 89 -233
25 -54 7.42 3 55 166
35 -44 2.62 5 37 368
45 -54 0.36 0 77 4.57

072 202 1.60

65+ 0.12 2 10 3.11

Total 3 44 5.1

Total 236 183 1.311

Source. Dented from the-data in Table 1

ber of young workers in the labor force
should be declining. The population in
the younger age groups will be falling, and
their participation ratesas opposed to the
stn edented increases during the 1970s
will be largely flat. Comparing the period
1970 - 77 with the period 1985 - 9dindicatts
a demographic transition of immense pro-
portions. The changing outlook for immi-
gration policy is largely a function of this
twist in the demographic age structure of the
labor forge.

Labor Demand Projections -

The 1985 demand projections used in this
paper are the official Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics calculations' They are shown in
Table 3. The BLS foresees a continuation of

, the shift toward white-collar (except sales)
and service (except private household)
workers and away from blue-collar workers.
The largest negative shifts are sway from

, private household workers and farm work-. ers. Since these are two occupations that
tend to attract relatively large numbers of
illegal aliens, this could signal a slowdown
in the demand-pull forces for illegal aliens
in the 1980s. I will argue below, however,
that these projections maybe in error pre-
cisely because illegal aliens have already
become an important component in these
two occupations.

The approach of this pager a to compak/
the 1985 BLS occupational projections with
my labor supply projections for the same
year. In adopting this strategy, I label the
BLS occupational projections as deter-

omined by demand factors and my participa-
tion or labor-force projections as deter-
mined by supply factors.'

don rates by the population figures for each
of the agesex groups. The annualized rates
of labor-force growth' between 1970 and
1977, 1977 and 1985, and 1985 and 1990 are
presented in Table 2.

The central development projected for the
labor markets of the 1980 -90 peribd is de-
picted clearly in Table 2. In the 1970 -77
period, the labor forge grows" rapidly for
males age 16 to 24 and for females age 16 to -
3;1. This is the result of the passage of the
baby boom cohort through that age group
and the associatedinaease in female par tici-
pauon rates. For the,1977 to 1985 period, the
baby boom fFroup begins to enter the age 25,
to 44 categories with the result" that these
categories have the largest growth rates.
By the 1985 - 90 period, the absolute num-
ber' of young workers is actually declining
for male workers age 16 to 24 and for females
age 20 to 24. The major growth occurs,for
males age 35 to 54 and almost all older fe-
male groups.

During the decade of the 1980s the num-

30

,See Max Carey, "Revised Occupational Projectiqns
to 465." Monthly Labor Review, Vol 99, No. 11
(November 1976), pp. 10 -22 for a detailed su mmary of
the methodology The approach adopted in this sec-
tion foe projecting agistx requirements is similar to
that used by Arid V. Adams and Garth Mangum, The
Lingering Crags of Youth Unemployment (Kalama-
zoo. Mich. The Upjohn Institute, 1978)

'The fact that the B/..§ constrains total emplAment
in its occupational projections-to conform to its own
labor supply estimates does not compromise the
notion that the model is demand driven. The 81.5
occupational projecuons may be viewed as demand
oriented 1.4iause the relative employment by occupa-
tion is determined by demand factors with link re-

4.
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Table 3. Projected Requirements and Job Opening's for Major
Occupational Oreups, 1974 to 1985

Occupational
Group

1974

c Employment

Projeacd
1985

Requirements

Percent
Change

(Average)

White-collar workers
Professional and

technical workers 12.338 16,000 29 4 ''
Managers and

adminsurators 8.941 .. 10,900 21 6

,Aalcs workers. 5,417 6,300 1S7

Clerical workers 15,013 20.100 33 8

Subtotal' 41,739 53.200 (27.5)

Blue collar workers
Craft and kindred a

workers 11,477 18,800 p 19.9

Operative 13,919 15.200 90 v,
Noniasm laborers 4,380 4,800 8.8 .

Subtot;1 29,776 33,700 (13 2)

Service workers
Pnvate household F

workers' 1.228 4* -_---__ 900 - 26 7

Other service
workers 10.145 13.700 34.7

/
Subtotal 11,373 .14,600 5 (28.0)

Farm workers 3,048 1.900 - 39.0

'Total - .. 936 ( 103,403 20.3
_

Details may not add to gals because of rounding. Percentages were calculated using unrounckd numbers.
Source. Max L Carey. "Revised Occupational Projections to 1985," Monthly Labor Review, Vol 99, No 11

(November 1976), pp. 10-22.

In order to compare the demand and sue-
ply oriented models it is aumed, for de;
mand, that the 1970 age-sex requirements of
a job are rigid and, for supply, that the 1970
occupational percentage distribution for
each age-sex group does not change.' These

-attitudes. and discrimination. Again, the assumption
of zero flexibility is adopted for expositional pur-
poses and to highlight those areas where supply and
demand projections may differ.

It Is not correct to assume that total agsex ratios is
the demand projections should remain equivalent to
the 1970 ratios. Although the 1970 occupational nux
the only input of age-sat groups into the projections,
changes in the relative.occupatfon mix will have an

. effect on total agsex Ial101. If employment in actin.
dustry with ahrigh female concentration increases
relative to other industries, then the 04611 male-female
ratio will shift inlayer of inhales. What remains con.
stunt are the 1970 age-sex ratios for each occupation.

assumptions are adopted as expositional,
rather than forecasting, devices because
they yield the maximum .potential differ-
ences between the two models. The purpose

gard to the likely agosea composition of the Labor
fora In 1985. On the other hand, my labor supply
projections may be viewed as supply oriented because
the age-sex composition of the labor fora is deter-
mined without regard to the demand factors related to S
the occupational structure

'it the agosex requuerfients of an occupation are
perfectly flexible, there should not be any disaepancy
between the demand and supply projections. Most
researchers, however, believe that age-sex garner are
not perfectly flexible bemuse of such factors as the
degree of specific uaniing, job attachment. social

67-898 0 - 80 - 3

7

,
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Table I Projecuonsiaf 1985 Relative Employment by Occupation and Sex '

(Percentages)' ,

Occupuion Group

BLS Occupational
Demand Model

< Labor Supply
Model

Male female Mate Female

'Professional
and technical
workers 90 61 . 85 70
Managers and
administrators

90 18 61 13except farm

Sales workers

bencal workerst

38
5.1 "

24

14 1

3 30

152

Craft and
kindred workers 123 06 12 0 08
Operauves 10.3 46 11.3 61

Nonfarm laborers 42 03 38 04
Service workers 5.6 .8 6 43
Farmers and
farm laborers 16 02 24 0.3

Total 61 2 38.8 57 1 42 9

These figures,represeni percentages of total employment and labor supply
Soured- See footnotes 8 and 9

is to isolate the areas in which discrepancies
are likely to arise and analyze the potential
"fit" of Illegal aliens before market and
other forces adjust to equilibrate supply and
demand.

Table 4 presents the 1985 projecuoria,'
including a sex breakdown by occupation
Columns 1 and 2 indicate the male and fe-
male occupational or demand projections
as calculated by the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics Columns 3 and 4 indicate the labor-
force oil supply projections of Table I allo-
cated across occupations'

rThe sex breakdown for each occupation is obtained
by multiplying the ELS demand projection for it by
the 1910 proportion of total employment in the °eel,.
patamiphat was accounted for by each o(the 14 age -set
groups. Total labor demand by sex for each occupa-
tion is obtained by summing across the age-sex proups.

'Column 3 indicates the occupational distribution
based on the Table 1 age-se labor-force supply pro
jections for 1965 Each of the figures is determined by
multiplying the supply projections for each of the 14

-age -hoc demographic groups by the 17/0 ratio' of oc-
cupauon a total employment for each demographic
group. This yields astpeojected occupational break.

11
32

The largest single Imbalance is not ri31"
unskilled workers, but for managers and
administrators. This is due to the large pro-
jected growth of this occupation and an
existing age-sex pattern of employment in
it that utilizes few women and younger
workers.'" It is likely, however, that females
will experience occupational upgrading
and be integrated into managerial positions
without much dislocation. In any case, this
area is not likely to provide an incentive for

down for each age-sex group. Total labor supply for
each occupation is then obtained by sue arning firer the
demographic groups.

"As would be expected, the demand (him\ model.
using 1778 age-sex occupational mut:emeriti, Ladl-
e:um a larger need for male.workets than is available
from the labor
a u occupa
labor force that
tans suggest a labor
male. I do not draw

ferences, however.

ly projecuons. 9peciEcally, the
mix, projected to 1965, needs a

patent male. My labor mice,
that is only 57.1 percent

conclusions from these sex
use of the one of subsume.

in male for f wocken within an occupation.
The major difficulties in substieuung workers mist
across occupations and age groups.

. .
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significant immigration from abroad. The
skilled workers who do migrate are a small
percentage of the total and tend'to be pro-,
fessionals rather than managers -

Comparing the supply estimates with the
demand projections of Table 4 for blue-
collar trades illustrates the potential short
age of male craft, nonfarm laborert, and
service workers For example, whereas in the
demand model, 5.6 percent of the work force
should be male service workers', the supply
moderonly provides 4 5 percent. Adding to-
gether the nonfarm laboiers and service
workerson average the two least skilled
occupations yields a demand for 9.8 per
cent male workers and a supply of 8.4 per-
cent. hence a shortfall of 1.4 percent. With
projected total employment of 107 5 mil-
bon m 1985, the size of the discrepancy for
unskilled males is I 5 million workers Since
the female supply and demand figures are
approxtmately equal for thote two oecupa
uons, potential substitution of female for
male workers is not large Presumably, fe-
males could be- drawn.from higher skilled
occupations to fill theshortage, however,
this v.411 be limited by the favorable labor
market for femalcs in the more skilled jobs.

Although the numbers from the demand
and supply models do not diverge sharply
for most occupational groups, significant
problerns may still emerge First. if the num-
ber of illegal aliens in an occupation has
been increasing, causing an undermeasure-
ment of erniiloyment in it, the B1.S may be
currently understating the growth rate for
that occupation and understating projected
demand for it, as well, since ds°demaruil pro-
jections largely assume a continuatien of
recent rates of growth

A potential example of this tmderstate-
ment phenomenon appears in the BLS pro-
jections for farm workers and domestic
workers Table 4 shows a significant decline
in the relative labor &man for farm labor
?n 1985 But this is exactly w at woulekbe ex-
pected if illegal aliens have en take g an
increasing percentage of the j bs in occu-
pation, because the occupa tonal projec-
tions of the BLS are baseld la{ ely on native
emyloyment In occupationS in which il-
legal aliens have already made quanti-
tatively important gains (rclat lye to the size

of the overall occupation), the projection
methodoZgy may seriously understate the
gap between the number of jobs and the
nurnber of native workers. Furthermore,
since the demand projections also under-
state the future grouch of employment in
these occupations, this gap can be expected
to grow

Second, the transition from a baby boom
to a baby bust cohort in the younger age
groups is only beginning in the early 1980s
Since the birth rate peaked in 1957 and then
remained at a high plate-au through 1961,
the peak of the baby boom cohort is still be-
tween 24 and 28 years of age in 1985. The gap
between the demand and supply projections
shown in Table 4 should continue to widen
between 1985 and 1995 Indeed,tven the rate
at which the gap widens grows 4ritLI after
1985.

Third, the 16 -19 and 20 - 24,,,,age groups
are difficult to evaluate because their labor-
force partitipation rates ate particularly
sensitive to exogenous changes in school
enrollment rates and to the level of the
armed forces My underlying assumptions
on these latter two variables are somewhat
optimistic in terms of their implicatioin
fur the likely size of the youth labor force in
1985 This particularly true given the in-
creasing percentage of youths who are part-
time workers In this sense, the growth in
their labor force overstates the growth in
their- available manhours.

Closing the Shortfall

As shown above, employment projections
based on supply (labor force) and demand
(occupation) models indicate a gap or short-
fall of the male labor force in the loirest
skilled occupations. The size of this gap

aric-s over a large range depending upon the
particular assumptions used in gezerating
the projections These projections are de-
veloped on the assumption of occupdlional
rigidity between male and female workers
of different ages.

This occupational rigidity is not an a u-
ra te description of the labor market. Rat er,
the ektreme assumption of no occupational
`adjustment among age-sex groups is de-
signed to foresee where the exante shortfalls
in the labor market are likely to develop It
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is not designed to forecast the actual or ex-
post age sex lesels of employment by..occu
paticlis in the future This is an important
distinction "Since the economy adjusts to
shortfalls between supply and demand, pro-
jected,discrepancies are unlikely to persist
The question is What mechanism w ill be
adopted to adjust the supply and demand
pressures%

In response to, relative wage and price
changes. there are numerous marLt adjust
merits that can yield a balance between sup
ply and demand in the labor market of the
1980s without altering the immigration
flow These include a slower growth,rate of
lower skilleji jobs chin to changes in the de-
mand Jot labor. a slower upgrading of the
baby boom generation so that more of them
are asailablc to fill the lower skilled jobs,
and changes in the supply of ruanhours
among those willing to work in lower
skilled markets II '

Clearly. occupational emplustrient need
not grow along the exponential path pre-
dicted by the BLS Although exogenous
shocks could cause dcpattures from the pre
dieted path-irieaer direction, the endogen
ous labor market mechanism should system-
atically push labor supply and demand fac-
tors into equiliht tuni A fasorable endogen
ous response would likely occur because
any shortage of workers in a particular job
wo Id cause firms to substitute against alit

ice nput by shifting toward more abun
dant i puts A similar adjustment would be
made by consumers, who would shift away
from relatisely expensise goods, that is,
those that used relatisely greater supplies of
the scarce input I?

That dern4aphic shifts in supply can cause large
changes as lelative wages has been documented for the
experience of the baby boom cohort over the past two
decades See Mghael L Wachter. 'Intermediate
Swings in Labor Force Paniapauon Rates, and
Finn Welch. Effects of Conon Size on Earnings. The
Baby Boom Babies Financial Bust.' mimeo, Univer
sity of California al Los Angeles. January 1979

'The adiusurynts of loins and consumers to Chang
mg relative prices and wages would nix only cause the
BLS occupational assesionent to overstate differences
with the act,ual labor force bdt would also result in
changes in Lhe occupational input maim,,' Firms
would use reiatively increasing numbers of females
and older flute y molding the available workers to
fit the demand by molding the Jobs to fit the skillsof

34

In terms of economic costs, It is always
easier to bump workersdow n ward or reduce
their promonon than it is to upgrade them
quickly As a result, the hypothesized short-
age of entry lesel workers may be reduced
because enough members of the baby boom
cohort will be held back (in terms of promo-
tions) to fill the lower skilled jobs typically
filled by younger workers The utilization
of older and more experienced workers to
perform unskilled tasks traditionally held
by younger and less experienced workers,
howeser, can hase large social costs for this
group`and, perhaps, for society as a whole.

An important issue in evaluatihg the
response of the labQr market to an influx of
illegal aliens relates to the ability of the
monetary arid "[isml authorities to use 3tim-
ulatise policies to create new jobs for the
new entrants It is obsious that when the
economy is in a recession an increase in the

supply due to additional Illegal aliens
or domestic workers will, ceteris part bus,
lead to an increase in the unemployment
rate The cyclical unemployment that exists
during a recession can be erased by appro-
priate' monetary and fiscal policies he
more difficult but interesting quesu6n Is
whether the presence of illegal alien's alters
the full employment or equilibrium unem-
ployment rate IS

The type of labth market model I have
adopted suggests that an increase in 461
aliens would not increase the cyclical com-
ponent of unemployment but would cause
the equilibrium unemployment rate to
rise The mechanism, which is explored in
greater detail below, is due to the adverse

the workers. Both adrustmenu are likely to take place
with the roe malleable factors absorbing the largest
change.

"The equilibrium level of unemployment is the
level of unemployment that cannot be reduced through
general, stimulative monetary and fiscal policies
without accelerating inflation. My estimates of the
equilibrium rate are deri$d in "The Changing
Cyclical Responsiveness of Wage Inflation Over the
Postwar Period." Brookings Papers on Economic
Affinity, No 1 (Washington, D C The Brookings
Institution, 19761. pp 115 - 19 Also see Franco Modig
Juno and Lucas Papadernas, 'Target for Monetary
Policy in the Coming Year," Brookings Papers on
Economic Affivity. No 1 (Washington. DC The
Brookings Institution. 1975), p 111 -o3
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effect of illegal aliens on the market wage of
lower 4111ed workers To the extent that
market wages decline relause to the level of
welfare benefitstnd similar alternatives, the
"cost of being unemployed" would there-

`, fore be reduced To the extent that market
wages decline irelative to minimum wages,
or to unionized images in the hilgh wage
sectors, v. orkers,w ould eitlier be displaced
or unemployed longer, awaiting jutiopen-
ing in the high wage'secror The ;esI.1.11 of
these adjustments would be an incfease in
the equilibrium level of unemployment

The Distribution of Benefits and Costs
The distribution of benefits and costs of

illegal aliens, for the quive population, de-
pends not upon u hether the immigration is
legal or illegal but rather upon the demo-
graphic characteristics of the immigrants
In this analycts, I assume that the great bulk
of Immigrants are unskilled and are likely to
be employed rather than unemployed or out
of the labor force " NIs approach is to treat
the flow of illegal aliens as equivalent to an
increase in the supply of unskilled workers
This view omits important topics including
the economic vulnerability of illegal aliens
due to their ineligibility for most social wel-
fare programs anda lack of protection under
FLSA and collective bargaining statutes is

Ing theoty, the distributional impact of

reP'See. for example. David North and Manon F
Houston, The Charade-fitful and Role of Metal
dhens in the L S Labor Market An Explanatory
Study, prepared for the Employment and Training
Adminisuation (Washtngton DC US Deparunent
of Labor, 1976)

"For more general treatment of the economic issues.
ire Wayne A. Cornelius. "Illegal Mexican Migration
to the ljnitid Seam A Summary of Recent Research
Findings And Polo-, Implications." mimeo, MIT,
1977, Walter Fogel. -Illegal Alien Worlsers in the
Unsted States,"Industrial Rein:tont, tof 16, No 2
(October 1977), pp 243- 63, lilichAel J rime. The
tires Immrgration and the Presumptions of Social
Policy," in Industrsal Relations Research Association,
Proceedmv of the twenty Seventh Annual Wolter
Meeting, Son francluo,Detembet_28- 29,1971(lames
L Stern And Barbara D flermireds I. pp 350- 58,
Edwin P Reuben,, Policy Dimensions °edit 11-2
Program. Penned for the ational Commission for
Manpower Policy Inc:ember 1978, and North and
Houston, The Charaitensta; and Role of Illegal
/thew ot the U S Lasko Market

Ire

(

illegal aliens depends largely on the various
elasticities of substitution and scale effects
in the production process It can be argued
that, as aaule of thumb, complementary In-
puts benefit and substitute inputs suffer
frOm Immigration Unfortunately, how.
ever, the empiricr evidence on which fac-
tors of production re complements and
which are spbstitutV is far from definuve
The results depend heavily on the runner
in which the inputs are defined and the
number included in the particular produc=
non function analysis Including materials
or energy (or both) as inputsas well as cap-
ital and labor, for example, changer-the
results as to v.hich factors arecomplements
and v. bleb are substitutes It is possible,
hqweiver, to reach certain tentative conclu-
sidns as to the relative magnitudes among
inputs."

Given the above qualifications it can be
assume that capital and labor are comple-
ments- The strongest complementarily is
between capital and skilled workers The re-
lationshiji between Capital and unskilled
labor is closer to the borderline so that any
effects are likely to be small Among differ-
ent labor groups, workers become increas-
Ingly,tomplementary, the greater the diver-
gence in skill levels For exarnplep.whereas
all unskilled production workers canibe
classified as substitutes (or each other, (tut.

.,duction and managerial workers are as-
sumed to be complements,

Given this framework, the impact of 11-
regal alien% at least in today's labor market,
seems indisputable Although the magni
tude of the effect would vary depending up-
on the actual number of illegal aliens in this
country who are working, the direction of
the impact,is known first, illegal aliens
depress the wages of the low er skilled native
American work force Second, given exist-
ing levels otminim um wages and welfare,
for which the Americans but not the aliens
are eligible, the wage reduction resulting

"See for example, E R Berndt and D V Wood,
Technology, Pnces and the Derived Demand for

En'ergy,' Review of Economics and Sunnier. y of 57,
No 3 (Angust 1975). Iv 2.59 -68 and Ernu Berndt.
Reconciling Alternatise ESLIM2101, of he Elasticity

of Substitution," Reline of Economics and Stoposc,,
Vol 58, No 1 (February 1976), pp S9 -68

a
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from illegal immigratiori may also cause
higher unemployment rates for lower
skilled native workers. This increase in the
unemployment rate would be an increase in
strt. equilibrium rate and, therefore, could
not.be offset by expansionary monetary and
fiscal pq,licies without causing accelerating
inflation.

It is sometimes argued in rebuttal that tl-
legal aliens take jobs that native Americans
would not be willing to accept and, hence,
that there is little or ho employment dis-

. placement or wage effect. This argument,
however, is more com.plicated than a ap-

wr as can be seen by differen'uating be-
tween direct and Indirect displacement
effects."

In its simplest form, direct displacement
means that an illegal alien accepts a job that
is currently held or would be acceiptable to
native workers For expositional purposes,
a.ssume.that the low skilled domestic labor
force is reluctant to take on steady jobs at or
below 'the minimum wage Then, jobs
held by illegal aliens that pay minimum
wages o below would not cause a direct
displacement of domestic workers But, the

i Immigration and Naturalization Service
found in a 1975 survey that 35 percent of he
illegal aliens that were apprehends re
earning wages above $2.50 per hour This
figure was well above the minimum wage.
which in 1975 varied from $1 50 for farm
workers to $2 10 for nonfarm workers"

That many jobs otherwise attractive to
American workers are still given to illegal
aliens is not surprising Although these jobs
are "acceptable" to United States citizens,
they represent otherwise unattainably high
w4es to aliens. Attitudes are likely to reflect

3 this diffelence The illegal alien is an eager
and pliant worker, not only because of the
fear of deportation but also because the wage
is special, not merely acceptable An. em-
ployer who does not discriminate by race,

jo
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sex, or illegal alien status is thus likely to
hire numerous illegal, aliens for lower
skilled jobs.

But even if domestic workers refuse to ac-
cept employment because the jobs ar; un-
attractive and the wages are marginally
above public assistance levels, illegal aliens
may cause an indirect displacement effect
To show this, it is useful to construct a

rough hypothetical picture of the low-
skilled labor market under the assumption
that the illegal alien Workers are forced to
return to their home i:iuntries tomorrow.

In 1978 there wereppproximately fifteen
million full time equivalent domestic
workers who were earning $3 00Iter hour or
less Assuming an additional six million
illegal aliens, that group constituted 30
percent of the work force employed that year
in the lowest skilled labor markets If all
those workers were forced to leave tomorrow
and the supply of low wage workers in this
country were thereby redtced by 3Q percent.
wages at the bottom of the Job ladder would
be driven up significantly.9

A further assumption of this scenario is
that the supply of "available" domestic
workers would increase substantially as
wages increased 10 to 20 percent aboi,e both
the minimum wage of $2 90 and the welfare
wage for the nonworking poor This im-
plies an increase in the wage rate of low
wage jobs to an average of $3.40 per hour (in
constant money terms). With the illegal
immigrants out of the competition and
with wages at $3 40 per hou r, many domestic
workers would now be interested in the
previously "menial" ,jobs.

The next question. however, is how many
of these jobs would still be available Since
demand curves for labor slope downward.
an increase in wages means fewer jobs. As-
suming an ,elasticity of unity, that is, for
every one percent increase in wages, one
percent of the jobs are scrapped, approxi-

-mately 2 million of the 6 million jobs held
by the illegal.aliens could vanish The job
loss might be even higher if the favorable
"attitude" of the aliens were a more impor-

"These news were ongmally presented to Michael'
L Wachter. "Second Thoughts About Illepl Immi-
vation." fOrtuni (may 2Z 1978), pp. 80-87

"See David North and Allen LeBel. Manpower and
IMMtgraitOn Polscul in Me Untied States. A special
report of the Nauonal Commission for Manpower
Policy Special Report Na 24. February 1978, pp 137
and 139.

. 36

"These (mum were obtained from a raped unpub
lashed data for the May 1$78 Current Population
Survey

P
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tant consideration than the Wage rate. Haz-
arding a guess, perhaps another 1.5 million
jobs'would disappear for this reason Thus,
of the 6 million jobs filled by aliens, approx-
imately 2.5 million would still be open at the
higher wages demanded by the domestic
low-skilled workers.

Even if these assumptions are off, it is
clear that there would still be potential for a
dramatic improvement in the wages and
'jobs available to the domestic labor force
This optimistic report on wages and jobs
would also translate into a large reduction
in the equilibrium unemployment rate As
wages increased, It is likely that more In-
dividuals would be drawn into the labor
fdrce If one half of the jobs were filled by
currently unemployed workers ajid the
other half by new entrants into the labor
market, the unemployment rate would still
fall by approximately 1 25 percent. This re-
duction in the unemployment rate is of
added significance because it is the full-
Employment or equilibrium rate that would
be favorably affect94.

The eonomic 1'ris accruing to the low
skilled domestic labor force by sending the
illegal aliens back 'to their home countries
would be dramauc The cost, however,
would also be high. Perhaps the major cost
would be to the aliens themselves and their
ihome countries Just as wages in the United
States would increase, wages in the poor
countries of Latin America, especially Mex-
ico. would 11117---

Domestically. the repatriation would
presumably end numerous service and ag-
ricultural jobs and increase she relative
prices of the associated consumer prod-
ucts " Although short run effects of a sud-
den departure of illegal aliens might be
dramatic, either a slower departure or the.,
longer run effects of the quick exit could be
easily handled Many of the nonsery ice jobs
could be mechanized and would become
new jots opportunities for the domestic pop-
ulation The low skilled service jobs might
wtll disappear, permanently dueto the ab-
sence of workers willing to take on this an-

"For stmploctty, I assume that Dori relattee %ages
and prim are kneed to adjust The talal roil rate Itself
es attuned to be constant.

te

ploy ment The economy, hover, could do
without these serv.ice futi'dions Indeed,

mthere is a built-in rehanism that prevents
serious disruption For any job that is "vi-
tal," real wages will be bid up in the absence_
of illegal aliens to ensure the availability or
domestic workers.

Perhaps the biggest domestic impact,
however, would be the improvement in
the status of the low -skilled workers relative
to both higher skilled workers and capital
Since illegal aliens are substitutes for the
lower skilled workers but complements to
skilled workers, the middle and pper
classes might suffer an absoluteas ell as
relative decline in Income. The 'r lame
decline might be significant, but th abso-
lute decline is unlikely to be large enough to
cause much discomfort. The exceptions to
this, of course, are the skilled workers who
work directly with, and the firms that hire,
illegal aliens The individuals and firms

..-Fould suffer Important losses as the wages
of the low-skilled workers rose.

In contrasting the labor market of the
1980s with that of the 1970s, it appears that

r the major differences will be a shift from a
relative /surplus to a relative shortage of
lower skilled, entry-level workers That is,
the Illegal immigrants would remain a sub-
stitute for unskilled workers, but the per-
centage of native workers who are unskilled
will decease As a result, the distributional
effect of this demographic twist should be
similar to the abOve scenario of a reduction
in the number of illegal aliens Both repre-
sent a.decline in the percentage and abso-
lute number of young, unskilled workers.
But as the baby boom cohort ages, It will
shift from a substitute to a complement in
germs of its relationship with illegal aliens.
That s, by the late 1980s and 1990s, those
labor groups that were most hurt Litzsimpe-
tition from illegal aliens in the 197M will
have the most to gain from an increase in the
number of (unskilled) illegal aliens.

In the battle over income shares among
generations or skill groups, the political
context may play an important role. In the
demographic twist model, -the oversized
baby boom generation can "outvote" the
undersized baby bust cohort. This former
group can be expecsai to search for political

37
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soluuons to its problems TheY may ;cite to
prevent either actual shortages of unskilled
workers from developing or important
relative wage adjustments frpm occurring.
One approach tot attain their objectives
would be to vote for a more liberal immi-
gration policy, legalizing and increasing
today's flow of illegal immigrants and al-
lowing them,to become permanent rest
dents.

Policy Dilemmas

aeon policy has Atom-ally
posed a significant dilemma due. to the un-
even distributional impact on different
Income classes As indicated above, slulled
workers tend to gain from increased immi-
gration whale unskilled workers lose But
while immigration has negative effects on
the domestic lower income groups, n has
strong benehu for \ the even lower income
groups from neighboring foreign coun-
tries.

One aspect of thischstributionaldilernma
that has not received sufficient attention is
that, due to differential birth rates, the new
entrant baby bust ohort of the 1980 will
have a much high percentage of mit7rity
workers than the c trent cohort If faced by
continuing pre-la r market disci-mina-
'ion that reduces err market skills. these
w ers may rd pressed to face the
competition of a large influx of low-skilled
immigrants who are eager to work at.or be.
lot...United States minimum wage stand-
ards Faced with a tight labor market for
young unskilled workers, however, the dis-
advantaged workers over the 1980s may be
able to make important gains These po-
tential gains would be blunted by legalizing
and increasing the flow of foreign workers

In discussing policy opt6ns three repre-
sentative types can be identified increasing
the flow of legal immigration in an attempt
to reduce the illegal component, adopting a
"guest worker" approach similar to that
used in Europe. or continuing the more
laissez faire "noripolicr'that is currently in
effect.:' The lack of interest in dealing with

"Mayor policy innovations in the mimigration area
are not currently popular ta Washingwn or, Indeed,
elsewhere in the country That such eteasures are

38

the immigration question is in part a re-
flectionif the significant pohti2al dilemma
posed by tivs problem But with the onset of
the demographic twist In the 1980s, it will
be increasingly difficult to avoid a conscious
policylb control the numbei of new immi-
grants

for numerous political and moral' rea-
sons, there is much to be said for allowing an
Increased flow of legal immigrants n This
approach `deals with the problems of the
potential shortage by augmenting the baby
bust cohort with immigrants, but it has
some sigryticant problems Already men:
uoned is,the notion that any increake in Im-
migration would have adverse "aistribu-
nodal effects for the domestic low- income
workers In addition, there are reasons to
believe that such a policy would not reduce
the demand for illegal aliens If new immi-
grants had the same welfare benefits as na-
uve workers, their work pattern might
change and become similar to that of the
native unskilled population Presumably,
their labor-force participation rates would
then decline and they might beas unwilling
to work in those "bottom rung jobs as are
native workers The result would be re-
newed interest in illegal aliens who would
be willing to work at the jobs that were un-
attractive to legal immigrants

Due to opposition to both the status quo
and increases in theannual quota of author

no\v unpopular, however. only provides information
on the current political views of the native population
toward illegal aliens That u. the illegal aliens are
not perceived as being a threat' that would necessr
tate the deselopment of a stricter policy or prevent
illegal entry If the environment changes, and illegal
aliens arc percened as posing a threat to the voting
population in the United States, an ,enforcement
mechanism could be deseloped. A policy to restrin
illegal immigration would likely be composed of
three elements a requirement that workers be able to
prove their citizenship by carrying wotking papers or
a "work eligibility card", costly economic penalties
assessed against employers who hire die sons: and
a suengthening of the policing funcndii of the Immi
pawn and fsfatunlization Service

trThe political and ral issues are StreSied by
Wayne A Cornelius. "11 gal Mexican Migration to
the United States". Mich I J Note. 'The NA/ Im
migration and the Presumptions of Social Policy",
and Bruno Stein, Immigrant-HI as a Social Issue."
in IRRA, Peocrecitngt of the Twenty Seventh annual
Witmer Meeting, pp 341- 42
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ued Immigrants, numerous variants of a
"guest worker" policy Lye been suggested.
Such a program would have greater flexi-
bility than alternative programs since, in
theory, the stock of guest workers can be
adjusted, to some extent, in either direc-
tion." This is particularly important with
respect to the adverse impact of increased
immigration on the economic gains of dis-
advantaged native workers. In addition,
the availability of a "guest worker" policy is
likely to matte it much easier to enforce the
laws against illegal aliens. The guest work-
ers would satisfy the need (whether valid or
not) of employers for an assured low-wage

But see the Martin and Mr Ila angle in this sym-
posium or a discussion of the generally unfas,orable
expert of Western European nations in adjusting
Char st guest workers.

111

a.

labor force in areas such as agriculture. If
there were no pull from employers within
the United States, the flow of illegal aliens
would be likely to decline significantly.

The guest worker approach raises impor-
tant social and political questions due to the
unequal rights accorded these workers.
Although guest workers would presumably
be covered by minimum wages, they would
not besligIble for many social welfare pro-
grams, especially those that affect the "cost
of being unemployed." Indeed, the basts for
the guest-worker approach is that individ-
uals (and their families) remain in the
United States only as long as they are work-
ing or actively searching for work. It is pre-
cisely this status inequality that provides
protection to the native work force and
makes guest workers an alternative to illegal
immigration.

39
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he Labor
Department estimates there
are 50,000 to 70,000
people working in illegal
and unregulated sweatshops
throughout the city ."

shirtfronts, for 5 cents pima They
work like hell for an hour, and maybe
they can make 30 of those. That doesn't
come anywhere awe to the minimum
wage of $2.90 per hour."

Minimum-wage and overtime viola.
Jae these, unlawful piecework

tale borne. and child labor an the
3porm, the exception' There are even
documented cases of sweatshop martq
en' refusing to pey a worker's wages
simply because they know that their

.predominantly alien work force has no
way of seeking tuba, for their pier.
ante

"We're talking about whole new
ethic, an entirely new gram of nation'
sin morning inuflhe garment industry in
New York." says Al Morris, a veteran
of the New York office of the US lie
migristion and Naturalization Service
()NS). The old Jewish and Staljsm
sweatshops are dead. Now we'or,
leg a new generation of Ecuadorans.
Greeks. Koreans, Fauvismyou-name
it--openIng up their own shops Many
of them are here Ineptly, and most of
the people they hire are illegals too -

"There's a very good tissonafor
these rwatshop managers to il-
legals to work for them." sayt Creole
A Montoya, chief of general ige-
non at INS These groups willing
to come in, produce lit top iency
ten hours a day six days wee and. never even think about 'union le'
wars Often they're all rnembe of a
tingle family or extended sibling p,
working together a co unit
They don't consider the itions op
premise at all.

,s

That all this Is true I confirmed last
year in inonth-lonrseries of visits to
number of them new swalfshops But

M
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this story is one that cannot be'reduced
to the simple terms of the peed of a
few managers versus the nghts of.tboti-
sands of workers. For one, the sweat-
shop system relies on the.grudging
complicity of a whole population of
both workers arid managers, united by
"Strong ties of family, friendship. and
national oripn. They see the paternii.
hoc system under which they work'
as the only way to begin the clunb op
the economic ladder. Tsve, they are
victims, and the wages they can here
are a pittance by American standards.
but for the most part. It's a forma
compared to what they once earned
in Hong Kong or Panama city. So mire
often than not, the last thing they want
is for "Justice" to large through the
sweatshop door in the form bf an im-
migration agent. a Labor Department
investigator, or a union organizer

Take the case of Maria Ortiz (not
her real' name), a twentylear-old
Colombian I interviewed In early De-
cember, shortlrafter she was arrested
during an INS raid at a Queens
sweatshop Maria, a slender, carefully
dressed woman with a pretty round
face and smooth skin, has lived with
relatives in Corona since she came here
on a student visa last March

All year, she attended a high school
tutoring program in Queens, But by
October. Mans decided to look for a
pan time job to earn spaiddig money

'for Christmas It took Maria less than
an hour to find work, lust a few blocks
from her home, When she walked into
Elsy's Fashion, on lO$th Street in
Corona, Marta says, the Colombian
manager Cold her that she could begin
work tha day for what she was told
was the then minimum wage. $2.65
Dry 's had nut taken on cambia to
sew dresses for Manhattan inanMac.
tura. Minerva Pashkeu.

Maria was elated to find a job, but
even more rprised to have been,pf-
feted the mi urn wage, But the work
was hard "it 111 tiring The lady who
ran the shcifi tell me how to

icomplete each step t took me be.
mom two and three hour to do each
dress at first, later 1 could finish than
in under two hours. I liked one of the
dresses I made so much that k asked
to buy It back from the shop. They
gave it to me at half price, for $I3"

But after Marla had finished her.fret
morning's work of three drams,
learned what the "mlnkittrn Viage"
teaser had meant, the Tnanager told
her that she was due $2.65 for each
finished dress on the piece rate. This
came to a whopping $7 93, from which
the manager subtracted $1 for "Social
Security" (can !hough Matz didn't
have a card) and another
cunt), fa: This, Maria w

;

only to guarantee that she would az-
turn for work the next day, and would
be added to her earnings for tomorrow
but only,rof course, after that day's
*county fee was deducted For 0111"111
hours' work, Maria made $l95 In
fact. for the next two months she never
took home more than $10 a day

Did she feel like complaining? "Not
really Moms of the other women in the
shop were,in the same position. They
came in at nine or ten m the morning ,
and worked until ten at night They
worked Saturdays, Sundays, sometimes
more than t0 hours a week How
could I complain compared to that?"

And, like Maria, some of the other
women in the shop7where the man-
ager refused commentwere working

,without visas, Social 'Security cards,
or any other documentation that would
make their status her legal. "The man-
ager preferred it that way," said Maria

"They wanted to hue people without
papers. There was no union, and they
knew they coul get away with, any-
thing because had nowhere to turn
for lustier"

Indeed plauungwithout the
benefit of gran card would mean
risking span& and deportation back
home "Thae,people are running both
ways," said one official of the US ta-
bor Depampan's Wage-Hour Division
in Brooklyn "They're scared of them
employersusually straw bosses who
threaten to have them deported if they
complain and they're scared of goy.
eminent " The atmosphere of secrecy
and fear that results has made for a
highly mobile, cheap work force that
perfectly fits the needs of a garment
dustry desperately searching for ways to
cut costs Another Wage-Hour official
describes what is happening this way.
"Typically. we're finding a large num-
ber of established Manhattan firms
moving their work out to the boroughs
to save money They find a local man-
ageroften husband-and wife team
-who mobilizes a community of women
on the piecework system Theyll Stay
In business as long as they can, vin
tang minimum-wage laws, overtime,
safety, and health cofiditionsevery-
thinguntil we threaten them. Then
they lust go out of business and open

'up scions the street."
"I'll tell you why this network of

Yaps has been spawned out there in
aunt years," says.the vice-president of
one of the city's largest sportswear man
dim:Jaen, Whit k employs only union
workers. "It's chisper Under my cur-
rent union contract, I pay, on average,
35 cents In benefits for every $1 I pay
In wagpe.These illegal shops don't have
Itapay That, so right from the start they
can do lob l0 percent cheaper than
I can It's an Invisible 'empire out

JOIONtY 21 1171/K422 11/00 55
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there we don t even know who we re
,anating ailment

And the sweaisi.po system is one
ibat to far hat insulated Just about
everyva invoked horn enforcement of
fair labor laws which require simply
thaitemployers pay the minimum wage
of $2 50 per hour .1-4 One and s half
for every hour over 40 in one week
Still official industry spokesmen de-
spite oven:tainting evidence to the ion
nary often proclaim ignorance of the
widespread labor buses row common
in their trade Says Kurt Barnard ex _
etvtive director of the Federation of
Apparel Manufacturers a mayor trade
ilitottatifin I believe that it (labor ex
pleeat art doesn f mot to any mean
mtful degree at all '

Often manufacturers hide behind
another cortveruent, and legal excuse

s:1
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that completely absolves them of re.
sponstbiley Technically, once a man
ufamurer control, out" his work to
an independent sweatshop, he bears no
obligstion to require that his antractOp
pay the minimum wap and Social
Security a provide the minimum health
mad welfare benefits workers by law
are entitled to "It's not my concern
Wow Elsy s {where Mans worked)
treat, its workers said lack Cohen
a spokesman for Minervs Fashions in
Manhattan "When I contracted that
yob wt, I lust wanted to see it done'

One veteran garmentdistnct product
tson manager now with prestigious
Manhattan faskon designer descnbed
one of the many methods by which
manufacturers disguise their relation
ship with sweatshops Let s say I'm

manufacturer who wants to Jaye

How the Anent Keep Their Jobs
Fyn sheer lunluy, it s hard io imagine government agency compiling

sorrier record than that of the New York office of the U S Inmupston
and %turalization Service tl%Ss

During the haunt year ending es October 1975 203 11,1 investigators been
dent $23 6 million of 10 607 'deportable Alena---or roughly
$2221 tor every man worn #t, and child that the INS or its own verelleisLar,
deemed wet

lf this ykiesnytound like loo high bounty, then consider one more
fact Of therrore than 10400 ekportabk, maybe half are actually sent
out of the wintry The others manage to elude deportation somehowby
lumping bail marrying an American or tying up proceedings against them
king enough lo establish penman' residence or crnienship And even the
total number of :liens apprehended is but s fraction of the estimated
750 000 to 1 S million thing in the metropolitan area

We re etanphshing exactly nothing said one INS sgent after pick
mg up two illegal aliens dui g a raid on a Odbens sweatshop 'Thu in
mu petty harassment Wet never Totem the Ikood of illegals now corning
to %ew York the nun, t are pest too great

Nevertheless the invent industry remains a pr.* iseget for INS rude
a situation tat has laced the agency under increasing fire from the Intern.
tonabLadies Gar err Workers Union. tILGWLI) In recent &sant. Whelp
federal labor offic s say there on anywhere from 50430 to 70,000 alien
workers in nonu sweatshops, estimating how many thanda mate
Om are in union for obvious !MOM, very difficult Officially. the
union doeat want to a to their number but at l ut two CaliCett of
ILGWL, locals privately do that umber of illegals m union shops
may be as high as 30 antra riot' N ark membership of 112,000

Faced with such numbers t ILGWU e away from anneal AFL.
CIO member onions tau year w it issued s s rong condemnation of INS
raids and harassment of illegals ornmer he ILGWU filed ruit
California an an attempt to require IN search minarets specify
mg either names or probable cause for mann a factory before a raid takes
place At it same time ILGWU Drammen have begun Worming employ
en and shop managers of their rights under InimigranerilaW, encouraging
them to bar entry by INS uhpecton unless they product proper Warrant

Said one angry INS agent, Suddenly the union Is lin me can't
come into the shops but they don t seem to mind if we the nonunion
places The union has in ellen asked u to be

'Nonsense km. Shaky Appleton the ILG U s general seceitaryern
surer We don t want to use the INS to fight r bttle foe us , but at the
game time we cant control te410t11 field org ruts who call INS to raid
illegal shops There have been plenty of tunes we've organized a shop, set
up aleecorw ad then the day before the union is let to move tn, INS
raids the plot and arrests everyone" LB

L
as was av ins

2

" The manufacturers
send the, work out to
women who work at home
for practically nothing,'
says one official 'How can
vie investigate this') You
peed a warrant to enter
homes
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lot of garments made cheaply while
still keeping ha good mud with the
ugion 1"-tan Bend tivanonsimon shop
the flank it needs to do the work
and then to them for it This is meetly
a pspee. immactionthey no not going

a to psy me for that fabric Wall When
they re fintshed the work they send me
beck the ortnehts and get paid on
package rate Now my labor costs

are never going to show up in this
transaction. my books will never show
that I hove Saul Security or tan de
duenons to make because all I ve done
is buy a fintsbed product'

The molt" Does such a minute.,
tuner care what lurid of working et..
&pro prevail in ho contract" shop'

Of course not Would you' If you
go into a stale to buy a shin, you
don I ask whether or not the worker

.0

37

who made it earned enough to eat. do
you? Neither do we

The governmern has virtually no le
image walla the small COntraCtOn either
Ireeuiganom of a single shop Can take
weeks and the Depsrmient of Labor's
Wage-Hour Division has only eleven m-
vesugaton to cover all industries in
Brooklyn, Queens, end Staten Island.
of which serstaraopa are but one area

"These arc shops on wheels." says
Max Lenny general counsel of the In-
ternattonal Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union (ILGWV), which has been try-
mg foe years to organise the illegal
shops -We might get a track on one
of these shops and advise the govern
ment to Investigate, or try to organize
the Ow ourselves Pill they re
Vila It May be an months or a year
before we even locate them again"

lust last month. foe Instance. the De.
penmen! of Labor concluded year-
long Investigation of Vendee Sports-
wear. Inc, of 325 West .32th Street
Investigston documented that Vendee
owed Over 315.003 m wages and over
time pay to Id employees many of
them ahem who had been fired before
they coa.ld collect their first paycheck
By the tune the Labor Department
found federal judge to order Hal
&Matron, Veralee's president. to pay
the wages owed, he had left town.
whey °tractile traced him to Hoboken.
he moved to contest the jurisdiction
of the court

The assignment of piecework sewing
at borne is another increasingly com-
mon-4nd generally illegalmethod of
production in the garment trade 'Ere
*yen assign *homework' to avoid

JAIVIIARY 21 isramin 'rate 55
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' Immigration levels
depend on the needs eV
the U.S. economynot,
by and large, on what

Congress allows.
Current efforts to

reform the immigration
system fail to recognize

that fact and may
therefore be making the

sitnadon worse.
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by Michaal Plore

Dcant immigrant groups have seldom
been popular in Amasca, particularly
when lieu native language is not English
and their skin ei not white Hence it is not

surlinsing that the present wave of immigration
from Mexico and other Latin American countries
has touched off political controversy Tht fact that
many of the immigrants come without proper
papasnuking them "illegal aliens," in the
unhappy phrase of the momentonly exacerbates
the situation. Conservatives fear for American
purity Unions fear far Amer can jobs. Wellinte
tinned reformers wonder how to do justice so the
undocumented immigrants who are already here
without inadvertently opening the floodgates.
President Carter's recent proposal to legitimate the
status of some ahcps while strengthening border
enfoicanent is a Politician's accommodation to
these conflicting pressures. '

Most_ a the worry ancLmost of the good =en.
Dons, however, are misplaced. In the currents
debate, illegal immigration is frequently seen as an
ovenight; if the laws were better enforced, Amen-
cans could calmly provide for -limited legal
immigration and protect themselves from an
uncontrollable influx of foreign workerA That ss a
bit like thinking that illegal liquor durilvg Prolubs-
bon was an oversight if people want something
that it prohibited by law badly enough, a black

et will develop Extralegal immigration seems
to net the fact that legal immigration quotas
don't et many immigrants as the American
econo needs. In this we are not alone. Europe
too has an immigration Yproblem."
Undo:trial societies seem systematically to gene.

rate a variety of jobs that full-time, native-born
workers either reject out of hand or accept only
when times are especially hard. Farm labor, los:,
level service positions like dishwasher or hospital
orderly, and heavy, dirty, unskilled industrial work
all Et iritrats category. Jobs like thesereferred to
by manpower analysts as jobs in the "secondary
labonmarket"--offer tittle security, opportunity for
advancement, or prestige. Often they are seen as
degrading. Finding people to fill them es a con-
tinual problem at any industrial system.

Long -distance migrants from relatively back-
ward twat areas provide one way of solving that
problem. Indeed, most industrial countries have
employed immigrant waders In these jobs almost
since the beginning of the industrial revolution.
Such Immigrants typically view their stay in the
industrial area as brief and purely instrumental. .
They plan to accumulate some savings quickly,
return home, and invest their eaptings there They
are untroubled by the lack of job security and pro-
motion opportunities In secondary jobs because
they do not plan to remain long enough for either...____.7
to matter They are unaffected by a job's menial
status because their industrial work is well

Reproduced with the permission of the
Mew Society, Aar./Apr. 1978: 60-69.

copyright holder front Working Papers for a
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Immigration generates
enormous social tensions.
It also creates mytiurand
misconceptions for ex-
ample, the notion that
immigrants replace ,

nistiveborn workers.

(

a"

and in some instances may stimulate economic
de'relopment there But it also raises expectations
among the people back home, aq over time begins
to change the structure of values Traditional achy.
flits are degraded, people become less willing to
perform them, and in some cases traditional indus-
tries are destroyed altogether Anyone looking at
southern Italy, for example. would be hard put to
say that the years of migration from there to the
Una/ 4 States and more recently to northern
Eu have uniformly benefited the home region

or would rural Puerto Rico be an advertisement
for the salutary effects of continuous long-distance
migration

A thud misconception u that poverty and popu-
lation pressure in underdeveloped areas are the
prune calnes of large-scale' migration In fact,
income differentials have existed for long periods of
time )it out stimulating migration Migrants
themselves typically dislike the industrial areas
They are ordinarily interested only in the money
that can be earned there. and then only if they are
able to accumulate savings When they cannot find
a job quickly the, return home

The true determinant of migration flows is the
process of economic development in the industrial
region Part Kolar!). the number and character of
Jobs available Migrants frequentlyJearn about
lobs from recruiters for industrial employers The
current undocumented migration from Mexico and
the Caribbean began in this manner in the late
19601 Reserves of labor'in the black South were
being depleted, and what labor remained there was
increasingly being absorbed by southern industry
In the North, the blacklabor force had come to be
dominated by a second generation of workers intol-
erant of the Jobs their parents had held So
employers went looking for Meracani, Puerto
Ricans. and other Latin Americans (f'he bl
migration from South to North itself had
rated in employer recruitment shortly after World
War I Businesses wanted to replace the European
immigration flow interrupted by the war )

A final misconception is that Jobs held by
grants somehow replace jobs held by natty,
workers In factthough the evidence is not all
inthe migrants' jobs appear to fall into two cate-
gories In one category are jobs that complement,
or indeed make possible, the "good- jobs held by
natives Some dechruni industries, for instance,
provide good jobs but also depend on, a supply of

AlKA..1 Purr greAto meow,. at MIT This artide u re.
an( sop401 frt.+ Birds of Passage and Promised

Lands ...pp...NW repent/fr. M. Mortar r.wd
tivIsreng Pak, Seprrmkt 1977 Tint NsmrcA a. dick a 11

nowt./ ly aa Fri Aimi.O. Owswe . pew to
fiats.fta Cwinaot f. Rjj Eftplernna. ly ntr Alfrrst P

Srora f".4.06.4, n.1 iy tA, fJ Drprripent Law
Tie ntAw i, solrly erspcurilde 0.1 ram sys,serd is all
end.
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low.wage Lebec without which they would go oat
of business or move abroad. The shoe and text&
inchastnes in New England are examples of this
white Amerscans work as cutters or machine
repairers while poorly paid uranigrants do most of
the uncturet, last pulling, warehousing, and the
hie Other industries guarantee employment by
transferring peak-demand work to subcontractors
who employ immigrants and other low -wage labor
on a temporary buss.

In the second category are jobs that don't
necessarily complement naive -held occupations
but which contribute to the standard of living of
better-off groups. Household workers typify this
second category, so do some groups of restaurant
workers, ddrvery people, and janitors

There are some native-born workers, of course,
who share the secondary labor market with =rm
grants. The impact of immigration on these
workers m uncertain. Their primary IDICICII, pup
eumably, is m advancing to lugher-tutus, more
secure jobs if the jobs they share with migrants are
unproved when there are fewer workers to fill them,
then nature -born worker might well be better off
with lest immigration But if the jobs are essential
to the continued functioning of the systemand if
they can't be upgraded without radically changing
the system then the society will look for other
ways to maintain the labor supply IiE the medical-
care industry, for example, which Is now hard
pressed to meet demand, it Kenn unlikely that
hospital orderly and other low -level jobs will sud-
denly become first steps on a career path that bads
to nurse or doctor, In heavy tridustry, it stems
unlikely that we will do away with peak- demand
subcontracting to nonunion firms, particularly
when workers m unions are beginning to demand
lifetime job guarantees. It stems much more
that we will seek to curtail use upward mobility
(through disarming:ion or other meant) of groups
that presently hold kwr-kvel or temporary jobs,
and to expand that traditional labor force by
changing muitutons like unemployment insurance"
and welfare benefits. ,

Both anegorks fall into the
loveoerege, s and high
turnover Legistathetiandards a Moon=
wages and wortsreggenditions apparently set a floor so
the secondary Giber market. and thew standards
probably respond I. the need for workers in the ta'A
category If uddount standards are toe high, then
scene "Keppigagreoeconclary jobs will be eliminated and
the ef

wenf
where threatened U they're

monetary sector of subcono ors and the late,
be tempted teen, more eArk

battik man ware work= would be eye of 'job.
Demand ler ...when in the second (standard-of-11ring)
category is probably net so important a factor In
determining the Me of the secondary labor market
Given the ease with which new aversion streams appear
Ibis mat be the case, ce (bat would be no lama so the
faunal labor the Arnentaarconorny absorbs.

anen all these considerations, an deal
immigration system from a policy
maker's point of view should seek
several objectives It should minimise

the number of jobs for which migrants are required
m the first place, since large-scale immigration dis-
rupts the migrants' places of origin (and may in
fact generate unfulfilled cxpectatsons on the pan of
the migrants themselves) It should minimize the
degree of competition between nationals and
foreign workers m the lint generation, suite too
much competition means both groups will suffer It
should aim at keeping the second generation as
small as possible, since the expectations held by the
children of immigrants are particularly unlikely to
be realized And finally, it should maximize the
chances of upward mobility for whatever second
generation does emerge

Evaluated m these terms, muting policy is
nowhere near the failure it is presumed to be, m
fact, it is a more rational approach to the problem
than any of the protagonists tn the current debate
is willing to admit. Ironically, the principal insti-
tutional feature that makes the system work well by
these lights is the ray feature that Makes it appear
so irrational the fact that it is underfunded The
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) has
a budget so small in relation to the magnitude of
immigrant flows that it cannot possibly enforce the
law as written That fact, plus the fact that it has
never received any congressional guidance on
priorities m spendihg, means that the INS has
tremendous discretion as to when and where the
law is enforced. On the whole, the service seems to
utilize this Macre:sod to minimize the competition
between undocumented aliens and other workers,
and to realize some of the other objectives outlined
above

Patterns of enforcement activity are revealing
For example, INS seems to give priority to
apprehending u ed workers, as opposed
to other undocumented persona, and to those
widen m relatively high-paying, high-status jobs
Tbc lowest teed, most menial job categoneslice
household helpreceive virtually no attention.
Also, the service concentrates its enforcement
activities in the Southwest That is ostensibly
because of the heavy traffic from Mexico there, but
the effect is to drive undocumented Mexicans out of
a region where they are in direct competition with
MexicanAmericans and toward bis Angeles, San
Francisco, and the Midwest There, the natfte
wage scales are higher, and lowwage labor to '
scarce.

Some INS offices make a practice of varying
adorcernent activities seasonally so that alien
workers in effect complement native-born youth in
the labor market When school lets out in June, the
Service raids various restaurant and had jobs to
open them foe young people; when school resumes
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Mott Mevicana seem to work in the kind of se-
condary jobs that complement native workers.
pose/raison into higher-wage employment has
',ten slight The equity system works as deknbed
o legitimate those who dO acquire permanent
anchments di the Listed States It also presum-
ably facilitates them claildren's access to the mitt-
smons that will help them advance

rh, system operate somewhat less effectively
r non-Mexican workers from the Western

Menisphere Most of these immigrants seem to
c as visitors or tourists, with documents but

-cwt the right to work They violate She terms of
r entry fast by taking a job and then by staying

rated States after them visas have expired
fir mwation of these workers also appear, 'o be

nialh temporary with relatively low rates of
o- v formation and they too are concentrated m

o-condary sector of the Labor market But each
hese characteristics is decidedly less

- sourced than with the Mexicans Migrants
elsewhere in the he ntsphee. go home less Ire-

than Mextcans leery 22 months. on the
-rage, a larger proportion (28 percent) have

in the Lamed Stater they send lei money
to their places of origin and they have

maned farther up the occupational hierarchy
o positions competitive with native workers

me we recognize the way the present
mrrugration system actually operates
t is esilerit that certain minor changes
in obscure characteristics of the system

in produce substantial gains in terms of the goals
'Aimed Other proposals, whilatt at fist glance
'em beneficial are likely to have negattve result

The most obvious defect of the present system is
he disparity between the experience of Mexicans
nod that of other Western Hemisphere abets :go

explananon accounts for the difference
the two poyulanons, but discussions with

workers themselves want that a major factor is
imply the relative difficulty of reentry Mexican
orkers have little trouble erscrieg back and forth
emse the border Othet workers, who must enter
in regular documents, have great difficulty set

`6"hst so The documents art difficult to obtain to
rust place the State Department officials who

sstse them are highly suspicaous of would -be
entrants' motmea The migrants fear !has, once
'her have violated the termAthem entry, they will

unable to obtain entry again Hence many feel
'tilled to stay on much longer than they originally
'Negated In the process. they develop attach -
"ems- -open in the form of Second families that

'e'er intended, but which make tt still more
alt ao leave

nu. Pssadosic effect of a tight entry policy upon
'4 ',le and character of the migrant population is
let ° ^que to the populational visa violators in the

r
50,

The principal feature
that makes the system

work weir is the very fea-
ture that maktis it appear,

so irrational: the fact
that it is underfunded.

'
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On the Mexican border,
attempts to enforce
existing policy" by

tightening the border
may achieve precisely

the opposite of
what Is intended.

4

United States Western European countries experi-
enced similar effects 141 the last several years when
they used to curtail immagranon by restricting
entry Workers already in the country feared that
they could not reenter, and so delayed departure.
often illegally The result was that both inflow and
outflow declined The net effect may well have been
an increase in the total population of aliens, cer-
tainly the sae of the second generation has grown

One obvious improvement in existing immigra
non policy would therefore be to issue tourist visas.
for relatively long periods of tune, and to allow
unlimited trips bstween the United States and the
lsomecountry h a change need not affect the
State Department's sacerang of applicants to
exclude potential violates-1 It would simply recog
nue that a mistake in the screening process cannot
be rectified after the fact.and that trying to do so
will simply aggravate the prollem On the Mex-
ican border, by the same token, attempts to "en-
force casting policy" by tightening the border may
achieve precisely the opposite of what is intended
Increased difficulty to crossing the border' may
simply cause those migrants who enter success-
fully to stay longer, and thus increase the rate of
permanent settlement

Three other troublesome changes. also likely to
create more problerns than they solve, are the
recent restrictions on the number of legal entrants
and on the exercise of equity conferred by S
born children, the denial of public services to
undocumented workers, and proposals to penalise
employers for hiring aliens The restrictions on
legal entry and the exercise of equity were intro.
diked by Congress last year as part of a revised du-
tnbution of irruragration quotas The reform was
supposed to allow more equitable treatment of
Western Hemisphere counties relative to Euro.
pears natant In the process. though. Congress put
a limit of 20.000 on immigration from any single
nation, substantially below the 'roughly 70.000
immigrants who were bang admitted at the time
from Mexico Congress also made it impossible for
parents of CS .born children to regularize their
status immediately Since legal immigration and
equity constathe the pnncspal channels through
which permanent settlers can regularize their own
and their children's status, both restrictions may ,
hurt the second generation's chance for advance.
meet sigruficantly

That is especially likely to be true in light of
recent trends at the state and local level to limn
undocumented workers' access to public servsces
The most destructive of these efforts is the move-
ment in New York sty to bar the children of illegal
aliens from the public schools Given past difficul
ties even among those immigrant children with
Keels to public educatton, it a hard to exaggerate

.the potential damage of this policy to the Indind
uals involved and to the social stability of the city

4
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,self Education is a situ qua non for any kind of
upward mobility Other services are important too.
The lack o of health care, housing programs, food
stamps, and the like will cdnunly increase the
number of second-generation immigrants with
frustrated aspirations. To be sure, services are
thought to attract even more migrants, and to
encourage permanent settlement But the evidence
suggests that this kind of conscious economic
calculation plays a minor role in people's decisions
about migration. Social variables are far more
important.

The proposal for reform that has reserved the
greatest public attention recently would make
employers liable for hiring Mega! aliens. Here too
the solution appears likely to do more harm than
good The Issue of employer habs4ty is related to
the broader question of the sneraLthe secondary
blur market and the possOmInfif controlling its
sae through public policy However large the -
secondary labor market currently a, s s seems

to be limited by a network of rive 33.3311C.

DOM imposing minimal health a safety sten-
duds and mandating a nu wage The ,"
trinket for undocumented workers 1 more or less
within these standards The tied above, for
curnple, found that more than 5 percent of ap-
pretsendecl ahem were paid at least the mitumum
wage Of those who worked in manufacturing,
;most 90 percent .earned at least the minimum.
1ccording to the same survey, the market for

undocumented workers also generally respects a
number of other legal standards involving income.
social security, and unemployment taxation. It a
somewhat less effectrrely controlled by um=
organization. but it is not totally beyond the
unions' purview either

Why the market for undocumented workers
respects these standards 13 not clear Such workers
are an easily exploited group, they are afraid of
bung reported.to authorities and are often willing
to work for less than prevailing wages under sub-
standard conditions There la a lot of noney to be
made by forcing them to do so One could easily
imagine a market in which employers, by evading
taxation and letnrig working conditions deterior-
ate. were able to make a higher profit while paying
workers essentsally what they take home now. It is

that the market is already drifting in this
we have no good data about alien fob

chajctenrscs ova time, and the limited viola-
found in some recent one-shot studies may be

lint signs of a long-run deterioration.",
A chid factor in limning abuse by employees,

. must be their legal situation. They risk
nothing in employing the aliens, they risk substan-
nal financial and criminal penalties for tax evasion
and notatons of labor and work standard laws. If
penalties were Unposed for hiring agent, this
balance would be upset Many emplofers might

pas
du

feel that, having placed themselves in jeopardy by
luring aliens, they might as well take full advantage
of the profits to be made lq many industries
employing aliens, only a few employers need make
thu calculation to put the remainder under strong
competitive pressure to follow suit.

o argue that the present immigration sys-
tem meets some unrecognized goals, and
that many reform proposals are mu-

.... guided, is not to argue that the system it
ideal, Three major reforms seem desirable lint,
restrictions on the now-legal entry of higher level
manpower. second, a concerted effort to reduce the
we of the secondary sector, and third, the
legitimation of the migrant labor force required to
fill the lobs that remain.

The proposal to restrict higher level immigra-
tion follows directly from the analysis outlined
above. Labor shortages an an industrial society are
ancentrated an low-level occupations. The trouble
?nth migration as a Solution to these shortages is a
Lick of opportunity in higher level positions for
immigrants' childrgt Americans already have an
accumulated obligation to black workers that we
are unable to meet, and we simply cannot afford to
allocate what high-level positions we do have to
foreigners Indeed, it appears that in a number of
areas (notably medicine) immigration has pro-
vided a kind of safety valve against expanding do-
mestsc employment opportunities 'Importing
foreign doctors, for example, helps undacut
pressure to expand medical-school enrollments in
this country.

The idea of restricting the secoldjyy labor
market's sue u less controversial. But many believe
we can do so simply by restricting slin number of
unskilled immigrants That. as noted, is a

dangerous notion. If the restrictions are suo;essful
but the work cannot be dispensed with, Social
pressures will tend to create a labor force by
restricting the upward mobility of native workers
or immigrants of a previous wave (blacks, Mexi-
can-Americans, etc ) The extreme limit of this
process would be the romposinon of the kind of
racial caste system that once prevailed in the
South. If the restrictions on immigration are unsuc-
ceufuland history tells us they are lady to be
the immigration becomes clandestine. It is then
likely to escape legal restrictions upon the site of
the secondary sector, and the sector will begin to
expand beyond its present limits Eventually, social
forces will presumably react to check the expan-
sion. But by that lime we may have grown
accustomed to the expanded standard of living that
immigration permits, making it difficult to reverie
the process Efforts to curtail the secondary sector
by curtailing the labor supply are therefore likely to
have the opposite effect from what is intended

The wiser course is to approach, the problem
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The present system
meets some unrecognized

goals, but It is far
front ideal. Three major
reforms seem desirable.

t

directly by tightening the legal standards that Imes
the secondary sector At present, that means at
least three types of reform (I) an increase in the
minimum wage, (2) more stringent health and
safety standards,-particularly for kw-paying
and (3) encouragement and protection for union
organization In this unse, current proposals to
repeal Section 14(b) al the National Labor Rela-
tions Act, to extend to agricultural workers the
right to organize and bargain collectively to
restaemployers' unfair labor practices, to index
mi wages, and the like, are tightly bound up
with policy and ought to be con-
sidered in combination with it Finally. to make all
df these laws more effective, the INS should be
prohibited from responding to employer com-
plaints about undocumented workert in their
establishment once a union campIgn is in progress
or whenever an employer is found in violation of a
labor statute

The arguments against curtailing the secondary
sector by restricting immigration lead to my final
proposal regularizing the status of misting immi-
grants So long as the labor supply represented by
these immigrants is extra-legA there is a dares,
that the labor market will escape its present limiW
and begin to expand Available data suggest that
this has not happened yet, at least on a large scale,
but the violations that base been found would be
disturbing if they are the beginning of a trend

roposals for legitimating the maims rni-j_.)1..) grant labor force have recently been out-
lined by the Carter administration In
evaluating them, it is useful to distinguish

between more or less permanent settlers on the one
hand and temporary workers on the other The
objecti i permanent settlm should be to
legit, status and that of thew children as
co possible, thus maxims:mg access to
c an advancement For temporary workers,
on the ther hand, the objective should be legitima-
tion shout encouraging any permanent attach.
ment Because some temporary workers are likely
to develop permanent attachments in any case
however, and because any administrative process r..
likely to make mistakes in its initial classification,
there must be some mechanism by which tem.
porary workers can convert to permanent status

Carter's proposals handle this problem through
a "two-tier" amnesty One tier covers people who
have been in the United States for over seven years
They would be granted immigrant status, enabling
them to bnng their families from home or to
regularize the status of Gamily m already
here The second tier would w rs in the
country as of last January who hay n here less
than seven years It would give them legitimate
status in the United States but would provide no
rights for their families at home The distinction
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' an be viewed sit corresponding *the distinction
between perm n pe and tapporary migrants. The

is imperfect, since some permanent
'enters air been bete less than seven years,

, and a number tetnporarY migrants could acquire%

nunigratian as relatives of those who fan
under the seven-year amnesty. But it may billle
best possible.

---Z be chief problem is that no provision is
made whereby current temporary
migrants could convert their status.

.... Conversion of the sort could be handled
ranly by giving temporary migrants priority in the
aflocatko of costanit inarnsgration quotas, with the
order of priority based alit length of stay in the
United States. People should be able to exercise.' this priority at any time in the future; that would
nummire the incentive for immediate conversion. It
may also be **habi to expand existing immigra-
bon malt to-Monnunadate these adjustments in
mom, or to create a specie/ quota for this purpose
At a minimum, the Mexican quota should be
tamed either Lsermanehtfy or temporarily to the
rate of 60,000 70,000 a year that prevailed before
the 20,000 Binh was established by Congress an
1976.

Current propokah presume that, d the alien
population/sari be legitimated, further entry can be
handled tbrough more effective law enforcement
Indeed, the amnesty program has been justified on
essentially hurfunitanan grounds making up for
past errs U the program- is seem instead as a
means ki bringing an essentially irreversible
prof-attainder some form of legal control, one is
famed

Will

face the distinct possibility that illegal
entry Will continue after amnesty

Ill .4a1 entry will initially, be limited the`ieredos
dart' tabor market itself is limsed, and so long as
sullilient legal labor is available the attraction of
aka's) labor is not great Over time, however, one

dxpect the pool of legal labor to decline,
the return of some temporary migrants to

their places of origin and through upward mobility
others It would be desirable, then, to have some

ras of expanding the available labor pool. One
h measure, which would introduce a safety

valve in the system without creating the .open-
.. / ended immigration that the public seems to fear,

I would he to establish a temporary work permit.

Istattu as relatives of present aliens would even-
The permit would go to those who, because of their

I tually become eligible for, permanent Immigration,
but who are now barred by the quota and by
administrative delays from immediate entry Over
the jone run, this proposal wallet-not expand the
number of peOple with immigration rights, but it
would enable xis to adjust the time at which those
rights are exercised in accord with the require-
ments of the Y

L- -1 here f re two major Issues of immigration
that are Largay untouched in this

o Mick, and a brad comment on each will
have to suffice. One is unemployment. It

is frequently alleged that it would be *nide to
mire our unemployment problem were at not for
the presence-of large Minibus of undocumented
workers. But it is hard to imagine that inunigrant
workers are really to blame. The principal cause of
U S. unemployment se the low level at which fast
Ford and now Carter have chosen to run the
economy Unemployment could be dummied
through policy anstAunents readily available to the
president and Congress These instruments have
not been used, illegedly for fear of the inflationary
pressures they would generate. I btheve that thu
fear if greatly exaggerated. In any case, none of the
theories that purpo t to juittfy the fear of inflation
suggests that milationary pressures would be less
under a policy that sought to expel. alien workers

A second important point concerts the tam-
001Or lack thereofof the present immigration
system. However the failings of the current system
have been exaggerated, it is hard to exaggerate
either the system's unfit: and inequitable features,
Of how far it depahs from conversional standards
of Juana and due process The INS's discretion
may be very good for control of the market to
preserve job opportunities for Americans, but it
leads to an erratic and personal manner adapt-na-
afis jobs and, it penalizes those who attempt to
respect the law Pie prOposab in this essay will not
greatly improve things an this regard, in some
respects they may make them worse I am not
uhnundful of thu nor untroubled by it.

To argue the issues involved would require a
separate tinkle But it does seem to me that the
civil rights and civil liberties issues here have con-
sistently been fought on the wrong turf in the bat-
tle for substantive legfllatire changes rather than in
the battle for the budget through which subteen-
trve provisions would acquire *Me force I also
believe that the advocates of equity and due process
have never faced up to the conflicts of values
Inherent in the situation. To give meaning to the
philosophy expressed in the current de jure arnms-
gration system would probably require either a
Berlin Wall on the Mexican border or a national
identity card. It might well require both

1976
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Illegal Aliens:-Economic Aspects and
Public Policy kternative§

V WALTER GEL!

In this Article, Professor Fogel discusses the economic im-
pact of illegal aliens in the United-States. He first 'votes drat
the site and incidente of these costs and beilifits vary with the
ecoaomic conditions in the United Stares.° The Article next
addresses OK effects of illegal isnrigration in conjunction
with period.t of low and high unemplovmeizt. Finally, the au-
thor coticluaek with a discussion of policies designed to re-
duce ehe flow of illegal aliens and recommends an increase in

inpligration from Mexico during periods of low,unem-
ployment.

INTRODUCTION

This Article assumes that the.eader4tas nerakRamiliarity with
the phenomenon-of illegal aliens' 'ted States as it has
exited over Ow last ten years2 and focuses on two aspects of that

.Professor of Induitnal Relations, Gradytte School of Management, and
Research Economist. Institute of Industrial Reietions. University of California.
Los "Angeles. B.S., North-Dakota State University. 1954; MaA., University of
Minnesota, 1957; Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1962.

I. I shall use the term illegal alien rather than undocumented worker, the
designation preferred by some. The tatter. term is intentionally less pejorative
than the former and, as used by some *titers, implies that the Mexican-United
States border is simply an artifactwhich .ksis been established rather recently in
the history of the area. The former term, gowiver, more accurately conveys the
fact that these aliens are violating United States immigration law. .

Z. In addition to volumes 13 and 14 of the San Diego Law Review's Immigra-
tion Symposia, the most important references are DOMESTIC COUNCIL Coma-

Ok II&EGAL ALIENS, U.S. DEFT or JUSTICE. PRELIMINARY REPORT (1976): W.
Foca= ILLEGAL MEXICAN WORKERS IN TlyNITEO STATES(1977); D. Nolan & M.
HOUSTOUN, THE CHARACTERISTICS AND k OLE OF ILLEGAL ALIENS IN THE U.S.
LAROR. MARKET (1976); J. Smtoits, Los" Moimios: THE WETBACK STORY (1971).
Rodino, Impact of Immigration on the Amersean Labor Market, 27 Rtrroces L.
REV. 245 (1974); Salinas, Undocumented Neil' can Alien. A Legal, Social, and
Economic Analysis, 13 Ho .' L. REV. 863 (1976). An abbreviated version of the
author's book maybe foun in Fogel, l'aeybl Alien Workers in the U.S., INDUS.

Oct., 1977.

Reprinted with the permission of the San Diego Law Review
Association from 15 San Diego I. Rev, 63 (1977).
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phenomenon the consequences of illegal aliens, particularly those
effects. whrch take place within the labor market, and the policy for
dealing with the illegal alien flow.at

Five different kinds of impacts from the illegal immigration thich
is now occurring '.will be cited: sociopolitical, population, labor

istandarils, direct social welfare costs, and market The first four will
abe analyzed very briefly before I discuss what I consider to be by far

the most important kinds of impacts, those which take place through
labor and product markets. ,

SOC1OPOLMCAL IMPACTS

There has been little public discussion of the impact of current
illegal+ immigration on the social and political life of the United
States The one exception of which I am aware suggests that illegal
aliens are now forming a significant undergraind populatipn which
will not have atcess to the educational, political, and job market
institutions of this country and which will therefore become a sup-
pressed and alienated population containing the potential for major
social protests in the latter years of this century' This analysis seemk
more imaginativethan carefully reasoned Although the flow of ille-
gal immigrants to- the United States does carry with it the seeds of
social protest., this potential unrest results simply from the addition
of unskilled workers to the already supeifluous ranks of unskilled
workers in this country. In other words, the source of the problem is
that the aliens enlarge the poverty population. The fact that the
additional poor are here illegally has little to do with their potential
for social protest. Earlier in this century, when more unskilled lot
were available, illegal immigrants--espicially Mexiesanswere as-
similated into society without major disruption.

parent absence of concernth the iocraleftect.s of illegal' ,

immig a Sqn contrasts with earlier paPiods of public discussion
immigration, most notably with the 1920's when some public offi!"

cials expressed concern that too many Mexicans were coming into
the United States.' In conitmporary sociEty, th absenc of racial
allusions does not mean that people no longer rea i igration in I

racist terms. Racist proclivities rid doubt continue to exist. Yet, the
fact that these proclivities are no longer aired publicly may mean
that there'has been p decline in racial prejudice in the United States:.
This decline may have reached the point that it is perilous rather

3 Piore. The "Ne mmtgration" and the Presumptions of Social Policy.

... 1973 INDUS REL. RESEARCH A. ANN. PROC 350. 358
4 Higham. Amentab>lmmsgration Policy in HistoriCal Perspective. 21 LAw

& CONTEMP PRIDE; 213, 222.32 (1956).
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than advantageous fot party ipants in public debate to raise purely
racial ;ssues.

.

This.does not.mean that immigration policy will be entirely free of
ragial influence, for if their constituencies are racisteven if inar-
ticulately so-I-legislators will find ways of knowing this and will act
accordingly on specific pikes of legislation. I propose, however, to
think positively on this matter and assume that there is no great
concern about the social impacts of illegal immigrants which result
solely froln ,their racialiharacteristics.'

POPULATION

The population of the United States is now growing at the rate of
1,600,000 persons per year.° Most of this growth results from a rela-
tive concentration of females in the childbearing ages. Birthrates
have now fallen to or below the level of population replacement, sothat if these rates continue, zero population change-from internal
sources will be achieved near the end of this century.° Obviously,
when population in the Unfired States is no longer growing from an
excess of births over deaths, the only source ofgrowth will be immi-
gration. It is this fact that has prompted adherents of population
control to become concernedwith illegal Immigration.'

Legal immigration,' at an annual level of 400,000 persons,a ac-
counts for about one-quarter of current population growth. The con-
tribution of illegal immigration probably matches that fraction. Yet,
if internal population growth ceases while the illegal flow to the
thited States continues or increases, the latter will account for one -half to three-quarters of future increases in population. The absolute---,
numbers of 400,000 to 8011,000 would only add 0.2% to 0.4% each ,,year to the population of the United States. However, illegal immig-
ration would be the major source of population growth and thus the
major culprit in the eyes of those who'want a constant or declining
popjation.

5 U S BUREAU or THE CENSUS. DEPT OF COMMERCE, PROJECTIONS OF THE
.POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES. 1975 TO 2050 at 33 (1975) (Current Popula-

f tion Report Series)
6. ht. at 31. ,

7. Sec Wirken, Borderhoppers: Checking the Traffic in Nepal Aliens.
SKEPTIC, July/Aug., 1977, at 44.

8. Shapman. A Look at Illegal Immigration: Cauies and Impact on the
United States, 13 SAN DIEGO Illttv.,34 (1975).
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Hence, illegal immigration increases thb population of. the United
States.. The assessment of Opt fact clearly depends upon the valua-
tion one gives to population control.

LABOR STANDARDS1

Otenerally, the economic effects oflegal and illegal immigration are
the same, for both essentially repreient an increase in labor supply.
However, the illegal variety does have lone unique effect it threatens
labor standards.

These standardsestabhshed by national and state legislation on
worker representation, minimum wages, hours of work, social securi-
ty, safety, etc.are threatened by the availability of illegal Workers
because these workers must acCkt jobs in establishments which
ignore labor laws and because they are powerless to seek enforce-
ment of those laws. Their powerlessness -is due to their illegal status
They fear that any contact enfcircemen. t agency is likely to
result in their deportation, either the agency or, ,their employer is
likely to-report them to the Immigration and Naturalization Service

Fear of retaliation by their employer culminating in a rather short-
lived job also causes illegal workers to avoid unionization This
situation exists even where major attempts to organize them have
been made, as in the Los Angeles apparel industry The absence of
unionization, among illegal aliens also has a significant deleterious
impact on labor standards because one of the functions of a union is
to see that these standards are observed.

Most illegal aliens are employed in so,;called 'secondary Iaboimar-
kets which are characterized by small firms which pay low wages
and provide little, if any, fringe benefits. The availability of illegal
aliens makes it possible for many of these firms to ignore labor
statutes. Other firms in secondary markets may attempt to comply
w_i_th labor laws, but competition from firms which willingly yiolate
the law makes compliance difficult.

Journalistic reports suggest that violations of labor standards have
increased in recent years. The fact that illegal immigration has in-
creased greatly at the same time is more than coincidenta1.9 If illegal
immigration is not 'Checked, the United States will i be forced to
greatly increase its labor law enforcement efforts to maintain estab-
lished labor standards.

Socutt. WELFARE COSTS

Althciugh the public.at large is apparently concerned with the costs
of social welfare services used by illegal aliens, most people who have

9. D. NORTH & M. HOUSTOUN, supra note 2. at 126.37
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stud e the matter tend to agree that the direct sdcial welfare costs of
illegal aliens are slight. Several studies have found that very few
illegal aliens collect unemployment compensation, go on welfare,
receive,foodstamps or use medicaid.n) Some use free public hospitals
and send their children to public schools, but the incremental costs
involved are probably small. On the tax revenue side, it is clear that
most illegal aliens do have social security and federal income taxes
withheld from their pay, although a sizeable proportion apparently
pays less federal income taxes than legally required.

The very low incidence of social welfare payments to illegal aliens
is not a mystery These payrnents are usuallimade only to the unem-
ployed, and most illegal immigrants are working. When they are not,
fea11411f detection and deportation keeps them from applying to bene-
fit programs Thus, the direct social welfare costsef illegal aliens are
low But this Jack ignores the indirect costs which they May produce
by displa4ing resident workers frorp employmertt to various social
welfare programs A discussion of this displacement effect.follows.

MARKET IMPACTS
4

The simplest and most abstract truth about immigratiohlegal or
otherwiseis that r,it increases the supply of -available laboand,
therefore makes,' labor cheaper, product prices lower, aria employ-

I,Epent greater. In thiftsirnple view, immigration promoterofits,
economic growth, and general prosperity, with possibly excessive
demands for social capital formatiqn (schools, hospitals, housing) the
only cloud on this otherwise pleasing picture.

.
BLit even this simple view, predicated on the full employment of

labor resources, becomes less. pleasant once the distribution of
economic benefits afwelrag-their occurrence are considered. There is
na guarantee that all of 4te native population will participate in the
benefits cited, and if they do not, there will be opposition to immigra-
tion. All native workers will benefit only if all immigrant workers
enter the labor market in unskilled jobs, thereby.Rermitting native
workers to move up to higher skilled, higher paying jobs as the
economy expands. When this occurs, the immigrants-are.said to be
"corplemints of the natives because they increase the latter's pro-
ductivity and earnings. However, if some or all of the immigrants enter
the Aor market at higher skill levels, thfy may be "substituting" for

10 HUMAN RESOURCES AGENCY. COUNTY or SAN Disco, A STUDY OF THE SO-
CIOECONOMIC 14.4i4ACT OF ILLEGAL ALIENS ON THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 118-43
(1977), D NORTH & M. HOUSTOUN, supra note 2, 140-49, ". .
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unskilled natives who could perform higher skilled lobs if given an
okiortunity and, in some cases, training. Thus, the natives who are
left in unskilled, low wage lobs suffer from the immigration Without
it, they would receive larger incomes, both through employment at
higher skill levels and through the higher wages which would be paid
for unskilled work u Much ofithe historical immigration to the
United States was complementary to native workers, enabling them
to move up the lob ladders of an expanding economy Yet some of it

also substituted for workers already hereespecially blacks,
Chicanos and rural whites t2 It is sigruficailk that blacks did not begin

Ito- snake lob gains until World War I, following the cessation of
European immigration to northern industrial centers

Thus, even with full employmentand it most be considered a
polar case, for it has so rarely prevailed in he United States
immigration is likely to produce costs as well as benefits In the
opposite polar case, that of high unemployment, iniigration pro-
duces only costs without any offsetting benefits.

With a high unemployment rate, say ten percent of the labor force,
immigrants only substitute for native workers. The latter could per-
form with no less efficiency the lobs which go'to immigrants Collie-
fluently, wages and prices are not lowered by immigration In this
situation, immigrants impose only costs on the economy This
economic burden is borne by the displaced native workers and by
society generally to the extent that displaced native workers and
their. famill'ergie supported by ofbItt, social welfare programsi
Moreover, immigrants themtelies use social service is,also
true under full employment

The Current Period
These polar cases of full employment and high unemployment are

useful because they illustrate the two kinds of ecOnomielmpacts
which immigrants can have -- complementary and substitution im-
pacts However, the fact of the matter is that both full employment
and historically high unemploymentohave been largely absent from
the American post-World Wsr11...economy As a conseqiience, \he
effects of immigration in this' period have been mixed Etonomic
benefits, through complementarity, have been the primary impact

II For an application of this theory to guest workers In Switzerland
primarily Italian workerssee Lutz. Foreigrn Workers and DOmesttc Wage
Leveli wtth an Illustratton Porn the Suns: Case, 16 BANan NAZIONALE DEL
LAvoao Q REv 3 (1963) See also Spengler. Some Economtc Aspects of Immtg-
ratton Into the United States. 21 LAw & CONTEMP PROD 236 (1956)

12 !le der. The Economtc Consequences of Increased /mmigratton. 45 REv
ECON & STATISTICS 221 (1963)
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when resident labor' has been scarce. But the impact has been
largely to substitute for resident labor in periods of high national
unemployment.

In recent years, the period of greatest economic benefits from
immigration was from 1966 to' 1969, when the national unemploy-
ment rate was below four percent of the labor force. Illegal immigra-
tion began its rapid rise at that time, and the workers who arrived
with this flow helped to maintain a degree of stability in wages and
prices, economic growth, and profits.

The United States economic picture changed rapidly after 1969.
Accompanying this economic transformation was a rise in unemploy-
ment, with an average of 8.5% of the labor force being out of work in
1975.14 With nearly '8,000,000 people jobless, the effects of illegal
immigration wereand are, for unemployment continues to be
highnotmearly as sanguine as they had been in the late 1960's. One
can reasonably conclude that there are major displacement effects of
the current immigration because surely some of the 7,900,000 resi-
dent worker now unemployed are willing and able to slibstitute for
employed illegal aliens.

Neveitheless, even with 7,000,000 unemployed resident workers
the Wee' immigrants probably still pr vide some economicAlefits,

Vca`use ol thLr illegal status. The illegal entrant tend to be
highly motivated people' dependent on a job for their income (they
are generally ineligible for social welfare programs) and who cannot
count upon labor unions, law, or social sanctions to 'provide them
with job security. Consequently, they tend to work hard to hold their
jobs and are therefore generally productive, desirable employees. On
the average, they are More productive at unskilled manual jobs than
are the unemployed resident workers who would be willing to take
these jobs at the prevailing low,;:vage rates which they pay." The high
productivity of illegal aliens causes their wages and the prices of

13 I shall hereafter userthe term resident to refer to all legal workers. It is
preferable to native because a significant number of legal workers in the UnitedStates are foreign-born.

14. U S. BUREAU OE LABOR STATISTICS, DEFT OE LABOR, MONTHLY LABOR
REVIEW (June 1976)

15 One study has found that the average hourly wages of 779 illegal aliens
were $2.34 for Mexicans. $3.05 for those from other Western Hemisphere coup.to
tries, and $4.08 for those from the Eastern Hemisphere D. NORTH dc M. Hous-row+, supra note 2. at 115-16 (1975 study).
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goods which they produce to be somewhat lower than they would be
in the absence of these workers;even with high rates of resident

/119g1 worker unemployment. -/-

Thus, the economic effects 6f illegal immigration over the last
decade and a half have not been unequivocal. In times of'full employs
ment, the effects were principally beneficial, as reflected by lower
wages and prices, higher profits, and the prolongation of economic
growth. Even then,. however, there were adverse impacts on the
wages of resident workers who had to compete with the illegal aliens
In times of high unemployment, the economic effects of illegal aliens
have been largely negative because of their substitution for resident
workers. Yet, becduse the available unemployed resident workers
tend to be less productive than illegal immigrants, the illegal aliens
have to a_ sAlitit degree held down wages and prices, even when
unemployment,has been high.

Because these impacts of illegal immigrants are mixed, difficult to
discern casually, and impossible to measure, latitude exists for much
public controversy about them, and this controversy has been and
will continue to take place. The controversy also exists because the
discussants put different valuations on the various impacts, some-
thing which they often donot make clear amidst their assertions
about the nature of these impacts. The ntxt two sections will present
my own assessments of the market impacts of illegal alien workers
arid will state my own valuation of these impacts.

Dfsplacements .to
''.

Much of the controversy over the economic impacts of illegal aliens
concerns the displacement question. Do they actually take jobs from
resident workers? Many people, noticing that most illegal immi-
grants seem to be employed at federal or state minimum wage levels
and in arduous or otherwise unattaitive jobs, answer in the negative
to this question because they believe that resident workers will not
take these jobs. This conclusion is often- correct, but it is at best a
partial truth.which obscurevrather than enlightens, the issue.

Resident workers are often not available for the jobs held by illegal
aliens simply because of the presence of illegal immigrants. The
latter group removes resident workers from these jobs in two ways.
First, as stated above, because illegal aliens tend to be better workers
at unskilled jobs, employers prefer them and refuse to'hire resident
workers." This practice causes the latter to drop le of these job

16. During the bracer° (Mexican contract labor) program, growers consis-
tently preferred braceros over resident workers See E GALARZA, MERCHANTS
or LABOR (1964).
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markets. Second, the availability of illegal immigrants causes wages
for the jobs they hold to be very low and thus Unattractive to qual-
ified resident workers. Again, the resident workers drop out of the
job markets.

Because of these effects, employers of large numbers of illegal
aliens can always accurately state that resident workers are not
available for their jobs. But these employers ensure this result. The
chronological process, for which farm labor is the prototype, is as
follows: I) employers offer wages which are so low that they attract
principally undesirable resident workers; 2) instead of raising wages,
the employers turn to illegal aliens (or braceros or some other solace
of nonresident labor);" and 3) as the illegal aliens take over the jobs;
both the undesirable and qualified resident workers leave these mar-
ketsthe latter because wage increases are now doomed, the former
because they cannot find employmentand it becomes literally true
that r94dent workers are not available.

ThL, the fact that resident workers are unavailable tells us only
that wages are low for the kind of work.performed. The moreimpor-
tant matters are the increases in wages and resident employment*
which would occur if the illegal aliens were unavailable for the jobs
which they now hold. In this event, if wages were to rise substantrklly
and were accompanied with only small gains in resident employ-
ment, society, if it were guided on purely economic grounds, would
probably want to keep the illegal immigrinfsIrdwever, if large gains
in resident employment were accompanied by only modest wage
increases, most people would probably prefer the removal of the
illegal aliens, or at least prevention of increases in their numbers.

*age and Employment Impacts. ,

The precise wage and employment changes which would take place
if illegal aliens could no longer be employed in the United States are
impossible to estimate. Information on these matters is so limited
that even. qualitative statements ere hazardous. Yet; policy formula-
tion requires some notion of the wage, price, and employment im-
pacts of restricting or removing illegal alien workers. Therefore, as a
student of this phenomenon, I feel an .pligation to put forth some
guesses.

17. For information on how California growers have,historically used foreign
labor. see C. mcwn-LiAms, FAcroaits IN THZ FIELD (1939).
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I shall assume, for this pUrpose, a current employment of 4,000,000
illegal aliens in the United States. This figure is well below the
8,000,000 to 12,000,000 estimate of the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service, but seems reasonable in view of the rate at which illegal
aliens are being apprehended, now 1,000,000 per year. Hence, my
guess is that if the 1,000,000 illegal aliens now employed were no.
longereavailable, employment of legal resident workers would go up
by at least 2,000.000, with only modest increases taking place in wage
levels' in affected job markets and even smaller effects en product
prices The other 2,000,000 jobs vacated by illegal aliens would dis-
appear through mechanization, more efficient use of labor, and the
closing of some business establishments. I suspect tha the number of
business closures would be less than is often intim ted, however,
because affected employers would be remarkably effective at both
finding new sources of inexpensive labor and adapting to the loss of
illegal aliens in other ways.

, e
If these estimates are correct, the wages for many jobs now filled

by illegal aliens would rise from $2.65 per hour (the probable federal
minimum Wage in 1978)" to a range of $2:75 to $3 10 per hour
Employers would then be able to find resident workers to fill their
somewhat reduced demand for labor Wages and employment on the
better paid jobsjobs wi?ich illegal immigrants now hold in signifir 's

lirkl_numberswould change very little.

Assuming that these speculaticins.ar, at all accurateand I must
frankly admit that they are based only on a combination of intuition
and reasonwhat are the implications for policy? The answer to that
ultimate kuestion is not obvious, because any onse depends uponresponse
a variety of values about which both reasonabl and unreasonable
minds disagree I will address some of these aides subsequently.

- However, let me at this point simply state my Own value pre erences
within a United States domestic context, ignoring, for th ment,
the effects of policy on the illegal aliens themselves.

The employment of 21100,000 people presently out of work would,
in my valuation systenf, be well worth some very minor increases in
product prices. The rehabilitative effects on the lives of those ern;
ployed would be substantial. The reduced strains on our economy 1

and on our somewhat rebellious taxpayers for the support of people .
to" whd cannot now support themselves would also-be significant. Con-

18 The federal minimum wage is currently $230 per hour for most employ. ..-

ees For agricultural employees, it is $2.20 per hour and will become $2.30 per
hour in 1978 29 U S C f 206 (Supp 1975) California's minimum wage is set by
state law to be at least equal to the federal minimum wage. CAL LAB CODE
1182 (West Supp 1977).
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sequently, I favor a policy which severely restricts illegal immigra-
. tion.

It is unportant to note that this position is taken in the context of a
United States unemployment rate of over seven percent of the labor
force. When we are able to reduce unemployment to more satisfac- ,

tory levels, immigration can be increased without insufferable
economic impacts. But orderly increases in immigration must pro-
ceed through legal means, for the sake of the immigrants as well as
our own interests.

IMMIGRATION POLICY

The Ethical Pro-57 1n
The preceding analysis suggests that illegal aliens do have signifi-

cant negative impacts on the United States. These impacts operate
principally throughthe labor market, producing both a displacement
of resident workers and a lowering of the relative wage where illegal
aliens are employed. Labor standards for that seginent of the labor
force most in need of standards are also significantly affected. Pc:1;u-
latioli is increased by illegal immigraQgn, although only slightly at
present. If the flow of illegal aliens is ignored, however, the question
of population control could becorne imperative as levels of illegal
entry increase. Illegal aliens do not directly, affect social welfare
programs, but the effects of their displacement greatly increase the
numbers of residents who are supported by unemployment compen-
sation and bythe various public assistance programs. Although illeg-
al workers are also beneficial in terms of economic growth, their
negative effects outweigh these benefits within my ordering of
valuesat least when United States unemployment rates are as high
as at present and as will be in the foreseeable future.

These considerations, all internal to the United States, may settle
the policy' matter for many. But I believe that an examination of our
external obligations, if any, is necessary before a conclusion making
wide-ranging policy changes is reached. Relations at the political
level between the United States and other countriesespecially
Mexicomay also be important, but I Will leave fhe development of
these matters to others. ---''

,w
International! relations aside, the ethical question is largely: What

is our obligation to permit people, especially poor people, to immi-
grate to the United States? Because the question involves ethics, the
answers can be wide-ranging. Some would argue that we have no
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obligation to 1permit y immigration They would
rationalize this po n on the grounds that we canno
accommodate everyone who would like to enter and that
clear basis for allocating the relatively few places wh
offered '' This argumen?4ighly self-serving, but the
ton is even less satisfa torrThis latter view is comp
and would require the United States to admit all im
as its quality of life exceeded that of the sends
people would support such a policy, even in a m

possibly
begin to

e have no
h could be

pposite posi-
tely altruistic

'grants as long
countries Few

ified form.
It seems that as between these two extreme a principle can be

applied We should accommodate immigrants ,,nly to the extent that
we can maintain the existing quality of life i this countryin other
words, to the extent that we can keep our wn house in order. This
principle would place restraints on immigration, for the ability of our
economic resources and our political and social institutions to suc-
cessfully integrate immigrants into this society is now limited
perhaps more than it has ever been. Yet, if one is is
about the future of our society, some immigrat would be per-
mitted

Application of this principle to the current phenomenon of illegal
immigration leads'me to conclude that it would not lie unethical to
block the flow of illegal aliens; even though most of those entering
illegally are very poor These illegal entrants are threatening the
quality of life in the United States through the wage and displace-
ment effects previously cited Those who are most injured by these
effects are the low wage workers and would-be workers of this
countryin other words, the poor and near-poor.

However, I must reiterate thateven in view o this conclusion, they
United States can and should permit some of he external poor to
enter when this nation's health improves. Henc , ontrary to some
public officials," I believe that we have a special obligation to the
poor of Mexico and that we should establiih special treatment of
immigration from that country.

Increased Mexican Immigration .-
The arguments for special treatment of Mexico are three. first, we

share a 2,000 mile border with her, second, per capita incomes in
Mexico are just a small fraction of those in the United States, and
thip, prior to United States annexation of the southwest, Mexicans

19 For a discussion which developsbut does not necessarily endorsethis
point of view see Hardin. Living on a Lifeboat. BiosciettCe. Oct. 1974, at 561

20 See HOUSE COMM ON THE JUDICIARY. IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY ACT
AMENDMENTS or 1973. H R REP No 461. 93d Cong , 1st Sess 9.10 (1973)
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were able to move freely into and out of that part of the continent
The fact that most illegal entry into the United States is from Mexico
is an additional pragmatic justification for treating that country
uniquely.

Rather appallingly, our most recent policS, move was in theoppo-
site- direction. In October, 1976, the Congress passed and the Presi-
dent signed an amendment to the Immigration Act which adopts the
Eastern Hemisphere immigration provisions for all countries or-the
Western Hemisphere.2' This decision means thM an annual limit of
20,000 immigrants now applies to all Western Hemisphere coun-
tries 22 By far, the most affected country is Mexico, whose immigra-
tion to the United States under the total Western Hemisphere numer-
ical limitation of 120,6as continued at an annul rate of about
45,000 in the 1970's.23

It is my view that there should be an increase in the-numbers of
Mexicans who are permitted to permanently immigrate to the United
States. The number should vary with the level of unemployment in
the'United States, but when that level is low, 100,000 to 125,000 per
year seems to be a reasonable number

I oppose special traatment for Me co in the form of a new bracero
program which would make Mexi n workers welcome only part of
the year while they perform the lowest paid jobs in bur society.
Inigrants to the United States should be both permitted and en-
*6uraged to integrate fully into our society. This process requires the
authorization of permanent reirEa°y.

. *Specific measures for raising the permanent immigration quotas
from Mexico should be developed bilaterally with the Mexican gov-;
ernment. Perhaps, in that context, population control and income
distribution in Mexico, as they contribute to illegal entry into the
United States, could be discussed, as well as forms of United States

21 Immigration & Nationality Act Amendment pf 1976. Pub. L. No. 94-571: f
2, 90 Stat 2703 (codified at Immigration & Nationality Act 4,201, 8 U.S.C.A. f
1151 (W upp 1977)) (amending Immigration & Nationality Act 4 201, 8.U.S.C.

1151 (19
22, Id. f3, tat. -K103 (codified at Immigration & Nationality Act I 202, 8

USCA f 1 52 (West Sup 77)) (amending ImmigAtion & Nationality Act I
202, 8 U S.C. 1152 (1970)).

23, During the 1970's, an additional 25,000 or so Mexicans have immigrated to
the United States each year as close relatives of United States adult citizens.
This irmeigration is not numerically restricted and will presumably continue
under the 1976 amendment.
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eeopornic assistance to Mexico. It would be naive, however, to expect
ready acceptance of our positions by the Mexicab government. ,

Increasing permissible 'levels of immigration from Mexico is an
appropriate step to take. A side benefit may be greater acceptance by
this country's Chicano population of measures designed to restrict
illegal immigration.

"Restricting Illegal Immigration

Under existing statutory and constitutional authority, the United
States"' is no longer able to prevent illegal entry, nor it able to
prevent the illegal employment of those who enter legally with tour-
ist or student visas. The only way to regain control over illegal
immigration is to remove the incentive for it. This incentive is a job
The attractiveness of employment in this country easily outweighs
both tie. risks of being apprehended for illegal entry or employment
and the inconvenience of a trip home (usually at United States goy-.
ernment exj5ense) in the event of apprehension.

The job incentive can only be eliminated by making it unlawful for
employers to hire illegal aliens, and several pieces of legislation
which would achieve this have been introduced in Congress in recent
.years.zi:But-how would such a lati be enforced? Employers cannot
tell by visui means which job applicants are legal and which are
illegal. Nor/Would the requirement of a birth certificatee_citizenship
papers, alien registrations receipt, or signed statement of legal resi-
dence ensure enforcement, because all of these documents can be
faliely obtainedor given, in the case of a signed statement with-
out great difficulty.

Because of these enforcement problems, many Hispanics oppose
employer penalties. They fear that employers, unable to confidently
icgritify illegal applicants, would tend to discriminate against appli-
cants who appear to be of Hispanic origin, since most illegal entrants
are of Hispanic origin. Their concern, although understandablemay
be unduly pessimistic. It is hard to see how employers in some indus-
tries agricultural, apparel, food servicescould discriminate
against Hispanic applicants, for practically the entire work force pf
these industries is Hispanic. In better paying industries, qualified

, Hispanics, because of their Iong residency in the United States,
would have little troqble in establishing their eligibility for employ-
ment. It may be, however, that they would encounter discrimination
in industries which fall in neither of these two types.

24 For a discussion of these proposals, see Salinas. The Undocumented Mer-
man Alien A Legal, Social and Economic Analysis, 13 Hous. L. !Icy, 863. 900.
12 (19761.
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The solution to discrimination against HispaiAs and to the en:
forcement of a ban on hiring illegal aliens generalirwould seem to be
the use of a work card which would establpz,KeTiolder's legal
eligibility f employment. Because all workers would be required to
have a cart, and because the ppssession of the card would establish
work eligibility, there could be no discrimination against Hispanics
who are citizas or legal resident aliens. It would be logical to adapt
the exis g social security card for this purpose, becaus almost all
workers must now halve one and almost all employersare
record its number for their employee's social securityy accou he
new social' security 'card would have to be counter it- proof, non-
transferable, and jt could not be issued to illegal 'aliens. But it Is
feasible to achieve tk e requirements, even if they are somewhat
costly.

Despite the logic and probable effectiveness of a work card, it is
unlikely to come into being because many Americans apparently fear
that it could become a kind of national passport required for identifi-
cation purposes and, consequently, used to restrict civil liberties.
This fear is not entirely rational because legislative prohibitions
could be placed on the use Of.a work card for identification purposes
and because there has been a fair amount of satisfactory experience
with fards of this kind. For example, cards of tHis type are ed as'

.driver's licenses and for Selective Service purposes. Moreover,
has been a satisfactory experience in Europe with actual identifica-

, tion documents, if it sljould, signehow, ever dome to that. Indee
of the more curious phenomena of our times is the'great fear
repression held by many Americans despite the fact that
no other countr4 in the world would appear to enjoy A.-much unre-
strained freedom. Be that as itimay, the Carter Administration, after
initially appearing to support the work card, has ris4 backed away
from it and the card is probably dead.

An alternate; less threatening approach would be to require work
cards only in industries and Rierhaps in areas which' do Nit sell-
enforce the legislative prohibition on Airing illegal aliens. Employ-
ment of illegal aliens is Concentrated in a relatively small number Of
industriesAagriculturer .IoW-wage trianufacturingand construction,
and certain service sectors. The Secretary of Mor could-tkau-
thorized to require work Cards for all employees in industries which
proved to be unable or unwilling to stop employing illegal aliens. The
card would then simplify identification of illegal aliens by the Im-

C.
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migration and Naturalization : labor= standards ent:._ .4,-. 1forcement agencies, 'assuming lens could not o it. in
-,,.,v V.- . '...

them. Legal workers in these in '' .uld welcome a wor S'"` d
,as a means of preventing competition m cheap labor. All orkers
and employees in industries unaffected by illegal aliens ould not ,

have to bother with the cards.
Unless a provision of this type is adopted, enforcement of'a prohi-

bition on employing illegal aliens will have serious problems.
Nevertheless, as a first step toward reducing illegal immigration,
such a prohibition should lie enacted even without enforcement cer-
tainties.

,
. Finally, there is the question of amnestythe legalizing of illegal

entry and residence which occurred prior to some cutoff date. I
propose a liberal.amnesty, up to a quite recent-date, in order to make
the illegal alien problem prospective rather than retrospective Few
illegal immigrants whb have been in the United States for any length
of time are apprehended anyway, and I can see little reason to main-
tam a fugitive status for the illegal aliens already here in order to
deport a relatively small number' This policy would also avoid the

tha`dministrative
burden of adjudicating the "equity" status of illegal

mmigrants on a case by.case bails if amnesty were granted only up
to an earlier date7-for example, 1970 Liberal amnesty would also be
well received by Hispanics and might help reduce their owsituin to
tighter control of illegal entry.

--.

- 0

CONCLUSION

In summary, I must reiterate that illegal immigration is-one of our
more difficult kalioaal problems, involving, as it does, questions of
fact, value, and feasobility. I hope that the statementwof analysis,
values, and policyi put forwlird here will be of some help, toward a
solution.
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it
ILLEGAL MEXICAN MIGRATION

THE UNITED STATES. REC RE-
SEARCH FINDINGS
Mi. HOLTZMAN asked and was given

pernussion to extend her remarks at this
pcdnt in the Flacon' sod to include eg-,,
traneous matter.)

Ms. HOLTZMAN. .111r. Speaker, Prof.
WarWi A. Cornelius of the Massachu-
sons Institute of Technology has recently
completed a most irsvortant study on the
causes and conseemences of illegal Im-
migration .from Ifexico to the United
States. The study is particularly valuable
because of its reliance on'empAcal data.
rather than on coruecture, to analyze the
Illegal alien problem

Professor Cornelius provides strong
factual evidence im,dispute many com-
monly held views abut the most con-
troversial illegal =migration issues. Ms
study indicates. for example: that many.
if not the majority. of those Mexicans
who migrate illegally to Lhe United States
are temporary, rather than permanent.
Inualgrants who return to Mexico,

Importantly, Professor Cornelius also
contends that the vast majority of illegal
Mexican workers do not take Jobe away
from A.mericans. To bolster this conten-
tion, Cornelius cites not only his own re-
search but also two other studies co&
ducted in Los Angeles and San Diego In
11115-70. In both instances. efforts were
made to fill jobs vacated by illegal aliens
IfIth unemployed Americans. These ef-
forts failed.

would note that although Professor
Cornelius provides no research on job
displacement in the No e t, he Is right
in Laying that the lm ct f illegals on

. the job market can be curately as-
seeped only by studying occ ational pat-
terns, job applicants and hiring practices
by region, industry. and enterprise size.

Ihrotteeer Cornelius notes additionally
that Mexican-Megas contribute far more,
to social security and tax revenues than
they cost in social service benefits. Not
only must illegals pay State and local
sales taxes. but at least two-thirds of
theta also have social security and Fed-
eral income taxes deducted from their
wages, as well as payroll tax -Kfor iftlern-
0ov:tient and disability insurance. Con-
Tersely, less than 5 percent of the Mexi-
ean Illegals studied eveecollected either
Unemployment or welfare benefits.

Finally, Professor Cornelius kir points
eat the critical dependence of many sec-
tors of the Mexican economy on income
!tom the illegal migrants.

Among the thought- provoking recom-
mendations for U.S. policy options which
Professor Cornelius suggests are s. snore-

IOWVolum on unilateral efforts to restrict._-.
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legal immigration from Mexico, an'in-
crease in the quota for legal immigration
from Mexico, institution of a new system
of temporary workers migration visas.
and assisting, the Mexican Government
)12 reorienting Us rural development
policy toward small scale. labor-inceia-
tire rural industrialization.

A lack of authoriCative research mate-
rial has been a major factor hindering
the formulation of effective solutions to
the illegal alien problem. In view of the
extreme complexity of the issue and the
lack of factual information which has
often marred the debate on the subject,
this paper merits careftil consideration.

The text follows:

izzassz Witricare Mmarrime ro ram ttermin
Jyrens: PWcrwi Reaumon Prnounm aimPotter Icucrnoxs

(By Warr. Cornelius)
17CTSOW

Both in terms of the 'sheer number of peo-ple involved, and of the social. economic-and'
pout cal consequences of the phenomenon
for both the sending and receiving nations.
Illegal Mexican migration to the U.S should
be regarded es the most critical lasue cur-
rently affecting relations between the U.S.
and Mexico it is of considerably greater ini-

ce than Illicit drug traffic, prisoner sa-
gs. Colorado River salinity, and other

which have dominated discussions be-
the two countries for more than ad e Rapidly increasing pressure on both

the U.S Congress and the President from
special interest groups within the tI.S totake drastic unilateral action to stem theflow of illegal workers during period of
high unemployment makes it even more Im-
perative that the issue be accorded appropri-
ate attention in forthcoming discussions
with the Mexican government. The basic
argument advanced in this paper is that
truly effective, long-term solution to this
problem can be achieved only through con-
carted, bilateral efforts, with primary em-
phasis on action by the Mexican government.
The argument will be,supported by review
of the best available scientific evidence on
the MUMa and consequences of Illegal mi-
gration from Mexico. drawn from my own
three-year study Imbed on the migrants' com-
munities of origin in Mexico and from other
empirical studies undertaken since MD

What is the magnitude of gloat Mexican
migration to the United States?

Estimates of the total number. of Illegal
aliens of au nationalities present in the op.
at this time range from 4 to 12 million The
most widely publicized estimate, provided to
the Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS) by Lesko Associates, is a2 million il-
legals (in 1976). of whom 6.2 million are esti-
mated to be Mexicans. The Lesko atuniata
era regarded by =het experts as excessively
high, by several. millions, and the assump-
tions and methodology employed in these
calculations are scientifically indefensible.
Du* to the clandestine nature of the yopu-
Milan and Its great geographic dispersion
through the United States, it Is imposaible

ar

(Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from the Congressional Record(daily ed.), July 13, 1077 ; 117061-H7008J
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en mtlamite OW gas of the teal illegal popu-
taloa with any Ogres of peeciston. '20113g 147
esilase source of s1sta

The number of Illegal Mexican aliens de-
tected In this country increaeed from 48.241
in 1966 to about 773,000 In 1976. Most experts
believe that the INS apprehends only 1 out
of E. or lout of 4 illegal aliens who enter
the country. While the conoentration of INS
astorombent activities In thaw portions cd
the country where Mexican Illegals are clue-
tend maims It impossible to estimate the
true prOportion of Mexicans among the cone -
true illegal alley population from apprelles-
Won Statistics (most experts believe the le-
tual figure' to be about 00 peficent). it Is
clear that Mexico is by far the most impor-
tant source country fee illegal aliens. Among
the rural Mexican Males aged 17 and over
interviewed In my study. over one-half had
attempted to work In the United States an
at least one occasion Of these, TM bad gone
them more than once: and half bad made
we more trips to the U.S. In search of 41221-
piermeat, Fifty-seven percent of those with
work experience In the US had entered Il-
legally on at least one occasion.

Willis hundreds of thousands of Mexicans
do enter the US each year in search of wads.
the vast majority return to Mexico during
the same year,. (usually after 4-6 months eg
employment) The temporary character eg

4imel Me lean wage-labor migration 10 the
tr.& fate lintliWT below) IS nettally overlooked
by critics of the phenomenon. who view each
year's -crop" of illegal migrants as an incre-
ment to the permanent - resident population
of illegal aliens.*

Who ere the Illegal migrants?
The wridence on personal characteristics of

Illegal migrants from Mexico from all major
studies is quite consistent They are pre-
dominantly young (averAge so, slightly over
27 yesre),' male, poorly educated -(flee of
fewer years of ictroling). occupationally un-
skilled. and from impoverished rural com-
munities. Most have worked only in siert.
culture prior to migration to the U.S . but
many are new entrants to the wage-labor
force, having only helped their fathers on
the family plot prior to migration. The vast
majority (about 70 percent in my study) are
Molls when they migrate to the US. for the
test time, but even after marriage they rarei
attempt to take their wives and children
with them on retuiin trips. primarily because
dependents increase the risk of detection D7
US authorities and because of the high cost
of maintaining them In the US.

Movement to the US. from those regions
of Mexico which have traditionally supplied
this largest shart of Metal migrants Is by
a a blithillf Institutionalized phenome-
weindeed. family and local community
tradition In many case& In my study I found
that half of those who had migrated to the
VS. illegally also bad fathers who had
worked In the US., many of them during the
period-Of the -bracers" program of contract
labor (11912-1964). Three-quarters of the
Metals also had brothers or sisters who had
worked in the United States. Moreover.
permat of the married men who bad worked
in the US. also had one or more children
who bad gone to-Use US. Landless agriCul-
tural workers and abareeroppers are by far
the most migration-prone group. altbougn

,.
4

some small private landowners and ejicia.
tortes (recipients of small plots of Ladd un-
der Mexico's agrarian reform prograM) also
find It necessary to supplement their
come through employment in the U.S.

There Is also some evidence from my studs
indicating that illegal migrant, to the t
differ from Mexicans who have never gone io
the 1713 In terms of Certain psychoiogica,
and attitudinal traits For example, the L.e-
gals have a somewhat bigber propensity to
take risks: theyNare more sensitive to h.-
equalities In the distribution of wealth with-
in their borne community, and they have
weaker attachments to the Catholic Church
and Catholic religious symbols.

Why do they go?
. All studies stress the strongly economic
motivation of Mexican illegals. More than
1114 percent of the migrants interviewed in
North's .41976) study, Vilialpando's (1977)
study, and my own said they had gone to the
U.S to find a job or to increase their fam,r
income It Is clear. however that the D.ze
wage differentials (often three to four times.
for comparable work) between the U S and
Mexico are more important tbah outright
unemployment In Mexico In promotior ra.-
grstion to the 1.713 Of the
viewed in my study TT percent cited the need
to increase their earnings as their princ.nsi
reason for migrating to the U.S : only 9 be --
cent mentioned lack of work in their coin-
eatusille ad origin And when asked why they
had pa* to the US. rather thee to some
entry ea Mexico. ,most migrant,- (4R percent)
garwhigher wags in the US as their reason
The attraction 'of higher wags scales In the
U.S. IS evenmore powerful among Mexican
ruraL dwellers who have not yet bad a work
experience In the tinned Bones. Among my
interviewees who had not yet migrated to
tie US. nearly bait erpressed a desire to do
se et some point in the future. 93 percent of
the citing better wages in the US as their
pirtecipal reason. Other research has also
Istamistrated that the aim or the "gap- be-
tenon Mexican and U.S wages is the single
best predictor of the volume of illegal Met-
Ira migration over time (Jenkins. 1976).

'Lb. Importance of unemployment and
sissieremployment to biericocurrently run-
Meg at 30 percent crmors in the rural sec-
14eshould not be underestimated, however,
01ho findings Indicat4 that-it la not just the
le di of jobs, but of reasonably well -laid jobs

,rich fuels migration to the US Enforce-
ment of official minimum wage levels is
elielesmaly lax in Mexico, and once 1971 the
reel iTICCRIMI of pomallexlead families Dave
ban Seriously eroded by a ebarplyincreasted
rote of inflation, Another inflationary spiral
lass resulted fromthe nearty 100 percent cur-
sway devaluation in Mexico during 1976
littOliesk prices rose by 46 percent from
Apuary. 1976 to January, 1917, and the in.

*Typical of this view Is the recent state-
ment which claimed that "1 to 10 zotlhon
Ulnas are already Dere, and we are getting
an additional 500.000 to e00,000 each year'
("Meet the Press," MSC Television broadcast;
emphasis added).

Among. thaw Included In my study. the
average age upon Initial migration to the
U4 was 23 years.
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Mitten ran may *need 30 perosat during
1471. With 17.8. dollars now yielding twice
eit Much in Mexico. the devaluation can be
etpeetsel to produce substantial Increase
II Welts' migration to the US This Increase
Mould be noticeable during the find half of
1077. elan most Illegal workers return to
the 178 each year during the February-April
peeled'

Mistorically. severe drought. flooding's. or
ether climatic conditions which affect agri-
ealture have resulted In sharp Increase in
M raw et tragratiOn, to the 1:1.8 /knottier
IllajOr problem In recent veers has been the
Sigh cost of unsvallability of chemical fer-
tilisers In Mexico. needed even by subsistence
Miner. to grow crops in their depleted sills
the general pqrsit to be uncle is that the flow
et Illegal migrants from Mexico seems to
impend ter More to economic conditions
within Mexico than to conditions in the
lid.. Including the CZ. level Of unemploy-
Mont and the level of apprehension effort by
M INS The massive upsurge in illegal mi-
elation to the 17.8 In recent years has co-
Melded with Mexico's most Serious economic
adds wino, the 11441030ra

Mexico's poor an aware of the Increasing

n the t tats of the economy and
illicUlty of lag employment In tin U.SVee
tee saturation of some labor markets Inillegal aliens Among the rural dwellers
lailervieved in my study wbo had had no
week eXpertenee In the US 66 percent be-lieved that it would be difficult for them togod the kind of job they would like to have

the U.S. They are also aware of the con-siderable expense involved in making thenip and the danger of apprehension by the171*. Even under such circumstances. how-ever. a decision to go to the U.S is often
eminently rational The peasant usually esti-imam that the risk of not finding job, or
of tattle caught and expelled by the nrs
substantially lower taus the risk of be
unemployed or having an adequate Income
U he remains Is his home community Among
the illegal migrantrinterviewed in my study.
42 percent had found a job In 10 days or nee
atter crossing the border,, during their first.thy to the U.E. During their most recent
trip. 63 percent found wort withli 10 dela--
sad en additional it percent bad jobs assured
even betae they left Mexico (they simply
returned to the mine employer who had em-ployed them during previous sojourns inthe U8) The Illegals' relative lack of Wm-cult) In finding jobs is the U.S Is clearlyreflected in their perceptions of employe:bent

-opportunities in Mexico and the CS whenasked to rate nine possible destinations.
lacluding Mexico City. Ouadalajara, four ad-
ditional Mexican locialltis. California. Chi-

.
+Another study of 919 apprehended Meli-

na illegals found that one -third of the Me-
ath' originating in the seven Mexican states
Wilds provide the majority of migrants to
the US had jobs In their borne community
at tie time of their departure for the US.
(me linetamante. 1976).

*Ter *temple., the LI Centro. Calif.. border
patted viatica ',Ported 2.250 ,apprehenalons
during the month of February:102,as men-
pare, with 1.542 in February. 1P76-1. 42 par-
ent theta*. (Mew Ink 172oss.)Tib. lb.
1171.:. A10)

sago. and TexasIn tar= of 'the rapidity
with which migrant to each place could
obtain work. 58 percent of the illegals In my
study specified one of the dJS destinations
as the place when a job might be obtained
most nipitlir! (Their responses do not sim-
ply reflect uersmiliarity with prices demi-
notionsone-thild of the Illegals had also
had one or more work experiences In Mexico
outside their home community )

An excess of populationrelative to the
amount of cultivable land and the number
of non-agricultural employment oprpOrtUnt.
Ueeis one of the most Mune tutors promot.
Mg migration to the United States, as well
as to urban areas within Mexico Mortality
rates have fallen sharply In Mexico since 1940.
due to improved health care, sanitation. and
nutrition. fertility rates remain quite high
(the completed family In rural communities
eaten hag 8 or more surviving children) The
Mexican governmeettelaltns to have reducedthe country's rata ot natural population in.
crease from 3.6 percent (one of the highest
rates In the world) to 3.2 percent in recentyears but these stattsUce undoubtedly over-state the actual reduction due to data col-lection problems In rural areas.

In tact. birth control Information add serv-ices remain conspicuously unavailable in
most rural communities. since the Mexican

family planning program has
been b welly concentrated in urban centers.It t be emphasized, however that'sven
if population growth were somehow to be
brought Into equilibrium with employment
.opportunities. illegal migration to the US.
would undoubtedly continue: as long as the
saes dUterenttal for unskilled or low-skilled
jobs between the LLB and rural Mexico re-mains as lame as it Is today Most ruraldwellers can earn and *save more In 1-3
months of work In the U.S than they could

as entire year of labor In their hornoommunicy.
/VOW do they pets entrance.
The vast majority of Mexicans migratingIllegally to the US in recent years have

entered "without inspection." swimming theRio Grand* along the Texas-Mexico border(59 percent In my study), vaulting the wire
fences in California (27 percent) or crossing
on foot through the deserts of New Mexico
and Arizona (7 percent) Lees than 5 percent
have been "visa abusers." I e, those who se-

tourist visas and overstay them In order
work in the 17.8. On their first trip to theU.S 36 percent of the Illegal migrants Inter-viewed In my study made use of "coyotes"

professional smugglers of ellen workerstoeffect entry; 41 percent found It necessary to.the coyotes during the 'Moat recent trip.
most of them paying between 3150-4225
(U.S.) for their services. The dependence ofes many Mexican migrants on commercial
smuggling operations for assistance In enter-ing the U.S. Is one of the most unfortunate
eoneequencee of the turtent U.S. Immigtp-
ticsis policy.

Is noteworthy that a substantlal,pro-
pertlea of older Illopl migrants (27 tla my study) made their Initial trip tr the
ILL as "brsosTos" during the 1942-1964
pato& Whsla the -brsorro- agreendent withIllbziao was terminated aliblatinalty by theIRA Maps*, (under bossy prewar* from
organized tabori, these altglanta OontlIthect
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to go to the eti.. tUKsUy ID this genet the
'W mate" program Dever really ended: IS
semply went underground.

About 90 percent of my reseondents Who
had catered the U S illegally on at learooe
occasion had never been apprehended by the
TIC (despite the fact that 70 percent of theta
bed made multiple entries over the years).
sad. another 50 percent had been caught
ably once Of those who had been emirs-
beaded on any occasion, 47 percent had been
caught only during their first or second trip.
The data show that the probability of ap-
prehension decreases substanteally with each
succesive illegal entry. presumably because
the migrants learn succeestul evasion tech-
niques The Interviews make it clear that the
MES Is not a very formidabel adversary nor
as effective deterrent to Illegal migration
Boa among those illegals who are caught
and "voluntarily returned to Mexico, a subs
eteastua proportion, (36 percent In my study)
attempt re-entry within a few days and more
Often than not they are successful

Where do they go'
All studies show that the most favored

destinations for Ulegel Mexican migrants to
the US are In California ( especially the
southerp part of the male I the Chicago area.
aka Usk state of Texas In that order Tor
those migrating without enough resources to
support themselves dieing a prolonged period
of job-seeking. California offers the beat pos-
ail:Cities. because agricultural jobs are plenti-
ful there and are less time-consuming to
obtain Texas is least favored because of the

, low wage scales prevailing there The Chi-
cago area. offering higher-paid fobs In both
industrial and agricultural enterprises is

op preferred by those haling sufficient time.
Money. and personal contracts to facilitate
job-seekirg The poorest migrants often pre-
fer jobs located in email towns or rural areas.

- because of the lower Using ccists there Ille-
gals from just one of the rural communities
included In Inv study were working in at least
110 different US localities dispersed through
19 rates in 1975: most of these localities
IMO outside major cities The longterm
tread, however. Is toward greater migration
to large urban centers.

ire the Megas temporary or permanent
Immigrants?

The answer to this question Is crucial.
since many of the social and economic costs

absti are likely to develop only If the
to US usually attributed to illegal

p li
sallgratlon Is of permanent rather than
teamoraiT character Most discuelons of the
Iiimeal alien problem, Including the recent-
ly released report of the Domestic Council
Odmrnittee on Illegal_Allens 11976). employ
a "Stage' model derived mainly from US.
wart:tenni with European Immigrants. Ac-
cording to this .model. the Initial wave of
migrants are young and single and return
to the house countrt after relatively short
periods of employment in the U however.
tie next wave brings wives from the born*
eountry or marries In the US Child:so of
Immigrants to this second wave are born in
the U.S . and a "second generation"' of ex-
ploited. disenfranchised and alienated work-
er emerges While this pattern may be fol-
lowed by Illegals from other sending Won-
t:pa there is little evidence indicating that
it applies to Mexican illegals
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One major study foundothat 65 percent of
apprehended 14eXicarepillegais had been In
the US less than one year. and the aver-
age duration jor Mexicans was snorter than
teat of' Illegals of other nationalities (North.
WM) Among the illegal, in my study 71
percent bad remain*, la the US. ler 4
ineetbs or left during their lotted trip.
Fifty-four percent bad 'toyed Zoe 4 months
r less during their mart recent rat ex-
paten* in the 13.13.; only 11 pureed bad
worked in Use U. ler more than I year be-
fore returning to Mexico. Historical research
shows that Mexicans who ralmlined le the
ES during the Are -1810 period were more
likely to spend long periods of time (several
consecutive years) working there than Pm-
ant -day migrants.

Many if not the magrity, of the Mexi-
cans wao migrate illegally to the 135 base
never serioumy considered the possibility of
moving there permanently Most simply re-
turn to Mexico when their seasooal jobs are
ended (30 percent in say study). or when
them separation from relatives In Mexico be-
comes intolerable (32 percent of my rs-
spondentsli When illegals interviewed in my
Study were asked. "If you could get (legal
entry) papers, would you Ulm to her perma-
nently In the U.S.. or would you prefer to
continue living here and working there from
time to time; 74 percent reported that they
preferred the latter arrangement. When sated
for how long they would prefer to work in
the US more than 70 percent said 6 months
or leas per year Among the Megan Inter-
viewed in Villalpando's (1971) study, only
39 percent stated that they would prefer to
Use in the U S.if given a choice.

Of course. substantial numbers of Me:l-
ean illegals do manage to take ttp ,voce -or-
less permanecrt residence in the US, either
by concealing themselves In heavily Medi-
ae/a-Chicano neighborhoods or by wrenttiaily
leglreltig their status. But they are out-
aumheredprobobly by a margin of at least
10 lo 1by illegals who prefer to maintain a
pattern of seasonal or 'shuttle" migration.
Newly three-quarters of the 'Mesabi In my
study resumed their normal occupation in
then home community upon retort:dog from
their most recent trip to the US.

Do Mermen iUepals lake for earl tram
restive A /iterates?

Ali experts agree that the principal Im-
pact of Mexican and other illegal aliens
within the US is experienced In the labor
market. There la considerable disagreement,
however.) about the nature of this impact.
Most of the concern about the lunar of Il-
legal workers from Mexico among the US
labor union leaders Menu trondithe fact that
illegals tend to be concentrated In the low-
wage. low -skill sector of the labor swims--
where they presumably -compete directly
with" or "displace" disadvantaged native
Americana especially blacks and Chicanos
They reason that since illegal aliens are pres-
ent in the US in large numbers, and Ono*
unemployment rates in the IIS (especially
among the young and minorities) are WA,
there must be a casual relationandp between
the two

There la. however, no direct evidence of
displacement of native Americans by Illegal
Mexican workers, at least in those wars of
the job market where the Mexicans typical-
ly seek employment. The principal impact of
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illegal migration may lia6 to depress wage
scales or maintain the Mut quo for ter.
tun types of unskilled Jobs. rather than to
displace native emeneans from them Work.
ere cannot be displaced if they are not there.
and theft is no evidence that disatintaged
native Americans bare ever held. at least In
recent decades: a rignitcant proportion of
tile kinds of loos for which illegals are usu-
ally_ hired. especially In the agnculturel sec.
Mr:- (The moor exoeptiao would be the
employmeht of poor blacks on pentagons
is the Deep eduths region in which rels-
lively few Mexican illegals have been em-
ployed in recent years )

Moat of the yobs in question are the least
tearable to this_1,11. labor market: they M.-
Solve dirty, pa ,M) ly punishing teaks low
wages. bog hours, generally poor working
cend$lona, low job security fatten due to
the temporary or seeaoual character of ills
work). and little chance for acivancelmsf.
dark lobe ewe held by Impoverished Uwe.
peen Uneolims.o.ta In the late 19th and early
39th centuries. The JUL:near-a were to-
peaked by black migrants from the TJ
South is the 19274 surd 1930's Bluer Lae
1940's or early 1960'a. Mellen workers lam*
been the principal labor supply for them
Jobe. The experience of West Europe= come-
triargerticularly Prance and Germanyin
scent years demonstrates that tray. too,
haws found u necessary to import millions
unskilled thunigrants from Wide:develops!
nations to SU the low-status jobs in their
societies which are Incresaingly shunned by
upwardly mobile natives,

Concerned labor leaders point to the Wet
that Menem Literals are increasingly em-
ployed not only in agricultursi stoop Labor
but in more "desirable" indlistrial. construe.
Lion. and service jobs The avallabl&date
indicate a trend in this direction, Wut a a
gradual. In the Nardi 11976) study. 58 par-
ent of Mexican illegals were employed la
makined agricultural work or mental scree
hommetionst; 16 percent stilled
Jobs. Among the Illegals interviewed In my
May, 69 percent had worked u unskilled
agricultural laborers during their first am
yo tb 1315: 43 percent bad been so er-
played during tbetr meet recent trip Of tie
remainder. 'one 7 percent bad held skillet
Jobe in industry. construction, or melees
during their most recent stay In the Unfelt
Slates Among recent Illegal migrants. gm
moat frequently held lobs were tin order dif
icaportacieei acieulatral Sold laborer dela.
wisher or waiter in a restauract, and we-
Wiled eonetructioil welter Another realm
study litilleipando. 1977) of 217 ineeslaep-
msbernded en the West Coast tn July 11116
Sound that 67 percent of the employed,ariese
were worinag in agriculture at the time et
apprehension: 18 percent in Industry; 17 ev-
ent in nervier 3 percent in constructlen

s and 6 percent to other lectors (the stet,
prorideeenoi data on still levels).

Even In the urban vector, there is se pets
so nerd evidence to support the thefts of
mean*, job clispecensent. One Interim
Polly of Mexican negate' participation
the labor market ct the San Antomo metro-
politan are* found that "Mexican Mama
arena in no way cotnPete with or fflePtee
workers to the primer? !skilled) tabor nor-
kit In the mcondery labor market, where
they work alongeide blacks and CliTcance.

le-gale usually represent en additional imp-
ply et labor . , . k ant Ileitlean-Aret-
leans worked in strait and lee trult
basically different Jobs.... Tor example. Is
a typical small donetruction Jinn. the Mrs-
scan illegal aliens worked as laborers Make
the Mexican-Americans and blacks had Jobs
as craftsmen In manufacturing induare
such as mestoscilng. the IllegLIS sorted in
Occupations that Mexican-American sod
blacks shunned because of dirty wortag
conditions" (Cardenas, 1976).

The "job displacement" hypothesis la
called into question particularly by the fag-
use of two different programs carried ota to
Los Angeles and Safi Diego during the MS-
2,226 period. programs explicitly designed to
MI jobs vacated by apprehended Illegal Mims
with U.S. ettrzens. As described in the Vitiat-
ors:4o study (1977). the Los Angeles pro-
gram consisted of eh attempt by the State.
Human Resource Development Agency to
All some 2.154 jobs vacated by the apprebea-
Mon of illegal anew The Agency's efforts to
recruit citizen Tsaidente of the Los Angeles
area to All these jobs reportedly failed be-
cause (I) most of this employers paid Jess
than the minimum wage me; (2) the low-
status Job Categories did not appeal to focal
residents, and (3) applicants were dis-
couraged by the cifficult7 of some Jobs and
the long hours demanded by the employees,

The "Nuiployer Cooperation Program" con-
ducted by the 'ICS In San Diego from No-vember. Wit to April, 1914 bad a similar
erucoome As described by Valk/panda, the
purpose of this program wee "to maist ern-
Sunni to Identify Ultra; aliens on the job,
remove them from the payroll. and 1311 the
Job slots with local unemployed residents.'A tete) of 340 !Hegel aliens were identified
sad resnoetcl from their gibe during the
me-mouth program, most of when had bean
waxing In hotel maustenence, food handling
and processing. and, laundry services, earn-
ing sere ranging from 61 15 to 11.06 per
hour. The 240 jobs were
but not by unemployed of BanDiego Instead. 90 percent o the pi:sigmas
were occupied by (legally catering) Wier.
muter workers' from Bale California.
Mexico" (VUlalpando, 1977: 624.

Such results we extremely Important
they indicate that an accurate "eseemment
of the impact of Mexican illegals on the
U.S. Job market can only be wade thronige
intense* studies et occupational patterns,
Job applicants and hiring practices within
specific regions. Mdustries, and alms of ea-
Serpents This last category beeMsaspecielly
Important, sloe numerous retrearcbee ham
notedlhet Mexican Illegaln working in Urban
area sus typically employed in men, war-

Arras ee.g, plants manufacturingclot or sboes. Irma proemial' spied-
tura products, restaurants and hotels. etc.)
which boas long been dependent upon Mexi-
can illegals for their supply of unskilled
Labe and whose very survival relight beplops:teed by sharp reduction or elim-
ination of the supply of illegal workers! The
Jobs themselves might be e)linbaafed through
riechaatestion U labor cone seers to rime
sharply and the DS consumer prices of mot-
tuts currently proemial with elite Mbor
would almost certainly rise, particularly
food products

75
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leinennes like them cited abase name rII

attention to the fact that male types of
yobsby the very nature of the wort they
involveprombly could not be "upgraded"
(either Or raising waves or imprarrUig wait-
ing ccesidlinn4i to the extent neceseary to
attract native American workess This ap.
pun particwarly to stoop labor In the agri-
cultural sector bit aiso to many types et
unalwiesi jobs in services and trtrustr7 Wel-
fare and unemployment compensation are
undoubted., attractive alternatives to tak-
ing such jobs for many disadvantared
native Americans. In abort. the frequently
repeated claim of NS Commissioner amp-
man Mat vita more eclareement recomoss
he could 'liberate more than a million
alien -held pas 11/132C13 would promptly be
taken by native Americans is based mon
eau wishful thinking than en scientific
&nos. The case for a mnee restrictive ins-
antgraZion policy. cannot be made on the
unqualified grounds that 'tinge* take jobs
away from native Americana, at Moat on
Vie bests of information currently available.

The current upsurge of Illegal migration
imam Mexico. largely In response to deralua-
tion and high natation within Mexico will
not translate automatically into higher un-
employ:set among disadvantaged native
Amen:saw Its most probable effect will be
de increase the competition among illegal
allaxican migrantsand between Illegals and
ALnican nationals Who enter the CS with
)4s1 entry papersfor the same pool of jobs
which traditibnally hare been tilled by
Migrant labor

Do Mexican illegals take more from the
12 la social 'center Akan they contribute
M tares?

There Is uniform agreement among re-
searchers that Mexican. illegals MAYe amaz-
ingly lithe use of soctal welfare services
while present In the U.S. and that the cost
elf the services tbey do me is far outweighed
by their contributions to Social Security and
Nu revenues Eiegal aliens must. of courm,
pay state and local sales taxes Moreover. set
limn two-thirds of [bens also bare Social
Socurgy and federal Income taxes deducted
from their,,,wagas as welt as payroll taxes for
eineraployment and eisability insurance
(North, 197d. Villalpando. 1977 Cornelius.
1P77) At the man Ursa only about 4 per-
m= of the Mexican Illegals interviewed in
Use North, Bustanma e. and Cornelius
!guides bad ever collected unemployment
benefits; fewer than 4 percent bad ever re-
paired welfare benefice- only 3 percent or
mower had ever bad cblidren In CS public
achools. sued only 3-10 percent bad ever re-
ceived free medical assistance In a VS LIM-
pita! or clinic Villalpando 1 19771 found that
Mere were only 193 Illegal aliens on welfare
aid Milan Diego Counly in May 1978, and
that the number bad decreased to 23 by
January. urn (0002 percent of a total mil-
itated illegal alien population of 92.138)

TG Villalpando study provide. the drat
erscoprebetuive analysis of the burden placed
Ng Mega! aliens on tax-supported social barr-
iers in a eptelfic area of the ICIS It estirostm
Hitt the social services ieducatIon. health

1, aid to famWes with dependent chil-
awn. general relief. food stamps. children's
Olaricea burial services. etc I consumed by
Mega aliens cost approximately 52 Riilllon
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pm year: however. the study also calculates
Oat illegal aliens contribute about $48 8
million In taxes on wages earned local.y each
year It should be noted that the San Mars
ace provides an -acid test" of the hypothesis
thirt Mexican illegals place a heavy burdin
on public services which is not offset by
Nair contributions to tax revenues the
OCAtIcy receives a massive flow of Illegal aliens.
from Mexico In 1915 It accounted for 43 per-
cent of Use total apPrebensions of illegal
anew along Use southern tIS border and
U percent of all apprebenstons throughout
the nation

Nevertheless the INS several members of
the CS Congress and the tsam media con-
tinue to publicize an estimate made by the
Innis City Fund Washington-based con-
sulting firm that consumption of social
services by illegal alias costs the 0.8 tat-
payer more than $13 billion per year (which
la, presumably not oirset by aliens' tax con-
tributions), This estimate Is not based on
any original field research and was appar-
ently arrived at by applying birhly quesuon-
able assumptions about rates of service
utilisation to the already discredited Lesko
Associates esclmatE of the number dies Illegal
aliens reesent in the country.

DO ifcelcan illegals differ from illegals of
ighsw natitrisall nes? Se*

The principal study Including Clara! LUC*
from all major source countries (North. 19781
demonstrates that the illegal population Is
far from monolithic, and that striking (Ut-
terances exist between Mexican illegals and
those from other Western and !Wenn
hemisphere nations By comparison with the
latter groups. Mexican Illegals are

far lees likely to speak any English:
have toes formal education. -
bring fewer occupational skills from the

borne country:
earn substantially lower wages from ir.a.

employers.
are more likely to be employed In unskilled

jobs in agriculture and services,
mate lees use of social services;
remain In the II.S. for shorter periods of

time.

*Of the Illegals Interviewed In my etody,
54 percent bed been employed in Arms ans-
ploytng fewer than 25 persons according to
the respondents 53 percent of the Illegals
also reported that nearly all of their co-
workers in these eatablIshments bad been
Mexicans

Poi example. VIllalpandot (1977) study
oilnegal aliens In San Diego County found
t t the majority of them were ilerting for
'far below poverty-level wages " VIllslpsndo
and his associates estimate that the average
annual IncoMe of the Illegal alien who is
employed for full twelve tionths (not the
typical situation) is *4.368 By contrast. a
wer.are recipient for a famliy of five would
receive approximately $4,800 pet year The
stsde "It is unlikely that per -
eau ell .e for welfare benefits would
sawn for e wages that the majority of
liegel aliens receive. when the applicant can
receive as much or more Ile,, annual welfare
payments, . . . parUcnbel y since welfatt
payments are not azirildered dialable
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Studies of illegal &Ilona from other West-

ern beinlephers countries (Cruz 1276:
Chaney. 1976. Dominguez. 1975) also suggest
that these groups are far more likely than
Mexicans to become permanent residents of
the US

The findings of these studies indicate that
Mexican illegals are severely disadvantaged
in competition with both native Americans
and =influents) from other countries for
1044er-status lobs requiring English lan-
guage competence formal education, and
epectallzed lob skills. The data also show
that the presence of Mexican illegals in this
country places leas of burden on social
services In the short run and poses less dan-
ger of long-term social and economic costs
resulting from permanent settlement than
the presence of illegals from other principal
source countries All this indicate+ the need
foe II& Immigration policy which is sen-
sitive to the particular cberactenstice and
consequences of illegal migration from
Mexico

Are Mexican illegals exploited in the 02 ?
flamers Diesels its usually paid lowrages. by tog standards In the North

11976) study, the average wage received by
Mexican illegals wee $2 33 per hour in the
Villalpancio 119771 study. the average wage
was 6236 per hour Those Interviewed in my
study bed earned an average of 12 42 per
bout during their most recent trip to the
US. A significant minority of the Diesels In
all three studies bad been -exploited by U 8
employers, In the sense that they were paid
lees than the legal minimum wage (though
usually not lean than similarly employed
Agai workers) It Ls doubtful, however, that
even these underpaid illegals considered
thenuelvet to have been exploited while
sorting In the US . In the rural Mexican
&mmunitiest Included in my study the
races typically paid to landless workers
averaged between 25 and 30 pesos per day

$2 00-42 40. at the former exchange
nth) While Mexican ofScIaLi have been
quite vocal in criticizing the exploitation of
Mexican workers in the U 3 as a source of
cheap labor, they usually fall to notes that
by going JO the US the landless peasant Is
escaping Considerably more severe exploita-
tion it the hands of wealthy landowners In
his boozes community who pay starvation
races for even longer hours of labor, under
even poorer col:it:Mona than most low-
status jobs to be had in the 0.8

What is The impact of illegal Mexican mi-
gration to the CI S on the Mexican Economy?

Mexican Meseta typically remit substan-
tial portion of their US earnings toirelatites
in Mexico (30 percent of monthly US earn-
ings in the North. 1976, study, 37 percent in
the Villalpando. 1977. study: 42 percent in
My study) Among the tIlegati th my study.
81 percent reported that they sent money
pelt:July (usually by money order or check)
during their most recent work experience In
the CS They remitted an average of $162
(13.&) per month (in the North study, the
average monthly reinittannt was $129: In the
VUlalpand0 study. $138 per month). Toe
Marie thrilie-quarttra of the migrants' Sensi-
tises represented in my study. these remit-
tances were thole sole source of Income
while the family head was working In trio
12.8. The ithreals Sri zzly study were support-
the an average of 4 1 dependents 121 Menges
during Wier most recent stay In the CS

Apart feins the money which Is remitted
periodically by migrants while they are
socking In the US. most (64 percent Ds my
study) are able to save and bring money
back with them the average 5.5 6418
among my Uaterviewees, brought back
after their most recent trip to the C S The
total amount involved. In periodic *mit-
(snow as well as savings returned to Mex,:o.
is quite largeprobably in excess of $3 hi.-
Don pet year It is a crucial ill gent-ally
unacknowledged) 'factor in the- Mexican bal-
ance of payments, considerably more 1=1-
portent than Income from tourism While
migrant remittances clearly represent a
negative factor In the US balance of par
manta. it must also be recognized that
110-70 percent of the Illegals' earnings tpi-
cally remain In the US_ contributing both
to tax revenues and to retail sales The sts.dv
of the economic impact of illegal aliens 199
percent of them Mexicans) in the county of
flan Diego conducted by Villaipando '19771
estimates that 44 percept of the illegals'
wages or more than 6115 million dollars per
year ate spent locally by the illegals for
goods and services

At the level of the local community in
Mexico, the impact of migrants' earnings is
difficult to overestimate Income from C S
employment is crucial tothe maintenance of
the migrants' families virtually all of the
money remitted to relatives while the
migrant Ls away Is used for family mainte-
nance Among the Illegals interviewed In me
study. 43 percent also used the lump sums
'brought beck from the U.S for family main-
tenance another 13 percent used the money
mainly to Day previously accumulated debts.
and 8 percent Invested most of their earn-
ings In capital goods (land livestock =all
businesses) Only 18 percent of the migrants
Spent most of the money brought back from
the U.S on non-essential consumer goods or
recreation. In all of the sending communities
studied In Mexico, local commerce has bene-
Med iubstantially from migrant remittances.

What would be the consequences of a sharp
reduction of illegal migration for Mexico'

Olsen the heavy dependence of thousands
of rural Mexican communities upon Income
from the U.S over a period of several decades,
the economic consequences of severe re-
&lotion or cut-off of the flow of remittances
from the. US would be catastrophic for
many of these communities In some regions.
the abort-term effect of such a cut-off or re-
duction would probably by a sharp Increase
to the 'Incidence of land invasion by peas-
ants, and throughout rural Mexico a step-
levet increase in permanent out - migration to
large Mexican cities could be expected Such
ont-migration has been heavy since the
1040**, but the rate is substantially lower
than tt would have been, in the absence of
temporary migration to the.United States
Most Internal migrants have settled In Mex,
11:0 City, which is now (with about 13 unl-
ike inhabitants' the third tersest metro-
politan area In the world. after Shanghai and
Tokyo A very large and steadily increasing
&hare of Mexican government revenues Is De-
trig devoted to providing urban services and
Infrastructure for the inhabitants of Mexico
City and two other large metropolitan cen-
ters. and the already exorbitant societal costaof thee* urban agglomerations would beraped substantially by near Influx of
entrants from the countryside To the ix-
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bat that then eons reduce the share of
reOurces chick sea be allocated to rural de-
velopment, they will only contribute to fur-
ther rural-to-urban nalgratton and persistent
ettempta to migrate IllegalT to the lin. The
serial and political tensions which would be
liaransted within Mexko by a sharp minio-
n= ta =patron to the 1713 ore dineuit to
intimate, but the feet that such migration
Ins served as an Important statalaCtur fern

the pest canoes tie nmored
What is cite lfezieari Goveretneary pen-

Mow On Mere alms?
In dealing with this Lain. the Iliferdean

berrernment must balance a number of be-
portant and asixfiletiag interests Illegal
Mittgration to the 133 clearly functions se a
political and *cementite safety carte for Mei-
WO. as Fronde= Lopez Portillo hinmelf re-
Oleatty admitted (interview In the New Tort
Timm. February 1, len) Were= reent-
leusese--whicti Lopes Pornllo did not men-
tion--are also a very important offset to im-
neaten), train balances with the G3 At the
mans time, the /urge volume of Moral =-
grants crossbow the border calla attention to
tin fa bum of Meriml development policies
to Mate at emplorment opport =Ines
and to se Meant level* among a eery large

the road population In this sense
egal migration le an acutely ernbarram-

phenomenon for the Mexican Govern-
nasnit. The Mare also has strong nattormastic
oirertoass within Mexico exacerbated b7 Ise-
Lated but widely publtentel cases of Mir/teal
nthrtrestmeat of Mexican literals by US am-
enmities and others and D' the general
Ilieraroven that Antoci:any the IIS has Mim-
eo to recruit Mexican labor In times of as-
noun emergency (World War IL the Korean
War) while cdicially shunning it in tinge of
somearf

non recent Mexican sdminketretiOnS have
teen content to ignore the tome as much as
ponelble, limning their diplomatic InIMativni
to calls for greater protection of the righnof
illegal sheds while they are tr( the II S and
to periodic 'forts to secure a new contract:Ain&
labor threesome (along the lines of the ear-
ner "bracero- patt) between the two coun-
tries. Termer President Lau Echererrts often
eogeplained letidir =out mistreatment of U-
MEM (or as the Mexican government prefers
to Call them, -undocumented-) workers.
teaming themigration on widening Inequal-
tine betwenx rich and poor nations in the
internatkind economic western and wring it
GO further juatincistion of his plan for a
ewe international economic order - In 1914
In Minted the idea of a new -brseero- agree-
iserot. en the grounds that tt would only Lot-
011ews the expioltation of Mexican workers
is the U.S

President UM= Portillo is likely to take a
MOM pragmatic. non-ideological approach
Aw AL and other rented toques in discussions
WI/22 United States officials Ms Initial nme-
sags. hammer. will be virtually identical to

^ Ibitt of his precletesor We want to export
neemodities, sot people He has already
announced that new trade concessions

"lerniting U.S. tariffs on Mexican-made shoes
sod agricultural products) are at the top of
UM negotiating agenda with the US Ckmern-
rant, arguing that the beet means of redue-
ng the flow of Illegal migrant( is for the
Vaned States to "take steps to assist the
Weld= economy (through trade measures.
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for example) . and thereby reduce the
primasum on poverty - strikes Mexicana to Im-
migrate- (New Tort Times February I.
1417). He has also announced sizcificantly.
that his top domestic policy priority is to in-
=KM food and energy production

moon mneesrions roe us rout"'
(1) )(Oratorio= on New Unilateral Filorts

to Restrict (legal Immigration On several
occasions in the past ie g the 1929-30 'Be-
pat:Utica- campaign 'Operation Wetback-
ta 1953-84), the US Oovernment bee de-
monstrated its capacity to effect mats de-
portation of illegal Mexican aliens through
military -style Operations. (It should be
noted, however that both of the above-men-
non= operations created a major crisis to
OW foreign relations with Mexico. and
tat= the civil and legal rights cr, hundreds
U not thoonads of Mexican-American Mi-
nn Lad idexhaus nationals legally residitse
In this courrtry ) Ant while the technological
reastbility of -realtr-g- oar 1500-calte border
with Mexico Is questionable. there is tittle
doubt that significant Increasing the re-
sources available to the Dr3 for apprehen-
sion activities would at least shorten the job
tenure of many illegals who enter the coun-
try -

Similarly, federal legislation (along the
lines of laws passed recently by the states of
ifesischuaeUs CalllornitirConnecticut. San-
cta and New lioptairei to impose criminal
penalties and lthes of up to 4500 on CS
employers who knowingly hire illegal aliens
might deter some illegal immigratioa, try-7

reducing the primary Incentive for coming
be the US relatively well -paid (by Mexican
standards, yobs However my interviews
Loth formal and informal with hundreds
of Mexican who have worked Illegally to the
US suggest that the deterrent elfect of any
law to mating/me the hiring prom* on the
Isalstrior of the magmata themselves is like-
ly to be minimal This applies particularly
to nose 'experienced" Mexicans who already
vonovved to illegally entering the US and
lading sialneTrmat an one or more coca-
nen A truly ranalve, alahrattoUX and ex-
tremely costly =forcemeat mechanism
would have to be provided to successfully
implement any such Law: in the absence of
=eh mechanism. enforcement Le likely to
be quite uneven. and the impoverished
Mexican portant will serums that tlke risk
of his being deal= employment in Mkt/ 8
will still be considerably less than the risk
of being unemployed or of having an Made-
ettiate Income in his home community The
operation of ibis "lottery,,effect" also =-
sures that the deterrent effect of technolog-
ical innovations such as more for better)
electronic serlaing devices &look the border
and a universal system of -counterfeit-
proof- ideriuncatiort cards for legal real-
ents of the U.B. will be tninUnal.

In the long run. all such unilateral police
actions or restrictive measures are doomed
to failure, since they treat only the symp-
toms of the "disease" and not the disease
itself. It is impossible to legislate away the
trevoinnoian. migratorf pressures at the US-
Ifeldefo border, which result from the hugs
wee* differentials between the U.S and
Mexico, rapt! population growth. high un-
employment and malcitstribution of wealth
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within Mexico. and Um peicepuon of th
Untied thetas by Lane sectors of the
tan poor as a land of relatively
economic opportunitSes. The pressures are/so
Wiens*, and likely to remora co tri the f
seeable future. that most lieeicab cal le-
er* not Maly to he deterred. even the
most draconian restrictive criessur The
emenos of the problem and the Pit ty of
dealing with it merely through po Ice so.
Dona wee conveyed most sum' by and
eloquently by one of my sob)ects, who had
been apprehended by the L'43 for the third
time Confronted by an INS agtht, he was
asked "What can we do to prevent you from
doing this agsihr The illegal responded.
-Shoot mgr. ,

(2) Increase the quote for feral thimlop.
Sion from Mexico The *Inornigration and No.
tlernality Act Amendments/ lriler Mit-
14814). pasted in the finel mattes of the
last Congress and subseAuently signed by
President Pord. had the effect of reducing-
legal immigration from' Mexico from about
81000 to 40.000 per y7ir It will increase the
waiting period for Me lean applicants for im-
migrant status (air y shout two oneihalf
years, while alt nine the wait for people
frdm elsewhere the Western hemisphere
This and any id filar measure will be coda-
tea-productive lis reducing Illegal migration
Mom Mexico. Mace all historical evidence
Mom eleerly/that greater obstacles to legal
linetire,tgezeic *lashirt mthneo movement to-
ssed
restrietto ' of legal entry opportunittes
fwvoont ut be termination of the nirs-
erre- In M44 led to a sharp lacrosse
to di. mieratIon from Mexico The quota
Me Mexican lerunigration should-be

at least to its pre-October 1578, Meet
I Initiate a New System of Temporary
er Migration Woad Such' a sotto= would
vs lathing. thrcrugb US Consulates In

..... Miesita. predetermined number of tern-

=tact neeemerily conficeotive) of eM-
worker vim. permitting up to el

pkeyntent In the 17 Et elfish Year To maintain a
mad rim. the worker would be required to
leave the US for at least six months year.
The date of each return to Mexico would de
Ramped on the visa by II S immigration au-
thorities at theiborder Mexican workers ac-
quiring temporary worker visa would be
tot/ -at the Um* the visa was issued thst it
they ever violate the time restrictions oa ern-
Moment m the US , they will never be able
to obtain nother vim. Those who do °venter
their visas wthitId be placed on a list of visa
iihweers to be maintained at all U.S oammiar
Mimes in Mexico

Visas Woutti be lamed by D'S °Manistee
ea Ant-come. asst- served base. up to the
predetermined monthly quota No ore-m-
rangetcontram between the Mexican worker
mid a U.S employer would be required toetitn visa No eeographical constraint
would be Imposed an the movements of the
else bolder within the CS. nor would then
be any restrictions on the type of enterprise
to which he can seek employment The ntlzd'
her of visas issued should be adjusted on
lomithly and yearly baste to reflect fluctu-
tions In the US. demand for alien labor and
the rate Of unemployment and underemploy-
ment within Mexico The Department of
labor could rendltor employer needs for alien
tabor on monthly bests through t nattonat

57-91A - eta -
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sampling of employers who eyiplcally hire
Men workers (especially In agriculture, ho-
leis and motets, restaurants. and construe-
Mon firms) The ceiling on rises to be lamed
in any given year would have to be *et hall
enough to provide legal temporary immi-
gration opportunities for a significant propor-
tion of the workers who now migrate il-
legally to the V8.. otherwise Illegal immistra-
boo would amUntie at an undiminished
pace.

It should be emphasised that the proposed
'formai would not imply a mayor expansion
o f the supply of alien labor In this country
Most of the temporary visa holders should
n ot be viewed as new entrants to the US
briber force; the east melortte will already

Awn had one or more work experienees in the
S., and would have gone again as 11113<i OCU.

minted Lams. had they not received tern.
smeary worker visas.

At least initially, the ternpormy worker
Via program would 'be limited to Mexican
workers. The deetrabilitT of restricting the
grogram to Mexico stems from the following
eansiderations

(a) The overwhelming predominance of
llireleans In the flow of'undocumented Wiens
(et beset CO percent are Mexicans, according
to most estimates).

(b) The desirable characteristics of most
Mexican migrants, by Fon:spa-mon with
migrants from other sending countries
(studies show that Mexicans remain in
the II 8 for 'honer periods of time, make
less use of tax-supported social services,
and because of their lack of education.
specialized Job skills and English language
competence are less likely to compete sus-

, oteslully with native American workers for
higher-paying jobs). In fierticulr. Mexicans
ere more likely than migrants of other
nationalities to abide by the time limitation
on employment to the 1715. breathe of their
wel-eetabitabed or neouttle" pat-
tern Of migration to till.

(e) Our historth, "tvectar relatInzehip
with Nitric%

(g)I The severity of the unrest economic
edgier In Mexico. and hence the need for a
temporary worker program to ameliorate the
berdshlp and economic dblocatione which,
would result from an el:EMU,' law prohibit-
lag; ME. employers from hieing undoes*.
treated aliens.

Tile main benefits of the proposed system
lemporsa7 worker vales could be sum-

marised as follows:
(21 Sy regulating the entry of Maxim=

babes It will serve to bring within the law e
harp proportion of alien participation In the
VA labor market, taw incressing public
ecroddenee in out legal erneca and enabling
alms workers to seek legal redress of play.
ohms against U.S. etepitryies.

gli) It will signideeaaly seduce the miaow
Moth! 1mi:ingestion Yin Mexico. Those

Vile currently enter the U.S. illegally will
Moe Strong Meantime M seek temporary
Mather visas: Such "Lam will eliminate the
need to pay "coyotes'--profeasional smug.
gibes of ellen workerstoe eratrousee in
Illegal border crossings.

'The proposed wretch weer* atm elizobresta
s physical flats invoired In larracIsbad

feeder creestage to misreser populated areas.
Malty, tt would reduce the Mk of economic

1
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amiceation axed other Musts, practices by

empadyers (e c. reporting tuodocurnented-
all= employee; to the 138 to &Told paying
berm at the end of a job).

(3) It will reduce the tncerittre far U.S
employers to hire undocumented aliens. par-

t. tIrmlarly if an employee saaction law with
Marrs nnottelell penanten ia scanted If such
mactions are imposed. US employers will
Mae strong Locentira e. hus feral tempo-
rary workers rather run undocumented
shank men It the cost or Segal alien labor is
somewhat higher

(4) A key feature of the proposed sratem
b Its avoidance of pre-orrenired contrary

-between OS employers and alien workers.
Theis differentiates it from the former
"btacero" program of contract labor. as well
as the current system of 11-3' vise both of

- which have had the edict of tying the alien
water to a particular pa employer who
intkital his admission to the U S. as a
temporary worker There le a greet danger of
arploitation under this type of temporary
Maker program.

dIrrdnitting pre-arranged coatroom the
proposed system would ester bee-market
isiao,etnion among US essoloyere for alien
LYE The absence of coati-scut may tempt
some employers to commit certain abuses,
asat an appropriate coseilsosol would have
to be established to monitor erOloltatIve em-
ployer practices- but an morns agree that a
program of worker-initiated vises would pose

dle far Dm danger of exploitation than an ern-
_W ployer-initlated system.

(I) The proposed Issuance of Muit through
I US. Consulates In Meng/Will also reduce

atploitation by elitninatineMiddlemen" on
the Mexican aide One of the worst abuses
committed under the earlier "brae-era" pro-
gram was the extraction of bribes by Mexican
=thorium and others at the local and state
levels who were Involved in recruiting labor
for the program

(6) The proposed system wdl benefit 13.6
workers. ea well as aUe.ns. sine the use of
legal alien labor has a lea depressing ef-
fect on trees *tales and working conditions
than the we of undocumented alien labor.

(1) It would enable U.S employers to meet
legitimate work tome needs, particularly for
lemons& labor.

(U) It would keep open critically im-
portant - safety valve for lice loo, and curb-
laa the impact al an effective VA employer
emotion befrois the Mexican soosomf.

(3) It would bare the effect ce encourag-
ing the existing. temporary character of most
Mexican migration to the II& while dis-
couraging perManstit Wettlemsot hers.

zt L clear that the proposed system Ian
pot bring Mahal hamIrrsUon to a halt. un-
1ns the quota of Mae is set extremely high
and awarsnees of the temporary vim system
Is pervasive among the Mexican population.
(Many

who cannot o & temporary worker
any %soriileally d Mexican pees.

visa will continue to ant eitoployment In the
U.S. as but the pros-
pect of obtaining a r at some point in
the near future may sobetranttal num-
bers of Mexican workers whose economic
needs are less acute from emigrating ineorty
Those who do succeed In obtaining visas will.
of course. drop out of the Sow of condone-
Menem! aliens.

60

14) Declare an amnesty for illegal aliens
who entered the US. before 19ra Such aliens
would not be required to return to Melba
and apply for a visa in order to legalise
their darts las anger, required to do under
Present law) Most experts agree that US
efforts at controlling Illegal migration should
be concentrated on preventing future mi-
gration rather than apprehending and de-
porting those who have lived illegally In this
country for long pertod. Legalising the stat-
us of such persons will make them lees vul-
nerable to exploitation by employers and
generally equip them to play a more con-
structive role in American society.

II) Xocourage and most the Mexican gov-
ernment in reorienting its rural development
policy toward small- scale. labor-intexterre
rural industrialization_ This is the most im-
portant policy recommendatkm. since it is
the only approach which addresses the root
causes of the problem. within Mexico bone
of the previously suggested measures. nor any
of the more restrictive immigration pouci
advocated by labor leaders sod others. will
hare any significant long -term effect upon
the Sow of illegal migrant& from Mexico In
the absence of a new strategy of rural de-
velopment in Mexico. The present strategy,
as practiced with little modification since
the 1940s involves concentrating govern-
ment +sources on huge physical Enfrestruc-
ture investments to assist Large-scale ern-
cultural producers situated In hUm-produc-
tirity, irrigated zones. The objectives of this
Investment strategy bays been to (I) In-
crams agricultural production- and thus slint-
Mara Importation of basic food commodities:
and (2) reduce rural unemployment Indi-
rectly. by increasing the demand for labor
by Jorge-scale producers The results of this
strategy have not been encouraging; !a-
creages in agricultural production have lagged
far behind production Increases in other sec-
tors of the economy. and the Importation
of basic food commodities Increased sharply
in the 1970-76 period. Moreover, the capacity
of the rural sector to absorb surplus labor
has not increased appreciableduring time
of explosive natural population increase

...due to the capital-Intensive production tech-
niques employed by the principal benenCiar-
LeS of government investments fluge Invest-
ments by the World Bank during the past
nye years have also been blued toward
large - scale. commercial agriculture In high-
productivity tones.

Prom 1971 to 1.975 the proportion of Met!.
cm federal government revenues Invested in
the rural sector rose from 12 to 20 percent,
and, as just noted, there was also a major
increase in International assistance for Mexi-
can rural development projects Mural =-
employment has been alleviated somewhat
Mace 1971 by abort -term public works proj-
rats labor-inteadve COnaruction al
tinder roads In rural arms), but the emplpy
meat Impact of such projects b usually UM.

.1eNt to few mantle. Only small Muse ee
the perarnmant's resourom for rural dewlap-
mat. and none of the international seelat-
saga has been devoted to 'ssioall-mate regal
ladustri&lization projects. rural industries
program wee launched to 1971, but it is thea-
Mal to endue (rural communities formed
a Molt of land relorna), and the number ot
ommonuldas bettented by this program tans
ter b Under 400.
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Much greater ateention shentd be devoted
to programs for the <Bract erestiou of reason-
ably well-paid. nom - agricultural employment
opportunities for rural dwellers My research
strongly indicates that this Is likely to be the
single most effective policy Instrument for
reducing rtiral out-migration. both to the
United Etta d to urt\an centers within
Mesica b corural unities studied
intensively my project. e only one which

r

ha., experienced sharp decline In aut-
o:aeration In resent years la a community In
which many onallscale family - owned textile
factortes have been established during the
same time period. While In this use the
factories were set up through private initia-
tive. there is a strong desire for government
Action to create rural Industires in all of the
communities studied. When asked. "Suppose
that the government wants to help your com-
munity in some way. and tioit you could
choose the publ lc j work or improvement
that the government is going to provide .

which wort or Improvement would you prefer
that the government make here'''. more of
my respondents (37 pen-rat) mentioned -in-
dustries" or factories" than any other type
'01 government project Another 9 percent
wanted the government to do something to
rrsot new sources of employment. without
specifying the type of emplo meat in the
communities included In my study. other
types of government Incas te (e.g.. In
roads, band reform. educht n. health care.
electricity. potable water have had
little effect on out -might . and some gov-
ernment InVestmenta seem to have stimu-
lated out - migration. These findings suggest
that merely Incoming the allocation of pub-
lic funds for "rural development" (in the
conventional sense of the term) probably
will not achieve the objectie of significantly
reducing the flows of migrants to the U.S
and to cities within Mexico.

Rural Industries could Include food proc-
essing. textile production. shoe*and furniture
manufacturing. and manywother types of
enterprises =forte to stimulate the creation
of such industries should be concentrated
initially In the live Mexican states which
have provided more than half of the 'total
apprehended illegals from Mexico since
1969--Guanajuato. Chihuahua. Michoacan.
Zacatecas. and Jansen. The owners of such
industries should be compelled to use Masor-
a:itemise technologies. and minimum wage
laws affecting their employees should be
strictly enforced.

The United States should use Its leverage
In intoriatIonal financial institutions (par-
ticularly the World Bank. the Inter-American
Development Bang, and the International
Monetary Fund) to encourage a such
greater effort by the Mexican government in
the area of rural Industrialization Channel-
ing our capital resources through Inteyna-
tional Institutions isfar preferoole to direct

ald to Mexico, which would not be ac-
ceptable to the Mexicans for domestiC point-
OM Malone

This Approach to the problern_ would re-
quire substantial Increaye In II S capital
eommitraents to the World' Bank and the
Inter-American Development bank. in 1971
thaw* Institutions provided funds for an "In-

tegrated kat development program.
(WIDER) eX177seaeoesuf phase of this
pregrani, to Dona later this year, will
reportedly include financing for labor-usten-
aim rural industries as well as lator-inten-
Wire rural public wort, projects (s g, road-
banlang and soh conversation) Ilmserse,
the probable level of finding Is far too low
10 have significant impact on migration to
lb* United Staten. Latunates indicate that
Me Integrated rural development program
In Mexico Is capable of absorbing produc-
tively at least three times the oropOeed
amount of funds Financing for this pro-
gram could be increased through a special
appropriation to the MB a Special Trust-
P`und, and through US appropriations for

=ertICA

is-

representatives on the World Bank
replenishment of World Bank CaPi-

and MB boards could emphasize that in-
eiressed U.S. contributions to both Institu-
tions are Intended specifically to support
employment- generating projects in Mexico.

tripling of International development
Walt efforts in this area is both-feasible and
highly desirable from the standpoint of re-
ducing illegal immigration AU available
evidence suggests that resources spent to re-
tinal the -push" factors in Mexico and other
wading countries will have far greater im-
pact on the flow of illegal allens to the tr.s.
in the medium -to -long run than resources
went to Implement new unilateral-24M;

# five measures. This is. In short, the
`oust - effective" approach to the problem.

(6) The U.S should encourage the Maxi-
e= Government to cSecentralizeolts existing
family planning program, and provide finan-
cial musistance through International lend-
ing institutions to permit the expansion of
the program. As noted above, the Mexican
program of family planning seems to have
Made some gains Minoan the urban popula- o
ACM, but Its impact on rural areaswhere
40% of the national population still lives
has been extremely limited Thisjimited Im-
pact is directly Attributableto the fact that
government investfneeta In the family plan-
ning program have been concentrated largely
In urban areas rather than the countryside.
Where the problems of low Income, low edu-
eation, and strong Catholic Church influence
Which Impede the adoption of amity plan-
ning practices are Moat severe The continu-
ing political sensitivity of the population
control Issue within Mesta, precludes ,-knY
direst U.S. financial assistance to the polv-

VS program: but the World Bank
already granted Mexico loan for this

. and additional aid through Inter-
lending agencies would be wel-

eonsed.
11017Cia OP Daft

The preceding paper draws extensively
-Open preliminary findings from a three-yeai
Sand continuing). study of the causes and
consequences of Mexican migration to the
U.S. and to-Cltles within Mexico. condbettel
in nine carefully selected rural communi-
ties in the state of Jalisco Some of the
111hdings InclUded here were Initially re-
ported In Wayne A Cornelius. "Outfilgra-
libet from Rural Mexican ComMunitles.- pp
1-40 In Interdisciplinary Communications
Program. Smithsonian institution The Dv-
laamiee of Migration Jaternational Myra-
Ma (Washington. DC. 1978, ICP Oc-ca-

1
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d ew Monograph Seim. No 6. Vol 2). and
An W. A. Cornelius. "Mexican Migration to
tbe United States; The View from Rural

.0.0mi,ellte.s." Monographs on Mi-
gration and Development iCambridge. Maas :
pater for InternatIonal Studies. M.I.T.
lint No. C/76-12),

Other flodings are drawcfrom 25 percent
IllatoPle of 1.000 tiro to 24 -hour survey Inter-
Views conducted in Mexice In July-August.
IRTIR !lime preliminary endings are reported
ureter the fret time TM inteTterees, all

ietieln wen interviewee In their own
notass. include Mesa who have mit:reset il-
legal Is 'Mot US.. men who have worked
those, legally. Lad men wise have bean *pore-
needed at least once by the INS. and those
who escaped detection This research la cur-
rently supported by a grant from the Center
for Population Research. National Institute
of Child Health and Human Development.
National Institutes of- Health Previous
murals of financial support include the In-
ternational Program for Population Analysis
fInterellaciphroaryandiccitusications Program.
Szolticonian Institution) and the Social
Science Research Council
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Objectives

The primary ob)ectivg of this small study, an offshoot
of a longitudinal study of. the role of recent immigrants in
the labor market, was an exploratory owe: to secure hereto-
fore unavai le empirical data on the characteristics atd
experience of llegal aliens in the U'.S. labor market. To
provide a frame prk for understanding those data and some per-
spective on this complex phenomenon, other often widely°
scattered and unanalyzed information relating to illegal immi-
gration, especially as it concerns the labor market, is also
presented. In addition, a preliminary analysis of the labor-
market role and impact of illegals,-and their manpower policy
implications, is offered.

Methodology

With the cooperation of. the Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS) of the Department of Justice, a survey instrument
was administered by bilingual interviewerseunaffiliated with
INS to 793 apprehended illegal aliens, both Mexican and non -
Mexican-,46 years of age or' more, who had worked for wages at
least, two weeks in the UnitedStates. Th'e interviews were
ConduCted in 19 sites across the nation, primarily in INS
District Offices in Los Angeled, New York.City, San Antonio,
Chicago, Mlami, Newark,'San Francisco,. Detroit, Seattle, and
Washingbd5,D.C. .A iiiited number of interviews were also
held in INS. Border Patrol offices in various sites at the
Mex'can and Canadian borders. In addition, a-small number
( of unapprehended illegals-were int'rviewed in New York

y afd Washington, D.C. to provide some insight into possible
differences between appretiendea and unapprehended illegals. '

To secure as higll a level of cooperation and 'honesty as pos-
sible, all interviews were voluntary, and neither the name
nor the address of respondents was recorded.

a

.2. e
The non-response rate was unex ctedly low (around 5%),

and most respondents answered detail questions about their
) f-axperiences in the U.S. labor market, the amount of money

they had sent. home, the number of tripi they had made to the
. U.S. in the last five years, the amount of money they had
paid a smuggler,-if they had been smuggled,c'and the number .

of,times they had been ap ehended by INS. )The completeness
of the .interviews and the requendy with which the respondents
gave answers contrary to heir self-interest suggest that the
survey results can generally be regarded as reliable.

at.
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The survey data were analyzed.accoiding to the 793-appre-
hended illegal alien respondents region Otf origin (Eatern
Hemisphere {EH respondents); Western Hemisphere, excluding
Mexico 1WH respondents); and Mdkico);, location of most recent
U.S. _Joe (East Coast; Mid- arid Northwest; Southwest, excluding
California; and California); cumulative duration in the U.S.
(less than two years; two or more years); type of employment in
the U.S. (agriculture: nonagriculture);entry techni ue (EWI,*
TriiT-Ynser); English-speaking ability (smoke Eag is , (11d no
speak English); and age (16-24; 25-34; 35+). Ata on the 51
unapprehended illegals were handled separately. Cross tab.-
lAtIons were also, run for selected groups of apprehended
respondents: those whose most recent U.S. )ob had beeA in ,
the New York City, Los Angeles, San Antonio, or Chicago stan-
dard metropolita areas (SMSAs), and those whose, most recent

S. job had bee in one of the 23 U.S. couitaes that border
Mexico.

Respondents' region of origin and the location of their
most recent job, .which was in some Instances different
from the location of their apprenepilon and interview, were
as follows:

0
Distribution of Region of Origin rfZipprehended illegal Alier

Resporldents,.by Location of Most Recent U.S. Job

Region of Orilbin
6 '

Total California
S ',uth- Mid- and East
west' Northwest Coast "IF/s.

Mexico 481 181 222 66 12

Western
exc. mex 237 41 1 18 -- 177

Eastern Hemisphere 75 a 9 0 29 ....... 46--

711V TOTAL 79i 231 '223 1b4 235

-it >
1
Defined :n this study as the states of Texas, Arizona, New Mexico,

A Oklahoma, and_Colorado!

Source Lintor s Dompany Illegal Alien Study, 1975.

of

*An IUS term referring to aliens who illegally enter the
nation (i.e..."enter without inspection"), as contrasted with
aliens who abuse a nonimmigrant visa by taking unauthorized
employment or by remaining in the nation beyond the always tem-,,o
porary period permitted by their visa.
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It is important for the reader tonote that beceusgAthe
number, distribution, and characteristics of illegals ate not
known, and because 1-andom sampling porn that population is
not possible, a representative sample codld not be drawn from
it. Thus, although the sampling strategy used in the survey
resulted in selection of a diverse collection of case histor-
ies of apprehended illegals with w2q.k experience in the U.S.,
it was not designed to produce a representative sample of ille-
gals,'or of apprehended. illegals, in the U.S..labor market.
Extrapolat'fon of the quantitative. survey results to theuni-.:
verse from which the sample was drawn thus requires judgment,
and the reader must remain aware that generalizations reached
by such a procedure may be in errorca:The researchers have
therefbre nape no attempt to estimate- the number of 'illegals
currently in tne nation or the distributions of their ch'ar-
acteristics; however, in considering the role and impact of
illegals on the labbr market, they have drawn upon their
studies of 4Lien workers, both legal and illegal, to develop
tentative c lusions that are, consistent with., and sometime'sa
strongly indidabed by,i the survey results.

Background

Illegal immigration is not ainew phenomenon. Neverthe-
less, despite only manimal growth-,1.XNS resources, the number

ie
of deportable aliens located by that agency has risen rapidly.,
In the decade ending in FY 1974, Are annual number of appre-
hensions ofillegal aliens steadily increased from 86,597 in
FY 1964 to.'781445. Thus, in recent years, the number of
apprehandedei/legals has exceeded the number of aliens annu-
ally admittedsas immigrants, which has been roughly 400,000
since the 1965 Amendments to the Immigration & Natipnalit
Act closed U.S. borders by extending to the Western Hemi re
numerical restrictions placed earlier upon the Eastern He
sphere.

Historically, illegal immiqfltIon has been largely con-
fined to Mexican wetbacks, i.e., to EWIs who crossed the
southwestern border,allegally:, INS has therefore consis-
tently concentra!,;od'most of its law enforcement resources
near th.atNborder, where most apprehensions continue to be
made,; In FY 1974, for-example, 90.1% of all apprehensions
were of Mexican illegals; most were EWIs located near the
Mexican border by INS i}order Patrol staff.

Unlike. Mexican'apprehended illegals, most non-Mexican
apprehended illegals

vi hick ey subsequentW abuse by re-
maining

enter wit nonimmigrant visas, in par-
ticular touk
maining in the nation or- f nding unauthorized employment
Most nonimmigrant visas specifically proscribe employment
in the U.S.'; with e6w exceptions, only 4liens ip are immi-
grants may legally work in thechation.)
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In FY1974, almost as many apprehended illegals came
from the Caribbean or frail Central or South America (34,948)
as came fromtllft, rest of the world, excluding Mexico. Al-
though the number of apprehended illegals from that region,
is small in comparison with the number of apprehended MexiCans,
it has progressively increased an indeed double in the last
decade. Further, during that s period, the have teen
explosive increases in the annu number of mala e nonimmi-
grant visa applications, as w 1 as in the annual number of
nonimmigrants (in particulartourists) and legal immigrants
admitted in the U.S. from that region. Taken together,
those data suggest that illegal immigration ie increasingly
a Western Hetisphere phenoienon. More generally, the explo-
F.ve increase, in the number of nonimmigrants admitted annually
into the'nation" (in FY 1974, almost 7 million nonimmigrants

,entered the U.S.; more entered New York City (1.8 million)
tbmt year than entered-the nation in'FY 1964): the lack of
post-admission controls over their departure or activities
while here; and the allocation of most INS law enfor ement
reiburces to staff and offices near the Mexican bord sug-
gest that INS apprehension statistics are more like). to
indicate the number and 'national origin of the flow o illegal
immigration across that border than the number and national'
origin of the stock of illegals in the nation.

Survey Findings

1. Motivation In Coming to the U.S. Almost/three-quarters
(74,21) of the.793 respondents reported they came to the,U.S.
to get, a job. The 481.Mexican illegals'were more likely to
haYe come to the U.S. for economic reasons than were the 237
illegals from other,nations in the Western Hemisphere (WH,
respondents) or the 75 illegals from the Eastern Hemisphere
(EH respondents): 88.9i of the Mexican, 60.4% of the WH, and
23.0% of the EHrespondents reported that they came to the
United Sates in brder to get a job. Other reasons reported
*by the respondents were "to see U.S." (8.9% ofhe study group),
"to,-study" (7.5%), to visit relatives" (4.4%), and "other"
(4.8%). In addition, though all respondents were required '

byINS to return to their country of origin, a majority (414
respondents) said'they planned to come back to thepunited
States, primarily.283 reported, to get (or, in a feZnnstances,
to keep) a rob here.

2. ,Entry.Technique. A substantial majority (70.7%) of
the 785 uppondents.to a question concerning their status at
entry weitoPtWIs. In addition, 21.3% had entered the U.S.
with a tourist visa; 4.5%, with a student visa; and,1.7% had

: 1.
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been crewmen. The remaining 1.9% had entered with other kinds
of,visas. Thus, most respondents (555) were Mt.'s, though a
substantial minority (238) were visa abuSers.',As predictable,
virtually all (95.4%), of the Mexican respondents reported' that
tney had been EWIs. The ma)ority (55.5%) of the,WH respondents
ha'd entered as tourists;, an unexpected 37.6% of all respondents
from this region were EWIs. Only 17.3% of the EH respondents
had been EWIs, as compared with 34.7% who had entered with stu-
dent, visas, 2e.7% who had been tourists, and 13.3% who had been
crewMen.

3. Duration in the U.S. Respondents in the study group
had been in the U.S. fof an average of 2.5 years. T e ma;ority
(53.4%) had been here two or more years; those 423 espondents
had been in the U.S. for an average of 4.2 years. .he 370
respondents had been here less than two years ad been in
the U.S. for an average of .5 years. EH respondents had beer
in the nation an average of 3.1 years, as compare0 with 2.5

'.and 2.4 fears for the WH and Mexican respondents, respectively.

4. Age. most respondents were young adults. The aver-
age age of tne study group was 28.5 years, as compared with
39.0 years, the average age of males in the U.S: labor force.
More precisely, 40.13 of the respondents were 16-24 years of
acje; 38.03 were 25-34, and 21.9 were 35 or older.

study group had about half the ecu-
cation of the U.S. civilian labor force 11 years or older: an
average of 6.7 as compared with 12.4 years of schooling. Re-
spondents from,Mekico had substan1/ally less education (4.9
years of school.ng) than WH respondents, and WH respondents
had significantly less (8.7 years) than EH respondents (11.9),

'who came close to the U.S. norm.

6. __Sex and Mar_ttal Stab,us.---TheTespondents, like appre-
hended illegals generally, were predominantly male (90.8%), and
were fess likely to-be married than U:S. men of the same age.
For example, 36.9% of the 318 respondents who were 25-34 years
old were single, as compared with 15.9% of U.S. males the same
age. L .han half (47.43) of all respondents were married
at t of the interview.

'7. Dependents in Countr of Origin. DApite the rela-
tively low Incidence oI mar: s in. the study group, respon-
dents reported Substant'inl fa. y responsibilities in their
country of origin. Almost 80% of all respondents reported
that they supported'or helped to support at least one relatie
in their copntry of origin. As a group, respondents supported
or helped lupport an average of 4..6 persons in their homeland

ors
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The Mexican respondents were more likely t4n WH or EH respon-
dents to report country of origin dependentO, and they were
more likely to report more dependents.

Percentage of Apprehended Illegal Alien Respondents Reporting
Country of Origin Dependents and Average Number of Country.

Of origin Dependents, by Region of Origin

Dependency Indices Total
Eastern

Hemisphere

/Western
(Hemisphere

exc.
Mexico Mexico

Percentage of respondents
reporting 1 r more coun- 79.7 43.7 72.1 88.9
Iry of o gin dePendents

Average no. of country of
origin dependents of total 4.6 1.8 3.6 5.4
'no. of respondents

t

Total no. of respondents 793 75 237 481

Source: Linton t Company Illegal Alien Study, 1975

,J4

8. Remittances to Homeland. With an average gross weekly.
wage of $120, as a group, respondents reported that they sent
an average of $105 home a month. Mexican respondents, who re-
ported the loipst earnings of respondents from any region of
origin, also reported the highest monthly remittances to their
country of origin.

A
Average Weekly Wage and Monthly Remittance to Homeland of
Apprahemded-Zilegal Alien-Responclente, by Region4of-Origin

Average Average No. of ,

Region,of Origin Weekly Wage Mohthly Remittance Respondents 0

Mexico

Western Hemisphere,
exc. Mexico

- .

Eastern Hemisphere

TOTAL

$106 $139 481 4

127 76 237

195 . 37 75

120 105 793

Source: Linton 6 Company Llegal Alien Study, 1975.
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-9. Relatives in U.S. Seventeen percent of the study
group (135 respondents) repo d that.their spouse lived in
the U.S.; 1.7% reported th- one or more children here. 4
Respondents here two or mor ars were five times as likely
to have a spouse in the U.S.- as those here less than two years
(27.4% and 5.1%, respectively). WH respondents were more
likely to report spouses in the U.. than either EH or Mexica'n
respondents (27.81 as compared with 21.3% and 11.0%,-respec-
tively): More generally, 33.84,of the study group reported
the presence of at least one relative (spouse, child, parent,

sibling), whose legal.residence here may permit respondents
to legalize their status. WH respondents were the most likely '

to have one or more such relatives here (38.4%), followed by
EH respondents 33.3%), and Mexican respondents (3I.68).

10. Number of Trips to Homeland. The Mexican respon-
dents were s.,nstantially more likely to visit their homeland
than respondents from other regions. Since 1970, the Mexican
respondents had averaged 4.5 trips to their country bf origin,-
as compared with 1.8 and 1.4 trips for the EH and the WH re-

.

spondents, respectively.

11. Apprehensions by INS. All respondents in the study -
group were in the custody of INS at the time of the interview.
Mexican respondents were, however, eight times more likely to
report a previous apprehension than non-Mexican respondents,
though respondents in the latter group had been in the U.S.
for a slightly Longer period of time than the.former group
(2.4. years for the Mexicans; 2.6 years for the non-Mexicans).

12. The Illegal Network. Respondents were least likely
to answer questions relating to other illegals. Nevertheless,
almost half (48.1%) of the 621 illegals who responded reported
they knew at least one illegal from their hometown; more than
half (60.9%) of 604 respondents reported that they had met at
least one illegal in the U.S., and0,41.-4% of 688 respondents
reported that they lived with At least_ome olter illegal in
the U.S. As a groupf.respondenti- knew an average-OT-11.1 ii-

`legals in tne U.S. The Mexican respondents were more likely
t to be involved in an illegal network than respondents from
other regions: e.g., 53.9% of the Mexican respondents, but ,

only 27.5% of.the W6 and 14.1% of the EH respondents keported
that they lived with other'illegals. 4

13. English-Speaking Ability. Fully 43.9% of Ule respon-
dents could not speak English. Those who.Could, usually had
learned it in school in'their country of origin. The Mexican
respondents were the least likely ra speak English: only 23.6%

.110
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of that group spoke any English, as compared with 46.8% of the
WE and fully 83.8% of the EH respondents. As expected English-

`. speaking respondents were less likely to have been reviously
apprehended by INS and were more )gXkely to have ha higher wages
and higher status jobs in the U.S. than non-English speaking
respondents.

14. i4ork Experience in Home Country. Despite their rela-
tive youth, few respondents were new entrants to the labor mar-
ket when they entered the U.S. Less than 10% of the study
group had worked for wages less than one year. As a group,
respondents had. worked for wages in their home country an
average of 9.4 years. WE respondents had been employed in' .

their homeland for an average of 10.7 years, as compared with
9.4 yea for th.e Mexican and 5.8 for the EH respondents.

v
15. Unemployment. Respondents aPitear to have had an

uhemploym ne rate of r0.2% since 1970 --.that is, on average.
10.21 of,the respondents were both without,3obs and looking
for work during the period 1970-1975.

16. Participation in the U.S. Labor Market. The 793
respondents had been employed in the U.S. for an average of
2.1 years. Respondents in the U.S. less than two years (46.6%
of the study group) had been employed for an average of only
.5 years. Respor ants in the U.S. two or more years had been
employed for an verage of 3.4 years. More precisely, of the
782 illegals who responded to the question, 43.5% had worked
for wages in the U.S. for less than 1 year; 12.7% had worked
'for from 1 to 2 years; 14.2%, 'for from 2 to 3 years; 20.8%
for from 3 to 6 years; and 9.0%, from 6 to 20 years.

In addition, 40.1% of the study group had held one U.S.
Job for t least one year, and 25.7% had held that Sob two
or more years. Respondents working in the Southwest, thosg
employed in U.S. agriculture, and those from Mexico were the
least likely_to repbr.t long job tenure of any of rte- subgroups
of respondents considered.

17. Occupation; in Country of Origin'. Respondents were
substantially more-likely to have been low-skilled than skilled
workers in their homeland. The 628 respondents who had been
emp;oyed.in their country of origin since 1970 were twice as
likely to have been farmworkers (35.7%) as white-collar work-
ers (17.61), and they were even more likely to have been blue-
collar workers (4.1.5%). Few, however, had been service work-
ers (5.21). Respondents' occupation in their country of origin
since 1970 was h,i1/1.1ty correlated with their region of origin
and educ n rocIo. example, the 407 Mexican respondents (4.9
years of schooling) were the most likely to have been farm-
workers in their hOmeland (49.3%) anl the least likely to have

S-8
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been white-collar workers (6.8%). The 48 EH respondents
(11.9 years of schooling) were the most likely to have been
white-collar worker s7-747.9%) and the least likely to have
been farmworkers (2.1%). The 173 WH respondents (8.7 years
of schooling) were less likely than EH respondents to have

" been white-collar workers in their homeland (34.1%) and were
moef61iiply to have been farmworkers (12.7%).

-----18---Campa-r-i-son -of Country of
Almost half the respondents who had been farmworkers in their
home country moved into nonagricultural work in the U.S., and
two-thirds of the respondents who had been white-collar work-
ers in their country of origin became blue-collar or-service
workers. Thus, as the following table suggests, though the
U.S. labor marked tended to hOimogenize the occupational status
of these 628 respondents, its net effect was a depressive one.
Their occupational dist ibution in their most recent U.S. job
was signIficantly less' ike that of U.S. employed persons than
it had been when they e employed in their homeland.

...L..: V -1
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19. Occupation in U.S. Since the 1965 Amendments to the
Immigration i Nationality Act went into effect, aliens can
become immigrants only if they are qualified relatives of U.S.lege residents, political refugees, orneeded workers. Aliens
applying for immigranb status as needed workers are automaticallyildeni labor certification by the. Department of Labor if they
are s eking U.S. jobs in *Schedule B occupations, e.g., assem-
blers, cleaners, clerks, kitchen helpers. Three-quarters (5751of the 788 respondents who reported their most recent U.S. occu-pation were employed in a Schedule B job; 8 had been_selfemploy,d.
and 05 -did mothave schedule B jobs, though a number were em-
ployed in low-skilled jobs, e.g., were working as waiters or dry-
cleLning operatives. The occupational distribution of these 788
respondents was as follows: professional, technical and kindred
(1.8%); owners, managers,'and administrators, except farm (1.54);_ sales workers (1.5%); clerical and kindred (1.64); craft and
kindred (16.04); operates (27.5%); nonfarm laborers (13.74);
farm laborers (15.64); service workers (20.74). ,

20'. Wages. The average hourly wage of the 793 respondents
in their most recent U.S. job.was $2.71. Average hourly wages
differed substantially according to respondents' region of oriand the locaefbn of their U.S. job. The Mexican respondents
earned an average hourly wage of $2.34, as compared with average
hourly wages of $3.05 for NH and $4.08 for EH respondents. The
223 respondents employed in the Southwest earned an average
hourly wage of $1.98, as compared with 02.60, the average hourly
wage of the 231 California respondents; 03.18, the average hour-
ly wage of the 104 respondents employed in the Mid- and North-
west; and $3.29, the average hourly wage of the 235 respondents
employed on the East Coast. In addition, the 136 respondents
employed in U.S. agriculture earned a lower average hourly wage
than the 657 respondents employed in nonagricultural work:
$2.11, Al compaied with $2.83.

The low hourly wages of most respondents in the study group
are consistent with the results of an INS surrey of the wages of
almost 48,000 illegals who were employed when apprehended in
January-March 197,5. The lower wage levels in the INS study groupare probably a consequence of the very high proportion of agri-
cultural to nonagricultural and southwestern to nonsouthwestern
respondents in the INS group, as compared with the L&Co. group.
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22. The Question of Exploitation. Your sets of factors
were regarded as indicators of exploitation of respondents in
their most recent U.Se-71ob:

minimum wage violations;

respondents' perceptions of their working
conditions;

respondents' reports of the presenbe of
other illegals in their workplace; and

payment of wages in cash.

Minimum Wage Violations. More than a fifth (23.8 %)
of the 766 respondents who were wage workers and for
whom cotpIete data on their most recent U.S. job were
available appear to have been paidOess than the m imuh
hourly wage, whiCh was roughly defined for this st as
$1.80 for respondents employed in farmaL forestry, and
fisheries; $2.00 an hour for those employed i es,
services, or privdte households; and $2.10 for those,em-
ployed in other industries.

Respondents employed as domestics or farmworkers
were more likely to be paid illegal wages than respon-
dents employed in other industries (almost two-thirds
of the 23 respondents employed as domeStics and one-
third of those employed as farmworkers (116 respondents)
appear to have been paid lees than the minimum wage).
In.addition, respondents employed in the Southwest, but
particularlirelipondents ehiloyed in the 21 counties
bordering Mexico, were significantly.more likely-to be .

paid less than the minimum wage than respondents em-
ployed in other-regions in the U.S.

Respondents' Perceptions of Their Working Conditions.
Although approximately one-sixth of all respondents were
unwilling to mhke judgments, about the practices of their
former U.S. employers,

17.9% of the entire study group (14Z respondents)
reported that they had been hired because they
were illegal. Respondents employed in the South-

/" west were two to three times more likely to report
they had been hired because they were illegal than
respondents employed in California, the Kid- and
Northwestor the East Coast.

67-818 0 80 - 7
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16.0% (127 respondents) reported that they had been
paid less than legal coworkers:'

11.7% (93 respondents)' reported that they had been

.paid less than the minimum wage; and

only 3.5% (28 respondents) reported that they had
been "badly treated" by their employer.

Other Illegals in the Workplace. Although almost
30% of the study group refused to answer questions re-
lating to other illegals or claimed ignorance concerning
the matter, a slight majorik of the respondents to this
ques-tion (306 illegals or 38.6% of'all respondents) re-
ported that there was at least one other illegal in their
workplace. As a group, respondents had_worked with an
average of 8 other illegals. The Mexican respondents
were three times more likely to report the presence of
illegal coworkers as WH or EH respondents. Respondents
employed in California, the Southwest, and th$ Mid- and
Northwest were roughly twice as likely 'as illegals in
the East Coast to report illegal coworkers.

Cash Wage Payments. More than one-fifth (22.1%)
of all respondents reported that their wages had usu-'
ally been paid in cash, an, obviousmeans of avoiding
the documentation of wages that...Payment by check would
entail, and hence an indicator of possible ,exploitation,.
The 68 illegals employed in the counties bordering Mexico
were most likely to'report payment of wages in cash
(63.3%) of any subgroup considered, and respondents
employed in the Southwest were more likely to report,
cash wages (36.0%) than respondents employed in the
'East (21.0%), in California (14.8%), or the'Mid- and.
Northwest (10.7%).

23. Union Membership. Only 10.2% of the study group re-
ported that they had belonged to a labor'union in their country
of origin, but 130 respondents (16.4% of the study group) had
joined a union in the U.S., and almost half (62 respondents)
had belonged.for two or more years. Oembership in a U.S. union
tended to be negatively correlated With 1dU wages as well as
the indicators of exploitation described above, e.g., ,the
extremely low paid respondents employed in the counties border-
ing Mexico were the least likely to belong to a4 union in the
U.S. -- though they were most likely to have belonged in, their
country of origin (14% belonged to a U.S. union as compared
with- 11.7% who had belonged to a,union in Mexico). Further,

f '
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only 1.4% of the low-paid respondents employed in the Smith-
west reported membership in a U.S. unioh, as compared with
15.6% of those employed in California, 238% of those employed

,,/ in the Mid- and Northwest,'and 29.0% of those in the East
Coast.

24. Participation in Tax-Paying and Tax -Using Programs.
. The respondents were more likely tothave participated in tax-
paying sy tems (many of whiCh ire aptqmatic) than to have used
tax- sup pod programs.

.

EXtent of Participation of Apprehended Illegal Alien Respondents
1 In Tax-Paying and Tax - Supported Programs

Percentage of
Program Activity Respondent Participatiori

Input

77.3

73.2
44.0
31.5

27.4

3.11

3.7

1.4

1.3

0.5

4010

Social Security taxes withheld
Federal income taxes withheld
Hospitalization payments withheld
Filed U.S. income,tax returns

Output

Used hospitals or clinics
Collected one or more weeks of unemployment

insurance

Have children,in U.S. schools
Participated in U.S.-funded Sob training prbgrams
Secured food stamps
Secured welfare payments

1

The Characteristics, Role, and Impect of Illegals in the U.S.
Labor market: Preliminary Conclusions of the Researchers

1. Illegal aliens are probably disadvantaged persons,
but they do not appear to constitute a homogeneous group. Host
respondents in our study group were young disadvantaged adults
whID came from underdeveloped nations to find employment here.'
There were, however, significant differences between respon7
dents from Mexico, those from other nations in the Western '

Hemisphere, and those from the Eastern Hemisphere: in their
\level of education, occup.ational status in their native land,
ability to speak English, and once here, in the extent of
their continuing ties to their homeland and their contact
with U.S. governmental agericies, inclUding INS

k
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Though Mexico is a more advanced nation than most nations
sending illegals to/,the United States today, the Mexican re-
spondents were substantially more likely than non-Mexican
respondents to have come from rural areas, to have been farm- '

workers in their country of origin, to have had less than a .

primary education, and to speak no English. The non- Mexican
respondents, but in particular those from the Eastern Hemi-
sphere, were more likely to come from urban areas, to have
had at least some seconda-ry education, to have been employed
in white-collar jobs in their homeland, and to speak English.:
In brief, the socioeconomic status at entry of EH respondents
was close to the U.S. norm;,WH respondents clustered well
below that norm; while the Mexican respondents fellnbelow the
'norm of this nation's most disadvantaged peopled, ifs blacks
and Chicanos.

The Mexican illegals were also considerably more likely
than respondents from other regions to,report that they had
come here explicitly in search of a job. Once in the United
States, they remained more closely tied to their country of
origin than did the other respondents: they were more likely
to have a spouse and childreh in their home country, to visit
their homeland, and to send money home to relatives. The
non-Mexican respondents were, on the other hand, more likely
to have a spouse and children here, and to use public services
in the U.S., such as schooldand hospitals. They were also
considerably lesg likely to be apprehended by INS. "

It is reasonable to suppose that these differences be-
tween Mexican and non-Mexican respondents are principally
the result of the unique physical accessibility of the U.S.
to Mexico, which enables Mexicans of a lower socioeconomic
class to becothe illegal aliens and enables Mexican aliens,
legal or illegal, to maintain ties to both nations. And,
in fact, most Mexican respondents were EWIs who crossed the
southwestern border surreptitously, on fdot -- an entry
technique that requires more in the way of physical endur-
ance, native intelligence, personal ambition, and social
contacts with an illegal network than it requires in the
way of either money or education. By contrast, a large
ma)ority of the non-Mexican respondents were tourist visa
abusers, which presupposes a socioeconomic status that will
provide a prospective illegal with access to a U.S. consular
office abroad, convinc4 a State Department officiall, that the
alien's application for a iionimmigrant visa is a bona fide
request, and that the alien has the means to travel to his
destination and to return to hisnative land. Further, al-
most half the EH illegals had entered the U.S. with a stu-
dent visa, which in most cases presupposes a secondary edu-
cation and requires an alien to show that he or she had the
means-to support himself while a student in the U.S..

411
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More generally, however, it seems reasonable to suppose
that aliens beCome illegal workers in the United States only
if they have more to gain than tb lose byeengaging,in this
illegal business. If that i$ indeed the case, the low socio7.
economic status of most respondents in our study group is
likely to be typical of most illegals in the U.S. work Aorce.
In particular, aliens who are skilled (and therefore, by
implication, more likely to be established) workers in their
country of origin are unkikely to become illegal workers in
the U.S. The presence in the U.S. labor market of the young
but substantially more educated student visa abusers is sim-
ilarry explained: they, too, ,Ire unestablished, with rela-
tively little to lose. Further, like students gen0rally,
they are likely to be empl9yed in low-skilled jobs, as were

'mo4:. respondents.

2. Illegals probably cluster geographically. INS and
other experts in the field agree, and there are some INS and
Visa Office djata to support the claim, that illegals are no '
longer almost exclusively. phenomenon of southwest 'agri-
culture, but are increasingly an urban phenomenon, b&th with-
in and without the Southwest. We suggest that illegals are
likely to cluster-in the nation in the same manner as legal
immigrants. In particular, EWIs crossing,the southwest bor-
der (who are predominantly but not exclusively Mexican ilke-
gals) increasingly appear to migrate to metropolitan aread7
in that region or to the industrial centers of the Mid-West,
as legal Mexican immigrants have historioally tended to do.
In addition, as immigrants have done since the turn of 014
century and as immigrants do today, increasing numbers of 11-
legals from other nations in the Western or the Eastern Hemi-,i
sphere (who are usually visa abusers) cluster in major metro-
politan areas in the nation, especially in its principal ports
of entry along both coasts, where the supportive ethnic
communiti4s they need and the employment opportunities for
low-skilled workers they seek, generally coincide.

3. Illegals are probably clustered ip the secondary labor
market*. Most of the respondents in our study group were em-
ployed in the secondary sector of the U.S. labor market; i.e.,
most were employed in low-wage, low-skill, low-status jobs.
Less than a quarter were employed in white-collar or skilled
blue-collar jobs, and most who were,so employed were crafts

t workers (16%). Further, though respondents generally worked
Significantly more hours per week than did U.S. production
and nonsuperyisory workers, their wages were substantially
below thetaverage weekly wage of suCh workers in each of the
seven major industrial divisions for which there were compara-
ble data. In addition, a significant minority of respondents
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in the study group (more than 20%) were apparently paid le'
than the minimum wage, particularly domestics, (Mexican) re-

. spondents working in Texas, New Mexico, A.Ozona, or Colorado,
and especially those working in the 23 counties that border
Mexico,

Respondents' conOent
labor market, with more an'three quarters employed i0 unskilled

at or. ear the bottom 'of the U.S.

or semi-skilled jobs, contravened the heterogeneity of the study
'group. Despite the fact that-respondents from Mexico, other
nations in the West, and in the East tended to have different
characteristics as individuals and workers in their country of
origin, their roles in the U.S. labor market were markedly simt-

4 -ilar. Like recent legal immigrants, the few respondents who
had been white-collar ForXere in their homeland exhibited a
strong downward occupational movement upon entry in the U.S.
labor market. Respondents were, however, significantly less
likely to be employed in firmwork in the U.S. than in their
country of origin. Vence the American labor market apparently
tends to homogenizeAt a low level an otherwise more,hetero-
geneous but still predominantly 19+-skilled work force.

In general, it is reasonable to suppose that if most ille-
gals working in the nation have little education, few skills,
and speak little or no English, their employment pateerns are
likely to resemble those of our survey respondents, i.e.they

' are likely to be employed as laborers, service workers, or,
to a lesser extent, as operatives

4. Illegals appear, to increase the supply of low-wage
*labor and compete with disadvantaged U.S. workers. If most
illegal workers in the U.S'. are disadvantaged persons employed
in low-level jobs, illegals are of course increasing, to an ,

undetermined degree, the supply of low-wage workers in the
natio:S. It follows, then, that the subgroups of the U.S. labor
force with whigh illegals are most likely to be competing are
disadvantaged U.S. workers: the young, the old, members of

4 minority groups, women, immigrants, and the handicapped, who,
in some instances, tend to be clustered in the same parts"of
the nation, e.g., the Spanish-speaking in the Southwest, and
minority gloups generally and immigrants in major urban Centers.

FUllther, illegals are likely to compete quite successfully
in the secondary labor market. On the one hand, current immi-
gration legislation, which makes it illegal for most nonimmi-
grant aliens to work in:the U.S. but specifically exempts
employers from any violation of those laws, makes illegals
attractive,to employers of cheap labor. On the other hand,
apart from any consideration of their illegal status, illegal
workers appear to be like immigrant workers: highly motivated
and hard-working employeee, whom U.S. employers generally re-
gard as,exceptionally productive workers, despite the fact that
few speak English.

S-17
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5. The major immediate impact of illegals in the U.S.
today is probably on the labor market. Most respondents came
to the United"States explipitly to find employment. We suspect
that most iftegals who establish a residence in the U.S, sim-
ilarly came to find jobs; and that those who di not are un-
likely to remain in the nation without enteringthe labor force.
Further, if the survey respondents are typical of illegals work-
ing in the r4tion, illegals in the U.S. labor force art substan-
tially more /likely to pay taxes than to use tax-supported sys-
tems ond to support relatives in their country of origin than
to have a spouse or children here.4 Apparently, then, illegals
are also likely to have a significant impa4t on the balance of
payments. Almost 80% of all survey respondents sent an average
of $151 a month to relatives in their homeland. Thq Mexican

` respondents were less likely than the non-Mexican respondents
to have a spouse or children in the U.S. or to use public ser-
vices, bet they were more likely to tend money home, and to
report her remittances. (We estimate a balance of payments
loss of 1.5 billion a year from that souYce alone, if we
assume at there are 1 million Mexicans illegally working in
the U.S. and that the Mexican respondents in opr study group
are representative of that population.)

It is important, to note, however, that if illegals settle
permanently in the nation -- a question which this study does
not address -- their impacts, both direct and indirect, will
of course be both more far-ranging and profound. In _particu-
lar, if illegals working in the U.S. tend to become permanent
residents, they can be expected to acquire a U.S.-based spouse
and children, to have an impact on population, and to make more
use of public services as they become moreintegrateeinto the
society.

The Impact of Illegals on tht U.S. Labor Market

Impact of Illegals. Depending upon e degree to which
illegals cluster in specific labor marke , their numbers,
and the pre-illegal entry conditions of t ose markets (e.g.,
the presence of unions), an increasing supply of highly pro-
ductive, experienced, but generally low-skilled illeq, who
are willing to work in low -level jobs at low wages for long.
hours, is likely to produce some particular combination of
the following five kinds oliinterdependent impacts upon the
markets they enter:

illegals will maintain or increase productivity;

they will maintain or increase profits;
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they will maintain or increase the use of labor-
' intensive work structures;

go they will maintain or depress labor standards in
the secondafy septor;vand

they will compete successfully' with low-skilled
legal workers. 4

V

Congr uence With Manpower Policy. The nation has been
making manpower policy decisions for years,' but only recent-
ly has it regarded them as such. As it evolved within the
framework.of a society which stresses both the virtue of
productivity-and the value of the individual, U.S. manpower
policy can be viewed as having four principal objectives,
witha fifth appearing on the horizon more recently:

0 bo upgrade the skills Of the work force;

. to protect the welfare and riqhfs of the work
force; '

-e to provide employment opportunities for all
members of, the work force;

, to provide equal employment opportunities for
all members of the labor force, regardless of.

.,race,.color, creed, `national origin, sex; and
k

to increase the level of job satisfaction..

The Adverse Effects of Illegals in the Labor.Market

If one accepts this broadbrush description of nation's
manpower policy, a continuing influx of illegal aliens into
the U.S: labor marketwill have the following adverse effects:

it wild depress the educational and hkill level
of the labor force; 4

it will depress labor standards in the secondary
sector, which in some casep will create an under-
ground market of illegal wages, hburs, and workers;

o it will cause a displacement of low-skill legal
resident workers;

it will create a new class of disadvantaged workers,
one which inextricably conjoins national origin and
illegal status in the U.S.; and n

r
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it will inhibit'efforts to improve job satisfaction
in the secondary sector.

Given the inherent conflict between what the nation has
been, for generations, trying to do in the work place, and
the apparent direction of the impact of illegal aliens, 'We
believe that it is important to preserve both the direction
and the moMentum of the nation's manpower,policy, by decrea-
sing the flow of illegal immigration into its labot market.

Recommendations
.

.
/

On tpe assumption that illegals are for the most part dis-
\ adyantaged persons whose adverse socioeconomic costs to the
Af,. outweigh their benefits as productive lows-level woikers,
we recommend that the Government adopt a more restrictive pol-
icy toward's illegdq immigration and implement more effective
meand.of controlling it, primarily by discoUraging their entry
intothe labor market, which appears to be their principal

'goal. Further, we recommend that the GovernMent emphasize the
preventid of future illegallimmigrationkrather than the re--
moval of i egals currently in the nation. There are three
general rea ons for advocating the latter approach: adm;nis-
trative (it i more cost effective to prevent the entry 6f
prospective it gals than to apprehend and transport them
home again); h snitarian (illegals whose entry is prevented
are less badly hurt than those who are apprehended after estab-
lishing residence in the U.S.; the possible infringement of
the civil liberties of minority-group members associated with
the identification and apprehension of illegal residents are ).

similarly avoided); and substantive (illegal immigration
appears to set off a chal.n migration and to come primarily
from underdeveloped n tions with high populatioon growth rates;
i.e., illegal imdigr Lion appears tq beget more illegal immi-
gration). In inion,Of the researchers, it is the likeli-
hood of continuing generations of disadvantaged aliehs attemp-
ting illegal' entry into the U.S. labor market that poses the
most serious threat to the nation, and calls for the adoption
of a more restrictive immig4atiO policy as well as for more
adequate en.forcement of current strictioDs.

y Within the framework of a restr ctive policy and a preven-
tive approach, strategies that disco rage the employment of
illegals and inhibit their movement i to the nation appear the
most effective. The recommendations h ve been divided into
three pategories:t those requiring only agency policy changes.,
those thee also require budgetary, decisiots, and those that
require statutory revisions as well.
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Agency Policy RecOmmend

Aecommendation 1: he Government Should-Create Illegals'
EmplOyers Strike Forces. t,

Recommendation 2: The I igration and Naturalization
Service Should Focus More Attention */

--1
Recommendation 3: The Government Should Dtvelop Strategies

to Discourage the Growth of Illeial
Immigration from Specific Regions of
Origin.

Recommendation 4: The Labor,Department Should Deny Labor'
Certifications to Employers of Illegal
Aliens.

Recommendation 5: Steps Should be Taken' to Increase the
Prosecution of DosOMent-Abusing Illegal
Aliens.

Recommendations Involving Policy and Budget Considerations,

Recommendation 6: The Government Should Allobate More
Resources, and the State Department
Should Allocate More Resources and

p, Prestige, to the Visa Issuance Function.

Recommendation 7: The Government Should Allocate More
Resources to INS.

Recommendations Involving Poricy,tBudget, and Statutory Con-
siderations

Recommendation Bighe Congress Should Enact a Work Permit
Trogram.

Recommendation 9: The Congress 'Should Remove Elements in
the Immigration and Nationality Act
Which Facilitate the Legalization of
Illegal Aliens.

4
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II, TLT.P,GAL MIGRATION : PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

The second section of the selections on illegal migration concerns
priiposed solutions, including past, escimprehensive legislative proposals,
background on specific. recommendations relating to enforcement and
amnesty, and discussions of temporary worker programs.

, .

A. PAST PROPOSALS " .

The first selection is Chapter VIII, "Coriclusions and Major Recom-
mendations," from the Preliminary Report of the Domestic Cquncil
Committee on Illegal Aliens (December 1976). This Cabinet-level
Committee established by President Ford was the first interagency
Executive Branch effort to address the issue, and some of its findingb
are reflected in the3Carter Administration proposals of August 1977.

During both the 92d and 93c1 Congresses, the Houof Represent-
atives passed legislation which, among other things, would have
established a graduated series of penalties, for the knowing entplov-
ment of aliens not legally entitled to work in this country ; the Senatetook no action on the bills. The legislation was reintroduced, as i .amended by committee and floor action for the last time in the .95th
Congress, as H.R. 1663. This is the so-called Rodino bill, although' at.
its last introduction; House Judiciary Committee Chairman Peter
Rodino was not a cosponsor. An excerpt is incl aided from House Rept,
No. 94-506 on H.R. 8713 from the 94th Congrccsst the last time the bill
Vitas reported by the House Judiciary Committee.

President Jimmy Carter's August 4, 1977 message to the Congress
entitled" rndocumented Aliens" outlines a series of administrative and
legislativ4 proposalsafor reducing the increasing flow of undocumented
aliens' in this country 4nd . . . (regulating} the presence of the mil-
lions of undocumented aliens already here." Elements of the Presi-
dent's proposal requiring legislative action were included in the bill'
introduced in the 95th Congress on behalf of the administration. as
H.R. 953'1 and S. 2552. A comparative analysis of the major pruvisions
of H.R. 1663. the House judiciary Committee bill discussed above, and
H.R. 9531/S. 2552 is included. This is followed 'by the summary from
a "Statement of Position Regarding the Administration's Undocu-
mented Alien Legislative Pro sa ," a critical analysis of the Presi-
dent's August 1977 propo 1 t Mexican American Legal Defense
Educational Fund (MALDEF)

Action was not taken on the Administration hill during the 95th -
Congress beyond hearings by the Senate Judiciary Committee. An Ad- .
ra'nist-ration hill has not been introduced to date in the 96th Congress,
nor hashas- l_t.gislation been introducedTelatingtrrundnturnented aliens by .key embers of the House or Senate Judiciary Committees.

Proposed approaches- to the undocumented alien problem have #
tended to include sale combination and variation of similar...elements.
These have been mdasures hisically aimed at enhancing enforcement , A
including jnctions against the employment of illegal migrants, and
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increaseir funds.and manpower fur INS boi-Aer and interior enforce-
,

!tient measures designed to legalize the status of home portion of the'i
already here illegally. referred to as amnesty, registry. and ad-

justment of 6tlitti:,: and provisions for the future legal channeling of
4

t jnigrant floss . through an expaffileXtemporary alien worker pro-
"gram. or increasing the number of immigrant visas available and 'or
changing the criteria for their distribution. The latter option is dis-
cussed in section III, dealing with immigration goals.

B.
6

ENFORCF.IWENT AND AMNF.STY

Background readings on enforcement proposals include selections
from 96th Conga es, Rouse and Senate Judiciary reports regarding
altin cipriat ions for INS for fiscal rear 1981. Arguments fOr an.d againsf
Federal errip.loyez sanctions are included in seseral of the articles deal-

' ing with the impart of Motu! migration. Piore and Cornelius argue
against_such sanctions, and Ft4gel argues hi favor of them. Employer
an tions also were 'pi ominently featured in the past legislative pro-

posals included above.
One of the major objections AN II it'll lifts been raised against employer

4 sanctions in the past as the lifficulty the employer would allegedly s
have 'in determining N ether a pea -on is in fact legally entitled to
accept einfiloyment, and t e related alleged danger of ,discrimination
against people of foreign appearance. particularly Hispanics. Accord.-
ingly, there lis; been increasing interest in the adoption of some kind
of work card, including using the social security card for this purpose.
An Executive Order issued by President Franklin Roo9evelt in 1943
requiring that the Social Security number be used exclusively when
any Federal agency "finds it advisable to establish .a neW -system of..

permanent account numbers pertaining to individual persons" is
included. It is arguable that this consfitutes at least li precedent foz the
use-of the Social Security card/number for NN orker identification pur-
poses: such a 'use 'has been,strongly opposed by the Social Security
Administration, the Department of Health and Human Services
(THIS), and THIS Secretary Patricia 'Tanis in her capacity as a
member of the St feet Commission on I igration and Refugee Policy.
The 1943 Executive. Order is followed 1 an excerpt from the Novem-
ber 197(i Report of the Federal Advisory ,ommittee on False Identi-
fication reco mending against the adoption of a national identification

.document.
Legalizi g the status of certain aliens illegally present in the 'Mite('

States, popularly :referred to as "a rrysty." is generally recommended
in the articles on the impact of illegal migration, and related provi-
sions were included in the major legislative proposals of the 95th Con-
gress. The Canadian experience is reviewed in a monograph by David
North entitled, "The Canadian Experience with Amnesty for Aliens:
What the United States Can Learn." which is excerpted here. Argil-
ments, against amnesty for aliens, and specifically, against those. pro-
posals_peesentgd _ins Vresident Carter's Aug-list 1977 message, are
excerpted from the CO", ( sxis.uoill Dig( 81'8''iControversy ON er Proposed
Amnesty for Illegal .1.-iens: Pro and" Con." (The' pro arguments are
not included here since the other discussions of amnesty in these read- .,
ings are generally favorable..) ,
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C. 'TEMPORARY WORKER PROGRAMS

Concern about the legal channeling of aliens .eeking employment in
the futttre has led to interest by some in'azi expanded temporary alien
worker program. A proposal for a system of temporary-worker migra-
tion visas by Wayne Cornelius is included, followed by alai] modeledin part on this proposal : S. 1-127 (96th Congress), introduced by
for Harrison'Schmitt for himself. Senator S. I. Hayakawa, and Sena-
tor Barry Goldwater. H.R. 326 (96th, Congress), introduced, by
Congressman Hamilton Fish. the ranking minortty member of the
nousejudiciary Subcommittee on Immigration. Refugees, and Inter-national Law, and 1 member of the Select Commission on Immigrationarid,Refugee Policy, is also included. accompanied by a .liseussion by
Congressman Fish of the need for similar legislation introduced in the9.1th Congress. Unlike the Senate bill, which would Mate a new on-immigrant visa category As the,basis of an expanded temporary wo kerc

program, Congressman Fish's bill is aimed at expediting the ad in-istration of the existing "IT-2" piovision, tife basis for theciirrentadmission of nonimmigrant temporary workers petitioned for by U.S.employers. Arguments in favor of an expanded temporary alienc.work-
er program are also presented in a number of articles dealing with theimpact of illegal migration including those by Wachter, PFore, andCornelius.

An increase in the admission of temporary alien workers through
an,expansion of the H-2 program or by any other,ineans was stronglyoppose. by Eli Ginzbergr the Chairman of the National Commission
for Manpower, .1?olicy. His recommendfctioq are presented in a letterto the Secretary of Labor in response to a request that the NationalConimission for Manpower Policy look into the H-2 program, andin the summary of a semina,r on Immignition knd Employment Poli-cies held by that Commission, both of which are included.

Precedents for a large scale temporary worker program exist in theform of Ihe European guestworker programs and the U.S.Mexicanbracero program which lasted from 1942-1964. In "Guestworkers:
Lessons from Western Europe," Philip Martin and Mark Miller re-view the postwar g,uestworker programs of France, Switzerland, andGermany, and come to generally negative conclusions about the desir-ability.o-f such a program for the United States.

historical material on the bracer() prcig,ram, under -which Mexicans
entered the United States temporarily -for agieultural work, is alsoincluded. "The United States., 'Alexia* and the 'Wetbacks, 1942-1947"
by Otey Scruggs reviews the early years of the program and qoncludesthat it exacerbated the illegal migration problem of the day. The-leg-islative and administrative history of the program from 1947-1964 issummarized in the excerpt from Congress and, the Nation, 1.945-1964.
Finally, a .Trine 1963 letter is included from the Mexican Ambassadorprotesting on, behalf of the Government of Mexico what appeared tohe the imminent .delnise of the bracer() program; the prog.ra.m wasextended for an additional year and a half. until thr end of 1964. A
principal argument in favor of the prdgramiadynneed by the MexicanAmbassador 101S itF alleged success in stemming the illegal traffic ofWe past, and the probability that this traffic would recur if the pro-gram were ended.
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CHAPTER.VIn
CONCLUSIONS-AND MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

In drawing conclusionS and formulating recommendations,

it is,important to reemphiSize the preliminary nature of this

report. '41e illegal immigration phenomenon is OMplex aA an
4e

inteekgency examination of this issue is a very ecent develop-

ment.fihe charge to the DoMesti?Couneil Committee was to

develop a Comprehentirle approach to the issue. In furtherance

of that goal, this report attempts to provide a; ar statement

Of the issue in.its broad terms assess current i ation '
and chatbYthe process and tasks through which the executive

eranCh of government should proceed as result.

One cleat' themeof this report is that a dramatic tack of

reliable inform4ion makes. thorough analyiis of illegal

immigration impossible at this time. Thus the conclusiode-which

the Committee has drawn tare tentative and subject to revision,

Nevertheless the Committee believes that certain judgments can
A;

sand should be made in an effort to channel further inquiry in
.

a productive fashion, -

A. 'CONCLUSIONS'
"it

1: /Illegal immigration is rooted an powerful

' social and Econpmic forces endemic to both

host and sending countries. 4 s

Historically Mexico has been and remains a
A

'major source of illegal entranjs to the United States.

r\
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immigration today involves many' ,

-*na ions and ewmigratio9 streams. .Sending countries

rapidly developing,natMons where rising

expelllations combinedVith population pressure have

far surpassed the ability of economic growth, albeit

substantival, to narrow significantly the 'income gap

with the U.S. Thus pressure to emigrate is intense,

and large numbers of.peoplObave already emigrated to .

the United States legally from source countries in

accordance with the 1965 Ahendments to the ImMigration

and Nationality Act (INA). Tbese amendments markedly

changed legal qtffigration to permit large numbers of

Latin and Asian origin groups and to diminish numbers

of Europeans who immigrate. Illegal immigration must

be stuplied in the context of migration incentives and

'41,e law governing lsial entry. United States employers

seek fomeign workers forimany kinds of work. Thus

economic opportunity and kinship and culture ties in

the U.S. combine with migration pressures to create
1

potent push-pull forded which the INA was not designed

MAcheck.

2. Illegal immigration is significant and growing.

Current estimates of the stock and flow of illegal

alieps are. educated guesses at best: Establishing these

numbers in a,credibleNfa ion id important. Although

F
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sound numbers are not available, the-relevant point for
.

.

current policy-purposes is.that the illegal immigration

phenomenon is significant d growing. Our immigration

policy, as promukgated.unde the ItiA, is ineffective.

Our official commitment is to an exclusionary policy
. .

founded in- history and domestic pOlitibal considerations
A

which allows approximately 400,000 foreign-born to take

up permanent legal residence in this country per annum.

The de'qacto situation is quite the opposite in that a

:combination of legal loopholes and incentives, ex(force-

ment inadequacids, and' international push-pull forces

hate considerably eased limitatkns on immigration so that

in, practice we have a very open-immigration system.

Analysis of this combination of factors leadi.inevitably

to the conclusion that a trend has been established which

4is likely to grow if present circumstances persii4

3. Tee major impact' of illegal aliens at this time

seems' to.be in/the labor market. This impact is

to extend olk time to other areas as the

process of s lement proceeds.

Illegal aliens compete effectively with native

workers, particularly with the minimally skilled and .

under-employed, although the degree to which they

actually didplace native wail-kers is unclear. ,Thes4

immigrants raise the income of owners of capital and

67-898 0 8
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A
land and of highly skilled orkers and lower prices

to consumers of goods and serVices they.help produce.

Thus certain legal residents gain and others, parti-

i
cularly those with few skills,, lose from the presence

of illegal aliefis. However the unskilled labor which

t e illegal generally contributes in-the early stages

of migration later tends to be offset by the costs

incurred in the latter stages of migration when new
....

communities of families must be absorbed. This
1 .

result occurs during settlement, the end-product of
'Afts

migration. Initiallymthesmigrant generally. intends

to emigrate only temporarily. However his aspirations,

objectives and opportunities become attached to the

host country so that he eventually remains,establish-
T,

ing or sending for family rather than returning.

4. The community- related implications of large

numbers of illegalkaliens are significant and

merit.,governmeqt-attention.

The ineffecti'V'eness of the INA has helped to

create corinuniUes concentrated in our largest urban

4 centers whose existence depends on avoidance of law

and authority. Breeding these conditions signals

long-run negative sootal implications for ethnic

Americans and -for tPie ability orstate and local

units of government to function effeLivelY. Aside

from the question of economic impact, the ramifica-
',

otiona of harboring large numbers of people in illegal

C2
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status are undesirable and contribute'to a breakdown
ofk

in the institutions and systems upon which we depend

for fair government.

5. Effective enforcement of the Immlgration and

Nationality Act mast stress prevention above all

other 'considerations.

It is vastly more desirable from both a policy,

rand a resources standpoint to prevent entry of the

illegal or sateen out potential illegals before

arrival than to locate and apprIlland the illegal

once he is ip.-the U.S. This strategy is .currently

Accepted but it will require more adequate resources

for both the State ,Department and the Immigration and

Naturalization Service, improved management and

tactics, legislation, and greater cooperation among

federal agpncies with related enforcement resposi-

bilities to be effective.

6. Effective enforcement is not enough. The illegal

alien issue is ultimately an issue of immigration

policy and will not be satisfactorily met until

a thorough rethinking of out/itlimigration policy ,s

is undertaken. 2

Who may enter this country for what periods of

time under which circumstances are'the questions we

must, as.a nation,. answer These questions in turn
e 41.4raise questions abOut employment, population, and

tta
P.
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other broad policy areas. Th= law must be revised

to incorporate current and future realities not

envisaged in the 1965 deliberations in,which our

present system was formulated. The executive branch
'4

must provide leadership and take an active role in

the development of a iletter immigration policy.

Serious study, widespread discussion, public educa-

tion, interagency coordinag, ade4uate4resource

allocation, policy analysis, pllanning; and coopera-

' tion wigh/state and local levels of government are
r 4

all needed.

B. MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

6
The recommendations set forth:below do not pre-

clude the more specific recommendations contained at

the end of individual chapters. Specific chapter

,recommendations will presumably'be implemented as

part oflthe overall follow-up to this

report by the COmmittee in accordance with the major

recommendations below. The Committee does not

. 'believe any singe element among its recommends ,ions
6

can solve the illegal align problem. It does believe

that the cumulative effect of implementing the

recommendations which follow will,be to slow the

flow of illegal aliens significafitly and to take

major strides toward the development of a more

effective immigration pliqcy.

%dr
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4
1. The issue of illegal immigration mer ts)priority

attention and requires Cabinet leadership. Actions

to be taken cross, many bureaucratic,and agency lines

and will require continued' coordination and direction

at the,highest level.

2. The executive branch should aggressively pUrSue

the-enaqtment of legislation which relates directlyy

to the illegal alien question and which the executive

branch has supported in the past. Such legislative

actions include:

(a) penalties for employers who knowipgly hire

aliens not authorized to work;.

(b) application of the preference system and

foreign state limitations to Western Hemis-

phere immigr4tion in a manner,similar to

that
reg

ulating Eastern Hemisphere immigra-

tion;
47

(c) thorough revision of the labor certification

provisions of the dtrrent law so that immi-

grants admitted for employment fall Within
i

prescribed quotas and individual certifications

are eliminated;

47/ P.L. 94-571, signed on OctoSer 20, 1976, contains
these provision's. This report was written. and approved
prior to that action.

: 11 5
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1,

(d) advancement of .the eligibility date for

establishing'a record of admission for lawful
0 ,

perman9A residence from June,IO, 1948 to

July , 1968;and

(e) increased penalties for persor who smuggle

or facilitate illegal.immigration.

3. The Committee should evaluate the current H-2 or

temporary worker program authorized by the INA to

44

determine.if it is adequate, both from an administra-
:-

tive and statutory standpoint, to meet the legitimate

peds of employers for temporary' foreign Workers. ;t

should further assess the United States experience

with the bracero program and the experiencese:ther

nations with guest worker programs. An expanded,

.government'to*goUrnment foreign worker program should

not be sought at this time. However, means of

cimproving the government's responsiveness to employers

\Oinder Current law should be developed if necessary.,
C ,4

4. The agencies administering the INA -- INS and the

Departments of State -- should receive high priority

in the allocation of resources directed at prevention

of and screening for illegal entries, management and

operational upgrading, and inter - Departmental coor-

dination.

5. The Committee is_ concerned about the large number

of illegal aliens already in the United States. The .
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Committee believes that massive deportation is both

inhumane and impractical. It is expected that the

enactment of the legislation Upscribed in.recommen-

dation #2 would permit some illegal aliens to.adjust

their st.dps and cause.many others to decide to leave

the United States: In addition, the Combittee should'

evaluate and develop other policy approachestowarp

those illegal aliens currently in the country.

6. The Department of State should uhtertake serious,

high-priority exchanges, in addition to those underway

with Mexico, with governments of the major iilegal alien

sending countries on the illegal migration issue,,visa

controls, and U.S. domestic pressures and activity

surrounding the illegal alien. foreign aid and other

efforts toward less developed nation should be encouraged,

but with greater emphasis on factors that would reduce the

pressures that encourage migration, e.g., population plan-

nine, rural economic development and labor intensive

programs.

3. The Committee and the cognizant federal agencies should

,initiate and support a broad based research program to

determine the nature,and scope of various immigration

related problems. This must include research within

government agencies as well as through contracting with

outnide individuals and institutions, involvement of

otkpr levels of govefnment'and consultation with a wide*
varietrof.experts in many 'discipline . Relevant economic,

4rpraw,

t.
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sociological, demograrp and labor market data are

needed, to adequately examine existing policies and

update them.'

8. The Committee should initiate a thorough're-
,

examination of the basic precepts and operations of
,

current immigration policy with the goal of developing

proposals and systems which are based4on information

developed through careful study and research and

widespread discussion among affedted interest groups

and the general public.

\
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Vi iii CONGRESS }
/^4:',CssiOd

BOUM: Win:TM:SEM ATM-ES Iti ro,:r
No 94-506

AMENDING TILE IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY ACT,
" AND FOR dprER TRPOSE.',

144.irt.itor it 24, 1975 Committed to the Conunitt of the Whole liou.e on the
estate of the Union and ordered to be printer'

Mi. f tom the Committee on the Judicial.
submitted the following

REPORT
together with

ADI)ITION.1t...SI-PPLEItNiTAI,.. A Ni) \
DI;;SENTING V1,1AS

(To neeompany.11.14, S713]

atANALTSIS .c Kahn PI ovistorrs or put BILL

A5USTAtENT O. STATUSWWII= HRASIOXIISSE NATIVES .

Section 1 of this bill amends Section 245 of the Immigration nd
Nationality Act which now authorizes Eastern Hemisphere natives-r
currently eligible to immigrateto adjust tlpir status from nonimm
grants to that c permanent resident aliens witbput leaving the Unite
States to secure an immigrant visa.

First of all', aliens (other than immediate relatives) Who accept un-
authorized employment prior to filing their adjustment application
would be ineligible for adjustment of status. The CAmmittee believes
that this provision would deter many nonirnmigrants from violating
the conditions of their adniission by obtaining fmauthorized employ-
ment. Secondly, Section I would alsotlisqutalify froth adjustment aliens
wbo have been admitted in transit without visa. A Justice Department
red olation presently prescribes such ineligibility and by the validity of
this repletion was upheld by theeCourt of Appeals for the 2cL4;ircuit
in Mak v. INS, CZ F. 2d. 728 (1970). Therefore, this provisiod woli311

t merely confirm existing administrative procedures.
.p. However, the primary purpose of section lie to restore adjustment of
'status eligibility to Western Hemisphere aliens. The present disqualifi-

cation, enacted in 1965, has created many haidellips and often leads to
unnecessary expense by requiring aliens to return to their country of
origin to obfain an immigrant visa from a. U.S. consular official. This
provision would remove this inconsistency and would provide equal
treatment to all individuals regardless of their place of birth.

s. .
PZIIALIT etuncrtruz

. - ..
Section 2 of H.R. 8718 repeats the proviso fri Section 2t4 of the Im- IP

migration and Nationality Act 'which provides that normal employ-
ment practices shall not be deemed to constitute the harboring of i1-

1, Nl .
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legal alien an offense p,resently punishable by a fife of $2,000 or a
fine of imptisonment for five years. ft addition, section 2 of the bill
establishes an elaborate three-step procedure for imposing sanctions on
employers and agents of employers who knowingly employ aliens illt-
gaily in the United Strafes. These penalties also attach to any person
who for a fee 1piowingly refers an illegal alien for employment.

4. Citation
The three-step penalty structure would commence with the service of

a citation by the Attorney General on an employer wlio is found to have
employed anikillegalalien. This citation would issue upon evidence or
informattonilich the Attorney General deems persuasive and the em-.
ployer is provided. an informal opportunity to respond to and rebut
airy evidence or information in the possession of the Attorney General.
The ,Committeey,expects the Atioiney,General to issue regulations and
guidelines including specific examples as to what he would consider
"persuasive evidence or Moil-nation

Although-futhy knowledge" is not required during the initial cita-
tion. stage, the Committee does not intend a citation to be issued to em-*

determine

who have made reasonable, responsible end.bona fide efforts to
determine the citizenship or alien status of his employees. The Com-
mittee wishes to eiaphastre that the authority provided in the citation
stage is discretionally and that in the exercise of his discretion, the At-
torney General is expected to consider what inquiries were made or
what other actions were taken by an employer in an effort to de-
termine the citizenship or alyn status of his employees or prospective
employees.

The Committee sought to avoid requiring actual-knowledge of the
employee's illegal status as a prerequisite to the issuance of a citation,
incSe, the imposition of such a requitement at this preliminary stage
would *pose an unreasonable and unnecessary burden von the
Attorney General. This is partic;larly trim because issuanceof a cita-
tion to an employer has no immediate legal or detrimental effect. The
Committee is of the opinion that a citation should`serve only as a warn-
ing to an employer; and the legislation specifically provides that it
hall merely contain a "notification that the alien's employment Ti not

authorized and a warning of the penalti and Injunctive remedy'
\ 'provided in the legislation.

The bill also autkoriies judicial re the appropriate 4islrict
court of any citation served by the Atto ey General and review must
be sought within sikty days from the date of issuance of the citation.
B Civil Penalty

within two years after receipt of a citation, an employer "know-
fag hires an illegal' alien, the Attorney General is required to initi-
ate oceedings to assess a civil penalty of not more than $600 for
each lien entploAti in vielatile.n of this bill,. Suchproceedings shall
be e©n c ueted Ira .aecoitlanctt avffh the reqUisreineilts of the Adininizttiu-

., dye P (lures Act (5.1,113C § 554). This would insure that persons
against whom a 'civil petinitv has been s.sessed would be provided
with: an portunity for a full agency h tvfg; timely notice of such
hearing; sponsive pleading, if necessary ; d opportvity to sub-
mit eviden e on his behalf, Furthermore, in ng the tinie and place
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. 44 422. .
for such hearing, the convenience and necessity of the parties shall ,be considered and the indillidual conducting such hearing shall not beengaged in the investigative or prosecuting fenctions of INS. Pre-

isumably, such hearings will be conducted by an Immigration Judge,and the Committee has been assured by the Department of Justicethat the Board of Immigration Appeals will be authorized to con-sider appeals from his decision. In the event an employer is dissatis-fied with the decisiOn of the Immigration Judge andfor the decision ofthe Board of Immigration Appeals lie would obtain judicial review ina suit by the Attorney General to collect the civil fine in a U.S. District(Court.
.

, ...
,

C. Criminal Penalty 4`

k,
:--_A violation subsequent to the assessment of a civil penalty which has

become final would expose the offending party to a fine of not morethan $1,000 and/or impri§ontnent for not more than one ydr for each,alien in respect to whom a violation occurs.
c It should be emphasized that the legislation imposes no direct ob-Fixations or affirmative requirements. upon an employer. Instead, this
section prohibits the "knowing" employment of illegal aliens, and it isthe Committee's belief that by and large most employers will desistfrom hiring illegal aliens when it is known that civil and criminal
penalties will attach to such activity. There ism() requirement in this

Alegislation that enkloyers make inquiries as to the eligibility of pro-
spective employees to work in the United StateHowever, it is antici- IIIpate& that responsible employers will make every effort to avoid thesanctions of this legislation and will make reasonable inquiries as tothe citizenship or alien statuS of each and everyone of their employees.

, Many witnesses indicated that requiring employers to ascertain thecitizenNp or alien statps of their employees woul be burdensome
and exW melt' difficult in view of the complexity of Immignitionand Nationality Act and would transfer law enforcement unctionsunctions tothe private sector. In addition, other witnesses stressed that requiring
employers to 'obtain and verify documentation submitted by current
or prospective employees would work hardships on U.S. citizens who
may have difficulty in establishing their citizenship. , \ .

The Committee rejected these approaches believing that such a re-quirement may have far reaching implications and may be A step in, thedirection of a national identification or work permit system. ,It is expected, however, that INS will make every effort to informemployers that an individual can document his U.S. citizenship by
submitting both primary and secondary evidence of that citizenship.
The follmving indicia of U.S. citizenship are currently accepted byINS that purpose: official birth reams; baptismal(ertificates;fam. y bide entries; school records; census records; records of hos-pitals; tin passports.

In additis all permanent resident aliens are in possession of anAlien Regist ion Receipt card (I- 151),lind thig js primary evidencethat the alien h been lawfu)ly admitted for permanent residence andis eligible to wo in the United States. Likewise, any nonimmigrant
for whom work is authorized is also in possession of a document issued
by INS indicatingithis authority.

121.
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INJUNCTIVE REMEDY'

In addition to imposing civil and criminal penalties, H.R. W113 also
grants U.S. district courts jurisdiction to enjoin employers from hiring
illegal aliens and authorizes the Attorney General to bring suclt.
actions.

This provision is desifrned to strengthen the legislation, and iniprose
IRS' effectiveness in dealin,, ith repeat offenders. Experience has
demonstrated that many employ erb continue to hire illegal aliens even

'after INS has %isited their business and loCated illegalaliens, notwith-
standing attempts by INS to discourage this practice.

The AFL-CIO strongly supports injunctive remedies and believes
that they are 'necessary in order to provide effective enforcement."
Duringtthe hearings, such a provision also received the support of
the Department of Justice and-the National Congress of Hispanic-
American Citizens.

Tlie ommittee is of the opinion' that this injunctfve remedy as a
supplement to the penalties in the legislation will prove to be a quick

-and gffective enforcement tool. It is intended that this, remedy be avail-
able at any time (i.e., it would not be necessary to commence the three'
*Step procedure prior to seeking an injunction in cases involving aggra-
vated violationssuch as the use of illegal aliens as StrikepTg11){7TS).

NATIONAL ORIGINS EMPLOY-AIENT DISCRIMINATION

It has been suggested that this legi,slation would cause employers
to discriminate on the basis of.national

The contention was made that employers faced with the possibility
of criminal penalties will refuse to hire or discharge individuals with
a foreign accent or a Spanish surname. = I-

First, it should be emphasized that only the "knowing" employment
of illegal aliens is made unlaWful, In addition, the Committee has
adopted a graduated, three-step procedure for imposing sanctions on
employers of illegal alie4; thereby insuring conscientious and respon-
sible employers that they will not be subje6t to civil and criminal
penalties in the first instance.

Furthermore, it'should be noted that Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 (43 U.S.C. Sec. 2000e-2 currently prohibits. employment
discrimination based on national origin. The Supreme Court discussed .
this provision at some length in E8pinoza v. Farah. Manufacturing
Co., 414 tT.S. 86 (1973) and stated that "certainly it would be unlawful
for an employer to discriminate against aliens because of race, color,
religion, or national origini.e., by hiring, aliens of Anglo-,Saxon
background but refusing to hire thoseof Mexican or Spanish ancestry."

It is clear from this decision and regulhions which have been pro.
mulgated by the EEOC subsequent to this decision that any outright
refusal by an employer to hire, as well as the wholesale dismissal of;.
individuals because of their foreign appearance or ethnic background
would contravene the previsions of 'rifle VII. A

Nevertheless, in order to respond to the allegations that employment
discrimination would result from the enactment of 1I.R. 8713, the
Committee has included a provision which specifically authorizes the
Attorney General to bring civil actions in the appropriate district
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court when he has reasonable cause to believe filiat are employer has
engaged is employment discrimination based on national origin. The
'Committee revgnizes that the median spread of time required fur the
resoliftion of any EI;OC charge from receipt to final diseosition is
thirty-two months, and the current backlog as of March 1913 eVeeds
100,000 cases.'" Consequently, section 3 of this bill should be reviewed
as an interim measure Which will pros ide aggrieved parties with. a
meaningful and immediate remedy until EEOC has strbstaritially'sN
reduced its current backlog or until the Congress has had an oppor-
tunity to review the adequacy of federal efforts to prevent employment ,
discrimination.,

It is the expectation of this Committee that 8713 be imple-
mented in a-manner which prevents job discrimination against ethnic"
and minority groups, anti the Committee intends to closely scrutinize
the administration of this section of H.R. 87,13 by the Attorney Gen-
eral. Since illegal aliens compete most directly with the unskilled
and the low-skilled, it is believed that the benefits which will accrue
to ethnic and ninwrity groups under this legislation will far outweigh
the potentiality of employment discrimination based on national
origin that some have indicated may'flow from this legislation. Mote-
over, the"Committee'emiects the Attorney General to fully inform ein-
ployers as to the various provisions 'contained -in H.R. 8713 and to
explain to them their respective responsibilities under this legislation
and Title DTI of the 'Civil Rights Act of 1964.

"ADJUSTMENTS OF STATUSILLEGAL ALIENS

Several witnesses during the Ninety-fourth Congress Leann ex-
pressed concern that this legislation would result in the deportat on of
many ilJ al aliens who have resided in the United State4. for long
periods of time qr Who haveestablished, family and conniThnity ties

in this country. These witnqses,- including the U.S. Catholic
Conference, the National Congress of Hispanic Americans, and the*
AVI.,C*10 suggested various legislative programs to provide. some,
form of equitable relief etitipse

The.Coinmittee, afterearfully.considering all the suggestions which
were made, has adopted a provision which provides relief to.those who

knave developed substantial- equities while residing in the,United States
but at the same time does not serionslzilisadvantage those intending
hrapigrants who have patiently awaited:Ore issuance of a visa in their
ngGve country.

One of the reasons for the large number of illegal aliens from the
!Western Hemisphere is the difficulties encountered by such aliens in

immigrating to the 'United States. In fact; re is currently
a 'B8 month backlog for natives of the Western He sphere who are
eligible to immigrate -and at the same time there is mid preference
system for such entry. This Couu processed and the Ikonse

' approved legislation (H.R. 981) in the last Congress which would
eliminate these Inequities. The bile was not enacted into law and the
Committee will give it priority consideration in this Cohgress.

e
"The Fed ram Civil Rights Enforcement Effort -1974. Volume V to Eliminate "Employ.awe mom taatton," A Report of the United abates Conindoeloa on aril Rights, jut,1075, p. 529

12'3
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It is felt. that sermon 4 of this̀ hill coupled with the subsequent en-
.

actent of H.R. 981 is alianiane reasonable, and realistic approach to
the. problems confronting both illegal aliens and intending immigrants
froin the Western Hemisphere.

Consequently, section 4 of this bill enablts an illegal alien to acquire
the status of a permanent resident alien ?f he has been continuously
physically present in The United States since June 30, 1968 and: (1) is
the close relative of a U.S:citiz,gn or permanent resident alien; or (2)
his deportation would result in unusual hardship. In other words, in
order to be eligible for relief under this section an alien must meet the
continuous physical presence requirements set forth in this section. In
addition to satisfying the residence requirement, such alien must fall
within one of the specified relationships or, in the alternative, he must
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the' torney General that unusual
hardship would result in the event of his deportation. The relief pro-
vided is totally within the discretion of the Attorney General.

While it will be necessary for the Attorney General to exercise his
discretion on a case-by-case basis, the Committee expects the Attorney
General to promulgate, as expeditiously as pogible, regulations set-
ting forth general standards to guide him in the use of his authority
under this section. The alien is also required to be admissible to the
United States under all the provisions of Section 212 (a) of the Imnii-
gration and Nationality Act except that he is not required to obtain a
Tabor certification (212(a) (14) ) or be in possession of proper docu-
mentation (212(a) (20) ). t

With respect to determining hardship and Sectio of this bill the
Attorney General is expected to apply.simi r criteria to that which is
currently utilized in granting suspension o deportation and consideo
the following fads and circumstances, among others: age of subject;
family ties in U.S. and abroad;. length of residence hi the United
States; condition of health; conditions in the country to which the
alien is returnableeconomic and political; financial statusbusiness
and occupation; the possibility of other means of adjustment of status;
whether of special assistance to the U.S. or community; immigration
history ; position in the-community.

In order to avoid the situation where an alien must resort to public
assistance because his illegal status has caused the termination of his

. current employment and to protect employers of aliens who may be
entitled to the epritable relief, the Committee adopted an amendment

..to authorize the employment of such an alien pending final action on
his adjustment of status application. The numerical limitations set
forth in the Immigration and Nationality Act *shall not apply with...
respect to adjiistments of status under This section.,

This section specifically denies adjustment of status to any alien
who ordered or participated in the persecution of any individual be-
cause of race, religion, national origin or political opinion.

The Committee has chosen the date of ;Tune 30. 1968 since on that
date a numericill ceiling was imposed for the first time on immigra-
tion from the Western Hemisphere and as a result the opportunity for
legal immigration for natives of that hemisphere was-curtailed.

124 le
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Sectiosi 8 of the bill provides tlit'it the legislation shall become effec-
tive on the first day of the first Month tvitent)re expiration of 90 days
.following the es actanent date.

Since the bill:specific/L lly prohibits the continued as well as future,
'employment of aliens, the delayed effective date accomplishes
two basic objectives. First of all, it makes certain. that only acts which
eeour alter the date of enactment of the legislation are ,proscribed. In
.other words, if an employer centilitres to knowingly employ an illegal
alien beyond the 90-day period, he will be subjeatto civil and criminal
penalties of the bill. Secondly, the delayed effective date allows an em-
ployer suffiCient time to replace those illegalsiliens who irseanowingly
en his extrhoy on thelate of enstatment.

IBM AUTiir.011124.011(11i

For several years, the Corrimittee has been deeply concerned by the
inadequate funding of INS. The Committee believes4at the lack of
funds has greatly diminished the capacity of INS to properly and ef-
tectirrely administer the Inunivation and Nationality Act. .

This problem can be traced directly to the failure-of the Department
of Justice and OMB to plate sufficient priority on the enforcement of
our immigration law:This fact is dleanly derrumetrated by the follow-
ing statistics:

'IMMIGRATION %ftl) HATURACUATIOTI KIN= APPROPIIATFONS

(Flub! vier

1173 1f?4 Y916 '1976

!NS bvdtot r000mmenchtfon b Doosronsat d

Deprertrnmt of Ja-ki tudgirrocerarnordsttitr

VgC.421
124 324400

/211181
11",

4167,150,400

.1119991.0
Aremaktue.

126462.000

:r8t 46: SO8D
175',891:101

1246, 407,000

it We. 010.
9 *mks

074 sopploowlotimpopriallongpiovIdedia440110044100.11K

More specifically, inefficient INS er occasion, has re-/
stilted in : curtailment of services to theatitnnErc..; vele of ,a d
illegal aliens; temporary suspension of enforcement a ; Mad
!plate response to sensor alums .along the .southwest border /whi
indicate the surreptitious entry of illeg.al aliens; .and failureito investi- .

gate aillocate overstarvisitors.
it isMe position of the Corninittee that aciequLte fund§

provided to INS tio enable that' envy to better combat th al
alien,,problem; and we arrelopefulthat .the Department of .1uSt4ce.and
OMB will present the Congress with more 'realistic budget ,request
for 7)1$-in the Suture. .

In the tginety-third Congress, the House Oommittee on Govetiunent
Operations vevrewed ia,.detail the /funding problem of 1N8 and IrPe-
cificalfy recommended :

The Committee on the Judiciary should consider the devel-
opment of legislation to require annual or other periodic

125
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authorizations for programs of tlili nniigration and Icatural-
rcation Service to the .end that I ,illative oversight will be
maintained and adequate resources will be made available for

. control of illegal alien tratlic.5
In addition to increased resources and an expanded enforcement

effort, the Committee recognizes the need for an improvement in the
methods and techniques employed by INS in controlling the illegal
alien problem. This Committee for some time has stressed the need for :
a counterfeit-proof alien registration receipt card (I-151) ; an im-
proved nonimmigrant docket control system; and.better controls over
Mexican border crossing cards. Theo problem areas, as well as the
general need for improvements in the inairagement activities of INS,
were discussed' in another 197 AO report entitled "Need for Im-
provements in Mallaernent Activities of the Immigration and Natu-
ralization Service". Some progress has been made during the last year
and the Committee intends to closely monitor these matters in the
future.

In order to maintain close oversight of INS with regard to both its
funding and management problems, the Committee has included in
H.R. 8713 a provision which eliminates the'open-ended' authorization
of funds for INS. As a result of this provision, the Committee and the
Congress will be required to aprove annual or periodic authorization
bills for INS. In particular, the Subcommittee on Immigration, Citi-
zenship and International Law NA, ill, by necessity, review the functions,
programs, and activities of INS,son a line-item basis.

This Comilittee fivnly believes that this provision (section 9) will
enable it to more fullY-And properly discharge its oversight responsi,-,
bilities as required by the Legislative, Reorganization Act of 1970 and
the Committee Reform Amendments of 1974.

-9
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To the .1.'oitgi ex8 of the 1. State8:
1 I am proposing..to Congiess today a set of actions.to help markedly,
ieduce the mei easing flow of undo.. umented eliens in this country and
to regulate tli pi estmcc of the millions of undocumented aliens, al-
ready here

These proposed actions arc based ckii the results of a thorough
Cabinet-level study and on the grounds oik whichlias been laid, since
the liegipning of the decade, by Congressmen Rodino and Eilberg and
Senators Eastland and Kennedy. These actions will :

Make unlawful the hiring of undocumented aliens, with enforce-
ment by the Justice, Department against those employers who erh5age
in a "pattern or practice" of such hiring. Penalties would be civil
injunctions and fine, of $1,000 per undocumented alien hired. Criminal
penalties could be imposed by the courts against employers violating
injunctions. Moreover, employers, and others, receiving compensation ,

for knowingly assisting an undocumented alien obtain or retain a job
ould also be subject to criminal penalties.
Increase significantly -the enforcement of the Fair Labor Standards

.-ket and the Federal Farm Labor Contractor Registration Act, ta-r-
geted to areas where heavy undocumented alien hirings occur.

Adjust the immigration status of undocumented aliens who have
resided in the United States continuously from before January 1,1970,
to the present and ttil,o apply with the Immigration and Naturalize-
tion Service (INS) for permanent residerittaK.status; create a new
immigration category of temporary resident alien for undocumented
;diens who hale resided in the United States continuously prior to
January 1, 1971; mix no- status change and enforce the immigration

w against those undocumented aliens entering the United States
after January 1, 1977.

Substantially increase iesources available to control the Southern
border, and other entry points% in order to prevent illegal immigration.

Promote continued cooperation with the governments which .are
major sources of undibeumentedoliens, in an effort to imptove their
economies and their controls over alien smuggling rings.

Each of these actions will play a distinct, but closely related, role
in helping to solve one of our most complex domestic problems: In
the last several years, millions of undocumented- aliens have illegally
immigrated to the:United States. They have breached our nation's
immigration lawQ. displaced many American citizens front jobs, and
placed an increased financial butler' on many states and local
governments. t

4 The silt of actions I ainproposing cannot soh e this enormous prob-
!Nil overnight, but they will anal the beginning of an effective Fed-
eral response. My admini.stra 'on isstrongly 4ommitted to aggressive
and comprehensivi steps Ow d resolving this problems and I am
therefore proposing the following, tions:

(1)
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EN!rtatu.at ,%xcrioss

The prim ipal attraction of the United Mate, fog undo( tiniented
aliens i- etououtk the oppot titnitx to obtain a job paying consider-
ably more than any- ailable in awl' ow it count' ies. if that °ppm -

ttutit% i. ,-e%ccelv-..titIii to]. I ant convinced that fat fewer aliens %rill
c.ttempt illegal ortry. si

.
1 ant therefore proposing that Cougivss make unlawful tlw

by any employer of any undocumented alien. This employ-ment bat
would be ipiplemented in the following wax.:

Enforcement would be sought against those sniping -ers a bo engage
in a -pattern or pi act ice" of hiring tuidocumented aliens, with the
Justice Department setting priorities for enforcement.

Penalties for violation of the employment hag would he kith
injunctii-e relief and stifrch ii finesa maxin tutu of $1,001) for each
undocumented align hired by an employ cr. A joint ion of a court
injunction would subject an employei to a potential criminal (An-ire-MLA
citation and imprisonment.

Ail employer w mild be entitled to defend any charge of hit inc., an
undocumented alien by proving that a prospecti% e emploec's d'ocit-
inentation of legal residence, as designated by the Attorney General
in reg.tilat ion-. was seen prior to emplorment.

'lite social -ecurity card would be designated as one of the audio! -
tzed identification documents; mid we will accelerate the steps al 14;8,13
being taken to make certain that such cards areY-sued. as the hoc now
mandate,. only to legaT resivients. ThoseTtepAtelude requiring per-
-onal interviews of card applicants and making the cards 111o1v difficult
to forge. But no steps would lw taken to make the Sorittl -Sevin it card.
or any other card. a national identification document.

To further resit it I job opportunities. criminal sanctions would be
intim-ea on those per-ons who revel% e e01111)1.11.q111011 for loitM 111V:1 a--
-isting an mulocumented alielt obtain or ,retain employment. or who,
know ingly contract w it Is such person r,ii t I w pl {whit of nudes 11-
111014.11 ;11.1(11,. 1.11(q, ,;111.(11MIS tiro 41111.0( (1 at the substantial miming
of ittilit idttals Who broker lobs for undo( inneitled aliens or act as agents.
for alien sningglers. It is not 'directed at those who *math ertently refer
:u1 limb), mentor Abell to a job. -itch as an employment agency or

'union hiring hall.
To make certain that all of these new :4:11141 101- :Ire col \

plied, they %%ath/ pre-et any existing State stuirt ions. -,,

In addition to the IT tuna of.these new sanctions. efforts to increa-e
enforcement of existing sanctions w ill be significantly intreased. The
Fair Labor Standards Act, which intintlaws payment of the minimum
wage mid provide, whet' eittploVee protections. would not onlvs he'
strictly enforced, but its existing Ctrtl and et iminal penalties would be
-ought much more frequently by the govet 'Intent. To date. the inability
of the government to enforce .fully this act. due in part to a lack of
re-onrecs, has ri;stilted in Mu hirintrof uotncitniented aliens at sub-
minimum wage-, thereby often displacing .1inetican, NIP! kegs. Twit
hundred sixty nr inspector- w ill 15 hired and targeted to areas of
heavy undocumented alien.employment. Similarly. the ji'ederal Farm
I that l'ontractor Rcaistration .% w hid) Oroltiits 4he recruiting
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a ml hiring of undocumented aliens for fat in work, would be tightly.
enforced. The Departments of Justice and Labor will work closely in
\changing information developed in their separate enforcement

netkities.
,

While I bel le% e that both the new and existing &mployei sanctions.
Anil their strict enfortA n tent. an required to control the employment of
undocumented aliens, the possibilit' that these sanctions intglit read
employers to discriminate against Mexican American citizens and legal
emidents, as well as other ethnic Americans, would be intolerable. The

'unposed employer sanctions have 'Seen desigqed, with their'general
reliance on civil penalties and "pattern or practice" enforcement, to
minimize any causefor discrimination. However, to prevent any &is-
crintinatmy hiring, the federal civil rights agencies will be charged
with making much greater efforts to ensure that existing antidiscrimi;
natori laAvs are fully enforCed.

BORDER ESFORCEMENT
1-1.

The proposed employer sanctions will not, b1t themselves, be enough
to stop the entry of undocumented Aliens. Measures must also be'
taken to significantly increase existing border enforcement efforts.
While our borders cannot realistically be made impenetrable to illegal
rutty. greater enfoi cc-rhea efforts clearly are possible, consistent with
preserving both the,tongest open borders in the world and our humani-
tarian traditions. z

I am proposing to take the follOwing increased enforcement meas-
ures. most of .which VI require Congressional approval for the neces-

t sn ry a i t Iona l reson
.

:

Enforceintiit resources at the border will be increased substantially
a lid will be reorganized to ensure greater effectiveness. The exact
Jtatnie of the reorganization. tiA well as the amount of additional en-
fore( flout personnel. ill be determined after the completion in Sep-
tember of our ongoing border enforcement studies.Jt is very likely.
though, that a inmininin of 2,000 additional enforcement personnel
will lx-' plticed on the Mexican border.

' INS will shift a significtint number of 'enfoitement personnel tot
border arras having the highest reported rates of undocumented alien
cell ry.

Au anti-smuggling task force will be established in order to seek
% up.; to rbduce the number and effectiveness of the smuggling rings

by ataiiiing-foiged documents and providing transportation.
systematically smuggle it substantial percentage of the iihdocinnented
:diens entering the Country: Th# 47.S. attorneys will be instructed
to give high priority to prosecittog individuals involved in alien
smuggling.

The State Department will increase its visa- issuance resources'
woad to insure that. foreign citizens attempting to enter this country

will be doing so within the requiremegts of the immigration laws.
Pie-sage will be sought of pending legislation to impose criminal

-unctions on those who knowingly use false information tonbtain iden-
tifierq ,issued by our Government. knowingly use Trudulent
Governinent documents to obtain legitimate Government documents.

FLD. 202
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The State Department will consult with countries which are the
sources of significant numbers of undocumented aliens about coop-
erative border enforcement and anti-smuggling efforts.

C4X1PERATION WITH SOURCE COUNTRIES \

tThe proposed employe' sanctions and border enforcement will
clearly discourage a significant percentage of those who would other-
wise attempt to entfer or remain in the United States illegally. How-
ever, as long as jobs are available here but 4ot easily available in coun-
tries which have been the source of most and umented aliens, many
-citizens of those countries will ignore wha ever barriers to entry
and enlployment we erect. Au effective polic to control illegal immi-
gration must include the development of a strong economy in each
source country.

Unfortunately, this objective may be difficult to achievi within
the near future. The economies of most of the sour countries are still
not sufficiently developed to produce, even with significant U.S. aid,
enough jobs ov6r the short term to match their rapidly growing
workforce. . --__

Over the longer-term, however, I believe that Marked improve--
%ments in source countries economies are achievable byttheir own
efforts with support from the Unite&States. 1 welcome the economic
development efforts 'lbw being made by the dynamic and competent
leaders of Mexico. To further efforts such as those, the United States
is committed to helping source countries obtain assistance appropri-
ate to their own economic needs. I will explore with source count' ies-
means -of..-providing hitch Assistance. In some cases this will mean
bilateral or multilateral econorhic asst ance. In others, it will involve
technical assistance, enconragement private financing and enhanced
trade, or population program ,--,

ApJUSTMENT- OF STATE'S'

The fact that there are millions of undoeumented aliens already
residing in this country presents one of the most difficult questions
surrounding the aliens plknomenon. These aliens entered the United"
.fates illegally and have willfully remained here in iolation of the
immigration lays. On the other hand, many of them have been law-
abiding residents who are looking for a new life and are broductiVe
members off their communities.

I have cancluded that an adjustment of status is necessary to avoid
having: a permanent underclass of millions of persons who have not
been and cannot practicably be deported. and who' would continue
living here in perpetual fear of immigration authorities, the local
police. employers and neighbors. Their - entire existence would con-
tinue to be predicated-on staying outside the reach of government
Authorities and the law's protections.
, I therefore recommend the follmying adjustments of status:

First. I propose that permanent resident alien. status be granted to
all documented aliens who have resided continuously in the United

131 D. 202
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states from before January 1, 1970, t the present. These aliens
would have u) apply for this status and provide notinal documentary
i.roof of continuous residency. If residency is maintained, U.S.

nship could be sought five years after the panting of permanent
states', as provided in existing immigration laws.

Thy permanent iesident &len status would be rianted through an
update of the registry provNions ofilie Immigration itnd Nationality

t. The i egistry statute has been updated threelitinies since
ith the last update in 1905, when permanent resident alien state,

i1as granted to those who had resided here Arfor to'1948.
Second, all undocumented aliens, inclu4itg those (other than ex.-

thange and student visitors) with expired Nisas, who we, e residing
in the United states on or before Jantairy- 1, 1977, will be eligible
for a teipporary_ resident alien status for 5 yetirs.

Those eligible would be granted the temporary status only after
ieg%isteiing ;vith INS; registration would be permitted solely dining
a 1-year period. Aliens granted temporary status would be entitled to
reside legalrY in the United States for a 5 -year period.

The puvpose of granting a temporal.) status is to preserve a deei-
ion oirthe'tinal status of these undocumented aliens, until much more

precise information about their; number, location family size, and
economic sit nation Cnn be collected and reviewed:That information
would be obtained through the registration process. A decision on
heir final status would be made sometinie after 'the completion of

t lie1.9gistrat ion pi ocess and before the expiration of the 5 -year, per jot!
Miporary resident aliens would not have the right to vote, to

run for public, oil e or to serve On JUL les; raw wouttl they be entitled
t la ing members of their families into the United,States. But they

Leine and re -enter this' country, and they could seek emplov-
inent. under the same rides as permanent resident aliens.

Unlike perms ent resident aliens, temporary resident aliens would
be ineligible to ceive such Federal social services-as medicaid,Joe'd

amps aid to fan 'lies with dependent children, and supplemental,se-
laity income. Ilow ever, the allocation formulas for revenue sharing,

which are based on population, would be adjusted to reflect the pres-
ence of temporary resident aliens. The adjustment would compensate
:tatgs and local communities for the fact tha me of these residents
linfibeinnented aliensare currently not irkluded in the Census Bu-
reau', population counts. That undercount deprives,certain states and
ommunities of Be% einie Sharing finals NN hick if Census figures were

completely accurate, would be received and used to `defray certain ex- isN
penses caused by the presence of undocumented aliekis. Those reeeiving
adjustments of status through the actions I am proObsing would be in-
chided ir) the 1980 Census,. so that the allocatiOn charges would have
to be made qnly through 1980. %

Third. for those undocumented aliens who entereif the United States
after January 1, 1977. there would be no adjustment of status. The=
immigration laws would still be enforced against these undocumented"
alien,. Similarly. those undocumented aliens. who ate eligible for
'IldjnAtment of status. tut do not apply, would continue to have the
immigration laws enforced against them. , 4I,
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In addition: the INS would expedite its handling of the substantial
backlog of adjustment of status applications from those aliens entitled
to an nmapustment under existing law.

F. ly, those persons who would be eligible for an adjustment of
status under these propobals must not be ineligible under other provi-
sions of the immigration laws.

TEMPORARY FOREIGN WORKERS

As part of these efforts to control the problem of undocumented
'aliens, I am asking the Secretary Of Labor to conduct, in consultation
with the Congress and other interested parties, a comprehensive re-
view of the current temporary foreign worker (H-2) certification pro-
gram. I believe it is possible to structure this program so that it re-
sponds to the legitimate needs of both employees, by protecting
domestic employment' opportunities, and of employers, by providing
a needed workforce. However, I am not considering the reintroduc-
tion of a "bracero-type program for the importation of temporary
workers.

IMMIGRATION POLICY

Our present immigration statutes are in neei comprehensive re-
view. I am therefore directing the Secretary of Sf he Attorney
General, and the Secretary of Labor a comp ensive inter-
agency study of our existing immigra ws and policies.

In the interim, I am supporting pen...J. g legislation to increase the
annual limitation on legal Mexican and Canadian immigration to a
total of 50,000, allocated between them according to demand. This
le ion will help provide an incentive to legal immigration.

urge the Congress to consider promptly, and to pass, the legisla-
tion I will submit containing the proposals describe in this Message.

/JIMMY CARTER.
THE WHITE Housz, *August 4,197'7. .
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF H.R. 1663 AND.H.R. 953t/S: 2252

Existing Law . H.R. 1663 (Mr. Fallherg)

Hilt. 9531 (Mr. Rodino)/

S. 225k' (Sen. Eastland, et al.),

for the Administration

Penalty Provision. for

Employment of Aliens

Definition of
offense

Injunctive relief

0

None; provides that normal emploEzk.

.aent practices shall not be deem-
%A to constitute harboring, an of-
fense punishable by $2,000 and/or
5 Aare imprisonment for each
alien involved (Sec. 274)

=7-

-/
From I' S Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service.

The "Allen Adjustment and Employment Act of 1977" : Background,

Deletes the proviso in existing

law that normal employment prac-
tices shall not be deemed to con-
etitute harboring (Sec. 1),

Makes unlawful 'the knowing employ-

ment, continued employment, or re-
ferral for employment of an ille-
gal alien by an employer or his

agent, or by any person who for
fee refers an alien for employment
(Sec. 1)

Grants the U.S. district courts
jurisdiction to enjoin the know-
ing employment, continued employ-
ment, or referral for employment
of illegal aliens not authorized
to work (Set. 1)

Doss not delete the proviso
that normal employment prac-
tices shall not be deemed to
constitute harboring

Makes unlawful the employment
of illegal aliens. Proof by
the employer that he saw doc-
umentary evidence of an alien's
eligibility to work raises a
rebutyible presumption of non-
violation (Sec, 5)

(Separate penalties and proce-
dures are provided for the
knowing facilitation for gain
of the unauthorized employment
of aliens; see below)

Grants the U.S. district courts
jurisdiction to enjoin the em-
ployment of illegal aliens
(Sec. 5)

Summary and Pro and Con Analysis by Joyce Violet. Report No. 77-
256 Ed: December 13.1977.

1-3
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Provision Existing Law H.R. 1663
H.R. 9531/S. 2252

Penalties

Penalties for facili-
tation of employment

or

1
Establishes three-step procedure
of administrative, civil; and crim-
inal sanctions:

(a) citation for bowing or un-
knowing employment, continued eft-
ployment, or referral-for employ-
ment of illegal aliens;

(b) far knowing employment, con-
tinued employment, or referral for
40aloyment within two years after
citation,'and after a hearing be-
fore an immigration officer, civil
penalty of not more rhea $500 for
each alien involved;

(c) persons convicted of subse-
quent violatiodi shall be guilty
of misdemeanor punishable by a
fide of not more than $1000 and/
or imprisonment of aot more than
one year for each elan involved
(Sec. 1)

-Same as aspic:meat; see above

Provides that violatiod is sub-
ject to a civil penalty of not
sore than $1000 for each alien
involved (Sec. 5)

Requires that the Attorney
General upon determination
that cause exist's...to believe

ethe employer has engaged in a
pattern or practice of 001a -
tions, bring actions fof both
civil penalt$Aand injuactite
relief in the appropriate U.S.
district courts (Sec. 5)

Separate penalties for knowing-
ly and for gain ;isolating an

alien, to obtain or retain un-

authorized employment'or en;er-
ing into a contractual arrange-
ment to facilitate such employ-
vent. Either would be a felon%
punishable by fine of up 6
$2000 and/or imprisosment not
exceeding 5 years for each
alias (Sac. 5)

I-



Provision

erftemOtion,of State
and local law

a

Adjusteent to Permanent
Resident Status

(Registry/"Amnesty")

Existing Lam

Authorizes the Attorney-General.
at his discretion, to create a
record of lawful admission for
certain aliens who have had their
residence continuously in the U.S.
since. prior to June 30. 1948,
Aliens must not be inadmissibls
under the provisions of 212(a)
relating to "criminals. procprers
and other immoral persons, sub-
versives. violators of the nar-
cotics la or smugglers of aliens
must be of good moral character,
and must not be ineligible for
citizenship (8ec. 249)

a

CR. 1663

No compareble provision

Does not amend Sec. 249, the
registry provision. Authorizea
the Attorney General, at his
-discretion, to adjust 61 sta-
tus of certain aliens who have
been continuously physically
present in the U.S.- since June
30,,1968, and who are either

close relatives of U.S. citizens
or permanent resident aliens, or
whose departure would result In

." unusual hardship. Aliens must
be admissible as immigrant* under
the provisions of the Immigration
and Nationality Act, with the ex.
ception of the labor certifica-
tion requirement and carte

emrequirements' must
apply within one year after the
effective date of tIlis bill
(Sec., 3)

136

H.t. 9531/S. 2252

Expressly provides that the
provisions of this section are
intended to preempt State or
local laws providing civil or

criminal sanctions for the
..eiploypent or facilitation of
employment of aliens not autho-
rized to work in the U.S.
(Sec. 5)

Amends, existing law. Changes .

the cut6ff data for eligibi-
lity for relief under this
provision to Jan. 1, 1970;
letes the requirements relayl
leg to good moral character
aid eligibility for citizen-
ship; makes ineligible aliens
who persecuted others (Sec. 2)



Provision Existins Law

Adjustment to Temporary jlo,compasable provision
Resident Status

Ant1-discrinination

Disclosure of Aliens'
Illegally.leceiving

AssIstance under the
Social Security Act

41,

H.R. 1663 H.R. 9531/S. 2252

No comparable provision in Demi-
swifts and Nationality Act
(See 42 U.S.C. 2000.-S)

'

'Requires the Social Security
Administration, upon request,,,
to notify-the Justice Depart -
sent of "available information"

on the identity and location '

of altos/ in the U.S.
(Soc. 209(c))

-137

No comparable provision

4

Authorizes thq Attorney General
to bring civil actions fgainst

employers who are believed to
discriminate on the basis of
nationsl origin (Sec. 2)

Adds a new provision requiring

NEW to disclose to Justice the
name and address of any alien, in-
cluding anf alien unlawfully in
the U.S., who is receiving assis-

tance under specified titles of the
Social Security Act for which he
is not eligible (Sec. 4)

Doss not emend existing ltw.
Authorises the Attorney ,Cane7

ral at his discretion, to per -
nit eligible allens'to reside
in the U.S. for S years after

the effective41419Af this Act..
Aliens must ha Ait resided con-

tinuously in the U.S. since
Jan. 1, 1977, not be inadmis-
sible on aggravated grounds
under Sec. 212(a) of the INA,
not have been in-status noo -
immigrants as of Jan. 1, 1977
or out -cpf -status stuldents or

exchange visitors, and not
have perpocuted others. Such
aliens say accept employment
and are not eligible for spe-
cified public assistance
gross (Sec. 4)

No comparattle provision

No comparable provision

0

Pro:* .
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falsifying of Alien
Documentation

Grou mds for Deportation

affective Date

Existini Law

Imposes criminal penalties for
knowingly falsifying certain
immigration documents or for the

knowing uerof falsified O

decussate (16 U. 1546)
4'

Nakao deportable
becomes a public
in five years
for reasons
to entry

alien who
go with:

or entry and
ich existed prior

Sec. 241(e)(8))

I
H.S. 1663 H.S. 9531/S. 2252

Amends 18 U.S.C. 1546 to sake it
also explicitly applicable to
border crossing cards, alien re-
gistration receipt cards. or other
entry documents (Sec. 5)

I char stipulate, that becoming
a c charge fit ground* for

deportation remillese of whether
the alien is legally liable for
repayment (Sec. 8)

The first day of the first month
90 days after enactment (Sec. 7)

133

No comparable provision

No comparable provision

Sixty days after enactment
(Soc. 6)
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STATEMENT OF POSITION REGARDING THE
ADMINISTRATION'S UNDOCUMENTED ALIEN
LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL (1977)

I 11E111'11 J3 111 rNE CViTES .1n AA

10211 C07674C0Cur AvOtuE Sun 716 / wAS71176GION. 0 C 20336 I (2021459 5166

SUMMARY

Enclose0 for your information and review is allay of -

MAIDEF's "Statement of Position Regarding the Administration's
Undocumented Aliens Legislative Proposal." For the past several
weeks, MALDEF has been in the process of closely analyzing
President Carter's Message of Au5sst 4, 1977, which proposed
actions both to reduce the flow of undocumented aliens into
this countri, and to regulate the presence of such persons al-
ready here. The enclosed stptement is a detailed presentation
of HALOEF's views concerning the legislative action proposed by
the Administration.

In general, we are greatly disappointed by the legisla-
tive package outlined in the President's message. We feel that
the need for the proposed legislation was not well considered,
and that tho legislation itself is poorly conceived.

Specifically, we think that three of its major shortcom-
ings deserve particular mention. The first relates to the
factualivoid in which tho Administration's proposal is made;
the second and third deal respectively with the employer
sanction and change of alien status elements of the proposal.

With regard to the first point, we oppose the Adminis-
tration's proposal because it is not premised on any reliable
factual data or analysis regarding the impact of undocumented
aliens upon,our society. In our view, the accumulation of such

**Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder.
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data and its analysis are a necessary predicate to the rational
formulation of any undocumented alien proposal, and informed
consideration o( that.proposal by Congress. Because this re-
quired first step did not precede the drafting of the Adminis-
tration's propomal, we feel it is fupdamentailly deficient.

As to the second point, we oppose the employer sanction
element of the Administration's proposa' because we feel that.
its implementation will inevitably lead to employment discrim-
ination against Mexican Americans. If enacted, some employers
would be overFealous in enforcing their understanding of the
provisiee, and would refuse to hire anyone distinguished hip
their skin color or accent as possibly bding of foreign oeigin.
Other employers, to avoid any chance of being brought under
governmental scrutiny for violating the provisi&I, would do
the same. And some employers, who harbor prejudices against
Nexican'Americans and other ethnic Americans, would use the
provision as justification for theirediscriminatory hiring
practices.° To avoid the possibility,of spawning such employ-
ment discrimination against Mexican Americans, MALDEF is
unalterably opposecrto the Administration's employer sanction
proposal.

Finally, MALDEF considers the change of alien status
element oe theAdministration's proposal to be fundamentally
Objectionable. By offering permanent resident status only to
those undocumented persons who have been continuously residing
in this country prior to 1970, the proposal wrongfully denies
stitch status to persons who have built uio substantial equities
in our society. Persons not continuouslY resident in the
United States prior to 1970 (but who have been resident since .

on or before January 1, 1977) are offered instead only a five-
year nondeportable status in which they would be afforded only
few og the constitutional and statutory rights guaranteed per-
manent residents and citizens, and would in effect be cast into
an institutionalized subclass of legally resident alien laborers.
llo arc opposed to creation of the nohdepprtable class, and
believe that permanene'resident statub should be afforded to
ail persons who have resided continuously in the United States
since an appropriate, subs,tantialily more recen'date than
January 1, 1970 -- foroexample, 'he B centennial date of

-40" July 4, 1976 or January 1, 1977.

The above summary gives you elstrilad overview of MALDEF's
views on the Adminibtration's5undocumc ted alien proposal. We
refor_you to our "Statement of Position" for a significantly
more detailed articulation of our views. We urge you tm review
the statement closely, and-we solicit both your comment;., and
hopefully, your support.
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IMMIGRATION AND NATURNUZATION SERVICE

The Immigration and Naturaliza,tion Serv.ice (INS) has primary
responsibility for administering the Immigration and Nationality Act
of 1952, as amended. Under this act, a dual mission: public
service (inspecting aliens who wish to enter the United States, adjudi-
cating requests of aliens for benefits Limier the law, examining appli-
cants for citizenship) and enforcement (guarding against illegal entry,

*investigating, apprehending and deporting undocumented aliens.)
Thelhommittee recognizes that these are difficult 'responsibilities. Each
year, more and more foreign nationals enter the United States, both
legally and illegally. Normal flov, numbers are formidable. It is esti1
mated, for example, thatO fiscal year 1981, over 292 million ns
will seek some type of legal admission to the United States. Inddi-
tion, INS is frequently called upon to deal with crises, illultrated most
recently by the Cambodian, Iranian. Haitian, and Cub situation.

The committee is aware of the complex isslits w hich INS mO
deal and the competing demands made upon this a c Over the past
3 fiscal years, the committee c sistently sought to i crease the au-
thorization for INS. It h sup rted funds for computerization, for
increased service to the ublic, and for additional personnel for the
entire range of INS activities.

It has become increasingly clears however, that despite increased
resources INS is still unable to mew its responsibilities. The commit-
tee is, therefore, urging more reliance on long-term management solti
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tions to INS problems. Until the committee call be satisfied that addi-
tional resources 11 be allocated effectively and absorbed efficiently,
it will retain this *tiOn;

Currently, aCcor mg to an internal audit report of the DePartment
of Justice, the Immigration and Naturalization Service can account
with certainty, by budget activity, for only one out of $7 that it has
been appropriated. That level of and 1)tidgetary accountability is not
sufficient to persuade the committee that increased resources would
be allocated for the activities for which they were authorized. Ac--.,

cordingly, the committee has authorized the March request of the ad-
ministration ($247,700,000) for the Immigration and Naturalization
Service. ,

The committee suggests that one cause of INS' fiscal confusion is
that INS lacks many of the management tools necessary for an effec-
live and efficient operation. The financial system thit insures control
and accountability is weak and unused. Planning, program develop-
ment, and evaluation capabilities need to be considerably strengthened.
Moreover, the agency eollects voluminous amounts of trivial informa-
tion; the reliability of the data base is questionable, as is its relevance
to program activities. .,

The committee suggests that INS rethink the role of the central
office, as well as the types of skills required to accomplish that role.
The committee suggests. that the office should be staffed more to pro-
vide a management and policy direction and compliance capacity than
to serve as an extension of day to day field operations.

Moreover, the committee notes tbat the Immigration and Natural-
ization Service has a considerabl6 portion of its personnel located
in Washington., and not, out in the field, while increased resources in
the field are certainly suiggested. The-committee suggests that realloca-
tion of personnel may solve some of the problems facing the Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service. - .

Additio ally, the committee suggests that, while INS line opera-
tions, namely, e Border Patrol and Inspections function, must have .
sufficient resou to perfornrtheir functions, there are inefficiencies
in these operations that can be eliminated. INS.continues to expend
much of its resources for "uncontrollable" overtime. Such overtime
could be reduced or eliminated by better scheduling of inspections of-
ficers to correspond with the heavy volume of traffic at ports-of-entry
and by improved deployment of border patrol officers. Consideration
should also 1345 given to realigning the manning of the northern border,
including perhaps the closure of some low-volume poits-of-ientry and
the expansion of preinspection stations, where practicable.

The committee also recommeltds that INS analyze its application
process with the goal of simplifyihg it, including the elimination and
consolidation of form's. There is a general recognition that the enor-
mous volume of paper.which the agency processes now threatens to
overwhelm it. Increasingly, it appears that INS cannot act on a timely
basis; actions of vital importance are delayed for an unconscionable
time. The applications are too complex, and too much information is
requested. The committee recommends that INS define its informa-
tion requirements so that it does not collect more information than
it uses. Unnecessary collection is costly, burdensome for applicants,
and adds i.o e processing time and, consequently, the backlog.

.43
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The committee encourages'INS' initial steps toward greater auto-
mation of its functions, clearly the only long-term solution. INS is far
behind in the use of modern automation techniques and is now paying
the price for such delay. It is hoped, however, that while planning
and development of data pros essing are underway, steps will also be
taken to improve the existing situation. The huge backlog of pending
cases simply must be eliminated. The committee Suggests that INS
propose to the committee pi iorities among the various applications
and other documents now processed so that ultimately there can be
agreemerit on the most important.

Further, the committee is concerned that INS has been and 're-
mains unable to insure the equitable treatment of everyone who comes
into contact with the Service. INS must, aggressively seek out and
investigate instances of corruption, civil rights violations and serious
misconduct. Insuring the integrity of the Service's personnel must
be of highest priority.

Finally, the committee is troubled by the low morale among INS
employees and believes strongly that the moral?' problem has been
aggravated by the administration's 'avoidable failure to nominate
a Commissioner. While low morale may be a function of the ambiguity
of INS' mission, it most probably, also a function of the quality of
the support services, such as trainhit, INS provides its employees. To
the extent that low morale is a result of controllable INS policies, pro-
grams and procedures, the committee recomriiends that INS develop
a. program to improve that morale. Such a prograin should clarify
precisely employee responsibilities. Ultimately, it is hoped that im
proving morale will decrease the levels of tensiop between INS and
its clients. .

In sum, INS must take immefliate steps.to: (1) set priorities among
its many competing demands; (2) ehmin aste and inefficiency
throughout the Service; (3) apply Judder management tools and
techniques to eliminate backlogs; (4) in roduce timely process-
ing; (5) insure eqUitable treatment for all applicants and undocu-
mented aliens; and, (6) improve the working conditions for its em-
ployees.

Because of these management problems, the committee finds it im-
possible to increase the-Immigration and Naturalization Service au-
thorization at this time. The committee awaits submission of the
management analysis called for in last year's authorization bill
which should provide INS with a 5-year plan for/improvement of its
operations." Upon receipt of that analysis, the committee will work
with INS to authorize whatever resources are required to make INS
an effective agency of Government.

144
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Mr Homo, from the Committee on the Judiciary, submitted the following

REPORT

together with

ADDITIONAL VIEWS

fro accompany H.R. 6846)

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICZ

The responsibility for administering the Immigration and Na.
nonality Act of 1952, as amended, (8 US C 1011 et seq ) rests with
the Immigration and Naturalization Service of the Department of
Justice 'and the Bureau of Consular Affairs of the Department of
State The Immigration and* Naturalization Service administers
and enforces the provisions of that act which relate to admitting.
excluding, deporting, adjudicating the status of, and naturalizing
aliens. The Border Patrol of INS patrols the US. borders between
land ports of entry and is responsible for.apprehending and pre-
venting the smuggling of undocumented aliens within the border
area.

During its consideration of the Department of Justice authorize.
Lion legislation last year, the committee identifiedseveral manage-
ment deficiencts and operational problems within INS In an effort
to resolvethese problems, the committee recommended additional
f unds (ultimately approved by the Congress) for the following pur
poe-w (1) automating certain. INS operations; (2) increasing Border
Patrol personnel; (3) conducting an independent management anal-
ysis; (4) creating an Office of Special Investigator for INS; and (5)
investigating and prosecuting deportation and denaturalization
cases involving all edged Nazi war criminals residing in the United
States.

C
In the course of its 3 days of_oversight hearings this year, the

..sSubcommittee oil Immigration, Refugees, and International Law
was disturbed to learn that minimal progress had been made in ad.
dressing these problem areas and in implementing many of the
committee's earlier recommendations. Likewise, the subcommittee
was concerned that the administration's authorization request for
INS for fiscal year 1981 was deficient in several respects and failed
to recognize the resource and personnel requirements of the Serv-
ice. In the committee's judgment, the INS authorization submission
reflects the continued lack of appreciation which the Office of Man-
agement and Budget (OMB) has for INS mandated mission. The
committee substitute incorporates several amendments designed to
resolve specific problems identified during the subcomibittee's over-

sittellecoagirnflee wishes to :Ake it clear that the increased author-
ization levels for certain INS programs and activities -have been
recommended because' f the committee's deep concern that the
budget levels_ requested' administration would prevent that
agency from discharging its tutoty mandate in a proper and et-

a
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fective manner. The conimittee's action on the INS portion oftthe_
authorization legislation is discussed below:

INSPECTIONS

The committee amendment increases fundingefor the Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service inspection activity by $6.2 -million
and -provides for 91 additiopal inspectors for the examination of
ihealien arrivals at' ports of 'Wry. The increased compliment author-
ized by the committee plus the 15 positions piovided for in the
budget for fiscal year 1981 represent a total of 106 inspectors; the
number included in the Department of Justice budget submission
to OMB.

Favorable currency exchange rates to the dollar, deregulation of
airlines, and tourist prniaotio01 programs have increased the
number of foreign visitors coming to the United States. The Air

:Transport- Association reports that air passenger` arrivals from for-
eign countries have increased by over 110 percent between 1975
and 1979 reaching some 28 million travelers in 1979. This trend is
expected to continue in the future at an accelerarlecl rate.

The Service continues to receive complaints from airport man-
agement relative to long waiting lines, congested inspection areas,'
and in some cases, the holding of foreign passengers on the aircraft
for.yarying periods of time its they wait to be brought into .termi-
nals for inspection.

To compensate for the serious lack of manpower and funding re-
sources, INS has adopted various measures -seeking to alleviate
these passenger inconveniences, but these initiatives have done rel-
atively little to provide an adequate solution to the problem.

The committe*is hopeful that the critically' needed inspection
force, authorized in the committee amendment, will reduce delays
and inconveniences at international airports and the committee
urges INS to explore altepative administrative methods (that is,
expanded pre-clearance, of -stop inspection, citisen-bypass, employ-
ment of "other than permanent" personnel) to facilitate foreign
travel to this country.

4

SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR

The Special Investigator was established at tie initiative of the
committee in the fiscal year 1980 authorization bill to respond to
widespread allegations of fraud, corruption, and mismanagement
withlii the ,Immigration Service. The committee,abelieved then, as it
does now, that it was essential to create a strong internal review
mechanism, both to assure the integrity of the Service, and to inde-
pendently review and make recommendations on Service oper-
ations. The Office of Special Investigator at INS was patterned
after the Inspector General offices in 12 separate Federal agencies
crated by the Inspector General Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-452).
The legislation mandated the appointment of a Special Investigator
by the Attorney General, and also required the appointment of an
Assistant Special Investigator for Auditing and-an Assistant Spe-
cial invest r for investigations.

The commi is at a loss to explain why the Attorney General
still has not ap inted the Special Investigator despite the passage

k
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of several months since the 1980 authorization bill was signed into
law Although members of the commitge have repeatedly raised
this issue with the Attorney General, and he has both privately
and in testimony before the committee given assurances that an
appointment was imminent, the position remains vacant. Recent
newspaper articles and the committees own hearings have clearly
demonstrated that the problems within the Service, which the Spe-
cial Investigator was created to address, continue to be serious and
pervasive, and that there is a critical need for prompt action to
curtail abuses and improprieties in the agency. In view of the se- .

verity of the allegations and mounting public criticism of INS, the
committee urges the Attorney General immediately to appoint a
Special Investigator.

At the prqsent time the functions of thg Assistant Special Inves-
tigator for Auditing and the Assistant Special Investigator for'dn-
vestigations are being performed by the Office of Field Inspections
and Audit-and the Office of Professional Responsibility at INS, re-
spectively The Department's 1981 submission contemplated' a
budget of $700,000 for each of these two functions plus $100,000 for
the Special Investigator, two secretaries, and certain administra-
tive -costs, for a total office budget of $1.5 million.

The $700,000 budget for the Office of Professippal Responsibili-
tywhich will, the committee assumes, become the Office of the
Assistant Special Investigator for Investigationsprovided funding
for 12 positions In tatimony before the committee, however, the
new head of the Office of Ptofessional Responsibility stated that a
staff of 12 was "absolutely not" capable of responding to- com-
plaints of fraud And corruption within INS. He felt, 4n fact, that a
staff of 97 was needed.

The Commissioner of INS, in his testimony, sated that the Serv-
ice had prepared a supplemental budget request for 28 new invests -`
gative positions (bringing the total to 40) and $1.5 million. Al-
though this request has not been formally submitted to Congress,
the committee amendment adopts the $1.5 million figure and raises
the total authorization for the Office of the Special Investigator to ,
$3 million, $22 million of which is to be allocated to the Office of
Professional Responsibility/Assistant Special Investigator for In-
vestigations.

It is the committee's hope and expectation that, in addition to
appointing immediately a Special Investigator, the Attorney Gener-
al will provide for the orderly transition of the Office of Profession-
al Responsibility and Office of Field Inspections and Audit into -the
new office.

BORDER PATROL

This committee amendment increases the funding authorization
for the Immigration and Naturalization Service by $16.173 million
for purposes of increasing Border Patrol personnel by 311 positions.

'In effect, the committee restores the 199 positions eliminated in the
fiscal year 1981 budg request and adds 112 positions which were
recommended by the partment of Justice to OMB.

This action by the committee is consistent with the position it
has maintained for the past 2 years. In fact, in its consideration of
the authorization legislation for fiscal years 1979 and 1980, the

147,
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committee called for substantial increases in Border Patrol man-
power and funding In fiscal year 1979, upon the initiative of this
committee, the Congress authorized and appropriated funds for 293
new Border Patrol positions. These positions were never filled. In
its budget submission to the Department of Justice for fiscal year
1980, the Immigration and Naturalization Service requested an ad-
ditional 1,204 positions for the Border Patrol In submitting the
budget request to OMB, the Department of Justice reduced it sub-
stantially (providing only for an additional 202 positions) OMB re-
duced this budget request by cutting the 293 unfilled positions au-
thorized by Congress for fiscal year 1979.

A committee amendment to last year's authorization bill resulted',
in an increased authorization and appropriation for the Immigila,
tion and Naturalization Service of $14.406 million for purposeV'of
increasing Border Patrol personnel by 495 positions (in effect, re-
scinding the cut of 293 positions by OJVIB and adding 202 positions
originally approved by the Department of Justi.ce). In spite of this

'action by the Congress, OMB only allowed the filling of 301 posi-
tions of the 495 authorized and appropriated in fiscal year 19130
The committee, in the instant legislation, seeks to rectify this arbi-
trary decision by OMB.

Numerous justifications have been advanced by the Department
of Justice and OMB for their actions regarding the personnel needs
of the BorTer Patrol including:

The,inability to identify the magnitude of the illegal .

alien,population, the failure of Congress to enact employer
sanction legislation, judicial constraints on INS operations,
public opinion about undocumented aliens, and the nature
of the Southern Bor,dir which make current immigration
statutes very difficult to enforce. The Department of Jus-
tice also believes that large budgq increases for enfofce-
ment would be unproductive until the Select Commission
on Immigration and Refugee Policy issues its report which
should assist in developing agreement on statutory
changelrfo remove incentives for illegal immigrants.

The committee has consistently maintained that the most rea-
sonable and humane administrative solution to the undocumented
alien problem is to prevent their entry, rather than attempt to
locate and deport them once they have entered the United States

Michael Walsh, U S attorney for the Southern District of Cali-
fornia, in testimony before the Subcommittee on Immigration, Ref-
ugees, and International Law stated that the problem in the Chula
Vista sector, Which accounts fo ne-half of all border apprenhen-
sions, is "obviously one of m power ' which leads to "a lot of pes-
simism, a lot of resignation4and a)ot of frustration." He further
testified:

There is a yo-yo effeat4f inconsistent signals that 'come
out of w at is perceived to be the "Federal Government"
on the one hand you have the Congress passing, OMB -
taking way, and the explanation of taking away frequent-
ly bei the problem. That's really not the sort of explana-
tion at's calculated to inspire people to great neW
heigh of efficiency.

148
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The committee must conclude that the underfunding of the
B order Patrol has also resulted in. (1) increased 'levels of violence

"and brutality along the border, (2) increased danger to the Border
.Patrol personnel and aliens, and (3) increased possibilities of viola-
tions of civil rights.

The committee urges that the I igration and Naturalization
Service review, and revise where wa ranted, training curricula for
the Border Patrol to insure that proper procedures are followed in

a

Ikrehendigg 'and ining aliens, with particular attention
ed on continued 'on-the-job" training in t e ur,, of firearms
"deadly force." - .

:,
DETENTION STANDARDS

., -------,

At the present time there are no, comprehensive, standards for, a
detention facilities operated by INS. Instead, policies and proCe- mg
dukes for the five facilities (located at New York, N.Y.; Port Isabel,
Tei.; El Paso, Tex.; El Centro, Calif.; and, as of March 4, 1980,
Miami, Fla ) have evolved in a piecemeal and haphazard manner.

F:urthermore,- conditio, in the INS detention facility in Brook-
lynl(New York City Service Processin Center) have been criticized

1

by several concerned individuals and anizations for some time.
The: committee recognizes that INS full' 'es are utilizkd primarily
for short -term detention and that the vast majority of aliens are '
held 'less than 48 hours Nevertheless, the'committee believes that
shozi.t-term detainees (who are being held for deportation, not for
criminal violations) are entitled to a humane and sanitary environ-
ment, with a kquate food, lodging, medical care and recreational
activities.

d to insure critically needed improvements in INS deten-
cilities, policies, and programs, the committee amendment

Tres the Attorney General to develop coibprehensive detention
ndards for INS and to conduct an evaluation, based on such

standards within 1 year from the date of enactment of this legisla-
ion. The committee expects that such standards, will be developed

in close consultation with the Bureau of Prisons,and the American
Correctional Association.

1 4 9
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18.

EXECUTIVE ORDER 9397

NUMBERING SYSTEM POR FEDERAL ACCOUNTS
RELATING TO INDIVIDUAL PERSONS

WHEREAS certain Federal agencies
from time to time require in the admin-
istration of their activities a system of
numerical identineation of accounts of
individual perso'ffg; and

'WHEREAS some seventy million per-
sons have heretofore been assigned ac-
count numbers pursuant to the Social
Security Act; and

WHEREAS a large,percentage of Fed-
eral employees have already been as-
signed account numbers pursuant to the
'Social Security Act; and

WHEREAS it is desirable in the in-
terest of ecqnomy and orderly adminis-
tration that the Federal Government
move towards the use of a single, un-
duplicated numerical identification sys-
tem of accounts and avoid the unneces-
sary establishment of additional
systems: -

NOW, THEREFORE.,,by virtue of the
authority vested in me as President of
the United States, it hereby ordered
as follows:

1..Hereafter any Federal department,
establishment, or agency shall, whenever
the head therEof finds it advisable to
establish a new system of permanent ac-
count numbers pertaining to individual
persons, utilize exclusively the Social
Security Act account numbers assigned
pursuant to Title 26. section 402.502 of

' 3 CPR CUM. 8Upp.

1 )0 ,

the 1940 Supplement to the Code of Fed-
eral Regulations 1 and pursuant to para-
graph 2 of this order.

2. Tlit Social Security Board shall pro-
vide for the assignment of an account
number to each person who is required by
any Federal agency to have such a num-
ber but who has not previously been as-
signed such number by the Board. The
Board may accomplish this purpose by
(a) assigning such numbers to individual
persons, (ID assigning blocks of numbers
to`Federal agencies for reassignment to
individual persons, or (c) making such
other arrangements for the assignment
of numbers as it may deem appropriate.

3. The Social Security Board shall fur-
nish, upon request of any Federal agency
utilizing the numerical identification sys-
tem of accounts provided for in this or-
der, the account number pertaining to
any person with whom such' agency has
an account or the name And other iden-
tifying data pertaining to. any account
number of any such person.

4. The Social Security Board and each
Federal agency shall maintain the con-
fidential character, of informationre-
lating to individual persons obtained pur-
suant to the provisions of this order.

5. There shall be transferred to the
Social Security Board, from time tp time,
such amounts as the Director of the Bu-
reau of the Budget shall determine to be
required for reimbursement by any Fed-
eral agency for the services rendered by
the Board pursuant to the provisions of
this order.

6. This order shall be published in the
FEDERAL REGISTER.

FRANKLIN D Rooszvram
Tint ,Wnrrz Housi,

November 22, 1943.

o.
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SECTION 7

ti

RECOMMENDATIONS A1PLIED TO MAJOR PROBLEM AREAS

In our summary of the_scope of the national problem of false '

idintification,ve identified several-areas in which the use of falge

IN has significant impact. These ma or problem areas incAde .

drug smugglieg, illegal immigration, ugAtivea from justice, fraud

against bus14:10, and"fraud against government. In many cases, false

ID use in such crimes begins vita the abuse of a birth certificite,

then a state driver's license, which are then used as "breeder" docw-

ments to obtain other ID's. In this section we preiept the reeommenda-

trcia of the PAM with respect toy Federal e0d state legislation,

the issuance of birth certificates and driver's licenses, as well

as'recommendations with respeet to each of the major blew area*.

At the end of each recommendation, when applicable, awe given

the designated number of the committee's prellxipary proillt1 in that

area (see Figure 6 and Appendix I).

Before these recommendations are considered, however, We'srish to

capsule our thinking on a brOader, more all -encompasiingsolution --

adoption of a national identification documett. We discuss the con-
-

cept of a national ID in order.to present the reasons why iuch

document (or system) is not recommended by the iACFI as i solution

to false identification prpblems.

REJECTION OF A NATIONAL IDENTbFICATION DOCUMENT 4

con t of a uniform personal identificatilA document,.to
A.

.

Ve issued and secured by Federal or state government, has occasionally

4'15
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been propoSed is a sweeping solution to the,problems of false iden -

fication. National IL* are in fact-used by's number of nations with

democratic traditions as well as those under'other forms of govern-

ment. (See "A Survey of Foreign'Nationit Systems for Personal Iden-

tification," Appendix C4.) The ?ACP' considered it necessary and

advisable to -study the national ID concept as carefully and rationally 4

as possible in order to'illuminate the advantages and problems in-

herent in such an approach.,

. .

Three different approaches to a system of uniform personal iden-

tification were described in preliminary proposals submitted for

' evaluation by FACFI members. (Listed in Appendix 13 as Preliminary

Proposals 54, 3, and 11.) One such approach proposed a federally -

issued document designed specifically fofersonal identification

within the U.S. This document would be available to citizens on a

voluntsry basis and would incorporate application procedures and

security features similar to those used in the U.S. passport. The

second suggestion envisioned a complete national identification

system in which citizens. would be registered at birth. This .
proposal included as automated verification system -- a data base

containing only identity information -- that could be accessed only

by the registered individual to verify his identity to 'government

agencies. The third proposal suggested the use of present state

driver's licenses (and "non-driver" state TDB) es recognized and

required personal identification. Application for such a document

would be required of all citizens at age 16. Safeguards against

counterfeiting, alteration, and use by imposters would have to be

included in all such state documents.

Arguments can be brought to bear in favor of and against

all these proposals. Arguments in favor of a single standardized

.type of ID include beliefs that:

74
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Such a document could be sore easily recognized,

controlled and protected against abuse.
._....-

Document systems that include everybody 'would

thereby be 'foolproof".

Government has aneobligation to provide a reliably

means of personli identification far public and

private transactions among its citizens.

Arguments against .a standardized national ID included beliefs that

such documintation is in opposition to American tradition and 'would
.

represint an invasion of personal privacy, and that data required tor

citizen'identification could be abused by government or private

interests.'

'It is certain that any net system designed to verity end store

identity information on over 200 million people would be.extresely

expensive and require f sejor national effort. It, is hibly prob-

able that proposals for such a system would be opposed politically.

If such a system, were4mplemented,despite those difficulties, it

would be subject to defeat by imposters or counterfeiters taking

advantage of careless inspection of documents or through corruption

of offtcials. Occasional errors mould also occur in such a system

that could adversely affect innocent people. Organized crime would

take advantage of any national ID system because of the presumption

Of validity surrounding such a large system. Criminals could reap

benefits far greater than they obtain under the current multi-faceted

system of identification.
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The FACFI therefore strongly opposes any new type of state,

or local government-issued ID intended to supersede existing docu-P

ments. In short, Min opposes any so called "National ID card."

The FACFI instead reconmends that gm security of existing

state document systems be increased, particularly for breeder docu-

eents such as the birth certificate and the driver's license. Secu-

rity suat be increased both in the application phase (during which

documents are issued) and in the use phase (when the documents are

used).

Thus, thelak111of FACFI's recommended Federal actions are to in-

side the increased security and privacy of existing state identifica-

tion documents in state, interstate, and Federal transactions; and to

insure swift prosecution of criminals who obtain and use falsi IDe.

The (olloving recommendations are designed to accomplish these goals.

RIGHT TO PRIVACY
4

The FACFI finds that the tximinal use of false identification

often invades-ersonal privacy; the innocent citizens are victimized

when their good names and credit are used in criminal transactions;

and that the protection of personal privacy is an essential right,

fully consistent with sound law enforcement efforts to reduce false

identification crimes.

The FACFI therefore commends that individual privacy rights

be siren the fullest consideration in the formulation and implemen-

tation of the following legislative and adednistrative proposals -

to ontiter the criminal use of false identification.
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MEDIAL LF.GISLATION

The TAM finds thavalthoUgh there are approximately 350

Federal statutes relating to false identification, false application

and related subjects (see Appendix 13), Federal laws are ineffective

in deterring false identification crimes because:

. 0

)4Dst identification documents are issued and regulated solely

by the states; Federal statutes only come into play when the

criminal applies for a federally- issued document such as-a

passport.

Th Federal government does not collect and maintain informal

t on to verify a person's identity; only, the states have that

information. '

There are loopholes in some of the Federal statutes regulating,

specific documents such as the Socill Security card.

. ,Even, there Fedexal statutes are specific aid well drafted,

leiicement.end prosecution are,often given low priority.

In sows cases, penalties for false statements on

applications are sufficient. Other statutes require

only revocation of licenses.

The FACT1 therefore recommends that

a. S. 2131 (see Section 10) Introduced in the

94th Congress be enacted. 5.2131 wouild close most` existing

loppboles in Federal legislation dealing with false identi-

fication.
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b. Federal false identification statutes b; enforced with re-

newed vigor by prosecutors, and that judges be made aware

of the importance of false identification crimes so diet

sentences say more accurately reflect the seriousness of
these crimes.

STATE,LIGISLATION

The FACYI finds that the primary thrust of state statutes

dealing with false identification is
prohibitive, not preventive, and

are ineffective because:

In most states thetd-is no compr ive law against

establishing a fraudulent identity.

a
State laws governin4he issuance of certified copies

of birth certificates al access to such records do not

*deg

t

taly protect the public'sright to privacy because

certified copies are freely (though unknowingly) handed
to criminals.

s.

The probfiris national in scope, yet states are powerless

to protect any but theii own identification documents.

The wide variety in document format and authenticating

seals encourages the passing Of counterfeit documents.

Lave regulating specific documents, such as the birth

certificate, are not comprehensive enough to allow effective

enforcement.

4
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Many documents that can used for identification

purposes of to obtain o her documents are not regu-

lated at all.

In most state*, a citizen has the common law right to

change his or her name without any formal legal pro-

ceedings; in these states it is,more difficult for

prosecutors to prove fraudulent intent to violate

false ID lave.

!..

The FACFI therefore recommends that:

a. States enact Model State Legislation proposed bt the Committee

entitled The Identity Protection Act. (See Section 9)

b. States enact the most recent amendments to the Model State

Vital Statistics Act that are designedto protect the in-

t tegrity of the birth certificate issuing syftems. These

amendments also upgrade criminal penalties for false iden-

tification crimes. (See Section 9 and Appendix C1),

c. State-educational programa be estaklishedto facilitate

implementation of the Model Identity Protection-Act and '

the Model State Vital Statistics Act'and to assist officials

in improving methods of document fraud detection.

. BIRTH CERTIFICATE

FACF1 finds thatcettified copies of birth certificates

have frequently been abusodoky imposters and counterfeiters because:

I

Uniigned requests by nail for such documents

46aually honored.
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The birth ottltificates of deceased persons are not

usuttlly so designated.

se Records of deaths and births in many states are open

for "browsing" by persons seeking false identification.
.c

Minimus standards aretnot available for issuance

security and document lecurity of birth certifica-

tions.

Many vital records offices are autonomous, which results
v .

in a wide variety of the formats, seals, and safeguards,

provided for certifications.

r41-

information on the atkuse of birth certificae, is

often not given to he proper state authori les.

Abuse of birth #Or ificates is not sufficiently

covered by legislation at either the state or

Federal level.

.,,

The FACFI therefore recommends that: "

a. Fraudulent spplication be discouraged by use of state-

issued standard application forma requiring the appli-

cant's sigqature, Justification for request, and items

of personal history not generally available to imposters.

(Solution #58)

*
b. A system be implemented for intrastate and interstate

a

matching of birth and death records, such that the

fact of death is noted on he birth certificates of

67-89e 0.- BO - 11
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allotsons aged 55 years or less at the time-of

dlith. (Solution f5)

c. State laws to protect individual privacy by limiting

'public access to birth and death records be enacted

in all states lacking such legislation% (Solution fl)

d. aim= standards for identification of applicants

f r birth certification" and for security of certified

c ism against theft; alteration and counterfeiting be

drafted foradoption by state legislatures. (Solution f2)

a. Federal agencies that require personal identification

in application for privileges or benefits "accept as

primary evidence of Ili and plaCi'of birth only those

U.S. birth certifications issuod by a stateirin

state-controlled records office. (Solution &a)

f. Formal notification of theabuse of a birth carts-
.

fication be given by state and Federal law enforce-

ent4encies to the apprOprfai state registry

officials. The information exchange sight be facili-

tated through the establishment of a: national clear-

inghouse for false ID information. (Solution f10)

8
e IS

Wherever practical, requests for birth certificates

be retained by the issuing office to assist in the

detection and tracing of fraudulent requests.

(Solution f7).

h. Ippropriate state and Federal legislation be enacted

to prohibit the possession, sale, and transfer of
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birth certifications for the purpose of establishing

fags identification. (Solution #4)

DRIVER'S LICENSE

The TAM finds that state driver's licenses (and "non-driver"

state ID or "age -of -najority" cards) are frequently abused by counter-

feiting, imposture, or fraudulent application because:

\

They are used as personal ID for commercial trans-

actions and dealings with government agencies

although this use was not intended by issuing

authorities.

The security of issuance procedures and of the

document itself va4ies widely among the states.

, State documen are not suffi2Omam6 protected by

Federal le lation against interstate abuse.'

The FACT! refore recommends that:

a .

b.

state-is tued driver's license (or state-issued ID)

recognized under lawss the,primar5, form of to-anal'

ID for use in commerce and in general transactions be-

tween individuals and government. (Solution #11-Revised).

Guidelines be drafted by the Federal government pro-

viding.minimum standards for identification of appli-

cants for original, replacement, or interstate ex-
.

change of state IDs, and for security of state ID.

82,
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/-i
against counterfeiting, alteration, and use by

imposters. (Solution 011 Revised)

c. Voluntary compliance by all scats with these guide-

lines be encouraged byppropriate swards endjor

sanctions. (Solution OD:Revised)

7

d. An analysis,and loplamentation plan for improvement

in the security of state ID systems (see Appendices

D1 through D3) be developed \by the Lew Enforcement Assis-

tance Administration ( ) for consideration by the

states. (Solution 011

titian be enacted to prohibit 'counter-
,

felting in any state of personal ID* issued by any

other state,.and to.,prohibit use of the sails to

assist fraudulent application for state IDs.

(Solution 04)

f. 'federal legislation be enacted to allow all states

to use the Social Security number on their driver'

licenses in other records.

DRUG SMUGGLING

ACTI finds that smuggling of narcotics and other dangerous

drugs by criminal organisations is aided materially be extensive use

of false U.S. and foreign passports and other false documents.

the TACT' therefore recommends that:

a. Birth certificates and state-issued IDs, as t# primary

documents used in U.S. passport application procedures,

be secured in accordance with PAM recommendations.

83
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b. Fedora; agencies concerned with the activities of drug

smugglers (including the Immigration and Naturalization

Service, Drug Enforcement Administration, Customs

Service, Passport Office, and Visa Office) provide

coordinated training programs for the detecetna of

-false IDs used by smugglers and communicate frequently

with each othei and state and local authorities on

the observed patterns of such false IDuse.

(Solution #49)

c. Interpol be encouraged to coordinate international

law enforcement efforts in thwdetection of passport

...19 and other document fraud.

ILLEGAL DefIcitAT\I;4)

The FACT' finds that illegal *awls frequently use false Ips

such as stolen or counterfeit /Immigration documents and borders crossing

cards, and U.S. birth certificates and voter registration cards

obtained under false pretenses to enter and remain in the. United

States. Ay obtaining Social Security accounts, they are able to

seam' employment to which they are not entitled, made easier because-

knowing employment of illegal aliens lanot prohibited-under Federal

therefore recommends that:

,a. The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) be

proyided with sufficient-funds to develop and lapis

,,mmint an improved system for registration of legal el

aliens that will resist Atte:Pts at forgery, counter--

felting, and use of INS docuiiints by imposters.

(Solution /20)
84
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4. Birth certificates

cltizenship'bo secured

/PAM recommendations.

158

secondary evidence of U.S.'

accqrdance VIth the foregoing

c. Identification and citizenship of applicants for aev

Social Security accounts bu verified by stricter -

evidentiary requirements or other appropriate means.

(Solution FIF

d. Federgi legislation be enacted to counteract kqovine
.

employment of illegal'alians. (Solution #17)

FUGITIVES FROK JUSTICE

The PAM finds that dangerous fugigiVis are able to avoid

apprehension'through'the use of false identification, and that, when

arrested, they may bireleased before their identity and criminal'

history is confirmed.

The FACT' therefore recommends that:

a. State and Federal document systems be'protected from

abuse by fugitives through enactment of nal. xesim-.

nendations for birth certificates and driver's

litanies.

b. Laws be enacted requiring verification of the

identity of all persona arrested, prior to their

release on bond. (Solution #22)

c. To meet such identification requirements without

endangering arrestees' rights, appropriate equipment

IS
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be used for high-speed transmission of fingerprints

and other identifying data between loctl law enforce-

sent offices and state identification bureaus. (Solution 022)

FRAItACAINST BUSINESS '
A

The FACFI finds that American business is subjected to

billion - dollar losses each year fros false identification fraud

through forgery and counterfeiting of personal and corporate ch4cks,

impersonation based on false or etolen'credit cards, and negotiation

of lost or 4to curities.

The II/ACTI therefore recommends that:

a. The business community incorporate into its operations

measures to prevent false identification climes; preserve

evidence of `such crime prosecute those who commit them;

'train employees in pre tative measures; and assist the

public in understanding eed for these measures.
/ -

, I* 41..,

,b. The business cousin itycaltepse o£ improved technological

, safe uardi against false'ID fraud. (The general character-

istics o o.e o thele saieguards are described in the
.-,-

PACFI Staff Paper, "Antnotated Identification Technology," ;

Appendi .) (Solution 024)

c. business community participate in the increasing

development and use of electronic funds transfer

systems, which have the potential of reducinglalse ID

fraud by reducing the amount of negotiable paper in

Arculation. The potential for privacy abusei and signi-

ficant false ID fraud viitelectronic manipulation must be

sddres ed in the design of such'systems. (These syseems

41 and that relationship to false ID fraud are described in
,

the FACF Staff Paper, "Electronic Fulbs Transfer Systems

(BETS) -'An overview;" Appendix Cl.) (Solution 027)

86.
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. me iscurity of driver's and other state IDs,

which are ly used in commercial transacIpions, be

improved hrough implementation of FACTI'recommendations.

FRAUD AGAINST GOVERNMENT

The FACT! finds that government programs such as publiji..

assistance, food stamps, and Social Security are-subjectta to large

annual losses thrtugh false identification fraud, and that such fraud

results principally from the use of false IDs at application for

benefits, in welfare ID cards, and in the cashing of stolen benefit

and payroll checks.

The TAM therefore recommends that:

a. The Federal government draft stricter uniform standards for

the identification of applicants /or federally-sup-

ported or cpst-shared public assistance programs.

( See Section 9 fox this and following recommendations;

Solt:' /36) '

b.-\Mailing of welfare and payrolyt/wicks to individuals

be superseded by mailing or direct deposit

to batiks and thrift institutions, to the extent that

such depositing is beneficial and practical.
os

(Solution.#25)

c. The identity of applicants for new S,cial Security

accounts be verified by stricter evidentiary r uire-.

vents or'other appropriate means. (Solution IA And that

the Social Security card be made resistent to cou terfeitng,

alteration-and forgery.

d. Cooperative Federal programs be instituted for the "

training of welfare and Social Security employees in

87
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,techniques for detection and reporting df the use of

false- identification. (Solution #49)

e. The security of.birth certificates and driver's

licenses, which are frequently used in applicatiou

for government payments, be improved through inple-

'mutation of FACET recommendations.

OTHER RECOMKENDATIONS

The ?ACTT finds that becauseelfinlse identification crimes are

often not detected mail log after the crime has'been committed,

any government agencies and commercial egeblishaents are being

defr,Oted without their even being aware of the fact.

The MCF1 therefor: recommends that Federal, state and local

agencies and. the commercial sector develop increased awareness of

the nature of false identification crimes, 4:(mxpile statistics on

those crimes that are committed within their organisations, and affir-iw-

natively seek 'methods of preventing the commission of such crimes '

both in the application state, when fraudulent applications are made,

and in the is* stage, when false documents are used.

The FAO"' finds that there is an eXmost total lack of meaning-

ful statistics concerning false identification crimesr there is

great reluctance by organisations to reveal these crimes even when

they are discovered; and that such failure to expose the criminal

use of'false identification has contributed to the proliferation and

success of this criminal technique. 06,

88
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Thit nal therefore recommends that Federal, state and local

lees enforcement agencies together with commercial firms.establish a

statistical bass line by which to measure the. increase or decrease

in false identification crimes and that other data on false identi-

fication ba compiled, including the type of cries, modus operandi,

and a profile of the user and the victim. The TAM. also recommends

lk

that the F3I gather statistics relating to false dentification crimes

anA publish than in Millar. Crime Reports. Such tistical base lines

can than be used to measure the effectiveness of the countermeasures

recommended by the TAM as they are being implemented.

The TAM finds that a study of the means by which Federal,

state and local agencies obtain and use undercover documents for law

enforcement and intelligence purposes is outside of the Charter of

the Committee and dins has not been explored; the Committee notes,

however, that some have questioned the adequacy of controls on obtain-

ing and using such documents.

The TAM therefore recommends that; (1) governmint agencies

should not obtain or provide identification" in violation of

any local, state, or Federal laws; and (2) recommends that agencies..
review their laws, regulations and procedures for obtaining such cre-

dentials to insure that they are lawfully obtained and that their use

is adequately Controlled.

The TAM finds it essential to obtain increased public recogni-

tion ofithe scope and impact of crime committed with the aid of false

IDs and to solicit Lift) port of measures designed to reduce

the use
4
of isles Les in the Unit ates.

166
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'The FACYI therefore recommends that the Department of Justice

and all other concerned organizations encourage public support for

the measures recommended by the YACYI. (Solution #46).

1
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I. BACXGROUND

In any but the most Draconian immigration sygitem there are

bound to be aliens within a host nation whose presence has not been

accepted in law by that natinebfor the sake of simplicity, we will

carl those persons illegal aliens. The host nation has three choices

it can make about chose persona; it can:

expel them,

ignore them, or

legalize the presence of some or all of them.

Again, for convenience, we term the thirli procedure amnesty.

The United States clearly has a large number of illegal aliegs

within its borders; and the Carter Administration Us proposed a .

comprehensive approach to that population calling for, among other

things, two levels of amnesty for some of the illegal aliens. With

this in mind, we decided o examine the experience that the Canadian

Government had earlier in th evade as they offered amnesty (on

two different occasions) to groups of aliens in Canada. While there

are iellYkable differences between Canada and the U.S., there are

remarkable similarities as well.' What, if anything, cq the U.S,

learn from the Canadian experiment with amnesty?

Before describing what happened in Canada, however, ,it is seful

to review briefly previous U.S. and Western European experienc with

amnesty generally, so as to put the Canadian story in an appr priate

setting.

In American immigration h istory, amnesty has never pla ed a major

role, but now and then it has played a supporting part in e satidn's

immigration system; usually on a case-by-case basis for t more

affluene of the illegal aliensg'and, on one occasion, on a sass,

(if partial) basis for a large number of aliens whose presence in

the nation was desitid by agri-business. The rase-by-clise amnesty

programs (never termed as such) can be grouped into three-segments:

legislative amnesty, created by th passage of4private laws,
which make an exception in the immi ration law for a specific
individual or family.

Judicial amnesty, brought' about on behalf of a persOnOr
persons who have retained legal counsel to appeal to the
courts to legalize their presence.
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Administrative amnesty, worked through the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (IN) processes; for years the most
common rtionalefor granting this form of amnesty was the
alien's ability to prove his continuous (albeit illegal)
presence in. the country since June 30, 1948; naturally the
number of persons lenefiting from this "registry date"
diminishes with each passing year.

Legislative amnesty for individuals has two objectives, short -

term and long -term. The short-term motivation is to prevent the

deportation of the person or persons named in the private legisla-

tion. 17or many years, until Chairman Peter Rodino of the House

Judiciary Committee brought about a reform, all bills introduced

in the House of Representatives on behalf of an alien caused .the

postponement of deportation until the bill was either tabled by

the Judiciary Committee (which was rare) or the session ended.

A quick re-introduction of the private bill early in the next

sessiom,'of course, rAtored the alien's immunity to deportation.

At one point (in the 91st Congress) 7,293 such bills were intro-
.,

duced, although only 218 of them passed. In the 94th Congress,

only 1,029 such bills were introduced and 99 passed. The long-

term motivation for these bills ia to give the alien time to vend

his way through the circuitous paths of the immigration law: to

secure the desired inmigrant visa without need for the passage of

the private bill per se. In some oases, of course, the private

bills are enacted, and the individual secures thebenfit desired,

willich is usually but not always permanent resident alien (legal

immigrant) status. (Canada uses the term "landed immigrant" for

this status.)

Those whose business is judicial amnesty, similarly, are often

involved at the same time in both short-term and long -term manoeuvr-

ings. Delay will often allow the previously illegal lain to find

a job (which may provide labour certification
1

, and thtils an immi-

grant visa) or a U.S. citizen or permanent resident alien spouse,

which will similarly provide both a marrige'and an immigrant visa.

In other cases the court action provides l.ng -term benefits directly

to the immigrant and, on at least one occ,iion, to a class of thea.
2

1

Administrative amnesty, while usuillt handled on a case-by-case

baits, was granted wholesale'during "Operation Wetback" btthe INS,

1 7 r)
.

e
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* then headed by General Joseph Swing. At that time, INS was rounding

up illegal aliens at rates exceeding 1,000,000 a year, while offer-

ing former agricultural employers of illegals an oppoitunity to

rehire their former workers as braceros, i.e., short-term nonim-

migrant workers.
3

It should be noted that while this form of addinistrative

amnesty was of some u'tility to the braceros concerned (if not to

their competitors within the U.S. labour force), it was designed to

meet the needs of the growers and.not of the migrants. The bracero

was converted from an illegal worker with the freedom of the unlaw-

ful, but with no rights, to a legal worker with no freedom of

manoeuvre in the labour market and extrly limited rights.

Although there are ray precedeilts in U.S. history for legal-.

izing the presence of illegal aliens, there has never been an am-

nesty programme, or an ;amnesty proposal, as.broad as that suggested

by the Carter Administration in 1977. And even that proposal was

not as all-encompassing as the Canadian programme or those of

several Western European nations.

More specifically, the Catter Administration proposed full

amnesty (permanent resident alien status) for those illegal aliens

who had been in the nation since before January 1, 1970, and partial

amnesty (a five-year-long temporary resident alien status) fmt

those who'had arrived between the earlier date and January 1, 1977.

During a proposed five-year period these temporary resident aliens

would be allowed to work in the U.S. and to cross the borders

freely, but they would not be allo4ed to use that status to bring

their families into the nation or to gain access tls, tax-supported

programmes. Persons via) entered the nation as foreign students`'

were to be barred from the partial amnesty but not from the full

amnesty.

The U.S. proposal for a two -layer amnesty apparently was made

without knowledge of, and certainly without any sustained study of,

either the amnesty programmes of Canada or those of Western Europe.

This was perhaps not unusual -- in that U.S. domestic policymakers

often act as though the rest of the world were not full of useful
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precedents -- but it certainly was the case. It is all the more

remarkable because the previous U.S. amnesties were all piecemeal

reactions to pressures from specific individuals or interest

groups, whereas the Canadian and some of the European experiments

were, like the Carter proposal, conscious efforts made to solve

what were regarded as national problems.

Lett year I had an opportunity to review the experiences of

three European nations that had amnesty programmes: Belgium, the
,.-

Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. In each of these nations, I

interviewed the officials who managed these programmes, reviewed

what statistics were available and talked to non-governmental

people familiar with the results.
4

The European experience was

aimed, generally small scale (by either U.S. or Canadian stan-

dards) and provided some useful lessons.

..._

An excellent example of how not to mount an amnesty programme

has been 'made available for us by the United Kingdom, where the

\Or-.

Government4tumbled backwards into their's because of a perfec ly

decent motive: a desire not to change the rules in the middle

of the game. The story includes: .

complex eligibility rules; _\

minimal response by the eligibles;

deportation for some ineligibles who applied;

criticism from the right for rewarding "illegal
behaviour;"

suggestions bz immigrant-serving agencies that
aliens ignore the offer; and

intervention by the courts.

The U.K. -- unlike the U.S. -- makes a major distinction between

aliens who enter the country illegally (those who "come in over the

beaches") and aliens who stay beyond the limits of their visas. The

British have long had the power to deport visa overstayers but,

until the'Dmiigration Act of 1971, they could not deport illegal

entrants. The dew law meant that aliens who had entered illegally

were suddenly deportable for what had not been previously a de-

portable offehse. The only decent thingto do vas to allow thosek

Mho entered illegally prior to the effective date of the legislation
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to have their presence legalized* Home Secretary Roy ins

announced such an amnesty on April 11, 1974.

The offer, however, applied only to citizens of Pakistan and

the Commonwealth, to those who had entered illegally before

January 1, 1973, and who had stayed in the country continuously

since then. The offer was publicized in BBC's English and non-

English broadcasts and in multi-language pamphlets distributed

through immigrant- serving agencies.

The courts then broadened the definition of illegal alien

to include a small (and unattractive) subclass, those who had

fraudulently obtained entry by, the use of forged documents or

other illicit means, which gave rise to another round of pamphlets,

broadcasts and controversies in the second round of amnesty.

Meanwhile, a quarter of those seeking the first amnesty were

rejected. Some of the rejectees became deportees; their exact

!Tither is not known. Presumably only a few met that fate, but

there were enough to cause the immigrant-serving agencies to

renew their objections. By the end of 1977, the mor than three

years of effort and controversy had produced very few results

(see Table 1).

TABLE I: THE U.K. AMNESTY OF 1974*

Applied Accepted . Re acted Pending

Amnesty No. 1 2,346 1,679 585' ' 82

Amnesty No. 2 63 6 5 52

TOTAL 2,409 1,685 590 134

* Date as of January 1, 1978.

Source: "Control of Immigration Statistics," MarCh 8, 1978, Home,
Office Press Release

The Netherlands and Belgian amnesties offer more positive

lessons than does the British experiment. In the former cases,

,"" amnesty was the objective, not a byproduct: the two Governments

wanted to convert illegal workers to legal ones, and their offers

0-898 0 O. 80 - 12
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were limited in terms of time but fairly generous in terms of eligi-

bility. The Netherlands rev 14,000 takers in 1975/as compared with

an estimated alien wOY force of 187,000; the Belgians, with an

estimated it ur force of 316,800, accepted 7,000, including

two dozen citizens of the U.S..

The gaerlands say in retrospect that they fear amnesty breeds

pressures for, and rumours of, additional amnesties; me such rumour

was tha4 Queen Juliana would retire and her successor would decree

a new amnesty. This medieval notion of how social policy decisions

are made in a modern monarchy was front:page ews in Turkey (a major

source nation for the Netherlands), and there was a bit ckfa rush

for the Dutch borders.

What can the U.S. learn from the Europeans? Firsily, there

are a number of pitfalls inherent in this process. Further, there

is so little immigration law enforcement within the U.K. that one

would be a'fool to press anything short of clear-cut amnesty,

application -- why identify yourself to,those who might deport

you when they will never find you otherwise? (The British cause

the involuntary departure of aliens about 1,000 times a year, the

French 10,000 times a year and the Americans 1,000,000 timesa-'r

year.) In short, continuation'of inland enforcement of the U.S.

immigration laws would create strong incentives for potential

beneficiaries to 'apply. This would be particularly true if the

U.S. used an element of the Netherlands amnesty programme, as

the U.K. did not. This was a no-loss provision; if you were

eligible, you got your papers; if not, the Government of the

Netherlands destroyed your application and forgot that you asked.
r
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V. WHAT THE U.S. CAN LEARN' FROM CANADA

44Z Similarities and Differences

There are both substantial similarities and remarkable

differences which impact on the extent to which the UNA. can

learn from Canada's amnesties.

4

The similarities are fundamental ones, visible, as it were,

to the naked eye. The nations are adjacent, continent-vide,

largely, English -speaking dercracies which, for moat of their

histories, have welcomed immigr ts; Canada, in recent years,

Oeirmore enthusiastically than t U.S.. both-are very prosperous,

at least compared to the Third World, from which both are drawing s
an increasing percentage of their migrants. both nations,lin the ---

last two decades; have shaken off ethnocentric immigrant-selection
systems.

Further, neither nation (unlike most Western European nations)

Fakes significant use of multi-lateral or bi -lateral agreements

regarding worker migc:tlon, which, had they existed for a number

of years, would probably have made the question of ainesty a less

pressing one. If such agreements are in place they create systems

through which workevemay move from the sending to the receiving

nation in an organized manner, so that thoirrights within the

host nation's labour markets are more- likely to be recognized and

enforced. Such oreements would, bope'fully, reduce both the, flow

of non -lsgal migrants is well as the subiequent exploitation of

.1'7;
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such persons.

There are, however, three clusters of differences which must

be noted: the political setting for the Canadian amnesty has no

apparent U.S. Parallel; the nature of the Canadian target popu-

lation is suite different from the illegal alien population in

the U.S.; and, finally, the institutional structures in the two'

nations are quite different.

The political setting in which Canada decided on its amnesty

was a much more comfortable one than facing the U.S. Government.

The Government admitted that its prior policies (adjustment to

landed status within Canada, unlimited deportation appeals) had

been wrong; and they changed them. This created an opportunity

(and an obligation in the eyes of the Government) for a one-time-

only clearing of the decks. All those. who had been injured, or

potentially injured by the changing of the rules were to have

one last chance to secure landed immigrant status.

The Government came to the illegal aliens (and nonimm/grants)

with an even-handed message: either convert your status to that

of immigrant qow or face (for the illegals) depotpation or for

the nonimmdgranit) the lack of an opportunity to, djust status

to that of immigrant wit,Vn Canada. Both the carrot and the

stick were wielded. Further, while the Canadian Government was

making,* correction on a pair of highly specific decisions made

a few years earlier, the Carter Administration sought to remedy

the U.S. neglect of immigration enforcement over a period of

some 25 years, without admitting that this needed tot:Ina.

Even more basically, the migration across theG.S.-Mexico hater

has stronger historic roots than any of the....1eLserand newer

migrations that the Canadians were seeking to control.

Given the one; shot nature of the programme, and the balance

of the inducementi and the consequences of not accepting the in-

ducement, the Government vas able to build substantial political

support for its program. It then procsodmii3manage the politics

of the situation skillfully, moved its programme through from

inception to fruition quickly, and then opened and closed the

opeption with dispatch. Because of these factors, amnesty vas

178
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virtually controversy-free until the last of the sixty days,
4

Ak when the Minister refused to extend the,offer, for wilAkh the A
Gove(nment'vas4tri lazed by the immigrint -serving agencies and

by parts of the lef wing. .By-U.S. standards, it lies a politi-

cal honeymoon from htart to finish.

Tie target population of the Canadian amnesty vas nut only

'proportionately smaller fhan the comparable U.S."population, it

had very diftereiii CliaracterObstics. Virtually all illegals
' Oh Ca a would be classified in the U.S. as visa abusers; theya

had a utedpassports.from their countries of origin, visas from

Canadian officials And airline tickets: Such persons in the U.S.,

ilthpugfi in the nation illegally, tend to be more urban in origin

, ltd have more,education than the other bioad class of illegal

aliens, the illegaiIentrants who have walked (or swam) across

the U.S.-Mexico boundary. The illegal, alien population in Canada,

then, appears to be one that would be more likely to respond

favorably to an amnesty offer thanthe comparable population in

the United States. Further, Canadian illegals were/dgikely to

have had the experience of being apprehended at the border;
, .

many illegal aliens in the U.S. hive had such an experience;47

and gentle:though INS may try to be, ;mach an encounter might

well discourage further contacts with that agency.,

- The third sets Oitfferences are institutional ones. The

parliamdetaiy system, ghved a one7party majority, is such more

cdnducive to democratic decision-Taking than either the U.S.

checks=anialances system or s parliamentary system with a multi-,

party.government. Once the Government Mikesup immind and

40ift legislation' is introdnced:'party discipline tike's over and

needediegislatircan move through swiftly. Further, much of

what is highly-detailed, legislatively-crafted law in the U.S.

is hindled by regulations in Canada; it ismucfi'easier to change'

policy lends than in the U.S. % .

_. In this situation, for example, shortC
e
mating the.appeals

-)11..c.f

procedure (always on behalf df the imagrant) in'Project 80, and
t

eliminating the option of in-country adjustment of status (which

a
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had a negative impact on immigrant's),' were both handled by

changing regulations, without need for legislative aCtion.
. -

Protect 97, however Louuuu in a statute, but one which

sped, through the parliament at a eed used in the U.S. Congress

only.for a Declaration of War..!

There are other, somewhat less visible-idstitutional factors.

A parliamentary system provides built-in administrative flexi-

.bility., Could INS select an advertising agency in a matter of

48, hours', and then plan a multi - million dollar advertising cam-

paign.in the following 48 hours? To ask the question is to

answer it. Further, the role for lawyers in the Canadian systems

appears to be smallerthantt-does in the U.S.. To the best of

"my knowledge, there were no court cases in connection with either

'amnesty programme; the players were the politicians (primarily

Andras), the civil servants and the immigrants. (It should he

noted that the press was very supportive to the Government.

thruOghout this process, more s'o than. the tf.S. press would be

under similar circumstances; the notion of hear perpetual press -

government conflict is not yet rampant in Canada.)

Finally,. one cannot help but be impressed by the calibre of

the Canadian officials inVolved; the levels of Akilf, grace and

dedication are remarkable:

short, the Canadian Government was facid with a.les

difficult problem than that facing the U.S. Government; the

population of concern was easier to deal with than to

the U.S.; and the Canadian institutional framework was, and is,.

more conducive to rapid and creative responses to publl; problems

than that of the U.S.. Despite these fundamental differences,

.however, there are some lessons that the U.S. can learn ifom the

Canadian experience. ,

(b) The Lessons

The U.S. can learn the following from the Canadian (as well

as the Western European) experience: :

Running an amnesty programme for an uni0entilied, under-
ground population is v , very.difficult at best; if
the Government wants a s stantial response, it will
have ti devote all the in nuity and skill .it can

a 160
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so,

muster, plus substantial amounts-of leadership, staff
time and money. .\ 0

A meaningful combination of the stick and t4e carrot.
(which the C adians had, and the British did not) iS
useful polit c 1:ally and operaponally. Politically,
it helps bui..l a consensus in the population as a

f whole; operationally, offering a benefit together °

with'a threat (of the consequences of not accepting'
the offer) presumably raises the level of patticipation.

The offer should be as simple as possible.

.--"N The offer should be as believable as possible
A

It is important to enlist thg maximum sympathetic
interest of the press.

It is vital to instill within the agency handling the
programme a sense of high purpose, of excitement and,
if poisible, of glamour and joy.

On all of these points, the Canadians did extremely %Nal.

From the hindsight of a few years, it appears -- to those who

were there, eitheve participants or observers -- that the-
..

Canadian piogiamme could, have been improved by

More advance planning; and a better understanding before

the beginning of the programme of the nature and the
needs of the target population.

tidgEr-Conl-sct with the 15Crapliclq "Of-ECOIC

immigrant-serving organizations, which tend to be a .

hard-to-reach population in and of themselves.'

More personal outreach work to individual aliensv

.

On a policy level, the- Canadians fee* stcongly,ind under-
,.

9
standably, that what they did (no matter what the level of the

... -1w

response) was -a good thing,intrinsically, .?here was an apparent

need to change the rules regardingthe contrceof migration;

this was dole. There was a need to offer remedies for those

aliens who were caught in the changing of the rules.; this was
. -

done, S
^N:,. - . .

, The'Canadian officials were content that their short,

A greater emphasis on reaching those groups which
one can anticipate will be the most reluctant to
come forward (the students will come, anyway).
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le
intense programme was most appropriate fclr the task; and,

while the excitement and the press coverage thus generated were

undoubtedly helpful, it is doubtful that the U.S. could mount

a productive effort in such a short timeframe. I do not think

the U.S. institutidnal structure is up de that level of challenge.

rt,

'Finally, if the U.S. does anything in'the held of amnesty, '

the nation should look northward and learn from the Canadian

experience.

6

7
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Is Amnesty For Illegal Aliens a Sound U.S. Policy

by Hont.thard S. Schweiker °
tiered Stases ersrytrasssa Republka

From 6 stawmtnr used an Agras 29 1977 and from ..marks deb.ered on
the floor of ate I. 5 Senate on Hay 25.1977 on the °a-tali:FM claw IMIOdut Dog
ofS 1601 a bit *vista to pewees Amtnean workers from the ad.erseompott
of illegal sae,. emoicrywse.,

Irialtrlt thsibtxt canto s PLAN to grant amnesty to aBepi /IWO. I believe
Ilan cropcaPn sltocrocenect basedroo erroneous assumpuons. and oas-

t...cyan to .impact
In has recent message to Congress the Preudent accurately stated the prob.

leas IA the Lau several years malliorts of undocumented ahem have illegally
unentaroal to the 1:orted States They have breached our nation s sourograbon
taws displaced many Arnencans from .sobs and placed an increased fanatical
laden on many states and local governments The Immnrabon and Nan.
raglan:es SerVICe marinates that one mathon yobs are now held by sllepJ awns
And yet the essence of the presidept s plan ss to reward this Os-gal conduct .sth
sheeted benefits for which aliens who have Optyed the taw will be irchnble

Althorns there are precedents an our history for granting an amnesty Of par.
don to lawbreakers to remove the adverse consequences of law enforcement die
elegy alien amnesty plan gees much further It puts the government squarely
behind the lawbreaker and in effect says 'Congstatulabons. you have success
fully violated our laws and avoided detectionL here ss your reward

hadhons of people throughou(tbe world. mcludang lend ahem cemporanly us
the Untied States and relatives of Monsoon citizens have teed to work pabeittly
woollen the confine of thcsonnugnison laws to obtain permanent status aid even-

t madly Amerscan hum-ash* If the Admanntranon's proposal... adopted the
government will be saynsg to them. Sorry, we have nothing for those who obey
the low We are fond of saying Arnetsca n a nation of laws By accepting the
President s plan, we would be setting a nasty precedent of pitting the govern-
ment on the side of the lawbreaker by rewarding Ins allepl conduct and under
roans the efficacy of our laws

The amnesty proposal is not only irstaguaded m approach. but oho based on
erroneous assumptions Athrtmestrabon spokesmen have colored up images of
massive dragnets of federal officals having to comb comonures throughout the
moors for illegal 'hens unless amnesty rs granted Obviously. tans could not &Ad
'could ram happen Enforcement of the anusagration laws aganast illegal aliens has
been a very difficult task But one of the primary reasons ss that employers at
Present can lawfall7 hria slims, aliens Easy cmploymentrm the United States ts
the primary attraction or Mega) ahem lafe need effectrwely to out off tans *mu
of gabs whKS ngftdaty Strung to Amencans and legal sounegmena When tins n
accomplished, I suspect many Itepls would return to thew homes and others

(Centiftia OR ;age 2571
4

Weber 1977 congresSional Digest ,
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Lbo are deported would have no incentive to return to the United States The
`aisurnpuon that the only alternative to a massive round-up and deportation of
minions of illegal aliens is to grant a general amnesty is amply erroneous

Although the Admunstrauon emphasizes Officulties in enforcing the unman-
nob laws against dkgal Miens, there appears to be no adequate appreciation of
the problems involved in enforcing the proposed amnesty plan Under the Pres,
dent s proposal. aliens without legal status who have been in the United States
since before January I. 1777 but not as as January I. 1470. will be placed
in a new category temporary yes alien Almost certainly. the Ad-
ministration es that these in several years be granted full
amnesty and ad to permanent resident status the last step before Ameri-
can cituenthip A tly. all that will be necessary to establish residency
since prof to 1, 1970. is to show rent receipts. wage records. or the like
It is unclear how Immigration and Naturalization Serisce will be expected to
detect fraudulent,records

The possible ease with which even newly arnving illegal aliens will be able to
take .advantage of the amnesty compounds the mischief of the proposal Recent
reports born Immigration officials at our southern border show a significant in-
crease in illegal alien traffic since talk of arrinesty began Although the proposal
on its face may appear not to benefit new arrivals. the tack of understanding of
the limits of the plan and he difficulties m enforcing it actually aggravate this
very burdensome problemN6s,

For Ibex reasons. I oppose the Adming,trabon't amnesty plan, But I support
the President s 'recent call for sanctions against employers who knowingly hire

aliens Some months ago !introduced legislation (S ItOly to make it un-
lawful to knowingly employ an illegal alien and to provide surf tines for those
who choose to violate the law Although my bill pirscribes a stronger arsenal of
penalties to deter violations than the Admunstrauon proposal. [Welcome this
part of the President's program Drying up employment opportunities. not re-
wanting dlegalny. should be the cornerstone of our nation's policy toward illegal
aliens We should open up the Jobs illegal aliens now bold to unemployed Ameri-
cans and legal immigrants, not risal5p permanent the unfair labor competition I
believe strong employer sanctions an go far toward accoaiphslung this poi I
feel employer sincLont are a workable program to deal with the problem of
illegal aliens without rewarding illegality

I stated the .tae f such a poTicy as follows when I aroduced S 1601 on
May 23 of this year

Unemployment m the United States today is our most urgent domestic prob-
km The administration. Congress. the eve-nu:sena of our States, and the
American people have properly focused great attention on efforts to put the
econornikback on track and alleviate the personal hatch/ups of unemployment
One sthi we can take in the nett direction is to protect American workori from
the unfair competition of illegal aliens who take gabs which0should be held by
American citizens and. those lawfully in the United States and depress prevailing
wage rates and workmi 'conditions we in Congress have worked sh hard to
guarantee

Action in this area will ceruunly.not solve all of our economic problems, but I

(Continued on page 239t
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base concluded it n a necessary step Although we do not have hable statistics
PI how many iGegai aliens there now are the United States. inmates range
from fair to NM magma The torrunistmoer of the Immigration Naturalize.
two Service estimates that as many as one million "MS are I y being held
by aliens not suborned to work The adverse impact of these is obvious
Moreover, the magnitude M the problem illustrates a great to our en.

probably the most compassionate in the week fiscal year
737:rnigration authonties caught about twice as many ilepJ nais
number lastfully admitted that year for permanent residence -

The primary drawing card for aliens seeking to illegally United
States is the greater economic opportunity here than in ' which
therzoine These ilkgal alien workers can soccesat a compete with
web= as they will often work for lower wages- rid under unfavorable
conditions There is simply no way Immigration officals can adequately
with this problem as long as the centime-at of employment in the United S
remains, We dust. therefore. close r4f these attractive opportunities by first,
making it unlawful for an employer to knowingly hue an Mop' alien, and sec-
ond. by providing effective sanctions against employers who choose to violate
the law

I work like to mention several aspects Mny proposal. First a ban on know.
ugly employing illegal aliens will be less than fully effective without strongiand
efficient sanctions for violations Although 1 share the fear M some that a flat
ue civil penalty will not effectively deter some employers, I do not advocate

aiminal penalties, pr manly due to several problems of practical appbcatice. I
propose that the legislation provide an arsenal of civil penalties, increa.sing s
seventy with each addrcional rotation.

A second aspect of this bin I with to highlight deals with the issue of wbcthcr
we wish to allow Stales to also legislate in this field. I believe Congress should
sot preempt the field. and should say so in the act. -Abliouggi the adverse impact
of illegal alien eroploymeruNs [Zonal in scope: st cella n MOM serious in
some areas of the country then in open, and n thandesied in different Job mar-
ina In varying scographical areas. Na only can State levslanires better deal
with the nuances of the problem wads their State. the-States can also provide
n eeded enforcement personnel resources to deal with the lama Proems. Of
course. no State legislation may conflict or be too:Scanlan with the con-

----4eglineal enactment - . . _

A thud aspect of this MI/ I wish to highlight is one which create! a private
course of SCUM for elbowing violations of the ben, to addition to power of the
JOevernment to seek an no-section In rigs/ of the enormity of the effort required
by the Government to deal with the problem exists. I fed the Government
should welcome the cooperalko of the g Such plaintiffs could IS
dude competing businesses. labor omens. moan trdindualz and others W-
ynne) efeCI4d by Illegal alien ernploymet,

A fourth point I w>slgto note is a proposal armed at easing the direct expense
to the taxpayer for eat of these and other provision red* Intagranoo
and Nationality Act. It has been estimated that any effective attack on illegal
Wen employment will con an additional S12 million each year, As means of

(Cortinserd on page 241)
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attempt eig to partially hold down the appropriations for the Immigrauon and
Natters !matron Service. I suggest that all administrative and cayd penalties. such
as those assessed for knowingly employing illegal aliens, paid into the Treasury

under the act be cart as a credit under the Sersiwais appropriation for that
year

I hope my colleagues will serthusly consider this and other proposals which
have been made to make available to American workers jobs which have been

take.n by violators of our unnugrauon laws

by Hon. James A. McClure
United States Senator. Idaho. Repubbcan

From a statement timed on AMVIII 3. 1,77. and from remarks debvered on
the flow of thi U S Senate on May 2S. 1977. on theoceasion of the Senator',
auroducnomof S 1604. a 6,11 relarmg to State detemunanons of need for tempo-
rary alien *osiers us agriculture

Ts HE rIZSZEIrrs MESSAGE on illegal aliens is actually a non-message First
the President talks of Deems up the border patrol when the real problem is

in the big cities
Second, the President says he will respond to the legitimate needs of emu -

ployers by providing a needectwortforee, but then he says m will absolutely sot
be a Bracetype program There is indeed a legitimate need among many Idaho
farmers and ranchers. and the only possible answer tvw program to certify aliens
to come and do the job for a temporary period of timeand that is a Bracero-
We program

I have always etude it very clear that I oppose putting the **burden of
proof--and the burden of possible penaltiesupon the employer It should not
be his responubany to prove whether a worker is legally in the United States or
not

Finally. the President's proposal to make Wegats .'temporary resident &hens"
° with the right to work ui the U S for five yearsand compete for more attrac-

tu.slots-in the alreak_nvArlorieled_Lthorra--.2suscalnitrchenilble to me
After all the white House has said about the alleged unerriciloymeni'eausod by
these aliens, t seems niconpuous that we now consider malaria them -lepl

The farmers and ranchers who have been forced to tare illegals because of a
shortage of workers. take no cornfortjn the amnesty proposal Instead of provid
ing the labor for less attrattne yobs. these former illegal aliens will now compete
foe ewer. better 'dm

plus ss rot a new problem. nor is it a unsple one To all filr criminal sane-
thins aeurtu those who knowingly hire an illegal alien to me seems markedly
unfair strict many of the employers of illegal alien workers are farmers who are
virtually forced into that possuon, knowingly or unknowingly. by the Pobties of
the Federal Government. tn order to save their crolif

Admittedly there are many jobs to this country rolled which could

(Co i curd on page 243)
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and should be held by Amerscansand certainly the utuation should be °ef-
fected We cannot overlook. however, the fact that there are many "obi' vital to
the Nation's economyparticularly in agriculturewhich Amencan workers
are simply not willing to fill For one thing, we in Congress and the Government
bureaucracy have made unemployment and welfare benefits so readily available
and comparatively lucrative that few if any of our unemployed are willing to
give them up to accept these inensalipbs It is no accident that dlepl aliens are
robed upon so heavily in my own Stale of Idaho to move lintabeel pipe. for
Mire* The obvious truth is simply that as important as moving irrigation pipe
is to the success of agricultural crops, in most cases. if fanners do not hire ahem
to do the work, It will not get done

It seems obvious the law should provide for this kind of situation There
should& way needed ahem workers Fan come into the United States temporar-
ily to these yobs legally Theoretically, there is such a prernston=the lentra-
grauon and Nationality Act does provide for labor certrficataon of temporary
diereworken However. d also eves the Department of Labor the MAI to with-
bold Web certification unless Amencan workers a:clotted to be unavailable not
only within the area where the yobs exist. but within the =We Untied State?.
mckxhrig Puerto %Co. Hawaii. and Alaska. Moreover, the Labor Department,
has also been respOnstble for issuing repdanorn which a fanner must meet to
order to qualify for certified alien workers

Thin is where our problems really bepn, since the difficulty if not =poss.:bd.
ay of complying with these reputations. their inflexibility and lack of responsive-
ness to the needs of (arming operations where time can make the crucial differ
ence between a successful crop and failure, havileft farmers with Wile &kerns,.
love but to hire available. willing labor without concern as to the lettahlY of that
presence in the United States What is even spore dssturbing. the difficuhy
meeting the requirements of the tertlfiCatiOti OCel.t in fact compound,s the
problems and conditaons of forms entrants into the Ututed States who are
exploited and abused by those who actually traffic in bringing than into the
countryoutude the law

It is easy for Government bureaucrats thousands of miles away from the
small Anna in Idaho to dictate everything an emoyer stpuld offer from
Wanes to suutary facilitaeswnh little idea of the act& dfecu orsuch regula-
tva.11 it is also very difficult for department of Labor officialswho an con-
stuflryfaced with high-unanploymta raterand-prernare-tnarr above to cut
urernproymerrtto realize that there are lint jobs which will not be filled by
the American unemployed An unen,vins factory worker m Detrott imply is
not going to be willing to move to Idaho to herd sheep It is unrealistic tef think
rie will. even if the employer provides housing for has entire family. as the Do
pertinent of Labor regulations would require. The ranchers us Idaho know from
exprsence not even randy housing will attract unemployed Americans to herd
sheep, and yet they are required to go through the charade of seeking out em-
ployees throughout the entire Nation.

It seems to me those did the ar;tuttural sndustry in places like Idaho are faced
with.a classic example of bureaucratic bungling which has made their efforts to
be successful farmers and ranchers much more difficultand in mug cases. his
Ton threatened their livelihood

(Contanard on pate 243)
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CON lecCLURE, coos from page 243

Not only commonsense, but experience as well, pants to the coaclusgin that
labor shortages IA particular industries are localized in nature The final deter:m-
alt:CC that alien workers are necessary in a particular locality should not be left
In the hands of the FedeiaTGovernment based on a nationwide search for avail-
able workers The absence of available workers within the State and the im-
mediately surrounding area should be sufficient to qualify for alien workers

Partners and ranchers should not have to meet standards set by nonfarmers
and ranchers thousands of miles away who know nothing about farming and
ranching, the ecorogly of the State or the realistic capabilities of the agricultural
Iffatilfle

am introducing a bill which will amend the Immigrauon and Nationality Act
and the WagnerFeria Act of 1933. to put the responsibilities of determining
need and proper employment conditions for temporary ahem afneultural stockers
*bete they should bein the hands of the State government The; proposal will
allow that, in the case of agricultural labor. the Governor of each State will have
the re-spocubslity to determine whether or not there is a sbc;tage of labor str111-
ewe to require the use of aliZrn workers It also provides that the Governor of
each State will be responsible for establishing rules and regulations governing
labor ccrutica.von for temporary alien workers in his State The Governor is in a
much better position to &talcum the realities of the labor market in has area
The Governor certainly can more fairly /ludic the proper housing, salary. benefit,
requirements, et cetera which-veal be fair both to the worker and to the em
player

by Hon. John M. Ashbrook
Urete4 States Representative. Ohio. Republican

Front remarks addressed to die US House of Representatives on July 1.1.
1477

IS AT /RESENT an amnesty' under consideration which would give
permanent residence m this country to melons of previously illegal aliens, a

substantial proporoon of whom entered from *cue° Those who consider this
to be a moral idea must consider themselves to be the ethical superiors of the
Republic of Mexico. for that country is committed to an opposite point of view
Policy south of the border is fuRJy, and I think cofhictly. dedicated to providing
protection for the robs and financial security of Mexicans Ent

The Mexican Constitution states clearly that -The Federal Executive
shall have the exclusive power to compel any foreigner, whose remaining in the
national territory be deems inexpedient. to leave immediately without the neces-
sity of previous legal action "

That Constitution goes on to make it clear how Mexico vocold treat demands
like thou wage by Cesar Clever in the United States. that noncitizens be given
the right to vote

Foreigners may not in any way participate in the political affairs of the
country

October 1977

(Continued on page 247,1
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C ON ASHBROOK, eox from ova Its

Note that this is not only a denial of the vote to non-Mexicans It goes
Farber. preventing foreigners from working in campaigns for example. backing
candidates who support the boycott of grapes or contributing to candidates fi-
mriczally

Many of our profedional moralists would consider our taking the same posi-
tion as that expressed above by Mexico to be bornfyrog But the Mexicanal
mode is the fame as that of countries around theovorid that rt is the first duty of
a government to protect and provide for the people it governs I put our work-
intnen and taxpayers first and that is why I vigorously oppose President Car-
ters amnesty proposal

What would be the attitude of the Mexican Government rf mibons of illegal
immigrants from a far poorer country such as India or Bangladesh were found to
be inside the country in a time of substantial unemployment' Does anyone doubt
that the Mexican executive branch would find these irnaugrints remaining n the
envoy), "inexpedient-10f course not. Mr Port& would carry out his constitu-
tional and his moral obligation to protect the warns of his country from exces-
sive unrragrazion.

Does our American executive branch have less of a constitutional and moral
obligations to protect the citizens who in 1976 entrusted w:r7---'-1-being." to the

present administration's' Does the U.S Constitution, w conuruu our Gov-
eminent to -promote the general welfare."' impose less of an obligation on Mr
Cuter than his constrotion does on Mr Portillo" I trunk not Nina it is Mr
Carter's obligation to compel Mt-pi aliens who are taking Amerman jobs to leave
immediately. and with no more legal action than that with which they got here m
the first place.

by Hon. Mario Biagi .
United States Representative. New York. Democrat

From remarks addressed to the U S, Howse of Reoresentadris on April 22,
1977.

T WISH TO BRING TO THE ATTENTION of My colleagues the increasingly negative
I impact of Mega aliens on the economic life of this Nation.

The sin* fact is. our Nation cannot afford to subsidize the Illegal aliens
who are here. We provided almost 3 million of them with jobswe provide

.- hundreds of thousands of others with welfare and other public uustance We
*Bow they children to attend our schools. we allow them to compete with low
income American citizens roe scarce put& housing.

What we do know for certain is vie most dose the floodgates toprevent new
illegals from entering. I have introduced H R. 6523 which seeks to accomplish
this goal by an immediate crime Wilily illegal aliens Employment
continues to be primary magnet which lures illegal aliens into this Nation.
and to be pi keeping new &ph out we must deter employers from
hiring them My bill also providesfor an additional 2.500 Immigration Service

(Continued on page 2491
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CONBIAGGI. cons frock page 247

enforcementitenonnel to help better patrol our borders to prevent new aleph
from entering. Final/y, my legislation also increases the penalties for smuggling
aletakahens into this Nation Estimates show that the numbers of Illegal aliens
being smuggled into this Nation has tripled since 1972

We are aware that the Carter admoustratain is contemplating somAorrn of
,gatnnesty for Illegal aliens who have been in this Nation for a certain time 1 am

adamantly opposed to granting blanket amnesty for Illegal aliens I do feel that
certain consideration should be given to avoiding the unnecessary breakup of
Gumbo through deportation.

The decisions which have to be made with respect to Illegal aliens will be
difficult ones. We may need a restructuring of our immigration laws We should.

, as I have proposed. convene an international conference to discuss the Elva
alien problem and its international ramifications We must be cogattant of the
fact that at the present time the population of the 15 major nations supplying
dlepl aliens is almost five tunes greater than our own and by the year 2030 the
combined populations a-time nations will exceed 1 billion persons. It is
tat that we develop both immediate and long range solutions to this problem.
/- The II legal then problem poses special problems for the city of New York
Ivhsch has one of the largest illegal alien populations of any area of the United
States. It is obvious that solutions must be developed They will cause some
hardships but It is time that we gave American citizens and legal aliens better

- economic protection Illegal aliens continue to drain the economic lifeblood of
this Nabors and unless we put an end to rt, the economic security of all Arneri-

Itn; will be threatened.

by Hon: Morgan F. Murphy
Umted States Representative. Elmo's, Democrat

From an Amgmet 197Zstaremenr. 'The Silent Invasion of Illegal Anent "

"Give me your. bred, your poor.
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free ."

THESE WORDS. INSCPJBED ON THE Statue of Liberty. are America's welcome
to Immigrants seeking a better hfe. Traditionally. America has enjoyed and

duni to Its image as the land of opportunity to the rest of the world
But as our population has grown and economic conditions have worsened.

the U S has had to take a second look at its immigration nohow".
The Season- our country Is silently being invaded by an amity of illegal immi-

grants As a recent article in Time magazine pointed out, these "invaders."
eager to share inn America's bounty. are coming by "land. sea and au Some

hop planes, others jump-ships, and some even pass through the San Antonio
sewer system While 'Regal Immigrants are here to seek the American Dream.
many persons fear they may be destroying it for others.

Who are the illegal aliens", Eight out of ten come from Mexico. which has an
(Continste#on page 25!)
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CONMURPHY. wax from page 249

unemployment rate of almost 40 per cent. Mexicans who are able to find a job
mey be paid as little as SI per day.

Where do they live? Most illepl immigrants work on Cants in the South or
Southwest. But a growing`number live m tarp Northern cities, where they work
as dishwashers, porters, laundrymen, and busboys.

Currently, only 290.000 persons are panted visas to rugratt to the U S. each
year. That contrasts with the policy prior to the 1920's which placed no =MM.
cal restrictions on migration to the United States.

But this seemingly strict immigration quota has not been enforced The Int-
mivation and Naturalization Service (INS), which administers the immigration
laws, reports there are between six and ten million illegal aliens now living in the
U.S.

The number of illegal immigrants has increased dramatically o er the past
'sixteen years For instance, last year the INS apprehended and cape ed 875,003
Migal aliens almost ten time number expelled in 1961.

Because of the recession, problem of Meisel immigration finall7 has
caught tkliaye of the bbc government officials. At a Wm of high unem
ployment, ilkpd aliens taking hundreds of thousands of jobs away from
Americans because of their willingness to work for tow wages

For example. Time magazine reported that even though Houston is enjoying
a building boom. there is Widespread unemployment among union carpenters.
TMs is because contractors are waiting to lure Mexican unougrants who will
work for less than the minimum wage. The INS estimates that today there are
over one million jobs held by illegal immigrants that could be filled by Ameri-
cans. If U.S. workers held those jobs, our unemployment rate could drop from
7 1 per cent to 6.1 per cent

In addition, Time noted that illegal aliens are adding new burdens to our
social welfare system. Aliens are getting on Medicare and Medicaid rolls, receiv-
ing free medical treatment at hospital emergency rooms, and sending their chil-
dren to taxsupponed public schools In 1975. 370 illegal aliens seized in New
York were found to have received 5500.000 in welfare payments. All told, the
INS believes that Megad aliens cost AMerican taxpayers S13 billion per year in
social welfare services.

11 is not surprising, then, that Americans favor changes in immigration policy.
According to a recent Gallup poll, an overwhelming 82 per cent of the publielay
they support a law prohibiting employers from hiring aliens without proper pa-
pers And some 42 per cent favor a decrease in present immigration levels (Only
7 per cent favor an increase. and 37 per cent support current immigration levels.)

What Can be done about illegal muniVation? Ott August 4, President Carter
unveiled his plan dealing with illegal aliens Among the recommendations: (I)
Amnesty for Meal aliens who have lived in the IrS. more than seven years. (2)
"Non-deportable" status for illegal aliens who have livedthere less than seven
years. (Those who armed here after January 1., 1477, would be subject to depor-
tation,) (3) Civil fines for employers who engage m a "pattern or practice" of
hiring illegal aliens (4) Tougher patrol of the 2.000 mile-long Mexican border by
adding some 2,000 additional guards (5) Stricter enforcement of the wageand-
how laws to reduce employers' incentives to hire illegal aliens.

(Continued on pose 253)
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The Trentham has taken some positive steps in dealing with a very complex
Paw. But the pies contains some serious pitfalls. 013 the positive
rightly hands to see that wipe-and-bout laws are strictly enfocr,ed,
necessary if the U.S. aims loatop 'aliens from working for subminimum wages.
Ours are now taking hundreds of thousands of jobs from teenagers, the un-
skilled, and poor blacks. They also depress wage scales and working conditions
of ober U.S. workers. The An-CIO has testified that American worker, mind
any lose SIO billion in wages due to competition from Mega/ aliens.

The President's can for beefing up the border patrol is also commendable.
}3owever Mtident should consider adding as many as twice the number of

new guards might seem to
neglected the 'Wept alien

with Vietnam, the recession
the one dimensions re this

up to do to meet the
INS. While efforts to

a much higher price
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border patrol as be no*,proposes. While 4
be a large number, the fact it our owing has
problem foe the past ten years. Our
and Waterpte have Avented us from focasing
problem. Therefore, we have a great deal of

tbedgetary and manpower needs of the Border
halt immigration Inn cost the U S. money, America will
If It decides to let tifs problem go.

fining employers who hire illegal aliens is imp ale so .S. can turn off

the "magnet" of jobs that attracts Wept Aliens Since currently are no
penalties for hiring Illegal aliens. Carter's recommendation of civil fines is a
needed improvement. Criminal sanctions would be more effective. ssitiny
employersnot having to risk prisonwin simply consider fines part of the cost

doing business. Nevertheless, because the Senate has fined to act on bills
criminal penalties in the past..Carter's proposal the

sanction possibie.
A sticky question related to penalizing employers is how to provide them

with the means-to identify illegal aliens. Since so many illegal immigrants have
forged birth certificates and Social &minty cards. how are employers supposed
to determine whether a person is an Mega? Cleariy, the effectiveness of Carter's:-
plan is jeopardized if employers have so reliable way to check a pervin's citi-
zenship. .

To remedy this, some have soggesnd that i national identification card be
issued to every,American. This way, every perms apply's for a job could pre-
sent proof of his citinenship or legal residence.
, To be sure. hips have been expressed that such card could become a kind
of "wen* permit" that the government could withdraw fir political or simply
arbitrary reasons.11ut such lean art exaggerated. After all. every American is
now issued g social securitl, card that is widely used for identification purpOses.
Yet)* abuies have occurred along the lines that civil Rennie:6 fear. And
columnist Tom Braden recently pointed out "European democracies have used

. pukka! identity cards for years without turning them into instrulnents for the
benefit of nestapos." I

A national ID card nay be the only effectivt way of prohibiting thehiring of

illegal aliens. As 'former Undasegetary of LaborRichard Schubert testified in

, I415: "I don't think therA is anything repugnant masking an employer to check' a

fersoni citiz;nshin The (Meld alien) probltm is serious enough to warrant
extraordinary measures.- (Continnedfon page Mt

October I4i7
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The most controversial part of,e.a' rter's plan is his proposal to grant amnesty
to illegal aliens who have tved4re more than seven years. The President's plan
is based on his desire avoid baring a permanent 'underclass' of millions of
people who have nbi cannot be practicably deported." Mass deporta-
tion, of course, is out question. It would beboth inhumane and impracti-
cal But amnesty raises serious moral and starts that Congress
should reject it.

Is it fair to grant citizenship to those who are here while we deny or
delay entry to those who apply to'come legally' And how can amnesty be
granted without encouraging even more persons to immigrate illegally in hopes
of being grasted amnesty?

Carter's plan to grant "non-deportable" status to those who have lived here
less than seven ears also raises questions Is it reasonable to believe that the
U.S would allow milliOns of Illegal alerts to live and work in the U. for five
years, as Cartes proposes, and then deport them at the end of that to Grant-
ing a "non-deportable% status appears to be a delayed amnesty proposal. '

It is possible, then, that Carter's plan could eventually result in the granting
of amnesty to an estimated six to ten million illegal aliens The practical conse-
quences of this would be profound. Once an illegal is allowed to become a per-
manent resident, he can 'ng in his immediate relatives und.g present U.S im-
migration law Accord, to a rsceat study done for the Labor DepartMent. il-
legal aliens have an av of four to five dependents. This means that if eight
million illegal aliens were granted amnesty, our population could increase by a
staggering 32 to 0 million persons.

Unfortunately, President Carter does not seem to have looked before be leapt
with his amnesty proposal With our unemployment rate already high, how does
the U S. intend to provide jobs for this massive influx of people? What about
homes, schools. welfare sad medical services' .

The plain fact of the matter is that a tremendous increase in our population
would greatly hinder our ability to salve our economic and social problems I
believe the U S bwes jobs and a decent standard of living to those who are herev-
legally more than it owes citizenship to those who choose to live here illegally.

The U S should, of course. help Mexico and other countries foster economic
development no their citizens won't feel the "push" to migrate to the U.S.

Melanie %ken, an expert on the illegal alien problem, has rightly said:
"Drafting a solution is as complicated as the problem itself." So the choices we
must make are hard. But somehow we must copse to grips witli the reality that
our resources are not unlimited,

October 1,77
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*C. TEMPORARY WORKER PROGRAM

22.

PROPOSAL FOR A SYSTEM OF TEMPORARY WORKER MGRATION VISAS

by

Wayne A. Cornelius
epartment of Political Science '

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

May 7, 1977

This memorandum sets forth the rationale for a system of temporary

worker migration vim , as one component of a U.S. policy to deal with

the problem of undo ented aliens. Zi describes hog such a system might'

work, the benefits of the system, and the main objections which might be

raised to it.
_

A PROPOSED SYSTEM OF TEMPORARY WORKER MIGRATION VISAS

(1) The proposed system would involve issuing, through B.S. consulates in

MexieZ, a predetermiiied number of temporary worker visas permitting up.

to 6 months (not necessarily consecutive) of employment in the U.S.

each year.

To maintain a valid visa, the worker would be required to leave the

U.S. for at leastlix,ionths a year, The date of each return to Mexico

would be stamped on the vies by U.S. immigration authorities at the

bordii.

(3) Mexican workers. acquiring a temporary worker visa would be told at the

time the visa was issued that tf they ever violate the time restrictions

on employment in the U.S., they will never be able to obtain another

'visa. Those who do overstay their visas would be placed on a list of

-vino abesers to be maintained et nil U.S. consular offices in Mexico.

(2)

(4) Visas would be issued by U.S. Consulates on a first -dose. first- served

basis, up to the predetermined monthly quota. No pre - arranged contract

between, the' Mexican worker and a U.S. employer would be required to

obtain a vise.

(5) No geographical constraint would be imposed on the movements of the

visa holder within the U.S.; mor there be any restrietiatieon the

type of enterprise in which he can seek employment.

(6) The number of visas issued should be adjusted on a monthly and yerrly

baaia, to reflect fluctuations in the U.S. demand for alien labor And

the rate of unemployment end underemployment within Mexico. The D'-

A
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partment of Labor could monitor employer needs for alien labor on

monthly basis through a national sampling of employers who typ1callY
:

hire alien workers (especially in agriculture, hotels apd motels,

restauranth, and construction firms).

The number of visas issued per month should also reflect the well-

established cyclical or seasonal nature of Mexican migration to the

U.S. %Studies have de9onstrated that the majority of migrants depart

in the February,Aprilperied each year (the period of relative inactiv-

1 ity in Mexican agriculture) and return to Mexico in the September -

December period.

The ceiling on visas to be issued in any givtn year would have to

be set high enough to provide legal temporary immigration opportunities

for a significant proportion of the workers who now migrate illegally

to the U.S.1 otherwise illegal immigration would contire at an un-

diminished pace. It is proposed that the ceiling for the first 'year

of the program be set at 800,000. While quite substantial, this figure

represents only about one -third of the total estimated number of Mexicana

who entered the U.S. illegally in 1976. An appropriate month-by-month

allocation of temporary worker visas during the initial year of the

program would be as follows:

Month Maximum numbeeof visas to be issued

January
February
March
April

Sal
June
July
August
September
October
'November
December

A

50,000
200,000
200,000
150,000
50,000

50,000
50,000
50,000
. 0

0

0

0

It should be emphasized that the proposed program would not imply a major

expansion of the supply of'alien labor in this'country. Most of the tem-

porary visa holders should not be viewed as new entrants to the U.S. labor

force; the vast majority will already have hod one or more work _exper-

fences in the U.S., ens wad have gone .gr.in as udocumented alien', had

they not received temporary worker visas.

4{.
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(7) At least initially, the temporary worker visa program would be limited

to Mexican workers. The desirability of restricting tl)e program to

Mexico stems from the following consideraamrs:

(a) The overwhelming predominance of MeileansAn the flow of undocu-
mented aliens (at least 60Z are MexicanA, according to most estimates)

(b) The desirable characteristics of most Mexican migrants, by compari-
son with migrants from other sending countries (studies show that
Mexicans iemain in the U.S. for shorter periods-of-time, make less .

use of tax-supported social services, and because of their lack of
education, specialized job skills and Englishlanguage competence

'

are less likely to compete successfully with native American
workers for higher - paying jobs)

(c) Our historic, "special" relationship with Mexico

(d) The severity of the current economic crisis in Mexico, and hence the
need for a temporary worker program to ameliorate the hardship and
economic dislpcations which would result from an effective law
prohibiting U.S. employers from hiring undocumented aliens.

(8) To meet the high demand for temporary worker visas, thevisa -issuing

capacity of existing U.S. Consular offices in Mexico would have to be

expanded and new Consular offices should be established in principal

sotrce areas for undocumented aliens, particularly in the states of
as

Jalisco, Cuanajuato,-itichoac4n, ASuascalientes, Chihuahya, Durango,

Sonora and San Luis Potosi. No visas should be issued -along the border

itself, to avoid a "pile-up" of visa seekers in clOse proximity to the

U.S., who may be tempted to ,emigrate illegally or to remain for long

periods in Mexican bordercities if visas cannot be obtained.

RATIONALE
4'

The main benefits of the proposed system of temporary worker visas could be

'unmerited as follows:

(1) Ry regulating the entry of Mexican labor it will serve to bring within

the law a large proportion of alien participation in the U.S. labor

market, thus increasing public confidence in our legal system and

.em:bling alien workers to seek legal redress of grievances against

U.S. employers.

r

(2) It will significantly reduce the volume of illegal immigration frog

Mexico. Those who currently enter ti:, U.L. have strong

incentives to seek temporary worker visas:

(

E.
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(a) Such visas will eliminate the need to pay "coyotes".--professional
smugglers of alien workers--for assistance io illegal border

;" crossings., One recent study found that 41X of .undocumented Mexican
Aliens fourO it necessary to2bse coyotes during their most recent
trip to the U.S., most of them paying between-1150 - $225 for
their services.

)
(b) The proposed system would eliminate the ph,sical riski'involved in

unassisted border crossings in sparsely populated areas..

_(c) It would reduce the risk of economic exploitation and other abusive
practices by U.S. employers (e.g., reporting undocumented alien em-
ployees to the ms to avoid paying them at the end of a jeb).

(3) It will reduce the incentive for U.S. employers to hire undocumented

aliens, particularly if an employer sanction law with severe financial

penalties la_enacted. If such sanctions are imposed, U.S. emplpyers

will have a strong incentive to hire legal temporary'vorkers rather.

than undocumented aliens, elf if the cost of regal alien labor is

somewhat higher.

(4) A key feature of the proposed system is its avoidance of pre - arranged

contracts between U.S. employers and alien workers. This differentiates

. it from the former "bracero" program of contract labor, as well as the

current system of "11-2" visii;-both of which have had the effect of

tying the alien worker to a particular U.S. employer who solicited his

admission to the U.S. as a temporary morker. There is great danger of

exploitation under this type of temporary worker program.

gy eliminating pre-arranged contracts, the proposed system would

foster free-market competition among U.S, employers for alien labot.

The absence of contracts may tempt soma employers to commit certain

abuses, and an appropriate chanism would have td'be, established to

monitor exploitative employ practices; but all experts agree that a

program of worker-initiated visas would pose far less danger of exploita-

tion than an employer-initiated system.

IS) The proposed issuance of visas through U.S. Oansuates in Mexico will

'also reduce elloitation by eliminating "middlemen" on the Mexican side.

One of the worst abuses coceitted under the earlier "bratero" program

was the extraction of bribes by Mexican authorities and others at the

local And state levels who were involved in recruiting labors!, the

program.

(6)* The proposed system will'benefit U.S. workers as well as aliens, since

1
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the use off legal alien labor has a less depressing effect on wage scales

and working conditions than the use of undocumented alien labor.

(7) It would enable U.S. emplOyers to meet legitimate work force needs,

particularly for seasonal labor.

(8) It would keep open a critically important "safety valve" for Mexico, and

cushion the impact of an effective U.S. employer sanctigp law on the

Mexican economy.,

(a) Even if the proposed employer sanctions ;..aw proves to be no more
than 502 effective, the loss of U.S. employment opportunities for
undocumented aliens is likely to cause economic dislocations, lind
human suffering on a massive scale within Mexico. The Mexican Govern-
ment lacks the resources that would be necessary to ameliorate this
impact, and the Meilean economy is incapable of absorbing hundreds of
thousands of workers whd would otherwise be employed in the U.S. .

(b) Mexico is currently experiencing its most serious economic crisis
since the 1930's. A 502 currency devaluation occurred in September,
1976; inflation is currently running in the 30-402 range; rural
unemployment is well over 30%. In 1976, economic growth slowed to
22, while population continued to increase at.a rate of 3.52 per
year. The IMP has imposed a severe austerity program to curb
inflation, which will reduce government spending for social welfare
programs and exacerbate the unemployment problem.

9 (c) A severe reduction in the remittances received from Mexican workers '

employed in the U.S.estimated b3 one study at $3 billion or more
per year--would add a major new dimension to Mexico's economic
crisis and dim the, prospects for recovery. A complete cut-off in
remittances would nearly double Mexico's-projected balance-of-paymedts
deficit.

The proposed system of temporary,zorker T1888 will improve the chances

for passage of other parts of thd3program recommended by the Administra-

tion's task force on undocumented aliens when it reaches Congress.

Senator James Eastland has twice before blocked passage of an employer

sanction law which did not meke provision for temporary certification of

alien workers, and can be expected to do so again if this is not part

of the legislative package. Congressional resistance stemming from pro- NI-

tests by employers' organizations opposed to an employer penalty law

could also be undercut partially by a telporary worker vtsa program.

(10) Since no formal agreement between the U.S. and Mexican governments would

be needed to implement the propoLed system. it would be politically

advantageou% to the Mexican Government. Any flaw tupe-s:

grameven one which excludes the exploitative fettlfres of the form.r

(9)
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"braeero" program will dray criticism frog
nationalistic elements and

the Mexican left. Such criticism would not be diTected at,the Mexican
gove6ment if it were not required to enter into a formal agreement
Frith the United States to implement the program.

There should, of course, be full consultation with the Mexican
Government before any temporary worker program is announced publicly.

If properly explained. the proposed program should enjoy the enthusiastic

support of Mexican officials, especially
in the current context of econo-

mic crisis within Mexico.

A temporary worker program may also:aesist the/Mexican Government

in dealing with the domestic political
repelcuseions of other parts of

the Administration's policy on undocumented aliens (particularly the

employer sanctions lam and the sharp increase in /NS enforcement activ-

ities along the border), which are likely to be viewed by large sectors

bf the Mexican population as a form of economic aggression by the U.S.
against Mexico.

Recent contacts with several high-level officials of the Mexican

Government strongly suggest that a U.S. policy to deal with the undocu-

mented alien'problem by restricting
employment opportunities it: the U.S.

("closing the door," as one Mexican official put it) while providing no

coapeneatory measures such as a temporary worker program will be viewed

as a 1Zetrayal.of the President's recent promise to Mexican President

Jose LOpet Portillo to guarantee more "just" economic treatment of

Mexico by the United Staten.

(11) If unanticipated adverse effects within the U.S.. were detected, the

proposed system could be curtsiled
or terminated simply by ceasing to

issue visas through U.S. Consulates.

OBJECTIONS TO THE PROPOSED SYSTEM.

(1) Bow do we know that temporary workers will return to Mexico?

The'objection most likely to be raised to the proposed system of tem-

porary worker visas is that most of the visa holders will overntay
- their visas and settle permanently in the U.S. Existing studies provide
impressive evidence tent this in not lflely to occur:

: (a) The temporary (cycltenl
or Ec11..on-.1) ch;;Ir:rcl or r-or n,x1Lln

&ration to the U.S. has been tharou;hly documented. The demand
for Mexican labor in U.S., agriculture and many non-agricultural

.
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enterprises such as hotels, motels and construction firma
seasonally, and the Volume of migration from Mexico (both legal and
illegal) changes from month to month, at least partly in response to
this fluctuation in employer demand.

(b) All.seisting studies show that undocumented Mexican aliens return to
Mexico after relatively abort periods of employment in the U.S., .
either because their temporary jobs have ended, or because they via?'
.t0 be reunited with family members in Mexico, or because thi'y must
return to Mexico in dtder to retain jobs or land in their hose cos-
*unity. Many employers is rural areas of Mexico give their workers
leave from their jobs durinee "dry" season to permit them tot
seek temporary employment the U.S. Studies show that most Mexi-
can migrants to the U.S. resume the44- regular jobs in Mexico
upon returning from the U.S.

Among 10000 undocumented Mexican ;liens interviewed in a recent
HIM-sponsored study, 541 bad worked in the U.S. for .4 months or less ,
during their most recent trip to the U.S.; only 11% had worked in
the U.S. for more than 1'year before returning to Mexico. Evidence
from this and other studies indicates that the vast majority of
Mexican workers would abide by the six-month time limitation on
their temporary worker visas.

(c) Existing studies show that most)kuticans who migrate illegally to the
U.S. have never seriously considered the possibility of remaining
there permanently. When undocumented Mexican aliens interviewed in
one recent study were asked, "If you could get [legal entry) papers,
would you like to live permanently in the U.S., or would you prefer
to continue living in Mexico and working in the U.S. from time to
time?" 74% reported that they preferted the latter arrangement.

(d) Experts esaimate that those undocumented Mexican aliens who actually
settle permanently in cltibS. are outnumbered by.a margin of at
least 1O to 1 by MexicaneGho'saintstin a pattern of seasonal or
"shuttle" migration. The proposed piogram of temporary worker visas
0,41-altsve the effect of encouraging the existing, temporary character
of Mexican migration to the U.S., while discouraging permanent settle-
'tent. It creates an attractive option for those who t want

permanent legal resident status, but whommust have ac as U.S.
employment opportunities to maintain their! families.

(2) Will tempora*y workers "compete" successfully with nativ Ameriban workers
for jobs?

U.S. labor organizations are likely to argue that lege temporary alien

workers will compete "just as effectpt.,ely" against U.S workers as

undocumented aliens. There is little evidence to suppert this contention.

(a) Thus far there is no direct evidence of large-scale displacement of

native Apericans by undocumented Mexican aliens. In most canoe the
jobs held by such aliens are the least desirable in the U.S. labor
maret: They involve dIrty, often phyrp_al:y run-tsar; ta.'
wages, lung hourr, ler job eecarity, bud littic
rent. Existing studies point out that few 'native Aid. cans cu:e to
compete for these jobs, mince in most states one can nceirc
income from welfare henefita than from working at job f th. 1,0/.

customarily held by undocumented Mexican aliens.

, ;2.0 0
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(b) The risk of displacement of native workers by Mexicans entering
under the proposed system of temporary worker visas is even less,
since their possible job tenure would be limited to less than six
months, and because the wage scales that would be acceptable to
legal \temporary workers would approximate the wage level& demanded
by native workers, at least within the more desirable lob categories.

(c) There will undoubtedly be effor An th
temporary workers to agriculture
they would be leis likely to displ
of the laby market than in other
be extremery difficult to enforce
tural employers who have legit

met with domestic labor, and because 'Close Mexican workers who are
,accustomed to working in man- agricultural enterprises would resist
being restricted to low-paying jobs in the agricultural sector.
These workers would continue to migrate illegally if temporary
worker visas were limited to agricultural employment.'

(4 Will the proposed system of temporary worker visas increase iliegol
ismigration.from Mexico?

ag a to restrict
rprises n the grounds that
native v kers in that sector

se rs. Such restrictions would
nee there are many non -agricul -

te work force needs that cannot be

It is clear that the proposed systeNwill not bring illegal immigration

to a haliriinleas the quota of visas is set extremely high and awarenelp

of the temporary visa system is'pervasive among the Mexican population.

Hanyallinomiealay desperate-Mexican peasants who cannot obtain a tem-

porary worker visa will continue to seek employment in the U.S, as

undocumented aliens; but the prospect of obtaining avisa at some point

in the near future may deter substantial numbers of Maziein workers whose

eclnomic needs ere less acute from emigrating illegally.. Those who do

succeed in obtainingivisas will, of course, drop t Of the flow of

undocumented aliens. If implemented at thefecommen d level, theKe
proposed system would reduce this.flow by at least one-third during its

'initial year of operation. The amnesty component of the program proposed

by the Administration's teak force on undqcumented aliens is far more

likely to promote illegal immiist,xation than the temporary worker visa, .

system proposed.h4re.

(4) Will the proposed system be too costly?

o.

As not

vii rim

above, -the system would require a considerable exprsion of the

ding capavity of U.S. Consular offices in Mexico, as well as the

establishs nt of neu Consular offices in prircip^1 areas of origin for

undo ed alicas. Codevc., L.Lts ihvols,o; wall be v.tuiLarby

parison with the cost of the law enforcement resources needed'to apprehend
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ms enteribg the U.S. 'at current and foreibeable rates,

.
of a temporary worker visa

PU1L/C ANNOUNCEMENT

It islimparative that in the public announcement of the proposed system

of temporary worker visas, as yell as in prior consultations with key mem-

bexi of argrksa.and Mexican authorities, great be taken to different.

Mats it fiya.the'esrlies laacero"program of contrast labor and from

Ulm turret& a ;2 tyitea of temporary worker visas.

*.Given the potential for exploitation under "bracer6" and 11-2 - type

programsethere will be strong opposition to any system which seams to be

.modeled on these earlier programs.- Careful explanation of tote differences

is essential to favorable Congressional action as vsll as to acceptance of

the new system by the Xexican authorl$ies and population.

1
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1ST SESSION S -1427
96TH CONGRESS

II

amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to establish a temporary worker's
. visa program between the United States and Mexico.

IN, THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. ScHsurr ((or
the following
the Judiciary

JUNE 27 (legislative day, JuNE 21), 197'9

himself, Mr. HAYkitAwA, and Mr. OoLDwATHE), introduced
bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on

To amend the Immigrati

temporary worker's vi
and Mexico. .

BILL
n and Nationality Aet: to establish a

-program between the United States

4'
1 Be itjmacted by' the Senate and House of Representa-
2 lives of the United Slates of America in Congress assembled,
3 That this Apt may becity as the "United States-MexicO

4 Good Neighbor Act 1979 ".

5 FINDINGS

6 SEC. 2. The Congress finds that
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1 (a) strong economic and political co-operation be-
.

2 tween. the United States and Mexico will benefit not

3 ' only the people of these countries, but vaill also help to

4 eliminate western hemispheric tensions; \
5 (b) the'root cause of illegal rnigraiion from Mexico

6 into the United States is the lack of reasonable alter-
.

7 natives for economic well-being in Mexico relative to

8 those in the United States;

9 (c) the mutual benefit of past economic coopera-

10 tion through legal worker prdgrams and investment op-

11 portunities is well documented;

12 (d) in order to eliminate the_nresent large and un-

-0_ 13 controlled influx of undocumented workers a system of

14 temporiry legal admissions should be established;

15 (e) the vast majority of jobs that will be (aken by

16 Mexicans are in the agricultural and service industries

17 where jobs are not now greatly in -demand by Ameri-

18 can workers;

(f) many of the short-term economic needs of

20 Meacica,ns and the short-term labor needs of American,

21 agricultural: and service industries can be met by 'a

22. teknporary worker visa program for Mexicans seeking

23 temporary employment in the United States;

24 (g) the value to Mexico of temporary employment'

25 Mexican workers in the United States is in the

:204
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direct- flow of 'dollars into' its economy-.and. in the in,-

crease in skills within its labor force;

(h)., a program of temporary worker visas would
I.

4 encourage the exioing tempoiary nature-bf most Mexi-

5 can migration into the United tittes;

(i) attempts to seal our vast border with Mexico to

7 the floW of migrants are.dobmed to failure and only in-
.

8 crease-the exploitation of .such workers by smuggleis
.

9 and unscrupulous emploiers;
- .

.10 (j) employer sanctions against the 'hiring of illegal,

11 , Mexiqan migrants could result in discrimination against

12 iltspanic Americans and/or in an unprecedented na-

13 tional identification system; and

14 (k) it is necessary to establish a legal frarneworl

15 for Mexican labor in .the United, States in order to har-

1.6 mo nize the use of such workers, tq .preventrabUse of

171 them by smugglers and unscrupulous employers, to

18 better protect ,American workers from unfair competi-
,

19 lion, to reduce the flow of illegal' migrants and to

20 i" permit. a better understanding of the scope o the op-

21 portunities and problems related to*Mexican worker,s in

22 the United States and Mexico.

a

205
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f . EST LIEUIMEN OF ILIA PROGRAM

'2 SEAWSecti:....I.elmmigration and NatiohalitgY

8 let is amended by adding the followin. g new. subsections at
Ir.

4 the 'end thereof:
t

5 . "(e)(1) The Attorney General, in consultation with the

,,
6 Secre'tary of State, shall by regulation estabiph a program,

7 for theadmission as nonimmigrants into the United States

8 under section 101(a/(15)(4 of Mexican nationals who desire

9 to temporarily perform services or labor in the United States.

10 The regulations shall establish methods for establishing - '
' 11 monthly and annual nurrical quotas for the issuance of tem-

4.

12 porary worker visas in accordance with subsection (g). Visas N.."
.. .

t3' shall be made availible 'on the bps of such quotas to quali-

4 fied applicants in the chronologica,l oRler for Which they tare
9' 4, e

15 applied. Such visa's shall permit each alien to temporarily

16 perform terviees or labor within the United States for a,

17 period not to exceed' 180 days during any calendar year, such

18 period not _;elkaartly a NO-day consecutive period. Such

19 aliens shall not be required to obtain a petition of, any pro-..
speotive employer withinthe United States in order to Obtain

21 such a visa. Such visarshall not limit thoi geographical, area
.

1. ,

22 withinhich the alien may_he2employed et any limita-

23 lions on the type of employment filr w en maybe

24 employed, except as provided in subsection (4.

I

i

4
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5

1 , ' "(2) Any alien who obtains a visa under the program

2 established inkier paragraph (1) who (A) violates tlilirestric-

3 Lions with respect to the amount' of time for which the alien is

4 allowed to remain in the United States, or (B) violates any

restriction required under subsection (f), shall be Ineligible to

-,,,.....

6 obtain another visa under such program for a period of five

7 years. Any alien whop after the inception of this progrbt

8 enters the United States unlawfully shall be prohibited from

9 obtaining a viskdder such program for a period of 10 years.

10. "(f) The Attorney General, upon, request from the Sec-
.

11 retary of Labor, shall place specific restrictions;:Lau,employ-
/

12 ment of aliens holding temporary work visas 114der this pro-

13 grain at a specific busidess or. agricultural site if employees or

14 .employers demonstrate that such aliens will displace availa-

15 ble, qualified, and willing domestic workers. The Secretary of

16 Labor shall establish the criteria under wIfixh such restric-

17 tions may be requested. *
18 "(g) When appropriate, the Attorney General shall seek

i A
19 the assistance of the Secretary of Agriculture, the Secretary

20 of Commerce, and the Secretary of'Labor in establishing the
f

21 regulations under subsection (e), and in computing the annual

22 and monthly numerical quotas for temporary worker visas,

23 based upon the number of seasonal or cyclical workers sought

24 by employers in the United States: In computing such

25 quotas? the Attorney General ,shall algo consider historical

"67-898 0 - 80 - P4 2 0 7
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1 needs, availability of domesti bor, and the projected needs

2 of prospective employers '.

3
-.,

UNITED STATES CONSULATES IN BLE4ICO

4 SEC. 4. (a) The Secretary of State is authorized to take

5 such steps as are necessary in order to establish and expand

6 the United States ,Consulates in "Mexicb in order to imple-

7 ment the program established in section 214-(e), (0, and (g) of
1 r

"8 the Immigration and Nationality Act, as added by section -3

9 of this Act. ;. a4 41.

10 (b) The Secretary of State shall coordinate with appro-,.-
fl priate officials of Mexico in order to" insure maximum aware-,
12 ness in Mexico of the nature and restrictions of

established in section 214.(e), (f),, and (g) of the Immigration

14 and Nationality Act, as added by section 3 of this Act.

15 (c) The Secretary of Labor skill undertake to insure, to

. 16 the extent practicable; that the nature and restrictions of the
1

17 programs established in section 214 (e), (0, and (g) of the

18 Immigration and Nationality Act, as 74dded by section 3 pf
A

19 this Act are known to aliens of Mexican"citizejiship residing

C

20 in the United States. 44:

21 NONIMMIGRANT CATEGORY

22 SEC. 5. Section 101(a)(15) of the Immigration and Na:

23 tionality Act is amended by adding bt the end thereof the

24 following: .

29
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1 "(M) a Mexican national who has no intention of

2 abandoning his or her residence in Mexico who is

3 coming to -the United 'States for a period gf not to

4 exceed six months during any calendar yeti, for an in-,

5 definite number of such periods, to temporarily perform

6 services or labor.".

7 EFFECT OF DEPORTATION

8 SEC. '6. Section 212(a) is amended-

9
_ (1) by inserting before the semicolon at the end of

10 paragraph (1.6) a comma and the following: "except

11 'that the Attorney General shall not consent to the

12 reapplying for admission of an alien described in sec-.
13 tion 101(a)(15)(M)"; and

14 (2) by inserting before the semicolon at the end of

15 agraph' (17) a comma and the following: "except

16 that the Attorney General shall not consent to the ap-

17 plying(or reapplying for admission of an alien described

18 in. section 101(a)(15)(M)".

19 PROHIBITION ON ADJUSTMENT OF STATUS UNDER

20 TEMPORARY WORKER VISA PROGRAM

21 ,SEC. 6. Section24,5(c) of the Immigration apd National-.;

22 ity Act is amended-4

23 .(1) by striking out "or"; and

20J
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(2) by inserting immediately after "section

212(d)(4)(C)" a semicolon and the following: "or (4),

3 any alien described section 101(a)(15)(M)".

4. REPORT TO CONGRESS

SEc. 8. The Attorney General shall report semiannually

6 to the Congress on the temposary worker visa pram est-

tablislied in section-214 (e), (f), and (g) of the Immigr

8 and Nationality Act, as added by section 3 of this Act, and
/-

9 shall include in that report a summary of the number of visas

10 issued under the program, the, effeetiveness of the program,

11 enforcement problems related to the program, and any rec-

12 omMendations for legislative change in the program.

13 BILATERAL ADVISORY COMMISSION

14 SEC. 9. It is the sense of the Congress that the Presi-

154ident should negotiate with the appropriate officials of the

16 government of Mexico to establish an'Advisory Commission

17 on the Mexico-United States Temporary Worker Visa pro-
-

18 gram to consult with and advise the Attorney General in

16 establishing the regulations, and in computing the monthly

20 and annual numerical quotas, for the temporary worker visa.

21 program established udder section 214 (e), (f), and (g) of the r

22 Immigration and. Nationality Act, as added by section 3 of

23 this Act.

.. 24 AUTIVIZATIONS

25 SEC. 10. There are authorized to be -appropriated such --,-

26 sums as az' e necessary to carry out the provisins of this title.
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To amend theImmigration and Nationality to facilitate the admission of
aliens for temporary employment.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JANUARY 15, 1979

'Mr. Fran introduced the following bill; which waa referred to the Committee
on ,the Judiciary

I

A BILL
To amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to facilitate

the adm.ission of *aliens for temporary employment.

1 'Be it enacted\b*Aie Senate and House of Represent*,

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That sectiorr101 (a) (15) (H) (ii) of the Immigration and

4 Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. (a) (15) (11) (ii) ) is

5 amended to read as follows :

6 " (ii) Who is coming temporarily to theZnited

7 States for a period not in excess of one year to

8 perform other temporary services or labor, if the

9 Secretary of Labor has determined and, certified to

10 the Attorney General that sufficient domestic work-

11 - ors who are able, willing, and `qualified are not

12°
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1 available at the time and .place needed to perform

2 . the work for which such workers are to be employed

3 . and the employment of such aliens will not adversely

4 , affect the wages and working conditions of workers

5 similarly employed: Provided, That within 'sixty

6 calendar days of the date on which an employer

7 files a request for such 'certification the Secretary.

8 of Labor shall (1) refer to the employer workers

9 in the ektinber desired, able and qualifiedand who

10 . agree to present themselves to commence employ-

11 ment on the date and for the period specified, or

12 (2) make and issue a certification as provided in
A

13 this subparagraph, except that 'the period of time

14 s all be twenty 'calendar days in the case of a re-

15 q tJor workers to beeinployed in agriculture, as

16 defined in section 3 (f) of the Fair Labor Standards'

17 Act of .1938 (29.,U.S.C. 203 (f) )', or to perform

18 agricultural labor, as defined in section 3121 (g)

19 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (26 U.S.C.

20,./ 3121 (g) ) : Provided further, Taat an employer

21 who questions the qualifications t?f a worker re-
\

22 fersea Nta him by the Secretary of Labor shall be
j.

23 entitled to prompt review by,t16 Secretary; such

24 review shall consider written opinions and other

25 evidence submitted by the employer: The Attorney

21 4
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General may, upon receipt of a determination and

2 certification by the Secretary of Labor as provided

3 herein, extend Ole terms of an alien's admission for

4 a period or-periods not exceeding one year in the

5

of

aggregate.".

S.
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CONGRESS OF THE UNTF6-STATES,

COMICCITEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
HousE or RxraEsr.s-rearvzs,

W o.shington,D .C.,June $,1978. ...j
PETER W. RODIN°,

Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
House o f Representatives, Washington, D.0.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: AS YOU know, I visited the U.S.-Mexican
border, along with member's of bps staff of the Immigration Subcom-
mittee to view, first hand, the..gblems faced there, as reliiAtcl)to the'
overall illegal alien proiilem in the United States. IiisedpR,thilit-sption trip, and nry experience on the subcommittee, I'wish tWe
the enclosed report detailing my fuldingstind conclusions. -

I trust -Obis information will be helpful ,to you and other Membersof Congress when we dvnsider legislative proposals to deal with this
most complex problem.

. Sincerely,

I

.46

I

FIA.kuvroN FISH, Jr:,
Member of Congress.

A
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\15
ECONOMIC DISINCENTIVES; TF.MPORARY DOCUMENTED WORKERS

-PROGRAM

It is obvious that the main reason aliens enter. illegally into the
United States, on their own or through effoi is of smugglers, is to find
employment. Study after study 1 has eolith med this basic fact. If jobs
were not Available, smugglers would have little, if any, market for
their "merchandise". Aliens would have little reason for wanting to
reside in the United States, with the possible exception of welfare and .

educational benefits available. Regardin0 such benefits, it is under-
stood tliat'other committees °011ie House have.passeAl, or are currently
working on, legislation design s& to curb such access by illegal aliens.

On August 4, 19Z7,the President announced a multifaceted ap_-_
proach to deal with the undocumented alien problem. His message
recognizes that the principal attraction to such aliens is an economic
one. / it

It is not presently illegal to employ an alien who is in this country
without lawful status, or one here legally but not Me to work.
Therefore, I fully-agree that the keystone of any pro deal with
this problem must be to impose sanctions agandt employers who hire
persons i le this country or not authorized to work.

' An iiteg al par of the solution, a companioriTo employer sanc-
tions, provision to perm the admission{ of temporary
workers w en where they are needed.

It is basic to an understanding of Me ican emigration that most
illegal aliens come here to work. Legislation to pro it their employ-
ment would hopefully dry up human smuggling. Many jobs now held.
Wilk als will be taken by lawfully admitte alienseand citizens now
unemployed. However, there will 'remain ee for temporary work-
ers such as during labor-intense periods

7 p harvesting. If U.S.
resident works are Government-certifiec a not available to per-
form such wor temporary documented ie workers should be ad-
mitted to per orm such work. Such workers uld be admitted for
temporary pe iods, under controlled circumstances.,

The Presiden his message of Augbist 4,1977 called for "a compre'-
hensive review of th current temporal", foreign worker (H-2) certifi-
cation program." 1.

. . I fully agree that . iich a p m is necessary. To a o mplish this,
I introduced H.R. 6 2 on April 5a, 19t7 to improve the p ent system ,.for admitting tem rary workers.

If it becomes illegal to employ illegal aliens, there will de-.
velop legitim needs for alien workers to come to this country. At
the present , tvith millions of undocumented aliens here who can
now be le em oyed, the ra..41. still a need for tempgrary alien
workers, Particul in agricultufe during Tabor- intense periods.

s Prellimnary Report' of the. Domestic Council Committee on Illegal Aliens, ExecutiveOffice of the PresIdentseWnshingtnaLD.C.. December. 1970.
11.S. General Accountt Office, Wash.. D.C. . Reports dated July 31. 1973, February 4, .1975. May 16, 19 Repte 1975. July 15, 1976 and August 30, 1970.
Undocumented Aliens, A California Focus, State of CalifornlarDept. ofJustice, 1978.Illegal Alien lAnalysla and Background, Congressional Research Service, U.13.41Ionse

o' nenrmlentati of Committee on the Judiciary, Committee Print No. 5, 95th Congress,
June. 1977.

, 9 p f
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Temporary worktrs re admitted annually to pick apples in the
lIndson Valley of New ork and the Shenandoah Valley in Virginia,to pielccit tits fruit in Fl ida, and to,work as lumbermen in.the NOrth-
eaSt: I,n fiscal 1976, over -0,009 farm laborers were \dmitted as 11-2temporary workers.

Employer sanction legis ation will hopefully reduce the influx of
available workers. When th s occurs, The need for alien workers, par-
ticularly temporary workers, will increase.

When legitimate needs for oreign workers arise, such workers canbe admitted to our country w hin a -workable program. The El Paso.
District Director of la t year admitted 807 I to har-vest an onidn crop in Presi to, Tex. .These workers did theirjob and all btit Na very few 'sett reed on their own-to Mexico when
their job was completed. The Government knew where they were
employed. and could monitor their wages and working conditions to
see that they were up to proper standards, and ere not operating to
disadvimetage U.S. workers.

An ongoang program to allow temporary do merited' workers into
this country could be made to work to the advantage of both the United
States and source countries. Wo.r.k.ukcotild,be limited to a fixed period
Q f time of admission, and if the jbb wainot completed, another worker
could Ilyyee admitted to complete it.

A0t5roprinte income ,tax should be withheld and workmen's com-pe sation coverage should beprovichfl to temporary workers. On theother hand, subli workers would not need social security or unemploy-
ment compensation and these should he inapplicable.

There are several benefits which I see flowing from such a Tem-pore Docuinented Worker program.
(1) Alien Workers would enter the United States legally, with

he lights of any other person legally admitted. They would not be
forced underground where they are (n
because of tJiair illegal status, but coul
in the United States in legal status.

(2) They would enter'based on a pr
just to find work.ihen and where twat la

The Government, which would
worker, will know' when and Where su
can monitor the conditions of employ
regulations and the Fair Labor Stand

(4) At the end of their period of a
their home countries wit' the wages t

--- a benefit not only to themselves\ and
home countries as well.

w) subject to exploitation
retain their dignity while

yen need for orkers, not
le.

.ertify the nee( for such a
worker is employed and

ent tts.suring 'that OSIIA
rds Act are applied.
issionrthey will return to

ey have earned, resulting in
their falliilies but to their

2y7
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ou--...../NATIONACOMMISSION FOR MANPOWER POLICY
1622 K Street, NW, Suits 300
i Wash 'piton. D.C. 2000e

May 1, 1979

\V,

Honorable Ray Marshall
Secretary of Labor
Washington, D.C. 20210

Dear Ray:

In 1978 you asked the C sion to look at the H-2 program
(Tempoeary Admission of oreign Workers) and toKorward
recommendations-to you of er assessing this aspect of omm
immigration policy in the llfxger context of the nation's
changing employment structure. After discussions with Hr.
Charles Knapp, we decided to focus on policy cong4efitions
and.not become involved in highly technical admihietrative,
and legal dimensions which play so large a part in the 1. '

program.

C2021724454

We were fortunate in,being able to persuade Dr. Edwin Reubens,
Professor of Economics, City University, New York, a long -time

student of economic development in the third wortd and who
more recently has worked on the flows of people, to undertake
a special study of the H-2 program., A copy of his report is
forthcoming, an earlier dra Maras provided to your staff.

Thy Commission earlier had sponsored a study and publi6ed a
report by David Norfh and Allin LeBel on Manpower and i

-Immigration Policies in the United States, which had-been
distributed with a request for comments to the heads of the

principal executive agencies of the federal government and
the substantive committees ofIthe Congress. Most of the .

recipients replied'at length and indidated an interest in
having the Commission continue its probe of these issues.

When the Reubens' study became available p Copy was sent to

each of the above and a day-long seminar was arranged.

The seminar, held on March 0, 197C was attended by agency
representatives and carefully selected experts. The list of

attendees and the agenda are attached together with my summary

observations at the end. ('

The recommendations set out below have been derived from the

Reubens'report, in analysiS by the Commission's staff, and

gtinputs of those who attended the March 23-seminar.

use of timing, reorganization, and other considerations,

2 9



I alone, as Chairman, assume responsibi ty for them; they
cannot be viewed as the work of the Co 'scion as whole.Neither do they reflect the considered o ntons of the
representatives of the federal agencies who attended .the
March 23 seminar nor those of invited specialists, although
they have,been informed b' both.

This is where I came out:
,

1. The small 11-2 progiam for the temporary admission of
foreign workers now in existence provides a useful element
of'flexibility in the nation's immigration policies whichA 'for the =tat part are not closely linked to the changing
nature of t e nation's employment issues. Perpanent Jimmigratio into the United States has more to do-with
family reunion and asylum for refugees than to helpingto meet the specific manpower needs of our dynamic economy.

\,2.. The close linkage between foreigners and our labor market,
grows, out of two facts: those who tome as visitors and
stay and work beyond the time when their visa has expired:-
and those who enter the country without'appropriate

.documents, primarily for the purpose of seeking work. Interms of numbers these two categories are of an order of
magnitude many times greater than the H-2 group.

3. Both the Administration
and the Congress has been exploring

the opportunities to improve control over the very large
pobl identified above.in which connection it is possible toconsider a much expanded role for the H-2 program. Iadvise strongly against such action, however, on the
following grounds:

a) The H1-2 program is an employer-specifr program and as
such places the U.S. goverrIment in an exptsed position
to frequent challenges in the courts as to whether labor
market conditions warrant the importation of foreign
workers. Such a pattern of operation should-Rot be
deliberatelykenlarged. lir

bY The H-2 program has many of the characteristics of the .
old Bracero program and the Chicano population is
vehemestay opposed to it being resurrected. .

c) There is something "addictive" to the more or leers.. 1regular use +f a supply of foreign workers. Employers.fail to explore alternatives.. Hence the'dosage should
. not be expanded.

.

,
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In the absence of substantial increases in its budget
and staff, there is no reason to believe that the geS.
Department of Labor would be in a...position to manag,
a much enlarged H-2 program even if theory and facts
pointed to the desirability of such expansion, which
they do not.

e) The assumption that a much enlarged H-2 program would
make it possible, in the near 4X intermediate term, to
substantially reduce the inflow of undocumented workers
is highly problematic.

f)

-

The continuing heavy dependence of selected farm 00
employers on the H-2 program (for example, apple
picking on the East Coast) and the growing demand for
more foreign workers suggests that the DOL establish a
longer range policy - -three years or so-- during which
the dependent employer groups be placed on warning.
that they should find alternative sources of labor.
This might be done by a declining allowance reinforced
with a special tax. The U.S. government should not be
a long-term partner in obtaining the basic labor supply
fordoAestic employers.

4. During,the course of the seminar the following issues
surfaced. I am noting my reactions to what was said;
however, I am no expert in these matters:

a) The necessity of distinguishing the different dimensions
of the undocumented worker problem as among the Texas
herder, California, the interior states, and the
_Northeast. It was generallyagreed that Mexico was
the source of n0661.688 than 60 percpnt of the total,
possibly much higher. Two critical questions: What
is known about the stream of undocumented persons from
the Caribbean and Latin America via Mexico and via
other routes? To the extent that this stream is
substantia). and growing the question-of tightened
border restrictionsbecomes that much more important.
Further, the issue of amnesty is kinked to this
condition. If great numbers-of "potential" undo'cumented
,workers are backed up biding their time to Alice the
effort td enter the U.S.' , how they will realAmnesty
is important. If the numbers of such workers is
modest the risks from amnestypxe less.

6
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b) It is unlikely that the U.S. will be able unilaterally
to protect our southern border without the'assistance,
and possibly even with the assistance, of the Mexican
government. Hence, all immigration issues affecting
Mexico must be seen in the larger context of U.S.
foreign policy. It would probably be advantageous toexplore with the Mexican government whether desirable
"trade-offs" are possible, such as increasing:the
ceiling on permanent immigration in return for some
Mexican control over the undocumented.

c) The prospects for any near-term substantial lessening
of pressure for emigration to the U.S. because of a
Substantial..improvement in employment conditions_in
Mexico is highly unlikely, the prospective investment
boom there notwithstanding. Htnce, the U.S: must be
cautious of how much the MexiOan government can do to
slow the outflow even if it were willing to try to doso.

d) The lack of access to social and health services for
the children of tlie undocumented in the U.S. should be
a matter of growing concern if we are to avoid breeding

e generation of quasi-outcasts. The federal
government, working with the key states in which the
undocumented cluster should explore how these potentially
serious *secondary" efforts can be moderated.

'e) In the face of overwhelming
pressures being exerted fromsouth of the border for people to continue to seek

temporary or permanent jobs in the U.S. and with such
Jobe being available by,virtue

of the preferences of U.S.
employers (or usually an admixture of the two) it is
unlikely, that any one or several approaches--employer
liability, improved Social Security identification,
tighter border controls, cooperative arrangements withthe Mexican government, etc.--will significantly alter
the flow in the absence of draconian interventions which
at present do not have the support of the U.S. public.
It may be best, as in the case of welfare reform and
national health insurance, to take -one step at a time
rbcognizing that "total" answers cannot be developed.

f)- Since the preference of U.S. employers for undocumented
workers reflects their beLief that they stand to gain
from Ipch action on the grounds of lower wages,
sub-standard working conditions, higher productivity,
less danger of trade union organization, a majoral ern approach for the federal governhont to pursue

I
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is to step up substantially labor standards, inspections
ols. In this undertaking the trade unions

ould prove to be a potent ally.

g) The filiation was explored whether the U.S. should move
to establish a large 'guest worker' program along the
lines that most European countries resorted to after
world Ilex II in the hope and expectation that such a'
program would reduce the inflow of undocumented workers.
My first reactions are definitely opposed to such an
approach on the grounds that the .federal government ,
should not become involved on a much laiger scale in,,
"regulated* labor market transactions; that such a

-program is not needed; and that even if it temp:
introduced it might result in an addition toAllimther
than a substitute,for, the undocumented.

S. It is my ntention, as I inforied the participants in the
semina , to make a copy of this letter available to them.
I will request that they comment on any and all of the
issues'identified. As soon as the replies are in hand,
I will consolidate the replies and make them available to
you for your furthet consideration and guidance.

I hope that you and your staff will flea Dr. Reubens' forththoming
report-and this letter of help as you continue to seek better'
ways bf dealing with these complex issues. If you think that the
Commission can be of any further help please let me know.

Sincerely,

ELI GINZSERG
Chairman

rnclosures 7
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Summary of a
on

Seminar

Immigration and EmploymentPolicies

March 23, 1979

Eli Ginzberg
Chairman

National Commission
for

ManpoWer Policy

'4

For the first time in the experience of the National Commission
for Manpower Policy I find myself unable to provide a summary
for the day's discussion. The reason is self-evident. We
'were not able to reach agreement, not even to reach consensus,
about the Critical questions to be asked, much less how they
Wert to answered. Accordingly lomat follow an alteinative

The one I have chosen is to formulate a set of
itioes about immigrgiion and manpower policy, as reflected

sn y's discussion, which,will seek %,.0 explain the underlying
reasons fot the wide differences along ds. Further, speaking
only for myielfand not as Chairman of the Commission - -I will
suggest 'the-policy lessons that / draw from these differences.
To keep my account sharp and focused'I will set forth my several
propositions without elaboration. You will be able to fill in
the details:

1. The defects in the current operation of `Our immigration
laws and administration cover a very wide range, from
contributing tothe worsening of employment conditions
for U.S. citizens trapped in secondary labor markets to
deOriving tAe children of illegal immigrants of essential
health and telated services to their hurt and that of
the larger society.

But I suggested earlier and now repeat wiev emphasis that
'we may face at the present time-and possibly for some
tine'to comedisagreements among,the body politic over
wades, politics, economics, civil rit as they impinge
on the immigration arena that make it likely, nay

4 impossible, to reach the consensus required to write new
lairs and regulailons that would improve the admittedly
unsatisfactory conditions that exist,and,that in the
absencWof societal intervention will continue to exist.

t
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But a policy of non-intervention need not necessarily INIV't
viewed as clearly inferior to one of intervention. IN
acknowledged that from many points of view the innigrat
reforms of,1965 contined many good points and it is not, s)

only possible, but likely, that if no clear-eutpUblie 1

consensus ekists, i.ecoureeetO 1 elation could result im
losing the earlier gains without ones being achieved.
I submit that this danger exists not only in the field ofeltZ
immigration but also in other social conflicteareas IWO%
as national health ,insurance and welfare reform. Difficult
as it is to accept, there are times in the life, of.*
democracy where it may be pfeferablelto suffer the current,
often seriously flawed, extipt system than to venture upon
significant legislative reforms without a preexisting
coalition.

2. All policy alternatives must be viewed within the context
of a grievous lack of reliable information, a gap which in
the nature of the case is,aikely to remain wide no matter

Wow large a research program is launched. C011ecting
information about illegal activities is, by nature of the
inquiry, largely doomed 65 non-cooperation from the people
best positioned to provide the required inputs. Consider
what we don't know about'the,size and distribution of
earnings and other income from illicit and illegal
activities, a subject that has long interested me.

In the face of such an appalling lack of reliable infor-
mation--in which the estimates of the total number of
illegals varx_by 300 to 400 percentkit seems to me to be
the better pi-ft of wisdom (and caution) to proceed modestly
in recommending new, especially radical forms of societal
intervention. The consequences of our new proposals may,
turn out to be substantially different from what we
anticipate. In such a problematic situation we should move
with caution and restraint. I follow that school of
medicine which believes that one must take care not to make
bad worse in an effort to make it better.

3. Despite the paucity of reliable data the confereestitcluded
that the proportion of Mexicans among the,illegals could not
be less than 601 and might possibly approach 90%. This'
high ratio underscores the importance of formulating
immigration policy with an eye ,fo "the values of the Chicano
.population On the one hand and the Mexican gosiernment and
people on the other. Neglect of either will result in
inevitable failure.

4
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Clearly U.S.-Mexican relations leave considerable to be
desired and in the face of our worsening oil crisis it
is essential.that the U.S. do what it can to improve the
short and long term relations with our Southern neighbor.
Further constraints that must be faced arethe high
underemployment and unemployment-ptqs in Mexico and the
near certainty that they will remain high over the next
decade or two, no matter what development policy Mexico
pursues. Accordingly, the pressure on Mexicans to cross
the border for work and income will remain high, come whatmay:-

Even if it were possible for the U.S. and Mexican
governments to work out some complex arrangements
involving people, dollars, oil and border cooperation
it is questionable whether the Mexiban,government, faced
with such severe internal pressures could play an active
role in helping'to seal its border. And in the absence
of such cooperation it is doubtful that the U.S. acting
alone could succeed.

A possible alternative might be for some special status
for the 'border area. People and goods now flow 'back
and forth. A serious effort might be made to increase
U.S. productiOn south of the border with an aim of cutting
the large flings of Mexicans to the U.S. Whether such a
radical 'free zone' would be feasible and whether it
would alleviate rather than worsen the current situation
would have to be carefully appraised prior to'starting to
move down this route.

40'4. Important as the area on both sides of theiMexican-U.S.
border is, the fact remains that the question of illegals
in fog: differs substantially from that prevailing in
Cali ia, the interior cities, and the Northeast.
Hence the formulation of sQuns policy becomes that much
more complex because while certain aspects of the problem
may be common to all flows, many others are quite distinct.
In the absence of micro-labor market studies-we are likely
to make serious misjudgments:

.

5. With respect to the H-2 issue, the beginning of wisdom is
recognized that farmers are a vocal political force and
that one should not tangle with them unless one-must,
because of their ability to weaken those in office who

, 'oppose them. It seems to me therifore the better part of
wisdom for.the Secretary of Labor to suffer with the
present awkward program rather than to attempt any radidal

. '
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ail oat would bring these small butspqwerful special

Y% . *t group' down on him. On the other hand,.he would
advised to try to hold the line since whatever

p/wipdaticns'hs. are likely to lead to further
di under the rubric, *what have you done for me ).ately."

4

10;,,019. Of the issues that was touched upom.in our discussions
but which remained scure was the backup in Central and
10UXA America of tial immigrants to, the U.S; It
sakes a great deal f difference whether we assume that
there May be several hundred thousand awaiting, an,
opportunity to comb to the U.S. or whether the figure bet
placed in the multi - millions. ;Prom what little I know
About conditions in the Caribbean; I would assume that the
proportion of locals interested in coming North, at least
fox a time, is considerable: But the critical pool, about
which I know very little, are the much larger countries of
Latin America. And the problem is further complicated by
the fact that much of their flow is via Puerto Rico and
Mexico into the U.S. At a minimum, U.S. policy Should be
cautious about sending out any pew signals that might be
misinterpreted brthese potentials and that could accelerate
the inflow.

220
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7. The last point that emerged was the urgent need for more
federal-state cooperation and more inter-federal agency
cooperationato reduce the neglect that theNmany children
of illegals)now suffer out of the fear of their parents to
seek public services when they nedd them. It is improper,
nay indecent, that our affluent doonomy and society should
not be able to prevent such inhumalAy.

The fortgoing seven propoiitiond can beoummarized as follows:
dr

---Until current disagreements are narrowed, no effort
should be made to undertake a large-scale revision
of the immigration` laws and procedures.

--The foregoing Approach is reinforced by the absence
of reliable information, the improvement of which
will inevitably be slow.

,
--Immigration policy in the future *1st be viewed

within the context of U.S.-Mexican, foreign policy,
improvement.

---One must avoid genera).isipg about the problems of
illegals in different areas of the country.

A,
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- --With respect to.H-2 it is probably preferable for
the Secretary of Labor to with the present .

systemi;

---The potential inflow from'-the Caribbean and Latin
America needs to be more carefully assessed. P

- - -It is highly desirable for U.S. (federal and state)
governments to facilitatebthe receipt by children
of illegals of basic health', welfare, and
educational services.

ti,
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GUESTWORKERS: LESSONS FROM

WESITRN EUROPE

;
; PHILIP L. MARTIN and MARK J. MILLI
I -II

I
I

Thu afticle appraises the pouvrae guestwoilter programs in. France.
witzesland, and the Federal Republic of Germany in light of the proposal

that a similar program be adopted in the thuted States. The authors agree
that these programs provided significant short-term economic benefits in
meeting the labor shortages experienced in Western Europe until recently. '
These programs also created several serious problems, however, leading the

,authors to conclude that a large-scale American temporary worker prOgram
. (I) tray reduce but not end illegal inimigration:(2)will evolve into a resident.

not short-terrn, worker Progrfiri: (3) is likely to Produce disalininauon
against migrant workers; (4) will not improve US. relations with labor-
source countries; and (5) will exacerbate the employment problems of
American minorities...

A US:Gt.-X.0A temporary work program
for aliens, similar to European guest-

worker programs,. has recently been ad-
vocated as one answer to the U.S. "illegal
alien ,prqklem."1 This study seeks to.pro-
vide ar understanding of the pot tt op-
,tiosu open to the United States, and their
likely consequences if adopted, on the basis
of the Western European experience with

Pliihp L. Martin is an assistant professor in the
Deportment clApiadturad Economia at the Unmet-
uty of California-Davis and Mark J. Miller is an axis.
ant lade:mein the Department of Polintal Soence at
the University ci Delaware. Thu article is a product
research supported by the German Marshall Fund of
the United Stases. The author appreciate the com-
ments of Dand Yeas. This is Guratuu Foundation
Paper 56a.

gawks Italy and Edwin Reuben, are two of the
more pronunent exponents ci an expanded American
guestworka policy. SeeCharles II teely, U.S imms
patron: A Poky Analysu (New York: Population
Courted Public Issues Paper, 1979T and timbals's
letter to The bleirYork Tunes (Aped 22, 1979).

guestworker policies? Since over three-
quarters of all alien workers and their de-
pendents in Western Europe live in France,
Switzerland, and the Federal Republic of
Germany, the scope of comparison is lim-
ited in the interest of parsimony to the three
major European importers of alien workers.

rFhe term. guest worker policy. refers to govern-
mental measures that permit aliens to be introduced
into the labor market with the expectation that the
aliens will not become rinse= and will eventually re-
turn bane. Guestwaker is a literal translation of the
German word Gazzarboter and has a speafically Ger-
man connaanon. Many Frenchmen and Swiss would
obion. undoubtedly, to a description of their alien
work forces as guestworkers because of the negative
cortnotanon that this term has taken on. The most
frequently used terms an France and Switzerland are
intatilleur amsges and Frrindarbeuer, rftpecovely.
These terms are best translated into English as foreign
worker. For the purposes of this study, however, the
terms foreign worker and guestworker will be used
tachangeably even when referring to Swittertandand
France.

Industrial and Labor Relissoos Ronny, Vol. SS, No. S (April 1900). 0 1900 by Cornell University.

0019-79,940/1303-031530033

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holdsr from Industrial

and Labor Relations Review, v. 33, no. 3, Apr. 1980: 315-330:
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316 INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS REVIEW .

The Formation of Postwai
Guestworkez Policies

The major legacy of the interwar years
for the question of migration was a general-
ized fear of return to the massive unemploy-
ment of the Great Depression This fear was
one of the major reasons why alien workers
could be conceived of only as a temporary
complement to the indigenous work force.
It was assumed'that alien workers would
return home in umes of recession as most
had in the 1930s. Western European ex-
pectations concerning temporary alien
workers were, in a sense, confounded by
their own.remarkable postwar economic
development. .

The. postwar phenomenon of massive re-
course to guestworkers occurred earliest in
Switzerland. Swiss guestworker policy
emerged unplanned as a series of pragmatic,
stop-gap responses to persistent labor short-
ages.' Although generally uneasy over the
invoduction of guestworkers. Swiss labor
did 'not oppose the policy. The hallmark of
Swiss policy since its inception has been
that guestworkers are a complementary
work force pro(nding manpower elasticity
in periods of economic expansion as well as
a buffer for indigenous labor in periods of
recession. Swiss officials never have con-
sidered their insular. yet pluralistic, moun-
tain confederacy to bean immigration coun-
11,-

Germany, too, did not consider itself to be
an immigration country. The influx of
guesiworkers into Germany took on massive
proportions only after the construction of
Use Berlin Wall in 1961.s Yet, the advent of

'Dents Maillat. "L'immgratron en Suisse Emitu
non de la poltuque eunnugranon et cornequences
econommues." tp,Phillppe j Bernard. ed.. Les TN-
wilkurs Strangers en Europe Occdentale (Pans.
Mouton and Co. 19761, pp 105-119

'Recently Swiss Mk-aft have begun to consider
facilitating natural:noon as a partial solution to their
gureworker problem. Naiwaluation-barners for ITIl
gram children born in Switzerland. most notably. have

-eased, See Federation sunie des bourgeoises and
mission Federate Consultative pow le Probleme
Etrangers. Les Etuinges dens la Commune

Swiss Government, 1979). pp '60 -61
04'pm:ow decade. the expanding manpower

of the German economy largely had been saus.
cficel by repatriated ethnic Germans. Stephen Caine.

and Godyla Kosack. immigrant Workers and Clan

German guestworker policy in the postwar
era can be traced back to 1955 when several
thousand Italian farmworkers were granted
temporary work permits.' ,As in Switzer-
land, Lerman business, labor, and public
officials envisaged the guestworker program,
as an ephemeral measure designed to al-
leviate economically harmful labor short-
ages.

The major comparative difference be-
tween France And its eastern neighbors in
the realm of migration is that France con-
sidakuself to be an immigration country
and Was a tradition of assimilation Due to
the cQmparauvely early decline in the
French birth rate, French governments long
have worried about what they call their
"demograt3hic insufficiency " In the years
immediately following World War II, sev-
eral French governmental agencies recom-
mended that massive immigration be pro-
moted as part of a long-term manpower and
repopulation strategy' Thus, permanent,
instead of temporary, labor migration was
to be officially encouraged.

France, though, always has conceived of
its policy on this subject as one ye
immigration The government, ed
"unassimiliable" elements of the ork
force as temporary' When a huge influx of
foreigners occurred in the 1960s, most of
the migrants were not introduced through
the regular channels of the government im-
migration program Rather, the influx was a
largely unorganized response to attrac-
tive employment opportunities in France.
Most of the migrants came not as permanent
residents but as temporary workers, as in the
Swiss and German cases.

The formation of guestworker policies in
Western Europe, then, was largely a by-
product of postwar economic expansion.

Structure rn.,Western Europe (London. Orford
verity Press. 1975), p 39 It MU only in 1978 that
Chancellor Schmidt deemed the long.sundtmg pen .
ople. "DeuuchLspd iu kern Einivanderungslanct no
longer appropriate

GB Report. Vol I. No 2 0974 p 12 ;
'Georges Taptnos, LImmtvanon drangere, en

France 1916.1974 (Pans Presses Untvennanet de
France. 1975), pp 13- IS

Histd.. pp 18 -19 "Unasstmillable" foreigners were,
mainly North Ai nan while Italians. Portuguese, and
Spaniards were considered "assimilable

229
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With the limited excel:slop of the French
case, guestworker policies were a response
to the exigencies of the economy. The in-
auguration of guestworker programs was
not preceded by great public policy debates.
Rather, little significance was attached to
these policies. Guestworker programs were
initiated in spite of a public climate gener-
ally hostile to the idea of bringing in foreign
workers. However, the .assumption that
these workers would only be temporary and,
therefore, could be sent home in the event of
an. economic downturn,aliayed fears of
labor.

The inauguration of guestworker poli-
cies, of course, was predicated upon an abun-
dant supply of foreign workers who would
be willing jo leave their homelands As labor
reservoirs Ik She labor-exporting countries
closest to Western Europe dried up, foreign
workers came increasing distances, both
physically and soczo-culturally. When
guestworker polyaes were being formed,
however, little thought was given to poten-
tial integration problems To paraphrase
the noted Swiss author Max Frisch, the
Western Europeans asked for a temporary
work foice, but they got men 9 This funda-
mental miscalculation became obvious
through time with the implementation of
guestworker policies.

Administrative Structures and
Policy Implementation

.Employers,in Switzerland were permitted
to contract directly with foreign workers,
who were then granted a work and residency
permit. Up td 1960 practically all foreigners
with valid contracts were given residency
authorization. In the early 1960s, however,

es. the rapid increase in the number of guest-
workers led to fear of loss of national iden-
tity and the government hands-off policy
came to an end. Increasingly, xenophobic
elements in the Swiss population and or-
ganized labor derankl that the govern-
ment intervene to stabilize and then reduce
the foreign population, which they judged

sated by Klaus Leffingliausen. "Wirtschaftieth.
oche Aspekte fuer lokak Aktionen." m Rene Lender
d&11 and Horst Zilleren. eds.. Gastatbiner.Mstbuer
see (Gelnhausen: Burdthardshaus 1971), p. 192.

2 ;3 ()

to be excessive.
In the face of a national referendum

against its policies in 100, the Swiss Federal
Council declared a ceiling on the total num-
ber of residency permits that would be au-
thoring and established yearly quotas of
residencyOlViits for each canton Still, the
number of guestworkers grew as the increas-
ingly large number of foreigners who had
been there over ten years came to be regarded
as permanent residents and were therefore
subtracted from the yearly quotas. In 1975
the Federal Council decreed that the quotas
of annual work permits allotted to each can-
ton would be cut by two-thirds -1D This pol-
icy initiative had the desired effect of re-
ducing the number of foreigners employed,
but the foreign share of the total pOpulation
remained steady as the arrwal of guest-
worker dependents compensated for the
drop in foreign workers.

In contrast to the Swiss, the French and
Germans gave monopolies over the intro-
ducuon of foreign workers to governmental
agencies, the National Immigration Office
and the Federal Labor Institute, respec-
tively. Employer requests for guestworkers
were processed by these agencies, which
then recruited workers abroad. Through bi-
lateral treaty arrangements, satellite offices
were established in labor source countries
Guestworkers were selected from lists of
names submitted by labor officials in the
countries of recruitment. The transporta-
tion of the workers was arranged by the two
governments as part of the fee paid by em-
ployers.

Unlikee French, the Germans have
never.itted the "regularization" or
post facto legalization of false tourists. Ger-
man policy was predicated upon the notion
that guestworker employment should be a
function of the labor market situation and
economic conditions." Thus, there were no
efforts to place ye-ally limits on the numbers
of foreigners lRred until 1973 when a ban
was placed on'all further recruitment.

"Systerle crObserya non Permanente des migrations
(SOPENH). 1975 Report (Paris OECD, 1975). p 45

"Reinhard Loh:mann. "La Regimentation de
Flmmigration nrangere en RFA et sea implications
pohtiques," in Bernard. Les Travadleurs &rangers en
Europe Oendensale, p 35i
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The year 1970 marked an impor#ttt step
in the evolution of German guestworker
policy in respect to the welfare of migrants.
For the first time, the government recog-
nized that the foreign workers were some-
thing more than a "temporary" work force.
This acknowledgment was accompanied by
a broad program to foster the social Integra-
uon of these workers. In part due to the
growing number of foreign trade unionists,
organized labor led resistance to the efforts
of conservatives to enforce the original
"temporary" spirit of the guestworker pro-
gram. The governmental decision to halt
the guestworker program in 1973 funda-
mentally reflected labor's demands that the
further introduction of guestworkers be
restricted while the lot of those already in
Germany be improved.

The postwar eyoludon of French policy
implementation in the area of migration
breaks down into several distinct phases. In
the first decade after the war, the French
aim -so promote selective immigration was
!arid)", frustrated by their granting Algerian
Arabs increased access to the labor market of
metropolitan France starting in 1947.12
Cumbersome piroasclures of the National
Immigration Office I(ONI is the French
aaonym) and the bad reputation that it
earned for its poor reception of migrants led
employers to try to circumvent the ONI
channel. Many employers began hiring
illegal aliens or "false tourists" on the spot.
ONI deficienaes led to a vicious circle of
irregular labor introduction and post facto
regularization, which prevailed during (rd
contributed to) the enormous foreign
worker influx of the 1960s. By 1968, hi)ly
82 percent of all officially registered migrant
workers had their status legalized de facto."
In effect, despite the semblance of an or-
ganized program for labor migration to
France, a de facto policy of benign neglect
was followed by the government, Laberani-
gration generally was uncontrolled and
spontaneous.

17ipt Vsountgranon etrangete en France, pp.
33 -N. prompted henry Influx of Algerians to
Fran & wham the French authorities had hoped to
swan Italian or Portuguese trontarinta

Mad., p. 87,

OR RELATIO

It was above all the festering social condi-
tions of foreign workers, aggravated by sen-
ous outbreaks of racial violence straining
French diplomatic relations, that prompted
a two-pronged governmental reform pro
gram in the early 1970s. First, the govern-
ment endeavored to assert its control over
the migratory flux by ending its practice of
post factbycgularization. Second, the gov-
ernment ahnounced knumber of programs
that were to ameliorate the social and

vieco-the government modified its view-
point

tus of migrants. Concurrently,

point toward immigration. It no longer
assumed that assimilation of foreign work-
ers was in the long-term interest of France.
Thus, the government began to promote a
policy of migrant return to the homelands,
an approach that borders on the notion of
rotation in explicit guestworker

Several, problems plagued implementa-
tion of hll three of the guestworker p
studiect First, Western Europeans had o
inkling of the administrative undertaking
the programs would entail. As problems
grew, new demands by societal interest
groups were made on policy makers. The
tightly arcurnsaibed number of interest
groups that constituted the critical audience
appraising the performance of administra-
tors in the first years of guestworker pro-
grams bad grown to encompass many major
social interest groups by the 1970s. The de-
velopment of comprehensive coordination
and consultation organisms through the
years illustrates the unanticipated

rn
prob-

These organisms tually brought to-
fes of comp tration involved.

gether trade union, business, civil rights,
social welfare, and religious representatives,
plus officials ,from virtually all- levels and
branches of government, in the effort to find
solutions to guestworker problems.

Second, all three governments were eriti7.
cited for their failure to live up to mart
and public apmiunenu concerning mi-
grants. Discrimination and the defiden-
jet of traiping programs for migrants par-

ticularly impaired bilateral relations be-
tween host and source societies." The per-

HltaloSwits relations, to esatopte. were *Mow*
lamed by alleged swiss neglect at migrant soda

231
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Table I. Foreign Labor's Importance in Selected German Settors, 1964 -75.
(Percent of Employment) :

1964 1963 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1975

Agriculture 03 04 95 04 , 0 4 05 07 09 10 1.1

Machine mots.
Auto assembly 2.5 30 33 2.8 38 49 60 6.0 62
Comutenon 78 87 90 ,66 66 90 12.8 16.1 178 12.4

Sernces 37 44 53 55 54 63 77 96 113 12.8

Source R Leupolcit and K. Erman, Arbensmarkamtutiche Zahien in Zeureshent arm Nurnberg Institut fur
Arbesurrarkt and Beruhforschung, Rundesanualt Fuer A:ben (BFA). 1978), pp. 67 and 98

vasive spt/ctacle of guestworker slums, ex-
ploitation by unscrupulous employers,
and racist outrages, embarrassed govern-
ments domestically and alienated foreign-
eiiabroad. The governments were of ten sin-
cere in their attempts to provide safeguard
and training, but such provision proved to
be agonizingly difficult to enforce

A third general problem encountered in
the implementation of guestworket policies
was the confusion created by the myriad
statutes and treaties regulating the sojourn
of guestworkers The diverse status of guest-
workers, especially in France, complicated
administrative protedures and invited mis-
understanding of goJernmental policies
even though there was a discernible trend,
throughout the postwar era toward uniform
treatment of migrants whatever their status
This was partially due to pressure of inter-
national organizations that recommended
guidelines for guestworker policies. In
France and Germany. a tendency emerged to
treat all guestworken like European Eco-
nomic-Community (EEC) nationals," who
were to have social and economic nghts sim-
ilar to those of native workers. Thus, the
presSure was toward liberalization of the
status of migrants.

All of these shared difficulties were corol-
lanes of the underlying problem causecj by

conditions &Manly. Franco-Algerian relations were
exacerbated by the French fail& to unplement prom
lied manpower training programs

"Ankles 48 and 49 of the Treaty of Rome. the legal
basis of the EEC. stipulated that there be no disarm
Mills based on nationality in employment among
the member states 6

an ever-growing demand for guestworkers
once the programs began. Initially con
ceived as an expedient way to relieve "tem-
porary" manpower shortages, recourse to
guestworkers led to ever grr dependence
upod foreign labor, espely as native
workers began to shun low-paying, physi-
cally ardubus jobs "Table I illustrates the
phenomenon of foreign. worker replace-
ment of native workers through ume in
selected Industries in Germany.

Sociololitical factors were undoubtedly
as important as economic ones in leading
native workers to spurn low-skilled and
physically taxing jobs. First, native workers
were unencumbered by emppyrnent restnc-
tions "Kionty to indigenous labor -. poli -
cies gave native workers preference over
equally qualified foreigners. As economic
expansion opened up new job ortunities
in tertiary industries, providing 've blue-
collar workers access to socially ore es-
teemed jobs, dependency on foreign workers
for unskilled labor increased, as did the
social stigma that cameo beattached to4berc'

"'The widespread assumption in pourar Western
Europe that economic_boorn would give way to feces-
non cannot be overemphasized. Given pervasive un
certainty about then economic future, many EurorRan
employers were reluctant to invest in capital, which
represented a hied cost of producuon.regardlei's of
actual demands for the employer's output. These ens
ployers often believed. however, that workers, espec
sally foreign ones, could be released when they were no
longer needed at huge or no cost to chi nript4tr, The
social welfare state focces employers to share the costs
of native worker unemployment. of c5itirle. but ex-
clusions and rotation led to the widespread assump-
tion that foreign unemployment would impose few
costs on labor -host soothes.
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jobs they held. Certainly, the stigma arose
partially from disainfinauon or racism.
Whatever the' cause, native workers, pro-
tetted by "socially advanced" unemploy-
ment and welfare benefits, oldie to regard
many jobs employing large numbers, of
foreigners (especially construction, mining,
automobile assembly and hotel-restaurant
work) as too 'socially demeaning and ardt
ous to be acceptable for employment. As
such jobs were sbunned by native workers,
alien workers quicltly became indispensable
to employers, thus establishing themselves
as a structural, rather than temporary, com-
ponent of Western European economies.

Expectations of foreign worker rotation
lost out to humanitarian and economie
considerations. The forced rotation of for-
eign workers through denial of permit
newal came to be seen not only as wastEful
of training and adaptation time, but also as a.
cause of personal hardships for migrants
that were difficult to accept in the context 6
&Uropean welfare stked. Furtherm e,
guestworkers came to play such a vital I r-
force role that massive repatriation Would
have caused severe economic problems A
French government report in 1977 con-
cluded that large-sale rePatnation of for.-
eign workers there would cause, not de-
crease, considerable uamployment for
Frenchmen, contrary to the expressed vision
of advocates of foreign worker forced re-
patriation."

The self sustaining growth in depend-.
ency upon guestworkess, then, was the most
important unanticipated consequence of

. opening up employment to aliens. As guest -
worker employmeni grew, dependents
abroad increasingly joined foreign workers.
The FrenCh and Germans allowed depend-
ents in after a year's delay,7while, in Switzer-
land, foreign workerfhad to wait for ftheen
months before their families were permitted
to join them. With the addition of family
members, guestworker populations began
to sire more social: eventually
invo rig important Inlays for
social i structure. ' 're impor-

;rile report ti trferred to as "Le Pon ay" after
Amin Le Pon, Its mayor author See Le M (June
19 - 20. 1977). p 21

. .

40-

tantly, though, the decision- to introduce
guestworkers gave 4te in every country to

' novel integration problems and ritinority -
issues requiring governmental intaven-

. non. Despite their alien status, migrants
demanded representation and certain forms
of politi6al phrticipation. Guestworkers
began to participate in political parties,
trade unions, and their own autonomous
political organizations. Through various
forms of agitation, including strikes and
street prOtesu, guesnvdtkers were often
able to mobilize public support to influence
public affairs on their behalf. The political
activities of guestworkers. complicated bi-
lateral relations with homelands while elic-
iting an indigenous political backlash'

. against government migration policies.
Thus, there was a vast array of unantici-

pated demands made upon government that
can be traced to the-adoption of guestworker
programs. The cumulative impact' of these
various demantIs was twofold. As hidden
social, economic, and political dimensions
of guestworker programs became visibk,
they led to the demise of Western European
guestworker policies. By the time recruit-
ment was halted, however, many suppos-
edly "temporary" workers had earned the
right to permanent work permits. Conse-
quently, as a result of previous practice and
current policy, 'guestworkers in Western
Europe find themselves in limbo, -being
full-fledged citizens, neither of their home-
lands nor of the Western European coun-
tries in which they live.

Numbers, Characteristics, Distribution,
and Dtterminants I

The respective foreign work forces of the
three host countries are broken down i
Table 2 by nationality groups." Colonial

° legacies and geography have resulted in
diverse foreign work force composition
froth country to country These differences
have caused some policy variation among

tw
'4,,LSOPEMI, 1977 Report (Paris. OECD. 1978) Dug'

to statistical shortcomings stemming in pan from the
myriad work permits granted foreigners in France .

4k-specially those from ex-colonies). the French foreign
work force probably was underestimated by 4011,000 in
this report.

-33

1.
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Table 2. Employed Foreigners by Nauonality in
(Percent of Total Foreign Work Force)

EUROPE

1977.

321

Source Country France (%) Germany (4) Switzerland (%)

Algeria 331,100 (20 9) 1,4®
Morocco 152.300 ( 9 6) 15.600

Tunisia 73.000 ( 4.6) 12.000

Turkey 31200 ( 2.0) 527.500 (27.2) 15.168

Greece 178.800 ( 9.2) 5.165

Yugc:slavia 42200 ( ft) 390,100 (20.1) 24.110

Spain 204,000 (12.9) 111,000 ( 5 7) 68.884 (12)

Poctukalt 306.700 s(22.8j 63.600 ( 3 3) 4.144

199,200 (12 6) 276,490 (14 3) 261,566 '(48)

Taal 1,584,300 1.937.100 516,040'

'Does noPlnclude seasonal or frontier workers.
Source Systeme d'Observauon Permanence des Migrations. 1978 Report (Paris. OECD). p 3

the three host countries. Workers from ex-
colonies, for example, have enjoyed privi-
leges denied other foreign workers.

Foreign workers consututed a significant

(.." proportion of the total work force InFrance,
Germany, and Switzerland in 1976rang-
ing from)0 to 20 percentas is sh(swn in
Table 3. Tho data also show that guestwork-
ers there had considerably higher labor-
force participation rates than natives, in
fact, this difference was even more marked in

et years, before the massive family re-
unif uon that has recently occtkred.

T e relauve importance of the foreign
of the total population in these coun-

triesfrom 11.8 percent in France to 15.8 per-
cent in Switzerlandrepresents a demo-
graphic characteristic of considerable po-
liucal r tance." The foreign percentage
of ive bi in each of these countries is
al important. In France, the children of
foreigners represented 9.7 percent of all live
births in 1976, while in Germany and Swiu.

"Advanced industrial societies are aging loathes.
.Steadily declining birth rates and ever greater longev-
ity have significantly increased the proportional im-
porunce of advanced age cohorts in Western Europe
as in the United Stater, When this fact Is taken Into
consideration along with prolonged schooling and
lower retirement ages. it becomes apparent that a
relatively smaller active population is carrying an
ever greater burden in social secunty and educational
outlays Without the alien contribution to the active
population, alreadf strained social security systems
might collapse.

m

erland the rcentages were 16 and 29 5 per-
cent respectively." Some experts view thesea
guestworker birth rates with alarm, fearing
that over the long run this "second genera-
uon" of guestworkers will be the source of
social and poliucal unrest.

Also important in this respect are the
effects of family reunification As Table 4
indicates, there was a significant down-
ward trend in foreign worker employment
between 1973 and 1977, but the total foreign
populauons of the three countries have re-
mained almost steady. The expladation for
this apparent paradox is that family reuni-
ficauon has compensated for the decline in
gainfully employed foreigners in recent
years. Furthermore, family unification is
likely to continue for some time," and to
provide a steady supply of new guestworkers
as guestworker children enter the job mar-
ket. The children of guestworkers born 'in
Germany and Switzerland do not auto-
matically become citizens as they would in
the United States and foreign children born

"Sozialpohtuche Umschau, No. 14, 1978
l'As of 1976 one million dependents had been re,

united with guestworken in Germany since 1970, and
child support allowances were sell being paid out so
over I 1 million other dtpenderitsabroad. Presumably.
this latter group of children might also migrate to
Germany in the future As it was, the German govern-
ment estimated that 256.000 yobs would have to be
created for guestworker children over the period 1976
to 1981. See Inter Random. Soma Report (O9ober
'1976).

1 r
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Table 3. Foreign Workers as a Percentage of EconomicallyActive Populations in 1976.

France Germany . Switzerland

Tour Populanon
Total Work Force
Overall % of Active
Foreign Population
Foreign Weaker,
Foreign Acunty Rate
Foreign % of Total Pop.
Foreign % of ActiveTop.

52,841.746 61,542,000
, 22.133.600 26,696.000

419% 43 4%
4.125.000 4.090.000
1,900,000 2.171.000

46.1% 53.1%
7.8% 6 6%

10.9%. 9 7%

'Does not =luck seasonal or froct4orkerk
Sources: Socalpolituche Unatchau. No 14 (January 27,1978), p. 2andlattinational babas: Organua u

Yearbook of Labor Statutes (Genera. ILO, 1978). pp 39. 40,and43-

6.269,783
2.995,777

478%
1.013.000

533,000'
556%
158%
198%

in France have the option of declaring citi-
zenship upon their majority.

The- fact that so many foreigners have
remained employed in spite of the European
recession in recent years confirms the struc-
tural role 'of guestworker employment an
the advanced industrial countries of West-
ern Europe. While it is conceivable that
Western European governments might suc-
ceed in substituting the indigenous unem-
ployed for guestworkers, it is highly un-
likely. Increasingly attractive alternatives
for native workers reinforce their unwilling-

Table The Evolution of Foreign
Employment and Total Populations,

1974 1977,

Year
Foreigners
Employed

Total
Ferrety;

Population

1974
1975
1976.
1977

France
1.900,000

.1.900,000
1,581,000
1.584.000

1,038,000
4.106.000
4,205,000
4.237,b00

Germany
1974 2.360,003 4,127.000
1975 2.171,000 4.009.000
1976 1.937,100 3,948.000

,I, 1977 --- 1.888.600 3.94&000

Switzerland
1974 593,000 1.064,000
1975 553.000 1,012,000
1976 516,000 958.090
1977 492.800 932.000

1977

new to accept "degrading" work and appear
to augur continuing dependence upon
guestworkers. A Malian employee of the
Parisian subway succinctly made the point.
When asked if he feared losing hu job be-
cause of his participation in a strike, he de-
clared, "The last thing I worry about is los-

my job to a Frenchman. No Frenchman
;you'd do what I do for what I get pard."22
Thus, it is above all the nature of work done
by foreigners and the relatively low wages
they receive for it that snakes it unlikely
that the current dependence upon guest-
workers will be reversed in the foreseeable
future.

Furthermore, many guestworkers have
lived in Western Europe long enough to ob-
tain permanent residency rights. Those
workers usually cannot be sent home
against their will because of EEC and bi-
lateral treaty pro;isions. It is estimated,
however, that two million foreigners lost
their jobs or returned home during the cur-
rent recession. Most remdining guestwork-
ers are long-term residents." but not citi-
zens. Access to citizenship varies 'signifi-
cantly among the three countries. France
hatrelatively open access, but Germany and
Switzerland do not." In all three countries,

"The New York Tunes (July 7, 1977). P. k2.
"W. R. Boehning. "international Migration in

Western Europ Reflections on the P431 Five Years,"
Internattonal Labour Review, Vol 118, No 4, (July.
August 1979), p 401.

"The relative ease of access to citizenship in France
is most apparent to the Shorter ume pjnocl it takes to
qualifylor citizenship there. France requires that a for
signer reside on its -territory for only five years before

2 3.5
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many migrants who qualify for citizenship
do. notask for it There are several reasons for
this. First, and foremost, the immigrants
believe that eventually they will return to
their homeland. Second, their/perception
of the host society is of a hostile environ-
ment, and, third, active homeland govern-
ment policies encourage them ao
homeland idenuficauon.

EcUisornic Issues

The percentage of foreign workers en-
gaged in each sector of the econonly
shown in Table0S. Compared to the in en-
ous work fora, foreigners are dispropor-
tionately concentrated in the industrial
sector

Table 5 Foreign Employment by Sector
in 1976 (as a Percentage of Total .

Foreign Employment).

Sector France Germany Switzerland

Agriculture 5.7 I 0 I 0
Industry SS 7 62 6 45 0
!Wilding 26.8 11.2 113
Commerce 6.6 61 13.3
Sernas 19 7 15,2 27 0
Transport 23 rl a. 2.6

Sources SOPEMI, 1977 Report, and Department
Federal de !Economic Publique. 1.4 Et0120MItpat,
(Rem, April, 1977), Tab11474.2. p. 1!9

qualifying for atnenship Germany requires ten
years and Switzerland twelve Admmturauvely. France
has the easiest naturalization procedure. very few
qualified foressnm art denied atuenstop. and al-
though a moderate tax may be messed. French prac-
tice is to give conuderat
means" In Switzerland.
is awealvied through a
the commune grants

to foreigners of "modest
the other hand. a usenship

pleated system under which
right to atuendup but this

grant must t ratified by the cintonal and federal
The cdmplexity o( the system and the

amount of the tax that must be paid in some cantons
and communes result in a reel low overall naturaliza-
tion rate for foreigners, less than one percent for 1975
In Germany, even a ten-year residency does MI give
foetigners a "eight'. to ausenship German officials
have thscretson as to whether to grant ausenship to a
petitioner Since German .policy until Just recently
has been basis) on the principle that Germany ought
not so become an immigration country, only a handful
of guestworkets acquire citizenship each year

. Although foreign employees may legally
hold professional or other white-collar jobs,
about 90 percent-are manual workers.2$ One
reason for this occupational andindAnal
distribution is that the work permits avail-
able to non-EEC guestworkers tie them to a
specified job with a given employeeduring
the first year of their employment!' Sinse
manufacturing, construction, and servlbe
employers were most active in recruiting
guestworkers, concentration. of foreign

njn France and Germany, data are available on the
breakdown of foiagn employees by job clabsification

=aarefor 1975 while the German are foe 1972.
«conceive status respecu.dy. the F:reich

Frame German"
Prof...novo (S) Sono-Exononue Swig el)
Agnoiltural Workers 4 4 Non-Manual 3.0
Employers 5 4 Skilled Manual.' 210
Qualified Workers 229 Semi - Skilled Manual 410
Manual Lakoren 190 Unskilled Manual 23.0
Service Waken 6.9 Apprenticeate, III.
Sources. SOP2111. 1977 Report and Ray Rot. Gueuloorim in
Goma, (Nov York. Praeger. 15015). pp 122 -23

NNon EC foreign viorkers in France. with the
major of Algerians, receive three-year work
and m permits after the first year These three.
year its still limit foreign workers to one proles.
scion and e region but the permit holder can move
from job to job witlim hp or her profession. Alter ten
years of pelisut iv139..1 or conthMotts tressdency,
foreign workers qualify for "pnvikged" otmethrunly
nonnvocable raudency penruts and (prior to 1975)
foe a permanent work permit valid everywhere ui
France foe the worker's profession.

In Germany, non -EEC guauvorkers ve two.
year work and l i n d e n e r t e n r u u v o n piraoon of-
their initial o n t y e a permits. Their of move-
ment was linuted for a few years (I
administrative restriction prohthrun
flux of foreigners !nip severaltipayor a ter their
first year of residence GerrnahYorer are free
to change employers. Af ter five years of renewal
(consistent with OECD,, recomroendationsl, foreign
'worker receive fivelear Work and residency permits.
*Ater ten years, foreign workersire eligible for perms,
rent wciek and residency authorization .

to review foreigrbwor
perm 10truar to Ira ratio{
dency. fie sera rKel
Fora change 'Pro

in
five

till Perrnsts then pe

ts.
re

foe which
receives

10tIgtd foe
year per &ambers hairmewal isno

her ten years, nonrevocabk
Pendent strain is ai;eRklfe4but tIvauthonzation is soli
valid for only one can (unless a hvguest to move is
accepted ly until:ewes in Avotha canton) job re-
strictions ate clopped for ptitnent resident aliens

1
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workers in those industries is not surprising.
Over time, however, the guestworkers oc-
cupational and industrial distribution
comes to more closely resemble that of the
native population."

The speed with which occupational and
industrial- structures" will or should con-

, verge is a matter of current debate. Some ob-
servers believe that ".positive discrimina-
tion" or affirmative action is necessary to
expedite economic convergence." Current
integration policies largely take a long-run
approach, implicitly assuming that -con-
vergence can be more efficiently achieved
by educatIrk the second geneption for-
eigners-now in the yhool systeffi.

The ultimate fatW guestworkers rests in
part on the seasons for first introducing
alien workers. Within many European firms
wage schedules preserve relatively, fixed
differentials over time. In the 1960s, an in-
sufficient

1:2 ry
nun: of applicants appeared

lowerfor tow (wage and status) jobs,
such as assernjily line workers in manufac-
turing and laborers in construction. Em-
ployers could e attempted to attract ap-
plicants to these 1 category jobs by re-
vamping their wage ules, but union
agreements and,tradition would havf made
'ma-establishment changei in wage 'dif-
ferentials difficult to effect. Instead of re-
vamping wage schedules, employers pre-
ferred to import guestworkers, finding it
cheaper even though government fees and
housing, transportation, and interpreter
services imposed additional costs for each
alien hired.

Under the - circumstances, employer sav-
ings could be considerable: Suppose a man-
ufacturer had 1000 job slots and 50 low level
vacancies. tethe current wages had been $5

rrbesween 1975 and 1979, foe example. the labor-
force pantapauon rates of foreign populations de
dined and began to approach those of indigenous
populations as a result of families Joining foreign
workers who stayed on Indefinitely Specifically, in
1973. then were roughly wven million foreign warier'
and five million dependents throughout Western
Europe, whereas in 1979 it was the reverse five million
foreign woikers and seven million dependents
SOPEN11. /973 Report and 1979 Report (Pam. OECD.
1975 and 1979)

"Le Monde (Mardi 73 26, 1973). p

OR RELATIONS REVIEW

' to $15 per hour and the 50 vacancies could
have been filled with natives if the lowest
wage were raised from $5 to $7 per hour, why
would the employer have imported,
foreigners? The answer, of course, is that if
tlie wage structure were rigid, the total
marginal costs of filling the 50 vacancies
would not have been only $100(50 vacancies
'x $2 per hour) it would rather have been
$2000 (or more) per hour because all
differentials up the wage hierarchy would
have to have been preserved." Thus,
employers capable of !Sassing toy future in- ,

frastructure and settlement costs to society-
-at-large were clearly rational when prefer-
ring aliens to potential native recruits.

A reliance on foreigners to avoid wage
restructuring allows differentials between
traditional and expanding sectors to en
courage even more exodus than would
otherwise occur of native workers from tra-
ditional sectors that are short of labor. As a
result, labor-importing societies place
themselves on a labor-importation tread-
mill. To avoid costly restructuring, foreign-
ers are impor ted. The availability of foreign-
ers lowers incentives to restructure wages
and working conditions. The widening
gulf between labar-ihort and expanding
sectors encourages a faster native exodus and
even more "labor shortages " The net result
is an especially rapid concentration of guest-
workers in declining sectors, which tends to
preserve the initial occupational and indus-
trial distribution of those workers.

Over time, howeveh the extension of po-
litical rights and the foreigners'
of job and language ski .romotes
eigner-hative convergence n the labor mar-
ket. New economic iss then arise. Iniu-

t.

Wage hierarchies have t rrfe ef fects on the labor
costs that a mat .opionnt when trying to incrrase
employment In the mu case, the marginal
cost of luring the last (homogeneous) worker exceeds
the average Cell of labor because each worker under
monopsony a receiving only his or her reservation
wage. not the value of his« her marginal coninbutton
to pepduction To expand employment under suds
circumstances. the 17)600p$01111t must raise wages (to
all worker') in order to induce workers with higher
reservation wayieS to apply The wage hierarchy argu.
ITXT11 Is analogous. but now we expltatly permit work

lone heterogeneity and only require that reLame post.
tom in the hierarchy be maintained

2 3 "
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. ally, legally restricted guestworker; do not
displace natives, often, in fact, guestworkers
initially increase the employment security
and collective bargaining strength of com-
plementary (skilled) natives. Labor market
competition occurs law, ,when foreigners
attempt upward mobilif5, or recession limns
the number of jobs available ter both aliens
and nauves. Some observers feel that tAe
most severe labor nuiket competition will
come from" the second generationthe
children of guestworkers, who are educated

4 , in the labor-host country and are unwilling
to accept the low pay and low-status jobs
preViously sought so eagerly by their par-
ents." .

The low wages of foreign workers are not
controversial as long as foreigners are
viewed as temporary members of the host
society Even the foreigners themselves
initially see low-wage industnalued jobs as
far tilitn those available at home.
G or often work nights and week-
ends, u earning incomes that ex-
ceed of similarly situated natives.
However, the low wage rates attached to jobs
filleti\ky guestworkers, the cyclical sensi-
tivity of the manufacturing and construc-
tion sectors in which they are concentrated,
and their lack of income-producing assets,
ensure that most guestwor kers immain in the
lower tiers of their host-society's income
distribution. .

Guestworkers are concentrated not only
in certain industries but often within par-
ticular establishments. Some automobile
factories, for example, segregate workers by
nationality, using Turks on the assembly
line. Italians in skilled positions, and na-
tives in management. Foreigners are some-

times segregated from natives even when
they do similar work. Charges that this kg-
regatto reflects a deliberate p4kcy of pay-
In 4nen less for the same work have
s ked a variety of intraplant and intra-

*on disputes as well as a number of
strikes."

V

"See. (Of eitappk. Michael Pion. Birds at Passage
(New York.. Cambridge Umsersity Press, 1919)

"Mart Hildebrandt and Werner Olk. Mr Kamp(
tat Own Kempf Urine/ten. Urrtauf and Perspektsuen
curs Auslearsderstreau 1971 min BRD (01kribach.
Sorishatischea Item, 1970, pp. 79 - 87

s

many consequences of the est-
\ . . 0

The m
workers' role at the bottom of the la mar-
ket are certainly not devoid of poliu imp-
lications. The most appalling of these con-
sequences is the tremendously high accident
rate among.. aliens." The working condi-
uons of migrants and stresses placed upon
them are also reflected in th:ourctilLgsh rates of
tuberculosis and nervous di "These
conchtion,s frequently spark guestworker
protests, especially spontaneous strikes.

A second djtect consequence of the guest-
worker role At the Western European econ-
omies is LIi geographic concentration.
Guestworker populations .are clustered in
heavtly, industrialized urban areas with an
abundance of blue-collar jobs requinng
little or no skill " A sharp spatial cleavage
therefore separates orkm from the
indigenous populate . The result -has
been the developmen guestworker ghet,
toes throughout Western Europe: foreign
workers live in ethe cheapest, most partly
equipped, oldest, and most overcrowded
housing " Such housing breeds its attend-
ant social dysfunctions in Western Europe
just as it does elsewhere:

,. Sociopolitical Rights
Although guesiworker nghts are re-

stncted in comparison to those of amens,

"In France, guestworken, who made up less than 10
percent of the totarwork force, accounted foe 22.5 per.
cent of work:related anscknu in the tarty 1970t, when
about one foreign worker was killed on the Job each
day In Germany during the tame period, the fomgn
wake acaclent rate was 25 percent higher than the
rate for indigenous workers. CGTCFDT Press
Conference (Pans. Confederal Genera k du Travail.

February 17, 1975). annex 3, p 16 and Probternes
Economiques (Pans. La ution Francine.
November 29. 1972), p 1

"(Inutile Labonte. -F..1 ige Bemerkursgen rum
Arbestvertulten and rue Ar umonvation auslaend.
richer ArIxtur in der 3RD." i Arse Kddat and Yilnsas
Gerkan, ed.. internanonak *rem t'ebte Gana,
better (Berlin International titute for Conpaiatsve
Social Studies. 1975), pp -91

7;lorpin ennany, 50 per of the guntworker popu.
is concentrated on lee than 4 percent of the

territory, in France. 34,percent of the total foreign
population lives in the Pans lesion alone, and the
canton of Zurich has one-fifth of the total Swiss alien
population

"Castles and Kota& Imnurtnt Workers and
Clam Structure in Western Europe, pp 240- 317

re.
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legally introduced guesorkers and their
dependentAendit from a panoply of rights
Dssaeuonary prerogatives reserved to labor
and police officials, however. render mi-
grant rights problematical. Frequently, it
has been charged, the inferior legal - political
status of foragness (especially their expos-
ure to loss of residency rights) has resulted in
a foreign,worker quiescence and willingness
to I bide by normally unacceptable employer
demands. This was certainly somewhat
true in the early years of postwar migration..
However, this same inferiority status also
gave rise to militancy as foreign workers
became more aware of their rights and, as
discriminatory restncurms on them were
eroded. -

Guestworkers have virtually full union
nghts in law and in practice. They are free to
join existing unions and their membership
is encouraged by the unions themselves
Their participation in unions reflects pre-
vailing unionization patterns in therespec-

ve countries For example, since the overall
linionuation rate in Germany is compar
tively high, so is that of the Ganarbeiter
there. Also. foreign workers tend tb uruonize
more in heavily unionized industries than in
weakly organized ones. Their unionizapien
correlates with residency duration and all
indications are that the foreign worker un-
ionization rate will eventually equal that
of indigenous worker.

The large number of foreign workers
joining unions has significantly of
trade unionism in the host societies. As the
number of foreign workers in Europe grew
and as union leaders realized the conse-
quences of foreign worker disaffection from
the unions, the indifference (even hostility)
dui' once characterized union attitudes to-
ward foreign workers gave way to union
efforts to organize them and to articulate
their specific interests. From the beginning
of postwar guestworker programs. how-
ever. European unions had insisted that
fontign workers be extended the same work-
related rights as indigenous workers in order
so protect the wages and working condi-
dons_vi the hatter. Also. the initial restric-
dons affecting foreign worker partidpa-
don in union and worker council elections
have hem eruninated over the years.

67- - 80 - 16

Although at tunes unions e benehtted
from foreign worker sup for union-
sponsored strikes and job actions.
foreign worker strikes have.someumes dis-
rupted the labor peace (established by in-
dustrywick labor agreements) in Switzer-
land and Germany and such strikes have had
anti-union overtones in France.i4 Yet in
none of the three countries do foreign work-
ers have a clear-cut right to strike. In France
they are formally guaranteed the right, but
on the stipulation that they not disrupt the
public order. The general pattern in France
is that foreign worker strikes sponsored by
the major French trade unions are tolerated
while foreign worker wildcat or autono-
mously organized strikes are not. hitGer-
many foreign workers also have a recognualt
right to strike, but under the German social
partnership system of industrywtde con-
tract conventions, strikes are not legal un-
less sufficient notice is given and certain
other procedures are followed. As long as
foreign workers are participating in union-
sponsored work stoppages, they are seen as
acting within the law. However, there has
recently been a considerable number of
wildcat strikes (significant because of the
virtual absence of such strikes prior to 1970)
involving foreign workers that have been de-
clared liked. In Switzerland. ,the situation
closely .11els that of GaStany, but the
right to strike is not formally guaranteed.

In an effort to reduce integration prob-
lems manifest in the outbreaks of wildcat
strikes and other forms of disruption, gov-
ernments have progressively attempted to
provide migrants a legitimate public voice.
This remains a problerli, however, because
as aliens, foreign worker participation in
European public affairs is limited. With a
few minor exceptions, they can neither vote
in host society regular elections not bold
public office. those from democratic home-
lands can and do vote in their own national
elections, however. France and Germany
allow voting at consulates on their territory
although this is forbidden in Switzerland.
Homeland-oriented political activity, such

seaktime1.0 &sils/a (Park Utak. IOU ass
213- fin
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as rallies and the disuibuuon of campaign
literature. ts not unusual Activiues among
emigrants in opposition to current govern-
ments are generally clandesuoe. but are
tolerated as long as thii remain nonviolent.

Foreign workers enjoy liberties of expres-
sion, including press and assembly, and
largely are free to form their own associa
uons or to join indigenous ones. In France,
foreign workers are enjoined to remain
'politically neutral but this legal restnc
uon is seldom enforced by the police and
foreign party membership is tolerated. In
Germany and Switzerland. foreign workers
enjoy the formal right to join political par
ties. The most important restrictions on
migrant political activity in all clam coun
tries stem from thr,vague stipulation that
public order not be endangered, and tfohu-
cal violence by migrants is not tolerated

To resolve foreign workers clissausfac-
uon with their lack of 'voice in European
governments, special advisory boards and
council; have been established through
which the workers can communicate their
specific problems or desires to public au-
thorities Foreign workers pay even bc able
to elect representatives to these councils.
but they remain consultative bodies only.
-wish no genuine decision-making power.
Still, these organizations have improved
foreign worker governmesatal communica-
tion and have increased awareness of mi-
grant problems.

Policy- Evaluation

The fundamental flaw of postwar
Western European guestworker policies was
the_implicit assumption that the economic
man could be divorced for the purposes of
public policy from the social, political, and
cultural being It is true- that without the
manpower supplied by guestworker
programs, labor shortages would most
probably have impeded the postwar
economic growth of Western Europe The
short- and middle-term economic benefits
accruing to Europeans, however, were
mitigated by largely unforeseen long-term
problems. First, the ,countries became de-
pendent upon foreign workers to provide
manpower for key industries Second. re-
course to foreign workers probablytetardeil

some needed rationalization of industry and
restructuring of the labor force Third, for-
agn worker employment tended to depress
wages and to deteriorate working condi-
tions in low-skilled job categories Fourth.
as foreign workers became long-term resi-
dents, they and their dependents required
important social service and govermbental
infrastructure expenditures Fifth, foreign
worker employment involved.hidden over-
head costs stretching from additional em-
ployer papelwork to the necessity of bilin-
gual supervision and job training. With the
session of the mid- 1970s, of course, high
unemployment of indigenous workers made
guestworker programs appear even
less like ass4ts to the economy of Western
Europe

Probably more important ever the long
run than those economic impacts, however,
were the civil rights aspects of guestworker
programs These progrkrogLIve produced a
widespread sociopoliucallinalaise. evident
first in the integration problem that has
developed to the point of altering the socao-
poliucal fabric of Western European de-
mocracies Foreign workers have been the
object of widespread discrimination and
occasionally murderous racism in all the
countries studied. Their presence has also
fostered right and left-wing political ex-
tremism, which periodically erupts into
violence or otherwise undemocratic be-
havior.

Second. the preience of a large alien pop-
ulation without full rights has been detri-
mental to the funcuoning and legitimacy of
Western European democracies. The du-
advantaged status of foreign workers has
been the aunt of disrupuon as foreign work-
ers have exerted pressure increasingly upon
public officals through demonstrations
and other extra - parliamentary means -Den
"radicalism" is perceived as a threat to labor
peace and social partnership agreements /
and. In fact, foreign workers have been key
actors in many Western European labor
disputes. The growing trade union affilsa-
uon of these workers, added to their ability

"4.to influence public affairs through church
groups. political parties, international
organizations, and homeland governmental
representation, has made foreign workers a
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significant transnational political factor.
Third. European governments have often

failed to live up to the terms of bilateral and
international migrant labor agreements, as
implementation of agreed-upon programs
and safeguards on behalf of temporary
workers proved to be difficult. Abuses of
foreign workers and other issues stemming
front their presence frequently complicated
the bilateral relations of Western European
countries with labor source esuntries. The
treatment of foreign workers tarnished
Western European policy' mluppon of
human rights. While foreign worker remit-
tances aided the balance-of-payments prob-
lems of labor-sending countries and em-
ployment abroad eased unemployment
problems, a politically detrimental per-
cepuon that foreign 'workers were "ex-
ploited" in Western Europe emerged. Um:
.lateral European decisions to stop tempo-
rary worker programs in recent years have
exacerbated the alreadigalnous political-
econorrtic troubles of labor - tending coun-
tries in a period of worldwide recession.

Fourth, foreign workers have given use to
a European variant of what Gunnar Myrdal
termed the "American cli lemma." The nega-
uve soaopOlitical consequences of guest-
worker poll'cy will be long-term, especially
in those Western European societies with-
out a tradition of aunigrauon. This iap-
pareat in the social and educational prob-
lems of second generation migrants, the
persistence of the "myth of return- among
migrants. and the development of bicultur-
alism in societal institutions.

The Western European expenethere-
fore suggests that a temporary- woiber pol-
icy and a reasonable level of nonchscnmina-
Uon within a society are probably mutually
exclusive. This is one of the rrittior reasons
that Western European temporary-worker
policies became de facto immigration )t-
ae's over the years.-Although the ton ion
of most foreign workers never was eq 1 to

immigration

of a "slave" or ".helot"as agate ob-
servers have suggestedmigrants have en-
dured severe hardships (adaptation prob-
lems, separation from lova) ones, high rates
of nervous disorders and work accidents,
for example), which touched the collective
conscience of Western Europeans and

V

prompted them to "humane" temliorary-
worker policies. This 'humanizing" proc-
ess mitigated against successful implemen-
duon of the original policies. When judged
in terms of the ongi nal assumption of short-
term resit:tenet, tese policies hive to be
regarded as unsuccessful, except for the
paradoxes of the French attitude toward
migration.

puestworkers generally do remain, non-
citizens despite having become full-fledged
members of the work force. However, the
alien work force must now be considered
permanent and. uthus, certainly, was never
intended by the Swiss or Germans and is not
desired even by the French at present.

An Expanded American
"Guestworker" Policy?

c(-eril foreign and domesuc advocacy of
an expanded American temporary foreign
workerprograni has prompted serious con-
sideration of this policy option ip Washing-
ton circles. Mexican and American advo-
cates contend that such a policy would
legalize and improve the status of incoming
rrsigrant workers, ensure an adequate man-

er supply to lost-skilled job categories
threatened with projected shortages in the
1980s. and, above all, reduce the saliency of -
the "illegal alien issue" as a dpmestic polit-
ical and international problem. In light of
Mexican oil resources and the demands put
forth by the Mexican American community
for action on the illegal migration quesuort,
the Carter Administration has come under
increasing pressure to adopt an expanded
temporary worker policy as a solution.

Would a large-scale American temporary
worker program, such as eipartsion- of the
current "H-2 program." actually solve, or
significantly mitigate, the Illegal migrant
problem?" It would seem that the following

"Intended to be a "tint tuning" Instrument for the
US, labor marks. this program permits temporary
workers to be brought in for lobs of a nonpermanent
cha
Only

when Arnow= workers cannot be found.
Only about 30.000 farm and nonfarm workers. pro-
manly from the Caribbean. are brought in annually
under Its auspices the to its quantitative tQugrufw
aria, the 112 propambas had hide impart upon the
economy m general Aside from its ratite to arrscul.
rural interests in several locales, the kl2 program has

241.
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reservations, based upon analysis of past
American Ind European expenerices with
temporary worker programs, must be reck-
oned with before such a decision is made.

1 Expansion of temporary warrer em-
ployment will mitigate illegal immigra-
tion problem but no The major
comparative difference ween foreign
workers in Western Europe and the United
States is the legal status of most foreign
workers in Western Europe It can be pre-
sumed that large-scale, guestworker pro-
grams contributed much, to the less senoul
rate of illegal ilenigration to Western
Europe However, _illegal immigration to-
Western Europe (estimated at 10 to 15 per-
cent of the Total legal foreign populations)
has persisted despite\ large-stale guest-
worker programs and Oomparatively strict
enforcement measures u Employers of Il-
legal aliens in Western Europe.are subject
to heavy fines and citizens can be required
to carry identity papers In the French case,
there was massive illegal immigration until
1972 in spite of legal procedures giving
foreigners relatively easy access to the
French labor market

Even assuming an American program is-
suing between 500.000 and 800,000 tempo-
rary work permits per year. then. such a
policy will not end Illegal immigration
Significantly, during the American-Mem-
Can bracero program (1942 64), the major
exfietiment to date in the United States with
a guestworker policy, illegal migration
and a program providing for the legal em-
ployment of temporary workers were not
mutually excrUsive." In 19,54, for instance.

been notewonhy mainly as a source of aelminiurauve
°brouhahas as frequent attempts are made to have
Labor Department refusals of H 2 centhcanon over
ruled Temporary worker rights under the program
are severely reurtited This and other cersial
aspects of the program have gone unchal

Z
only I

b-cause of its small ink
"Jacques ffoudatlle and Alfred Sam's, L immipa

non-clandestine dans le monde, Poputatton. Vol.-29,
No 4- 5 (July October 1974(

"Me bracero program brdught at least lour million
Mexican farmworkers into the Southwest on a tempo-
rary basis This treaty.basni program gurnents the
mayor exception in recent American hiuory to the
general prohibition agamu foreign labor The bra
mos contributed stgmlicantly to the development of

329

there were 300,000 "legal" bracero workers
and still over one million apprehensions of
illegal aliens Indeed. It has been argued
that the bracer() program had a "magnet
effect" for illegal migrants News of job.
oppojtunnies in ibe /lined States and the
creation of netwoM of contacts for illegals
on AmendiTcsoil served to encourage Illegal
migration. Also, of course, a program that
only expandedlob opportunities for Mexi-
cans would not respond to illegal migration
from other countries

2. Temporary worker Asidency is un-
likely 'to be short Vim 1Wnporary worker
policy assumes that foreign workers will
return home In Western Europe, many
postwar guestworkers became permanent
residents Economic and humanitarian
considerations militated against the rota-
tional assumptions of European temporary
worker policy' Such considerations would
also be likely to come into play in the Ameri-
can context.

An effective policy of rotation requires
placement of migrant workers in acceptable
jobs in their homelands, but the burgeon-
ing unemployment problems of countries
like Mexico and the disparity between
wages,an the United States and migrant -
send rig countries make it unlikely that
temp&ary workers will willingly comply
with such compulsory rotation Migrant
over-stay, espeaally without a potentially
discriminatory worker Identification sys- <

tem. would likely be a severe problem. The cc
combination of a high probability of con-
tinuing illegal migration and the repatria-
tion difficulty indicates that an expanded
American temporary work force would bean
additional problem, rather than a solution
to the Illegal alien quandary

3. Temporary worker policy is unlikely
to rnsure respect for the human dignity of

ot,

Southwestern agriculture However, they were Ire.
quently the °blest of explonluon and discrimination
a fact that served to corriphcam bilateral relations
with Mexico Safeguards intended to prsi:Leti bracrros
proved to be difficult to enforce The program was
unilaterally terminated by the Untied States in 1904
primarily as the result of pressure from organized
labor, which argued that the program took tubs ass as
from Americans and depressed wages and working
conditions

24 t,
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nisgrani workers. By its very nature, tempo-
rary worker policy in the context of a demo-
cratic society is discriminatory and standsin
contradicuon to the pnnciple of equal op-
portunity Temporary workers are restricted
in terms of access to jobs and rights. As in
Western Europe, massive American em-
ployment of temporary workers would
likely result in domestic and international
criticism of discrimination against Ameri-
can guestworkers who similarly would be

.relegated to the lowest paying and most
physically dangerous jobs in the labor mar-
ket Such a policy would nsk becoming a
domestic contradiction of American human
nghts policy abroad. .

4. Over the long sun, it is doubtful that
the relations of the United States with mt-
jinni-sending countries woqtcl improve as a
result of an expanded temporary worker
policy European guestworker policies fre-
quently caused strain in bilateral relations
with migrant-sending countries The most
dramatic illustration of this was the near
rupture of Franco-Algerian relations in
1973 as a result of racial incidents involving
Algerian emigrants. halo-Swiss relations
also deteriorated as a result of alleged Swiss
misueatment of foreign workers. Turkey's
ties to Western Europe were not strength-
ened by the unilateral decisions to halt
guestworker recruitment_ Siniilarly, the
problems experienced by the United States
in implementing treaty provisions protect;
ing migrants during the bracero program
had an adverse impact upon American-
/Adrian relations. Due to the inferior status
of guestworkers and their susceptibility to
exploitation despite safeguards, homeland
governments tend to become resentful ofi

r

the treatment afforded their nationals
abroad and to evaluate bilateral relations in
terms of the goodwill or respect shown to
migrants. .

5. An expanded American temporary
worker program will exacerbate the em-
ployment problems of American minorities.
While the current inflow of illegal aliens
partially responds to unsatisfied demand
for low-skilled labor, a large-scale foreign
worker program would adversely affect the
employment opportunities, wages, and
working conditions of the least favor
.ment of the American work force Further-
more, the Western European experience
indicates that massive recourse to foreign
workers will foster the creation of a two-
tiered labor market wherein dependency
upon foreign labor for the most unreward-
ing economic tasks becomes a self-feeding
phenomenon. This inhtbtts restructUring
or rationalizauon of low-skilled job cate-
gories over the long run,

These reservations, which only partially
touch upon the manifold administrative
problems associated with an expanded
temporary worker Volicy, need to be seri-
ously contemplated before a decision is
made to enlarge our temporary foreign work
force If overriding diplomatic or domestic
political considerations deem expansion
imperative, then an expanded temporar
worker policy must be designed to
to these problems or nsk failure. The Eu-
ropean experience clearly sounds a tocsin in
this respect. Their failures and difficulties

civil rights"ar questions that
with guest cy have resulted in

bode long-term socioeconomic and politi-
cal trouble.

/
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The United ates, Mexico, and
the W tbacks, 1942-1947

OTEY M. SCRUGGS
(Otc/ M. Scruggs u assistant professor of htuory in the University of California. Santa
Bartura,1

SEVERAL YEARS AGO, one of the most serious problems confronting the
United States in its relations with Latin America was the influx of
"wetbacks," Mexicans who cross the border unlawfully in search of
work on American farms. In 1953, the peak year of illegal entry, close
tone million were apprehended by the Border Patrol of the United
States Immigration Service. In December, 1953, an immigration official
characterized the infi x "perhaps the greatest peacetime invasion
ever complacently suffered by any country under open, flagrant, con-
temptuous violation of i aws."'

The workers came principally because American farm wages, low' as
they were, were two and three tunes higher than wages in underdevel-
oped Mexico. They were encouraged to come by the farmers, who some-
times recruited in Mexico, bt more often remained at homei to
welcome the migrants. The growers willingly contributed to lawbrCak.-
mg because approval and suppoo.of illegal entry were part of the mores
of border communities. But they did so too because no penalties were
attached to .the-rise of wetbacks. Efforts had been made in Washington
to enact penalty legislation, but owing to the power of the soutliwestern
farm bloc they had always ended in failure. Following the defeat of one
such effdrt in 1952, the New York Times editorialized:

Ii is remarkable how some of the same Senators and Representatives who
are all for enacting the mostpigid barriers against immigration fiom South-
Ern Europe suffer from a sudden blindness when it conics to protecting the
southern border of the United States. This peculiar weakness is most notice-
able among members from Texas and the Southwest, whore the wetbacks
happen to be principally employed.

Zeal by the border patrol in rounding up- wetbacks was sure to antago-
nize westerners in Congress and adversely affect the Immigratidn Sere -

its appropriation,
Illegal entry from Mexico antedated American entry into the Second

World War by more than half a century._Prio o 1882. there were no

''"The Wallach futre7/rr N Repo ter, II Ulm., 1954), 39.
'New York Tema, Nov.- 2B, 1932.

(149J

(c) 1961 by The Pacific Coast Branch, American
HistoriCal Assodiaton. Reprinted om the Pacific
Historical Revie , Vol. 30, No. (May 1961)

pp. 149-164, by ppermission.
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national restrictions on immigration, and Mexicans moved freely across
the border to work in the mines andon the railroads and ranches of the
Southwest. However, between 1882 and 1917/ Congress passed. laws
forbidding the entry of paupers, contract laborers, diseased persons, and
illiterates. But these laws, as the Texas State Employment Service
pointed-out in 1940, brought about "little interruption of the steady
flow of Mexican migration into Texas."' From 1885 to 1924 the con-
tract labor law consistently violated by Texas farmers, who sent
their agents into N exico to recruit and transport workers to the United
States.' The snuggling of wetbacks became a lucrative trade along the
border,' However, most Mexicans who entered unlawfully, crossed the
thinly-guarded border without assistance and afterwards sought the

'services of labor contractors. In the early 1920's, wetbadcs'inay well have
outnumbered Mexicans who entered with visas.

After the establishment of the border patrol in 1924, the migration
slowed down but did not entirely cease' The patrol remained under-
manned and was 'under constant -pressure. Erg* southwestern farm
groups to "relax its vigilance" at harvest time.' Even in the 1930's, when
American citizens were unable to find farm work, immigration officials
dtd little to keep wetbacks off border farms.' Long before World War II,
the growers firmly believed that tBey had vested rights in "cheap"
Mexican labor, any interference with which was unAmerican. Rather 4

1 than raise wages to levels sufficient to attract American farm labor, they
preferred to rely upon aliens whose unlawful status forced them to
accept pitifully low wages.'

S Tes..0 State Employment Service. Origins and Problems: Migratory Labor in Texas1 (A In, 1940), 7.2 (mimeographed). Hereafter referred to at TS.ES.
Carey McWUliartuall Faro the Lana (Boston. 1942), 250. o t
On border smuggling, see :Ind., 250-251 TS ES., op. eit., 7.12.

I
7 ofewor Taylor reported that estimate of illegal entry in the immediate postwar
I Pen from 40 to 200 percent of legal entry. foe the four years dux 1924 the ratio fellifrom i i to t. Paul S. Taylor. Mexican Labor in the Uniud Starts: Migration
Iliartula ( .1930). 252.
Z f p, - . . . .. .9mien on Migratory Labor, Transcript of Honinp: El Paso, Tom' "g1950). -S00. Hereafter referred to u P.C.M.L.
.-- During the depression. the Immigration Service pursued a policy of apprehending only
;hose wetbacks who "were bad citizens or had criminal records" in Mexico, on the theory
(hat low farm prices entitled farmers to cheap Mexican labor. Othcial of South Texas FareOrpnitation to calved:flan. May n. 1944. files of the Department of %tate (hereafter
ijeferred to as S.D. files). Because of restrictions. whet; reference Is made to Department ofMate material. it will not in most cane be passible to Identify writers and recipients of
!then and memoranda. I
is Farm wire have traditionally been lowest In areas adjacent to the Mexican border.

14 1929. for example. wages in the El Paso area, where wetbacks were extensively web
were between ninety five cenu and $125 a day, while in central Texas. wages were between
$1150 and II 75 a day. P GNI., op. cit., 275. - _

J
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During the depreuio'n, the number of wetbacks remained relatively
small and their use was confined largely to border areas. Statistics on
illicit entry are lacking, but the'number apprehended. an, imperfect,

'index at best, was between ten and thirteen thousand each year." In the
decade after 1942, however, the number of apprehensions doubled an-
nually, and wetbacks were picked up in all parts of the Union. The
influx was in response to the demand for farm labor after Pearl Harbor.
As American workers left the fields for...the factories and armed forces,
the southwestern glowers turned increasingly to Mexico.

By 1940, however, the Mexican government had become firmly op-
e igration of large numbers of workers without assurances

from nited Zits that the nationalswould be protected against
exploitation and returned to Mexico at the end of a fixed period. It had
spent several million dollars in the late 1930's repatriating thousands
of migrants left stranded and destitute in the United States, and Mexi-
can officials-knew that the public did not favor the return of another
horde of penntleis workers.' Moreover, because or warttne demands
for farm and mineral produ&s, Mexico needed her worken at home.
Fearing the damage that exploitatiorewould do the Good Neighbor
policy, American officials also favored 2 governmentregulated =porta-.
tion program." The result was the agreement of August 4, 1942, in
which the two goyernments consepted to the establishment of a program
based on contracts providing his the temporary employment in' the
United States of bracerqs, contract Mexican laboi4rs, and guaranteeing
them a minimum wage and satisfactory living and working conditions.",

The bracero program, instead of diverting the flow of wetbacks into
legal channels, as Mexican officials had hoped, actually stimulated un-
lawful emigration. Early in 1942, in response to advertising by Ameri-
can farmers, eampesinos from che_Mesa Central, Mexico's agricultural
heart land, had begun digesting north with the intention of entering
the United States." After August 4, the northward movement increased,
as workers anticipating the establishment of recruiting centers at the

*Written uatement. W. F. Kelly, ateistant commissioner of Immigration and mutants.
Koch to P.C.M.L.., June 22.23. 1950,p. S. in the Library of Congress, Washington, D C.

*T.S.E.S, Suppose/It to Origiroa aid Probleou: Migratory labor In Te7AS (Austin.
1,44,73 (mimeographed).

*Anon., `Memorandum on the Immigration of Malcan and Other Foreign Agricultural
Workers," std. but early 1012. p. 2. In Fano Security Administration ga terial stored in
the Department of Agriculture building and made mailable to the author by Dr. Wayne p.
Rasmussen. Department of Agriculture historian. Hereafter referred to asYS.A. material.

*For the agreement of August 4, 1942, ace U.S. Stet., 77 Gang.. 2 sesa. (1942). Vol. LW,
Pan 2. pp. 1759-1710.

"Gay Munn to Omer Mills, janej1,41942. 111A. material.
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borde'rVegan crowding intotCiudad Juareru, Mexicali, and Tijuana. In
September. the Mexican government decided to confine:,recruiting to
isfexicatkity and to transport those pouring into border towns back. to
their tomes. But before the necessary conveyances were assembled,
many migrants had crossed into the .Urfited States.

Paled hrie;cortts fictin "returning coutractees of high wages in the

ntlis fit
nOrtliward movement continued to increase in the

241

wed. Border farmers who laisliked the braceroprogrim
of the protection it afforded theoCorlser were anxious to hirei wetbacks' Texas growers were especially eager to obtain them, forPL---1 Mexico had refused to allow contract labor to go to Texas on account

of the state's long record of discrimination against Mexicans. Since
Telans wore unable to acquire briaceros, the American 'government
was the more eaVy persuaded to acquiesce in their use of wetbacks.
W. F. Kelly, asps It commissioner of immigration; later wrote:

in tSincsr due to manpower shortages and critical need for agricultural
prnductiontbiouglit on by the war, the Service officers were instructed to
defer she apprehension of. Mexicans employed on 'texas farms where to
remove them would likely result in loss of the crops. ;'*.. This situation re-
sulted first in an increased illegal migration and second in [encouraging)
Texas farmers, particularly in the border areas, to rely mole and more on
"wetbackfabor for producing their crops."

By the middle of 1943, Mexican officials had become
"he economi 4s1Apoli42a1 ramifications -of the exodus. Fearing thedrain oli'M ilabor supply, they were reluctant to raise the annual,

quota of brats above 50,000. thereby causing farmers who were will
hig to emploY\contractees to hire Wetbacks. They were also appghen- .,sive of the wage that would be done thetood Neighbor policy and
the goventit's position in the country if word that wetbpcks were .r.

'being exploited reached those eager to capitalize on the large itsIrvoir
of anti-American feeling in Mexico. Orderi were accordingly issued to
thelkOeton Mexican border guard to redouble its efforts to prevent
workers from leaving, and'when this proved inelfectuUl;thelifinistry of
Forilgn Affairs appealed to Washington to adopt appropriat measures. to preventllegal entry. Failure to take steps, the Mexican n of De- ....cember II, 1943, warned, might force some radical change in...the.

4-bracrro agreement."
.44 ,*

- .... ,7-".,.
Wh tever its intent, the nose did not leadtcyan itlwrovement in the

lebd. r situation. The commissioner of immigration informed the set-
...3 *Written raiment, W. F. Kelly to' P.CJA.L. June 22-U. 1950, p 6.

6114nicVeritrassy to Department of State, Dec. 11, 1913, S. D. 6Its.
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rotary of state on March 9, 1944: "This Service, is taking all steps past-
We, consonant with the manpower situation, to prevent the clandestine
and Illegal entry of aliens into the United States."" To some people,
however, the service apparently responded to the Mexican demand with
too much vigor. On May 22, one Texas farmer complained to his con-
gressman:

During the past few weeks the Border Patrol has picked up and deported
hundreds of wetbacks and when a buyer horn the War Department di culica
the rrratter with the Chief of the Border Patrol, he war answered that the
Department must 'necessarily pick up and deport aliens who are reported
to his men."

In reali(y, such protests stemmed more from fear of losing a cheap,
docile labor supply than from actual loss. In conversations with State
Department officials, an immigration officer confessed that the service
was deporting only those workers not engaged in harvesting perishable
crops.*

Indeed, the action taken was nullified by/fed:as growers going to
Mexico to induce workers to accompany them back across the Rio
Grande.* Elsewhere, workers came to the farmers. The consul at Mexi-
cali reported that many found shelter in the laroor amps on the ranches,
while others returned to Mexicali at night and recrossed through the
same hole in the fence the next morning. Lack of manpower, he stated,
was the reason for the patrol's inability to cope with, the situation."
What the patrol did was to maintain "line watches" near the larger
border towns and send out small, mobile units to police the intervening
stretches. To keep all the tpfder under surveillance," tire director of
the Los Angeles district later declared, "was of course physically_im.
possible."' aav

The complexiiy QQf deportationproccedings also held down the num-
ber of apprehensions. Alter the wetback had been caught, a warrant of
arrest had to be obtained, personal data procured, hearings conducted, ,
and a war t of cleporia. lion issued. This process Alight require several
days, and in eantime the alien' had to be housed. Prior to January,

"Comnfimioeta of immigration and Naturalisation to Seaetary of State. March 9,44,
ID. Ma

°Official of South Texas Farm Organization to gram/rt. May 02, SD. film.
roorandum of a telephone coon:nation, nuent of State and immigration

feel a orkialilApril 10, 1044, S.D.
*Dppattroent of State to malgration and Atutailzation. April 4,

194. S.D. him..
Amatian Consul at Mellott to Secteury of State. March 24. J944, S.D. film

'Albert Del Gum* "Sc. m Mexican lorda Problems," Monthly Review, III (April.,

.gr
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1945, when work was completed on camp accommodating two hun-
dred persons at El Centro, California, the Immigration Service had no
detention facilities of its own along the southwestern border. In the
past, arrangements in a few cases had been made with local officials for
the use of county jails, but these facilities were neither large enough
nor sufficiently numerous. Arrests, therefore, had to be restricted to the
number that could be processed at a given time."

Meanwhile the migration was causing grave concern in Mexico. The
city fathers of Ciudad Juarez and Mexicali were at a loss how to meet
the health and welfare problems created by the inpouring of tired and
hungry workers. The cutton fatmers of the fertile Juarez and Mexicili
Valleys complained bitterly of the effects of the exodus on their own
production,' These difficulties, coupled with those stemming from the
bracero program, were proving an increasing embarrassment to the
Mexican government. The powerful Mexico City press, from the begin-
ning only lukewarm in its suppOrt of the program, was now highly criti-
cal of the undertaking and of the government's handling of the wetback
problem'

On March 27, 1944, Foreign Minister Padilla met with Ambassador
Messersmith and pointed out the need- to do "something drastic" to
curb the illegal activity along the border.* Several days later, he re-
quested a meeting of representatives of the two governments to discuss
the situation.'Conversations were accordingly held in Mexico City for
three days beginning May 29. The agreement signed on June 2 took
the form of recommendations. The Mexican delegation promised to
urge itt government to adopt stronger previentive measures, including
the issuance of a decree forbidding the departure of noncontract labor.
The American delegation agreed to recommend the reinforcement of
the border patrol and the tlryfhediate repatriation of all illegal entrants.`

In conformity with the agIcement, the Immigration Service stepped

fbod, 292.
o The difficulty, of court lay fart that farm wages were higher the farther north

the worker swelled. In arty I944. tes-averaged forty onus a day .in central MeR1011.
- from $1.20 to $240 to the Mealcali Va of Baja Cldthanda, sad from $500 to $7.00 Is

the Imperial Valley of California. A Consul at Merticaa.to Department of State.
March 24. 1944, S.D. film.

zerican Embassy (Mexicol to Depart to of State. May lb. 1944, S.Dtita. Americas
ay (Mexico? will hereafter be refer to as American Embassy.

American Embassy to Department :of State, March 211, 1944, S.D. face.
.DeRartment of State to Cookiniadonet of Immigration and NvuranutIon. Apeil11144, SD files.

Minute* of Meetings of the Representative* of the United States and Mexican Govern
nem& for the Discuition of ItomigraUon and Doer* Probkaa, Jute; 1944.3D. alas.
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upits efforts to rid the border country of wetbacks. Between June 2 and
December 1, 1944, over forty-five thousand were apprehended and de-

ported." The Me ah government, on the other hand, neither aug-
mented its &order rce nor published die proposed decree. It did, how-
ever, keepthe newspapers of the capital apprised of the action taken by
the United-States, emphasizing the fact that the increased activity was
the outcome of the recent bilateral talks" An Americanofficial who had
participated is the negotiations later wrote:

My personal impression is that at the time of the conference on immigra-
tion matter's the problem was definitely one of political danger and the ,-
Adminutration could be mucked upon it. With the steps taken by the
American authorities. the problem was overcome, and since it was no longer
a polituRI matter, the agreement was considered not to be necessary, so alt
activities on the part of the Mexican government were stopped. ,

The antiwetback campaign naturally stirred up resentment along the 4
border. Several days after it was inaugurated, growers in the Lower Rio
GraddP7'alley, who had been denied braceros, appealed to Washington
to stop or at least reduce the depogtauons until after the harvest. The
American consul at Ciudad Juarez declared on June 17 that there was
the txxsibility of "recrudescence of anti-Mexican feeling if labor was
not forthcoming from somewhere."'

The campaign also created problems south of the border. To speed
up the deportation process ipamigration authorities began returning
wetbacks through the nearest port of entry as fast as they were caught.
All those apprehended in California were returned through Mexicali
and Tijuana. Many, however, had originally comejrom central Mexico,
and because railroadcopnections with the..interio4 were lacking officials
of the two towns were soon burdened'with welfare problems. f.ate in
Auiwt, 1944, the Mexican government requested the return of all
workers picked up in the1United States west of El Paso through Ciudad '`
Juarez and Nuevo 'Lart, which had adequate rail facilities. But be-
cause it lacked funds for transportation and the necessary detention fa-
cilities, the Immigration Service deemed the request impractical and
continued to deport through the nearest port of entry. Suddenly, on
December 5, 1944, without consulting the United States, the Mexican
government closed the two Baja California ports to the return of wet--

= Commiagotter of Immigration and NantraUsation to Secretary of State, Jan. 11, 1945,
Stec

*American itateery to Department of State, June 17. 1944, S.D.
nevertinent of state to American Embassy. Sept. 29, 1944. SD. ilea

American C-01111tli at Ciudad Jukes to Anemias Lawry, June 17, 1944. SD. Ake.
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backs. Surprised and angered, American immigration officials quickly
propoied that those agprehedded in California be returned through
Mexicali and Tijuana if natives of Baja California, through Nogales
if from Sonora, Sinaloa, and Jalisco, and through Ciudad Juarez if from
other parts of Mexico. Th apprehended in states east of California
were to be returned throug the nearest port of entry. The entire ar-
rangement, however, was to h ge on the Mexican government's will.
ingneu to transport the workers i ediately i o the interior. Prompt.
ly accepted by Mexico, the plan was ted in a Joint Metho-
randurn of Conversation, dated January 9,"1945."

As in 1944, Mexico failed to comply with the agreement, making no
effort.to transport the workers into the interior. American immigration
authorities believed it absurd to haul thousands of men several huo
dad miles and leave them right across the border, from where they

' quickly re-entered the country. They therefore suggested that Mexico
allow those picked up in the United States to be processed under the
bracer() agreement at centers established in the larger border towns;

Mexico had been opposed to border recruitment from the beginning
of the bracero program, in part becatise it was sure to lead to congestion
at the border. Moreover, since braceros were returned only to their
points of recruitment, the Mexican government would still be faced
with the problem of transporting the workers into the interiaf. On the
other hand, the proposition was in sharmony with the government's
desire to etinfine emigration to contract labor. Its acceptance would also
postpone the need to worry about getting, the workers home. The gov
ernment therefore consented, but to pre-cent borderilockini it
that the centers be located at Montey, Chihuahua, and Her illo
and that the United States pay all transportation costs. At the last
minute, however, the War Food Administration, the agency,hicharge
of the bracer() program, decided that the added transportation expense
wbuld be prohibitive, and the entire,otatter was dropped!'

For more than a year afterwards, conditions grew qrse. Because the
Mexican government refused to transport work land, American

--a.officials slackened their efforts to remove wetbacks. especially tense
situation-developed in the Imperial and San Diego va eye of California.' Hete, hordes of impoverished workers congregating in large camps of

Memorandum of Consemition. Depanment of State and American Embassy olfirtala,
Aug 2S, 1914. Commissioner of Immigration and

Naturalization to seamy, of State, Sept.22. 1944: joint Memorandum of "Canwerution. jan. 9, 1945, D. Aim
"American Embassy to Depanment of State. March 2 1945: Department of State toAmerican Emllatcy, May 9, 1945. SA. film, Del C

Mexican Border Plofikam."sp. of `472
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hastily constructed shacks began to menace public health and M make
it harder for local laborers, many just returning from the armed forces,
to find field work." By mid1946, organized labor and Mexican4
American groups, which had remained silent during, the war. began;
speaking out against the growing reliance on foreign !Apr. The director

(..___, of the Immigration Service's Los Angeles district wrote in Ju'ne, 1946:

Oruplaints are pouring into this office. Typical is a letter just received

decry the situation incitizens and ram of World War No. II, whil
froni rithe ruize. Club," an organization composed of United-
States

lcuperial Valley, alleging that these illegal entrants are not only depriv-
ing, them of jobs! but are lowering the American standard of living There
are literally thousands of such aliens along the border arca in this Distritt
and many more thousands in Los Angeles and vicinity."

4
Consequently, the Unikd States decided to force action on the wet-

back issue. One September 17, Ambassador Thurston drafted a lengthy
' r note to the Foreign Office, bla mg Mexico for the impasse at the

border, and he warned that unl ss Mexico increased its border force,
made more effort to prevent workers leaving home, and accepted at the
nearest port of entry wetbacks picked up in the United States, thet,
Unites would abrogate the two wettyae tsk agreemen."

Foreign Minister Tello 'replied on October 8. He contended that
/ Mexico was the aggrieved nation, having lost the services of its most

enterprising workers, and that since American farmers and the United l
States profited from'the existence of this pool of exploitable labor,
solution of the problem was primarily an American respbrudjility.
Accorstipg*Zelio, the problem Night best be solved by econcimic

.... ,,,,, v... oa .. , a;rnqawei.-' ithout presuming to suggest any action to the Govern-
ment of the United States," he stated, "yet if the problem'were attacked
at its economic source, imp4ng sanctions on American ethployers who
employ illegal entrants.ihe result would promptly come about thate
Mexican workers would not in the future embark upon a venture made
both difficult and unprofitable." After hinting that Mexico had no ob-
jections to declaring inoperativeiheTgreement of June 2, 1944, he

.1 concluded by expressing his government's intention of continuing to
strengthen its border force and iu willingness to receive at. Tijuana and
Mexicali, at a rate in keeping with Mexico's ability to haul them into
the interior, those migrants who had left through the two poru."

American Consul kt Meucali to Department of State. Jan. 26, 1946:,,Attosney General
to Secretary of State, July 1, 1946..S.D. fJea

"Alt0fM, Central to Smeary of State. July 1. 1946, Si) files.'
'Austrian EMbarsy to Ministry of Fotain Affairs, Sept. 17, 1916, ID Um.

Ministry of Toragn Attain to Amnon Enstiaary, 00. 6, 1916, S.D. tics..
4 .
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American officials were unimpreued and even annoyed by the foreign
nuter's arguments. Except for the customary promise toy strengthen

an undermanned border force and a qualified promise to reopen the
two Baja California ports, there was no indication that Mexico would
increase iu efforu to preveqk workers leaving the country.' Yet, there
could be no gainsaying the cogency of the Mexican contention that'
blame for illegal entry rested primarily with employers and with the
United States as long as it refused to enact penalty legislation. Indeed,
miny of the same persons who regarded the foreignminister's note with
disfavor saw some merit in the idea of sanctions but hesitated to pro-
mote it for fear of arousing the wrath of the farm block.

Thus, the two countries were not even remotely agreed on a solution
to the problem. Owing partly to a genuine belief that the problem was
more an American than a Mexican concern, and partly to opposition
to the added cost of augmenting iu border force audits disinclination
to place further controls on its citizens, Mexico was unwilling to
crease its efforts to 'keep the workers home and suggested that the
remedy lay in American action against employers of wetbacks. The
United States, wishing to dodge the sensitive issue of penalties and be.
lieving that Mexico was not carrying its share of the biirden of enforce..,
went, increased somewhat ittiigilance along the border demanded
that Mexico do likewue.

In keeping with iu pledges. Mexico soon authorized the- return of
one hundred wetbacks a day through Mexicali and Tijuana, and at the
end of the year, the two towns were again crowded with stranded work.
en. Mexico thereupon requested another conference on border prob-

. .4; ICM.1. Inspiw.partly by fear that ag poru would al/ainbe clovdt:.
' P t154irimen t of State and Immigra dIerace officals accepted.the

vitation, and discussions took place in Mexico City between January 27
and February 7, 1947'

The meetings Were taken urlargely with discussion of two proposals
advanced' by Mexico. The first was the perennial demand that the
United States penalize employers of wetbacks. The Americans, however,

avould agree only toreaunmend shut it be made "the subject of further
study.- The second proposal had also been 'made before but, unlike the
first, was welcomed by the United States: that the estimated One hurl.
dred thousand wetbacks be contracted at the border u brace to

American Embus, to Department of Stitt. Oct. IL 1946. S.D. 61es.
Amman faubuty to Department of Mate, Dec. SO. 1946: Department of State to

American Embassy. fan. 17. 1947. S.D. files.
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auure them decent treatment and provide a brief respite from the
pressing dansportation problem. In April, 1946, almost a year after
American officials had first rejected the plan. the Mexican government
had expressed renewed interest in,having wetba.cks apprehended in the
Imperial Valley put under contract. but having planned shortly to dis-
continue recruitment, the United States had left the centers inland
instead of moving them to the border. In truth, with the war now over,
many congressmen desired tei cut, not expand, the bracero undertaking.
Hence, at the Mexico City conference, the American delegation asserted
that its government would be unable to obtain the funds required to
guarantee one hundred thousand contracts but that it had no objections
to a program under which workers would contract directly with em-
ployers, since such would not involve a government guaranty of living
and working conditions."

The protocol signed on February 7, 1947, stipulated that the one
hundred thousand wetbacks be returned through the ports of Mexicali,
Ciudad Juarez and Reynosa, where they might be processed for legal
re-entry as farm laborers. Worker-employer contracts were to be negu-
uated with the permission of the Immigration Service, after thetarmer
had agreed us pay the costs of transporting the worker to the/place of
emplonnent and back to the border. Since at least half the wetbacks
we :in Texas, farmers there were also to be eligible to participate in
the undertakings However, those growers in Texas and elsewhere, who
continued to use illegal entrants, were to be barred from further par-
ticipation in this and the bracero program. Both governments were to
continue their efforts to stay the northward movement by strengthening,
their border forces, a pious restatement of intentions that neither took
seriously.- Moreovero to halt the-influx into Mexicali and Tijuana,
MeXico was to 'fbrbid the sale of railroad and but tickets at Puerto
Penasco, the only railheacynto Baja California from the rest of Mexico.
The United States, in turn, was to study the feasibility of imposing,
heavy fines on those hPring wetbacks. Finally, at the behest of the Mexi
can delegation, publicity was to be given the understanding in order
"to arottie public opinion." These stipulations were embraced by two

Airericsn Easbast.io Department of Suit. April 4, 1946, Feb 7, 1947; peps:mem of
State to Amentah EmbasaY. June S. 1946.5.D. files,

Nieman governasent wanted it understood. however, that it remained 'firm In its
deteMmation not to permit, under the prutectloa of existing convention( pcnoru of
MCZka ft nig 10fUllil to be contracted to watt in Stain of the Diked States where there
may emu discrimination against Mexican, ..." Hew. the Texas agreement. which was
to supplement the major mord. "was not to constitute a preadentikd was only to be
temporary." U.S. Stat., SO Cony. 1 sus. (1947), Vol. (XL Part 4. pp. Y064107.

American tashary to Department of Scare. Feb. 7, 1947. S.D. Ala.
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agresmenu, one having general application and the other pertaining to
Texas. formalized by an exchange of notes dated March 10, 1947, the
agreements superseded those of June 2. 1944, and Jariu-ar

At the conference tape and again in the exchange of notes, Arun:can
officials had reiterated their gosTrilinent's determination to remain
aloof from the new undertaking." The task of dialting an employ
worker contract was therefore left to the Mexican government. The
document than formulated was in many respects similar to the bracer°,
contract, which had 1.se en reasonably satisfactory to MAcico. leprovtded

minimuma mintum wag of thirty sewn cents an hour, unemployment com-
pensation. an eight hour workday, and the same housing, food, and
medical are as was supplied to American laborers." To insure the
worker's return to Mexico, employers were to deposit $30.00 in the
Bank of Mexico, repayment of which was to come from thetworker's
wages at the rate of 5 per cent: week. Enforcement power was lodged
with an inter epartmental committee of chi Mexican government,
armed with auto ty to cancel the contracts of workers or employers."

At first the farmers appeared satisfied with the agreement and most
piomiscd to co-operate fully in carrying out the undertaking. But their
attitude changed when the terms of the contract became knowprThe
$30.00 reqtrirementtlicited their most vehement protest. They insisted
that a portion of the money should be refunded in the event the worker
left before his contract expired. They. were also provoked by the deci-
sion to establis only three recruitment cent* arguing the heed for
more if the demand for labor were to be satisfied. However, what they
disliked most about the contract, though they did not say so publicly,
were its wages and hours provisions, which critics of the bracero pro-
gram had for years labelled socialistic." , .

.*Feitlie AitreerneritCalehrch 10, 1917; see US, Star, 00 Coot. I sew (19471. Vol. LY.I. '''
Part 4. pp 4047 4100, 4106.4107.

.. Depan[nand of State to American EmbassY, March 3. 1947; Ameritan fantasy to Minis-
try of Foreign Arlon, March 10, 1947. SD Mtn.

.The provision guiranteetng the worker the time housing, (cod, and medical are u
that supplied to American laborers is 'typical of the verbiage contained in most of the
Mexican farm labor sect:nem Since medical care, for example. weinnot 2vailsble to
domestic farm workers unless they paid for Ii. prawn/ay the Mexicali. would hate to
pay. This being the nue, it might be wondered why she provision was inserted in the agree-
trent. It would appear the the growers and the United States government would not pity
for medical Gaff. and Mexico. anxious to demonstrate its solidtude, for the workers. had
to be content with (ha empty potluck

A copy of the Mafia is appended to American Consul a5 Matamoros to Secretary of
State. April 14. 1917. S D hies. .i

4 Alectican Conlin at Reynosa to Department of State. April 1, 1947: Memoranda of '
'Conversations, South Texas farmers and Department Of Sute odium. April 5 and 11. 1947,
S.D. Ma; American Consul at Cludad Juarez to Secretary of State. April 10, 1917, files of
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Dugruntled, the farnters,set out to wreck the undertaking. They ap-
pealed to the American government to intercede with Mexico to hay(
the contract replaced by a "white crossing card," which would have
removed all governmental restrictions and allowed the workers to re-
main in the country as long as they were needed. after'which it would
have b&n up td kinmigration officials to seek them out and realm diem

'to Mexico. They were informed, however, that the contract had been
devised solely by Mexico, which had lung been opposed to the issuance
of border crossing cards. Some growers then made public dam inten
non of going to Mexico City to oder personalty with Niczican officials.
but the Mexican government i nmethately made it clear that farmers
would be received like any oth r foreign citizens but not at representa
ttvcs of American fArm organizes tons. Others tried to persuade Mexican
consular agenu at the border to revise the contract, but they .were told
that it could be changed only at the top level. Some even threatened to
ignore the Mexican government and send their recruiting agents into
northern Mexico. Most, however, favored a boycott of the processing
centers." . ,*

The centers were opened on April 10, 1947, as scheduled, and po .
farmers were on liana at Reynosa. By July 1, only 7,181 workers had
been processed at Ciudad Juarez, by mid-September, only 31.000 wet
bads all told had had their status "legalized."" Furthermore, the con
tracts of those processed were often violated. Some growers refused to
pay the guaranteed wage, offering the old wetback wage as the contract
rate. In other instances, on-farm housing was inadequate and some-
times nortexiptent." More signifigant. as Mexico feared. thd program
increased rather than decreased the flow of workers northward. Evepp
before thezenters were opened, laborers.from tl xican hInte nd
had begun pouring into the theme border towns. In- (arch, 1947 -fo1-

___ la/Mg thertivairce of prematupe reports by the I real Valley farm.
ers, Mexican nationals from both sides of the border converged on.
Mexicali. Those alreadytin the valley returned to be processed under

the Office of Foreign Agricultural Ittlatsons.*artment of Agriculture, in the National
Archives. Washington, DC.

Memorandum of conyeicanses. Department of State and American Luba.% officials.
March 51, 1947: Memorandum of Conversation. Texas Congressman and Depaitincin p1
State officials. April 5, 1947, American Coruul at Reynosa to Department of State, April 10,
1947. S D. files.

American Coruul at Reynosa to gepartinent of State. April 10. 1947: American Consul
at Cambd Juirm to Department of State. July 2, 1947. Commisuoner of Immigration and
NitarailLatt011 to Saterary of Stmt. Sept. 19, 1947, SA. files.

"American Consul at Ciudad Jutrea to Department of State, May 20 and ta, 1947, S.D,
fib,
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the agreement; those from the interior of Mexico arrived,over the
Puerto Pcdasco railroad. "If this traffic is not stopped," the American
consul there declared, "the sttuation which the agreement hoped to
eliminate will be exaggerated."'

In a futile effort to discourage workers from migrating, the Mexican
government issued a decree forbidding the contracting of those who
had been an the United States less thari three months and those whose
homes were in the Mesa Central and had migrated to Mexicali and
Tijuana over the Puerto l'efiasco railroad.' The decree failed to alter
the situation. Workers who had been in the ,United States less than
three months merely declared themselves to have been in the country
longer, and residents of the interdictive areas simply refused to appear
for piocessing. At the end of June, 1947, the consul at Mexicali aptly
summarized the workings of the program as follows:

1) It is drawing many people towards the border from the interior of
Mexico, who would riot have conic otherwise. 2) It is raising a group of
"coyotes" who are fleecing ignorant Mexicans in Mexicali upon promises of
employment 3) It is causing an increase in line - jumping by Mexicans who
hope to qualify for admission under the agreement by being employed on
ranches in the Imperial Valley and thus be entitled to-processing under the
agreement. Many more are entering the Imperial Valley as illegals than are
being-processed under the "wetbick agreement.-"_

In the meantime, Mexican authorities had grown increasin~'
patient at iv farmers' intransigence and at what they regarded as half-
hearted e arts on the part of the Immigration Service. The climax came
early in Se ember in the El Paso area. From"theOpening of the center
at Ciudad Ju utters around El Paso had refused to pay the work-
ers more than the wetback wage of thirty cents an hour. At first, Mexico,
eager to have the migrants contracted, had acquiesced, but by mid-
summer, when no effort had been made to raise wages, it had decided
to terminate the contracts unless the stipulated wage wereyaid. Warn-
ings to this effect went unheeded, however, and on September 19, after
local farmers had refused to repatriate or recontract at thirty-seven cents
those whose contracts had expired. the director of the Ciudad Juarez

111 center severed relations with the El Paso Cotton Growers' Association.
One month later, Mexico abrogated the Texas agreement, having
written off the entire undertaking as a dismal failure." When the agree-
ment of March 10 expired at the end of 1947, it was not trenewed.

"American Consul at MeXit.111 to Department of State. March 21, 1947, S.D. Wes.
"American Consul at Ciudad Juke: to Department of State, April 14, 1947. S D. film.
"-American Consul at Mertc211 to Department of State, June 28, t947. SD. files.
"Amerman Consul at Ciudid pica to Department of State, May 29, June 2, Sept. I9

apri 24,1947, American Embassy to Department of -State, Oct. 16, 1947. S.D. files.
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The purpose of the program had been to curb clandestine crossing
and to protect the workers against gross injustice. Ironically, the meth-
ods used to achieve these laudable objectives contributed importantly
Lio the collapse of the undertaking. On the one hand, knowledge that
CYntracts could be obtained merely by lying about the length of time 1
they had been in the United States encouraged migrants to enter un-
lawfully. On the other hand, the stealiy influx weakened the contrac-
tual guarantees, for the existenEe of a reservoir of cheap labor and the
absence of any effective penalty for hiring wetbacks facilitated non-
compliance with the agreement. What the program did was to foster
lawbreaking. Under the bracero program, the worker had to run the
gauntlet of quotas, physical examinations, and security checks; under
the wetback program, he had only to enter the United States to receive
legal status as a farm laborer. ,

In the final analysis, neither government had been su ciently inter-
ested in solving the wetback problem. To be sure i n policy was
greatly influenced by internal politics. As erican participant said
of the bilateral conference ear y : "The discussions seeme to
reveal that the Mexican attitude was prompted more by intent tore-
sent to the public evidence of efforts to improve the lot of the farm
workers than by anything else?" At the same time, however, Mexican
offictals earnestly believed the pjoblem tc, be largely an American one,
requiring American solutions, and that justice dictated that the wealthy
United States and not their impoverished country should police the
fifteenhundred-mile international boundary.

Clearly, most of the effort toward a permanent solution would have
had to come from the United States. The United States could not plead

_.
poverty; neither could it in all honesty claim a monopoly of public

'virtue. The border patrol, though more active than,before the war, was
kept woefully underma nod and was under constant pressure from farm
interests to temper dut with expediency. Similarly, fear of antagoniz.
ing the farm bloc preve government officials from attempting to
mobilize public sentiment in favor of legislation to penalize employers
of wetbacks.

Though often forgotten, the'wetback problem was part of the brgr
problem of seasonal farm labor in the United States. A truly,effective
attack on the component problem wouldotherefore have involved not
only urengthening the borda...pt trol and enacting legislation making
it a crime to hire wetbacks, butl- ting steps to assure to all domestic

ALaican Lousy to Depeatmeot of Stem Feb. 7, 1917. 5.1) Wt. i
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and foreign laborers in the fields of the United States' working and liv-
ing conditions at least equal to those guaranteed to braceros. Some lo-
calities, perhaps, would ,still have had difficulty obtaining sufficient_
labor from domestic sources. But the inclusion of farm labor in social'
security legislation would certainly have lessened the need fur Mexican
nautritils and shielded all who came from mistreatment. A realistic
solution to the problem would also have involved making braceros
available wherever needed. obviating dependence on illegal entrants.
Several more years were to pass, however, during which it often seemed
as if the "whole nation 01 Mexico" was crossing the border, before the
United States was to combine vigorous with conciliatory measures that
would finally abate4he wetback
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\arm Liar 7 /CON BESS AND

114x1con, Foreign Worker r grams

TM Immigration and Nationahry Act of 1917 con-
tdriad a provumm-pernutitog -foreign- Mrs mem*?
the U.S. for farm sod other temporal' k under cer-
tain conditicem A sander provision ( 110121911
was rritten into the McCarron-Walter immigration Act
or 1952 (PL 62 414. Nigh superseded the 1917 Act.

Under these basic authorittea, small poops olCans-
dams, British West Indians, Elshartiana. Basques, Fili-
pinos and other (mono, workers regularly entered the .
U.S. for farm work. Under the same authoritter. supple-
mented by pertcdtc International agreements Decrees
the LI S. and Mexico and by the 1951 Memcan farm labor
law (PL *2-'14. larger groups of Mestean workers began

.... tiering the U.S. during the Second World War for tem-

porary Lam work Sproul legislation, in addium.
mama outdo Basque shepherds to enter the U.5
nada permanently.

ne Mealcan workers made up by far the larg at
Stoup of foreign workers. Called 'bracercelstbe W-
Icass were employed cruelly in cotton vegiotable and
Welt work in Texas ad Calffornia ant ma lesser es-
task, on the earns type of work and also on sugar beet
cultivation. in Ariums. Arkansas, New MelicorColorrdo
and Michigan Small numbers sere used also in several

) sther Western staters.
As the 1950e progressed, labor, welfare and church

. spokesmen began charging that br ac er os" conme fed with
domestic migratory farm workers for yobs. and were so
e asily obtained by farmers though Leto: Deparontes
auspices that they commuted a pool of cheap. docile
foreign labor undertnlaing sages and working conditional
for native Americana. TM result was continuing efforts.
which finally succeeded. to teettnt work Mexicans were
permitted to do and to make II more difficult for far-
mers to obtain -brecermi" or to kill the program.

,A collateral McNemar's Illegal entry of Mexicans
costing across the Rio Grande In order to work on farms

WI
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--z--- foreign form Workers, 1942-64
TA' number olbreign contract worse re entering

the U.S. for farm work from 1942 -Nils Minim below.
"Other"- mctudeg Pitipmcw. Canadrzior. British...rem
Indians and several her nationalities. The column,
at right shows the manisir of apprehensions b the
U.S. immigration and katuralizationSerdce of Mex..
kilns Illegally entering the U.S In mom out:. such
apprehensions Involved -wetbacks" reeking farm
work. Frequently. the awn, person was arrested
several times during a singio year, and each such
arrest is counted as an apprehension-

Calendai
Tsar Mexicans

Apprehensions
her Total ofMelicans

.
NA
8,189

26,669
63.902

. 91,456
182,916
179.345
278,138
451.215
530.626
1334,136
875,318

1.075:7611
242.608

72.442
44,451
37,242
55.19$
29.651
29.877

., 32.272
,39,1211

4I144

1942 4.203 -- 4.203
1", 52,0911 13.526 65.624

1 62.170 22,249 ,64.410
5 49.454 23,96. 73.422

1946 32,043 19.304 51,347
1947 19,632 11.143 30,775
1948 31,345 9,571 44,916
1949 107.000 5.765 112.765
195 67.530 9,025 76.525
1951 192,000 11.640 503.640
1952 I 197.100 13.110 210,210
1953 201.350 13.941 215.321
1994 309.033 11,704 320.737
1955 398.630 -13, 16 411,966
1956- .05.197 14.. 459.1150
1957 436,049 1 '452.205
1956 432.1157 14, 447.513
1959 437,643 455,420
1960 315.80 18.863 729
1961 291,420 kb 375
l462, .

1963 robj65- 22.31 209.216
1964 lqi.n6 200.022

N".....**.\1/1";
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) Government, and that the U.S COvernment upervire Me
program- he U S and see to It that farrner °implied
with a bole COntraCts and did no crew the
bracer on reed-upon wages, conditions A labor, etc
Lar y to give the Labpr Department clear statutory

lily to handle recruitment Itself and to supervise
pe forrrisnce a contracts by farmers, C-ungresa enacted
t Mexican farm Ilbor law in 1951 The bill passed the
Senate by mice rote May 7, the Moue by a roil call al
240-139 June 27. was cleared after conference June 30
an' signed into law July 12

...
PROVISIONS -. The program was to be adminis-

tered by the Labor Ikpartment, through the' L S. Em-
ployment Service and Its Farm Placement Service Be
fore a farmer could receive braceros, the Labor Depart-
:Dent was required to certify that there as a shortage
a American faint Wear Urine area. that-the farmer had
Inemtlted without success to recruit native American,
farm workers st wage. comparable to those offered to
Mexicans, and that the use of braceros void not ad-
eraely affect wages and working conclave a/ native
American farm workers These provialontMere intended
to protect American farm workers from wage and iota
competition from bracer°.

Once throe certifications had been medt, the pro-
cedure was as follow. the Mexican government set up
depot. within Mexico at which Mexican. wollIng.t0 work
In the U.S were gathered. There, the applicants were
eamitned for heelth. type 4 work sought, etc , by U S
officials The Labor Deportment then itansported the
Mexican workers to reception centers on the US side
of the border. There. American farmer. Certified as
eligible to use Mexicana misted atandard work con-
tract with as many of the Merlotti,' as they needed.

'Signing a/ the contract by the bracero. was +Wintery
and was super ',liked by U.S officials The contract speci-
fied wages and working conditions and its performance
was guerenteed by the Labor Department At a mini-
mum, the farmers were required to pay the bracer°s
the preiling wage 14 their Reality for the work they
did, to pr6vide free.trident Insurance, free housing and

ik:crensportirion to and from the pbtothe US, retype
centers., and to guarantee the bracer°. y minimum

mrnber of of days wort Thet.J.S.Gove paid up
to 313 for each sorter fanner used to 1p er its
costa, PL $2.75 wss totrpirt Dec 31. 1. 53

Form Leber - I

ks'') Partly
anon of Mexican

the 1931 Meanan
farm labor law, ling or harboring
wetbacks was made a f 52, and partly because
the immigration Service I owed It. border Patrol
t Operation Wetbece 1 with funds finally voted by Con-
gress, the wetbeck influx was mibmanttally reduced
during the later 1930s

Legal use of Montero also fell off toward the end
of the 1950 and early 1960F largely because al In-
creased mechaniutun it the cotton plantations of the
Southwest (See chart Foreign Fenn Workers )
The Mexican farm labor program expired Dec 31. 1964.

LEGISLATIVE CHRONOLOGY

1141Mtgramil. Because d an acute wartime farm
labor shortage. the U.S Government concluded eigree
aunt with Mexico in 1942. 1943 and 1943 for entry or
Mexicali,s into the U.S for temporary fartn wart Under.

special 1943.47 wartime term placement program.
adanntriered by the U.S Department of Agriculture.
'the U Government paid all the C0415 (.timelines as
Much as $200) of transporting the kltrosT,
to farm. in the U S as well as medical indention.'
coet for the braceros Ponds for this program were

oppropriated in the Farm Labor Supply Appropmatiods
AZta a 1941 tpL. 78-45i, 1944 (FL 79-229 and PC 75
5291, 1915 NFL 79-269) and 1946 (PL 79-521) The spec-
ial program was scheduled to expire have 30, 1947

1947 Senclel Orosnen _Ertsmited IHR 2102 - -PL SO-
O. A meagure signed Into law April 211 ex

tended the special wartime placement program for six
months, through Dec 31, 1947 Supporters said farm
labor was still to aCerce that extension Of the wartime
program was eimenffil to harvest the 1947 sugar beet,
fruit and vegetable crops. Oponents atld the real aim
was to get cheep Mexican labor for another alt months
with the U S Government paying for transportation,
medical and housing costa. On the mope test roll call,
the bill easily cleared the Howie March 4 on a 243-110
toll call

On Jan 1, 1915 the vergd wartime progreflt was
ended and responsibility foe all farm placements re-
verted to the ,U S EA where had preMoualy been
located except for the (943-4' wartime period.

1951 Pion. 1943 Si entry of Merkan workers con-
dewed under new US -Mexico international

agreement. concluded in 1949-49, but under different
conditions from the wartime program While U S for
arr. were able to obtain braceros under terms 'prod led
i3( the international agreements, they paid MI transpor
onion and recruitment costs themselves The U S Gov
eminent did no do actual recruiting. If the Lena De
partment Lerlified that American form worker were
Scarce ina given area, farmer. from that area COM
go to Mexico and recruit Memcsn workers at depots
set up by the Mexican government

Market Farm oar Lena IS 914--OL 711 The
1940 1. s agreement on Memcan workers was
scheduled to expire June 30, 1951 In negotiating a new
agreement in 1011 ;hr Mexican government inoletedthai
henceforth, recruiting be handled directly by the U.S

195 Arel-Wetkleit I. ma IS 1R51-PL R22111. Signed
Into Isla March 20 war measure making It a

felony, Instead al a misdemeanor, to aid anyone to enter
the country Illegally, or to harbor or conceal an Illegal

OS entrant. The bill permitted Immigration Service officers
to search private property, but not homes, whhln 23
mites Of the border for Illegal entrants without flat
obtaining a warrant, tippers/led that emplayinerst or some
one who entered Illegally did not In itself or ily
constitute harboring," The measure wee aimed at un-
mrupulom individuals who imitated 'wetbacks ' toenter
the country Illegally for farm work. Sea Paul Ii fkuglae
(D III) offered an amendment designed to make farmer
connivance la illegal entry of -wethects more &Moult
The Douglas emendment would have made it a felony to
employ in alien suspected of hawing entered the country
Illegally. It was rtletted by the SenatiFeb Son a roll
call of 1249 (I) 9.37, R 3-32)

x 62
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19c3 Lew Erandul IHR 3,8180--PL 113-8371. The

""' basic Mexican farm labor late was extudect
nro mows years, through (bc. SI, Ira The extension

cal (HR 34101 .0 passed April 15 by the Howe, 259-87
(f) 103.61, R IS126; led. 1.47) sal July 6 by the Senatev- -by-11.--The conarence-reporrwgicksmal
and the bill was signed Aug. 8.

1954 oiwa. vie. leaks IIIJ nee 3S.L.
The 1951 U.S.. Mexico intenational agreement

on the Meslain farm Lakot program egared ,ligg IS.
1954 Mexico complained that prevailing wage dtterrAIM
anon, by the Labor Department were too be Since
1951, Mexico had refused to permit kit scup, to enter
toe wort at less Out 50 cents an emu, regardless al' focal prevailing wages. It sow said that the proposed
renewal of the ap should permit Mexico to Iii
minimum wage. Lemma In different work to dlr
fermi areal U.S. rejection or such a provision blocked
renewal of the egreernem.

It Congresa, fem./au lannbere pushed Waugh an
amendment to the beak 1951 law which permitted the
Lebo Depeene to recruit workers at its border tits.
ikons even if the US. -Meow agreement were me re-

Alig *eyed. Instead of obtaining the workers at depots 0
7. Mexico eetablistved by the Mexican government. Me Labor

Deparunem would simply receive them at the Corder
The amendment, embodied in HJ Rea 355. was attacked
by Sens, Hubert H. )timplirey (D Minim and Herbert

'Lehman (D II Y.) as intending to blackack the Mexican
government into backing down on its denude id

nctment would knee brueroa to enter 5
border status* even dough the Mem yarn-

might declare this Illegal.
Backers of the amendment said it merely permittat

a Segel program -- *der Labor Department aspervinon
and guarantees -- to continue waged Mexican coopers.
flan. Otherwise, they said. "werbock" astific would in-
crease enormously.

A moos by MD Jolt Shelley CD Calif i co recom-
mit NJ Res 355 failed March 2in the Noose on a 156-
2Y) (1) 114-65: R 41.164. lid. 0-1) roil call The Sen-
ate passed the ball March 3 by *roil call of 59.22 (D 17-
21, R 42-1) The bill w signed March 16. Just before
It mu signed. the Stns. anent March 10 announced
that apemen? had I reached with Mexico on
s cornproentee weimax Ming Medico to protest
and present evidence- w though* a prevaiiirgvage
deteentinetion by the Labor Department was too low.

"Operation Weamck." The lirunkfratlat Service
launched a concerted drive against illegal nary of Mex-
ican "In-Meeks.- In the past several years. attempted
Illegal entry of Mexicans Me farm work had Ramped
enormously, and in 1954 over I million inaxicaas were
apprehended in Ow U.S. sa illegal entrants, most al
le: m 'unmake.- "See chart)
9; c Lanagelanatl Olt 31122- -Pt. 144181. A :Y.ree

"'"' and-a-half-year exteseion of the Mexican farm
age taw. renewal, at through June 30.195n. was enacted

into Is. Aug 9
Before final passage, labor and welfare groups de-

manded reforms in Oa law to ceder, they cleaned, to
reduce competing* foe domestic workers from the
braceros. They said the protective provisions °tithe
1951 law regalia" a farmer. befog* being certified
for rumor of br scarce, to seek native Amer lea woe ker a

764 J
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and atter them too kgs than the braceros would get for
Oa same yolk, arid rebate,' rum braceros if their use
would ham an *dyer*. effect on the wages and working
ccaditions of Una American farm worker. were no
achieving their parpose

to scene cases, they said, the bracero. were jetted
no more than the 53-cemsohour mammon required In
Mexico. Since native lanerlcn warners could not meet
for an little, s farmer could easily meet the requtremen
that he had tried end failed to recruit them at no km
chan he would fifer to braceroe.

They also said the adverse- effect criterion mama
tat, bad meant that the Labor Department could refuse
braceros to a farmer on such grounds only if )hcu use
meant wage scales for native Americans walkil drop
but rot if it meant that the wage scales simper did nOt
roe la some locale s, it was contended, use of Mexi-
cans kept wage. Ice workers from ruing year
after year despite the that the over- all comp( lair'
aid general farm wag ks elsewhere were rising

In order to improve living canditioa for native Amer
kan workers, the labor and arg spokesmen said,
the law should be amended to force farmersto bid higher
Mr native Americans gate being clad for use of
braceros.

In the House. Repo Victor l.. Aguio (D N.Y.) and
Eugene J McCarthy Minn,) July groffereti amend.
menu to HR 3822 hacked by the labor and welfare or-

* gardzation. The proposals would have requtred faralleir
to offer native Americans the same free tousingvacel

nt insurance and transport/Mon benefits, as well as
the same wage.. rewire:Um bracerm before they would
be eligible to receive gusto..

Plank bloc spokesmen countered that the Mexicans
were rot really competing with Americans for pbs, since
the Mexicans were used prlmaslly foe stow labor.,
that American farm ',artery refused to do They also
irgued that requiring farmers to give native workers the
same housing. ormaortstion, eta. ae.giren to bracer°.
would be unreasonable. Mexicans were sager to get the
kind of work offered them and were subject to deportatiOn
if they left a job and were not legally placed in another
They therefore were unlikely to leave a pbEefore it was
done But native Amerce workers were free to leave.
and often did, at any cane A farmer who had paid their
transportation and insurance costs nand be cut - of. pot ket
and left without workers at perhaps a crucial period in
his production cycle

The amendments were rejected July 6 on standirg
',rotes of 50-89 and 52-97 As finally emoted-au° law,
HR 3822 (PL 84-319) made no changes In existing-pro-
vision* of she I9S1

AMI-Wtbsck Fulda. In the StaieJustice-Judiciary
fauda blil (HR 5502- PI, g4133). Congress soled the
Immigration Service 544 million, an increase of 55

over the previous year. Most of theextrs funds were
earmarked for ann.-wet:bock" uliatits. Operation
wetback" succeeded to closing the border to much Illegal
traffic, and apprehension. of Mexicans mthin the U 5
fell sharply. (See chart)

sicklitional years, through June 30. 1961

1953 Law Enema" (HP 10360779), The
Mexican farm lakor es waded lox two
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Fenn Line - II CONGRESS AN
as an amendment to HA INO by Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy

It barred the Labor Department f10¢1
braCeroe to a furrier mess he agreed to pay them

OA Man 90 percent of the average state or national farm
erase. mucnever was lower This would have Wee far
higher nes actual wages la many low -wage areas In
effect. the ameradmers required fanner. to led higher
for sane Americas meted*. sires a terrace could not
receive beactros mks* he bad Wu attempted to recruit
tiative Americana at no Islet this he was required to pay
brace roe 'Over mom hum -bloc opositionf the amend-
ment was adopted. 45-15 (D 34-20; A But It was
dripped ia conference atilvbackere failed in a small.
scale end.of-teession fll designed to kW the con-
ference report and then nil the program altogether The
Senate passed the conference report Sept. 23, 41-31
2124, It 16-13 La sighing the bill Oct 4, the President
mod he did so reluctantly because satin farm Meters
wee ill Not sufficient.: protected against eccopetiticat
from Illactros.

FINAL PACAILS/ChrS - The bill extended the Pro-
gram thrash Dec 31. 1963 ad included them new
limatatone (based co Senate Agriculture and Feeney
Committee recommendadenn on use Of temeroa Meli-
ssa. coteries under the program could no be used on
work other than seasonal or temporary, not be
sled Macerate or maintain power-driven. secielconled
Wresting, cultivating Or planting machinery, and were
barred from certain processing, pieties canning and
similar muntiee unless performed for the farmer rata.
Mfg the commcdthies in addition to Lensed. to receive
braCeros a fernier was required to guarantee native
Americana sorting toe turn sanitary and eatery condi
tons equal -o [Mae provided bracero.

1962 Shags, beteredentns By an admuustratie
ecienn the Labor Department March 30 pet

into effect some of the wage guarantees foe domestic
farm workers .0541a by the 1959 cautultanta repot and
he the Administration a 1961 legislative prapanala lathe
peat the prevailing wage determinations on etuch brat
erne wage rates were based had been computed separ-
ately foe different of each state, Henceforth. suck
determOLiionS were to be said on certain statewide-

gee of facia wage. Pot areas with the lanai
wage the atatewide averages were far Weser than an
area average Vold have been This meant braceps
marking in stilt areas would have to be pod more

it also forced farmers to bd higher
for the ea of Mon American farm wOrbera,thet,
ander the 95i Melinan turn labor toe, a fanner cask/
nW be x embed to use braceros mess he had first ried
and failed to recruit American farm wheller ai waged
nu it. Mn re was required to pay the Mesicana. The
minimum hauriy wages required to be paid bracero. in

'different states, as announced May lt) by the Labor
Department were as

Arta S 95 Iowa SI 00 heb SI 00i SA) SI CO
Ark i0 K1n. 1.40 Ne I 40 Teal. 70

rsid 1 fD Ky 75 Ltah 1 co
Lola 90 Mich. 100 N 0 1 CO Wig 1.00

Ind
1 001 Main
r,co yow

I CO
1 co

Ore 1 CO Wyo 100
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lir Department also mid that when piece-rates were
paid, Loony smiting, at least equal to the abuse MM.-
@WOO also were required.

1961 0. Year tilirokri. The Memc an farms labor
program was extended without any change for

one year to Dec. 31. 1964 - in s bill signed Dec 13
(S 1703 PL 203) But the labor and welfare

4I©ipta to amend die program that future extension
LattOtis Ottreastrated .0 Munn strength in their

appeared to be to chobut.

Voting Rouse May 29 lath y rejected. 156-
174 (D 50-121 A 75-533, a no-year tension bill (HP

ehich nould bare continued program in effect
mai Dee 31. 1965 Northern its voted solidly
r17 -1011 against the NO A large nuMllIer of Southern
Democratic and Republican OuppIrter of the program
were absent.

Subsequently, the Senate Aug IS by a 62 25 ,D 41-
1 T R 21 -lei roll call paged tee Own bill IS 1-03, much
ea:tended the program for one year. but amended it
to incline mapr chanties favored by the Labor Depart-
Merit

The amendment required a farmer. before he could
obtain Mexican workers through the Labor Department. to
fun meek to recruit native American farm na by
offering them not only wages. hours and physical cchdt
oche of work at lean equal to 1:21C4C-Srble6 would be
given to the breceroe, bet elm comparable housing.
transportation and work periods

This change, sponsored by Sen McCarthy DMirm.1,
sot ae)qeiteel Aug. IS on a 44-43 (D36-21 Pe11-22, roll
tall Attempts to reverie the vote failed on a 45-45 tie
vote (Vice President 'anima was rot in the chamber and
did rot can deciding ballot) °owe-ingot the McCarthy
amendment said it would make the Mentas farm labor
program prectically amine Pollowing Senate passage
of S 1-03.. the House Oct. 31 hammed I73-110 D'2 -118

101-42,. a House Agriculture Comrnirtee 61951
extending the program for one year with no changes
1.1'03 wan then returned to the Seale with the provisions

Siaof HR 5195 in H.

Final action cane Dec 4. when the Senate agreed to
the House provision s simple one -year eneonon
by a 50.56 ID 28-30 R 22-61 roll call The McCarthy
arnerdrnent was thus &spied In hibrolturg the bill for
Senate actin Agriculture and Forestry Cc:M.61rue
rhatrrnan Flierder CD La , oriented be would not stet
future extension of the program beyond Dec II, 1964
Met arthy said he did rot oppose the program as such
but believed It Mould not be extended unless ald.O.Detai
safeguards were included to guarantee that mei- an form
labor mold not be used to undermine the wage. and
working torclition of native American farm workers

The President need S 1703 Into law Vet 13 PL
Si 203)

1964 Pe0flum Olen leo, attempt to extend tie Mr
of the Mexican farm labor proem- oat -ink

to 1964. ard, as a result, the progiam expired Dec 31,
1964.
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30. 6

Note from the Mexison'Ambatsador to the
S.ecretary of State of the United States,

June 21, 1963

EMBASSY OF MEXICO

The Ambassidor of Mexico presents his compliments to
His Excellency the Secretary of State-and has the honor to
inform hiM of the position orthe Ge-vernment of Mexico with
respect to the decision tkken by the House of Representatives
of the Congress of the United States on May 29. last, rejecting
the bill that would have authorized the executive branch of
the United States to extend the international migrant labor
agreement that expires on December 31 of this year.

The Government of Mexico considers that there would be
no call for any observation whateoer concerning theaforl-
said action, had the need for Mexican labor that has existed
for a number of years among the farmers in various parts of
the United States disappeared, of if systems other than those
used so far were available to meet that need. It is not to
be expected that the termination of an international agree-
ment governing and regulating the rendering of service by
Mexican workers in the United States will put an end to thalt
type of seasonal migration. The aforesaid agreement is no
the cause of that migration; it is the effect or result of
migratory phenomenon. Therefore, the absenc o ee-
ment would not end the problem but rather would give rise
to a de facto situation. the illegal introduction of Mexican
workers into the United States, which would be extremely
prejudicial to the illegal workers and, as experience has
shown, would also unfavorably affect American workers,

2 6 G
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ONE-YEAR EXTENSION OF MEXICAN FARM LABOR PROGRAM

which is precisely what the legislators of the United States
are trying to prevent

The Governments of 'Mexico and the United States ha'e
for' many years been faced with the problem of the illegal
entry of Mexican Workers into- U.S.. territory in search of
work The maximum number of arrests made by the
Immigration Service of the Unitediiitates reached so3.61s
in 1953, a year in which .only 201,3,,0 workers were con-
tracted Since that tune the efforts of ,the two, Liovern-
ments to eliminate illegal entries, at the same time leasing
the door opep under the legal.procedures of the international
migrant lalZr agreemem of 1951, produced the de-ried
results, the number of arrests having been reduced to 31,106
in 19.59, during which year-437.643 workers were contracted

Despite the fact that in 1960 ,the number of contracted
workers began to decrease markedly, the number of illegal
workers did not increase, the conclusion being that the
Mexican workers have understood and accepted the fact
that if they cannot obtain work by contract, it is beralise
they would not obtain it either by' entering the UniOd
States illegally Here are 'some pertinent data: .

Year Con tract4 Deporratv,n
same,'

I

7

1969 315 546 sre
1961 24. 420 ; 31 356
1962 194.4'4 i 12 -.253

In the last 3 years there has been a considerable increase
in the number of Mexican farmworkers,who have applied for
and obtained residence visas to come to the United States,
through letters issued by farmersand growers in the United
States who have offered them etnploynient. ^ It is estimated
that no less than 32,000 farmworkers obtained their docu-
ments in 1961 and possibly some 40,000 in 1962. The
statistics on 'the contracting during the last 5 years show
that there were barely 50,000 jobs for the workers during
flip 12 months of t year, open at variou? times during the
year and in vario States, so that in order to be able to
work without into uption g thi entire year, it would it
be 'necessan- for the worke to move from one place to
another. Since it is impossible to achieve precision And
coordination even with the means available to the two
Governments, it is concluded that the aforesaid increased
number of resident farmworkers do not have permanent
work but in fact continue in their status as seastinol workers,
working for an' employer frit 6 or 8 weeks and then returning
to Mexico in the hope of being called upon to work for another
short periodan operation that is repeated two or three times
a year. As may easily be seen, this situation will create
problems for both Mexico and the United States, since
during the jobless seasons the worker with a residence visa
will burden the economy on one of the two countries, with
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the same consequent es of aci,epting ill-paid work, obtaift g
official assistance. etc.

There is good reason to believe that the ,absence of an
international agreement governing temporary eniplocnient
of fannworkers, will lead to an increase in the types of
migration pointed out above.

Finally, it should be considered that on c aous oc asions
.then at international meetings on migrant morkerpr-Jblenis
represeritatiN es of the Government of the United states hate
indicated their purpose ordecreasing the contracting; until
the elimination point is reached. the Mexican representatives
have requested that an attempt be made to make the de-
crease graduall), in order to give Mexico an opportunity to
reabsorb the workers who have habitually been working in
the United States and thus to stave off the sudden crisis
that would come from an increase in national unemploN men t
The stoppage of the contracts at the start of 1964 would leave
approximately 200,00Q persons out,of work.

It is not considered that the contracting of Mexican
workers under the international agreement has produced
unfavorable effects on Arnfrican workers. Quite the con-
trary The benefits granted the contracted braceros, in the
matter of insurance covering occupational accidents and ill-
ness. the extremelc careful regulations on lodgings and
trd Istx,rtahon, and the constant inspection of rood have pro-
vided a pattern that can be followed for domestic workers who
lack such protection. And with regard to the wage increase
obtained for Mexican workers on various occasions,,-Oieflv
in the y ear 1962, what was obtained through the effort W the
Mexican Government and the cooperation of the Department
of Labor of the United States, to such an extent that in some
localities the wages are higher than those paid to domestic
workers, represents the reason why- type of work is now
looked upon as acceptable by the 'American workers.

It was precisely the presence of the "wetbacks" in the
fields of the United States that created a situation undesir-
able from every standpoint, since those persons have not
even the most elementary kind of protection and were the
victims of exploitatiorilirrevaetecause they were

' forced to accept whatever pay was offerer-Cothem, and
domestic workers were unable to.cotnpete and found them-
selves compelled to move to other areas. The lack of.an
agreement to facilitate contracting as long as there is a
shortage- of farm labor, which the Mexican workers have
been covering, would tend to bring about a return to that
situation. And although Mexico would make efforts to
prevent it,,aa.tixas indicated by the Secretary of Foreign
Affairs of Mexlit at a pr nference on June 5, the will-
ingness of American employe give work to the wetbacks
explains why in many cases the 4exicau workers violate the
law of the United States, and i is very important for the
Government of this country to olve this problem.

The Virtual extinction of dis nmination against and segre-
gation of persons of Mexican nationality in areas of the

2 8
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ONE-YEAR EXTY/NSION OF MEXICAN FARM LABOR PROGRAM

United States where such practices once existed tan decisiely
be attributed to the contracting of Mexican workers under
international agreements Th eneed for labor which only
the Mexican could supply but which was not authorized for
localities wherespecia1 schools were maintained for Mexicans,
or where they were segregated in restaurants, theaters, et( ,

and discriminated against in respect of wages. etc., led the
authorities concerned to put an end to that situation

There is no doufit that this has been a fin:. foundation fur
the good relations between the peoples of t he two countries

In this connection, it is appropriate to note that ID Sep--
tember 1954, the President of Memo «, stated in his annual
message to the Congress that efforts vehe being made to
solve the difficult problem caused by the exodus of Nlexilliti
farmuorkers. -acting in full and friendly cooperation with
the Government of the United States in this task. id order
that those uho go to work may do so under the protection of
existing agreements " And if indeed the contracting should
come to an end, it is hoped, as the Secretary of Foreqn-
Affairs said during the press conference mentioned above,
that the two Governments will act vigorously and deter-
minedly to prevent the-illegal traffic of workers, which Irene:
fits neither Mexico nor the United States and is a constaxit
point of discussion between the two Governments and the,
communities where the braceros who enter illegally work.

(Initialed).
'WASH! TON, D.C., June 21, 1963.
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III. I3f3iIGRATION GOALS

Readings related to immigration goals are grouped into those re-
lating to general and specific policy objectis es. to the question of the
numbers and criteria which will regulate the future admission of im-
migrants. and to the administratis e structure for the overall manage-
ment and operations of immigration law and policy.

A. POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

In "Illegal Immigration and the New Restrictionism," Otis Graham
outlines the -liberal case" for a resictionist immigration policy,
based on what he sees to be the need for population limitation and the
negative labor market impact of illegal migrant:, particularly at the
bottom of the labor market. and the related creation of an underclass.
He concludes that immigration "increasingly becomes only ,a solution
for a very few and delays the devising of solutions for the great mass
of those whose lives will befvent not in physical escape but in learning
to manage what they have."

Other current major policy considerations -in elude the demographic
and economic impact of legal inunigration. and the issue of refugees.
The chapter on immigration from the 1972 Report of the Commission
on Population Growth and the American Future is included. In addi-
tion to its recommendations relating to the control of illegal immigra-
tion. the Commission recommended "that immigration levels not be in-
crAised and that immigration policy be revised-to reflect demographic
conditions and consideratigis. The economic impacts of immigration
are discussed in a chaptei. reprinted from the Staff Report of the In-
terageneyTask Force on immigration Policy (197,9). The issue of
refugee peilic4 is reviewed by excerpts from recent congressi6nal
reports on the Refuove Act of 19f41.

The discussion of policy approaches and supporters br Charles
Keely in r.S. Immigration: A Policy Analy8i,9 is included. Keely
identifies "the three most salient policy perspectives vying for the
attention of legislative reformers" as "adjusting immigration flows
to labor force requirements. controlling population growth by limit-
ing entry. and maintaining liberal family reunion and refugee admit-
tance goals."

"The Migration of Human Populations" by Kinglet/ Davis is in-
cluded as background for the current policy debate. Beginning with
the observation that, "Human beings have always been migratory."
Davis takes a long view of the phenomenon of migration. He also
examines t'he recent pattern of migration from underdeveloped to
developed nations and asserts that "migratory pressure is perpetual
because it is inherent in technological inequality."

"The Need to Modernize Our Immigration Laws" by Charles Gor-
don (1975) is also included. While there is disagreement on some of

(285)
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the hey decisions involved, there is general agreement on the need
to naiiernize the Immigration and National ity'Act, otriginally enacted
almost 30 years ago.

B. NCMBERS AND CRITERIA

Polic'y'dectsions in the area of immigration will translate primarily
into determinations about the numbers of aliens to be admitted for
permanent residence. and the criteria to be used in determining which
aliens will make up these numbers. As background, three charts are
included show ing immigration to the United State -s, 1820-1978: i-
migrants admitted by classes under the immigration law4 and country
or region of birth, fiscal year 1978; and the availability of immigrant
numbers for July 1980 (including a summary of the existing prefer-
ence system)./ .

The question of the appropriate criteria to be used in distributing
immigrant isas is addre,ed in vo selections. Visa'distribution ( prior
to the enactment of the Refugee Act of 1980) is discussed in the Staff
Report of the Interagency Task Force on Immigration Policy in the
chapter entitled "Visa Allocation: Alternative Approaches." As an
alternative to the current liea%;v reliance on family reunion, the report
reviews an approach advanced by David North and Allen LeBel in-
tended to provide a closer linkage between U.S. immigration policy
and manpower requirements. fn contrast, approach proposed by
Charles Keely in 17.S. Immigration: .1\Palley .4nalvi.i. would
strengthen the reliance on family reunion, eliminating the occupa-
tional preferences:

C. ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTrRE1

The administration and enforcement of immigration law and polic3
Itrue recently been the subject of considerable criticism, and the pos-
sible reordering of the'administrative structure is under considera
tion by the Select Commission. The final groin" of readings in this
section consists of a brief description of the current administrative
structure and the history of its evolution, and material on several past'
proposals for reorganization.

This section is prefaced, by a chart entitled' "Thstorichl Outline of
Major Lnited ,tates Immigration Statutes" from Immigration Tarr
and Prartire by .Tack Wasserman. The principal agencies respon0,1e
for the administration and enffai (-anent of initbigration law are the De-
partment of .Tirtii e's Ttrimigatioli and Naturalization Serviee, atfd
the State Department's Bureau of Consular4Affairs. The allocation of
responsibilities amonn. these .and other agencies and the history of
Federal enforcement in this area are de.crihed briefly in the selcetion
from b117771greill.071Tair and Prof-rehire by rharles Gordon and Harry
Rosenfield. This is followed by the section on "Organintional Struc-
ture for the Administration of the Lawn from a law review article.
"Ne4 essary Administrative Reforms in the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act of 1952.- by Ham! Rosenfield (1958).

In its 1953 renort Whop) 1i She Weleome,, the PresIdpec
Commission on Trianin I ation and Natitralization recommended the
creation of a new indorwlident 'arret;ev to administer the major
immigration functions. They also recoiniiiended the "establishment of
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a new and permanent Cynmission on Immigration and Naturalization
to have control and supervisron 0%er the entire field of immigration
and naturalization.- 'lie discussion of the -e recommendations in tile
1953 report is included.

A. provision establishing a seven-member Immigration Board
related in function to the! immigration Cull in i--nlon proposed in 1953
was contained in a Kennedy Administration bill m 1963 (S. 1932

7700.8sth Congres0. and is included here. A unilar provision
vas included in the Jo lur-on Administration bill int toduced in the

C49th Congre-s. However, it %%as not retained in the %ersion of the bill
enacted into law on October 3,1965 ( P.L. 89-236).

A in6fe recent proposal for at least a partial reorganization of the
administration of immigration law %%as included among the options
set forth in a 1977 report by lw OflIce of Drug Abu-e POlicv (ODAP),
within the Executive the President. ent it led Border if anage-
mint and I nterdirtioni: .11 nte rag( tri y vie le, The chapter ,. outlin-
ing options. conclusion-. And recommendation. ar c t cal' here. No
action was taken pursuant to the ODAP report.

274
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31.

A. POLIO` CONSIDERATIONS
OTb L. GRAHAM.

Illegal Immigration
and the New Restrictionism

.. .I can recall a concave bet in the early nineteen-
seventies when a group of friends wagered upon
which pressing social problems would prove the most
intractable as the decade went on We selected the
war, the fimpenal Presidency. the urban costs, bad
air, the arms race. I wish I had chosen illegal unms-
pation For we can now see that no problem of
significant magnitude presents Amencans.whh more
mental and emotional difficulties. and there has been
not only little discernible progress in confronting the
issue. but a steady intensification of the problem The

-s. decade has seen many, many migrants come across
our borders, most of them either arriving tsr remain-
ing illegally, probably al's rate which nets at least a
million new people per year, with their families s

backed up in the countries of their origin The volume
of argument and the level of emotion have risen with
the flow of people. Not since 19511.52, perhaps not
since 1921-24, have we heard as much exclusionist
sentiment Butihere is an equal volume of argument
that illegal iniVIgration vs no problem or that there
are no acceptable solut

There are those w mge at the necessity for
such a policy debate, an paling the mobilization of
ugly passions. They recall that the restrictionist im
pulse of pre-World Wart days and the early nineteen-
twenties by and large had its source in nativist de
ments of the Anglo-Saxon middle elms, with some

suppori organized labor and ceir.tain intellectuals
much concerned with racial purity Though the coun-
try has moved far beyond the racial attitudes of fifty,
even twenty. years ago, there seems still to linger the
assumption that restrictionist ideas must somehow
derive from the reactionary side of the national char-
acter My argument here will be that the restrictionist
case can and must be articulated from centrist. and

even liberal or radical, perspectives, and That it can
be soundly based upon what, for want of a better
word. we may term progressive social values

In immigration matters this is a propitious time
for reasoned discussion and for the construction of
new and well-considered positions For in policy
terms we are stalemated The Carter, Administration
has gingerly proposed some modest restrictionist re-
forms, but declines to press them until the 1980 elec-
tion is past In any event, Congress has not been
disposed to acceptl(mmy Carter s proposals At both
ends of Pennsylvania Avenue there is the suspicion
that the Issue is dantCietil to politicians The time-
buying solution was to appoint a national commis-
sion to study and report its findings a month after the
elections

in Carter's administrative family there is division,
most noticeably between a Mexican American Com-
missioner of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service (I NS s who does not really think that illegal

Reproduced with the permission of the Copyright holder from The Center magazine,

v. 12, May-June 1979: 54-64.
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immigrants are a
I

pr +mem and a Secretary 41. ah,r
of the opposite per-scission And the politisal ditli,u1
ties rev/tummy.- -if policy are reinfori.ed
by analyncal administrative and international ,inn,

Thus, we no ty have until early mi before Inv
thing will he done etc.c talk argue and rethink in
order to shape the pountiatly etploose policy debate
that will inevitably corn: In this simmering period
it indestsion while present .oats are preferred be

polio makers to new and unknown ones with our
policy in shimhks and public .ipanton not well
los used w have the uneasy suture to re examine
basic assumptions

If we could avoid the issue we should ail wish to do
so We are all descended froth immigrants Amens ins
because of open borders We are not eager to be the
generation to ctsse thesis Bat our time for delay on
the give* 1011 Writ short We know 1.111C of the num-
bers of human demography though we had 11 drib
colt to picture where the sand is in the glass With
our own population growing more slowly than ever
before we rarely translate the numbers and fertility
rules of pm{ soctenes into mental pastures of the
migration pressures building upon this attractive
open. and On relative terms 1 resource rich. 'under

35

populated" nation We may or miy not know by
heart that the population if Latin America and the

aribbean now reaches 350 million. that Mexicos
sixty four million will double in twenty years given
her astonishing birthrate suntewhffffre above luny per

thousand with population growl at 3 5 per cent
Asian and African populations a growing at vary-
ing rates, their collective &whit times now pre
dieted to be thirty sit and forty one }cars from bases
of 2 3 billion and 4th million respectively

If we Now these astonishing numbers, we cannot
pii.ture adequately their explosive potential We think
of the nineteen fifties and nineteen styles as decades
of manageable popillation pressures upon the lnited
States from abided Sine do nor hid the nineteen.
seventies mush differed. though the inflow of Isu-
alarm) began to quicken sharply in jhat decade We
continue to ignore or minimize the influx of human
arrivals, heas ter with every year as rural populations
the vs/Srld oser are displaced by capital intensive
deselopment We do not appreciate how word of our
affluence spreads Jails and evewidely We ignore
csen the words of tint non-alarmist to serve as
CoMmissionehaehe 1 N.S , Leonel Castillo, who in
July 197Si tried to tell us that migrants come now in
go,. outliners try en as WVn as across borders. re
sourceful and fecund people responding to uccpcning
NirrgIMS of information, family tics, and the firm
knowledge that the new home is economically re-
..C211SC arid ethically pluralistic

That tide of settlers visible since at least 1970
in a mounting curve. may be expected to ebb IS well
as flow in response to economic conditions here and
elsewhere But fluctuations aside, the demographic
launching, pad is in place in every Third World or
Sott;itern" nation for a thirty-year pressure of mi-

grants upon Pint World or "Northern" societies
f ten the most optimistic predictions of world-
population stabil:I/anon do not promise an easing of
the Misery m the Third World before the end of this
centurraWe are under siege, and, absorbing th4
early waves, %rest-cm determined to ignore the

of human-numbers Demographic futures in the
'sending nations which supply our immigrants
illegal and legal are well known to specialists, but
are not pondered by the rest of us

Some still ask why intensified migrant pressures
should force restrictionsmMigration (illegal added
to legal) to the United SIFItes WI{ heavy by historic
standards in the nineteeseventies, indeed, it
matched the heavy inflows of pre-World War 1 days
Vet we seem to have absorbed it Indeed. we took
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some benefits, about which there is disputation, as
well as some costs, equallyiuntroversird Hajong sur
rived handsomely, why alat absorb migration and.
recer5e all then -adult WUluntece'citizens tough the
nineteen-eighties into the nineteen ta ties'

What is rise restrictiOnists' answer' It comes in
many form,, and to clarify this diversity is my pnn
cipal concern here Those wbk are put paying close
attention, or who mechanic tly extrapolate from

`what little they remember of our history, usually as
ume that the restrictiohists case remains as it.was in

those very different Jays half 3 century ago whets the
limiting laws of WI and I§ were .being formu
lated and debated' Restriction is to be an
essentially rightist 7mpulse combining t nativist
effort to keep America predominantly whit Anglo-..

* Saxon Protestant with a. general ,nelmation u hafals
and intimidate those minority populatit who dui
not come ,vet oil the Mayflower And indeci? there is
a history from' which to inake4such extrapolations.
Restrictuanism has, been as special obsession of the
nativist ngnt This was true in the eighteen-forties.
in the eighteen eighties and rhnetiA in the nineteen
twehtses all periods oruursmost intense concern with
the issue These years'were the peaks in a dreary,
abhorrent cycle of nativist fears of newcomers ".n
American' can or should forget the ugly sentiments
which large scale immigration aitpeatedly proctked
in some of the 'native- northern European origin
population ,,And the immigratiod need not be large
scale for the reactionary impulse to feed upon it The
McCarran *alter Act 1952 reflected hysteria at
the ,nfiltration into our nation by subversives with a
vane!, of on American ideas., yet the volume of im
migration at that time was relatively small

'11 This history must not be allowed to mesmerize us,
' or to svtistitute for observation True, there are..still

with us those stin urge restriction.out of what may
appear to tic motives of ethnic, racial, and class dn-

. like, or feflings ohultural superiority Yet these senti-
ments arc 4u,te muted, for the country is far. fat from
the openly racitt operating assumptions of thetone
teen tufenties 154 before What might be catled:the
Lunseevative restncticintsm if the nineteen twenties
dealt openly to-concerns about mongrel and in-
ferior races degeneracy, loss of racial purityaani
vigor and so on_There is none of that talk in oul
rublic discussion fiXtay, and sine 1131 to be on the
mailing list of the most estrilif groups to read
anything like it

The conservative'nse now takes an economic
fort, arguing that illegal immigrants cause one to

:go( We,'

.

it

, one Fob displacement t thus accounting for almost all
of Ur seven to eight million unemployedi andina-
pose heavy welfare cosh upon' honest taxpayers

s'lgut these charges have not stood up weal upon exam-
and if restnctionism rested on them ,rrwould

carry tle weight There is some actual yob tits-
place ent, but thiss difficult to measure and few
cjedirit with even one- quarter of the current unem-
ployment total In the five or six large cities where
illegal imrkigrants have massed most heavily there are
some sizeable coats to taxpayers due to school im-
pacts But on the whole illegals do not uft -welfare .
services very eltensively, and perhapi'skay more in
taxes !including-Social Security taxes) than they cost
local governments in dollars When amnesty is en.
acted. JAI surely well be. then some large number
of dlegalsawtll suddenly become legal Perhaps the
total Al teach eight or ten million depending upon
amnesty provisions Their families will then be env-

, ble for entry, and the use of social services might
4, sharply increase , .

So. conservatrie restrictionism, prevented by the
Moral and pulitijal climate from making good use of
any facial or ethnic arguments. claims that taxpayers
are hurt anti thus lays down a narrow and not Over-
whelming case for reform

More sukstantial arguments for restriction of immi-
gration are available Two in particular are ethically
well grounded. have impressive empirical support,
but are not well understood in' the country at lage
They urgently need communication and clarification
One arises from considerations of the new population,
resources environment problematique . 'the other
arises from, the pursuit of racial justice and social
equality in the United States They point toward a
restriitioriism which neither derives from nor ep-
courage, racial or ethnic discord or ideological in.
tolerance

I am he're Merned with two perspectives which give
the c'se for iinct4) limited admissions a new ethical
and intellectual underpinning 'These are already mak-
ing themselyes felt in moving the debate onto quite
different polilskal and sociarground than itticcupied
fifty yearsago The first is the broadening under-
standing that human population growth makes all of
our problems more difficult, and must be curbed
through some effective combination of individual and
governmental action This realization has penetratede,
?sinerican thinking with enormous dif culty. but it is'
ty now widely accepted among whites of all social
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groups though the idea has iisib(e higd its the
various minority "immunities

There is neither 'Inc space nor the necessity to
"alive this matter here Of course one can still getAn
argumenr about it There are those who toying ...I
en across the 'empty spaces of Wsonling. assume
that the t ruled States as iii,ncrasted perhaps with
Bangladesh or Japan, has not begun to approach its
carrying capon} however that be der:fled

The case for population limitation =CM the Ira
diurnal Aructie.an resource space eitiKrZ.m at Ks-
crat points with arguments I will list without clabora
Wm In a gkihal perpeetive growth; populations on
every slintinent threaten and ,:steroid economic and
social advancement depfear tcsourites and ..irk an
awful damage upin and Srid zi'eanic and atmo
spheric ecology The t sited States an hardly lead
(Ober, to population stabiloailin without wining the
handful of small Western E urorean nations which
have ac hissed that condition and iut,own popu
lawn, while slowing in growth till never stabilize,
given existing demographic trends

Moving" wrthenliur own framework the case for
tioglestit population sfaMirtatin which Was pen
reasonably cogent express:on as early +or as late')
as 19/2 in the report sf the 4ational Commisstcn on
Pripulation and the Nmeliean Future rests upon
`ever?' points that each American impincs a sastly,
disproportionate drain uplillied resources and en
yironment because 14 our way of life so that there

__may be too mans id us' even (kw. that interna
urinal and unesen internal distribution aside,
the cartW' ng capacity of the t nitcd State* is not yea

ra.tis nivt 0.t that
is,. ...Ms/ rnasioin Afferscsnt.sinidd itiiteseni v.. piiOaiion
loasd .pfinueisrewtsi ...Nen. Me eintie I/ ter,. fflet.

PnAtnat ,watt tart, standitsetrin pew ,. seism
semi rN iess. n NtIet .ileroond

0

known but may ea. been ee.ee.ied Jitesis!
until we funstat itiaits its
posal of tun.` :meals aril Soled astes agre rural
praeti.cs a si sir that social rtiregierits
:pace pn and unspoiled wilder ess areas are

, much sir ter than base been acknowledged and 'hat
national security no longer demands masses t 'can
power for the defense of our froner,

These and other slew. I repeat are pet a J.
Parti, argument Sily rtonit i, that while rnrre . "se

rdheinents and stuns in emphasis in the pi puiazion
limitation ..11C and obdurate resistance is'ate,s
that rase the case itself persuaose a gt torig

cinvinber -if Viler, ans and has an irrcsistih e p etricn
Mtn That hasicall currest JP.%

remain so until and unless there some abut turida
mental changes :n the musics of in ndustna
societies or in planetahy human de mographs'

Indeed the more intelestin4 arguntert ^
zion stabintasion has alreasis shifted roin .nsni.1
to how' and how soon'

Is stahilitanith best pccreued direetly and ` s: , set,
through birth control eist-ts or indire.ii by tiro
securing social Justice for the poor as! especis
Tor women' Let us set ;11..4 srgurnem n,
side If we pursucSit it wiuld appear that Sc -eed
do both Population limitation seems to -merge nit
-galls as using standards go up arid mod:In /an. n
proceeds but in sooetiec not yet across 5e demo
graph,. ;rimming+ a state guided pro grawi if anus
planning appears also to make J
to tering+, decline In tither case those ardent for
human progress must also he ardent for population
limitation The only quarrel 111.3) be actis, I e,
us try this formulation those who are for populathin
stabiliiation are not necessarily hunitinetts with us
stop but all humanists with real vision are for popu
Litton stabilization

Is that statement too sweeping' ndoUbledly it is
in 1919 but it comes dose to the insight we require
The population issue, we know. has attracted a few of
the self eentered andAhe- confused My point :spat
inereacingly and MeSitahly it becomes the eonim
gronnd of all the friends'of human freedom and ful
hIlment In the final three decades of North American
sussed J righteous and moral' cause Merged
abolitionism Abolitionists came in all shapes and

viaditfiiron 07.;s0.sly IN. n meth. en ....non piai
,nest eintivIsIgon sort 1./.15 enstosateli peek...cr. of

.osaely sliroinant and &iterate, ertived si Pie ,.owns ot sr, ens

..payns .41 undo.1...11, prose indnpeniank here ilsirs,15 there are
onsiossrate inane ews So sithl deem ,season m et el
reiculatrone

S7 st.,,s,.t
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torms perhaps some held :kit "ca., ...4 ntoler
manyand natreil are many would not coat cr *her

social goods Some aboltlioniStt were not the most
admirable -,e 'pie if their Jas And . nome mural ad
enlightened p,opie. Abraham Lioln for one
were nor arsoinionists Yet.n retrospect abolition was
a hberaling numane progressive and necessary
aka OA tended to attract the best of .1 generation
anti! ikc opposition to the war in %ICI( tan one vied
wish 'nencis ', bss..kdate inters ..on ersion That I

ihmk s naprcning in the general comrament to an
earls haiansing of human birth and death rates to
hang nurnan numbers into balance with resizAkes and
carrving aapaitty

For those with that commitment, their imposing
a2signincnt 15 to de tie the goal and design the meaas
m ..1 that -:. not fail or serve dehumanizing ends
cIsere .5 an .minediate it 1p take Our nation in

tr nsporsation housing. and other policies 'his

'Niel. better ,si adOress itstinternal problems and to
sert corlit cadership needs a population policy
hick -ill non and ,nfucnce it.. energy economic

wot.ld ,epair a critical g.sV in our governmental
rn,achinerr and m our national thinking If we had a
pormlansin r.,J.,,., we would g,, through ,,ur periods
of fliiundermg and meptitude kit gradually we would
iirrn that policy up and move Lc,. ard the interim goal
Isiabilization giving ourselves time to learn how to
manage this rubst problematic satiable k1 which cc
are crklerstandably' ui wary

In this frame anything that delays adoption of a
rxiploation policy carnet, I burden of lusttheanon
A national population policy would probably take
the form of a greater salience for the topic as evi-
denced by administration reorganization, a White

-Ilotisessr ervis4iue.1.1111.! -1.11111 a reporting ....ys.le a.-
stronger resea h ...Mat, and some statutory !hewn*.
!faun at the outset, the policy would probably in time
//iCitkir the goal of stabilization. the most taiiiitile
national goal we are likely to agree epon inthe fore

Isecable future s -
Misting such a policy in plate as a matter of both

law and institutions AOtliii not automatically tell use
hoc to riandk the immigration sirohlern But it would
be ncompatit;le.with current flows of aliens into the
I lined Slates and would reinforcettic prcsAres to
revise our immigration law and ifs administration in
order to rchieve an effective limit Among the goals
of immigration policy stabiloation could be 61tWes.1
along with family reunification a haven for refugees
labor torce mesh and othsrs In time. stabdiratiim

i might even become paramount Yet the necessity for

t
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restrctionV1/4ould not base 'derived from rac I or
ethnic dislikes, disgcllsect as a taxpayers revol gainst
heavy welfare costs Restriction of immigr ion, like
the other components of a population y e g .
universal access to family planning, info anon. and
technology should come in a ch te of ethnic
and religious plurigsm and tolerant gradualism

-..rid-rearogrukum of the mternatiomL4 c4_ of ipy
migration-policy reforms and tfie response
Western societies for some part of the transform
of Third World economies .

.0'
The second influence upon emerging alignments on
the immigration question which promises to make a
Major difference is the ,labsir market impact of the
alien labor force This is brilliantly clarified in a
recent publication David North's ark! Allen Idlers
%lunar., re and Immigration Polities In the CI-Sig eb ,

rupy 1975t, a study done for the National Klan
grosser Poticy C,,mmtssion In a detailed analysis
winch is more cittprchensive and more sharply fo- ta
cused on policy recommendations than any' cattier

-4
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of labor market impacts 4 which I am aware
Nolh and IveBel _onclude that "the most significant
consequence of illegal immigration appeals to the

re3titart of a to-class NOS. Ver SI Thee argue 'that's...411e
significant 'displacement a general depression
of wages and standarAs are t inevitable ri*ult... dA

the presence 4 large nr 4 workers without
fights of citizenship wt e. t the. bottom ofthe
labor Martce, and utlwitttnit511 .reate and mash-am

in 7, hat supposed to he an egal
arum society The presence'of these workers lowers

wages at the bottom prevents change in basic strue
tore of the Secondary !Shot' marker stews income
distribution in a egiessi.ve',irec.tion and perpetuates
a twn-class tabor force in the authors view And
they 11/3ke the unassailable but little noted point that
'gash workers represent trItto a temporary ,3,1utiort as
their aspirations arm ose of their childrea will rise
and they will resent id in their turn abandon p

ngjfj he, 'v.. a ewe matnan the
t 10.1r ....An Mnras.r1 Fire he 1..4,, of

desk an na..nsmicon tann ..ot arn4

naps
.e .0o. ,ra.6 0,.. A aaa.1.4,...r

ansot arestly tedoceil

it"t

areli

aft

rrneirly sought lea,ag an unret,rmee.' secondary
latior market 'o attract a,tre,h round of desperately
poor people who will he the nest under lass

North and Leffel are i.onsinced that Americans,
white and nopwhite would take such lobs "sern-
selses coming otf in-ome transfer programs atA\out

lives of deitierdencs and idleness. if wager rid,
standards wen. raised Along v.ith this tritest go some
careful tigntzning..1 ,n,orne maintenance programs
.n ordef to mesh Tat pc.sh intlannce wins the pull of
nigher wages They a_knowledge 'hat sort; industries
would' autom.re or -,ose but the spit maturity they
feel would sutsisc tow new labor costs passing them
rant to the' rest of us In 'De ocarablc costs of higher let -'
fuse prices, ur a dollar more per motel room for the
maid As they put it. it is time to end the current sub-
,say to consumes of lettuce and restaurant meals and
to some employers Takrsg such measurer at the bot-
tom of the labor market .c.iuld hnally alloy the Lnited
,States to compute As stalled effort to 311o, all of
-Put poor especially mirionttp.. to take at least an
initial productise place on the economic ?adder It
wou4d permit the sompletwn if the econori is phase of

'the civil rights moyement dust as the legal pfcase was
_omplete4 In the rtincteen-hftics and nineteen suites

The policy reforms NoCh and LeBel urge include
enforcement of limited admissions combining thls
difficult step v.itn recommendations for generous am-
nesty and for ffesitnlity to se ping annualalituotas to
permit "coals to respond to economic trends as well
as to no mx2wer considerati

Thus
llts,

us sehest mato: iteart. i effort to consider
trarmgrat Tom the manpower perspectise urges
restriction, not simply in the intere bf national
economic efficiency but as the only v. to extend
economic opportunity to our own di santaged
classes The report may be read as a call o the civil
rights movement to complete s m a liberal
logic for restriction

It is difficiilt to oserestimate portance of

v.et all ecancr, ,1 e,40rptKe n ataclant from the
.xwe A v.v.. has a <wane pre
sloard a t-tee tattart The name esfluennal

vol.,* 6 t.nwCr :a cur ia.t 1.11 0..11,17,P,
Hata.3 ~tin naenorntrat no Ns. darned One tee
Arme Jan mcanlons drpfesad walla A.Lh dnY sf

"dew. crn &p.n.., Isaac A or,
191:n tpontal To fist of ...den,.

hth.144 all a reoW to i otters tkied,on...A net h,,,Arit.... 'OW 111a.,rard), raw Rue
de 14.11 sea ,on con.." arlt te o.wnar he.rooft a resell

'Yarn nary. nu., that Ow Odlefitharn Mauve i. rr esn.somic on-
put. no ma, metro.., but i.atlabt, *Yon; Saadnesan.c.
Ism ea orth !diet arno,na prep in[ nC.11sei .soon to. /if, ans. ,e. -.,a r l.e 33,4Mixe

es.rem d the 4.4arctard nnnahaan eta Of course the, do
11sey fl.arna onn..f.ar" nonAn^taa1n aryl M 011111c

ry leaaenrnartet
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Vrtb s arid Le/S.6 s argument It revives. for those
Americans who for whatever reason of occupation or
ideology, hold -strong Sympathy with, the working
class, a debate which was most intense among So-
cialists and Vogressives in the years before Korli
Kars! On the q n of, immigration. A ican
radicals were then sided and not a little used

On the one hand hey were guided by Kw,
union of an i ernational work-he class and were
thus instinct Veit "open-border advocates 6rt the
other hand they stew from long and frustrating ex
penence that the continua, orrivat from Europe and
Asia of, masses of immigrants was anv'impassabk
harrier tp working-eluss collective action The endless
arrival of relatively docile rop-Aenshed people was
to many radicals more irnporant than any other lac
tor in delaying the final reasoning of a militant
working class with the exploitative features of Amen
can industrialism

Whole the organized i;loor movement made a cleat
choice between these two perspektives condemn
mg immigration and adding .Ls support to the move
meat which culminated in the laws of 1921 and 192.:

the Socialist Party could not decide One group
welcomed immigrants as Mother laborers from
abroad. but had a tendency to condemn Asian anrni
gration as bringing ulthese shores if population which
cost enore thasst. added Racial attitudes, not re
search po this position Another sting of
radical; ed that the Americab Federabonsuspee
of Labor 'correct that all immigration in general.

ideal to working-class .aspirations in the

4Jnited States A working i.ympiomiso.emerged in
Morris lfillquit s bridging resolution offered to a
1910 Socialist convention

-The Socialist Party favon all islatne measures
tending to prevent the immigrat of strikebreakers
arid ctntract laborers. and the mass immigration of
workers from forvgn countries. brought atm.,' by the
employing dal's!) for the purpose Of Iveakening the
organization of American labor, and of lowering the
standard4 life of American workers"

On the other hand

-The pargy is opposed to the exclusion of any irri
migrants on account of their race or nationality and
demands that the L be at all limes maintained as a
free asylum for all men and women persecuted by the
governments of their countries on account of their
politics. religion. or race

eimr Nit
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This official position while it appears at first as
an adr it straddle'ocurripat.ble comm,tmewts,
not without its 6011Sirfrik.y Standing ..pon the ,on
vtction that mass immigration was both :cork micall;
and politically harmful to the American working
class. it Fame out for restri.tion but not restr..uon
based upon racy' ,arbitieratIons It wouLd accept
some controlled entry of political refugees

Today s Left might well return to this position
Since the law of!965 eliminated recia' dist.nctons
and ..ununaed the traditional pra.tice settirg aside
quotas for political refugees all wat emairi, for the
Left to pursue is restriction of legal imro.gration
from scale to a limited scale

The fi today hls a stronger research base for
this potio than the Socialists pre Korld Kar I
days in the work of s:orth and LeBel %ernes) Briggs
Robert Birrell, the General Accounting Office
others The main victim of large-scale ilkgai
gration this research confirms, is the unskilled
domestic worker It is difficult to see b American
liberals and radicals can long continue habit of
titheer ignoring immigration or assuming from in.
Wrist that'll illegal =Migration is a poor peoples
movement and ought not to be tampered with or
hindered The restrictionist case should and will make
converts on the left, as time brings reassessment

. .
lilegal imm.gration dense, chiefly from eight or ten
nations and is' composed lot only of the Spanish
speaking from Latin America and the Caribbean
i proffiably seventy to eighty per cent of the total 1 '

but also of blacks from Haiti and Jamaica ()morals .
from Taiwan and Korea. significant numbers of
Arabs. Filipinos and Others It this enlarges the son
of what are still loosely called minority populations.
and these are traditionally liberal in political itiOna
lions and Democratic in'voting patterns' If they de
velop no interest in restriction. it w ill have a weaker
base in the liberal Left i What id the at

titudes among blacks Ad owns4
Why the Amenoon black Whip has not been

Moved toward restrigtiontsM by the evidence of
economic competition at the bottom of the ladder
defies adequate explanalgon It is helpful to remember
that historically tie black comrtnimA has nots been
much concerned with demograpRic Rives and, ,s not
strongly influenced by conservationist idea( there
may also be an unexamined tendency of blacks 'do
avoid issues which strain the uneasy. Chicano alliance

F
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perhaps o, the niac!s who has thought abort the
-ssue assumes that the current new wave of anon
grants will repeat the American pattern and idt the
sowest group up ,nto he nuadle class though for

es 4 'sew immigrants to this country These are
decades Mat nas we been onspicuous result of the

fides
'1,4 ire,) 1 wing reasons for the lack of concern
,er the Inc I rnmigranon 4 anskilled masses Who

ieprets wag and -.irking zondnions in low skilled
vicctors By all logic the black position on aleph
immigration shwid 1.X.11 Jfiderg0 the most dramatic
snft along the entire spectrum a group attitudes

The Mexican Arnehcan outlook on illegal mum
grarion unlike Those ,4 other groups I have so sketch
iiy appraised is more °moles and ungerstandably
ambivalent, and it is not likely to change very much
it .ery fast Yet som shiLks latent in the gap be-
tween (h.cano pia'slic paitiont priaie' positions
among Mes.an A -ans are not so monolithic,
and r troubl concern for the immigration
issue i and ' self interest of that community
insofar as at may be perceived and permissibly
commented pkm ty a mere fellow citizen Mexican
Americans have many and overlapping interests in
this question But the interest they have so far not
much debated openly is their poe.pon as lispropor
donate occupants of the secondary labor market
Upgradms the ecdrionisc and social SUNS of .Cal
tin- American citizen is apparently made more shit
cult by a sappily of other workers without rights
without the same wage or social expectations. 44 an
five workers This,he discussed tested and re
analyzed The `de an Arner4un community may
choose to absorb this . t out of ethnic solidarity, it
may segue Mar it will be more than _ompensated for
through the political power achieved ihroiigh.larire
scale Mexican immigration, or it might reluctantly
conclude that Mexican Arreekanand Idektican imms

err

grant interests tragically but fundamentally contact,
at least under current ensuing/km

If the Last perspective hat influence, it leads toward
acceptance of the idea of restriction. if it is wean
pulled by generous amnesty and is achieved by con- r
trots which do not buiden citizens of Mexican descent
Too many sympathies run against restriction to Per-
1:1111 that position to be embraced This is natural, and
indeed these sympathies allow the Mexican- American
community especially to make a positive and techs-
pensable contribution to the trnmegranon discussion
But it would be in the loos-run advantage of the

(6aoos to moderate their position on the issue of
estnctiontst revision of CS immigration patterns

It is set 'healthy for ethnic relations in the tinned
States for a group to appear monolithic on complex
questions though every group has incurrpd this
risk by closing ranks in :Imes of emotion and stress
And it is especially unhealthy if an ethnic group
ap ars to take stands predictably in line with those
of a government of a foreign power, finding no cc-

n discern any. American national enterest m a
moss toward restriction And it does not improve
domestic ethnic relations when a minority group.
whose motives may well be entirely defensive, favors
continuation of an illegal trend which in frankly,,
wekomed as increaling tee Mexican-American pall.,
cal leverage so as to gain relative advantage by aut-
breeding other groups presumed to be nvals ,

-Hostile" esziusion_ as one sometimes hears The
phrase is in no one s interest, and indeed seems quite
remote, especially with the passing of General Leon-
ard F Chapman s tenure at the I N S In fact, ex-
clusion itself is not possible necessary, nor probable
Greater restriction, late or soon, is inevitable. Only
the timing ant) manner of it are in dispute It is cm-
really important that Left actively arid positivelythat
influence both the ti sing and the vintner

As to haw& t sooner the issue is rimed the'
,better, for the passage of nime merely intenstfus the
problems of population pressure and makes a rela-
tively benign climate ifss likely As to the manner of iii
restriction, the influence of progressive ekmentasin
our society is required to make the restriction cordial,

\ firmly based upon considerations of the public interest
(which means a higher priority for population stabi-
lization and for labormarket ipaces), combined
witkupprecedented forms of economic development
and population control assistance, and unswervingly
rooted in a commitment to racial and ethnic plural-
ism We must accept the idea that the sue of the VS
populalitm must soon become Stabilized, but Amen-

' uv,Jvat #.71
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;raj n -gar.'* ; trr. Cgil.
predicted

TherState Departnicht ts right .o Grist frld:
shft trouara tignter ..ssstriN 4 leg4 : Ora be taken

ts.sa,th extreme .aut4an and the.: ..4A has been
rtrengthvaad eyes b: :ezentl, ascreased esti
mates s4 Slest:an sat reserses There are th se who

ten.psintIng he grtrirrad that 4c .30h,rt
Snoloo .41a: lift.tion Sfes..an internal ada fa 023'.
:3L; si ue rettrZt entry that se hare no s-go'
meddle and 'hat ue io end -sr meddling b's

Mear.a0 c'.'eS That
Jf g.roi is free of their ...4C7TID....%C.ats

to see Ame_r -an ;,,r, Marke a tafet,
,an dwracsn, dns.-ntent

I in the sdentifi.ation of the suosrdy but
not %the pswsibrirt: of punts easing ace arc

fl t00 man inanent 43,1 meddling utth each
utter no-a. Both the Untied States and Mesr.o are
fa: _11'nm Cr, ra anJ kOr t, each -the; Pasrestr.:110et
ma.* he a.somphshed gradually. and rriat_rmi wiii
gere-,at. Aleonp of 'rade concessions and magi
nat.rel. &sped programs of atd fo: inteMert

k_ci,9regru Irdouncd reade-s knou that
'rsetattc' it teat.: rtaae titfe .Larentaprospect of
Stesisan a...eptanse but the, could change Aid
sh, ne de'.:red .0r:sc.:tattoo lath Niestsan en
pett.se and or rnultata terally fn:eed -rsTh-i.

:night at': be taken m the case of a short list of the
sendmg us tn.:Utast ,umeers of gnmIgrauts.

,hare estensilk I S cultural o esarronuc
anpast ma: he sh,arn t be ;art i4 the problem of
human .1+s:0e3tion '

Sots.studc brr the 'ailserse ,fazniat tinplate of US
:estitstweorn should rest anon a rex/ninon of Our
eahrtn.az _rmermty er-patterns-44 sicortiornent. wpm,
harhanitat,ao sonserio, and upon the trustworthy
pttferense for long unnething /!s53-5C to gel at the
Mot% Of rather than simply dealing unh
m antic-43i It shouk1 not test upok a dedication

700 re00 V.ever0on./.....- 1 'a nnt (4 55055954 and nar
Non P.M.,_ no tInn now !Von Jaws. Kes,.. acaa aatT prs

41110.41 41,a, avac neneved . Oonv 1 ...chow 1.
.40 anin Ow 11,4141 0-th, le 0.144

ft.:dr aar...ar> trekra
41.4.p9.ra larthrn Ow "form, s4 nrodowa

..eproto 4 ", 4 .aantlries weal -. ana. .a.aeratratal ita
a.aamaaat - Q.. .3 if* 41011.
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fro,,ftra ace4.1. V.v. .ft 414 J ....ad4onahni row,
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ito-llsZ preservation of the places and pnoleges of the
cawing Mee governors -t political and =o-
ncomic Here be good neighbors of coopm.3-
uve national , but hardly thew allies against
internal dissent.or pressure

It' seems odd to me to observe the solicitude for
the Mexican industrial-firuuwial landowning political
elites which a no loyally offered by young Mexican
Americana and even American radicals- with .hom
I discuss this issue %A-Wally unlimited =migration
into the Crated States which is nom, C. S de facto
pots,.y helps buy time for an oligarchy and a system
in whan for nitrty tie yO3r5 since 1940 inahaine
C ornefics words. "Mere was probably no 'eat insonie
gain for the pottiest forty per :cam of Mexicans,'

ft o cursous to me to find so man. ,attsatuats if
set/professed radical sentiments who choose 'o -on
rinse to offer an escape valse whw.h narris me Amer
can tower ciatsfs, and puts og the necessity or Mexico
for facing the tragi c ineqaalties in .tppr,runity and
r bye of social progress which snaracteroz recent

esKanjusiory Ore would have thought they 'fould
kr to rase all measures toforce an early rec corung

with system failures Can tbi..-,,answer be that they
choose shoat term

m
.and ternp_eary relief for a nxidfut

of Mexico s mil'ions :hose leasing their nomeland

rather than fundamental reforms' Certainly not
apparently they do not beliese the choice is requtred,
and favor both Bilithere 13 a case, worth more din
;usston that the relief is functionally related to the
maintenance of the system they would radically alter

So much for those of radical inclination Grad
,alists accept the Mexican officials argument that

.they need another generaneifaol our human escape
hatch while they deal with bosh eco-4orrat deselop-
MCnt and population growth This TC4tilfel one to
,sidge whether their efforts are good-fats' efforts and
whether they are ba,:xed by the required orgency and

E.rher way we find ourselves deciding ..ow to
play our rote as analysts of and meddlers in Mexican
ZSC,C10Prhera :1,4 whether to play 'hat role

Of all the implications of the immigration issue
this is the most sa:lent to my mind A nandfwl Of
societies abroad rear half the next generat.on of
Americans and send them here to impact our labor
rnarket schools urban centers Reciprocity' We must
clarify and select OW' choices for rneddling in rn.,:n
for the choice ttf pretending lot to mtedere Is in-
creasing* understood to sic a mirage wrapped 'r the
,cgifertabie the. -41: if the useteign independence

nation states It to ,al.e CORintreK? more
,,,,,IPurd next pair,

Mr. Graham's Loyalty Test for Chicanos
, By Vic

The C enter isr the Study of Deresx ran, Ins/stump
has in 'owl me to respond to Oen Graham s article

While I am in agreement with much of Mr Graham s

analysts and share his deep rasncern for the social
demographic, 'and economic dImentwons of the illegal'
immigration issue, the article contaan a contortion

-dial argeat on emotional Founds
Mr Grahams perspective about Chicanos is erro-
neous Contrary to his belief or comprehension that

Cbicaros are monolithic on the illegal Immigration
sate, Chicanos have taken various positions. each
aceordmg to as individual 'new and as part- of a
heterogeneous population Some Chicvios oppose

migration from Mexico Some advocate an
open border between the United States and Mexico
Others propose a well regulated and controlled but
der Still others are ambivalent

'forethelcss, it appears this Mr Giaham is not
content with this situation and insists that Chicanos

43

have taken a monolithic stand According to Mr
Graham. failure by Chicanos to take a stand against
Illegal migration makes their loyalty to Alnenca
suspect Ho ploy is to project Chicanos and Angios
embroiled in a future bitter cultural conflict some-
what like the present separatist atrugglebetween

--"P"rerith-andtnglisMnadians He !untie( questions
the fidelity of Chicanos by challenging them to bran-
dish their patriotism for America by taking a mono.
ham stand aginnst the Mexican illegal migrant

The crux of my concern isnot just over the - efficacy
of Mr Gfahant s allegations. but also for the danger
that it represents for Chicanos Such a position breeds
hatred not only for Chicanos, but alio for all His-
panics who fit the Latino stereotype Even if Mr
Graham s illusionary loyalty test for Chicanos never
comes, hate for them can be fhe }elf fulfilling propht
ecy based on his notion

2P n.
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attoWes toard. national vusereignty
One is not impresied uhen indisiduals argue if-a: the

S Mexi.an .S a ri,tion and that the two
societxs floe rricbt aOng a ts.o thousand mile
front and s"arr. a .mirrs,,n at and the^ witr,,a1
new breath -espon,d, to suggeocns for gence t S

pressure encoorap-, ssfes,;a, ,

ff,nne a-ati,,-,s of pure n3; onal ;o'er
eight.

Paradox,-30, tfc ilega gratlon issue tso

-co' or.cs .sm

d ate he aMc .eQac, is IP fa.. r
shared 's zOrlsr MisCd

a'r,"; da,c. F- r o.e need pc c.: na' flat
i. ng 'tsc dome g.c^- a
sepaate nationa n,se es a< age "Sc

zia.M. n,ide atilP7 and ',are ',C
,_,arts 7ff',ISS dca. 3,
as syr,,,, rn. gn
.03^0-0 ..5 c.... 'S 0sa n, Cg's

and .1:c --c ".order.

is Cvw C a ,,,l^te
as is "ase I trite 'tad 'o clar1,

t^e;:e son, a hale T
-ems' ^ roe 55w ,stns ^ -71 .n.c ...ec

' a Zr ..c

glimpse only in small daily in.rernents and in any a'
few ,c,tien nati,m to recognize that their
potential IltMbers arc so awesOrne that 'he sixty-odd
people export,ng nations arc well supplied to rack

nation until nideous malads of crowding
pas neon moved from the Thud So thse First World,
ark: thus to prefer to this erid:esss temporising with
distant ons the 'loader good ar the poor in
Nos send ^g and -eccving societies ,t is also the

ader good .rf the non-poor .hush can come Only
fro.bc,ng torced to deal no.. with ,he poor and

.t rhrr disadsa-tage dire..1) and .mme-
Mateiv

Rertc.. -157 .dr.^00 sinl to ,rr- gration But
ft begins .07 'to: tesagMtion that OINDIZration is a

" "3.113n probieris it stems
to 54.e o,sed f ,r our ancestors and fsa. us at a sir)

'different der, graphic and ec,.,togital rIrle Virxreas_
of ^Its ril. a SPitgiOn for a sec few, and

dela,. 'or de,,,og of solutions for the great mans of
where .se, will he spec, not ri physical escape

'n learsIng to manage .ha: they hase4

Or" Gralan is a Prn'rssor nit 4n:erica,: History at
:he CJI,01,71, or Santa Barbara and a

41t,c

,:a- Ao-ted tn.: 33 f sets

arat and '4, ^asd "Xers ar.comtsbe-d

<;ng atu ;di:-age se pars, I a Rata
n.:, The :sescp and a Rata t ,:ida, n rie nand Sates

Yet rar7.-remix ros p ,n 1 a R11.1 t nida is restse:s
rya, tr.c w'^:e C h,,.ano;rg sit at "Sr. the Democratic
and Rep-n, Pao:s. 'be rogoi.

0shai he ts an Amen
:an standard .hart. a Ms% .3n rntation From \tr
Claharn s posston this oa.d.d...a.P. `ra) r, soss,F4ie

tst..1, n,m
ft is true ^ al art SeSIS,VVe

:he" 4 'he ,'eia Mex,an ,roz,3-1 1114 ,.013
n. nct".ckss rt,ogli/C 0 a suture and reg
ate,: I coal Stitt, %ler ,o1 bc.rde-
...arc '^e :et of ,pcn harder with
antrstutCd colts Sr an Ski," ... s. 1 niiad States

hisanog. Sposs that tile. , 411T ..3t.o.cd St on
planned *'h ,t sot,,, for 'his courars
and would he nastrotis for roe ',Ms< of tie:Kan
...goers and 'hear aslid .rise to the

1 rjstrd States fq,,,,j a , n a Nast to !osc anIns

j.alc. mean, d ...pr. -5 1,14, medial .arc

2

ra

C',..arson want a sensible approach and solution
to a rtirat coblem What they oppose .s the dog-

pr, 4, pat ,s1 retrictiorist, u.ho ..saki
Siam Nt.t.: krnericar, \lexican border door with
the qt,.e m.1.1 ra..,,t wrist And tn.:, Niece she Aaxrt-
sar tosard Mexico that for too long has,
!err nor only national In slew of the Caner
Administrat,on s desire to share in Mexico s natural
rcsour.cs it Is urpciatise that our approach be from

positron rnals.ar concern and respect not one
based on linuendocs Mr Graham s rhetorical pre-
sum.ption nit tunics to exacerbate the illegal alien
issoc rather than elevate it to a higher degree of

k and understanding

I so I illalpundo it the author of The Impact of
Illeavl 4henr on the Counts of San DieRo- a
search paper prepared in 1977 for the San Die
("UM, &nod of Sapentsors when he was corn
'nand, °Vat's officer pt the counts He participated
in a (-cote/ thaloirne rot tIlega 7 "Mexiet7

The Special Case The enter Magaznv.,July'
Alizart 19771 and is funr an adman:tramp of the
San (hero Cninty Health Department

,1
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Chapter 13:

Bevuse population growth hal rarely been a
concern of uncmgration policy makers, it is espeaaily
important to study inurugration from the perspective of
population policy In the years 1861 to 1910 Use

average amnial immigration rate per 1.000 tnti, Ptda
two of the Lnited States wu 7 5 the rate tor the period
1911 to 1970 dropped to 1 The rate for the recent
period reflects a rue from the 1930's. when there was a
net outflow of teagyants. to the 1960 s when the rate
was 22'

Hillontullition has contributed pro
formally to the growth and development of this country
In tuft, we pride ourselves on being a nation of

is Traditionally because of the deuce to settle
ad frontiers and the demand for labor, in the

ualtinnes, there were few restriction. on
immigration However. a changenglitmo early h this
century became reflected in new ninp.atsori pobcse
The at ts new changing again, and it a app o'
pnatt th the Commission review the role of =may.
bon

The

Our nation's history repeatedly meals the out
standing contributions of uniugrants They provided
mum of the manpower andfluttabye that settled the
colonic. and opened the wen Paley helped build the
taittogla, worked in Ow orgartged labor,

fittest of business an govern-
mark on American aria

we 5ryitsbtning in
merit, and have
and scholarship I Wants
eCrstily significant,ways. and them u retry noon to
expect goal ben fits from immtgatam m the tisane
Our society has ,een shaped by the many sdentaties of
Its citizens

In respon to the needs of the economically,
reboouslz, and politically oppressed around the world
and to our needs as new and growing nation, there
were no agnsfwant Prstrmtions on maragrataon until
after the Cecil Ku In 1882. Chinese ininsigants were
excluded Later, other narrowly selective requirements
were impaled foe health and public welfare reasons
After World War I there were strong soca and political
pensuret to impose tight ream-bons on immigration
The Intraigratson An of 1924 detned special categories
of minaliCrInts Saw relatives, refugees not subject to
nweeisail limits and set siquota of about 150,000 for
all others The legislation war fused on complicated
forroulis to restmg immigrants fibre certkin co wtnes at
order to retain the racial and ethnic composition of the

a

Immigratibn

Chided Stfates population. Thu system was replaced by
the riangration Act of 1965

The 1965 legatateon shifted the restrictions from
national angina to peanuts based on family rew.f.ca
Cain, asylum for refugges, and needed skills and petite*
sons Because of panfreanctions, backlogs ordrziand,
and the 1965 charge at policy there has been a

.dramatic shift in the geographic ongins of cur aim
grants From 1945 to 1965, 43 percent of im=cants
came from Europe But. from 1966 to 1970 Only
onetturd of the mama' ants were European. wlt,,e
onetturd were Canadian and Latin Amencan, and the
remarung third were Kest Indian. Arian. and African
Thu geographic chsrige has also affected the racial
composition of unm,vants, increasing number of
nonwhites Because of earber changes arm compouteon
women nose outnumber male immigrants, and there ate
more [Emilio with dependents Dun=g the sixties the
flow of aliens grime for permanent residence averaged
about 332,000 per year Then were about 100 000
more wen persons entering the country 1970 than
was the case In 1960 Because the 1965 changes m
immigration policies are an recent, it a not entirely dear
whether these adjustments will develop into long-range
trends

The Dtimographicjmplicabons

Immigrants are now entering the Lasted States at a
rate of almost 400,000 per year' The retatrve tmpo
Lance of immigration as a component of population
growth has increased significantly as declining buthrates
duttuttsh the level of natural increase however, the
proportion of the population which as foreign-then
to out foe percent is not changing much Between
1960 and 1970, about I% percent of the total popsda-
tson growth was due to net immigration Ithe difference
between the number of peupre entering the country and
the number klwInSt However. the massing Mauve
sugruficance of Immigration can be misleading for. it
native births and deaths were.balanced. wrritgrauce
would account for 100 percent of population growth

If net immigration were to remain at about
400,000 per year and all families were to have 43
average of two children, then inunigrthts erra"4
between 1970 and the year 2000. perm their descendants
born here, would number 15 million at the end of dit
century Tha would account for almost a quarter of :14
total population increase during that period '

One would sit not only how much inuntratx"'
contributes to population growth, but also bow en

Population and the American Future, the Report of the Commission on PopulationGrowth and the American Futdre. Washington, 1072.
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son could haat a neptsve impact if not regulated
artfully It is the purport of the labor cmuncation
togram, to MHZ t immigrants do not compete with
ndigenous Label' ocularly w periods and geographsc
1,,t) of ten p meet 6.1, only a small percent of
tinupanria are actually required to be certified Mice
-Amatrants often have ieratively MO education and
tills there a an economic incentsve for employers and
nstitutions to favor them This can work to the
isaitcaratage of the native born, Panic-Wady members of

nuionty Coops and .women who 'save traditionally
ern thscrtninated against and devised opportunities to
perade then Atha .---

A flow of 'uglily teamed immigrants can nub tne
wed for dtertiopuig and promoting domestic talents -
is example on true medical find Although medical
imacits hare receetly been expanding entoltmenta a
icif,cant proportion of the demand for doctors a

I eine met by imaucanss trained *Woad It appears that
eirhout the era:lability of thew foreign doctors the
nedical schools would be under geatet pressure to
acres.. their enrollment and to provide more edsca "4'
ions, opportunities for all Arnencant-particularly
nmontses and wornen The fact that there are more
eV. pins doctors i about 7 000"s than black
tor 8 000 '' i practicing in the United States
hoes tassel that can arise ?

If im Pita are also favored in the unskilled and
erniskllied occupations the discrimination should be
tucked directly Obviously such discntremation easy
.lave other mportant amarces which may not be affected
iy anmscation policy This it a .mportant to watch
iccuPationai trends particularly ri rrsql>poSitan mars
o ensure employment and development opportunities
o racial and ethnic minonth Traditionally tegarthess
of their ethnic ongins iminnfrant4 have started employ

nent at the lowest Inns and worked theft way up to
ism a measure of affluence For venous reasons blacks
:aye not benefited equally bpecial attention to career
schancernent programs and promotion practices u well
is hang, a needed to permit blacks to travel the same
conomsc path and have the same opcortisnities as

ennueanu

lationirnandatoorts

The Comincuion heienes that it rn pe ra;,, foe
nu rountry to address itself first to the probrems of
t own Otaaaantaapai and goon The flow of irnmiscranu
-nould be closely regulated .ante this country can
tonic adequate social and 4,7rtoMif OppOtt unities for

4.

67-898 0 - 80 - 9

all its present members particularly those tradinorally
drscrimmaled against because of race, ethnicity, of sex

Thus, the Commission believes that an effectively
implemented and flexible labor ceruhcanon Nog= is
necessary to ensure that immicranta do not ObdaaVoL
with residtnta for work Immigrattoo policies mists react
quickly to changes in domestic unemployment rates and

occupatennV and geographic shifts us the tabor force
Alaow national manpower planners and immigration
off.cals ought to be aware of the more subtle foe. of
ducranination related to immigration A readily avail
able source of :rained professionals from other countries
may slow the development of domestic tadenta and the
expansion of Paining (Lesbian While this importataon
of talent may be economical for the United States, .ta
not fad either to the foreign counties that educate the
p/ofesslonals or to our own aUxers-particularly those
amionty croups and women whose access to profts-
mnal training and economic advancement has been
limited

In order for Congreu and immigration officials to
consider these economic problems, apply appropate
regulations and expect the economic conflicts to be
alleviated they must also eliminate the flow of illegal
immigrants As has been shown the economic and soma)
problems aaaociated with illegal immigrants have
reached significant proportions a

The Commission recommends that Conyers !ennui
diatelL consider the senout SilUanOn Of illegal aimed
trart_92 seed PIM leVslatio% which will ieripgyil and
vimmal sanctions on emplozersof border
nosun or.fflhenv In an immtvation status an which
tmployment is not authorned

To implement this policy the Commission
s recommends pension of increased and

strengthened ersosuces consistent wlfir rue
effective enforcement program N appeopnate
agencies

While the elimination of illegal aliens will alleviate
the acute problems assocsated with immigration these 0
still the question of the legal immigrants and they
demographic impact The Commission recognizes the
importance of the compassionate nature Of our irnrm/Ta'
Lea. policy he believe deeply thXt this country should
be a haven foe the oppressed It a important that we be
in a flexible position to take part on International
cooperative efforts to find homes foe refugees in spectd

25G
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journstances.. In addition, we should continue to
..icone members of families who desire to put close
rilativem here,-Our humandahan responsibilities to the
Ate:national community require conaderation of
wizen beyond national demographic questions

Because the immigration issue involves complex
moral. economic, and political considerations, as we u
ternographic concerns, there was a division of opinion
within the Commission about policies regarding the
comber of Immigrants Some Commissioners felt t.jj,I4
the number of Immigrants should be graduall de.of
teased. thou 0 percent a year for five years This

,coup was co ed with the incomistenc-y of plan-
mg for population stabilization for our country and at
the same time accepting large numbers of immigrants
cacti year They were concerned that the filling of many
,o124 in this country each year by immiganu would have
in ,ncreasingly unfavorable impact on our on die
idiantaged, particularly hen unemployment is sub-
ianual Finally, they weretricemed because they

sebeve that immigration doeik have a condderable
InPact on. United States population growth,
rasing the dabilizauon obiecuve mUgh more
run . l'"

The =pray felt that the present level of unnu
dation should be maintained because of the humani.
tenth aspects. because of the contribution which wimp
Cants have made and continue to make to our society, ' -
ed because of the importance of the role of the
I sited States in International migration

The Commission recoMinends that immigration
ht.:knot be &creased end that immigration policy belie
rf_est periodically to reflect demographic conditions

, sod considerations

To implement this policy the Commission
recommends that Congress require the Bureau
of the Census. 111 'coordination with the
Immigration and Naturalisation SenrIce to
report biennially to the Congress on the
impact of immigration on the nation's demo..,
graphic situation .5
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INTERAGENCY TASK FORCE ONAMMIGRAVN
POLICY, STAFF REPORT, DEPARTMENTS OF
JUSTICE, LABOR AND STATE, MARCH 1979 -*'

CHAPTER VI
ECONOMIC IMPACTS Of IMMIGRATION

The Economy

The precise impacts of immigration on the U.S. econ

any economy for that mitt , have not tken thoroughtY studied

because of the diffic ty of isolating contributions of immigration

from other factors. Nevertheless, there is fatrly.general agreement

among economists on the impacts of immigration on the U.S. econ
.

oth past and present. This agreement is a product .of deductive

nalysis.of the way the economy reacts to e-Addition of an immi

grant labor supply. Deductive an lysis, st, necessarily, be the

mode for most of the discussion in his ection. Actual meastire-

ments of recent economic impacts on the United States ,are practi-,

carly nonexistent.

, -
,

It should be Understood that the effects of.iMmigration

depend heavily upon an economy's stage ofdevelopmerit. There can

Le no doubt that Nineteenth Century immigration made immense contri-

butions the growth of the U.S. ecomiomy'by helping toprovide a
,

labor supply, both skgied,and unskilled, which complemented the

country's abundance of natural resources and developing technology.

At,the,same time,immigrants helped to,provide large ma'riceCrior

industrial products, rmitting economies of scale in production

and transportationr The retul
.
t was not only faster e64,0,2mic growth,

but also increases in per ca ta iricdte-OS immigrant added

257 -
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Y
to economic output an amount which exceeded the average income of

the population he or she joined. Early in this century, however,
. .

witb4opulation much larger than earlier, natural resources were

rebOvely less abundant and most scale economies had been fully

exploited. ,Conse

t
ently, Twentieth CentuOy immigt.ation, while

jcontinu4ng to add gross national product, did not contribute

k to increases in U.S. per capita income after World War I, an6-

i

..

possbly not even during the first two decades of the century. 1

A

The discussion which follows is directed to the Contemporary
do'

economy, but its time dimension for the United States is consider-
s P

(ibly lirger, stretching back for half a century and foritard to the

foreseeable future. Impacts,on the total economy and Particular
r

r

seekors of it will be treated separately. A separate section

will then deal with the organization of labor markets.-

Total E conomy Impacts

At the most fundamental level of analysis, immigration repre- (/1
1 /'

sents an increase in the available quantity of one factor of pro-.

duction--labor--thereby enlarging the.potenijal output of the

economy. ,

Joseph T. Spengler; "Some Economic Aspects ofImmigration
to the U.S." Law and Contemporary Problems, XXI,(Spring
1956) pp. 236-255.

k
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Dr. George Johnson, tn a paper prepared for the Task force,z

and Dr. Barry"Chiswick, in an earlier published paper;3 both anal-
,

yze the gffect. s of immigration from the perspective of the United

States asa caoetitive econEmy.4 Both' show that immigration

raises national product (and income), the returns to owners of

capital (profits), and Per capita and total, earnings of the skilr

led segment of the labor force. The average earnings (wage rates)

ii

of low-ski led indigenbus wrkers fal1,5 however, as the 'increased`
._,.--.,-3:

availabil ty Of immigrants (-assumed to be low-skilled) Dowers the

wageffor low-skilled labor, and consequently, a small fraction of

indigenous unskilled workers choose to drop out of the labor force.

If the new immigrant labor supply is assumed to have the same skill

clIposition as the indigenous libor force (i.e., their skills are .

matched) the results are.:t-t same Tx0ept that the earnings of all

2
George E. Jotinson, "The Labor Market Effects of Immigration into
the United States: A Summary of..the Conceptual Issues," November
1978.

N
Immigrants Ad Immigration Policy," Barry R. Chiwick, Conte},

porary Economic Problems, American Enterprise Institute (1978Y.

The term "competitive economy here generally refers to com-
petitive wages, perfect ability,. perfect information and the
absence of market power and discrimination. This is, ofcourse,

.

a theoretical state, rarely if ever.attained in practice. The
U.S. economy and labor markets are mixtures of competitive and
noncompetitive elements.

5
Such a "f a 1 1" i n wage s wi i litelY_Iend
wage reductions, but rather will be reflected in a slower rate
of wage increas,ps- relative to wages for skilled workers.

- 259 -
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indigenous,workers fall. But the declines would be very small

(and, very likely, only relative foprofits rather than fm absolute

terms) at the relatively low U.S. levels, of legal immigrayon since

World War 1. Average income per labor forces member (workers and

others actively seeking work) alsp fallf in both the low skill and

"matched" skill cses,because of the partially fixed nature of

other factors of production.

These initial impacts of immigration in a given period are

altered as time passes. Because of the liow greater return to

capital, additional capital investment is' undertaken and, because

the skilled vtage relative to the unskilled has also increased,

investments in schooling and training also increase. The end

result is greater increases in gross national product and smaller

wage, changes, for both skilled and low-skilled labor, compared to

those which occur within the first few years of the immigration.
4.

AcpendAures for social capital and programs follow a reverse

)

patte1 rn. They are comparatively scall.initially because;immigrants

tend to be adults (with the costs of their physical and mental

maturation having been borne by their native countries) and have

few dependents, but ultimately, their offspring will exert demands

for social'expenditures.

------In the-paper-prepared forthe-TaskForce, Dr. Johnson has

developed some of these impacts quantitativeTy for illuStrative

4 2 9.1
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e

purposes. Using hypothetical,' but re sonably based, values of the

economic relationships involved, and an assumption of four mil'lion

unskilled immivants
6

(recent cohorts of legal immigrants have pos-

sesied skills similar td those of Uh.iworkers) augmenting an initial

U.S. labor force of 100 million workers? (20-percent low-skilled),

the following impacts result: gross national product increates by

about two percent;ercent; the incomes of capital owners, skilled labor,

and unskilled labor, as entire groups, each increase by about two

percent; but the annual wage of unskilled labor fAlls by

percent. The latter effect results from the immigrant additions

to low-skilled labor supply. Subsequently, as physial and human

capital adjust to the new labor supply, the income gains of all

groups increase-while the low-skilled wage rises relative,io that

for skilled workers.

In summary,4the immigration of low-skilled workers pro-

vides economic benefits for most U.S. residents. (Price effects,

which cannotI:se definitively analyzed within this framework, most

likely provide small additional benefits.) if thetimmigrant group

matches the occupational skill of the U.S. labor force, only the

owne s of capital'clearly gain (including households which employ

domestic help), but the losses to workers wall be both very small

7
This number is 'within the now commonly used range 2f estimates _____.'....

.fpr-tfie-illegal imnigrant-papaatitin. But see the section of
this report an illegal migration for a critical evaluation of
all such estimates.

yg
The U.S. labor force wad' approximately 101 million in December
1978.
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and of short duration. The clear loser in these scenarios is U.S.

low-skilled labor whqn the immigrant. group is also low-skilled.

Several qualifications to this basic analysis must be noted:

(1) The analysis does not attempt to assess the time required

for the various impacts to occur except as tp"differentiate between

"short, run adjusMents in relative wages" and "long run adju'stments

of-physical and human capital." Even in competitive labor markets

the adjustmentlill relative wages necessary for absorption of large

numbers of immigrant Workers take time. During that time, there

will be above normal levels of frittional
8
unemployment, the incre-

ment of which will be made up principally, but not entr, of

immigrants. If labor markets are not competitive (in other words,

if wage rates cannot decrease sufficiently for surplus labor to be

absorbed), this unemployment may persist.

(2) The imr4gration is assumed to occur when labor market

balance that,,i,s, when the business cycle is\t an inter-

mediate poinliere there are neither shortages of labor nor cycli -

lal unemploymed writers now characterize this state as thr

41
unemployment rate associated with nopaccglerating inflation). If,

alternatively, i mmigrat6n takes place near the peak of the business

8
frictional umemptoyment is-the-unavoidable minimum unemployment
(usually 3-4 percent of the labor force) caused by seasonality,
first-job seekers, and persons temporarily between jobs.

2 °
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cycle, when there are apt to be shortages of now- skilled labor,

. ized the use/of "guest" workers
in Western turope until 1973. The

ultimate purpose of the program was to help sustain high rates of

economic growth.) Cbelversely, if immigration occurs near the

/bottom of therbusiness cycle, when many U.S. workers are unemployed,

it is unlikely to produce
any significant benefits and it clearly

will exacerbate unemployment
or lower the relative wages of low-

..

skilled workers or both. .
e A

the_economic benefits will bt greater than in a, situation of labor

market balance, and a fall.in the relati4 wages of low-skilled

workers is unlikely. (Thiscondition and, these results character-

(3) ,The analysis and numerical
examples are directed to the

total U.S. econdmy. Since immmigrants te nd to concentrate in cer-

tain areas and industries, the
impacts on these markets could be

substantially greater than those on the total economy: tgreater

gains by skilled workers and the owners of capital and a greater

fall in the relative wage Of the'unstilled. This point should not

begiven undueweight, however, because the impacts of even concen-

trated immigration tend to pervade the entire economy-rather quickly,

through the mobility of Japital and labor (both U.S. and immigrant).

Estimati the duration of theesproportional effects of immigra-
.

.tion on ce ain regions and industries is
complic4ted because while

-----46-theory they will tend to pervade the economy t'ather quickly

through the mobility of,cepital and
labor (both U.S. and immigrant),

2
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in practice certain regional inequalitiei in unemployment and wage

rates have been known to persist for decades.

.(4) The analysis assumes a single large immigration, when,

in fact, immigration is a continual process: Thus, at'any point

in time immigrants are causing both the initial and subsequent

impacts described,here.

(5) The analysis does not encompass the impacts of the

immigrant population on the consumption of resources which are

relatively f4ed in supply: air, space, water, and other environ-

mental resources. These impacts are difficult to assess. Among

other things', they gepend upon the size and residence locations

the immigrant p4 opulation. They also depend upon the values that

ef U.S. society places on the various environmental resources and

these are difficult to quantify and are constantly changing. It

does seem safe,to say, however, that the direction of these impaCts

would be negative (as with any increase in population) even though

their magnitude cannot be stated.

The first qualification of the basic analysis is probably the

Dv?

most important one in a policy context: if the relative wage of -

unskilled labor in United States is not competitively determined

or is otherwise downwardly rigid, that is, if it does not fall with the

admission of sizeable numbers of low-skilled immigrants, increased

unemployment will occur. Unemployment, in contrast toa decline

1

( - 264 r
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in the relative wage-of low-skilled workers, is visible, reasonably

well measured, and costly, both ,to Ole unemployed themselves and to

taxpayersgenerlly. Polities which lead to higher unemployment are

not likely to be condoned by the American public (deflation ry fys-

cal and monetary policies may be exceptions). It then becomes impor-

tant' to assess carefully the likelihood of rising unemployment under

various immigration policies considering the degree of comp.etitiveness

and wage rigidity of .the-affected sectors of the labor market. 9 That

will be attempted in the following sections.

Di ssibuti on Impacts '

Immigration can affect the distribution of income in a society- -

put simply, who gets what? As stated earlier, the largest distribu-

tional impacts occur when the immigrants are aTl or predominately

unskilled. Then they lower the wage rates in relative terms) of

the unskilled resident workers with whom they tortpete while raising

the average income of skilled workers and the owners of capital.

The consumers of immigrant provided goods and services also benefit.

In theseeircumstances' the economic aspect of the immigration policy

9
The reader rust be mindful that there is a range of competitive-
/riesss in labor markets, bilt,..that for the lowest skilled workers,
the minimum wage often restricts competitiveness. Downward wage
rigidity also occurs in low-skilled markets where wages are buoyed
partly by social programs which make working at particulaisly low
wages unnecessary-for those indigenous and immigrant workers
eligible for social programs. 1.
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requires a choice between benefits which are fairly general across

our population (immigration}-and those which are
concentrated on

our low-skilled workers (no immigration).1° At first blush, this

may seem to,be an easy choice: gdneral benefits are better than

constricted ones. 'However, the. benefits kich go to each unskilled

worker in the a 'bsence of immigration are likely to be much greater

in size than the per capita gains for the general population which

result from immigration. Furthdrmore, the Unit Mates has a

policy commitment to aid the disadvantaged, many of whom are

unskilled workers. Consequently, the choice is not easy.''

One can argue that the choice described need not be made,

because the total resident population can benefit economically

from immigration. But the latter is true (Inly under fortuitous

circumstances, when immigration is a response to rapid economic ..4

growth which produces labor shortages in the least skilled jobs.

1

Iffimmigrantt can be induced to fill all Of the undesirable

jobs, while all desident workers leave them the for better ones,

1

1

V
' 10 This choice, when it is'put in terms of rapid growth (immigration)

,versus slow growth (no immigration), is disingenuout because it

disguises the fact that not everyone benefits from the economic ,

growth produced by the immigration of low -skilled workers.

11 In principle, the gains to the general( populace could be redis-

tributed to the low-skill workers by way of government sponsored

job training and government programs of income transfers. Barry

Chiswick suggests that both the tax and welfare systems can-be

NrA used as the mechanism for,such transfers. See footnote 3.

n.

2 Pi
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the econow can continue to grow and the entire resident populatiOn

benefits (only market-transicted economic benefits are cOnsidered

here;,wexternalities," possible increases in polluted air, for exam-

Ple, Ore another matter), Thus, if all othernecessary circumstances.
4. .r

are'already present, immigrants can, to effect, provide a labor base

edir the upward mobility of ?esident workers: as well as increasing

. the returns to ,the'owners of capital.
L fit

The circumstances which produce these universally favorable

effects on resident workers are pre.. SoMe writers have said they
1
exfsted jn the United Stites during the late 19th and early 20th

centtirii, contending that .native U.S. workers rose on the backs

of the immigrants of that period.12 Some surely did,

but others did not, most notably, Blacks,
Mexican-Amercians, and

poor rural residents,, especially those living in the South. These

groups would hai,e made faster occupational gains before World War I .

in the absence of the massive waves of European immigrants Who took

unsk ,,; jobs in the Horth,13

. , r

Similarly, the foreign worker programs of Western Europe were

based,on these ideal circumstances. FSeign workers took the worst

jobs, enabling the host economies to sustain high levels of growth.

12 Foh aiivid description of immigrant worker roles in the 19th
Century, see Oscar Handlin, The Uprooted, Little Brown and
COmpany, Boston, 1951, Ch. 3, pp. 63-93.

13 See Brinley Thomas, Migration and Economic Grdwth, Cambridge
University Press,, New York (Ind ed.) 1973, CH XVIII, pp. 330-346.

2 9
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Whether, in fact, all indigenous workers benefited from the Kes-

ence of the guestworkers is a question which has not been thoroughly
.tt

studied. In contrast to'the United States, the host countries

involved generally did not contain disadvantaged native groups with

whom the,guestworkers competed, so that benefits for indigenous

workers may have been quite pervaiive. As a general rule, however,

it,ts not potsfble to bring foreign workers (or any external supply

of workers) into labor markets and avoid adverse impacts on the

resident workers who are already attached, to those labor markets.

vUnemployment

The adverse distributional impacts of immigration discussed

so far are declines in the wages ofunskilled resident workers

relative to the wages of--skilled,workers (and relative to profits).

An increase in the unskilled labor supply, due to immigration, causes

wages for unskilled labor to fall.' -In this schema, unemployment

does not increase because (1) the wage decline leads to an increase

in the total employment, of unskilled workers and (2) at the lower

wage, some resident workers choose to drop out of the labor force.

As noted earlier, the conclusion that no unemployment results

from immigration depends strongly on the assumption of a competitive,

quick-reacting economyootere wage rates and worker betavior adapt

4y/ quictly to the new conditions brought about by immigration. It mist

be said, he ever, that when many workers immigrate in a short

2 n
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period it is unlikely that actual labor market reactions would be

rapid enough to prevent the development of some shore 'run unem-
A

ployment, unless the immigration is timed perfectly to fill Bevel -

oiling labor shortages..

Unemployment is especially likely when a large proportion

of the'jobs potentially available to if:Migrant workers are paid at

the statutory Minimum.wage. In this case, the wage cannot drop tO .

4
absorb the new workers. Therefore, they must .either seek employment

iA jobs not covered by the minimum wage (includinIg Obs where the

wage paid violates the minimum wage statute) or wait for job open-

ings which develop through normal turnover in the covered sector. In

.either event, it will take time before all ",temporary" immigration-.
/

' induced "frictional" unemployment, both of immigrants and indigenous

workers, Is eliminated.

Unemployment of the type just described will d(

disappear as long as some unskilled labor marke) are competitive

". (i.e., uncovered by minimum wage). Indeed, one of the messages of

economic analysis is that a competitive economy can normally absorb

iMMigriont labor without the development of anything more than

short-term unemploymnt. This unemployment will be more quickly

absorbed in a buoyant economy thin in a stagnating one, but in

either casd it will ultimately disappear. What is "temporary",

however, is that unemployment caused by a particular cohort of .

-269-
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immigrants--those entering the 1.6(ar'marketat approximately the

same time. If immigration is a contirinpus process this incremental

.

.

frictional unemployment can be a permanbt feature'of the economy.
. .

% .

Imaligratilloto.noncompetitive Alio r markets can, howev,
. .

produce more persjstent unemployment. If unskilled immigrants are

re
brought into labor markets where unskilled resident workers are

paid the statutoriminimuml'wagesso that wages cannot fail,.

e//07 pr less permanent unemployment will result. Some unskilled wor s.-

may' intoto move into labor markets where the minimUm wage does

noi'apply. Otheremay be able to move to more skilled jobs. How-

-eveOf these effect are ,limited, for example, by a very small

uncovered sector` And lack of trainable skills of resident workers,

the 'unemployment willtend.to persist, although it may be disguised .

by the endency of "discouraged" workers to ..leave the labor force.

'AIf other labor markets are tlghtofiscal and monetary measures,

which would eliminate this unemployment by increasing labor demand,

t

4

generally cannot ,be andertaken.beCause they would tend to be infla-

tionary.) This analysis is likely to apply t..0 current U.S. conditions

brought about by the presence of illegal migrants.'
9

Impacts of DeJure ?Ovation

. ,

4
The foregoing, partially abstract, anOsis is necgssary to

understand the Pange of possible economic impacts...of immigration

on,the current U.S. economy. Actual impacts can then Ce assessed,,

by fitting facts into ik,t framework.

a'

"..
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The most pe,tinentj is about legal immigration since the

gigraticin ndments of 1965 concernits level and occupattonal :

structures inc 1965 has brought less tan 200,000

'persons a yeSr into ibe U. . labor force, or about five to eight

percent14 of the-annual increases in the labor force. Over the
, .

.

same'pkriod, the occupational marup of the immigrants has been

much like that of the total U.S. labo

{forge.

From these two facts it seems highly probable that the impacts

on the U.S. econon over this paiod have been slight becausethe,

numbers'iNvolved have been relatively small and they have been

spread rather evenly over all occupations. Gross national product

is, of course,' somewhat higher in 1978 thah it would be if there

had been no immigration'since 1965 (perhaps two to three percent

higher), but RE: capita income has probably not been affeCted.

Distrit9tion impacts have alsq, been.very slights in the direc-

.tip. of increased returns to owners of capital and reduced average

t 'earhings of workers. Certain labor markets have been impacted by

14
('Dn. Michael Greenwood, "The etonomic Consequences of Immigration

for the United States: Survey of the Findings," a paper prepared
for the lifik Force, pp. 15-18. Greenwood contends thtt the
twelve pent figurelused by.David North (tImmigrants and the
Americinabor Market, Manpower Research Mohograph No. 11, U.S.
Department of Labor, 1975, p.. 5) is too high for these reasons:
First, it was calculated hy,taid-ng,the average gross (rather
than net) immigrant Addition to the labgr force as a percentage
of the average net change in the labor force; and second,it was
thrown off because_of the period stddied 1969.4972; during
which a recession and the Vietnam jar cabsed the number of 'native
workers entering the labor force to d lihe.'
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immigration over the last decade and,a titlf (e.g., physicians,

nurses, scientists, tailors, seweri, and stitchers)., but they are

few ?n number and the effects generally hal:keen to reduce labor

shortages in these occupations:

As a general conclusion:it can be said thatthe economic

impacts on the United'States of the current levels of legal troi-

gratIon are not 46 important, either in their' aggregate or dis-

tributional aspects. The same cannot be said for illegal immigration.

'Impacts of De Facto Immigration

Illegal immigration, like the lawful variety, increases the

size of the total economy and 'produces economic benefits for most

residents of the United States. However, since illegal migrants

are oelieved to be predominantly low-skilled,',the wage rates and

,job opportunities of low-skilled resident workers are adversely

affected. ,This summation appliesto periods of labor market

balance; extraordinarily tight or loose labor markets will produce
v,

1

different sets of impacts.

, In recent times, the Anomic benefits fromillegal immigra-

pan were greatest from 1966-1969, when.unemployment in the United

States was unusually low. Then illegal workers hdlped to relieve

. labor Shortages.. This, -4n turn, ,fostered economic growth and

enabied most resident workers to improve (heir jobs or earnings. '

Only hard-to-employ workers, especially disadvantaged youth, suffered

fron4bmpresence of illegal workerg in the late 1960's.

- 272 -
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By 1975, however, the national unemploymen .ate in the United.

States had mor,ethan doubled.from the level of the late'Sixties and

many of the illegal workers were then rediodant.. Unemployed resident

workers were available for most of the jobs.held by illegals, At

that time illeyal immigration contributed-very little, if anything,

to the total economy but, on the other hand; it did increase unem-

ployment among resident workers_and 'added to,the,public cysts-of,

unesoloyment compeniation and other sdpial welfare programs.

The contrast between these two recentperiodt leads to the
/.111

obsermation that uncontrolled illegal immilgrat4on-can work against

the economic interests of the country. if effectiveYcontrols are

to be established; they must coincide with the needs of,the economy.

Displacement

`` The actual amount Of displacement, Of,resident workers produced

by illegal immigration to the United States during the 1970's is,a .

matter of considerable controversy. Opeview,is that it 'adds signif-

icantly to the councy's level of unetplivment, while the opposing

position is that illegal migrants only .take jobs' which Indigenous

workers don' want. The latter views,'-is certainly not wholly correct

because tome, albeit a minority of illegal migrants, have been found
.

in jobs which pay well above minimum wagee4 The arguent that ille-

. gal migrants principally take unwanted jobs, and therefore add lit-

tle to unemployment, is a moce reasonable position, althoughnot

neceSsarily a lorrect one.
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The amount of displacement produced by illegal migrants can-
.

not be accurately measured, but there is reason to believe that it

tends to be underestimated through casual observation.15 First, it

is often true that jobs-which employ illegalvmigrants do pay wages

whiCh are tooflow to attract indigenous workers. But the very

presence of the illegal'workers keeps the wa§t rate; and employment

conditions, for many of these jobs from rising to the point of

-attracting resident $ iorkers. This kind of displacement tends to

be overjooked, but is, nonetheless, .very real. Second, even the
4

absence of indigenous workers from low wage labor markets may be

More apparent than real. Frequently, there'are resident workers

who would lile to take these low wage jobs, but they tend to.be

less able workers, often young and without work experience. Employ-
s

ers,,given the choice, tend to pr.fer illegal migrants because

they are more productive (not incidentally because of their fey

of deportation if they are not) and,'as a result, the indigenous
.

work s are squeezed out of the market and out'of sight. This

enAlrenon is much like that of the "unavailability" of Blacks and

Hispanics for craft appre 'nticeship positions in "the 1960's. They ,

weren't available because they assumed, on the basis of past exper-

ience, that they had no chance of being hired as apprentices.

15. One reason for.this'is that ndigenous workers aPe rarely fired
to make room for illegal migrants. Instead, an illegal migrant
will merely be hired before an ins genous worker applies, or,
tf thought prdferable, in lieu of a indigenous applicant.
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The controversy about'displacement from illegal.migrants

w131 non be settled soon. A reasonable conclusion is that when

UyS. unemployment is at its current level--six percent of the

labor force--sontrof the jobs held by illegal workers dorepresenb

diiplacomept. At the same time, it is true that some of the jobs

held by illegals could be filled by lawful workers only at substan:

tially higher rage rates (or labor costs)--wage motes which would.

. bring about the disappearance of some fraction of th @se jobs.

r \
Immigration policy must-necessarily-be made in the context of

this ambigiJity. , /

Future Impacts

In a paper prepared for the Task Force, Or. Michael Wachter pro-

jects U.S. labor supply to 1985 and compares his result with laborlk

demand, given a continuation of the current age-sex-occupation struc-

ture of that demand.16 .Wachter finds, as have other researchers,

pat labor markets which now employ young low-skilled hales are

likely to be faced with shortages ofmorkers by the middle of the
I

next decade, assuming, of course, the present structure oflabor

demand. This outco results from the changing age structure of

the population, most proximately, the. low birth rates of the 1960's,

and rising levels of schooling among labor force participants.

.,,' =

.

" Michael L. Wachter, "Labor Market Projections and Immigrfition."
This paper incorporates the.continued presence of illegal workers
at the present fraction of employment.
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The question which this labor
A

market contingency poles is ihett

immigration policy should be adapted to compensate for this likely

shortage of low - skilled workers. This could be accomplished through

increased levels of permanent immigration,.a *temporary" worker pro-

gram, or more relaxed enforceMent of our existing immigration laws

to permit a greater flow'of illegal migrants. (Although there would'

be substantial differences in the consequences, economies and other,,

of these three alternatives, those differences will be ignored here

in fa4or of the common element that alT three would produce increased

availability of young males toslow-skilled labor markets in the United /

States.) This question goes directly to what is likely to be the most

important short-run econo6Ic consideration bearing on U.S. immigration

policy during the 1980's.

The short-run consequences of the two general alternatives can be

sketched briefly. If the labor market prognostications for the mid-

1980's are co re X (those for labor supply almost certainly are) and

an immigrant worker program is not adopted, a restructuring of rela-

tive wages can be expected. In order to attract and retain workers,

wage rates for-low-skilled jobs would rise relative,to those for

skilled jobs. Improvements in working conditions, including job

security, would also occur for low-skilled jobs. The.unemployment

of persons dependent upon low-skilled work would also decline. The

P major beneficiaries of these changes would 'e young male workers and

minority males generally, because of their numerical prominence.in

these markets.

3 '7
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' .1.
Highekwages 'for low- skilled employment would produce conse-

quences. Labor saving technical changes would increase. Some firms

would be unable to adapt to highe). wages for low-skilled workers,

either through production efficiencies or r9ising prices And would,

therefore, close down. Certain labor services purchased diwectly

by consumers would become more costly and might all. but isappear.

Some product prices would certainly rise, but with p oper monetary

.policy others would fall.

fi

Agregate economic growth would scow slightly with a non-immi-

gration policy. bc r owt h in per capita income would probably not be

s i gni f i cant lyelect ed, however.

These would be some of the consequences of the predicted

unskilled labor -shortage of the mid-1980's, if an immigrant labor

recruitment program is not adopted. If use of illegal migrant

workers were also eliminated, the consequences would be much the

same, bUt heir magnitudes would increase.

6*
Incrat use of immigrant labor, on tOe other hand, would tend

taiimeintain the status gun in the labor markets, assuming that ke

numbers and timing of thi? utilization were appropriate for

replacement of shortf lls in U.S. resident unskilled labor supply.

Improvements in. the lative wages and job opportunities of the .low-

. skilled would not occur, 'but peither would the buktriets and labor

service dislocations. Adjustments of relative pFices would lelso not

be necessary.
.4.1
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It is easy to see fom Ithete'scenarios why industrialized

. nations generally choose to use foreign labor when faced with labor.

shortages and why the United States may well' be sorely tempted to make

the same -choice in the 1980's. The major costs of using immigrant
D I , ir

Tabor are
longer_

term and uncertain (i.e., may be diminished by inter-

vening external forces). Moreover, they fall on low-skilled workers

who tend to be weakly organized and ineffective in the .

ess. The benefits, on the other hand, are short-term and more certain

and go generally to consumers and particularly to interest groups such

as employers which are more effective politically. Even some low-
.

skilledkworkers who would benefit from distributional changet c'atqed

by'eestricting immigration may opt for the more familiar, pattern of

upward job mobility in a rapidly growing, immigrant -aided economy, .

A

rather than put their hopes on improvements in the relative wages and

working conditions of current jobs.

Put in another way, -ft is unlikely that the United States will go

through theleconomic adjustments which did pe necessary to deal

I

with the changed labor supply of the 1980's entirely ftom within--

without reliance on some form of foreign labo/.. Those adjOstments

would he painful for mail and, consequently,.are likely to Re avoided.

Co ensation to those disadvantaged by a choice either to tolerate or

sa tion present levels of illegal migration of workers or to raise

the ceilings for legal immigrants might be attempted in the form of
N

various soltial welfare programs for low - skilled workers. (Whether

this would be effective or just'compensation is beyond the scope of

this report.) ' '

1 301
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34. /
REFUGEE GOALS: REFUGEE ACT OF 1980

[The following exce rpts from the legislative reports of the Senate and HouseJudiciary Committees on The Refugee Act of 1980 not only provide an-excellent'summary of the goals of *he new legislation, but also of the legislative historybehind the new Act. They appect the basic refugee goals of American immigrationpolicy in recent years.)
qk

I

g,

96TH CoNoszss
1st Session

I

SENATE
Calendar No. 271

Rzeorr
No. 96-256

li-LE REFUGEE ACT OF 1979

Ritz 23 (legislative day, June 21), 1979.Ordered be printed

Mr. KENNEDY, from the Committee on the Judiciary
submitted the following

REPORT
[To acc4mpany s. 6431

LThe C,ommitteit on the Judiciary, to widch was refsed the bill
(S. 643), to amend the Immigration-and Nationality Act to revise
the procedures for the admission of refugees, to amend the Migra-
tion and Refugee Assistance Act of 1962 to establish a more uniform
basis for the provision of assistapce to refugees, and for other pur-
poses, reports favorably thereon, with amendments, and recommend.
thit the bill as amended do pass.

PURPOSE OP THE BILL

T- he Refugee At of 1979 establishes for the first time a comprehen-
sive United States refugee resettlement and assistance policy. 1
reflects one of the oldest themes in America's historywelcoming
homeless refugees to our shores. It gives statutory meaning to our
national -commitment to human rights and humanitarian concerns,
not reflected in the Immigration and Natihnality Act of 1952, IS
amended. And it places into law what we do for refugees now by
custom, and on alt ad hog basis, through the Me of the "parole au,therity in Section 212(d) (5) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act,

The bill accomplishes five basic objectives:
First, it repeals the current immigration law's discriminatory treat-ment of refugees by providing a new definition of a refugee that recog-

nizes the plight of homeless people all over the world, and by according
refugee admissions the same immigration status given all other im-migrants.

Second, it raises the annual limitation on regular refugtt admit
ions from 17,400 to 50,000. This is itemnplished without really in-

-
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o

creasing overall annual immigratto to the United States in recent
years, since the-parole authority I s 'been used repeatedly to exceed
the 17,400 limit..
,Third, the bill provides an orderely but flexible procedure for meet-

ing emergency- refugee situations and any other situations of special
concern to the United States, if the resettlement needs of tile homeless
people involved cannot be met within the regular 50,000 ceiling. -

Fourth, it provides for the first time the statutory requirement that
Congress be consulted before refugees are admitted, and defines and
exerts congressional control over the proces3.

Fifth, it provide's for federal support of the refugee resettlement
process--am,l'extends coverage to all refugees entering the United
State; for tilt years for cash and medical benefits, and longer for other
programs that help the refugees normalize their lives in their adopted
coinniunit ies,

BACKGROUND

Reform of or Nation's immigration laws relating to the admission
and treatment of refugees is one of the important unresolved issues left
ffom the major reforms achieved in thiS 1965 Amendments. The cur-
rent bill (S. 643), is a product of a consensus'that has developed since
then as to-v./let our country. should do in facilitating the admission
and resettlement of refugees.

The immediate impetus behind the drafting of S1643 was the action
in 1977-;8 of the ,Cligirnian of the Committee's foiriIker Subcommit-
tee on Refugees, (Mr. Kennedy), requesting Exeautive Branch coin-
ment'on previous refugee proposals. In letters sent on September 11,
1978 to Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, to Associate Attorney Gen-
eral Michael Egan, to Secretary of Ileakh, Education; and Welfare

, Joseph Califano, and to the Chairman of the American Council of
Voluntary Agencies' Committee on Migration and Refugees, Senator
Kennedy wrote:

` I believe there is an urgent need for the Upited Stites
to begin to take The steps necessary to establish a long range
refugee policya policy which will treat all refugees fairly
and assist all refugees equally. Such a national' refugee policy
is now clearly lacking, and there is too little coord'nation be-
tween the various branches of Government involved with
refugee programs, and with the voluntary resettlement
agenices.

Given the Senate calendar, there probably will not be the
opportunity to act this year on S. 2751, [a5th Congress], or on
refugee legislatiOn generally:,,However, it is my firm intention
early inothe next session of Congress to pursue in an orderly
and thougptful way the growing problems our country faces
in meeting the resettlement needs of refugees .around the
world. With this goal in mind, I would like to begin now to
work with you and others in the Executive Branch to shape
proposals that will help lay ythe basis for early legislative
action on a national refugee policy.

i
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e refugees of tomorrow oflike the refugees today, willcon inue to look to the United States for safe haven and re-settlement opportunitiesand our Government will continueto be called upon to help. Yet all agree that piesent law andpractice is inadequate, and that the piecemeal apprii h of ourGovernment in reacting to individual refugee crises theyoccur is no longer tolerable. We must learn from our ntexperience with the Indochinese refugee program, and ex-plore new methods for meeting the growing demands fovoef-
ugee resettlement in the United States.

I believe the provisions of my bill, S. 2751, go a long wayin helping to establish a national policy of welcome to refu-
gees. However, this basic reform of the immigration law dealswith only half the pilbblemthe admission of refugees to theUnited States. We must also 'consider the problems involved
in their riesettlement in communities across our land, and whatthe; Federral responsibility is to help in that resettlementprocess. e,

Subsequently, intensive consultations be/gen between November 1978and February 1979 with the relevant Congressional Committee staffand officials in the Executivi Branch, in an effort to draft refugeelegislation that would reflect a consensus vjew of what needed to bedone. On March 9, 1979, S. 643 was introduced in the Senate, and acompanion bill (H.R. 2816) in the House, at the joint request of theSecretary of State, the Attorriellineral,and the Secretary of Health,Education, and Welfare.
A hearing on the bill was held on March 14 1979 to receive testi-mony from the Atpinistration, represented by Ambassador DickClark, newly appointed United States Coordinator for Refugee '1Affairs, from the Amtrican Council of Voluntary Agencies, fromState and local public agencies, from the National Coalition for Ref-,

ugee Resettlement, and from interested public grbups. At the requestof the ranking minority member of the Committee, the hearing record-. was held open for a month to solicit additional views and recommen-dations on this important legislative reform.

COMMUTES ACtIfON

On July 10,1979, the Committee inet in open session, considered
and amended the bill, and agreed unanimously to report the bill fay-

,
orably, as ameriiect,

GENZRAL PROVISIONS A NASOIMITTES AlaN

ruzeosx or isitr,
Title I sets forth the purpose of the bill, which is to provide a

permament yid systematic procedure for the admission to this countryof refugees of special cencern to the United States, and to provide
comprehensive and-Uniform provisions for assistance to those refugeeswho are admitted.

/ %. 312 .
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The need for such a permanent and systematic procedure was
clearly set forth during the Committee's hearing on the alrby Am-
bassador Dick Clark: i

Until now, we have carried out our refugee programs
through what is essentially a patchwork of different pro-

. grams that evolved in response to s ific crises. The result-
ing legislative framework is inadefuate to cope with the
refugee problem we face today. It .as originally designed
to deal with people 'fleeing Communist regimes m Eastern ,
Europe or repressive governments in the Middle East in the t
immediate post-war period and the early, cold war years.
This framework still assumes that most refugees admitted
to the Urli ed States come from these two geographic areas,
or from Co munist-doihinated countries.

The curre no,,sumes that refugee problems are extraor-
dinary occurrences. At provides for only a very limiterrnum-
ber of refugeeS to enter the United States each year, on a
conditional basis. But it also recognizes the Attorney Gen-
eral's power to.parole additional individuals into the United.
States in case of unusually urgent humanitarian circum-
stances. r

It was with tlase coticerns in mind that the Committee acted on this
bill, as outlined low. \ :.

.."'(-

NEW REFUGEE DEFINITION
t-,,

The bill provides a new Iltatutory definition of a rettigee which
will be added to, thernmigration and Nationality Act. This defini-
tion eliminates the phical and ideological restrictions now
applicable to conditirar entrant refugees under section 203(a) (7)
of the Immigration and Nationality Act. Also, the new definition
will bring United States law into conformity with our internati,,. ,
treat jr obligations under the United Nations Ptotocol Bela' Y' to
the Status of Refugees which the United States ratifi . , ovem-

. ber 1968, and the United Nations Convention Relatin, ' e Status
of Refugees which is incorporated by reference in.. fluted States
law through the Protocol.

The new definition has been amended by the Committee to include
"displaced persons" who are not technically covered by the United
Nations Conventionto insure maximum flexibility in responding
to the needs of the homeless who are of concern to the United States.
This flexibility is needed, for example, to handle such situations, as
the evacuation of Saigon. The Vietnamese evacuated in 1975 were
internally displaced persons and evacuees,and would not be covered
by the U.N. definition originally in the bill.

The Committee also believes that the addition of the phrase refer-
ring to a "displaced person" as a person "uprooted because of arbi-
trary detention" and "unable to return to his usual place of aboije"
will accommodate political prisoners and detainees who need resettle-
ment opportunities outside their country.

I
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PROVISIONS FOR Annum:go REFUGEES

The central feature of S. 643 is the establishment o f statutoryprovisions for the admission of refugees during "normal flow" peri-ods and during einergencyjtuations. Sections 207 through 210 ofthe bill also write into the Ithmigration and Nationality Act the role,of Congress in the 'admission processending the years of ad hoc
use of the parole authority which has been implemented by customrather than clearly defined law.

Section 207 provides for a norrnal flow of rtifugees, not to exceed
60,000 each ,year, except as provided to meet emergency situations
that can be foreseen before the beginning of Pie fiscal year, and forwhich prior planning can be undertaken. The admission numbers will
be allocated to group§ of refugees "of special concern to the United
States," as determined by the President in consultation with Con-

1

The President may admit more than the ,annual normal flow of
refugees if, after nsultation withthe Committees on the Judiciary,
he believes such justified by urgent humanitarian concerns or isotherwise in th national interest.

For example the bill were law today; the President wouldihave
determined, as has, that the national interest calls for the admission
of more than 50,000 refugees of special concern to the United State§
in FY 1980. In the President's budget for FY 1980, as already sub-
mitted to the Foreign Relations Committee and Appropriations.Com--: raittee, has has determined that some 120,000 refugees will need reset-
tlement opportunities in the United States next fiscal year. HoWever,
if the pending bill were law, he would have previously "consulted"
with th Judiciary Committees before determining the number of
refugees to be admitted. If circumstances were then .tii change after
submission of his budget request but before the beginning of the fiscal
year? the President could conduct additional consultations regarding
possible adjustments of estimated normal flow numbers. To facilitate
such 'adjustments, the formal Presidential deteimination, based upon
the results of all consultations; would not likelybe issued until shortly
before the beginning ofthe fiscakyear.

The .50,00trannuaI numbers under the bill will be obtained by reallo-
cating to refugees 20,000 numbers from the worldwide limitation of
290,000. (17,400 of these numbers of currently allocated to conditional
entrants under section 203(a) (7), which the bill eliminates.) In addi-
tion, 30,000 numbers will be added over and above the current world-
wide limitation. As a result, total immigration subject to numerical
limitation will be 820,900 annually; except in those years when refugee
admissions are increased by Presidential determination, after con-sultation with Congress.

This number, however,-does not really increase our annual immi-
gration flow, since by use of the parole, authority over the past several
decades the United States has accepted on an average, some 40,000
refugees each year. Tables I and II present a summary-of refugee
parole actions and conditional entry numbers that document this fact.

grass, as defined below.

3
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TABLE L HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF REFUGEE PAROLE ACTION

Year Country and dm of people Told

1956. .... phani from Eastern European =Wee WS

1956-57 -gisgres from Hungary 30,045

196045. R escapees from Eastern lirroPsin countries 19,754

1962 Chinese refugees from Hoag Kong sad Mscao ., 14,741

1962 through May 3t, 1979 Refugees from Cuba - 692,210
1973 through Mry 31, 1979....... Refugees from the Soviet Union 35,751 4

1975-77 Chi detainees
refugees

'FA

...... ........_._
,3101,310

112

1975 through May 31. 1979

1975-77_ .............. ____ C.hi1 refugees from Peru
sod

.
1976-77 Latin American refugees (Chileans, Bolivians, eon olesurfansi-------- 343

1
1979.79 Lebanese refugees 1,000

1979 Cuban Kimura and famines..___ ........ 1 15,000

Total
Average per year 1-

1, 027 407
44670

I Authorized.
.

..

Table I1. Conditional entries of refugees under section 203(x) (7)

1965-66 -, \i, 3,191
1967 , 13,287
1972 ..- 80, 839
1971- 2 20, 894
1973-74 10,099'
1975-76 F' . 17, 778
1977-78 20,720

Total
I 126, 288

4 Average per year 9, 020 /?

REFUGEES OF "SPECIAL CQNCERN"

The bill does not, and cannot, explicitly define what refugees are
deemed to be "of special con-cern to the United States." This is an
issue only the-future can define. The bill, when enacted, is designed
for the decades to come, 'and what refugees will be deemed of special
concern to the American people will be a public policy issue that will
be, as it-is now, debated and reviewed continuously by Congress, the
President, and the American people.

However, thpast cant and will, seve as Ei guide as to what refugees
have been of concern, to the United. States. Traditionally, the Amer-
ican people have responded generously to the individual needs of
all homeless refugees whereve have been found. But group ref- N.-
ugee admissions have generally MR concerned with classes of refugees
from countries where, for example, the United States has had strong ,

hipitrgic or cultural ties, or where we have lken directly involved or have
had treaty obligations. We have also admitted refugees to promote
family reunion; to respond to human rights concerns embodied in the
Univei4t1 Declaration for Human Rights; to fulfill, foreign policy
interests , and, when no other country has responded to the needs of
'the homeless, we have opened our door.

In recent years, the principal source countries for group admissions
Of refugees to the United States have been from Cuba, tliiouSoviet

roUnion, Eastern Europe, Indochina, as well as some from t iddle
East, ganda, Lebanon, ,Latin America and elsewhere.

/
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CONSULTATION PROCESS

In .
considering the bill, the Committee wasconcerned that the roleof Congress should be explicitly stated in the decision-making processgoverning the admission of refugees. As amended by the Committee,the bill specifically defines the "consultation process" and codifies whatis currently an informal, customary process. The bill establishes what"consultation" with Congress means, thrfeby exerting Congressionalcontrol over each group of refugees admitted to the U4ited States.Specifically, Section 307 (a) (2) picividw that "consultation" means"personal contact by designstM representatives of the President withmembers of the Committees on the Judiciary to review the refugee

situation or emergency refugee situation? to project the extent of possi-ble United States participation . to discuss the reason for believingthat the propoed admission of refugeesis in the national interest," andto provide detailed informationno :
(a) description of the refugee situation;
(b) a description of the refugees who may be Itilinitted, plans

for their resettlement, estimated cost of their resettlement, analysisof their resettleability, and an analysis of conditions within thecountries from which they originated;
(0) an analysis of the anticipated social, economic, and demo-graphic impactto the United States;
(d) a description of the extent to which other countries willadmit and assist in the resettlement of such refugees;
e) an analysis of the impact of the United States' participa-lidh in the resettlement of such refugees on U.S. foreign policyinterests; and' (f) such additional information as may be appropriate.No time frame is specified in the bill for the consultation prbut the Committee would *expect that it would be undertaken e pedi-tiously. Given the unpredictable nature of refugee emergencies and thelikely prospects for unforeteen refugee situations of concern to theUnited States, it is almost certain that the emergency provisions ofThe bill (Section 208) will be invoked y the President in the years tocome. In such emergency circumstances it is the view of the Committee`that the consultation process, as outlined above, should he viewed asurgent by both the Executive and Legislative Branches. While it is notadvisable to place a statutory time limitkon the consultation process,no longer than 15 to 30 days should elapse to fulfill the consultationrequirements of section 208.

The bill also does not attempt to write a statutory definition of whataction is required of the Judiciary Committee of Congress to conclude (the consultation process. That is a matter properly defined at the timeby each Cominittee. Y's
ADMISSION PROCEDURES

Normal flow refugees admitted under the bill will be admitted aslawful permanent tesidents, rather than under the current two-yearconditionalentry remlirements. This ends the discriminatory practiceof not granting to refugeee what We grant to all other immigrants thatwe anticipate will come to the United States in any given year. All
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petted accepted for immigation p oses will be treated equally,
and granted permanent resident stats,. Like other immigrants, refu-
gees can be admitted w ith a %. isa or"other immigrant document pre-
scribed under regulations established by die Attorney General.

This provision of the bill w as strongly supported by the voluntary
agencies who have carried the principal burden of helping refugees
resettle in the T'nited States over the pass three decades. The following
exchange at the Cpmmittee hearing illustrates the benefits of granting
refugees permanent resident status:

Senator KENNEDY. What about giving refugees a visa? I
would be interested in what.you have heard froip some of
those who have been coming to this country.

Should we allow the Department of State's consular service
to have a primary role, rather than just the Immigratiyn
Service? It seems to me that conditioned entry status is con-i
siderable impediment to full resettlement and I would think
not an inconsiderable expense.

I am just wondering.what your experience issince you are
the people who have worked directly with these refugees. Do
you think we can try and accelerate the process with adequate
protections against those who might not meet the criteria?

,Would you be wise to try and consider that as a possibility?
Ms. WAurmis.' The voluntary agencies feel that coming in

with the immigrant visas would be of great benefit to the
refugees. It is always difficult to secutte employment fOr the
refugee whose paper indicates that he is here on parole, or as
a conditional entrant because this indicates that he is not
here permanently. Many employers are reluctant to employ
them.

If they could get .papers as permanent resident aliens, this
will improve their situation considerably.

Mr. M xi,Es.1 I would agree that right now if you are going
to issue an immigrant visa. I assume that this would be han-
dled by consular offices, which I highly recommend, as Ms.
Walter has pointed out. It matly helps the adjustment of
these refugees, if they can come in with immigrant visas. You
mentioned licenses. For instance, in New York State, a per-
son cannot buy a taxicab unless he is a permanent.resident.

In New York State, if a man wants to open a grocery store,
and sell beer, he cannot do that; because under the licensing
authority of..b" York State, he must be a permanent resi-
dent and show he has filed for a declaration of intention.

So bringing a refugee in on an immigrant visa wont be
N, a distinct advantage to the refugees in terms of their adjus

went in the United States. As far as processing abroad, I
don't know what the committee contemplates whether they
are goidikto be issued' by the consular offices or by the

nuigrnil5n Service.

Ms Ingrid Walter M Cbnlrman Of t e American Council of Voluntary Agencies' Cpm-
tnittee on Mikration and Refugee Affai and Director of the Lutheran Immigration Ind
Refugee SOfYie.

I Mr, William Males represented DIA IlebreW Immigrant Aid Society).
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...In adulating refugees under the "normal flow" provisions of Sectilon
207, it would be the view of theCommittee that both consular officers
in United States Embassies overseas, as well as officers with the Immi-
gration and Naturalization Service, should be authori d to process
refugees.

Under She provisions of the bill, applicants for refugee admission
required to establish that they meet the refugee definition,

t they have not become firmly resettled in any foreign country,.
nd that they are admissible as immigrants under the Act except for

certain requirements of section 212(a) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act, which are 'waived. ,

ASYLVIL PROVISIONS

As amended-by the Committee, the bill establishes an. asylum provi-sion in the Immigration and Nationality Act. jef_the fi-nkt. time by
improving and clarifying the procedures forWerminin'g asylum
claims filed by aliens who are physically present hr the United States.
The substantive standard is-not changed; asylum will continue to be
granted only to those who qualify under the terms of the United Na-
tions Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees,to whieh.the United
States acceded in November 1969.

The bill requires the Attorney General to establish d uniform pro-
cedure for passing upon an asylum application.' The Committee be-
Neves such a uniform procedure gilould include a provision allowing
all asylum applicants an opportunity to have their claims considered
outside a deportation and/or exclusion proceeding, provided the order
to show cause has,not been issued,

The bill also provides that persons granted asylum shall be placed
into a conditional admission status equivalent in-most respects to that
provided under current law to 4efuges-qadrpitted under present section203(a) (7) or under this bill's propsection 208. Under currentpractice, there is no single status uniformly given people granted
asylum under the terms of the U.N. Protocol. Some are granted in-

- dividual parole, and some are given "indefinite voluntary darture."
is practice has often left the refugee in uncertainty as teThis own

situation ,and has sometimes made it more difficult for him to secure
employment and enjoy the other rights to which he is entitled under
The Protocol. The Committee expects that those difficulties will cease
under this provision. The bill also makes it clear that the Attorney
General may terminate the conditional admission status if conditions
change in the indiyidal's home country so that he would no longer be
subject to persecutiO4 upon return.

The bill allows the use of up to 5,000 numbers a year for adjustment
of status of a refugee granted asylum to that of lawful permanent resi-
dent. Adjustment cannot take place until the refugee has been in this
country for two years, and the refugee must makeapplication for ad-
justment. If conditions have changed in the refugee's home country so
that he would, no longer be subject to persecution upon return, adjust-
ment would det be available. Spouses and children of refugees granted
asylum are eligible for adjustment on the same terms,

67-898 0 - 80 - 21 3.13
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EMERGENCY ADMISSION FRAEDURES

For the first time, the bill provides procedures governing the ad-
mission of refugees in unforeseen emergency situations. If the Presi-
denPdeterniines, follow ing consultations with the Judiciary Cogimit-
tees, that an emergency refugee situation existsthat the admission
of refugees in response to such an emergency is justified by grave
huilianitarian concerns or is otherw ise in the national interesthe may
fix a number of refugees to be admitted. Allocation of those admissions
will be in a cordance «ith a Presidential determiluition, after consulta-
tion with Congress. .

Thereafter, the Attorney General will admit to the United States
eincigency situation refugees who establish that they meet the refu
definition and that they are not firmly resettled in any forei un-
try. The Attorney. General may admit them as conditional e is
or a, permanent resident aliens, according to regulations and pike-
dure-, he may prescribe for %haling with emergency refugee situations.
If adequate screening is impossible under the circumstances, he may
admit refugees conditionally; if he is satisfied that time and cir-
cumstances permit adequate screening, he should admit refugees as
permanent resident aliens.

For the purpoSes of the bill, the Committee believes that "emer-
gency" should be defined in accordance with the simple dictionary
definition of the term: "an unforeseen combination of circumstances
or the resulting state that calls for immediate action." An unforeseen
tiTnergency refugee situation could result from many causes which, of
course, no bill can foresee. But they might include: a sudden exodus
of people froth a country where there had been no refugee flow before
(such as Iran today) ; or it could come from a substantial increase in
the number of refugees in an area of the world where "normal flow"
refugees were anticipated, bitt urgent new numbers developed, such as
Ittlochina today, or any catastpophic circumstance affecting an asylum
area requiring immediate action.

ADJUSTMENT OF STATUS PROVISIONS

For those refugees who may have been admitted under Section 208
as conditional' entrants, Section 2,10(0 provides lawful permanent
resident status for any refugee who has been physically present in the
United States at least two years, who has not otherwise acquired lawful
permanent resident status, and whose conditional entry has not been

, terminated by the Attorney General. 6:01

DOMESTIC RESF:TTLEMENT ASSISTANCE,

Because refugees admitted to the United States are a result of a
national policy decision and bylederal action, the federal government
clearly has a responsibility to assist States and local communities in
resettling the refugees--assisting them until they are self-supporting
and contributing menkrs of their adopted communities.

Tit le ILI of thebill provides this assistance. It amends the Migration
and Refugee Assistance Act df 1962, which has been the underlying
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source of authority for the Cuban and Indochinese refugee prpframs.The bill ex ands these programs to cover all refugees admitted to the .United States, and builds upon the experience and lesscins learned
from the Cuban and Indochinese programs.

The provisions of Title III essentially carry forward and expandthe current domestic resettlement programs authorized' under) theIndochina Refugee .Assistance Program. This program primarily
provides qualified refugees with cash assistance under a modified Aidto Families with Dependent Children Program, for which the solequalifications are incomvel and willingness to accept a suitable jobor training, if offered. Secondly, it provides mectical,assistance accord-ing to each State's Medicaid Program and finally, it provides SocialServices of the title XX type of the Social Security., Act accordingto the plan approved for each State by the federal government. Theseservices vary from State to State and include such services as : day care,hygiene, family planning, cultural counseling, home management,transportation, housing improvement, ethnic skills, protective servicefor adults, life skills, vocation services and training, English as a §;c-ond language training, job referral, nutrition, driver's education.These three types of aid noted above are provided through a 100 per-cent reimbursement to`the States for all refugees who do not qualifyfor the regular AFDC-Medicaid Programs.1, or those who do qualifyfor the regular programs, the funds cover the State's portion of pay-ment for these services.
The specific domestic assistance programs authorized in Title IIIinclude:

Payments to public or to private voluntary agencievvith respectto their work in connection with the placement, resettlement, andcare of refugees;
Funding authority for projects to aid refugees in securing em-plo,ynient and other short-term projects to increase their self -reliance-- English as a second language, vocational training,

fresher training for professionals, services to assist refugees inattaining recertification within the United States, and other suchemployment and social services; -

Support for Special educational services, including particularlytraining in English, and other educational services, through theelementary and secondary education system;
Funds for child welfare services for two years after the arrivalof the refugee child, or, in 'the case of a child who enters theUnited States unaccompanied by a parent or other close relative,until the child reaches age 18 or whatever -higher age may bespecified in the State's child welfare services plan) ;Funding for cash and medical and other assistance during thefirst twowears following the refugee's arrival in thp UnitedStates. If the refugee's family were eligible for assistance under

the State's program of Aid to Families with Dependent Children(part A of title IV of the Social Security Act) or for medicalassistance under the State's Medicaid program (title XIX ofthe Social Security Act), funds under this authority would onlybe used for the non-Federal share of those progrms. Fundscould also be used to provide assistance to refugees, when and

t
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if appropriate, through the Unemployment Insurance program
of the Department of Labor.

The bill limits the 100 percent federal support of medical, cash,
and employment programs to the first two years after the refugee's
entry, into the United.States. This is intended to eliminate the risk
of another open-ended refugee program, such as the 1965 Cuban ref
ugee programwhich continues today.

However, the Committee is mindful of the concern of manyespe-
cially State government age-freiesthat not all refugees will be self-*

supporting in two years. This concern over the need for continued
federal support was raised by Mr/Simpson during the Committee's
hearing:

Senator Sritkox. The final concern I have hat to do with
the issue of the withdrawal of the Federal Government from
the system after 2 years and the States' bearjnglhe full finan-
cial burden. We hear that our travels at the State level.
People of tho States are very frustrated at the Federal Gov-
ernment beginning a program, whatever it may be, with the
States in 'full participation and then suddenly withdrawing
and saying, "Here you' lire." What response have you had
from the State governments, Governors, mayors, and munici-
pa lityofficials with regard to that issue? ,
' CLARK. Fortunately, there is a State organization that is
going to be testifying following us. I suspect that they could
speak with more authority on this than I can. It is my under-
standing that there is some feeling among the State organiza-
tions representing State governments that these programs
should be extended beyond 2 years. I must say, as I did ea lier,
that one can make a justification,for extensio the
burden does not suddeqly end at the end of 2 years. It was
our feeling that, given the overwhelming budgetary pressures
of the Government at this time, that was a reasonable point to
stop. But one certainly could make an argument on the other
side.

In order to respond to residual needs amang many refugeeswhich
has been expressed strongly to the Committee by many State and
local agenciesthe Committee has amended the Jell to place no time
limitation upon the other assistance programs authorized by,Title III,
(except the 100% reimbursement for cash and medical assistance).

The bill has also been amended to continue the "special project"
funds currently authorized iiithe Indochina Migration and Re
Assistance Act of 1975, to provide up to $40 million annually. or
special projects. and programs, ad nistered primarily by private,
non-profit agencies participating refugee resettlement programs,

1 or by State or local public agent , to assist refugees in resettling and
in gaining skills and education necessary to become self-reliant."

6
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No time limitation is placed upon the use of these 4e,cial project
funds. Together with the other funds authorized' in Title III, the
Committee 'believes adequate federal support should be available to
help _all local communities integrate and assist refugees resettling in'
the United States.

During the Committee's consideration of the bill, the Committee
Acted favorably upon a motion by Mr. MATHIAS,to amend the bill
by adding a new section requiring ongoing research and evaluation
of the refugee resettlement programs authorized under Title III, in
Order to ensure that they maintain a high efficiendy level from both a
fiscal and managerial standpoint. First, the Comptroller General is
required to undertake regular studies of the resettlement program,
and report periodically to the Congress on his findings and recom-
mendstiona, especially relating to fiscal management and control.

Second, the Committee also recognizes that there is a need to better.
understand the resettlement of refugees from a cultural, social lingu-
istic, and psychological standpoint,'m order to ensure adequacy and
appropriateness of the programs authorized under Title III. The Sec-
retary of HEW is thus directed to conduct or assist in the conduct of
research into the resettlement process and adaptation to Iife in the
United States. These reports should be printed and made available to
Congress and the public within a reasonable amount of time so that
they may be used to educate and inform those involved in policymak-
ing and implementation of resettlement programs; As is possible, these
studies should be condticted by or with individuals who possess a
knowledge of the native language a d culture'of the sub'ectgroup (s)
under study. In order to fecal the conduct of such studig, the .

Committee expects that the Sec will ensure that there is e co-
ordinated effort throughout E to provide research support
through all sources of funding that may be available, and by way of
all agencies which are authorized to rovide such.

a
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9i,:rTT &Norms t HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES J Rid.oRr
t AS'e881:071 No. 96-608

THE REFUGEE ACT OF 19;9

SOVEMBER 9, 1979 Committed to the ,Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union and ordered to be printed

Ms. HOLTZMAN, from the Committee on the Judiciary,
submitted the following

REPORT
.together with

ADDITIONAL, SEPARATE, AND MINORITY VIEWS

[To accompany an. 2816]

[Including cost estimate of the Congressional Budget Office]

The Committee on the Judi ary, to whom was referred the bill
(H.R. 2816) to amend the Immi ration and Nationality Act to revise
the procedures for the admission of refugees, to a end the Migration
and Refugee Assistance Act of 1962 to establis more uniform basis
for the provision of assistance to refu , and for other purposes,
having considered the same, report favorably thereon with an amend-
ment and recommend*that the bill as amended do pass.

The amendment strikes out all after the enacting clause of the bill
and inserts anew text which appears in italic type in the reported bill.

PURPOSE

The purpose of the bill is to establish a coherent and comprehensiv4
U.S. refugee policy. This objective is accomplished by creating a sys-
tematic and flexible procedure for the admission and resettlement of
refugees.

Specifically, the bill amends the definition of refugee to eliminate
current discrimination on the basis of outmoded geogruhical and
ideological considerations.,It separates the admission of refugees prom
that of immigrants under the prefere,nce system. and authorizes the
annual admission of up to 50,000 refugees a year. If also authorizes the
admission of more than the 50,000 normal flow of iefugeeg in situations
where it is foreseen prior to the beginning of the fiscal year that
humanitarian concerns justify additional numbers and when unfore-

323-*
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seen emergencies arise after the beginning of the fiscal year. Proce-
dures for consultation with Congress on numbers and allocations of
refugees in these situations are carefully delineated. Finally, the bill
includes comprehensive and uniform pros isions for Federal support of
refugee resettlement and absorption, to be administered by a newly-
created Office of Refugee Resettlement within the Department of
Health, Education), and Welfare.

BACKGROUND

In opening the hearings on the Refugee Act of 1979. Congressworna4
Elizabeth Holtzman. Chairwoman of the Subcommittee on Immigra-
tion, Refugees, and International Law stated

In good measure, our country's humanitarian traditj4 of
extending a welcome to the world's homelesslias been accom-
plished in spite of, not because of, our laws relating to ref-
ugees. (Hearings on Refugee Act of 1979, page 1; hereafter

_ cited as "Hearings".)
Since World War provision has lien made for the admission of

refugees into the United States under a series of ad hoc legislative
and administrative authorizations. Even today, 14 years after the de
velopment of a permanent statutory provision for the admission of
refugees, the majority otrefugees continue to be admitted outside the
regular procedure established by statute.

In order to better understand the urgent need for remedial refugee
.legislation, it is useful briefly to review the history of U.S.-refugee
laws.

The first significant statute for refugee admissions, the Displaced
..A Persons Act of 1948 (act of June 25, 1948; 62 Stat. 1009), was enacted

primarily in response to the plight of the one million natives of Easters}
Europe displaced by World War II who refused to return to their
countries of origin because of fear of persecution by newly - formed
communist governments. As originally enacted, the legislation was
highly restrictive in its, qualifications for eligibility, but the limits
were somewhat modified by subsequent amendments to the at in 1950
and 195i. (Act of June 16, 1950,64 Stat. 219; act of June 28, 1951, 65
Stat. 96.) The numbers of displaced persons entering under this legis-
lation were charged against the national immigration quotas for theik
country of origin and if these quotas were oversubscribed, the country's
quota was "mortgaged" into the future. During the three and a half
year life of this program over 390,000 refugees were admitted to theUnited States.

Noticing after the expiration of the Displaced Persons Act, another
major refugee admission statute was enacted. The Refugee Relief Act
of41953 (act of August 7, 1953; 67 Stat. 400) was aimed at the expedi:
tious admission into the United States of r6fligees escaping from be-
hind the Iron Curtain. The 209,000 visas were made available fop
specific categories of refugees, outside of those available under the
national origin quotas of the 1952 immigration law. The Refugee Re=
lief Act was in effect from August 7, 1953 until D-eceniber 31, 1956.
During this period, appreximately. 189,000 refugees were either ad;
mitted or adjusted their status to immigrants under the act.

1
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The so-called Refugee-Escapee Act of 1957 (act of September 11,
1957; 71 Stat. 639) authorized the issuance of 18,656 visas that had
remained available at the expiration of the Refugee Relief Act. In-
cluded among those who were eligible for these visas were "refugee-
escapees," defined as victims of racial, religious or political persecution
who were from communist or communist dominated ciniccupied coun-
tries or.a country in the area of the Middle East. This was the origin,
of the definition of "refugee- which exists under cm rent lam in section
203(a) (7) of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

When Soviet troops marched into Hungary in October 1956, more
than 00.000 Hungarians fled into Austria. In late November, Presi-
dent Eisenhower annOunced that the Utited States would offer asylum
to a total of 21,500 Hungarian refugees. Of this number, 6.500 were to
receive visas u der the expiring Refugee Relief Act while, lacking any
other alternati the remaining numbers would be admitted under the
parole authorit of the Attorney- General.
. The power to "parole" aliens into the United States is granted to
the Attorney General by section 212(d) (5) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act of 1952 which reads as follows:

The Attorney General may in his discretion parole into the
United States temporarily under such conditions as he may
prescribe for emergent reasons or for reasons deemed strictly
in the public interest ang_alien applying for admission to the
United States, but such prole of such alien shall not be re-
garded as an admission of the alien and when the purposes of
such parole shall, in the opinion of the Attorne General, have
been served the alien shall forthwith return returned to
thexustody from which he was paroled and th er his case
shall continue to be dealt with in the same ma er as that of
any other applicant for admission to the United States.

At the time of its enactment, Congress intended that the parole
prorision would be used for the temporary admission of otherwise
inadmissible individual aliens. The practice of using the parole provi-
sion for the admission of groups of classes of aliens, rather than in-
dividuals, originated with the Hungarian refugee crisis. By 1958,
32,000 Hungarians had been pardled into the United States.

The Ilse of parole for large groups of refugees was sanctioned by
Congress with its enactment of the Fair Share Law of 1960. This
legislation was intended to provide for the admission into tte United
States of a portion of refugees remaining in refugee camps in Europe
under the mandate of the United Nations High Cothmissioner for
4tees. The Fair Share Law gave special authority to the Attorney
ife.nertil to use the parole authority to admit our "fair share" of these
refugees specified to be 25 percent of the number of similar refugees
resettled in nations other than the United States. The statute also
proVided for the adjustment of status of the parolees after two years
residence in the United States. The limited refugee admissions provi-
sions of this legislation, originally due to expire July 1, 1962, were
extended by the Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 1962.

The 1965 amemlments to the Immigration and Nationality Act (act
of October 3,1965; 79 Stat. 911) established the first permanent statu-
tory basis for the admission of refugees. Section 203(a) (7) made pro-
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vision for the conditional entry of refugees.as the seventh preference
category of the preference system. In order to be eligible for condi-
tional entry, the alien must have'lled a Communist country or a country
in the Middle East and be unable to return because-of persecution on
account of race, religion, or political opinion, or must be the victim
of a natural disaster. While conditional entry is not admissiorrto this
country for permanent residence, those entering under that section
may have their status adjusted after two years in the United States.
The number of conditional entries'available today is 17,400-ra num-
ber far too low to respond to the current worldwide refugee situation.

When the conditional entry provision was enacted in 1965, Congress
reiterated its original intent that the parole provision be used onlyfor isolated, individual cases. However, due to the numerical, ideolog-
ical and geographic limitations of the conditional entry provision.
parole has c tinned to be the basis for the entry of large groups of
refugees in o the United States. A notable example is the Cuban ref-
ugee program. Cubans were initially paroled into the United Statesin 1961 when diplomatic relations were severed with Cuba. After the
Cuban airlift program was announced by President Jothison in 1965, "-
the,number of ref ugees-fnenr Cuba coming ipto the Unitea States in-
creased dramatically. Because' the 1965 amendments limited the ap-
plicability orthe preference system to the Eastern Hemisphere, Cubans
were ineligible for seventh preference conditional entry. As a result,
it was necessary for President Johnson to resort, once again, to the
parole authority. To date more than 600,000 Cubans have entered the
United States as parolees. Special legislation was enacted in 1966 (act
of November 2, 1966; 80 Stat. 1161) to adjust the status of Cuban

'Parolees. 9,

While the primary vehicle for admitting refugees prior to 1960 was
special legislation, since that time refugees have been admittedunder
asvariety of procedures including parole. nonpreference VIM, and the
conditional entry provisions in the 1965 Act. In addition to the Cuban
refugees mentioned above, parole was utilized in the 1960's and early
1970s for Chinese refugees from Hong Kong and Macao, Czechoslo-
vakian refugees, Soviet Jewish refugees, and Ugandan refuges. More
recently, parole has been used for admitting Chilean refugees, Cuban
prisoners, Latin American refugees and detainees, and over 250,000
Indochinese refugees.

Nor to 1960, U.S. refugee funding was largely confined to partici-
pation in the activities of international organizations aiding refugees,
and to funding specific programs for refugee assistance abroad. Direct
Federal financial assistance to refugees in this country began in Decem-
ber 1960, when President Eisenhower authorized $1 million from the
President's contingency Fund under the Mutual Security Act of 1954
for use in establishing and operating a Cuban refugee emergency cen-
ter in Miami. In January 1961, President Kennedy issued a directive
officially establishing the Cuban Refugee Program under the authority
of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. An additional
$4 million was authorized from the Mutual Security contingency fund
for use. through June 30, 1961. During 1962, financing was provided
from the President's contingency fund under the Foreign Assistance
Act of 1861. '
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In 1961 legislation was proposed by the Kennedy administration, in
the words of the President, to centralize the author it) to cdnduct and
to appropriate funds to support U.S". pi ogianis of assistance to ref-
ugees, escapees, migrant-, and sele( ted persons.- This legislation, ss inch
was enacted as the -Migt talon and Refugee Assistance Act of 1962, (act
of June .28. 1962, Public Law- 87-510, 76 Stat. 122,1), authorized the
continued participation of the United States in the Intelgoseiiirqen-
tal Committ4 for European Migration (ICENI). United Stfltes con-
tributions to the United States High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNIICR), and unilateral United States assistance for refugees, all
of which had pre musty been authorized Linde' the Mutual Seen' ity
Act of 1954. The legislation also pi o% ided an open-ended authorization
for assistance to Cuban refugees in the United States. This law. which
this Committee exchisisely considered. i.unains the legal basis for
most of our country's migration and refugee assistance programs.

With the influx of Indochinese refugees in 1975, it was necessary to
separatel% author ize assistance fbi this refugee group since the Migra-
tion and hefugm Assistance Act confined its autholity to resettlement
of Western Hemisphere refugees. The Indochina Migration andliff-
ugee Assistance Act of 1975 (Public Law 94-3) authorized assistance
to or on behalf of Indochinese refugee-, nuclei the terms of the Migra-
tion and Refugee Assistance Act. Funding fur the initial phase of the
Indochinese refugee program was aimed at the es actiation, and tem-
porary care of these refugees (administered by the Department of
State) and their resettlement In the United States (administered by
the Department of Health. Education, and Welfare). The 1975 Act

.r hashas been amended three time-, for the pin poses of extendit it to in-
clude Laotian refugees and extending the authorization period for

, domestic assistance. The 1975 legislation expired on September 30,
1979.

Assistance has also been pros )(led for the resettlement of Soviet
Jews in this country. Most recently. the Foreign Assistance Approl
priations Act for fiscal year 1979 Kllin] ked $20 million for expend-
Mire by the Department of Health. Education. and Welfare for an
assistance program for Sos lets and other refugees not cps e red by the

?Cuban and Indochinese,programs.

NEED FOR LEWSLATION

There are several inescapable conclusions that can be drawn from
the brief review of the United States' response to refugee problems
os-..r the last 30 years. First, the need for resettlement of refugees is
neitho unusual nor incidental. but is a continuing proGlewkwhich must
be faced by alrjnations, including the United States. Second, the
United States has lacked a consistent refugee admissions policy and,
as a, result, our response to icfugec emergencies has been haphazard,
incoherent and often inadequate. Third, pie% ous domestic assistance
progrants hasp been innealistic7i1r limited both in scope and duration.
ibese inadequacies base long been recognized by the legislatise and
executivybranches and led to a concerted effort in this Congress to
enact remedial legislation.

In transmitting the draft legislation to the Congress on March 7,
1979, Secretary of State Cyrus Vance noted that the bill provides a
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more rational, stable and equitable Federal policy for the admission
of refiroesto, this country and for assistance to them within the
United States!. In later testimony before the Subcommittee on Immi-
gration, Refugees, and International, Law 'on the refugee crisis in
Indochina, he reiterated the' urgent need for this legislation:...

This vital legislation will provide. for the first time,,a com-
prehensive framework for responding' effectively to refugee
crises of this gravity.

.

Chairman Rodino summarized the need for comprehensive refugee
legislation in his remarks /o the House upon introducing H.R. 2816:

Our history in refugee crises has been one of 'reaction
rather than one of anticipation, preparation and long-rangeplanning.

This was brought forcefully to our attention in the spring/ of 1975 when in the wake of our withdrawal from Vietnam
we were faced with having to care for and resettle immedi-
ately more than 135,000 refugees who had been associated with
our presence in that area. The Committee and the House acted
promptly and positively in enacting special legislafion.to re-
spond to that emergency. This exper?ence demonstrated, in
a dramatic way, the necessity for eliactmg cohe t legislati
to meet futur:., and continuing refugee emerge

To create a truly comprehensive approach to refugees, the co mit-
tee has determined that any new. statute must consolidate admissions
and resettlement policies. Among tine major consequences of our piece-
meal approach to refugee crises has been the lack of coordination of
resettlement assistance pro rains with refugee admi ions. In its recent
reporf, "The Indochinese Exodus: A Humanitarian-,
24, 1979), the General Accounting Office (GAO) c

ileinma (April
Mented at length

on the deficiencies of current' law in this regard and noted- that the
instant legisl4tio 1 "addresses the major problems Lemming from
existing laws.- I particular, GAO observed that "cu ent law does
not dearly ex >ress I.S. intentions and commitments to efugee reset-
tlement and has made planning and processing of .efugees very
difficult.** (GAO Report, page iv.)

The Committee believes that the problems .of ragmentatio nd
lack, of coordination at the Federal level will be greatly al viated by
this legislation which establishes a statutory mechanism for the ad-
mission of refugees and for the provision of 4omestic resettlement as-
sistance. By combining our admissions and itsettlement policies into
one permanent,_statute, the legislation accomplishes two important
objectives. FirsM it assures the countries of first asylum andThe inter'
national communjty that the United States has n ongoing program
of refugee resettlement. Second, it assures State d local governments
that they ITill not be unduly burdened by Fed 1 decisinn,s to admitrefugees,

HISTORY OF LEGISLATION

Experience during the 94th and 95th Cong ses with the emergency
enactment and subsequent extensions of the Migration and
Refugee Assistance Act of 1975 el*ly d strates the need for a
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ifr)
permatieht United States refugee policy. Cognizant of this need, the
Committee began its active consideration of comprehensis.e refugee
legislation early in the 95th Congress. Three days of nearings were'
held by the House Judiciary.Subconimeee on Innnigration, Citi "zen-
ship', and International Law.on 11.R. :31556 in February, March, and
April 1971 ("Admis.sidn of Refugees into the T=oiled states," 95th
(ong. 1st se.ss. 1977, Sci. No. 5). A clean bill, H.R. 7175, was reported
on NItty 13, 1977., f011ow mg two ,days of Sitbcommitte mark-up, lint i;
further'act ion was taken by the full Judiciary Committee.

In the 90th Congisess. 11.R. 2816. the Refugee Act of '1979, was in-
troduced oh March 13, 1979 by Committve Chairman Peter Wgotlino.
Jr., and Congresswoman Elizabeth Holtzman, Charrwoingit of the
Subcommittee on Immigration, Refugees, awl International Law. The
bill, introduced on behalf of the Carter Administration, was the sub-
ject of five days of hearings in May 1979 ("Refugee Act of 1979,"
96th ('ong. 1st sess. 1979; Ser, No. 10). tt -

During the MI/ rs,e of these hearings test 111101IN ssas reeeit ed from the
following Fetletil of lids: Atttliney Geneal Griffin Bea, Secretaly
of Health, Micah° ,'and Welfate, Joseph A. Calif:um. Jr., United
States Coordinato fore Refuge-0 Atraws. Dick ('lark. raid thetIeneral
Accanting Office. Other witnesses inoluded lepresentatit es of State
Gott,' melds, Yoluntitiy agencle, Amnesty International, the Amer-

4it.an Cit d I,diertie< Union. and the Natimal Coalition for Refugee
Resetilement. The Subcommittee also teceited extensite testimony'
front researt li scholars and resettlement eNpeits couceipiug domestic
aspetts of our refugee poll' ius and res.'tt lenient apj»oat II( :4 utilized by
other count ries.

During Subcommittee mark-up. of II.R. 2816 on August 1, 1979,
Congresswoman Ifoltzman offered an amendment in the nature of a
nuktituk which made signifit ant Changes iii the ignial
A single Subcontmittee amendment 2816 was approved and
the bill, tjs amended, s' as ordered' favorably reported4o the full Com-
mittee on August 2. 1979. Follow ing two days of full Committee mark-' up, on September 13 and 19, 1979, and on the latter date, the Committee
ordtWed the bill (H.R. 2816) favorably reported to the House. with
an amendment, by a vote of 20-6.,

In order to expedite considerat am of the legislation, the Committee
on Fpreign A airs agreed not to insist on sequential referral o those.
pros isiolls in, the oiginal bill or in the reported bill which y have,
affectevkils jurisdiction, This position was set forth in t ollowing
lettier from the Ilonorable Clement .1. Zablocki. Chairman of the House
Committee on Foreign' Affairs, to Chairman Rodino:

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ,FOREON AFFAIRS,
TV cmhington, November 1, 17'9..

lion W. Itonxo,
rhq C cmtniith on the Judiciary,r.s. llowie of Rep( 8entatire8,

top, D.C.
DEAR MR. IIA IRMA ; I am writing with regard to H.R. 2816. the

Refugee A 1979, which has been ordered'fatorabiy reported as
amended b the Committee on the Judiciary. As you know, substan-
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tial portions of this bill fait within the jui isdiction of the Col1nittee
on Foreign Affairs, and the normal legislative- piocedur.; would be
for referral of H.R. 2816 as amended to this committee for considera-
tion of tllose portions. However, because of the urgent need for ex-
peditious passage of this legislation, we are willing to accept your
request that we not insist on segiontial referral of H.R. 2816 to this
committee with the malerstanding that such action does not in any way
diminish Or prejudice the jurisdiction and continuing interest of the
Committee on Foreign Affairs with regard to the bill or the subject
matter addressed therein.

Since the determination.of the numbers and kinds of refugees to
be admitted to the 11Yiited Stats. are issues involving U.S. foreign
policy considerations. the Attorney General will necessarily have to
consult with the Searetary of State on these matters. In addition. the
Committee on Foreign Affairs will continue to exercise its jurisdiction
with respect to refugee !hatters including the Offic-.:t of the U.S. Coordi-
nator for Refugee Affairs in the Department of State.. Concerning several specific matters in H.R. 2816 as amended which
are of concern to the Foreign Affairs committee, please be advised
that the Hon able Dante B. Fascellchairman of the Subcommittee
on International Operations, intend to offer amendments dealing
with the following subjects when ILR. 2816 is considered on tht House
floor: (1) definition of a "refugee"; (2) role of an Office of Refugee
Resettlement in the Department of Health. EduCation. and Welfare;
and (3) raising the funding ceiling of the Emergency Migration and
Refugee Fund. It would be appreciated if you would include this letter

. in your committee's report on'H.R.,2816.
' Thanking you for your cooperation, I remain
. Sincerely yours,

CLEMENT J. ZABLOCKI,
Chairman.

[The response to the November 1,1979 letter follows:]
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

COMMITTEE _ON THE JUDICIARY,'
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

"Washington, D.0., November 2, )979.
ffon: CLEMENle ZABLOCKI,

(---Yflotme of Representatives,Washington, D.C.
hairmon. Committee on Foreign Affairs

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in response to your letter of Novem-
ber 1 regarding H.R. 2816, the. Refugee Act of 1979. which has been
ordered favorably reported with an amendment by this Committee.

In accordance with your,reiriest, your letter will be inserted in oiir
Committee report on the legislation. I certainly appreciate your agree-
ment not to insist on sequential referral of the bill due to the urgent
need to expedite House considerition of this legislation.

It is evident that the jurisdictional situation regarding refugee leg-
islation is in need of clarificatiOn and I am hopeful that appropriate
arrangements can be made in the future to resolve this difficult prob-
lem. In this regard, it should be noted that the Committee's elimina-
tion of proposed amendments to the MigratiOn and Refugee Assistance
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Act of 1962 does not represent any cession of jurisdiction over that
Act or expenditures which are. made thereunder.

Once again, I wish to express my appreciation to you for your
cooperation and for your interest in expediting consideration of this
legislation.

'Kind regards,
Sincerely,

PETER W. RODINO, Jr., Chairman.

ANALYSIS OF THE LEGISLATION, AS AMENDED

TITLE II-ADMISSION OF REFUGEES

New definiti of "refugee"
The Committee ..kmendment.provides a new definition of the term

"refugee" which will bided to the Immigration and Nationality
Art. The first part of the new definition essentially conforms to that
used under the United Nations Convention and Protocol Relating
to the Status of Refugees (tp which the United States is a party),
and eliminates the geographical and ideological restrictions now ap-
plicable to cpnditional entrant refugees under section 203(a) (7) of
the Act. A lrefugee" is defined as "any person who is outside ... [his
or her] country . . . wlais unable or unwilling-to return to . . .

country because of peneEution or a well-founded fear of persecute
on account of race, religionationality, membership in a particular
social group or political opinion.

The Committee feels that the definition of "refugee" in present law,
which is limited to those fleeing communist countries or the Middle
East, is clearly unresponsive to the current diversity of refugee popu-
lations and do4. not adequately reflect the United States' traditional
humanitarian concern for refugees throughout the world. All witnesses
appearing before the Committee strongly endorsed the n;_,w definition,
which will finally bring United States law into conformity with the
internationally-accepted definition of the term "refugee" set forth in
the 1951 United Nations Refugee Ccuivention and the Protocol which
our Gorminient ratified in 1968.

The Committee Amendment also inchides in the new definition those
persecuted or who have a well-founded fear of persecution within their
own country on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in
a particular social group, or political opinion. While these individuals
are not covered by the U.N. Convention, the.Committee believes it is
essential in the definition to give the United States sufficient flexibility
to respond to situations involving political or religions dissidents and
detainees throughout the world. The need to provide for prisoners of
conscience and those threatened with persecution is already recognized
in United States policy and the Attorney General's parole authority has
traditionally been used to aid such prisons. Recent examples of these
parole programs are the Chilean and Cuban prisoners brought directly
into the Lnited States; in each of these cases, the local government
agreed to release political prisoners on the condition that they obtain
resettlement in a the ountry. There is also currently a hemispheric
parole program for e. Hers in Argentina and.other Latin American
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countries. Additionally, the Committee feels this language is necessary
to handle situations like the evacuation of Saigon,in 1973, where our
Government wished to aitl perons who were not able to flee to a coun-
t rylif first asylum.

Although the definition of "refugee" in the bill orignially subihitted
by the Administration did not explicitly include those with iii their own
country, Administration witnesses testifiedthat they intended to cover
such individuals and believed that the orioinal proposal adequately
provided for them. Ambassador Dick Clark.bt he United States Coordi-
nator for Refugee Affaiis, stated that "the bill doesn't precbule cate-
gories of people subject to oppression within their own cowry. This
is done by repealing that section of the law that presently requires a
refugee to go to a second country." (Hearings, page 67.) Nonetheless.
the Committee concluded that the definition should be clarified, and
numerous witnesses supported.- this approach. including Amnesty In-
ternational, the voluntary agencies, the American Civil Liberties
Union, HIAS. and the American Jewish Committee.

The Committee carefully considered arguments that the new defini-
tion might expand the numbers of refugees eligible to come to the
United States and,force substantially greater refugee emissions than
the country could absorb. However, merely because a ihdividual or
group of refugees comes within the definition will notguarantee reset-
tlement in the United States. The Committee is of the opinion that
the new definition does not create a new and expanded means of entry,
but instead regularizes and formalizes the pOlicies and the practices
that have been followed in recent years.

The Committee Amendment also adds language specifically to ex-
chide from the definition of "refugee" those who themselves engaged
in persecution. This is consistent with tile. U.N. ConyentiOn..(which
does not apply to those who, inter alio, "committed a crime against
peace, a war crime, or a crime againstthumanity"), and with the two
special statutory enactment* umler which refugees were admitted,to
this country after World War II, the Displaced Parsons Act of 1948
and thesfAefugee Relief Act of 1953.
Annual admission of refugees -e:.

The Committee Amendment forsthe -first t e` establisleis a com-
prehensive statutory procedure for the admissio of refugees to replace
the limited conditional entry and open-ended parole provisions of cur-
rent law. Und4r a new section 20I(a). to be added to the Immigration
and Nationality Act, no more than 50,000 refugees may be admitted

A each year, except in cases where the President, prior to a eginning
of the fiscal year and after con, iltatitin with, the f,' itt es on the
Judiciary, determines that there '. fork. ble nee o ad engreater
number and it is justified by concern..

The allocation of refug miss' whi 11 ividuals and
gro5.ps of refugees will be a ted to Wed St ti 'will be based
OW-li determination made b e,Pres again fter consultation
with Congress. 'Importantl althoiigh uNtion with Congress
with respect to numbers of refugees admi ed I? only required when
the 50,000 limit is exceeded, consultation on alWations of refugee ad-
Missions is mandated in all cases. Only refulres of "special humani-
tarian concern" to the United States will beeligible for,admission.
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The need for this new statutory framework was emphasized by
Attorney General Bell inhis testimony before the Committee:

Mr. BELL. Under the current law, the Attorney General
has the sole authority under the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act for the admission of refugees, either through the
conditional entry provisions or the exercise of the parole
power.

The numbers of refugees admitted through use of the
parole power have become far greater than was contem-
plated by Congress. <k

This authority, which rests solely, with the Attorney Gen-
eral, has the practical effect of giving to the Attorney Gen-
eral more power than the Congress in ,determining limits on
the entry of refugees into they country. The bill transfers
the responsibility for refugee policy decisions to the Presi-
dent in Consultation with the Congress.

The Department of Justice welcomes and is in complete
agreement with this change.

The transfer of policymaking authority to the President
recognizes that these decisions are of such importance to the
United States that they should be made only at the highest
level. The bill provides for policy direction by the President,
and also formally recognizes the importance of productive

0 consultation with the Congress on refugee matters. (Hear-
ings, Page 22.)

Tf e 50,000 normal flow figure' was selected based on past experi-
ence h refugee outflows from Southeast Asia, the Soviet Union,
Eastern Europe, and other areas. The Committee took note of the
ftict that this ceiling would have been adequate to respond to every
refng situation in recent years under the normal flow provisions
except the mass exodus after the collapse of South Vietnam in
1975 and he current crisis in Southeast Asia. Although it has
become in easingly clear thatqhe 50,000 figure will not be sufficient
for the ne t several fiscal years, in view of the fact that this legisla-
tion is expected to create a permanent statu - ework, the
Committee believes that 'it is inadvisable to t a highe imit based
on the pritsent situation in Indochina. T do so woul ltewthie
statute. The Committee continues to beli e that thr N limit ;-
will be reasonable once the current crisis has bated.

Although the 50.000 figure represents increase over the 17,400
admissions allowed under the present 20 (a) (7) conditional ntry
provision, the number does not actually increase overall annual /-
refugee admissions to the United States, since the Attorney General's
parole authority has consistently been used to exceed substantially
the conditional entry ceiling.

The annual 50,000 refugee numbers provided in the Committee
Amendment will be obtained by reassigning 20,000 numbers 'from
the yearly worldwide immigration ceiling of 290,000. Of these num-
-hers, 17,400 are currently allocated to conditional entrants u,pder
section 203(a) (7), which the Committee Amendment repeals. The
remaining 30,000 numbers will be added to the present worldwide
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limitation. However, in yeais when refugee admissions are increased
by a Presidential determination after consultation with ,Congress,
this figure can be exceeded.

Admission of refugees in emergency situations
The Committee Amendment also establishes procedures to admit

refugees when unforeseen emergency situations develop. If the Pres-
ident determines, after consultation with the Judiciary Committees,
that an tAlifbreseen emergency refugee situation exists, that the. ad-
mission of refugees in response to the situation is justified by grave
humanitarian concerns, land that admissions cannot be accomplished
undei the normal flow provisions, he may fix a number of refugees .
Co be admitted for up to one year. The admission numbers will be
allocated among% refugees of "special ,humanitarian concern" to the
rnited States as determined by the President after consultation with

. Congress. \The emergency' admission procedures are limited to circumstances
which are unforeseen prior to thd beginning of the fiscal year. The
Committee intends that refuge situations which can be foreseen be-
fore" the fiscal year begins should be handled irough normal flow

o. provisions. Obviously, no piece of Jegis!atio n specify with cer-
tainty all the possible situations which would{{ qualify as unforeseen
emergencies. Nonetheless, some examples might be: a dramatic in-
crease in the number of refugees in an afea of the world where out-
flows were foreseen but at a substantially rower level; an unexpected
exodus of refugees from a country from which there has been no
refugee flow previously, due, for example, to-a change in govern-
ment; a diplomatic breakthrough resulting in a foreign government's
willingness to release large .numbers of political or religious dis-
sidents; or urgent problems affecting countries of first asylum and
requiring immediate action to preserve peace and stability- in the
area or to save refugee lives. 4. .

' The Committee Amendment requires that the admission of refugees
under the emergency flow provision, be justified .by "grave humani-
tarian concerns." This is a stricter standard than that required for
the admission of refugees under the normal flow procedures, which
must be warranted by " humanitarian concerns." The Committee in-
tends by this stricter standard to limit the emergency admission pro-
cedures to situations where the refugees' lives are placed in immediate
jeopardy, where their personal safety is threatened or where there is
an imminent p day of loss of freedom.

Although the tore of-emergency refugee situations Makes the
imposition of a rigid statutory ceiling on the umber of refugees to
he admitted impractical, the Committee Ame dment does limit the
President's authority to admit refugees um this provision to a
maximum 12 month period. It.ifrtce intent of the Committee that the
President should admit refugees under this provision only until the
beginning of the next fiscal year when, t he emergency situation refugees
should be included in the determination of that fiscal eyear's normal

*flow numbers and allocations made after consultation with Congress.

7

Refugees of "speciaT humanitarian concern"
Under the Committee Amendment all refugee admission numbers

whether normal flow or einerg-encywill be allocated to refugees of

67 -898 0 - 80 - 22 334
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-special humanitai ian concern" to the United itates. The lei n
dGes notand cannotfurrhei define this phrase. The ommittee be-
he ves that any at tempt to do so could wined. e,t 6(1 fut one
public policy decisions. The Committee t,ognizes that determining
'Much refugees are of "sped sal Inuniinitar n coney' n" to the United
States v ill be a matter to be nisi& ere.. ebated and decided at the
tinve refugee situations de op.

As originally introduced. the bill pros ided fur allocations to be made
anumig refugees of "special concern" to the United Stites. Howeei.
se eraI witnesses expressed ieserations about this formulation. the
substance of shn h 1.;- reflected in the folios mg colloquy bet seen
Congres.swoman Holtzman and U.S. Refugee Coordinatoi Clark.

Ms. 1101.TZMAN..Let me turn to the issue of which refugees
we are going to consider for admission.

The only standard is person. of -gpecial concern," and that
term is wholly undefined. although in your testimony you
point out certain featui es, for example.mph.. -x ',ether the ref ugees
ha e cult in al, historical. or especially family ties lathe United
States."

Nos. it ssai olds- recvntly that we abolished tl national - --
origins character of our iwuiigiation lass lsheie sse pros ided
favorable t reatmen o t hose persons shout we thought had
-cultin al or historital to the United States.

Are we reinstituting national origin quotas?
Mr. CLARK. No; as a matter of fact I think probably that

this was an attempt to try to look a little mole closely at what
we mean by "special concern." But I must ,ay. I share the At-
torney General's reluctance in trying to define it. because as
soon as you begin to try to define it. that's exactly the kind of
problems you run info.

Family ties. I think, is pretty legitimate.because it tracks
cloely with our immigration policies. And I think it's natural
that those people s ith family ties we would consider of spe-
cial concern.

But I agree that wed get into more dangerous territory
s hen you start talking about narro.s mg that definition, to
cultural. or historical. or anything else. (Hearings, page 67.)

Zy changing the. standard to refugees of -special humanitarian con-
cern," the Committee intends to eMpliasize that the plight of the ref-
ugees themselves. as opposed to national origins or political considera-
tions, should be paramount in determining shich refugees are to be
admitted to the i nited States.

The Committee does believe that past history can give some guidance
as to the range of factors that maybe considered in determining
whether refugees are of "special humanitarian concern" to the United
States. In addition to the plight of the refugees, the pattern of human
rights v iolat ions in the country of origin (including the extent of per-
secution to which they have been subjected and the severity of their
present situation), family ties, iistorical. cultural or.religious ties,

' the likelihood of finding sanctuary elcew here, and previous contact
with the United States Government have all been legitimately em-
ployed as criteria in selecting refugees for admission to this country.
Further, tld Unitt:d States in the past has responded generously to
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refugees from countries with which wefiave been directly involved or
with which we have treaty obligations.

In recent mouths, many Members of Congress have stressed our
gove,.a.itent's special relationship with, and special responsibility for,
the *wing (or Meo) tribesmen from North Central -Laos. Many of
these refugees ,were closely associated with the United States as the
result of their service with Vang Pao's "Secret Army," which was'sup,
ported and financed by the Central Intelligence Agency for many
years. The Members of this Committee are deeply concerned over the
plight of the Hmong refugees and the consultative Members of the
Committee have communicated their concerns to the Departments of
State and Justice on several occasions. Following a trip to Southeast
Asia in February of this year, Congresswoman Holtzman and Con-

%swan Fish strongly urged that additional parole nunibers be al-
ocated to land cases in Thailand in order to expand resettlement

opportunities in this country for the Hmong.
Consultation

The Committee has made every effort to assure that Congress has
a proper and substantial role in all decisions on irfugee admissions.
In the past. the Attorney General's consultation ovith this Committee
regarding admissions has been merely a matter of courtesy or custom.
Conequently, unlike the bill initially submitt4by the Administra-
tion. the Committee Amendment explicitly deThies the consultation
process.

Specifically, the Committee Amendment states that consullilliton
means "discussions in person by designated Cabinet-level representa-
tives of the President with members of the Committees on the Judi-
ciary . . ..,to review the refugee situation or emergency refugee situa-
tion, to project the extent of possible participation of the United States
therein, to discuss the reasons for believing that the proposed admission
of refugei)e is justified by humanitarian concerns" and to provide de-
tailed information, as follows:

(1) A description of the nature of the refugee situation ;
(2) A description of the number and allocation of the refugees tobe admitted;
(3) A description of the proposed plans for their resettlement and

the est imated coat of their movement and resettlement;
(4) An analysis of the anticipated social, economic, and demo-

graphic impact of their admission tathe United States;
(5) Such additional in fonnation as may be appropriate or requested

by such members.
The Committee cannot overemphasize thee importance it au:riles

to consultation. /The Congress is charged under the Constitution with
the responsibilit:v for the regulation of immigration, and this responsi-
bility continues with respect to refugee admissions.

Although no time limit is stipulated in the legislation for the corn-
pleiton of the consaltatialproces.s, the Committee expects it to be
accomplished expeditiously. The Committee Amendment does specify
that, to the extent possible. the information required shall be provided
to the Cofninittee inembars at least two weeks in advance of the meet-
ing with the President's representatives. In view of this, and the
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. ( ,
urgency of man) lefuget4 situation. it is expected that the ((hole
process should not take longer than 15 --...)0 days.

The Committee wishes to mkt. it dear that its prior consultative
practice ((ill be followed once this legislat ilm,,it- enacted. The practice
has traditionally involved consultation pith the Chairs of the full
.Judiciary Committee andti hp Sub( unnuittec on Inningrat ion, Refugee'.
and International Lass, a- ;sell as the Ranking Minority Members of
the full Committee and that Subiontuttee. The Conunittee intends
that consultation in the' future will include these Members of the
Comm it tee. , .

- Although the Co unmet. Am mhoent does not set forth abut action
is required to eoncli de the,{ on-u tat iOn process. the Committee believes
it is clear that the' Xilminist rat ion cannot nu's e ahead to admit addi-
tional re.fugees a fte consultation until some response has been received
from the consultat (c me tubers. This (va.ithe Administration's posi-
tion during testi ns on the or"ginal bill (which did not include an
explicit descript. i of the eon 'Ration process) :

Ms. Ho ,rzx sx. I'm,glad you mentioned the role of Con-
gress. A

Mr. At males General. in the bill there are several instances
in ss inch consultation Ifith the Congress is required: one. for
example. is in the adnip-sion of emergency situation refugee-.
Wbat does consultation mean ? ,Does it »lean that the Presi-
dent can come to the Congress and say, we are going to admit
1 million. 2 million, or 10 million refugees because this is an
emergency ? What, then., is the role of Congress? Can the corn-

, mittee sad. well. %%4, don't think the number should be so high.
or we think the people should be itdmitted,from a different
country?

The consultation process is not formalized; there is no de-
. scription of %that role the Congress actuaLly has. There is no

requirement that the President take accourtrof concerns or
il iagreements. t hat Congress expresses.

Do you think consultation procedures will protect the role
of Congress? .

Mr. BELL This morning .we are in the process of making
legislative-hiatmawand I will give you my view of what the
consultation process means, or ought to mean. There are legal

( .wntings on this approach. ,

I would treat the consultation process as a report-and-wait
provision. Report-and-((ait provisions are prone to.the NW of-
legislat i v veto.

The exe itive departnient and the President, by consult-
ing, report to the Congress what lie wants to do and gives it
a eertaup period of time within which, not only to cortsult,
but to act, if it wishes to act. You might say we don't agree
with that ; we want to block that.

But I wouldn't make it set a number of days in which the
Congress hap to act. That's lx.yorid the spirit of a good faith
consultation. However, the period of consultation ought to
be long enough for the Congress Jo decide whether or not it
agrees.
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So the law, It think, would be akin to a report-and-wait-
pros 'mon. If that i, in the legislative history, you will find

_ that ec twyone will understand that4 (Hearings, pages 24-244
'The Committer believes that two other changes in the original leg-

1,1at ion also will strengthen the consultation process. First, cotisul-
htion IS reptired on the allocation of all refugees admittO to the
United States. M niblit ion to the consultatioy on numbers aboce :Anon4Ikicawl in r qicy -ituations. I The Conitlittee belies es that in most
( a,e.= to non, on numbers and allocations tan occur sjmultatie-
owdy.) Second, the Pre.-nlent is required to designate -it Cabinet menI-
1)er to participate in consultations w it}: the iiitliciary Committees. In
View of the fact that the Attorney General has traditionally ielpre-
sented the Administration in reLlgoe consultations and because of the
importance of the refugee issue. the con.oitteOgfeels such a rectilire-
mentlis warranted. NoneTheless. the Committee does not wish to pre-
clude.ot her Adminwrirtion representative- from participating in the
consultation proce,,,, and experts that the l'.S. Coordinator for Refu-gee Affairs, fir example. will accompany the designated cal et
member.

The Committee wishes to make' it clear that the consultative pro-
cedure specified in this bill r- not iterttled to preclude the exercise of
over&ght responsibilities by other appropriate Committees of tireit
Congress. The Committee would expect that the Foreign Affairs
Committee will ver-re those aspect, of worldwide refugee problems
within its jurisdiction and w ill be in consultation w ith the Department
of State regarding, among other matters, the impact of refugee-prob-
lems on the various countries-of first asylum. and tire Attorney General
will necessarilphave to consult Avith the Secretary of State on these
matters.

Ns
.tdmisgion *talus

The Committee Amendment pros ides that all refugeesboth those
coming to the United States under the normal flow provisionsand
those entering in emergency situationswill he admitted as refugees.
rather than as lawful permanent residents. Admitting refugees' as
refugees in effect granting them a new statuswill allow officials to
conduct better and more intensive screening prihr to granting them
lawful permanent residence. Although the bill as originally drafted by
the Administration admitted not mal flow refugees as lawful pet,ma-
nent residents, in testimony before the Committee. Attorney General
Bell stated clearly in the following colloquy with Congresswoman
Unitzman that he Nyas not satisfied with current screening procedwes
and that he would suppott a status akin to conditional entry after
admission:

c
,' Ms. liourzmAx.Nfr. Attorney General. I'm concerned about
the fact that under this bill refugees will he admitted im-
mediatelr to the United States as permanent residents. What'
concerns mess that this'means that our ability to screen the
refugees will he seriously impaired.

Are von satisfied with the present screening procedures that
we have? Do you think that the inteiliffetice agencies and the
drug enMrcemerit age 'es are giving the Immigration Seryttt
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ice the best possible information to make decisions and judg-
ments on people wild are coming here?

Mr. I3ELL. I couldn't say that I'm totally satisfied. These
things are done on an emergency basis, and it could be that
someone slips through. We are operating with large numbers,
so I wouldn't be able to assure the committee that someone is
not slipping through that should not.

Ms. HOLTZMAN. I take it. then, that if the committee re-
viewea this and decided perhaps the conditional entry pro-
gram ought to remain in F.0111P form, that you would-

Mr. BELL. I would not object to that. (Hearings. page 36.)
'Applicants for admission as refugees will be required to establish

that they come ,within the refugee definition, that they have not be-
come firmly resettled in any foreign country. and that they are ad-
migsible as immigrants under the Immigration and,Ationnlity Act,
with certain exceptions.
..lty/um and 'Withholding of Deportation

Since 1968, the United States has been a party to the United Nations
Refugee Protocol which incorporates the substance of the 1951 U.N.
Convention of Refugees and which seeks to insure fair and humane
treatment for refugees within the territory of the contracting states.

Article 33 of the Convention, with certain exceptions, prohibits
contracting states from expelling or returning a refugee to a territory
where his or her life or freedom would be threatened on account of
race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group or
political opinion. The Committee Amendment conforms United
States statutory law, to our obligations wider Article 33 in two of its
provisions:

(1) A8ylunt.'ll7Committet Amendment establishes for the fit
" time a provision in Federal law specifically relating to asylum. new

section 208 of the Immigration and Nationality Act, added- y"the
requires the Attorney .General to establish (within 60 days)

a procedure under which an alien either in the United States or seeking
entry can apply for asylum, and authorizes the Attorney General to
grant asylum if he determines that the alien is a refugee within the
meaning of the bill. The Committee Amendment also entitles the
spouse or child of an alien granted asylum to the same status. if not
otherwise eligible. A grant of asylum under the section can he termi-
nated if the Attorney General, in accordance with prescribed regula-
tions, determines that the alien is no longera refugee because of
changes in circumstances in the alien's country of nationality or resi-
dence.

Currently. United States asylum procedures are governed by regu-
lations proniulgiited by the Attorney General under the authority of
section 103 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (see R CFR 10R).
which grants the Attorney General apthority to administer and en-
force laws relating to immigration. No specific statutory basis for
United States asylum policy currently exists. The asylum provision of
this legislation would provide such a basis.

The Committee wishes to insure a fair and workable asylum policy
which is consistent w ith this country's tradition of welcoming-the op-
presS'ed of other nations and with our obligations under international
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law, and feels it is both necessary and desirabl that United States do-
mestic law include the asylum provision in the instant legislation. The
Committee intends to monitor closely the Attorney General's imple-mentation of the section so as to insure the rights of those it seeks to
protect.

(21 Withholding of Deportation.Related to Article 33 is the
implementation of section 243(h) of the Immigration and Nationality.Act. That section currently authorizes the Attorney General to with-hold the deportation of any alien in the United States to any country
where, in his opinion, the alien wouYd be subject to persecution on ac-count of race, religicin, or political opinion.

Although this section has been held by court and administrative de-cisions to accord to aliens the protection required under Article 33,
the Committee feels it is desirable, for the sake of clarity, to conform
the language of that section to the Convention. This legislation does
so jay prohibiting, with certain exceptions, the deportation of an aliento a`ny country if the Attorney General determines that the alien's lifeor. freedom would be threatened on account of race, religion, nation-
ality, membership-in a particular social group, or political opinion.
The exceptions are those provided in the Convention relating to aliens
Oho have themselves participated in persecution; who have been con-
victed of particularly serious crimes which make them a danger to
the community of the United States; with respect to whom them are
serious reasons for considering that they have committed a serious
non-political crime outside the United States prior .to admission: orwho may be regarded as a danger to the security of the I7nited States.

As with the asylum provision, the Committee feels that the proposedchange in section 243(hTis necessary so that U.S. statutory law clearly
reflects our legal obligations under international agreements.
Adjtmlowit of StatuR ProciRion4

The Committee Amendment provides in section 209 for adjustment
of status of both refugees and those granted asylum. Adjustment is
authorized for any refugee admitted under section 207either underthe normal flow provision or in an emergency situationwhose entry
ha, not been terminated by the Attorney General, who has been physi-
cally Present in the united States for at least two years, and who hasnot otherwise acquired lawful permanent resident status. Those seek-
ing afljustment also must meet the admission requirements of normal '
immigrants (with sonic exceptions). Once granted, the lawful resident
status operates retroactively to the date of the refugees' arrival ill-the
United States. ,o that in terms of eligibility for naturalization tlhe
refugee is not disadvantaged by the waiting period.

Tit0 le.islat ion also provides that 5.000 of the normal ftow admission
numbers authorized under section 207 may be used to adidst to thestatus of lawful permanent resident any alien granted asyliim under
section 20R. Anplicants must establish that they have been present
in the United States for two years after being granted asylum. that
they 'continue to meet the refugee definitimt. that they are not firmly

VAresettled in any foreign,country, and that Pv are admissible as
migrants (ninth, with certain exceptions). IP permanent resident,,trittv; will be recorded as of the date tw ars prior to the approvalof the applicatiog. .4
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TITLE 111-41ESETII.E3IENT or REFI:GEEs

Prof/ram Goabs and Prio Ws:
The purpo:* of Title III' ire legislation is to establish an equitable.

permanent and aiTountableresettlerpent program for refugees.
One of the prin'iar (i iticisne. of current resettlement policies and

procedures is that ,epainte programsproviding different types and
lesels of assistance hale been des eloped based on the nationality of
the party tsar refugee group. This "patchwork- of Federal programs is
not only equitable. but it has also seriously hindered effective resettle
ment an enerated tonsiderable confusion among public and private
agencies ins o1 ed in resettlement activities. Secretary of Health. Edu-
cation, and Welfare Califano commented on the problem during his
testimony :

After much thought And evaluat ion.yve are convinced that a
single authority for domestic assistance will helrus respond
better to changing world circumstances, and to all groups of

a, refugees. With a unified refugee policy, we feel we can do a
better job. (Hearings. page 224:)

The Comipittee share; this vie vi ind believes that assistance should
be pro% ided to refugees regardles of their country of origin. As a re-
sult Title III makes domestic resettlement services available to all
refugees. In the Connhittee's judgment. this des elopment of an equita-
ble and consistent resettleinent policy is low overdue.

Another serious problemand one that Islas particularly plagued the
Indochinese Refugees Assistance Program (IRAP)has been the ab-
sence of permanent funding to support resettlement efforts. The tempo-
rary nature of the original IRAP program, coupled with "last minute"
extensions of the program in 1977 and 1978, has precluded effective
arming. management. and evaluation. Due to the lack of dependable
ederal f ding, state and local governments have been required to

s r programs on a temporary basis with a view to eventual
terms io urther, past experience with Indochinese as'Well-as other
refuge' groups clearly demonstrates that decisions on the admission of
refuwes were made independent of, and ss ithout proper consideration
to, their resettlement needs. Title III addresses this problem by estab-
lishing a permanent statutory mechanism for the provisiim of resettle-
ment assistance. In the words of one GAO witness before the Commit-
tee:

A positive and predictable Federal policy for refugee ad-
missions and resettlement .would help assure that effective
refugee resettlement is a product of a more organized and
consistent national effort, rather than of fortunate circum-
stance. (Flearings,:page 154.)

Another objective of this Title is to insure accountability and flexi-
bility in the implementation of the resettlement program. Currently,
there is no Federal department, agency, or office charged by statute
with the responsibility for administering our domestic resettlement
program (This situation would have remained unchanged under the
Administration's draft bill.) As a result, there has been a distinct lack
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of leadership and direction at the Federal level. ScGA0 indicated inits rTiiit
-Akere are no detailed and comprehensiye program guidelines* [and] one regipnal official noted, no program evaluations

had been made because he felt there are no program evaluation
guidelines. (GAO Report, page 81.)

During the course of tile Immigration Refugees. and International
Law Subcommittee's extensive hearings, Congresswoman I loltzman re-peated hei concerns that the'program lacked coordination and account-
ability, and suffered from the absence of defined goals and priorities.
The ComiRittee Amendment would correct these problems by : (1)creating a high-level Office of Refugee Resettlement within HEW(described further below) ; (2) requiring detailed monitoring andevaluation 5'f the resettlement program; (3) requiring detailed reports
to the Congress on the Operation of the program and the activitiesof the aforementioned Office; and (4) requiring states to submit re-settlement plans and report on the use of Federal funds in previous
fiscal years.

In light of the serious problems confronting our domestic resettle-ment efforts, the Committee rejected the open-ended and ambiguousapproach contained in Title'III of the Administration's bill. Those
provisions would have made -few. if any. changes in the structure andoperation of the existing resettlement program. Instead, the Committeefelt that it was necessary to include in this legislation specific guidance
concerning

is
priorities and objectives. In particular, the Com-mittee bill s designed to:

(1) insure state and local government involvement in the re;settlement process;
(2) insure that essential services are made available to refugeewomen and children;
(3) require Federal and state-wide coalinat ion in the expendi-ture of resettlement funds;
(4) improve medical screening procedures; and
(5) expand and intensify language, job training, and other pro-grams which promote economic self-sufficieney'.

Office of Refugee Resettlement
The Committee Amendment creates an Office of Refug$ Resettle-

ment in HEW with its Director reporting to the Secretary of HEW.The Office will provide a high-level focal poik for state and lode]
governments. as well as for public and Arnie agencies involvedin the resettlement process. It also makes a designated Federal official
accountable both to the Congress and to the American public for,all
aspects of the domestic resettlement process.

The Committee isjonvinced that the creation of this Office is essen-tial in order to insure proper Planning. coordination, and account-ability in the administration of the United St)Oes resettlement pro-gram. At the same time, the legislation provides a large degree of
flexibility in the operation of the program. For extunnle. it authorizes
cooperative arrangements with other offices within HEW. as well aswith other agencies and departments. The Committee wishes to makeit clear that this Office does not interfere with, duplicate, or conflict
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with Any function currently performed by the United StatesCoordi-
nator for ;Refugee affairs (except for. the t ransfer ,of reception anti

placement grants to HEW after' fiscal year:1980). The Committee
does not intend to diminish in any way the responsibility or authority,

Ai the U.S. Coordinator. (rile Office in charged with the responsibility
of administer hip; programs which *tre already being administered by
HEW or *ell are auCholized by...this bill. The U.S. Coordinatoi's
mandate on the other hand is to coordinate the activities of all Fsederal
age c..s w il krespect to refugee affairs. .

at ag this Office by statute the C ommittee is attempting to in-
sure .that; refugee resettlemaat 4ill not become diffused within the
IEW :,,oucturt,,..antl That proper attention and resources will be

focusedun the resettlement program. In the past. btafUng and-funding
limitations, *partjculaily with respect to HEW regional personnel,
,Intse. seriously hindered kogram evaluation:

Axcording to GAO, this problem has been aggravated by "HEW
reorganftations, funding .delays and staff reductions." At the current
time, 'fog- exanAple, there are only 28 peMons in the HEW central

I office 7 of NS 110111 are professional staff responsible focadminister-
ing t he 'program. HEW regiona,1 offices are staffed with only 17 part
tune refugee specialists and translator/assistants. Clearly, with the
increased dist. yet rorial,y funding in tins legislation and t e large num-
ber of refugees entering the country, staffing for the administration
end monitoring of this program must be augmented.

The follow ing C0110p1)- bet W een Congressman Fisl id HEW Sec-
retary ralifano points out the desirainny of prop in coNglidation

....wit 9-1Ely l T e)

i. Fish. Mr. Secretary. I plan to ask you sonic questions
41 it the desirability orthe consolidation of domRstic pro-
'grams, and includ6d in your testimony was that that is what

,f2you have decided to do.
If I Wad it correctly, it is ,a single authority for Klomestic

assistance to respond to all groups of refugees.' I tke it that
you are going to take the Indochineseprogranr and the Cuban

. program and the SON iet grogram and` all the refugees who are
not Indochinese and Cubans, and rnes

.
h the three?

Secretary CAUF%NO. Tharis what wasp happen tinder this
legislation.

Now they are all reporting to the Socib Security Ad n
istrator for the time being...In the future, Ole world not e.to
wake such distinction on the basis of whethe=rifiefil ubanS, i
or Indochinese. or Soviet Jews. I would rather make tho '
decisions from an operational point of view should the'ca
assistance programs be under social security, and the medicaid
program under medicaid. 7

Under any circumstances, we Nfould like to have one refugCe
program. .

Mr. Faso. You wan't all funds consolidal4 and one au-
Ihorizat ion to be coordinated by one office?

Seerptary CALIFANro. Ultimately, that would be the ideal in
0 terms of being able to plan a program and operate afficiently.

(Hearings, page 231.} . , °

"
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Initieil Rekettlenlelet
Refugee iesettletuent in this country has traditionally been carriedout by private voluntary resettlement agencies. Each of these agencies

has a contract with the Department of State under-which it receives a
per capita reception and placement grant, which has varied fioin$25O
to $500. The Committee recognize,. that the efforts.of these agencies are
vital to ,-licceful refugee resettlement. It is anticipated that the corn-
initment to consistent re-ettlement funding that is embodied in this
legislation will encourage the continued cooperation 9f-these agencies.In addition to reception and placement of the refilke,e (i.e. airportreeeptit : arranging inlqnd transportation ; providing basiCbrienta-
t ion. food.'clothing and Itilter; placement with the sponsor), the vol-
untary agencies provide a variety of followup services, such( as
counseling and referral for English language tiaining, educational
and vocational training, and advice and guidance on immigration
matters.

The Committee Amendment establishes broad and flexible funding
authority for...the. aforementioned resettlement services perfOrmed by
both nonprofit voluntary resettlement agencies ands public agencies. It
specifically requires the Director. in allocating funds for this purpose,
to take into account the different resettlement approaches and praka

tices of the voluntary agencies. Bec,ause (1) these resettlement servicW
are performed in the I nited States. (R) the Department of tate has
no capacity to monitor the domestic activities of the voluntary rgencies.
(in.providiag ,ervi'ces under the recepticm and placknent grots) and
(3) there_is some confusion and a lack of coordination betide State
and local agencies and the voluntary agencies in providing certain
long-term resettlement and social services. the Committee Amendment
transfers this contracting authority from t} Department of State to
HEW. Regarding the desirability of this transfer of the reception and
placement grant,. the following exchange took place betwen Con-.
gresswoman Holtzman and HEW Secretary Califano:

Ms. ifourzu.kx. I am talking about We grants from the,
State Department for the initial period.of time. Should not all
th grant programs be consolidated in one place, once the
re r ee reaches this country?

Sec etary CALIFA xo. There is no doubt in my miki that that
is the best way to do it. (Hearings. page 23 .)

Nevertheless, due to conce s expressed 1 representatives of the,American Council Volu ary. Agencjes, the Committee Amend3.ment'postpones the t for one fiscal year. During this time, the
Committee will closely monitor the activities of the Office of Refugee

'
Resettlement and will ,crutinize the joint monitoring and coordinat ing
efforts mandated by the legislation for fiscal year 1980. This postpone-
ment will insure that there will be no disruptio, in the annu.ssion and
r,settlement of Indochinese refugees, particularly in view of the re-
cent decision to double the flow of such refugees.

The Committee Amendment also requires the Director tn. develop.
1,
4 40

where appropriate, orientation, job training, language training alld
educational programs for refugees in overseas camps who are awaiting
retry` to-the Lnited States. Because of NEW's teclmical expertisein these areas, the Committee believ,es that the responsibility for pro-

r
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pan, development and ate authority. for awarding contracts should
rest with that Department. On the other hand, the language in the
Committee Amendment specifically requires thThirector to "make ar-
rangements- for the implementation of these programs in the coun-
ti les of first asylum. This lanpage is intended to insure that HEW
1%111 make such "arrangements through the Department of State and
not directly with foreign governments. The Committee does not intend
to authoi ize HEW to negotiate or consult with foreign governments
on these matter,. The Committee believes that any concerns that this
IA ill occur are unwarranted and it is expected that the State Depart-
Lnt under this bill will continue to discharge its normal diplomatic
funct ions.
Supportive ServIces and Training for Refugees

_The Committee is convinced that the availability of a wide range of
sere ices to help refugees become self-sufficient is the cornerstone of a
successful resettlement program.

rnder the current IRAP program, these services have been provided
throng two different mechanismsdirect special project funding and
einibu .ement to states for social services provid in accordance
witTi Tit XX of the Social Security Act. These s ices include: job
training, employment services, day care, career an cultural counsel-
ing. professional refresher training. family planning, transportation,
English as a second language training and other supportive services.
(*rider this combined funding mechanism $18.5 million was spent in
FY 1978 and $37.7 million in FY 1979. The present method of provid-
ing set.% ices dev eloped in an ad hoc manner which inhibited the de-
velopment of an organized and accountable program which could pro-
vide_all necessary services.

The Committee Amendment combines these services into a single
funding channel and, at the same time, allows substantial flexibility
in the delivery. of such services. In essence, the Title XX-type rehn-
burserilent mechanism is eliminated in fa% or of a direct grant funding
approach. As a result, grants can be made, direct ly to public or private
agencies ior can be channelled through state governments, In either
ase, successful 'applicants would be directly accountable to the Fed-

, oral Government, since grants and contracts can be awarded only to
those agencies "which the Director determines can best perform.the
-ery h es. ' The ,Conimit tee Anienilimnt also atithorizes health (includ-
ing,iliental health and family planning) services where specific needs
have been demonstrated.

For ithe fist time, the aforementioned resettlement services would be
made ilVailable to all refugees admitted to the T'nited States, regard-
less of national origin. Because of their importance, the Committee has
eliminated the Administration's proposal to limit Federal support for
sociiil services and training to a two year period after the refugee's
arrival. When queried on the rationale for this limitation during the
cour,,eOf the hearings, Secretary Califano replied :'

(Tine restrictions in the bill for a 2 year limitation on the
social services part of the program is much more a reflection
of budgetary policy than it is of anything else. And there are,
I suppose. stronger arguments for having a more extended
period of time. (Hearing, pages :227-228.)
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The Committee Amendment specifically authorizes some $200 mil-
lion for these services over the next two fiscal years.

4 When one considers the back round and skill levels of the newly
arriving Indochinese refugees, the need for a comprehensive resettle-
ment pro gr 'becomes obvious. In general, they are less-educated,
less-skilled, ss able to speak English (some, such as the Hmong, come
froma pre-1 erate society), and experience more.medical and cultural
adjustment problems than the initial arrivals froni Vietnam in 1975. .
Witnesses before the Committee also indicated that they are more
difficult to resettle than Soviet Jewish and Eastern European refugees
because they lack an imigrant base in the United States and have often
escaped from their country under traumatic circumstances. These needs
cannot be ignored and the Committee expects that theseservices will be
"front-ended" so that refugees can be placed on the road to self suffi-
ciewy as soon as possible after arrival here.

..'Mk Committee believes that a.concerted effort to provide refugees
with language training and employment- related services as quickly as
possible after their arrival will enhance-their economic and social self-
sufficiencrand reduce' refugee dependence on-public assistance. Con-celltin this issue Dr. Barry Stein, an Associate Professor at Michigan
State lTUniversity stated:

The refugees' initial high motivati to recover what has'
been lost must be used and aided otherwise discouragement
and welfare dependency may set in. I believe that greater
expenditures at the beginning of a program will result in .

long term welfare cost savings '' '''*
. .[W]e have to design programs that maximize in the first 3

or 4 years the opportunities for the refugee so that hopefully
we wouldn't end up supporting tlipm further on down' the
road. My own guess is that more money spent at the beginning ..'

of the resettlement pro6ss will mean less in the way of long-
term costs on refugees." (Hearings, pages 211 and 217.) -

Ca.qh and Medical Assistance
,

At the current time, there are three different Federal programs pro-
viding some form of cash and medical assistance to refuges each
separately authorized, funded and administered. The underlying pur-
pose of the'se programs is to insure that state and local governments
are not adversely impacted by Federal decisions to admit refugees.
Under the programs for Cuban and Indochinese refugees, Federal re-
imbursement is provided to the state for cash and medical assistance.
The Cuban program is operated tinder the authority of the Migration
and Refugee Assistance Act of 1962, while IRAP was established
under the Indochinese Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 1975,
which carried forward most of the authorities contained in the basic
1962 Act.

Since 1961, the Federal government has expended approximately
,$1.4 billion on the Cuban program under the open-ended authoriza-
tion of the 1962 Migration and Refugee Assistance Act. Since 1975,
HEW has expended about $400 million for the domestic resettlement
of Indochinese refugees. In'an effort to provide greater equity in the
operation of our resettlement programs, Congress, in fiscal year 1979,
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appropriated $2S million for domestic assistance to Soviet refugees and
other refugee, groups. This latter program distributes funds to non-
profit voluntary agent ls fill a mat( lung grant basis. Ile giant covers
orig-term pfsettlenient run ices such as languagv and skill- training.
ilia intenan, ti assistance and health care to needy refugees, and employ-
ment counseling.

The Committee Amendment. in an effort to eliminate the current
fragnientat ton and disparity in uur resettlem. nt program, conroli-
dates all fundilig authority for domestic resettlement into one basic
statute. .1s noted earlier in the report (in the Biukyrowid section),

ur It onrolidation «ar intended to be ac, oniplislied by the ena, tnient
of the Migratron and Refugee .Assistanc .let of 1962. R.grettably,
that objec tr%e was never achieved due to the emergence of unforeseen
refugee-situations and conflicting Committer ill' irdiction re girding
the over -gas and donit sti, arpe, is of Urriteil States refugee programs.
Ifopefully. by Ion, entrating all funds fort ash arid medical assistance
to refugees, into a single authority, this legislation will resort in a co-
ordinated and coherent resettlement program.

The netil for full Federal funding for I ash and medical assistance
for a reasonable pc nod of time is ex 'den, eil by our experience under
f RAP. According to the latest report from }TRW ( Report to the
CongressIndia hawse Refugee Assistance Program. December 31.

+1,974). the }tido( hawse refugee populatioh in the United Stater has
labor force and employ ment rate le% of- «anparab)e to tht United
States population as a Iv hole. Despite this generally positive picture.
large numbers of refugees hale resorted tot ash assistance to supple-
ment th, ir wage or .salary income. This has occurred bet arse many
refugee, must a, I pt low paying. entry level jobnianv of iv Inch are
not t onimensurate with- the skills and-background of the refugees.:
II EW has indicated .t.ltat as of Nfay of this ecru, -11)(c of the Intl°-

refugees Iv ere theiv ing cash assirtanci under TRAP. but that
only 1:3q were totally dependent on cash assistance. An additional
2r; of the refugees were receiving arsirt4nce under the Supplemental
Security Income t SSI) program forSlind, aged, and disabled persons.
1-ri light of there factors, 4ate. and local goNorrinients have urgently
requested enac tnient of the instant legislation becpQise the TRAP pro-
gram expired on September 30. 197

The Committee Amendment, nil orribinin, all domestic assistance
programs into one funding Ruth matron. nevertheless preserves a
great degre of flexibility in the development and implementation of
programs designed to increase e«,nonlic self-rufficiencv. For exampte,
cash and medical assistance may be in the form of direct reimburse-
ment to state7governments, or it may be funneled through public or
private agencies. In addition, the Director of the Office of Refugee Re-
settlement is permitted to provide such assistance through arrange-
ments with other Federal agencies.

The Committee .1ineridnient :specifically provides that State govern-
ments (as well as other public and private agencies) may be reimbursed
for up to 100 percent their costs in providing cash or medical assist-
ance to any refugee %%lir, has been in the United States for less than 48
months from the date of arrival of the refugee. It allows the Director
to tailor programs tr, meet the,specific needs of the refugees, and to

"4.
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utilize the expertiSe of the various resettlement aAenoes. For xatn-ple, the iesett lenient pi °grain for Sot let .Jens has been . rernely sue-4ces.sful. As mentioned. Federal funding for long -term services andassistance to Soviet refugee:, has been pros riled under a in tchnig grant
program and this legislation pet unit, the continuation of this approach,as swell as the development of other innovative iliethods to deliverintvriin cash and medical assistance.
JIEW Sect etar Cali fano urged thiit son a` Iniiilation on Federal

support for refugees in essential in order to encourage States and lo-litie, to work toss aid refugee self-snfliciency apt] to promote equality,
.--.--

( t or I ;nit ell States citizen,, perinanent resident aliens. andrefugees. TI Administration proposal- would have limited Federalleimbursement to a two -year period. The Committee,helieving that the
two- year'period was unreasonable and unrealistic, adopted the -yearlimitation previonsl

Cmm mdescribed.
period during uhic the 4-year limitation will not apply. In other

The oittee endinent also includes a one-rear transitional

word:. in fiscal rear 19k0. the Federal Gnernment will be authorizedto provole up to 100 pert .tit reimbursement for all refugees in theUnited States regardless f the date of arrive of the individual ref-
ugee. In fi=nal year 1981. the four-year limitation will apply and assist-
ance in that fiscal year and in succeeding fiscal rears can be provided
to a refugee only if he or slie_lias been in the United States less thanfour !ears. , .

It is the Coirmlittee's position that theJour-year limitation and the
one-year transitional pet lad draw a proper balance between the Fed-eral and State responsibility to deselop programs to assist refugees to
become .4.1f-supporting. A longer period. In the Committee's judgment,
would inhibit and discourage State efforts to absorb refugees.

In anvoirort to provide equimble and uniform-asaiste.nce to all refo
igW. regardless of place of birth. the Conimjttee Amendment ter-
mffiates authority for the special Cuban refugee program after fiscalyear 1980.

While the language in the Committee bill authorizes full funding for
all refugees doling fiscal year 1980, the Committee recognizes that the
conferees in e0n,idering the HEW Appropriations bill (H.R. 3389)
provided funds to p rout reimbUrsament for only 75% of the costs
of tile Cuban program -

The Committee AIM dment also relaxesoormal eliAibility require-
ornt for meilb at assistance for refugees in this country less than one
year. Based on reports from refugee resettlenlent experts, additional
flexibility in the provision of medical assistance will result in reduced
'reliance on cash assistance. One voluntary agency representative de-
scribed the problem in the following testimony Wore the Immigra-
tion Subcommittee:

"Inn oilier to receive medicaid you really have to register
for public assistance.... This is counterproductive. What we
are trying to do is keep them out of the {welfare] system and
get. them IN self-sufficient as quickly as possible. Therefore,
we really need to devise a mechanism whereby medical care
can he given without necessarily tying the individual into the
total public welfare' system." (Hearings, page 257.)

3
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The legislation specifically enables refugees to qualify, for such
assistance withuut having to meet the eligibliity requirements for cash
assistance. In malting medical assistanu a% allable independent of cash
assistance, the Dire( tot is required tpmakt a finding that the pros ision
of such assistance will. (1) encourage economic self-sufficiency, or (2)
mold unduly burdening state and local goveinments..

The Committee Amendment also intorporates the present require-
ment that employ able refugees letel % ing public assistance register w ith
an appropriate employment si r% ice and accept appropriate otters of
employment of training. It also expressly require.s the Director to de-
elop training iirogranis fur employ abh refugees receiving cash as-
-Istanie. By coordinating efforts to ',locale cash assistance with em-
ployment related training and sel %ices, the Committee expects to en-
courage refugee self-sufficiency.
Serrtre for Re f ugee Children

The Committee has been one ( rued for some time b the inordinate
delay, encountered in admitting unaccompanied refu ee children to
this country. Large numbers of children hate been fishing in over-
seas refugee, camps for lengthy periods of time because of bureaucratic
delay- and legal obstacles to their admission. For example, problems
of custody, guardianship and responsibilit% for prcividing services to
these ch 1 hirer'. ha % e seriously hampered efforts to assist them.

Witnesses befecki the Committee indicated that the problem stems
from the ( onflisio between Federal all State officials as to their
respect!) e roles an the lack of dependable funding. The director
of a foster ( are proerani for Inclot hinese refugee children. Rev. Henry
K. Wohigernuth, testified as follows

There- has been a lot of amoi anee on the part of State of-
,., ficials. The conurgthication between Federal and, State [gov-

ernments] has IditgtR TT dhQn. Marls Improving't
within the past half-year.. . -

The other problem is money.... But with proposed legis-
lation with that phrase in their regarding 100 percent fund-
ing being guaranteed until the age of majority as defined in
that State, that will be a boon. I have been to five different
States talking with the officials as a consultant, and that has
been the big ISSUP that is always raised. (Hearings, page 144)

To address these problems. the Committee Amendment provides for
full`Federal reimbursement for child welfare services including foster
(are costs, health rare osts and other services for all refugee children
%) ho enter the United Mates unaccompanied by theinparents or other

( adult guardians. Such assistance will be provided until the children
reach the age of eighteen or such higlier age as the foster care plan
of their State of residence provides. Reimbursement for child welfare
sem it 1.... for Other refugee children is authorized (hiring the first four
years after their arrival.

The bill reported by the 'Committee t 'unfit,' legal custody and finan-
cial responsibility issues concerning unaccompanied minors. requires
States to provide for the care and supervision of unaccompanied
minors, and requires the Director to compile and maintain a list of
unaccompanied minors (including the names and addresses of living
parents).
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The Committee is hopeful that these provisi ns wily facilitate the
admission of unaccompanied refugee children and encourage state
goveptunents and voluntary resettlement agencies to expand their ef-forts to assist them.

The bill reported by the Committee authorizes funding for special
educational ..ervies inn:Riding English language training) for refu-
'gee children in elementary and secondary schools where a demon-strated need has been shoo n. This legislation does not amend. replace.
or disturb the program of educational aNsistance for refugee children
authorized b the Indo( hina Refugee Children Assistance Act of 1976

94to3) and extended b the Education Amendments of 19M
95-.561).

Reporting Requiremerax
The Committee Amendment sets forth a detailed congressional re-

porting requirement. Specificall the Director of the Office of Refugee
Resettlement is required to report semi- annually to the Committees onthe Judiciary of the House and Senate. This reporting requirement
reflects the Conunittee's concern Writ the iesettlement program should
be carefully monitored and eialuated. In the past, such monitoring
and evaluation has been inadequate.

In vieu of the comprehensive nature of the resettlement program
created by this legislation. the in( reased number of eefugees who will
enter- the ("nited States in the coining year. and the flexibility in the
administration of the program, the Committee believes that semian-
nual reporn- to the Congress are necessary and appropriate.

Items to he included in the report are : updated profiles of employ-
ment data on refugees-, a description of the extent to which refugees
have received assistance under the legislation; a description of the
geographic location of refugees; a -mina) of the iesults of the mom-
torkng laid evaluation required by the bill; a description of the activi-
ties, expenditures and policies of the Office of Refugee Re.ettlement,
well as the am% it ies of states. Oluntary agencies, and sponsors; a de-
scription of plans for ,improi ement of refugee resettlement; evalua-
tions of the extent to which the services provided under the program
are assisting refugees in achieving economic sell-sufficiency, improving
Englrh, language ability, am] securing employment commensurate
with their skills and._ abilities; a summary of reported instances of
fraud, ahuse_or mismanagement in the provision of services or assist-
ance: 4ummary of the location and status of unaccompanied refugee
Children admitted to the United States; a summary and evaluation of
the information supplied by refugees in conjunction with their appli-
cations to the Attorney General for adjustmuit of status; and a sum-
mary of waivers of grounds" of exclusion u*r the Immigration and
Nationality Act granted by the Attorney General to refugees during'
the reporting period.

InAddition. the Secretary of HEW is required to conduct a study
anereport to Congress on : resettlement systems used by other coun-
tfies and their applicability to the United States; the desirability of
using a system other than the current welfare sy for the provision
of cash assistance and or medical assistance to ees; and alterna-
tive resettlement strategies.

The Committee is convinced that existing resettlement mechanisms,

67-918 O' 80 - 11 330
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policies and procedures must besontinuously re% sewed and evaluated
in order to determine whether improvements are needed or whether

-alternative approaches ,tiould be adopted. This requirement will focus
the attention of the Administration es, and provide the
Congress with a bais upon which to evaluate t e need for change.

4
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U.S. Immigration:
A Policy Analysis a Public Issues paper of

The Population Council

Charles B. Keely

Policy
Approach*, This policy of siipplylfig, by oppositeind
and lkii)Pnlors interests, the defects of better motives might be

traced through the whole system of human af-
fairs, private as well p public."

JAMLS MAtitscitt
Federalui-Paper, Number 51

30

rhe interplay of individual and group interests
benefits the republican form of government by
keeping the majonty from violating minonty nghts
and a minority from usurping power It Is not
surpnsing. therefore, that an isiue Of great sub-
stantive and symbolic importance to the nation stirs
up "Opposite and rival interests"

rhe direr most salient policy perspectives vying for
the attentionof legislative reformefsadjusts
immigrauon flows to labor force requiremen
controlling population growth by limiting entry.
and maintaining liberal Dindy reunion and refu-
gee admittance goalse:-Aprovscle useful categories
within which to analyze immigration issues These
perspectives, even though rustually exclusive.
can justify very differenepoficy outcomes depend-
ing on the pnonty they are assigned

A wide range of individuals and groups line up in
support of each of these perspectives It ss not un-
common. however, to find duagreenlent on partic-
ular issues among those emphasizing the same per
specuve, or to find advocate* for a measure seeking
to invoke more than one jusufication for their pos
twit Still, certain interests do gravitate toward one
or another of these perspectives

These perspectives, and those wit.° Advocate them
with greatest force, are descnbed to clanfy thecon-
necuons between justifications, goals, and specific
policy measures The necessarily sketchy presents-

S

Reprinted with the permission of the Population
Council from Charlos B. Keely, U.S. Immigration:
A Policy Analysis, 1979: pp. 30-86.
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tion of any particular group's interest or position is
not intended to dismiss or discredults broader
purposes or specific stands. Rather, the:" intent is to
provide a realistic backdrop against which to con-
sider what, at the level of policy analysis, may ap-
pear to be equally plausible options.

The first policy perspective holds that, since most
.immigrants to the United States join the labor
force, there should be greater consideration of the
manpower impact of immigration. In fact, the Sec-
retary of Labor, Ray Marshall, has proposed inte-

grating employment and immigration policy. "1 am
particularly concerned that immigration and em-
ployment policies be closely coordinated. Obstacles
to legal immigration encourage people to enter the
country illegally. Since most of the people who
come to the United States work, we should relate

, the number of legal immigrants to realistic labor
market needs."'

The most developed approach Lc; subordinating ,

immigration policy to manpower needs is the re-
port on immigration prepared by David S. North
and Allen LeBel for the National Commission for
Manpower Policy:22 The Commission is composed
of fit*Cabinet St-cretaries (Defense, Agriculture,
Commerce, Labor, and HEW), the administrator of
the Veterans Administration, and seven other
members from business, labor, state government,
academia, and church groups. The authors 4e-
scribe their position op illegal migration as "restric-
tionist?" They not only support measures to end
illegal migration, an almost universal goal in this
country, but also reject expansion of temporary la-
bor programs because of their labor market im-
pact. On legal immigration, North and LeBel sug-
gest a spedfic mechanism for coordination of im-
migration and manpower policy:

Adjusting
Immigration
to Labor Faros
Ro quit monts

-Since most of the people
who come to the tinted
States work, wi should
relate the numbs( of

to
realstilegilliNrsmericet
needs:"

31
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The Labor Departrneds
insufficient data and
resources make it nearly

impossible to adjust
Immigration levels to
regional and occupational
rloode
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We recommend that the Congress give the Execu-
tive the dicretion,4-ach year, to set the immigration
totals for the coining year within an arbitrary range
of 300,000 to 500,000 .. Although the Executive
would announce the target early in the year, it
would' be free to increase it but not to decrease
It, as would adversely affect persons who had

e plans on the basis of the earlier announce-
r lent

1 he annual total would be based on two, total!,
septette, calculations. The first would be the ab-
sorptive capacity of the nation, based primarily on

'the unemployment rate, the other consideration
would be the nation's sense of responsibtlity for
refugees and perhaps f other overseas political
considerations'"

North an thus translate the coordination
nto a specific program mechanism to gear

immigration levels annually to unemployment
rates As the authors point out, however, one lesson
of the labor certification program Introduced in
the 1965 Immigration Act is that a system to adjust

immigration to the employment needs of regional
labor markets and different occupations is dlfhcuff,
if not impossible, given the current data bases and
organizational resources of the Department of La-
bor and of state employment services. Further,
even if employment requirements are the primary
guide to immigrant selection, the presence of other
accepted goals (as illustrated by North and LeBel's
reference to refugee resettlement and foreign vela'
Mons) can result in decisions that contradict em-
ployment goals. The recent experience of Canada
is highly instructive. Canada uses a system that
awards points to an applicant on the basis of family
sponsorship, region of intended settlement, Ian.
guar alltles..andcooccupational weds. The goal
oLthe system is to meet labor Olgrce needs, but the

3
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fact that an applicant can achieve the required
number of points for admission, regardless of oc-
cupation, means that the desired results are not
always achieved, ,

Toward a policy goal of family reunion the report is
not as favorable. A basic premise_ of North and
Le Bel's recommendations is clearly stated: -There.
fnust be considerably more emphasis placed on the
allocation of a publicly generated good, the =mi
grant visa, to meet the needs of society as a whole
rather than thosc of individual members of sop-
ety." Earlier they refer to "persons admitted for
societal (as opposed to familial) reasons: and
characterize the family reunion policies as having
an aura of nepotism." A particular target is tk
fifth preference of the 1965 Act: brothers and'Es-

. ters of U$ citizens" (see Table 2).

Ai is to be-expected, organized labor supports
much of the stance that emphasizes employment
policy. On illegal immigration, the "AFL-C10 has
Consistently supported crimil sanctions for em-
ployers of undocumented aliens, an employment
docutneat based on the worker's Social Security
nifinb4, increased border and labor law enforce-,
ment, US foreign aid geared to promoting employ-
ment in sending countries, and repeal of Tariff

/2rie
provisions that extend special customs treat-

ent for goods produced in plants near the border
and permit US companies to take advantage of
lOw-wage workers in snch'iiperations as electronics
assembly and garment work. The AFL-CIO favors
amnesty fOr illegal migrants who entered the
United States before 1970, but is ambiguous about
how to treat those who entered after that date."

On legal migration *policy, organized labor con-
tinues its strong support of the goals in the 1965
Act. The change from organized labor's earlier
restrictionist stand has not diluted its strong and
persistent concern for protecting the American

...

v
I

To discourage illegal
migrabon. organized
labor consistently
supports criminal -
sanctions for employers
and Erb:reased border and

ankrcement.
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Some labor groups tear
that reactions against
illegal migrants will
lead to taws restricting
the rights of US workers,
especially satiric
mmontes
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worker Thus. it is unwilling to give up the labor
certification procedure introduced in 19k5, morel
because of its symbolic importance in rearming-
that immigration should not harm American labor
than because organized labor views it as the best
mechanism to achieve that goal.

Nevertheless, there is no unanimity in organized 4.

labor The United Farm Workers, the International
Ladies Garment Workers, and other union groilps
have supported full amnesty for Illegal migrants,
made efforts to organize undocumented workers,
and generally opposed what they see as using tile-,
gal migrants and immigrants as. scapegoats de-

. flecung attention from labor law enforcement to
improve working conditions. They also do not
want illegal migration to be used as an excuse to
pass laws restricting fundamental rights uf work-
err, especially minority-group members who look
or sound "foreign."

There are other supporters of coordinating Immi-
gration and manpower policy. M otably, those
who adopt the goal of populatioMunitation ally
themselves with the labor stance on the questions
of illegal migration policy and on the selection pro-
cedures of a reduced legal immigrant flow The
major support is on the illegal migration question,
w,bre the goals of reduced population growth and
the assumed negative labor force impacts of Illegal
migrants coincide A recent pamphlet from Zero
Population Growth, Inc., a avzens' organization

[hat advocates a planned, voluntary stabilization of
US and world population, presents a summary of
the labor arguments:

"Illegal immigration is creating and perpetuat-.
ing a subclass,of workers deprived of civil and
labor rights ... Rindocumented workers depress,
wages and working conditions in certain regions
and fields of work . . In the Southwest, where

44
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employers o nly rely upon an endlcss supply
of low-w orkers, illegal Mexican workers com-
poe for Jobs with legally-resident Mexican-
Americans.... In other labor markets, undocu-
mented workers compete against native ethnic
minorities idluding .U.S Blacks.... Usually pay
and working conditions are too poor to attract*gal
U.S. residents. Legal residents often can tern to
welfare payments when employers offer no better
'option, but undocumented workers are neither
permitted nor inclined to seek welfare. If these
lower-lei/el jobs were 'Upgraded in pay, working
conditions and status, many could be filled by legal
workers.... flles still highly advantageous to hire
(Undocumented work rs are valued as hard
workers, and some e to n get away without
paying medtcatVinek leave, overtime
wages, unewipinymene compensation and Social'
Security payments. It's difficult for a native worker
to compete with a deal like that. The availability or
the large pool of illegal labOr undermilles labor
union organizing among,low-skilled workers?'"

On legal immigration, ;LPG calls for "tighten
'term for the Labor Department's importell. I
(certification program.*"

Many Mexican - American groups joirilniippoptro
to expanding temporary worker programs4con;_,
-tending that temporary workers ,would only corn:
pete with Mexican-Ame ans, especia in the
Southwest. This support, ho ver, d not t ener,
ally extend to the law'enforcem roposalsie.g.,
sanctions against employers, roader ponce powers'
for border enforcement). t t a usually included

programs aimed at ng llegal migration,
mainly because of t civil liberties concern that
Mexicans and other ethnic groups will feel the
brunt of uneven enforcement or outright discrimi;
nation.

4
4
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A inaior and conunuing result of changes in social
COlisclotis s has been concern aboin population
growth a s environmental consequences .ehr-
rends is concern is triggering a new look at the
dein( graphic consequences of immigration

In 1971 the Commission on Population Growth
and the American Future noted with surprise that
immigration accounts for about 20 percent of over-
all annual growth The Commission itself was
divided on the topic of immigration some mem-
bers wished to reduce, immigration by 10 percent
annaally° over five years, to half its current level;
others, bolstered by a paper prepared by Ansley J
Coale of.Princeton University on the impact of cur.
rent immigration on achievement of a no-growth
or stationary population, held that immigration at
present levels could be accommodated." -The
Commission's final report made two proposals.

The Commission recommends that Congress im-
mediately consider the serious situation of illegal
immigration and pass legislation which will impose
civil and criminal sanctions on employears of Illegal
bordercrossers or aliens in an immigration status in
which employmews not authorized

Titcommission recommends that immigration
--A levels not be increased and that i ration policy

be reviewed periodirally to re ect demographic
conditions and considerauons."20

Tje Commission's recommendations reflected the
division on the issue, The proposals not to raise
_Lurrent legal levels and to impose sanctions on em-
ployers of illegal migrants spoke to the concerns of
those who wanted to reduce immigration. How-
ever, the,phrasing on immigration was weak. There
was not majority support to decrease the author-
ized level, so the compromise recommendation was

7 3
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not to increase it. In addvion, the Commission re-
port did not go into any detail on how to imple-
ment employer sanctions or on what constituted
the criteria to be used "to reflect demographic con-
ditions and considerations."

Nevertheless, immigration had been piked on the
national poPultim agenda. Since that time. it has
received increasing attention Zero Population
Growth. currently the leading population-oriented
advocacy group, provides a case study of the devel-
opment of immigration as a population issue,

dAtas Boston convention in 1973, ZP as faced
with the good newsthat estimates of cur

't
nt fertil-

ity had dipped below replacement level; a major
milestone of the organization had been achieved.
But below-replacement fertility_rates were only iNro
first step. Because.a large portion of the population r
was still young, below-replacement rates would
have to be maintained liar some time before a no-
growth populace could be achieved. Thus, ZPG
had an interest in the continuation of loW fertility
to achieve its ultimate goal.

By 1973, then, it was evident that what ZPG bad
thought of as its pioneering fight to reduce fertility
had become conventional wisdom and practice.
The organization still had important program is-

,_ ues, but it raised the question of adding new ones.
migration and the environment were two of the
ices presented.

The major force on immigration in ZPG was John
If Tanton, a vice president of the organization in
1973 and its president in 1975-76. Under his lead-
ership ZPG developed an effective immigration
program focusing on the demographic impact of
current immigration levels. Following the Popula-
non Commission's suggestion of a phased decrease
in immigration, ZPG proposed in 1976 cutting im-
migration by more than half to an annual average
of 150.000 (calculated on a five-year total of 750,000

%

35
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'
ZPG proposes cutting
Intrrogration levels by
more than half, hoping to
achie0e Its goal of a
zero-rFovrth population
bythe year 2008.

.
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Organized law and
population groups see
themselves as allies in
their campaigns against
Mega! mason
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to allow tot annual fluctuations) (Although not
specitlialk mentioned by LPG, the 150,000 annual
average would be approximately offset by current
estimates otrungration, so that legal international
migration would make no net addition to US pop-
ulation growth Its projections calculated 150.000
net additions from immigration as an acceptable
lesel consonant with zero growth by the year 2008,
with a population totaling 243 nalliona'

,LP(, also sought to end Illegal migration las tom-
hinamn of employer sanctions, tough borde n
lorcement. Increased labor law enforcement, and
foreign.aid focused on fertility control and job cre-
ation in sending countries

LPG has been joined by other pcpUlation and envi
ronmental groups The Environmental Fund, for
example, has issued two reports related to immi-
gration The first, prepared in April 1978 by
Wilson Prichett III, projected a US population of
428 million by the year 2000. almost a doubling in
25 years He estimated that illegal immigrants and
their ottsFiring would add 163 million persons to
the current population 32 The exercise is based on
questionable assumptions about the current illegal
migrant stock and flows, age and sex structure, and
seal rates, which are lineally extrapolate4kinto the
future

The Fund's second report attacks current govern-
mental handling of enforcement, the blame for
which is plated on the present immigration com-
missioner Most INS (Immigration and Natural-
ization ServiCej personnel know that the nuinbers
of Illegals entering this country is dramatically in-
creasing They also know why inadequate laws and
Leonel J Castillo.'" This reixAt gives special atten-
tion to a conflict over enforcement policy between
the commissioner and the border patrol."

Although the primary interests of organized labor
and of population and 2nvironmental groups dd.-
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fer, they nevertheless see themselves as allies, espe-
cially on illegal migration.

A third policy approach gfigerally supports current
immigration policy on maintaining liberal family
%union and refugee' resettlement goals, but seeks
to revamp selecuon procedures for achieving these
goals. Proponents of this view reject the notion
that immigration is detrimental to the United
States and that the current policy of limited and
selective immigration is unacceptable There is
agreement on a need to overhaul' refugee policy,
specifically regarding adopuon of the United Na-

, eons' definition of refugees in the protocol to which
the United Stoics has acceded, and the use of pa-
role power by the Attorney General to admit refu-
gees outside the immigrauon ceilings. There is also
general agreement on maintenance of the family
reunion and la.okgrotecuon goals. however, there
is no unanimst5, on retaining all the current mecha-
nisms to achieve these goalsthat is, keeping all
the family preferences at current levels or conun-
ued reliance on labor ceruficauon procedures.

The major supporters of policy maintenance and
procedural reform are immigrant and refugee aid
groups, ethnic organizations, and religious groups°
(especially the immigrant and refugee agencies
sponsored by religious organizations). Organized
labor is a major supporter of parts of their pro-
gram. continuing the coahuon that was so impor-

Vcant for the abolition of the quota system in the
1965 Immigration Act. Support on other issues
comes from civil liberties groups, employers, and
publications associated with business inu\rests.

The core supporters of family reunion and refugee
resettlement goals are the voluntary agencies that
developed or expanded greatly to deal with. refu-

Maintaining
Famkly Reunion
and Refugee
Resettlement

§IP
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gee resettlement after Vorld !Aar 11F Federations
of such agencies. such as the Arne( Kart Council on
otunlatS Agencies and the American linungration

vaned Citizenship Conference (a coalition of or-
ganized labor. voluntary agencies, and ethnic or-.
gaipzationo. hase consistently been involved in im-
migration polio and programs These organiza-
tions and then constituent members hase served as
private sector watchdogs and in some cases as advo-
cates of what they perceive as the liberal American
attitude toward immigration The% style them-
selves tiw.. guardians of the humanitarian trade- 1
non of "Wmerican immigration, emphasizing the
nation's responsibilities as a pacesetter on refugee
polio, and the contributions of immigrants to
American life [hey rake great pride In the repudi-
ation of the national origins quota ssstem in 1965
Hubert Humphrey summarized their general eval-
uation of the role di immigratton [he most ener-
getic. hard-working people of esch greneration of
Americans have been those newest to our country
So when we want to put a little more zest into
America. add a little more flavor to this great Re-
public, give it a little more drive. Just let there be a
little. infusion of new blood, the immigrant He is
restless, he seeks to prove hunself."35

B% contrast. supporters of a stationary opulation
And of coordinating immigration and la r policies
see these groups as idealists, unwillm to face new
realities and relying on h ntiment to ad
vocate continuation of inappropriate policy. They
also detect unholy alliances of business/interests.
voluntary agencies, and ethnic organtzgions advo-
cating selfserving policies that are not in the inter
ests of society generally and of the least-protected
Americans in particular.

As we have seen, three perspectives. which echo
the historical ambivalence toward immigration.
current!) dominate efforts to reform immigration

40
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policy. matching immigration flows to domestic la-
bor

,..
force needs, controlling population growth by

limiting entry of aliens, and reforming procedures
while maintaining current goals of family reunion,
refugee resettlement. and protection of the labor
force In addition to public officials and interest
groups who deal with Immigration policy and its
admirnstratron, the media hate repeatedly directed
public atterition in recent years to immigration and
refugee issues. The three perspectives provide use-
ful categories within which to analyze the compet-
ing proposals on specific issues. To design mini-
mally acceptable policy requires addressing and,
where possible, reconciling these perspectives. The
inilividual issues must be analyzed, one by, one, and ..--,

resolved into a legislauve package that embodies a s.--,-,

US immigration policy

I
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otos, at Jamestown the white pinsla

tic. A the C S was only 4 3 million As
late as 1540 52 years after the start of

r
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1540'. alai to .6.141..r ara. sales daa 44ednramtra Estop. dark creel, Ili.
rex el t pep or she red al veld eze.pit Coma. Light .1.4.1 The hen rail.r
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the first penal colony Soirees Iorc
ado /0.000 EuropCdOs 41 Aus-

'tabs Arad 2 9)00 m Kerr !sand
'arty Canada Argentina Chile and
Souris lama all had few wniN people
in 'he early 19th century

Only sub the muodix text of a new
and greater technological' ga&pro.

:wed bo the Ins:atrial
European errogratxel Ake 4.-J..0
the "ontanon: was already ,rowded the
death rate began to drop and the pop.
ola.on began to expand tpidls or
ol ...toddy 10641020100 WY, ..c..upa.

Ale Financial paroca and ,reirrtle,11
lempet,lion gave rue to >talus nstebility
op a scale never known before Nano.
bruised or disappointed E..ropean au
ready to seek fits fortune abroad parx

pioneers, no fir seemed add and re
ularly sure the lands tamed ov the

ruse rod to . paradises where see
could own land and start a new Ale The
inventson of the steamship the first one
crossed the Athlone in 152 made the.
decision less irrevocable

tattle wonder that the great ?mod of
voluntary overseas European trucauas
was from 1540 to 1930 and that the
mania thourd across Europe along .0S
uiduonalum St least 52. mdlion MO'
emigrated during that paid The

equaled a fifth of the populara. of Et;
rope at the start and exceeded the num.
bee 4 Eiropenu already ab'oad aPer
more thanthree centuries of settlement

The prime destination was the sear
est Temperate Zone land. \ orth Met
ice, but the wave spilled over
lulu, southern South America, souther.
Afexa and central Asia The moveneu
fed on itself, not only because the me
grants wrote back to fnends and
Ones but also because the new lands
ustkrwent rapid development re.
to out crops and products that coo
peted oh those of Europe, worserl
the plight of many Europeans sad aa.
proving the prospects for migrants D.
World siVar 1, RS years after the beg ant
had started, the New kkorld couno-in
arready rivaled northwestern Execs
economically

The new lands were to ,..re that eat
all parts could be settled simultanears
in Russia settlement began beyond
Urals, hut elsewhere it hit the seaman
first and worked as way adand- rr
arze g frontier became a pad of bie ad

weraedtenr...670.3,,,,,,d

and free migrants in the four curl:.
preceding the Great DeperstaanP
was steep rise se woskl POP
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leguLdiols the volume of otensetillnal
migraix% has docti.d This illualoo ap-
pears to be born of the rareoccupatioa
with free migralloa from Eturope to the
New World. In 1942 an Australian.
W D For:A, pointed out at The Myrk
of Open Spam, that desirable bra
sparsely occupied by Fricatives no lav-
a existed, that Europe's pop s: he
virtually ceased to grow and that there-
fore the traditional Sao of migratice
from the Old World to the New World
um ova. He was right, but be did rat
_foresee the magnotude of two develop
meats then already under way: the re
birth of forced migration in the world
and a massive reversal of migration be
mem the developed counties and the
underdeveloped ore:

meats one must recall the pdx
To understand dime two

pagdion u generated by significant cbf-
f mixes between one area and another.
In the 20th.centasy some of these dEkr.
coca have been political and ethnic
Two world wars ignited by a cation cb-
sessed with the separateoess and Ka-
dusty of err own folk were ironically
ended by a legitimation of that obtessice
for nations m general. Under the Wd-
soaian banner of 'national self -dote=i
nation' it was all peoples, not only the

- Coolant, who could claim folk oar -

ereagnty Carded to its extreme, tiro
ideal, which Instilled the &member-
meat of the defeated German, Turkish
and Austro-Hungarian empires, encour-
aged every nunarity to seek a terntory eZ!

of ots own and every colony to seek la;
dependence.' In a world where moot
states had ranee/Sea and many bad col-

.. oaks the result was to frighten them tom
040tisen MO' seeking ethnic parity and to release far'
wALES mer colonial areas. Eetweea 1900 and

1970 independent nations maltipbed i5
times, from 58 to 141. me combing=
of political independence and wood=
weakness made the greatly expanded
phalanx of underdeveloped states creep
tree to aystesns of government that prow-
tied shortcuts to Utopia in =cheep for
political freedom. The wan, revolution
and ideoloskal Amgen that some
panted these changes oat'
people against their will
migration'. political inittrumeat
slavery or Id&appMg"ihis force was tew
ally applied by the studios region rade

of ethnic parity or Ideological correct.
than the receiving one, and in the wow

Doss rsthee than peracoal
Ethnic porky* was easleSt to *MO.

when two camtrirs had miming 88
1;10 soar la ...._,Os0 torn %le 'no MI

-li

..411 tawdry', tatal psopalal...
roltICti-BORN TOPILTLAT1111k.alorek. a awoke an plart4 ut I

a110.1 Pft.P.Itle. Um Imo Mu.
.1.11s..1... 4 4h. tarhwertl ...aerie el Lams la a«e earls preporas I. ITS
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rig uttervtat dop.rfeenvents some of
which dine enonous!the total .ones
IS 3 million For the ?cods from 1 e1,
to World Viral! and from 19-iS to 1985
I have allted exchanges and 'et,htt
mmements totaling 2.9 If we
addkrular dmplaccavere rir Asa AhnSa
and the 35 astern Hemupf.vr.
total for the world during h- period
from 1913 to 1985 e:woes m I I ilices
1 h s number of trugeants ,Ora.C..9.12,v
,t4her than Ow estimated 52 trullonwigi
kit &trope of theta own'tree will av the
3.evdav of the Oa:oat:ant. Itmernent
from 1540 to IVO m rp.te of the fact
that the ?cocci is sharer 35 .ear
pared wish 901

( ty tit arnosmt of forced :mg
non unce 4913 belies predictions

that' worki migration would diminish
But what about free migration' The :o-
no,: u that it has not damoished either
but it has changed direction Instead of
Bowing from the crowded uidum,aal
couritres of Europe to open spaces m the
New World, it has gradually slut ted nod
it BOO.. forcing toward des eiopeti coun-
tries erririvbere The =tarts of Watt.
Western and central Europe exporters of
people for no long. are now net ernporters.
The New Vs odd industnal cournnn, sti11
relanaely unclouded, receive pelf:i-
smsl and hithlv taailibed mmnigrants
from industrial Europe but increasiniN
these migration is from less de:Joys-id
camtnes m southern and eastern En
rope Aso Latin AMCPC2 and Afnca-

Esnaence of the surge mto develord
nations u abundant. Four New World
coon Ole, A ustraha. Canada, 'vow Zea-
land and the l S recessed a net total
of 13 9oulhon migrants between World

-4--wifinna 1971 TEe CS ZmirstsiT
admitting More foreigners than any oth-
er nation in the world, received 9 2 mil.
lion dung that period. More surpriag

the tide of mtgrants ma vitiated!
Europe. for example. Sweden. for cen-
turies country of emightion bee rstness
a country of immigration after 1930 [we
allatfOttO on pogo 571 Other advanced
countries in Europe have stamen a nten
tkr resersal, some more sharply than
Sweden. Data on Leven such cosmtrser.

JO including Sweden. reveal a net resign*
Lion of 8 3 million between 1950 and
1972 Addiritehls kve to the one fce
the four New World countries grim a
total of 202 maim net irocrints to
tadustrial countries MOB; the period.

What ex the reversed migrant*
into fad Europe sod the contained
Ibigration into New World Industrial .s-
bons? In my view the driving force is the
widening to end de-mogul:iv

9 20 93 .0' 50 0
kl,9280A Of .....G.4(29 rC U S 24 .922 12.C9.29.929:01)

'inracrs OF CURFIENT IMMIGRATION TO CA we oak.' hew to dearovileg order.
with the op 49 mulct. 94 Main 11 tl Tow.n fiewhivIter in Mark wad tlw 99.
Oa Frew. Ifesaitettuo 4. eat.. The Awe* for neh ....try In the ro wdiera newtoptwor
weeps for Calao roorn91. eM tottOwr O view itsw4 ta Swat yew 1172, the Sean Ire

Goa Welwart 14.9210 whwoaevw of maw" ererrwl by the Istatiallths sot :towel's.
ttortdrOw t. ellou valor. to totterreical tisalt909.6. Th. tows 4w the Gown Heal.
*Ow* repo nn the of .4... 101.1.11 t. Swat yew 1919 eattarttag reeepolottl Owel
hooker with tl 91 wilstereow of 4411* awl tterwlit59.41 ranie onetni lo *Hew
mil91 to Ihritstawa Ciao to bawd r 1971 tea fent U.S. Deprroww of Sow.
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C gap tetwom the dmekpod nanono odoç'eof one an itriton en-oniontro large foreign ppaiaoon boo also addaread the o.oeehenhapod thre.forattha of ante wath her the taatraton prensaaze to to tlorao OalatorO rcaiih The grootththe ,no,4rj That gap dadeit, . nr'aeoal an trOt °'to-g In tin t S the 197*) ceopaa0 roaa at. tot'o Wino thirntlo an a resortporoant re,poti bore, 'he footne, dofee toraanlrd 4 5,3 tathon people.( 51mw-tan of the net tatagritato itadf and rad.rrn-th
e'n-ei° hrraoren Enror and rho teat of oo.goa entie than the nrnrat.ee horn the at a trnWt of tht ngnnt, oatnsai a'.-the world Faint ofpof ,aitne,, ,r', 'A L brt ornate after they nrttle TSar '.tathaoyr 'aare naro rered aoe. the entire worl4 no arab o. of e o ea the IOO'hat perand of

A beingon-eattatrti a. Eaarope alaron oaoeeaor an Ii. (.'ra tame trader aonanderaton at The roweSmond tine talerde efoped wcortgnet Otan. thy ratamatno ot frgt noibate. popotiation aA the C S 9. the reirait of an'
are no longer noer-athe .loe,a 18" aX)) art 1959 rooe tap 343 aX)) art tmgtaton at some tamt the pa'.: Fotape'dot'r t '.2 ot saotea ame frot, peia'4ens than a g aataor?th. artd'eo'Third '.' 'rein ,otwaJ fap ha, n,) so 'on,aoaon (arome italo e'ugari eileo' at a fmtctx,ra of bar tttagraw, bet
reatol art abtab ar 'rent whale ,attamet'aaa Spanr. Tnekeo and Yag ,,Lto.a talato and age-.es ,tr,aat&e "no.3.
and anteLccrr.Cjtrana'sna a'ao'a loan Tha' 'he amann/arat stream ,t OtOsog %nnct Young ado,'ts ale arnie o.amer-)n,sdrawn .. twa 1-. 'A a-aataoras anare wotorgfo draw-n fraattt t abe-tel artaOmag a anagrare. than aneatoag at-orotogotinin Fonrh rite grapitat vat.- aped otantraei areata to arat In 'jar I S tbtnr roade barth rate a, hagher On the
tiara Oerwern tia. a.'. waps hat 'warn 'he tortetat sl-of'e'J,_ front çhwentero other haaad, traleetoa3x,nai oa.gtataora orrevered e'ned'. 'it.' I aa,a1iv ian a-eiotraJ Eaatopr3o sa,otbaw-aazeeia Ea,a- darvaraio andode, toner male, tttaia toedvaratatti nation, heal the retOOl tapti rope and 'Inert Osar anal Lana. Anne, male. thai depreonog the oetade barth
VIaIaIaton greetS art'. an tSaat 'eth at. Ira Erntrpraa ora'att,n At tea aid rate t'a revetat nean thai nale ha. not 0
.ogrea3. taaa board taatataoa and tb',,, Aa a,. plaoang an rta'etaauag tale tat held for the IS brat io rite trrteoatrngrate, f gtrdrrh a,. o-arbxnar prteaobe'ar omra.grataara- ootaratr.en cal Earrope atanoeanpora.'y freeThe popoaataon' of the l"al onntrtes . rmgeataon, often cahed itabni magra

--Iaonfvanorc'Jerdrveloped or 4950 ia Oat air the 95ev', of than new free tan,, to largely onenpoirti of a-wangaroma1 no '.4 talSaaam frona 1950 to totg,ataoea' Let tat bolt ,brit at tine malen Ira \"e,i Germany tat
t4"Z. whale the popolanon of the 4" 'rrieivang.nata.ras A trw of thcse rOe for ooaoa.ple, foreign worSen were 7!
droelogarrl ooatate,e. sw-orated by only "oh,.rrr.ee" natoarnn art n-faith arrorrag,s. pr-event ,naie FanatIc, the rtdnzoo eIf eye5%) n.tbon ,9t)'tgw-a,l)v no-ate spararmo ton anal e'nagra'aoea are ',marly batarneol, of 1toit.getOfOn ,arta pnprdabon grpwth
populated, the m4etrfmelrap'rL cr, ka.aog wait a tanail rae' eaagratania Ira dep7.dton the fe,talato of the aararasgran:
teaes an a wfaaahe ,r%ro a1reth, mao,. 'Ineir 'a,) 'in- raaa,ra edoyt a, riOt at, the wrtattata ttandar tat the'. verne from tarn-drranr-iv sa'tr'w-af' 'he ateoetoped oem
at 1950 nn.pora!ro. beituts was

popraWaor a growth brat ratbr on at,
aotrraposataoea Sow the ugrirdoth.

,dcrdeieloped onrratr.ej their feetairo at
Paaglr compared w.th that .t taattst oeoon

artS g,rtatrr ho 197'. 363 peowni pro oea.aragin tome from the uttaberdevein In ti* a S sar 1970 the number of
aapaaso ktYo*ra.'mt'e nanparetl '.'tth 1" 2 oped oattaratr,e, and tSar r-,au,e. go to the r'htidrro eoer bcet, to women aged 40 to
it the aleseloped omtrra-* developed a-Ate, tSar dtnsnert are on rIte 44 nan 44 per woamra for thor. of Meat'

As, toenargureate a-f the rp an at at whole takarag an ontroararti people at 11,- caa oaogto and 2or .11 wortneo- In Star
now rranstatratrd 'he ad.noavr'd!o.aiatrne, banatawn of the oxorl h.eurth'.'and send' den the I eetalat of bingo wonteta tan
ha,.' on that overage tmatne rm.aanarrn, per 0a5 00' irauned the rop Bratarn IS" 'ens 583 prevent higher, nge for
pre000, ware wonbarro an rr-lataort to abe- pros ado, a. 'S e laX)) alae faas s ttaat of native woroaen An ap-
peraJe-edss',eaoee o.p.tal gerteratrrd front had a snail net ant e t large ,no-e'e naate cakrataraon sndaa-ate, that
sMngn and too,.' araveanroaeear and trade rneots at and out aid mapatsort ,tsejt 42 peronat of Sweden, saavoew
Thm'r 'hn,tfa-ae han,. owe 1o5. and o6,o iaio gioeia the rnaantrr a large fateign on popraiitxan 104 nallI,on) between
baghec wages T)o'ir nan. pp'j1aonns boo,, popralasson 25 mabbat. or England 1950 and 1970 was cootr.bnated by tart
boor beoramat°nar bxated, ,onakeOablat and Vt ale, he I%8, repremntorg 54 tmaraageatnon 33 prevent liv the entry of
and up'anaat0v rntthSo that at ttleatO of t'L4an toni goltaia030na The enmrgraoro thesnnelves and 9 pnovent by
tahoe sitrotage they redone to 60 loon anardsea,vertaent Star it, turn tuned their nartaral oareeaor dortog thy peaod
p.vang'men-.00rnao at dasagreoobte joAn tcorpa3çle toss o6 oall.ei. aborat 3 I Hence d.rect saatm.gmntaon ne-v00atatr I.e a
MltIaon of workattn 'he b.nlgaatg aand.r arasttaa'an peojble born ala 8rttanra 'new lr'.-e large share of tInS growth of the ma)Oe
devniraped ttnatatraes are eager to tue rabreshere t}aaaa a milont of the tradsaatrtal nattoran

.*he,e oks anal eoraplovers'are staonosas to fnre,go born the"4roni Aitac. Atan aid W)aeee the economy it eonoertaed net *bare tisern fierier kgaflv or aflegallv the the Caa'tbbevo lfrtpugl. 000ne of t)aen. Imrefge.ttOo ilao.atd have a staan.alatang
tregeanta a-near rite,, trnrau* lan-tiatateti are wyll edraoatelf thernapnev are riot eflea-t becaute it adds ewe worker, a.anby nsodrora oaearn. of travel and -otna,toa, On that neSter hta*t 9' peerene of Rrtr. dependent,, brat that benatli as mane or
so ate-,., read era,, by goneermarod and ian's e.ale, term an ftc adoamoed ,oa,,- ban, cnsa,Sled by nts-eoal I aeon, tracltad-
rttrrnatnraa1 assasraron torn aaaasrr-aIaa Canada, 'br-nt Za-altrid, aig star lowe, average s1a1s of rnamagr.nt

The ,3daonmoy brewer,, developed South Abram and the US They are wo.kee, mornpnred wIth tino,. of nitric
and an,infroelopmd is of a--o,ae.e, alIt. rraaara)n welt 1ta.laFard Eotala'ntfv Ontana, .mekates Sara-at at is the shoe, amodibtitra
trait ',pJe.aI geogeaphsv atad polttact at onpoetsog relatively unskIlled foreign of 1ob, 1nb, onatceprable to 'snatr,e
rtrr-ta,r1.are. asanbe the general petnet en la-nan the amd.etk'eeiopad world anad woriterM r,tber than wige. or coodatanno
plo is that a satin., treads en gaetnagraeas aeradaeg out her own penfensteanal and that attract, woecr,'froen srratfevdes'et'
lrnrr rnsa,ttraes lets deerlaaped that, ,t'relf ikattr'tl vatsrnss to annie prosperous na-1 oped crarantra.n she quentboma is
and to ,e.'ahia'.*grssgs If, eorathan, ttn,ee To a lesser entarse the hetfarelands wotald happen If atnnna rota d95
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37.

The Need to Modernize Our
Immigration Laws

CHARLES GORDON*

INTRODUCTION

During:its first hundred years the' United States imposed no re-,

strictions: on immigration. Some federal legislation sought to
encourage immigration' and to improve conditions on ships bringing

- immigrants.* The national policy during_ thisperiod_was to allow
the unrestricted entry of immigrants.* Even so,,,the influx of immi-
grants was not universally favored. Sonie states sought to impose

Practicing attorney, !Washington, D.6. Formerly General Counsel,
Immigration and Naturalization SgpvIce. Coauthor of C. GORDON & H.
Rosimrixto, 1.2.cmanazren LAW AND PROCEDINa (1954). Adjunct Professor
of Law, Georgetown University Law Center and University of San Diego
Law School (Summer Session, Guadalajara).

1..Act of July 4, 1864, ch. 248, 13 Stat. 385 (repealed by Oct of March
396 1888, ch. 38, § 4, 15 Stat. 58). .

2. Art of March 3, 1855, ch. 213, 10 Stat. 715; Act of May 17, 1848, ch.
42, 9. Stat. 233; Act of Feb. 22, 1847, ch. 16, 9 Stit. 127; Act of March
2, 1819, ch. 46, 3 Stat. 488.

3. An unsucceiestul early effort at restriction was the Alien Act of 1798,
ch. 58, bb Stat. 570, a part of the Alien and Sedition Laws, whiih authorized
the Pretident to expel from the United States any alien deemed danglious.
This legislation was unpopular and expired at the end of its two-year term.

"sow
.

Reprinted with the permission of the San. Diego Law
Review Association from 13 'San Diego L. Rev. 1 (1975):
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controls, but these efforts were struck down as an invasion of an
of exdlusive federal responsibility.

ontinued demands .for federal action eventually bore fruit in a
1975 statute barring convicts and prostitutes.' Shortly thereafter,
the first general immigration law was adopd in 1882.° This law
imposed a head tax and barred several categories of undesirable
alien's. During the subsequent years there were periodic major re-codifications of the immigration laws,' eventually culminating in
the Immigration At of 1917.8 A separate statute, enacted in 1924
and known as the National Origins Quota Law,9 for the first time
established numerical restrictions on immigration, superimposed on
the qualitative restrictions prescribed by the 1917 Act. All immi-
gration and nationality laws were consolidated in the Immigration
and Nationality Act of 1952, also known as the McCarran-WalterActio

A noteworthy feature of this development was the constant en-largement of the scope d severity of the statutory provisions. Inaddition, new statutory p ovisions often were built upon the .oldstructure. The result h been to produce a statutory pattern
which in many respects is cumbersome, obscure, and out of har-
mony with current conceptions. A novice who approaches this edi-.
lice often is overwhelmed by its complexities. Even the expert
sometimes experience's difficulties and frustrations. It seems evi-dent that a thorough overhaul of the immigration laws is desirablein order to enhance clarity, assure substantive and procedural fair-
ness, and sanrtion increarteli-administrativeflekibllity in dealing-with hardships and humanitarian concerns.

Each Congress witnesses some legislative efforts to deal with spe-cific imperfections in the immigration laws. But, generally suchefforts attract little attention and'almost invariably are abortive.

4. The "Passenger Cases:" Chy Lung v. Freeman, 92 U.S. 275 (1875) ;'Henderson v. Mayor of New York, 92 U.S. 259 (1875); Smith v. Turner,148 U.S. 283. (1849). Cf. City of New York v. Inn, U.S. (11 Pet.) 102(1837).
5. Act of March 3, 1875, ch. 141, 18 Stat. 477.
6. Act of Aug. 3, 1882, ch. 376, 22 Stat. 214. Earlier . . e earoCon-gress had the Chinese Exclusion Act of May 6; 188 4;- 22 Stat.38, establis g an excluiion policy which remained in until revokedby the Act . 17, 1943, ch. 344, 57 Stat. 600.
7. Act of Feb. 20, 1907, ch. 1134, 34 Stat. 898; Act of March 3, 1903, ch.1012, 3Z Stat. 1213; Act of March 3, 1891, ch. 551, 26 St 1084.8. Act of Feb. 5,1917, ch. 29, 39 Stat. 874.
9. 'Act of May 26, 1924, ch. 190, 43 Stat. 153. The Act oLMay 19, 1921,ch. 8, 42 Stat- kluid previously prescribed temporary numerical limitations.If Act of June 27, 1952, ch. 477, 66 Stat. 166.

2
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A -Significant exception occurred in 1965 when legislation
adopted, after insistent advocacy by Presidents Kennedy and to
son, ending the discriminatory national origins quota 'sys
But this legislation merely modified a portion of the basic 1952 act,
leaving the remainder intact ''here has been little effective legis-
lative activity since 1965.

Long etp2iire to the legislative process has convinced. me that
QimmigrationnegisLation does not occupy a very high priority among
Congressional concerns. Moreover, those who favor statutory revi-
sions often ate reluctant to propose them, since past experience has
demonstrated to them that stirring the legislative pot.may produce
a stew even less palatable than that now available. Nevertheless,
I believe it will serve a useful purpose to describe and discuss some
-ofthe statutory changes I believe desirable. Others doubtlest
would inclUde additional items, but-my enumeration may aid in
stimulating further discussion.

STATUTORY 'STRUCTURE

Any geneFal revision of the immigration, law should simplify its
structure, eliminating obscure and obsolete provisions which have
accumulated over the years. Many such obscurities represent con-
cepts which are no longer Meaningful and which have persevered
because no one has iakeniEe fro-Mt Teto iliminatte or modify them.

One example of such pointless complexity appears in the various
provisiOns for the exclusion," deportation," and denialakciti-
zenship benefits" to subversives. The parallel directives of the
various statutes are couchell in amazingly detAiled verbiage which
is today largely meaningless. These statutes were developed and
enlarged during successive eras of anti-radical apprehension, such

11

11. AA of Oct 3. 1985, Pub. L. No. 89-238, 79 Stat. 911. The committee
reports on this legislation are H.R. RIP. No. 148, and H.R. RIPANo. 1101,
89th' Gong., 1st Sess. (1965).

12. Immigration and Nationality Act §§ 212(a) (27) -(29) [hereinafter
cited as I. & Act], 8 U.S.C. fi 1182(a) (2/)- (29) (1970). The power df
Congress in Uts area recently was reaffirmed in gleindienst v. Mandel, 408
U.S. 753 (1972).

13. I. & N. Act §§ 24I(a) -(c), 8 U.S.C. *0251 (a)- (c) (1976). Constitu-
tional challenges to deportation provisions directed against subversives
were rejected in Harisiades v. Shaughnessy, 342-U.S. 580 (1952}-,and Galva»
v. Press, 347 U.S. 522 (1954).

14. L & N. Act § 313, 8 U.S.C. I 1424 (1970). .
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as that following the assassination of President McKinley," the
Bolshevik scare of World War thethe national security concern
preceding World War 11,17 and the McCarthy witchhunt of the1950's." They are an anachronism when the United States main-
tains friendly relations with Comrnunist and other leftist-oriented
governments throughout the world. I certainly would not suggest'
that the United States should not adopt adequate measures to safe-
guard its national security. But I believe this legitimate concern
should be expressed in'stalutory proVisions which are simple, intel-
ligible, and rationally related to current needs.

'Mother area permeated by obsolete and inconsistent statutory
provisions relates to civil liabilities and administiative fines im-posed against transportittion lines for various infractions. Such ob-
ligations have been prescribed by the immigration laws since their
inception, and have been designed to promote cooperation by trans-
portation lines in assuring compliance with the law, The authority
to impose-such penalties has repeatedly been upheld."

The present statute includes a variety of mandates which an-nounce sih civil obligations, including those relating to the failureto furnish proper.manifests," the detention and deportation of ex-cjtied ens," thq failure to deport expelled aliens,22 the failure
etain d rt excluded alien crewmen," the failure to pre-vent the unauthorized -landing of aliens,24 the landing of air-craft," the bringing of diseased aliens26 'and the unlawful bring-

ing of aliens," as well as additional provisions for criminal penal-ties." But in many respects the statutory- provisions dealing withcivil-obllgations are uncoordinated and inconkistent. For no ap-
parent reason, there are differing provisions regarding the company
officials, agents, or employees against whom the obligations can beimposed, the amounts Ortli-e obligations, and the opportunities toseek arqelioration. And there are ,glaring inadequacies in relation

13. Actl)f March 3, 1903, ch. 1012, H 2, 38, 32 Stat. 1213.
16. Anarchist Act of Oct. 16, 1918, ch. 186, 40 Stat. 1012.17. Alien Registration Act of June 28, 1940, ch. 439, 1 23, 54 Stat. 678.18. Internal Security Act of 1950, ch. 1024, 1 22, 64 Stat. 1006.IL Elting V. North Getman Lloyd, 287 U.S. 324 (1932); Oceanic SteamNay. Co. v. Stranahan, 214 US. 320 (1909).
20. L & N. Act 1.231(d), 8 U.S.C. § 1221(4) (1,070)
21. Id. ¢ 237(b), 8 U.S.C. ¢ i227(b).

..28. Id. ¢ 243(e), 8 U.S.C. 1 1253(e).
23. Id. § 254(a), 8 U.S.C. 1284(a).
24. Id. § 271, 8 U.S.C. § 1321.
25. Id. 1 239, 8 U.S.C. ¢ 1229.
26. Id. f 272, 8 U.S.C. 1 1322.
27. Id. ¢ 273, 8 U.S.C. 1 1323.
28. /cf. 11 274-78, 8 U.S.F. fi 1324-28.

4
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to the procedure for enforcing the penalty. The statute has little
to say about such procedure, and what it does say is not always
clear or consistent. It generally, but not invariably, states that de-
termination of liability is to be made by the Attorney General. In
one instance itileclares th'at his determination shall be fina1,29 but
this declaration is omitted in other places. In most instances it au-

k thorizes a denial of clearance as an auxiliary weapon of enforce-
ment. But other sections, for no apparent reason, make no mention,
of denial of clearance:" Obviously these statutory provisions need
revision to promote clarity and consistency, as well as an assurance
of fair contideratkm.

THE GROUNDS FOR EXCLUSION
.

The present statute sets forth 31 categories of aliens who are
blared from entry, and many of these categories can be divided
fnto numerous subcategories." Some of these statutory provisions
are out of date and virtually meaniggless; some are redundant;
many are excessive. A complete reeision of these provisions cer-
tainly is desirable. However, I do not intend to discuss the specifics
of the numerous changes that seem warranted, except that I shall
direct attention to one such necessary change. I would emphasize
primarily two generalized revisions which, if adopted, would repre-
sent a giant step forward in modernizing this phase of the statute. .

A Statute of Limitations for Excludability

While some of the grounds for exclusion; particularly those deal-
ing with medical infirmities," relate only to those presently suffer-'
ing from such disabilities, many other grounds for exclusion are;
perpetual and forever bar the affected alien from the United States.
Thus, for example, aliens who have been convicted for certain crim-
inal offenses," who have sought and obtained relief from military
service on the ground of slienagers,4 who have been involved in

29. Id. S 239, 8 U.S.C. I 1229.
30. A catchalk,provision additionally authorizes recovery pi such penal-

ties by civil suit; id. 1 280, 8 U.S.C. 1 1330. ,. a

31, Id. I 212(a), 8 U.S.C.; 1182(a).
32. E.g., w. ft 212(a) (1), (2), (4), (II)-(8), 8 U.S.C. if 1182(0 11), 12),

(4), (6) -(8).
33. Id. 11212(a) (9)-(10), 8 U.S.C, 1, 1182(a) (9)-(10).
34. Id. If 101(a) (19), 212(a) (22), 8 U.S.C. if 1101(a , 1182(a) (22).

.. ,t
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l° specified subversive activities," who have had one or more attacks
of insanity," or who have been convicted for possession of mari-
huana," can never hope to enter the United States." These exclu-
sions extend into perpetuity and reject any opportunity for ref or;
oration" or for changed circumstances." In practice, they often
result in extraordinary inequities and hardships. Thus an alien
who once sought relief from military service can never'attain law-
ful permanent residence or citizenship in the United States, even
if he is married to an American citizen. An airline hostess who
unwittingly brought a package of narcotics is likewise barred as
a 'trafficker in narcotics, even if she cooperated in bringing the real
culprits to justice. Examples of such irrationality could be multi-
plied.

The perpetual bar to entry is irrational and unnecessary. What
needed is a statutory amendthent limiting excludability to a

designated peiiod after the commission of the debarring offense. I
suggest that a five-year-limitation would be fully adequate.

Discretionary4uthority to Waive Grounds for Exclusion

In my'estimation, the need to provide for amelioration 1 of the ex-
.

. cessive severities of our exclusion laws is manifest. That need will
continue even if the substantive changes I have proposed are
adopted, since the mandatory exclusions' will still cause family
separations and Other hardships in particular situations.

The present law does sanction a wide range of discretion where
temporary entry is sought. Thus, the Attorney General, in con-
junction with the Secretary of State, may in his discretion waive
virtually any substantive" or documentary" ground for exclu-

M. Id. §§ 212(a) (27)., (29), 8 U.S.C. §§ 1182(2) (27)- (29).
38. N. § 212(a) (3), 8.U.S.C. § 1182(a) (3).
37. Id.
38. A. noted under' thA next text caption, the Attorney General may

grant waiver of any ground for inadmissibility for temporary entrants,
except for aggravated subversive categories, and he may also authorize
temporary parole for emergent reasons in the public interest.

39. However, excludability for certain criminal offense#committed by
juveniles has a time limit of 5 'years. I. At N.lAct § 212(a) (9), 8 U.S.0
§ I182(a) (9) (1970). Excludability for membership or affiliation in certain
sitbversive organizations may be Waived by the Attorney Gerieral for de-
fectors who have been "actively opposed" to the program of such organiza-
tions for at least 5 years. Id. § 212(a) (28) (I), 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (28) (I)

40.' However, limited provisions for discretionary waiver of some exclu-
sionary grounds are discus&ed under the next text,caption.

- 41. Kleindienst v. Mandel, 408 U.S. 753 (1972); I. & N. Act § 212(d) (3),
8 U.S.C. § 3182(d) (3) (1970). Such waivers may btclfrtedaVY the attor-
ney general after they are recommended by the Secretary of State. The

6
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sion in regard to a temporary entrapt. The Attorney General
Is empowered in his discretion to grarit temporary parole into the
United States for emergent or public interest reasons."

However, the opportunities to alleviate exclusion grounds for ali-
ens seeking permanent eri&yare much more circumscribed. The
1917 Act authorized discretionary waiver of excl ion grounds for
aliens returning after a temporary absence to =relinquished
domicile in; the United Sta of seven consecu ve years."

wereadministrative interpretatio f this provision of the 1917 Act were
generous." Tigis gen os was criticized by Congress,46 and the
1952 Act curtailed the ambit of the statute.47 The result is that
this remedy is now seldomly invoked." However, the law au-
thorizes, the Attorney General in his discretion to waive the docu-
mentary requirements (immigrant visa and passport) for returning
resident immigrants." ,

The opportunities fore waiver of the exclusiOns inhibiting the
establishment of residence in this country by other aliens are even
more sparse. As originally enacted, the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act of 1952 offered little comfort to such aliens. In the ensu-
ing years there have been sporadic legislative efforts to deal with
specific humanitariazi_situations. Thus, for aliens with close rela-
tives who are citizens or lawful permanent resident aliens, the law
now permits discretionary waivers of excludability for tuberculosis
or past mental illness," for criminal violations or prostitution,"
and for fraud in seeking entry." But in almost every other .re-

a,
statute specifies that such discretion may not be exercised for aliens in the
aggravated subversive classes.

42. I. & N. Act § 212(d) (4), 8 U.S.C. § 1182(d) (4) (1970). The requisite
documents for temporary entrants are nonimmigrant visas and passports
and they can be waived by the Attorney General and the Secretary of State
acting jointly.

43. Id. § 212(d) (5), 8 U.S.C. § 1182(d) (5).
44. Act of Feb. 5;1917, ch. 29, § 3, 39 Stat. 878.
45. See In re B-, 1 I. & N. Dec. 204 (1942); In re L-, 1 I. & N. Dec. 1

(1940).
48. S. RZP No. 1515, 81st Cong, 2d Sen. 384 (1950). 1

47. I. & N. Act § 212(c), 8 U.S.C. § 1182(c) (1970).
48. See In re S-, 6 L & g. Dec. 392 (1955); In re M-, 5 L & N. Dec.

642 (1954); In re T-, 6 I. & N. Dec. 136 (1954).
49. L & N. Act § 211 (b), 8 U.S.C. § 1181(b) (1970).
50. Id. § 212(9), as amended 8 U.S.C. I 1182(g).
51. Id. § 212(h), as amended 8 U.S.C. -1 1182(h).
52. Id. t 212(1), as amended 8 U.S.C. 1182(i).

-,
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spect" the exclusionary provisions of/the statute cannot be waived,
and perpetually bar entry into the Unite" States,- irrespective of
any hardships or humanitarian considerAonS that may be in
volyed.

I believe the inflexibilifrof the provisions of.ihe immigration
laws in regard to the exclusion of aliens is undesirable and the op-
portunities for amelioration. are fragmented and inadequate. I
wot4ld propose an amendment giving the Attorney General au-
thorty to waive any ground for exclusion on humanitarian grounds
or for any other reason he deems in the public interest.

.

Exclusion of Marihuana Violations

Although there are rktunerous specific statutory provisions for ex%
elusion that need revision, I shall, as prdiffously.indicated, mention
only one such provisionthe absolute bar to the entry of aliens
wh have been convicted of possession of marihuana." In, its ori-

al form, the 1952 Act merely barred vidlators of the laws relating
to narcotic drugs." A .1956 amendment barred those convicted
for possession of such drugs." 'The statute was again amended
to reach those convicted for such violations relating to mari-
huana." A consequence of this legislative d.*elopment is that
an alien convicted for possessidn of a single marihuana cigarette is .
forever precluded frotn entering the United States.

This is an irrational statutory provision, which definitely sho,uld,
be eliminated: I shall deal with the background of this proyision
more fully in proposing the elimination of a similar, provision mah-'
.dating Ate expulsion of aliehs convicted in this country 'for posses'
sion Of.marihuana.A

Like other
sions dealing
Adopted to

ExcLusiON paocitouRE t

aspects of the iminigratioh laws, the statutory provi7
with entry procedure's are in many respects. archaic.
implement past conceptions they have persevered

. . s.

53 Mention. should' arso. be, made of the authorization for retionary
waiver of thd fwO -year foreign residence requirement for exch ige visitors
upon requesl. of an interested government agency or a showing of excep-
tional hardship to close relatives.. Id. § 212(e), as amended 8 U.S.C. § ,
1182(e). -

54. Id. § 212(a) (23), 8 U.S.C. § 1.182(a) (23)Y
55. Id.
56. Act of July 18, 1958, Pub. L. No. 728, 70 Stat. 575.
57. Act of JulY 14, 1960, Pub. L.' No. 86-648, 74"Stat. 505.
58. Se notes 112-17 infra and accompanying text:

8
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although their underlying conceptions have been discarded or dis-,
* credited, I invite attention to the following needed revisions.

. ,,.... 't . .

The Unrepietvabte,qonsular Decision Refursing a Visa .

The 1952 Act specified that the Secretary of State is charged with
, responsibility for administering the provisions of the Act relating

to the powers, uties, functions of diplomatic and consular offices,
'except the po ers of consular officers ralating'to the grtnting or
denying of .59 This remarkable provision purports to deny
to a Cabinet _Officer the authority to control the activities of sub- ,.

ordinate officials. While the purpose of this provision is not ex-, .

plained in the legislative reports, I believe its underlying motiva-
tions were a desire to preclude judicial review and a belief that the
consul would be disposedto act less generously thamkis superiors.. I

)n ray view both of these premises are unaccepfthble. In effect they
give to consular officers of the United States all over the world
unrestricted authority to determine whether they will issue a visa ,,,
to aliens who appear before them. I have no doubt that most con-
sular officers seek to act reasonably: But they can be wrong, and
in some instances a cOnstilar officer doubtless may act arbitrarily.
Since the Ca, is an indiipensable document for .those who wish

. to 'enter the United Sta.es," an erroneous or arbitrary refusal of3
' a visa can have a devastating effect on an applicant's aspirations.

The grant 9f unrevieWable authority to the consul has been criti-
cized as inconsistent with American traditions of due process.82
Apparently in response to these criticisms, the State Department
has developed a process of informal review, which. is now4-incorpo-
rated in its regulations.", Under this system, the Visa Office of the
State Department will review the lase if requested to do so t'y a
member of Congress, Apa attorney, or an interested party. If 'error
is found, the Visa Office will issue an "advisory opinion" ti the
consul. While such an expression suggests rather than directs and

4

59. I. & N. Act § 104(a), 6 U.S.E. § 1104(a)-4(1970).
.

60. Id. §§ 211(i), 212(a) (20), (28), 8 U.S.C. §§ 1181(a), 1182(a) (20),
(28),

61. See YtirROP.1Wr SECALI WEICONIE, REPORT or PRES. COMM. ON IMAEIGRA-
TION AND amoNalzre 148-52 (1953); Ra

.,

Tnfield, Cantata!' Noti-Review-
ability, 41 B.A.J. 11D9 (1955). >. a. ,

62. 22 C § 42.130 (1975).

3 S5.
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is not bindirkg on the consul, a consul who receives such an "advi-
sory opinion" generally will abide by it.

.
But it is evident that this' informal procedure does not go far

enough. What is needed is an amendment t4 the statute elimi-
nating the directive making the consul's ruling unreviewable, and
establishing a right of appeal to a Board 'of Visa Appeals. If Con-
gress wishes to limit judicial review in such cases, it can do so by
appropriate statutory directives.

The Double Check on Entries

Another statutory anachronjsm is the provision that an entry; ap-
plicant's qualifications m9sthe passed on by two separate govern-
ment agencies. This duplication originally appeared in theqmmi-
grafi= Act of 1924, whith establisfhed for the first time a require-
ment that 4z.ntry applicanimust obtSin visas." Since immigration
officprs thenoperated o y within the United States, it was natural
for Congress to confer the visa - issuing function on American con-
sular officers stationed in foreign (countries."' This pattern was
osiatinued in the 1952 codification." The consular officer has been
enjoined not to issue a' visa to any alien he found to be inadmis-
sible." At the same .time, the prospective entrant has been
warned that the issuance of a visa did not guarantee his admission,
to the United States, since his admissibility would be determined
by an immigration officer at the port of arrival"

Thissrepetitive procedure was endorsed by the authors of the 1952
Act la assuring a "double check" of the applicant's qualifications."
That conclusion reflected their characteristic suspicion that lome
government "officers might act generously and their efforts 'to in-

.
,hibit such generosity.

Insofar as immigrant visas are concerned,' this hypothetical
double check is meaningless, since immigration officers invariably
accredit the consular issuance of a visa. While immigration officers
sometimes question the bona fides of an alien seeking to .enter as
animimraigrant, there is no reason why this cannot be done by
one officer when the nonimmigrant visa is issued. And the idq

63.. Act of,May\28;1924, ch. 190, § 13(a), 43 Stat. 161.
64. Id. §2
65. L & N. Act § 221, 8 1J\Cai.. § 1i01 (1970).

2.

88. Act of May 28, 1924, 190, § 2(f), 43 Stat. 153 [now I. 8011. Act
§ 221(t), 8 U.S.C. § 1201 (f) (1970) l

67. Id. § 2(g) [now L & N. Act I 221(h), 8 U.S.C. § 1201(h) (1970)1.
68. See' S. Re: No. 1137, 82d Cong., 2d Sess. .(1952); H.R. RIP. No. 1385,

82d Cong., 2d Sess. (1952).
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that immigration officers cannot operate overseas has been refuted,
by the experience of litany years. Immigration officers of the
United States are today Stationed in may t,countries. Indeed,,
there are immigration district directors in Frankfurt, Germany;
Hong Kong, B.C.C.; Mexico City, Mexico; and Rome, Italy, as well

k as other immigration officers in Athens, Greece; Guadalajara,
Mexico; Hamilton, Bermuda; Manila, 12.I.; Monterre*. Mexico; Mon-
treal, Canada; Naples, Italy; Nassau, Bahamas; Ottawa, Canada;,
Palermo, Italy; Tijuana,,Mexico; Tokyo, Japan; TOronto, Canada;
Vancouver, Canada; Victoria, panda; -Vienna, Austria, and Winni-
peg, Canada."' There is no practical reason why there should be
more than a single determination of admissibility and this should
be done by immigration officers stationed in the foreign countries,
subject to a check of identity upon arrival. The Department of
State should be relieved of the visa-issuing burden, except for' visas
to diplomatic and international organization officials. In isolated
areas-where itis not feasible to station or send immigration officers,
the consuls could lerclie delegated -.authority to determine the ap-
plicant's admicsib' ty Similar delegations are now made with re-
spect to some immigration functions."

The Labor Certification Requirement

The immigration laws of the United States iraditio ally have
been concerned with the protection of American labor. This con-
cern was originally expressed in 41:te Contract Labor Act f 1885,71
which prohibited the entry of-aliens for whom works. con acts had
been arr4nged in advance. Changing world and domes c condi-
tions eventually made the contract labor laws obsolete. The growth

. of the labor unions and the imposition Of numerical restrictions on
immigration provided assurance against an influx of cheap foreign
labor. And it eventually was concluded by Congress that the public
interest would best be served if immigrants- were free to arrange
in advance for employment in this country. Therefore, the Con -
tract Labor Act was repealedby the 1952 Act.72

69. 8 C.F.R. 100.4 (1975).
70. See 2 C. GORDON & FtpseNrsct.b, 13ENEIGRAIION LAW AND%0CZDATRIC
6.14d (rev. ed. 1975).
71. Act of Feb. 26, 1885, ch, 164:23 Stat. 332. /
72. iSee note 68 supra.

11
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However, Congress believed that some stindby protection of -
American labor should be included in the ifatifte.73 . Therefore the
1952 Act introduced the so-called labor certification requirement,
which authorized the Secretary of Tabor to 'ALTRI-dethe entry of
specific immigrantt or classes of 'grants if he found that they
were doming for embloyment which uld deprive American work-
ers of jobs or undercut their wages or working coiditions.74

In its original form this sanction rarely was invoked. However,.
the restrictiye pattern was altered by the major amendments of
1965; which directed that speified classes of immigrants could not
come to the United States unless they first obtained the requisite
labor certification.75 This converted the labor certification from
a passive requirement, to be fulfilled only if the Secretary of Labor
demanded it, to an active requirement, which had to be observed
by 'all immigrants, except those with designated close relatives in
the United States. . -

It is my conviction, which is shared by government' officials,
legislators and legislative staff attorneys, and other knowledgeable
observers, that the labor certification requirement in its present
form is a failure. In the first place, its impact on the employment
situation in the United States, even in this era of high unemploy-
ment, is negligible. A substantial segment of prospective immi-
grants are close relatives

from
American citizens and resident aliens,

and are thus exempt from thg labor certification requirement. An-
other segment are wives and children who will not enter the labor
markit. The remainder, aggregating less than 100,000 annually, is
hardl?significant when compared to a work force of 80 million.

In ale second place, the procedure to enforce this requirenient
has been an administrative nightmare. The decisional criteria are
obscure and often unrevealed and the administrative officials fre-
quently have been criticized for processes and determinations that

.are arbitrirY and lacking in due process." '
Despite the general agreement regarding the labor certification,

rtrocedre's inadequacies, there has been no serious effort to revise
it. The reason seems to be the opposition of organized labor to

. removal-cif a protective device. I believe there is no sound reason
for the retention of this unsatisfactory and'obstructive mandate in

73. Id.
74. I. & N. Act § 212(a) (14), 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (14-) (1970).
75. Act of Oct. 3, 1965, Pub. L No. 89-236, § 10, 79 Stat. 917.
76. See recommendation 73-2 in 3 ADMINLSTRArna Co/informs of Tar

Uartat Srarra (1973).

12
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its presbnt version. I/would favor an amendment of the statute
restoring the labor certification r uirement to its original form,

Lto be invoked only. pon an affirmati finding of need, by 'the Secre-
tary of Labor. In my.view such a stan measure would afford
adequate protection to American ;abbr. e

ja,
Exclusion Without a Hearin"

One of the regrettable...survivals of a past era is the authority
to exclude aliens without a hearing on the basis oevonfidential in-
formation. Originally developed in the absence of statute during
World Wa.t II, its use blossomed during the Celd War period follow-
ing that gontlict, and its constitutionality was upheld by a bare ma-
jority of the Supreme Court." Tie Supreme Court later ruled
that this extraordinary procedure could not be used to captiously
deny' a hearing to a resident of this country returning from a .brief
absence abroad.'" But Congress expressly ratified the exclusion-
without-hearing procedure in the McCarran-Walter Act of 1952, -and
it is still part of the parent statute."

The dev ice of exclusion without a hearing, and its reliancl\ on
faceless informers, has been severely criticized as inconsistent with
American traditions of fair play.8° As a former government offi-
cial whoobserved this .system in operation and officially defended
i t, I believe such criticism is fully justified. Dyring the Cold War
period this device was used extensively to bar supposed Communist
Party members, often on flimsy and unverified information, with-
out affording them any opportunity to defend theniselves. While
its use has diminished in recent years," the authority still remains
on the books and it is still invoked in some cases. 4.dministrative
officers sometimes have denied hearings on evidence which is inade-
quate or which is unavailable for production at a hearing. Unfor-

Immigration Laws .
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P.

77. Shaughnessy v. Mezei, 345 U.S. 206 (1953); Knauf v. Shaughnessy,
338 U.S. 537 (1950).

78. Chew v. Colding, 344 U.S. 590 (1953). See also Roggenbihl v. Lusby,
116 F. Supp. 315 (D. Mau. 1953); cf. Chew v. Rogers, 257 F.2d 607 (D.C.
Cir. 1958).

79. I. & N. Act § 235(c), 8 U.S.C. ¢ 1225(c) (1970); 8 C.F.R. § .235.8
(1975).

80. Rosenfield, Necessary Administrative Refornts in Immigration and
Nationality Act of 1952, 27 FORMAN( L. REV. 145 (1958).

81. Gordon, Due Process in Immigration Proceeding; 50 A.B.A.J. 34, 38'
(1964).
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tunately this is the course of least :resistance, since denial of entry
on secret information avoids the possibility of public criticism if
entry were granted to a person wholaier proved to ke objection-
able.

It is clear to me that the present statutory provision authorizing
exclusion without hearing is wrong and should be modified or re-
pealed. I do not believe the Republic would collapSe if the authori-
iation Jot denial of a hearing to entry applicants were .removed
from the statute. However, r would not object to a more limited'
amendment, Which would place stringent limitations on the invoca-

of this exceptional procedure. In the first place, I would spe-
that this power could be exercised only during time of war

or declared national emergency. Such a,limitation appears in other
sections of the statute,82 but was omitted here. Secondly, I would '
narrowly restrict the'authority to invoke this `'power to Situations
&early.and directly involVing the national security. The present
statute is impermissibly broad, e.g., in'authorizing its use in cases
which merely involve suspected membership in the Communist
Party or other subyersive groups.

Place of Deportation for Excluded Aliens

The statute directs that an alien arriving in the United States
Whose exclusion is ordered shall be immediately deported to the
country whence he came." "Country whence he came" in this con-
text is a term of art, and normally contemplates that the. excluded
alien will be restored so far as possible to his situation before ar-
rival in this country. Usually this means the country in which he
had a place of abode before coming to thissountry.84

In this, statutory provision we confront another survival from da7
different age, during Which inimikrants were coming by ship, an
an exclusion order niPant that they were to be put back on that
ship or another ship and returned to their homes% Today most im-
migrants come by plane, and there is no urgent need to return

.an excluded alien to his original place of abode, if there are more
acceptable alternatives. Indeed, the assumption that an excluded

82. E.g., I. & N. Act §.215, 8 U.S.C. § 1185 (1970).
83. Id. § 237(a), 8 U.S.C. § 1227(a).
84. See United States ex rel. Milanovic v. Murff, 253 F.2d 941 (2d Cir.

1958) (alien could not be sent to native country he had left as a refugee
13 years earlier); Wah v. Shaughnessy 190 F.2d 488 (2d Cir. 1951); Stacher
v. Rosenberg,, 218 F. Supp. 511 (S.D. fY,aL 1983) (long time resident of U.S.
was excluded after temporgy absence even though the U.S. was the country
from whence he came).

14
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alien will be immediately sent home often is unfounded, in the light
of the time-consuming administrative 'and judicial remedies avail -

table to him 85 In this respect superior pr,ocedures are prescribed
for the execution of an order for the expulsion of an alien in the
United States." An expelled alien} may select the country of his
destination, if that country will 'accept him, and if such a selectimi
is not made or is frditless, the Attorney t eneral may deport the
alien to other countries that will accept him, such as th4 country
of his nationality or a number of other designated countries.87

It seems to me that similar flexibility in exclusio4 cases would
be beneficial to the alien and the government. I can see no reason
why the excluded alien shoul.il not bJpermitted to go to the country
of his nationality or any other country that will accept him. And
I can see no reason why the government should be iestricted,
one place where the excluded alien can be sent, if he is a national
of another country' or if any other appropriate designation can be
found. Conse4uently I would favor an amendment of the statute
giving an excluded alien the opportunity to select his own destina-
tion, and giving the Attorney General the authority, similar to ,that
conferred by the expulsion statute, to select other' appropriate
destinations if the excluded alien makes no selection or is not at-

.. ceptable to the country he selects.

QUOTA PROVISIONS

The Western Heniisphere Quota
There were no numerical restrictions on immigration from the

Western Hemisphere until 1968; In a gesture of amity, the Nkionai
Origins Act of 1924 exempted natives of, Western Hemisphere coun-
tries from quota restrictions,88 and this exemption was continued
by the Act of 1952.89

85. See, e.g., Rogers v. Quan, 357 U.S. 193 (1958); Ma v. Barber, 357 U.S.
185 (1958).

86. Prdvisions of prior law/ no longer in effect, which'llkewise provided
for deportation of an expelled alien to the "country whence they came"
were construed to relate to triciuntry of the alien's citizenship, if he had
not acquired a domicile or it enship elsewhere. United States ex rel.
Mensevich 3:r. Tod, 264 U.S. 134 (1924); United States ex rel. Bora0a v.
Schlotfeldt, 109 F.2d 106 (7th Cir. 1940); United States ex rel. Di Paola v.
Reimer, 102 F.2d 40 (2d Cir. 1939).

87. L & N. Act § 243(a), 815.S.C, § 1253(a) (1970).
188. Act of May 26, 1924, ch. 190, 4(c), 43 Stat. 155.

89. L & N. Act § 101 (a) (27), 8 U.S.C. § 1101 (1970).

. 39
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In its original version, the bill proposing the major statutory
amendments which eventually`were enactedAn71965 did not include- -
any change in the exempt status of Western( Hemisphere alie6 ..
However, this issue was debated during consideration of the mea-
sure. -A proposal for restriction of Western Hemisphere irnmigra-
tfon was rejected by the House of Representatives,90' but was fa- --1

vored by the Senate.91 In the end, those who favored restriction
prevailed." As enacted, the 1965 Act established a separate quota
of 120;000 annually for the Western Hemisphere; to become effective
July 1O1968, unless congress directed otherwise." The 1965 A4
established a Select Commission on Western Hemisphere Immigra-
tion," which \recommended deferment of the special quota," but
this recommeaaation was not adopted by Congfess, and the specia1
Western HeMisphere quota became effective July 1, 1968. Sin he
provision for a Western Hemisphere quota was a last rdinute com-

' promise in the legislative deliberations preceding adoption of the
1965 Act, 4t was not incorporated into the basic statute. The _result
is that there are two separate and 3ncoordinated stat4tes regulating
immigrationone for the Western Hemisphere and the other for
the rest of the World (designated as the Eastern hemisphere).
Moreover, the Western Hemisphere quota provisions are not well-
detailed, and contain none of the/preferences prescribed in the basic
statute, except the exemption for immediate relatives of American
citizens. Thistplacei immigrants from the Western Hemisphere at

;a distinct disadyantage, since there are no preferences within the
120,000 quota for those with various clOse family ties or with needed
skills

There is no doubt that thi,1 discrimination against Western Hemi-
sphere aliens is an historical accident, attributable to the last-
minute compromise placing the provisions for the Western Hemi-
sphere quota in the 1965 Act. The idminiitratiod has opposed this
irrational disciimhiation, and legislation to end it has been intro-
duced by Representative Rodino for several years but has not yet
been enacted.96

It' is clear that any provisions dealing with the Western Hemi-
sphere quota should be incorporated into the basic statute. I would

90. See H.R. Rre. No. 745, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 46 (1965).
91. See S. REP. No. 748, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. (1965).
92. See H.R. REP. No. 1101, 89th Cong., lat,Sess. 15 (1965).
93. Act of Oct. 3, 1965, § 21(4479 Stat. 921.
94. N. § 21 (a).
95. SELECT COMMIS=SION ON WESTERN liEmisPRZRZ IMMIGRATION, FINAL Ra-

mar 9-12 (1968).
96. See H.R. 981, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975).
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favor's single Worldwidp quota for all immigrants,. other than the
axempt classes. In my view, the retention of the separate quotas
for the Eastern and Western Hemispheres is unnecessary and un-'
dPqirable. What is more important is that .the preferences now
fixed by,the statute be made applicable to Western Hemisphere im-
migrants. It is equally important, in my view, that the liberalizing
amendments should not actually be restrictive. The basic statute
has an annuallimitation of 20,000 quota immigrhnts from any sin-

. gle country." .If applied to. the Western Hemisphere countries,
this limitation would actually reduce immigration from Mexico
to a fraction of its present level of over 50,000 annually."

It seems to me that the close proximity of Mexico apd Canada;
warrants exceptional treatment. The Administra4on has urged
that the situation of Canada and Mexico, as friefidly neighbors,
warrants allowing those, countriaNs special annual limitation of
35,000 immigrants each. Adle this proposal was rejected by a ma-
jority of the Muse Judiciary Committee," it was supported in a
minority report by Chairinan Rodino.1°° In my view this is a
situation in which form must yield to substance., Moreover, a re-
duction in the opportunities lor legal immigration from Mexico
would inevitably lead to increased pressure for illegal entries. In
order to recognize the special situation of Canada and Mexico, and
to avoid an actual restrictive impact of Ja liberalizing measure, I
believe a special provision, along the lines urged by Chairman Ro-
din°, should be made to allow immigration allotments for Canada
and Mexico which woId not substantially reduce their present
leveltf legal immigration.

Preferences

The preset law establishes seven preferences for the allocation
of visas within the world wide quota.1°1 Four of theie, the first;
second, fourth, and h preferences, seek to promote family

..unity, and are allottedt specified close relatives of American citi-
/

97. I. & N. Act202, 8 U.S.C. § 1152 (1970)?
98. See 1974 INS ANN. REP.
99. See H.R. REP. No. 481, 93d Cong, J.st Seas, (1973)."
100...Id. at 49. .
101. L & N. Act § 203, 8 U.S.C. § 1153 (1970).

3 63
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,'
zees or 'restdent aliens. Two, the third and sixth preferences, de-
pend on ocfupational skills or status, and.. seek to fulfill national
needs. The 'seventh preference relates to refugees. I believe a
number of cliangg in the preference systernare vrarranted.

The first needed change, already discussed under the precteding
caption, would = extend to Western Hemisphere aliens the same
preference gystemmow available in the Eastern Hemisphere.

SecoNcl, tl kresent statute grants the second preference to the
and unmarried sons and daughters of lawful resident aliens,

but does nat mention the parents of such aliens.102' I believe the
principle elf family unity fostered elsewhere in the statute would
beit lie served by the extension of this preference to include the
parents of such alisis.

Third, the present statute grants exempt immediate relative
status to the parents of Amer,ican citizens, but only if the "Citizen
is at least 21 'years of age.103 The evident purpose of this restrAc-
tion, whose constitutionality has been upheld by the courts,104 is
to deny benefits to aliens to whom a child is born while they are
illegally, or texhporarily in the United States. Yet the child in such
cases undoubtedly is an American citizen entitled to reside in the
United States. d in other contexts Congress has granted special
benefits, with ge limitations, to parents of citizen children.106en children.'
I believe it reasonable under such circumstances ,to give some pre-
ferred status to the parents of a 'minor citizen so as to facilitate
the Child's remaining in the country where he is a citizen.

GROUNDS FOR DEPORTATION

Absence of Statute of Limitations/

Early deportation statutes fixdd periods of limitations for deport-
.

ability originally 1 year after entry and then increased to 3 years
and eventually to 5 years.106 However,, the 1952 Act eliminated

102. Id. § 203(a) (2), 8 U.S.C. § 1153(a) (2).
103. Id. §§ 201(a), (b), 8 U.S.C. §§ 1151 (a), (b).
104. Faustino v. INS, 432 F.2d 429 (2d Cir. 1970), cert. denied, 401 U.S.

921 (1971); Pgrciido v. INS, 420 F.2d 1179 (5th Cir. 1969) .
105. E.g., I. & N. Act § 212(a) (14), 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (14) (1970)

(waiver of labor certification for Western Hemisphere immigrants); id. §
212(g), 8 U.S.C. § 1182(g) (waiver of exjudability for tuberculosis or
mental defects); id. § 212(h), 8 U.S.C. § 1182(h) (waiver of excludability
for crime and prostitution); id. § 212(i), 8 U.S.C. 1182(i) (waiver of exclud-
ability for misrepresentation); id. § 241 (f), 8 U.S.C. 1251 (f) (WainE-cd de-
portability for misrepresentation) .

106. Act of Feb. 5, 1917, ch. 29, § 19, 39 Stat. 874; Act of March 3, 1903,
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all statutes of limitations, and there is now no statute restricting
the time during which deportation proceedings may be commenced.
And since the statutory proVisions for deportation generally are
retroactiye, they may reach back into the. past, subjecting an alien
td deportation for sonduct which was not then proscribed seven

the period of limitations had long since expired under pre-
vious law.10 7

The absence of a statute of limitati4 in the deportation law has
been severely criticized,108 The ancient traditions of our law re-
quire provision*for repose, after the lapse of specified periods of
time, fOr all civil and criminal infractions, except murder and trea-
son. The removal of time restrictions for deportation in the 1952
Act bespeaks a callous attitude toward aliens as huinan beings. Ap.
pEtrently the sponsors of that legislation were -willing to disregard,
the need for repose in human affairs; and the compelling humani-
tarian concerns developed'by aliens during long residence in this
country, including fEimily ties, economic interests, and deep roots
in the aommunity: Moreover, the present statute countenances the
shocking consequence of requiring the deportation of an alien who
was brought as a child, has been reared in our society, and would
be sent to a country in which he would be a stranger.109

It is true that the immigration lavis now provide "a number of
avenues for relief in such situations.210 Some of these discre-
tionary remedies, and proposals to expand their scope, will be dis-
cussed hereafter. But all of these remedies depend on the exercise'
of discretion by the 'Attorney General. that is needed is a statute

ch. 1012, § 21, 32 Stat, 1213; Act of March 3, 1891, ch. 551, § 11, 26 Stat.
1084; Act of Oct. 19, 1888, ch. 1210, 28 Stat. 565.

107. Mulcahey v. Catalanotte, 353 U.S. 892 (1957); Lehmann v. United
States ex rel. Cgraon, 353 U.S. 885 (1957); Marcello v. Bonds, 349 U.S. 302*
(1955).

108. WHOM WE SHALL WELcoms, supra note 61; Maslow, Reectsting Our
Deportation Laws, 56 COLUM. L. Rm. 309,-32541956)

109. E.g., Marcello v.. Bonds, 349 U.S. 302 (1955) Harisiades v. Shaugh-
nessy, 342 U.S. 580 (1952). Challenges to deportation as cruel and =usual
punishment in such situations have been unsuccessful. Cf. Marcelld v. Ken- "
nedy, 194 F. Supp..748 (D.D.C. 1961), aff'd on other Bounds, 312 F.2d 874
(D.C. Cir. 1962), cert.' denied, 373 U.S. 933 (1963). See also Wolf V. Boyd,
287 F.2d 520 (9th Cir. 1961).

110. E.g., I. & N. Act § 244, 8t,U.S.C. § 1254 (1970) (suppensiin of deporta-
tion); td. § 245, 8 U.S.C. § 1255 (adjustment of status); id. § 249, 8 U.S.C.-
§ 1259 (registry):
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granting amnesty from deportation after the lapse of a fixed period .
of time. sk.

.1

I believe therefore that the deportation land' should be amended
:to provide periods of limitations in the'following -resipicts: First,
a person who was brought to this country as a child, and hai lived
here for .at least 10 years, is a product of our sofiety and should
not be subject to deportation on any groimd. In every other case,
an alien should not be subject to deportation if 5 years have elapsed
since his last involvement in conduct which wo'uld.have rendered
him subject to deportation.

Marihuana Violators

Since 1922111 there have been laws proN'Tidipg for the deportation
Of narcotics nffentlers. The Act of 1952 codified and expanded those
laws.1 -

In their original form these statutes were 'found inapplicable to
convictions for the possession of marilmana.118, However, in 1960
Congress-amended tlie'statute to make it specifically applicable to
marihuana violations.114 Under the present statutory provisions,
an alien who is convicted of possessing even a single marihuana
cigarette is subject to perpetual exclusiOn frOm the .Unitesi,..States,
and to deportation if he is already a resident of this country.'"i

In recent years there has been extensive discussion 'of the exces-
e,

sive severity of federal and state provisions for criminal punish-
ment of persons found guilty of poSiessing marihuana. Substantial
amelioration of .the federal criminal provisions was accomplished
in 1970.111 More recently," the, National Commission on Mari-
huana and Drug Abuse recommended repeal of all criminal provi-
sions for possession of Marihuana. Other proposals have urged that
the offense be made a `civil violation, subject to a small penalty,
rather than a criminal offense. Some government officials have
stated that they w d welcome a change in the marihuana laws,

and ameliora changes have already been adopted by many

111. Act 6i ay 20,19i2, ch. 402,42 Stat. 596.
112. I. & N. Act § 241(a) c11), 8 U.S.C. § 1251(a) (11) (1970).
113. Hoy v. Rojas-Gutierme, 267 F.id 490 (9th Cir. 1959); Hoy v. Men-

doza-Rivera, 267 F.2d 451 (9th Cir. 1959). , cP
k 114. Act of July 14, um, Pub. L.,No. 88-648, § 9,74 Stat. 564.

.

115. 1. & N. Act § 212(a) (23), 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (23) (1970) (delusion);
44. § 241(a) (11), 8 U.S.C. § 1251 (a) deportation).

116. Comprehensive Drug Ablise, Pre ention and Control Act of 1970,
Pub..a. No. 91-513, 84 Stat. 1236. - ,..
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states. And many prosecutors have declined to prosecute for simple
possession o : Juana.
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_
Unfa tely, this enlightened attitude in regard to thtposses-

sion o .usna, has not yet beenoreflected in the immigration
statu The Infleltibltlitoyisiens of the statutes still require
the exclusion and deportation of any alters convicted for possession
of marihuana: Consequently the immigr#tion authorities have been
confronted with -many cases in which the. statute, commaiads the
banishment from the United States of youthful aliens who have
been convicted for possessing a few marihuana cigarettes. The e*
forcement of the statutory mandate often. would result in perman-
ent separation of forrfflits. Itkig patent that ,this is an unconscion-
able and unreasonable pktnalty?

- liecognizing the disparity betireen the nature diothe. offense and
. ' thi gave Impact of its consequence, the Immigration and Naturali-

zation Service has frequently exercised its prosecutive discretion
, to withhold deportation proceedings or the execution of deportation
orders in such cases, paiticularly vih potential separation of forth-
lies Is involved. But this disperisa, on depends on administrative
discretion and the affected alien remains under a petpetual threat
of banishment or exclusion from the United States.

It seems manifest that the retention of theOe irrationally severe
provisions in the immigration laws cannot bi'justified in the'light
.gt apparent national consensus favoring easing or ation

the sancions for simple possession of marihuana. Le lotion
to modify these provisions ha's been introduced in Congresi44.7
Although the objectives of these bills were endorsed by the Depgt-
ment of Justice, tfiey have not yet been acted on by Congress. I
urge that Congress take on prpmp to eliminate the present
provisions requiring exclusion from-the 'United States and deports-
tion.of aliens convicted for possession of marihuana.

- Clemency Provisions for Criminal Violators '..
4' -

Sincdr1917 the immigrition laws hai.r0,1) rovicled for deportation
-*of certain aliens. donvictell in the Unite States for commission of

s

8117.ERA 681, 93d epos., at Sess. (1973Y; H.R. 2166, 93d Cong7 rat Seas.
(1973); S. 277, 93d Cong., . (1973).
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crimes involv-kg moral turpitude.lit The same laws have also
included concaitant 'provisions expunging deportability when the
relevant convictions heve been ameliorated by a pardon or-a jut ii:
-dal recommendation against deportatibn.119.

In the 58' years since enactment of the 1917 Act, variss other
tYpfkg of criminal convictions in the United States have b added
to tbp catalogue of deportable, offenses. Thus, under the present.
statute -an alien resident of the United, States may incur deport1,
ability upon conviction of specified improprieties in relation to alien
registration or visa documents,'" narcotics,'" smuggling of
aliens,1" unlawful. possession of weapons,' 3 certain subversive
activities;124 and importation Of aliens. for prostitution or any
other immoral _purpose.1" However, the statute makes no provi-

' sion for avoidance of depo bility in such cases by a pardon or
judicial recommendation ag t deportation.

Since there is no sound for differentiation, the failure to
make uniform provisions for ameliOrktion aRpears to be an over-
sight. Indeed,. the present statutory formula sanctaipns amelioration
of deportability for aliens convictel of thlt more serious' offenses
involving moral itutitude but not Tor those convicted di leser of-
fenses. I believe this is an irrational situation, and I urge that it
be corrected by an appropriate amendment of the statute pio:-
'tiding that a pardon or jucliciall recommendation against depor-
tation will expunge deportability based on any criminal offense.

A major 1956 enactment %posing sevtere penalties against nar-
cotics violators included a provision prohibitint relief from depot.,
titian, through a pardon' or judicial recommendation against' depor-
tation, for aliens convicted of offenses 'related to narcotics or mari-
huana.1" ,I.TOr prior law, a pardon' or .recommendation against
deportation precluded deportation for such convictions.'" While.

. .

°

118. I. & N. Act § 241 )(4), 8 sU.e.C. § 1g61-(14 (4) (19 of Feb.
5;u1417, ch. § 19, 39Sfp.$74.

11'9. L & N. Act §- 241(b), 8 U.S.C. § 1251(b) (1970k; Act 1917, .
ch. 29, § 19, 39 Stat. 874.

120.. I. & N. Act § 241(a) (5), 8 U.S.C. § 1251(a) (5)/ (1970).
121. Id. § 241(a) (11), 8 U.S.C. § 1251(a) (11).
122. Id. § ,241 (a) (13), 8 U.S.C. § 1251(a) (13).
123. Id, § 41(a) (14), 8 U.S.C. § 1251(a) (14).
124.. Id. §$ 241(a) (15), (18'), (17), 8 U.S.C. §§ 1251(a) (15), (16), (17).
125. Id. § 241(a) (18), 8 U.S.C. § 1251(a) (18).
126. Act of July 18, 1956, ch. 629,j§ 301(b), (c), amending I. & N. Act

§§ 241(a) (11), (b), 8 U.S.C. §§ 1251(a) (11), (b) (1970).
127. United States ex rel. De Luca v. O'Rourke, 213 F.2d 759 (nth Cir.

1954); DangNam v. Bryan, 74 F.2d 379 (9th Cir. 1934).

41
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"severe penalties against narcotics traffickers are -appropriate, it
seems to me that the inflexible preclUsion of 'clemency is unjusti-
fied. In prictice, this preclusion has been excessively;harsh when
the offense was minimal, the offender youthful,- and iirhen deportet-
tion would disrupt family ties. I can perceive no sound justification
forprecluding the humanitaiian exercise ot,71emency in speh situk-
tiam4 and I urge that the statutory preclusion be eliminated.,,

The statutory provision referred to in the first paragraph of this
subsection above, givingetfect to a judicial recommendationarinct
deportation for aliens convicted of crimes involving moral turpi-s.
tude, stipulates that such judicial recommendations will be given
eiffect/only if made by the sentencing court "at the time of first im-
posing sentence or within 30 days thereafter."128 The purpose of the
provision manifestly is to preclude last-minute efforts to forestall
deportation. This legislative objective is fulfilled when the sen-
tencing court is aware of the defendant's amenability to deporta-
tion and of its power'to make a recommendation which would avoid
this additional penalty, resulting 'from the conviction and sentence.
Such awareness, generally is present when the sentence is imposed
in a federal. court. However, the overwhelmipt prep9nderance of
criminal prosecutions take place in the state courts and such courts
frequently are unaware that the coirtticted defendant is amenable
to deportation and that they are empowered to avert this. conse-
quence ba timely recommendation against deportation.. g

Some courts which have inadvertently omitted to make 11 recom-
mendation against deportatimi at the time of "first" imposing sen-
tence have later sought to remedy this omission, ,but such reconi-
meldations after the prescribed statutory period have been ineffec-

tuaLi" Likewise disregarded have been nuns pro tune efforts
to correct the original judgraent.110

The undoubted objective of the statute is to give the sentencing
court an opportunity to ameliorate asevere collateral consequence
of the conviction, when it deems such -a consequence excessive in

128. L & N. Act 1 241 (b), 8 U.S,C. 1251 (b) (1970).
' 129. United States ex ret. Monis v. Davis, 13 F.2d CO (2d Cir. 1920);

Bruno v. United States, 386 F. Supp. 204 (W.D. Mo. 1971).
130. Velez-Lozano v. INS, 463 F.2d 1305 (D.C. Cir. 1972); Marin v. INS,

438 F.2d 932 (9th Cir. 1971) ; United States ex rel. Piperkoff v. Esperdy,
267 F,2d 72 (2d Cir. 1959).
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the light of the particular circumstances' s' The objective is; in
effect, defeated when the sentencing court is unaware of ,its au-
thority to make such a recommendation. Therefore I believe the
statute should be amended by eliminating .the restriction on the
time' when the sentencing court can make its recommendation
against deportation.

DISCRETIONARY AlrthiOhrrY TO WANE GROUNDS
FOR. DEPORTATION

During much of their history, the sa gration lads were, cast
in inflexible terms, and, afforded little r.... for'the exercise of di.s;.
cretion. Mounting hardships eventually rsuacted Congress to al-
low the Fnelioration of such ',hardships. A major lirtakthrough
occurred in 'the Alis,,Aeettration Act of 1940,18? which author:
ized the AtIorney General toisusPend:deportation of certain deport-
able aliens kvhose deportation would result in hardship t6 their lam- -
dies. However, ,their deportaVlity could not be obliterated until
the Attorney General's action was ratified by Congresil, In approv-
ing this measure, President Roosevelt expressed doubt as to the
constitutionality of the provision for congressional veto, otadminis-
trative action, and similar doubts have since been expressed in -
scholarly discussions:1" Yet, provision for congr&lional veto, of

. the Attorney General's grant of suspension of deportation has re--
mained in the statutes since 1940.1"

In the years after 1940 other discretionary remedies have been
provided to permit discretionary waiver of deportability in some

The principal remedy today is known as adjustment of
status, and enables the Attorney General, in his discrepn, to grants
permanent residence status to certain aliens in .the thited States
whose original, temporary entry was lawful and Mhb are. otherwise
admissible to the United States.'" Another statutory remedy is
known as registry, which authorizes the grant of permanent resi-
dence to certain aliens who have resided in the United.States sinoe"
1948.1" There is no requirement of congreisioilal approval of

131. See Costello v. INS, 376 US. 120 (1964); Gulibels vi Hopi, 2611 .2d-r""--
952 (9th Cir. 1958). 4 fc

132. Alien Registration Act of 1940, ch. 439, title II, 54 Stet 0.
133. See Cooper, The Legislative Veto and the Cemstitntion, 30 Gra

Wass. L. Rev. 467 (1962); Ginnane, The, Control of Federal Administration
'by Congressional Resolutions and Committees, 68 Bfwev.i, Rev..569 (1953).

134. See L & N. Act 1 244(c), 8 U.S.C. 1 1254(c) (1970).
135. Id. § 245, 8 U.S.C. 1 1255. .

136. Id. 1 249, 8 U.S.C. f 1259.
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such discretionary actions of the Attorney General. however, few.

grounds of deportation can be waived in such proceedings.

Some improvement
, could be made in the present statutory pito-

Visions, such as eliminating the need for congiessional approval of
suspension of deportation, and by advancing the cv.toff date to
qualify for registry to 1968 or some later date." However, these
changes would not offer i complete temedy for the present inade-
quacies. I believe the itiqexibility of the deportation provisions of
the immigration law is undesirable and that the opportunities for
amelioration are fragmented and inadequate. Indeed, affected per-
sons often have sought intervention, by Congress through private
relief legislation, an unsatisfacto'ry and usually 'Unattainable .de-
vice to engage the, attention of Congress' on individual cases.. I
recommend,, therefore, a complete revision of the provisions of the
immigration Idivs relating to the Attorney General's authority to
waive excludability or deportability. The Attorney General should
be given discretionary authority to waive any grounds for exclusion'
or depotioi, without the need' for soliciting congressional ap-
primal. 7 i

In this. connection, another needed change in the provisions re-
lating to adjultpaent of status should be mentioned. A 1965 aniend-
ment, adopted to meet supposed enforcement problems, ies this
remedy to natives, of Western Hemisphere countries.138 The effect
of this piovision is to deny to all natives of ,Western Hemisphere
countries the opportunity, siailable to immigrants from all other
parts of the world, to attaiftermanent residence in the United
States, even if they are otherviise fully. qualified for such .status.
Legislation to end this discrimination is pending in Congress,138
and I believe such legislation merits unqualified support -

.

"EXPULSION Paoczotraz

The deportation process was one of the ,earliest and most potent
expressions of administrative justice.. Although the procedure in

137( A similar proposal' apkars as HA., 8713, § 4, 94th Cong., .1st Sess.
, (1975). See also H.R. Ha.. No. 94-506, 94th Cong., 1st Seas. 16 et seq. (1975).

138. Sat-40'k RZP. No. 745, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. ,22 (1965); S. RaP. No:
748, 89th Cong., ist Sess. 24 (1965).

139. H.R. 8713, 94th Cong., let Sess. (1975). See also H.R. Ru. No. 94-
606, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 11 (1975).
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deportation cases originally was quiteinformal, over the years there-
ha. been a steady improvement.'" 'In major part; this improve-
ment resulted from corrective action by the courts; in part it was
the product of internal administrative development, influenced no
deubt by the attitude of the courts, the Bar, the media, and the
public. Althoug,some might not share this view, it is my et
that in general, deportation prFedures have been developing s
factorily. I Would, however, fa, or the following changes.

Applicability of Administrative Procedur, Act

There is a constitutional right to a fair hearing in deportation
cases."' However, over the years this right has not alwivs meant
the same thing. Due procest of law is a developing concept, and
this development has been quite notable in deportation proceedings.

For many years, the deportation hearing was conducted by a sin-
gle immigration officer, known as the presiding inspector, who
acted both as prosecutor and judge. This arrangement was
criticized, but it continued without change Until the enactment of

the Administrative Procedure Act of 1946.142 This statute dealt
'generally with all governmQnt agencies, and sought to improve the
quality of aiini.strativeadMications and to achieve a separation
between adju211lcating and prosecuting functions. In 1950 ,___the Su-
preme' Court held the At applicable to depoitati hearings?"
But Congress quickly repudiated this decision by s ecifically ex-
empting deportation hearings from the procedural r uirements of
the Act.'" This exemption was thereafter upheld by the Su-
preme Court.'"

In the ensuing years there has been constant proveanent in de-
portation procedures. While the exemption from the Act's pro-.
cedural requiremetits remains on the books,'" the procedures
now in effect are closely analogous to those req 11 d by the
Act."7 The principal difference is that the officers ho .p elide
at the hearings are called special inquiry officers (now deli ated
immigra ifi. "judges) Sod are selected through normal civil se ce
proc: es rather than under the Act.. r

See Gordon, supra note 8
. Yamataya v. Fisher, 18 86 (1903) (The Japanese Immigrant
).
. Ch. 324, 60 Stat. 237; s e Gordon, supra note 81.
. Wong Yang sung v. Grath, 339 U.S. 33 (1950).
. Act of Sept. f7, 1950, eh. 1052, 64 Stat. 1044.
. Marcello v. onds, 349 U.S. 302 (1955).

L N. Act § 242 (b), U.S.C. § 1252(b) (1970).
47. See Gordon, supra note 81; Maslow, supra hote'108, at 809.
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The exemption of deportation hearings from the Act's require-
mentsis an anachronisln, which has no rational meaning and serves
nit-useful purpose. Removal of this exemption would bnhance the
status of the deportation hearing officers and mould provide firmer
assurance of fairness h the deportation proesg It seems to me
that the retention of this exemption is attributable only 'to inertia,
and I urge that it be removed and that the procedural 'requirements
of the Act be made fully applicable to deportation proceedings.

0
Statutory Recognition of the Board of Immigration Appeals

Tge Board of Immigration Appeals is an important administra-
tive tribunal, which hears appeals in deportation cases and other

-matters. However, the Board has never been a statutory body, and
it exists only by virtue of Ote Attorney General's regulations.ko
The Attorney General has created the Board and has fixed its
powers. Thus he can\etl.. does modify its powers, and he could,
if he wished, abolish the Board. It is true that in practice the At-
torney General hag never attempted to interfere with the Board's,
decision-making process,1491'eccept to the extent that he retains
authority to review its decis)onspo Moreover, irnfhig;ration
practitioners are generally quite satfied with the Board's perfor-
mance, although they of course reserve11awyer's right to disagree
with individual decisions. Yet the lack of statutory sanction does
detract from the Board's stature and may lead to public uncertainty
regarding its indy.pmdence.

I believe thele is no reason to continue the Board's tenuous status,
and I favor the enactment of legislation makiniit a statutory body.

a

NATIONALITY PROVISIONS

The nationality provisions of the statute frequently are confusing
and uncoordinated. A complete overhaul of this aspect of the star,-
ute is doubtless justified. However, I will deal briefly with only
a few proposed changes.

148. 8 C.F.R. pt. 3 (1975).
149. Shaughnesly v. United States ex reL Accardi, 349 U.S. 280 (1955);

United States ex reL Accardi v. Shaughnessy, 347 U.S. 260(1954).
150. 8 C.F.R. § 3,1(d) (2) (1975).

r
4 0 3.
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A Statute of Limitations for Denaturalization-

Since 1906 there, has been statutori4authorization for judicial pro-
ceedings to revoke naturalizations which *ere obtained by fraud
or illegalitY.151 The constitutionality of this remedy has been
repeatedly}upheld by the Supreme Court.152 .

. .

Recognizing the severity of this sanction and its possible impact
on appareAtly established citizenship.rights, the Supreme Court has
formulated the rule that naturalizations cazinot be, revoked unless
the gayer iment establishes their impropriety by evidence which is
clear, unequivocal and convincing, and does not leave the issue
in doubt?" And the policy of the Department of Justice has been
to refrain from bringingurturalizatibn suits unless the citizenry
of the United States wo d thereby be betttred.154 The combina-
tion of these judiciil and administrative policies has,led to a reluc-
tance on the part of- the Department of Justice to bring denaturali-
zation suits, and few' such proceedings hay been instituted in re-
cent years.- . .

Yet the authority to revoke naturalizations remains in the stat-
ute. Moreover, the statutes have never prescribed-a time limitation
for bringing a denh alization suit. Therefore a naturalization
theoretically is subjec to revocation, upon a, charge that it was im-
proorly obtained, at ' time after it has seen granted. Indeed,
thde have been numerous instances where the courts 'have vacated
naturalizationfgranted maiiy years earlier:155

The absence of a statute of limitations on denaturalization suits
has been criticized as placing the natuAlAd citizen's status in per -
petual jeopardy.155 :" However, the ,,courts have rejected conten;
tions. that such protracted' delay denies due process of laW152 or
constitutes lachea-155

As I have indicated in the previous discussion dealing wit} de-

151. 1. & 'N. Act 1 340, 8 U.S.C. § 1451 (1970) ; Nationality Act of 1940,
ch. 876, 338, 54 Stat. 1137; Act of June 29, 1906, ch. 3592, 1 15, 34 Stat.
596.

152. Knauer v. United States, 328 U.S. 654 (1946); Luria v. United States,
231 US. 9 (1913); Johannessen v. United Stated, 225 U.S. 2rf, (1912).

153. Baumgartner v. United States, 322 U.S. 885 (19447; Schneiderman
v. United States, 320 US. 118 (1943).

154. Dept. of Justice Circular Letter No. 107 (1909), noted in 3 C. Goa-
Dom & H. Rosman% latadrattarrox LAW AND Paocznuaz 20.3 (rev. ed.
1975).

155. E.g., Costello v. United States, 385 US. 285 (1981) (27 years).
158. Visou Ws SHALL W111,COMT, supra note 61; A.B.A. Res. VI-12 (1968).
157. Costello v. United States, 385 US. 285 (1961).
158. Id.; United States v. Oddo, 314 F.2d 115 (2d Cir. 1963).

1+.
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, poration, the absence of a statute Of limitations is _repugnant to
Ametican jurispriidence Moreovet, the situation in which a_ na-
uralized Aiherican citizen. is forever fearful of the Sword of
Damocleshanging over his head is abhorrent to our traditional con-
cepts of freedom. And it can cogently be contended that this per-

., petusil liability makes the naturalized American a second class citi-
zen. ) 1 .

,

,
.

American Citizenship is an invaluable right,
..

and the publlTc inter-
est requires, that the citizen enjoy a -seasonable security ,,in his

-.' status. Coniequently it seenis' to me. that a statute of liniitatio
on the bringing of denaturalization'suits is needed, and: -I would
favor a statutory amendment outlawing such suits after Ile lapse
of a reasonable period following the naturalization. flecause of
the difficulty often encountered in disciiverin,g evidencgof impro-
priety, a ten-year periOd of limitations in such cases mold not be
unreasonable.

Repeal of Unconstitutional Expatriation Statutes .

I Until 194'1 there were no statutes prescribing grounds for ex-
patriation, and the manner in which .a person could lose his Ameri-

can citizenship -was uncertain."' lin 1907 Congressipassed the
first statutory declaration that expatriation would occur -if the citi-

zen was naturalized in or took an} oath of allegiance, to e foreign
state.'" e Nationality Act of( 1940 considerably enlarged the'11

grounds for expatsiation.161 And the statutory grounds for ex-
patriation w re again expanded in the Immigration and Nationality

Act of 1952.162
CI

159. See Thum, Tai QUILSTION or frailarnariox m Aktarada PRIOR '1.0

1907 (1942); cf. Act of July 28, 1888, R.S. 1999 (recognizing a right of ex-
patriation without defining the Manner in nhich this could take place).

160. Act of March 2, 1907, ch. 2534, 1 2, 34 Stat. 1228. The 1907 Act also
.provided that an American woman would lose her citizenship if she married
a foreigner. U. 1 3. See Mackenzie v. Hare, 239 U.S. 299 (1915) (rejecting
a constitutional challenge). This portion of the 1907 Act was ed by
the Act of Sept. 22, 1922, ch. 411, § 7, 42 Stat. 1021,.,, Another rovision of
the 1907 Act, held to relate only to lois of diplo4dic pro on, declared
that if a naturalized citizen resided in, a foreign state for .certain periods,
it was presumed that he had lost his American citizenship. Act .0141arth
2, 407. , ch. 1 2, 34 Stat. 1228. See" United States v:-Gay, 264 U.S. 353

928)' (1
161. Natio ty Act of 1640, ch. 376, if 401-09, 54 Stat. 1137.
162/ I. & N. Act 11.349-57, 8 U.S.C.11 1481-89 (1670).
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The expatriation grounds set forth in the 1940 and 1952 Acts en-
compassed many situations in which American citizenship could be
lost without the citizen's assent. The constitutionality lotf such
deprivations wa:s soon c.hallengedin the courts, and the cour ts were
receptive. In a"-eries of decisions, the Supreme Court declared,un-
constitutional various statutes which prescribed expatriation for de-
sertion from the U.S. armed forces during time of war,'" evasion
of military service by absence from the United States,'" residence
abroad by a naturalized citizen,'" and voting in a foreign political
election.'" Yet Congress has not amended the statute to elimi-
nate thetb,4constitlitional provisions and other statutory proVi-
sions dependen on them. . (

I believe the retention of these unconstitutional provisions as art
of the existing statute May be misleading to the public and to inn-
bers of the bar who are unfamiliar with the development of these

to- r.ceatlaitlig. to expraetfrtoraetioitn

iis3edresiratblaie othngat the statutory
48

the Suprerrie Court decisions. -The revised statute manifestly
1
should repeal the statutory provisions which have been invalidated
as unconstitutional.

.t, . -

Elimination of Witnesses in Naturalization Proeedings

The statutes dealing with naturalization, since their inception,
have required that the petition_ for naturalization be verified by
two witnesses. The present statute also requires that the witnesses
.be credible citizens of the United States, that they must have per-
tonally wn petitioner, ani that they endorse the petitioner's

. .

.4 charac d attachment to theAnited States.'"
. ,

While witnesses to the naturalization petition may have played
a significant role prior to 1906, when there was no administrative
supervision of the naturalization process, they serve no useful pur-
pose today. The petitioner selects his own witnesses, and their tes-
timony has little significance in evaluating the petitioner's fitness.
The Immigration and Naturaliz.atkii Service is now given extensive
powers to investigate naturalization petitions, and its inquiry in-
variably includes fingerprint, checks and thorough interrogation by
a naturalizatio es r."8 In addition, the ,Service may coritt

t /-

163. Trip v. Dulles, 358 U.S. t6 (1958).
164. Kennedy v.'MendozMartinez, 372 U.S. 144 (1983).
165. Sc eider vRusle, M U.S. 163 (1964).
166. AfrOyim v. Rusk, 387 U.S. 253 (1967).
167. L & N. Act .§§ 334(a), 33 ), 8 U.S.C. §§ 1445(a), 1446(f) (1970).
168. Id. § 335, 8 U.S.C. § 1446 (' ons on form N400).
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duct a personal investigation of the naturalization petitioner in
the localities of his residence and employment.169 The qualifica-
tions of the petitioner are asessed .on the basis of such official-in-
quiries rather than the endorsements of the petitioner's witnesses.

The requirement for two verifying witnesses to the naturalization
proceeding is thus archaic and meaningless. In practice, it produces
unnecessary hardships slime the witnesses have to take time of
from.their employment, often imposing a financial burden on them
and on the naturalization petitioner, who sometimes must rep-

. burse them for their lost wages. In addition, a petitioner who has
lived in several places has the difficult task of locating verifying
witnesses who will furnish debositiotis for eacli sucli place.1".6 ,

It seems clear that we here confront another statutory require-
ment which has outlived its usefulnestf and is retained only
thiough sheer inertia.171 F1imination of the requirement of Vis)
verifying witnesses to the naturalization petition is long overdue.

- Reacquisi of American Citizenship by Expatriates
. ;

T limited extent our laws have recognized the need to facili-
the return to the tinited States and reacquisition of American

citzierld?ip by those who have lost or relinquished it 172 How-

ever, in °tiler respects such expatriates are given no special con:
sideration, and are treated like all other aliens.l."

The failure to make such special provision often has resulted in
separation of fatnilies and other hardships, particularly in regard
to-many young Americans whose opposition to our 'involvement in
Vietnam led them tcf relinquish American citizenship.'" While

opinions rniy differ on jibe soundness of their actions, it seems to
me that a welcome to our prodigal sons is a reasonable and liumani-

169. Id.
170. Id. § 335(f), 8 U.S.C. § 1448(f).
171. S. REP. No. 1515, 81st Cong., 2d S. 738, 745 (1950).
172. See L & N. Act f§ 101(a) (27) (e), 824(a), 327, 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)

(27) (e).:4436 (a), 1438 (1970).
173. See 'United States ex rel. Marina v. E.perdy, 315 F.2d 673 (2d Cir.

1963), aff'd by equally divided court, 377_II.S. 1010 (1984); 1. & N. Act f
202(b), 8 U.S.C. § 1152(b) (1970).

174. See, e.g., Jolley v. INS, 441 F.2d 1245 (5th Cir. 1971), cert. denied,
404 U.S. 948 (1971).
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tartan approach to this problem. Therefore, I would favor an ex-
tension of present statutory provisions, giving special benefits to
expatriates, in 'order to facilitate Yr.etuh.,.to the United States and
reacquisition of Afnerican citizenship bythose wlio have previously
lost or relinquilshed it.

Simplification *auditions for Acqiiiier Citiz'enship Derivatively

One of the most confiming and unsatisfactory areas of the law
Tncerns the citizenship status of the foreign-born children of
gmerican citizens. Under some condition the children born abroad
to American citizens iicqUire American citizenship, at birth,'"
subject, in some instances, to fulfillment of preicrilied conditions
subsequent in order to retain their Amekican citizenship.'" In
other situations, alien children can acquire Americana citizenship
through the naturalization of their parents.i"

In ntr estimation, the conditions prescribilin the present lavt
are urinecessarily complex. Moreover, in some situations they are
irrational, such as those precluding transmission of citizenship to
a foreign born child Si a native-born American parent under the
age of 19 (age 21 under prior law) who has lived in the United
States all Or most of his life.'"

But the greatest difficulties have been presented by the constant
changes in the conditions applicable. to the acquisition,of citizenship
in such cases. Different conditions have been prescribed by laws
efilective prior to May between May 24, 1934 and Janu-
ary 12, 1941.,'8° between January 13, 1941 and December 23,
1952;181 anti on or after December 23, 1952.'82 Since the acquisi-
tion of derivative citizenship status is dependent on the law in ef-
fect at the time the decisive'occurrences took place, it is nec
to.ideiitify dates and consult disparate laws, before dete
whether there is a valid claim to American citizenship. The r
is a confusing jumble which confounds even the experts. At times,
the responsible golrernment agencies have prepared complicated
charts for the guidance ofitheir officers, but such efforts have not

175. L & N. Act §§ 301, 304, 8 U.S.C. §§ 1401, 1409 (1970).
176. See libgers v. Bellei, 401 U.S.415 (1971).
177. L & N..Act U 320, 321, 8 U.S.C. U 1431, 1432 (1970).
178. ',Ruiz v. INS, 410 F.2d 382 (8th Cir. 1969); In re S- F' -, 2 L & N.

Dec. 182, 195 (1944) (approved by the Att'y Gen.).
179. Rev. Stat. § 1993, 18 Stat. 350 (1802); id. § 2172, 18 Stat. 380 (1802).

180. Act of May 24,1934; ch. 344, § 1, 48 Stat. 797.
181. Nationality Act of 1940, ch. 876, §§ 201, 313, 314, 54 Stat. 1137.
182. See notes 175 & 176 supra.

A.
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[var. 13: 1, 1975] 'Immigration Laws
,

SAN evoo LAW =yaw
1 .

been entirely satisfactory. Further, they have not been made gen-
erally available to the Bar and the public. .

. The prevailine of uncertainty in this area is, a. source of con-

stant frustration, th to the expert' and the novice; a situation

hardly consistent the importance and-Ile dignity of American

citizenship. I see na "reason` why this fog cannot-be dispelled by
a statute declining, 14 -, .. -.le and clearcut terms, the Conditions tm;

\
der which derivative' tizefiship can be acquired in such cases..
Moreover, it is importan\ that such conditions be made equally ap;.
plicable to all past occurr -,. ces, without disturbing any citizenship-
rights already vested. Sucb\ ,e: is: ation would.clarify statutor7 pro -

visionsvisions which are unnec complex, and. * would promote

greajer certainty in adjudicatin citizenship rights.
J

CONCL ± ON s

. .

ixt the foregoing discussion fluty outlinea a ntunber of neces--
sary amendments to th'e immigration d nationality laws of the

United States. I do not suggest that is a complete list, since
I, myself, could 'suggest additional chat ,, and I am certain .that
others would offer other iiroposals. For Eunple, I have not dis-

II cussed the Rodino Bill to penalize the kn wing employment of

aliens illegallyin the United States, pendin in the current Con-
gress and strongly supported by the Adminiqiir on, since I am not
fully cbnvinced that this is necessary or desir le legialatlon. I
have attempted, however, to describe a nurabe of deficienclea-

.
which urgently need correction. It is my hope tha this discussion
will be useful at some future date, when an enli tend public
awareness will provide the needed stimulus for action.
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B. NUMBERS AND CRITERIA

38.
7A81.1 1.

1211161.81101 10 ME 8111/6 STATES

6

1820-1976

(Ter. 1820 to 1867, figure. r sent 61ien errieed; (r gm 1858 through JE 5
40d 186) through 1897, ism %rani 61i0n6 .raved. from 1892 through'. 1884 and 1896

to the p ..... t tam, immigrui alien. admitted:7
4

.f fa
Mumb.tT.;

of person. Tear
Umber

of person.

.8
limber

Year
of person.

16.(mber

Y.". 'of persona=

1620-1918 If L.11,664.965

1.01
,t 1121.1830 .

1621 ... 8.127
1822 ... 6,911
1823 6.314
1124 7.912
1825 10,199
1826..$ 10,837
1827 ... 18,675

. 27.382
32.520

1830 .. 23,122

29 .,.

11131.1840 .

1831 ...
1832 ...
1833

, 1834

1833 .
1636 ...
1837 ...

1836 ... -
1839 e..
1840 ...

.22A111
22,633
60.482
58,640

69,365
45,374

'76.242
79,340
311,914

J*66.099
84,066

1841.1890 1.71).251
1841 ... 60,269
1842 ... 104,565

.1813 ... 52,486
1844 .,. 78,615
1615 ... ' 114,371
1846 ... 164.416
1847 ... 234,866
1646 ... 226.527
1848 ,,. 297,024
1850 ... 369.980

1852.4.04 2.398414
au ., 379.466
1852 . 371,603
1853,-. 368.645
1854 .., 427.833
UM .i. 200.877
1856 ...

2%4361857 ... 2 106
1158 .-.-. 123.126
1859 .. 121.282
I860... 113.640

16611870 2.314.814
1861 ... "81018
1862 ... 81,885
1163 ... 176.262
1864 193.428
1865 248,120

1 1866 318,968
.1867 ... 315,722

131,840
1861.- 352,748
1870 ..4 387.103

1971.1880 ,18.12.121

1871 ... 321.350
1872 ... 406,606
I673 458,603
1874 '113,339
1875 227,498
1876 169,966
1877 . 141,857
1878 ... 111.469
1879 ... 177,826
1860 ... 457,257

1881.1890 .
1181 ...
1682 ...
1883 ...
1684

1885 ...
1866 ...
1887 ...
1883
1889 ...

1890 ...

1891.1900 .
1891 ...

1892 ...
1193 ...
1194 ...
189)

1886 ...
1197 ...
1698'...
189'1 ...

1900

669,431
788.992

603.322
518.582
395,366

331.203
490,109
546,899
444,427

455,102

667 4

560.319

379,663
.439.730
215,631
251,536

343,267
230,632
228,299

311,715
441.172

1901.1910 1.795.386
1901 ... 417.918
1802 ... 648,743
1803 ... 857.046
1904 ... 812,870
1905 ... 1,026,499
1906 ... 1.100,735
1907 ... 1.285,349
1906 . 782.870
1909 ... 751,786
1910,... 1,041,570

1911-1920 . 5.733,811,
1911 ... 876,587
1912 ... 138,172
1913 1.197.892
1914 ... 4218,480
1915 ...
1916 ,826
1917 ... 5,403
1918 ... 110,618
1919 141,132

1920 ... 430,001

1921.1930.
. 1921 ...
1922 ...

1923 ...
1924

1925 ...
1926 ...
1927 ...

1429

1830

4.107.209
605.228

309,556
522.119
706,886
294,314

304,488
335,175
107.2'55

278,678
241,700

1831.1940 a6 y4.11

1931 ... 97,139
1832 ... 35,576
If)) ... 23,068
1834 ... 28,470
1935 ... 34,996.
1836 ... 34,329
1937... 50,244
1931 ... 11,895
11178 12,898
1840 ... 70.736

1941.1950
1941 ...
1942
1943 ...

11144

1945 r..
1946
1947 ...

1948 ...
1949 ...
1950 ...

.144.542.12
, 51,776

28,781 .
23,725
28,551
33,119

'108,721
147,292

170,5'0
168,317
249.187

1951.1960 . 3,919.479
1931 ... 109.711
6952 ... 265.520
1953 ... 170.4.9e0
1914 ... 108;177
1955 ... 2370790

. 1916 321,6251
1957 ... 326.867(
1956 ... 253.265'
1899 ... 260.808
1960 ... 265,398

1961.1970 . )421.677...
196) .. 271.344.
1861 ... 283,763.
1963 ... 306,260'
1964 ... 292,248
1961 2:6.697
1966 523,040
1967 ... 161,972.
1968 ... 454,448
1968 ... 358.574
1970 ... 373.326

1871 370,476

1972 ,384,685
1973 600,063

1974 ... 384,861

... 111.1,4
1976 398013
1976, 70 103.676
1127 ... 462,313

1978 ... 601,442
,

from 1169 to 1136, the date is for Hers! year. ended June 30. Prior t6 fiscal year 1868, the period.
cover61 art 66 fellows. roe 1120.1831 end 1843-1849, the ye". ended on gemtember 10-- 1143 covers
Irdn1h62"fr06 1132.1642 end 1850.1667, the peers *Mod on Dercambei 31-- 1132 mad 1650 to.. 15 soothe.
Tor 1168, [be periods e8d61 on Juno 30 and sever. 6 month.. The aaaaa ftion quarrer (M) for 1976
.eves the 3 -mouth period, July-September 1826. Siginning OC 1876.thit fiscal years ended 66
111teentr 30.

Vatted Depertwnt of Justice
Smagration and ItiturslIsation Servic
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VISA SERVICES

40.

OF STATE
Affairs

4I1ASI4INGTON , D.C.

Numb, 21 Vahan IV

A. STATUTORY MISERS

INitIGRANT NUMBERS FOR JULY 1880

1. This bulletin summarizes the availability of immigrant numbers during
July Consular officers are required to report top the Department of
State all qualified applicants for numerically limited visas; and the
Immigration and Naturalization SeMice reports the demand of all qualified
applicants for adjustment of statue. Allocations of numbers were made, to the
extent possible unaer the numerical limitations, for the demand received by
June 10th in the chronological order of the reported priority dates. If the
amend could not be satisfied within the statutory or regulatory limits, the class
or foreign state or dependent area, in which demand was excessive, was deemed to
be oversubscribed. The cut-off date !or an oversubscribed category is the priority
date of the first applicant who could not be reached within the statutory or
regulatory limits. Only applicants who have a priority date earlier than the
cut-off date may be allotted a number. Immediately that it becomes necessary, during
the monthly. allotment df ,umbers, to recede a cut-off data, supplemental requests
for visa numbers will be honored only if.the priority dates fall within the new
cut-off date.

2. Issuances of visas are governed by provisions of Section 203(a) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act, as amended, which prescribes preference classes
as'follows,

First preference (unmarried sons and daughters of U.S. citizens): 20% of the
over-all limitation of 280,000 in any fiscal year; x.
Second preference (spouses and unmarried sons and daughters of aliens lawfully
admitted for permanent residence): 261 of over-all limitation; plus any
numbers not required for first preference;
'Third preference (members of the professions or persons of exceptional ability
in the sciences and arts): 101 of over-all limitation;
Fourth preference (married sons and daughters of U.S. citizens): 10% of
over-all limitation plus any numbers not required by the first three preference
categories:
Fifth preference (brothers and sisters of u.p. citizens 21 years of age or over):
24! of over-all limitation, plus any numbers not required by the first
four preference categories;
Sixth preferdnce,, (skilled and unskilled workers in short suPolt )0% of
over-all limitation;
Nonpreference {other immigrants): numbers not used by the six preference
categories.

dC-

'6,

41 a
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tet

July 1980

3. A labor certification under Section
212(0(141 or satisfactory evidence that.

the provisions of that section do not apply to the alien's case is a prerequisite

for nonpreference classifitation.
Since all beneficiaries of approved third and

sixth preference petitions are required to have a labor certification in support

of the preference petition, such applicants are
thereby entitled also to the

nonpreference classification.
Thereforee if visas are not available for them

within their preference cl ,
and if nonpreference visas are available for their

foreign state oc dependent areas, these aliens may apply for, nonpreference visas

4. Section 203(b) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act provides that visas be

given to applicants in order of preference classes. However, Section 202(e)

bf the Act provides that, whenever the maximum numbir
of visas have been made

available to natives of a foreign state or dependent area in any fiscal year, in

the next following fiscaryear visas will be made available by applying the Pre-

ference limitations to the foreign state (MOM or dependent area (600) limita-

tions. Foreign state, China, and dependent area, Hong KOng, listed below benefit

under the provisions of Section 202(e) of the Act. a.

5. On the chart below the listing of a date under any class indicates that the

class is oversubscribed (See paragraph 1): C' mean, current, i.e., that numners

Were available for all qualified applicants; and *(.1- means unavailable, x.e.,that

no numbers were available.

PREFERENCE NONPREF-

FOREIGN STATE 1ST -352 s 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH ERENCE

ALL -...TG14.--."..--------

STA AND
DEPENDENT AREAS C 12-22-79 C 5-1-79 10-1-79 U

. EXCEPT THOSE
LISTED BELOW

CAM C 12-8-79 9-1-79 6-15-78 8-8-75 1-15-79 U

INDIA C ' 12-22-79 C C 4-1-79' U U

KOREA C 12-22-79 C '4 C 7-1-78 U U

MEXICO C 9-15-75 U U, t U U

PHILIPPINES C 8-15-78 U U U U

ANTIGUA C 12.22-79 U U U U '

BELIZE C 7-22-79 U . U U U

HONG BONG C 3 -8 -76 7-8-67 1-1-76 1-1-69 5-15-77 U

ST.CHRISTOPHER-NEVIS C 11-15-79 U U U . U

CA/VO - dune 28, 1980

I z
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1- JUly 1980 ,

B. RECAPTURED ILVA) NUMBERS

1. Recaptured Cuban (Silva) numbers may be issued to those prAncipal alien
immigrant Visa applicants born in independent countries of the Western t
Hemisphere, who registered with U.S. Consulates between July 1, 1968 and
December 11, 1976, inclusive,48nd their spouses and children who are
accompanying or following to join pursuant to 8 U.S.C. Sec. 1153(a)(9).

of nubersi and thi establishing of the cut-off dates listed below follow She
2. The reporting of demand for Recaptured Cuba (Silva) nuMbersi.the allocation

i ed
procedures outlined on page 1 of this bullet! . paragraph except that
Silva allocations were made for dimand received by May 10.

Comm
L.)ifillA 1-1-77 .GUATEMALA 1-1-77

BAHAMAS ; 12-1-76 GUYANA ' 1-1-77

BARBADOS 1-1-77 HAITI . 1-1-77

BOLIVIA 1-1-77a HONDURAS 1-1-77

BRAZIL 1-1-77 JAMAICA 1-1-77

CANADA 1-1-77 MEXICO 1-1-70
....-

CHILE 1 -1 -77 NICARAGUA 1-1-77
u

COLOMBIA 1-1-77 PANAMA 1-1-77

COSTA RICA 1-1-77 PARAGUAY, ' , 1-1-77

CUBA 1-1-77 PERU 1-1777

DOM. REPUBLIC 1-1-77 SURINAM 1-1-77

ECUADOR 1-1-77 TRINIDAD e,
\:1,37

EL SALVADOR 6-1-76 URUGUAY 1Y-77

GRENADA 1-1-77 VENEZUELA 1-1-77

CA/V0 - May 19y 1980

. 4 4
67-898 0 - 86 - 27
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INTERAGENCY TASK FORCE ON IMMIGRATION
POLICY, STAFF REPORT, DEPARTMENTS OF
JUSTICE, LABOR AND STATE, MARCH 1979

'

CHAPTER XIV

IMMIGRANT VISA ALLOCATION: ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

41.

The question of visa allocation lies at the heart of our 'immi-

gration law and policy. Proposals for chan%ing the current system

often focus cm the wisdom of raising or lowering the overall numerical

limitations. But, as more attention is paid to the need for reform,

the issue"increasinglypeccaes one of restructuring our system of

allocating,visas. The issue is whether we should Maintain a system

of visa allocation that primarily facilitates the entry of persons

who have farmiliafl ties here (family reunif?Eation) or whether visa

allocation should be based primarily on the needs of the nation as

a Whole.

4
These alternatives are more important thap,might be thought at

first glance, since "Who* will enter the UnitedStates may be as

important Was how many persons enter. Working in combination, the

"who" and "how many" are the,etqtrolling factors in determining what

impact immigration has domestically on the UniIid States, and'on

the extent to. which the United States responds to its obligations

as a world power. The "how many" determines quantity, but the "who"

determines the sex, age structure, fertility rates, and occupational-

sells of the immigrant population, ultimately determining the costs

and benefits of that population. If, fop.example, the majority of

immigrants were children, society would be responsible for their

educational costs prior to their making any economic contribution.

On the other hand, admitting only needed workers-would insure an

4 --)
4
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immediate contribution to our economic growth. (As discussed elsewhere

the contributions of such workers oust be treasured against any negative

effects they may have on the indigenous workforce.) At anothet extreme,

admission of only older persons (55 years and over) would redtice the

prospect of .their economic contribution as well as their likely contri-

bution to population growth. The qtlestion to be addressed'here then

is.whether immigration policy should or, as a matter, of practice, can

be contoured to'maximize achievement of other national policy goals.

Family reunification is currently the cornerstone of our Irani-
..

gration policy. Of the seven preferences, which define, limit and

rank those eligible for the 290,000 numerically limited visas avail-

able annually, four, comprising 74 percent of the total visas, are

reserved for close relatives of U.S. citizens and permanent resi-

dents. This is` 1A addition to an unlimited number of visas which

are available for the spouses, children and parents of U.S. Citi-

zens. The major- argument for, maintaining a heavy family ,reu4ifi cation

emphasis in the preference system 4s the humanitarian content of. .

such a policy. Proponents argue that familial ties provide a good

foundation for the integration of a nee' irmigfaneinto society (assuming

immigrants receive assistance from relatives who preceded them):

Experience-with the preseNlaw indicates that it produces a mix .

of immigrants that roughly mirrors the age, sex, maritalstatus, and

education of our native populatiorw Althou9h this mix is accident-al,

nevertheless it does appear to be favorable.1

1 A detailed description of the characteristics of recent immigrants
appears elsewhere in this report.

1

416
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The fifth preference is also criticized for triggering a

chain reaction' that goes. beyond the fami4y0hich initiated the

immigration process. In other words, a family member may immigrate

to the United States, become a citizen (after a 5 year minimum resi-

dency), and then petition to have his siblings (with their. immediate

families) immigrate under the fifth preference. But, the'immigraiion

chain does not necossarily stop there, as, the sibling may have been

accompanied by a spouse whose family remains in the country of ori;

gin. As a permanent resident alien, such a spouse can becoe a

citizen, and in turn petition for his or her parents to immigi.ate

to the United States, thereby triggering the entry of a new family

line. Although having a certain logic this lineof reasoning merely

recognizes that the migratory chain is perpetual rather than limited

to the immediate relatives of those persons already here.

AT a result of th(eavy reliance on family reunion, those

without relatives in this country have very little chance of immigrat-

ing to the United States. In theory,. every country isaffeCted equally

by the numerical restrictions of the preference categories. But, in

practice, those nationalities that have the largest (recently arrived)

populations within the United States have a'radvantage. Mexico, for

example, fills its 20,000 annual limit and in addition sends a roughly

equalAmber,of immediate relatives who are oudl numerical limitations.

Without previous family connections, a country is unlikely to utilize

.fully the possible 20,000 annul visa allotments. Colombia, where

1

I
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the large demand for immigration to the United States is indicated, 4,

b kmajor outflow of illegal migrants, has been able to send only

Y\Sabou ,000 legal immigrants annually.2

.

4 1 ._

To qualify for a visa without familial ties or refugee Creden-

tials, immigrants must have skills which would enable them tp receive

a labor certification and to enter under the third, sixth, or nonpret

Terence categories. As previously expliined, 20.perCent, or 0,

of the 290,000 visas allotted worldwide go to the third d sixth

preferences. These are used not only for the qualified worker's but
.

for their dependents as well. Hence fewer than 29,000 go to the work-

ers themselves. Most nonpreference immigrants must also haVe labor

)

certification and are allotted visas not used,* the seven preferences.

An average of 34,000 nonpreference %visas were issued annuallye

1967 and 19761 but heavy demand in the family pr-erence mbined,

with the newly legislated worldwide system of numerical limitations

has led t State Department to predict that issuance of nonpteference

visas is unl ely in the next several years.

The final 6 percent of the annual immigrant visas issued go to

refugees from Communist or Commudist-dominated countries, and to

those fleeing from the Middle East. However, the 17,400 available

seventh ,preference visas are miniscule in number compared to the

. worldwide pool of refugees, many of them set adrift because of military

2 See Chapter III, "Who Has Entered:' 1967-1976", for details regarding

recent immigrants from Colombia. ./

of

I

4 ik
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4

and diplomatic activities of the United States (e.g., the Indochinese).

Therefore, as discussed in detail elsewhere in the report, large mim,

'bers of refugees have traditionally been paroled into the United States.

-Some advocates of an immigration policy based `solely on humanitarian

concerns (largely family reunification) have proposed that the worker

preferences be restructured to facilitate the_entry of refugees rather

than workers. Such an immigration polity would allocate roughly

three-quarters of the visa numbers to relatives of persons in the

United States and most of the remaintng numbers to-refugees. A small

percentage (perhaps the 6 percent now allocated to refugees) would

be set aside to permit the immigration of persOris of exceptional

merit or those with skills needed in the United States.

Few othet approaches to our immigration policy have been pro-

posed. However, an alternative,approach to vistallocatioh, one

designed to benefit U.S. society as avwhole, was recently proposed

in a report for the National CommissiOn for Manpower Polio tled:

'Manpower and Immigration Policies ip the U.S.,"3 written by David

North and Allen LeBel (hereafter the 'Manpower report").

The Manpower report acknowledged the validity of a humanitar-

ian immigration policy, but suggested that that Nation's goals would

be better met by the admission of a different mix of persons, stressing

_refugees rather than nonimmediate family members. It is also argued

3 National Commission for Manpower Policy, Special Report No. 20,

February 1978.
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that U.S. immigration policy should have a closer linkage to U.S.

manpower requirements. The Manpower report characterizepn

immigration visa as a "publicly generated good' which it asserted

, should be distributed in lime with the interests of the whole society

rather than the interests of specific families.

Specifically, the immigrationpolickproposed by the Manpower

c

report envisages annual immigration targets between 300,000 and 500,000

with the annual total reflecting our unemployment rate and our perceived

responsibility for refugees. Rather than seven preference categories

as in the current system, the alternative model proposed three, the

first numerically unrestricted for qualified immediate relatives of

citizens; the second for needed workers and refugees; and the third

for othelliihatives. The annual immigration quottwould be diitributed

between the second and third preferences in response to prevailing con-

ditions. If unemployment were loW or there were labor shortages.,

the emphasis would be placed on the importation of workers. If an

i nternational crisis pro duced a waye of refugees, the emphasis would

be placed on assisting them. If neither situation prevailed, more

nonimmediate relatives would be admitted.

Relatives eligible under the new third preference would comprise

those now eligible under the current first, second, and fourth prefer-

ences. The fifth preference, as'it now exists, would be'eliminated,

permitting the admission of about 70,000_ socially screened immigrants,

annually, without increasing overall immigration.

42o
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In challenging the emphasis on family reunification, the Man-

power report assumes that there are clearly defined societal interests,

that we can design and administer a system that can further them, and
A.

that the present system has not achivied these ends. .

While these assumptions seem reasonable, each is subject to

question. First, thsre are and will likely always be reasonable

differences of opinion as to what the best interest of the society

is. Moreover, in some relevant areas, such as population, there are,

no defined U.S. policies. Second, the number of visas available

(290,000) are insignificant when compared with the size of our popu-

ration (220 million), our labor force (101 million), our yearly

expansion of the labor force (approximately 1.5 million) or even

the estimated size of our stock and flow of illegal migrants (esti

mated in the range of 4 to 6 million and 500 to 800 thousand annually

respectively). Thui.David North, the senior author of the Manpower

report, in an unpublished paper4 subsequently prepared for the Task

For ;e concluded that within the general confines.of the existing immi-

gration system *it makes little sense to develop a mechanism to admit

a few more or, a few less immigrant workers.* The insignificance of

Na'few' or a variation of 100 thousand or so orkers, however, was

in comparison not only with the 200 thousand r so legal immigrant,

workerf admitted annually, but also the 500 to 800 thousand annual--

4 David S. North, 'A Flexible Immigration Ceiling for the U.S.: An

4 Exploratory Essay,* November 1978.

421
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flow of illegal aliens, which greatly reduces any impact of an annual r. ,

_
...

100 thousand variation in new workers. North argued that if there

were a need to reduce the influx of alien workers because of labor

market conditions (whicbhg contends is the current si%tuation) then

illegal rather than legal immi ration should be controlled. If illegal

immigration could be controlled, North concluded that a system of

flexible ceilings (for economic reasons) might be workable.

A third alternative for allocating visas would be an international

immigration lottery which would distribute a fixed number of visas ran-

domly on a worldwide basis to eligible persons wishing.to come to the

United States. Preference would not'be given to persons who have

family or business connections in the United states. The available

visas could be allocated with or without concern for their geographical

distribution depAding on the degree of random sklection desired. The

potential disadvantages of a lottery are that it might be administratively

unmanageable and that it could increase the expectations of persons

who presently know they do not qualify for immigration to the United

States. Having had their expectations raised, these persons could

decitt to enter the United States illegally if they were unsuccessful

participants in the lottery. This problem could perhaps be mitigated

by requiring that successful applicants would have to present themselves

within i very short period after notification to the U.S: consulate.

Since.notices would be issued throughout the year, applicants would

endanger their chances of winning by entering the United States.

t
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The United States, unlike Canada and Australia,5 does not inten-

tionally construct and utilize its immigration policy to accomplish

"socially desirable national goals." Part of this .can be attributed

to the lack of defined and accepted national goals, however. Pro-

ponents of family oriented immigration contend that such a-policyis

at least not contradictory to national goals.% Yet, the social bene-

fits which accrue from the immigration and settlement of immigrants

with family ties in the United States, although generalgy"favorable,,

are an unplanned and unregulated result of the existing system.

Whether this laissez-faire approach is appropriate for the United

States at this stage of its economic, demographic, and social develop-'

ment or whether a more deliberately constructed and carefully regulated

,r
policy is necessary is the issue to be determined.

$ See anothel,settion of this report for a limited comparison of
immigration policies 54 other nations.

4
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The impact of legal immigrationin addition to
illegal migratitnon the labor force is a topic for
debate. Currehtly, immigrates who wish to qualify
fdr a worker preference (third and sixth prefer-
ences) and nonpreference applicants for a visa (see
Thble 2) require employment certification from the
Department of Labor. (See "Iiible 3 for a synopsis of
major immigration law provisions.) The certifies-

. tion is supposed to teAtify that US workers are not
available for the job in question and that the terms

"iof employment meet prevailing conditions. The
complex process involves the fihng of a petition by
the em Ier. with supporting documentation con-

410
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)
cerning the position and the enployer's efforts at
recruitment. The process has a number .of draw-
backs. Persons 'residing in the United States for
other purposes (study, exchange programs, or
even tourism) have the opportunity to scout the
labor market. North and LeBel" cite a Govern-
ment Accounting Office study that reviewed, 442
certification cases. In 191 Instances the applicants ir
were in the 'United States, and 101 were already
working at the job. Of the 101 at work, 42 had a
nonimmigrant visa. that permitted them to work,
ladle the remaining 59 were apparently vii abu-
sers or illegal migrants. The ability of no mmi-
grants in the United States for education ci train-

ortab ceruhcabon is
ing to adjust to immigration status also warts the only a tot's° attempt to
purpose of foreign-student and foreign-exchange, protect the US labor -

programs. market.

In fact; since labor certification is required only of
persons not being admitted to join their families
and by nonrefugees, it affects less than 10 percent
of recent immigrants, whereas about 52 percent of
immigrahts are estimated to. have joined the labor
force within two years of arrival.s' Laboi certifica-
tion is only a token attempt tetprotect the US labor
Driyket. j4evertheless, the concept is strongly sup-
ported by organized labor, which would oppose
any suggestion to drop the prOgram without other
mechanisms to'protect the labor market from un-

:dge competition by foreign nationals coming to the
MitedStates by virtue of their skills or a supposed

shortage.

e fact that the labor force impacts of immigra- Immigration policy is a

n have heretofore been neglected in policymak- blunt instrument km fine

g does not mean that imriggration should ngw be tuning" n"ds
creasingly subordinated to manpower policy.

of the- US tabor force.

The proposal to gear immigration volume to un-
'employment. rates has the virtue of simplicity, but
is a blunt instrument fop tuning Much a complex

- A "
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arrangement as tie workings of the job market. In.
addition to assuming a fairly static job market, it
overlooks the fact that it requires over one million
persons to produce a one percent change in unem-
ployment rates. But suppose, for a moment, that
the job market were static apd the proposed
scheme were administratively possible. Since about
one-half of imrrligrants enter the labor force, to
vary immigration levels between 300,000 and
500,000 per year, as proposed by North and Le-
Bel," would reduce unemployment by one-tenth
of one percent at most.

would propose dropping the worker preferences
(third ana sixth) entirely. Rather *tan trying to
move toward greater subordination of immigration
Policy to manpower considerations-or expansion of
labor certification procedures, I suggest eliminat-
ing current methods of manpower recruitment
through immigration.

Each of the two worker preferences now reserves
10 percent of the 290,000 ceiling, or a total of
58,000 visas. As proposed below, about 35,000 of
these could be provided for refugees. The remain-
ing 23,000 would be reserved for temporary mi-
grants permitted to adjust status after working for
,the appropriate time, for persons who make sub-
stantial investments creating jobs in the United
States (at a figure well above the current ;40,000
investment requirement), and perhaps (if any visas

-remain) kr "new seed" immigrants7-those who do
not qualify for a preferencewho would still be
required to get labor certification.

The present law's potential for encouraging brain
drain from less developed sending countries
would be reduced. The United States would no
longer be recruiting highly skilled labor through its
preference system, and the number and complex-
ity of labor certifications for immigration would de-
cline or be eliminated.

.1i
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Another issue in the reform of immigration laws is
the scope of family relationships that quWify for a
visa preference. The major objection voiced is to
the fifth preference: brothers and sisters of US citi-
zens over age 21. If the purpose of the relative
preference, critics argue, is the reunion of families,
such a degree 's& kinship shout not warrant a visa
preferenle.

The whole relative preference system is ofters_
not only as smacking-Of nepotism but alsos'con-
taining an endless snowball effect, so that resident
aliens sand naturalized citizens could conceivably
qualify huge numbers of immigrant applicants.
Given overall ceilings, however, such snowball ef-
fects are regulated.

The policy choice seems to be the degree of cul-
tural pluralism to be tolerated in immigration pol-
icy in general and in the preference system in par-
ticular. It might also be added that family links in
the United States would appear to be a good start-
ing point for successful integration into the newly
adopted country.

Family reunion should remain a cornerstone of US
immigration policy. Ceilings effectively control any
snowball effect. I would suggest retaining the cur-,
rent preferences, including the one for brothers
and sisters of adult US citizens. The United States
and our immigration laws can accommodate cul-
tural traditions that value such kinship ties. Calling
such family reunion policy nepotism is political
rhetoric. Trying to pit national ,interests against
family or individual interests as a policy framework
seems to assume that individual welfare of citizens
and strengthening the family unit are somehow at
odds with other, unspecified national goals.

The preference system proposed in Table 4 would
in the current four family preferences at the

lev 7 percent of the visas, with a fall down of

Family
Reunion

4 2 7.

Family lies in the United.,
States seem to be a good
starling ground for
successful integration
into the newly adopted
country.

I
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The proposed preference
System would Increase

17,400refugee vlsafrom
b abort 5000, without
raising total inyagrelion
ceilings.

Nonimmigrant*
and Adjustment
of Status

OS
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unused visas to the next category. I do not propose
changes in the percentages allotted to each prefer-
ence, but there is room for some shifting depend-
ing on demattdspatterns. Theproposed preference
system would-Increase th in the refugee pref-
erence to about'50P00, or 17 percent of the:total,
while the remaining 9 percent, plus unused family
preference- visas, would be allocated to migrant la-
bor adjustments. This preference system would
continue to operate within the 290,000 visa ceiling,
with no increase contemplated. The admission of '
the immediate family of citizens outside the ceiling
would be continued. This amounts to about
100,000,immigrants a year, with no apparent r .
son to expect an inctease. Thu's, gross legal im :
gration would remain at 400,000 per year, oCf t
according to recent estimates by about 100,000 to
120,000 foreign born emigrants.

Current law permits many people to come to the .

United States as nonimmigrants, gornetimes for ex- -.
tended periods. In addition to the obvious groups,
such as tourists aid diplomats, are foreign stu-
dents, exchange visitors, intracompany transferees-
of multinational corporations, representatites of

.,... the media, workers in international organitations,
and highly skilled professions& in academic disci-
plines, the arts, sports, and so on. Many of these
visa classes are permitted to adjust ,tor mmigrant
status while in the United States. .

The adjustment of status Mechanism is a conve-
nient and humane way to permit someone to -ob-
tain an immigrant withgut the formality
making several trips td U$ tpisnsulate in affo
country. On the other nit. bility o,

with- more wealth e .0 iced S
hunt for a job, o ms of

er
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First preference:.Uninarried sons and-
daughters of US citizens.

Not more than 20 percent.

2. Second preference: Spouse and unmarried
ions and daughters of an-alien lawfully
admitted for permanent residence.

20 percent plus any not required for
Ant preference.

3. Third preference: Marrild sons and
daughters of US citizens.

10 percent plus any noi required for
first two preferences.

4. Fourth preference: Brothers and sisters of US
citizens over age 21.

24 percent plus any nbt required for
first three preferences.

5. Fifth pref nce: Refugees.
Not mor than 17 percent.

6. Sixth prefeyence. 'grant workersgadjusting.
percent plus any not required for the

first file preferences.

7. Nonpreference: Any applicant not entitled to
one of the above preferences (including
investors, but not available for adjustment of
status from a nonimmigrant visa).

Anifnurribers not required for
preference applicants,

and exchange programs by training in the United
States and then remaining, complicates the role of
the adjustment mechanism. The need is to retain
the possibility of adjustment for the desirable rea- .
sons, while eliminating the abuses not intended by
the policy.

42

Table 4
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Preference
System
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citizens. to those who
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'reference. and to
temporary migrant workers
wt10 qualify under the
psopciled program.
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Retuime
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Adjustment of status should be limited to immedi-
ate family of citizens, to those who qualify for a
finny preference, or to temporary migrant
workers oho qualify under the peogram outlined .
earlier. In this way the humanitarian intent of they '
adjustment process can be Maintained. The elimi-
nation of worker preferences'and, therefore, of the
opportunity for students, exchange visitors, and
other nonimmigrants to adjust status on the basis
of skills or education would both strengthen for-
eign student, training, and .exchange programs
and reduce the potential of any brain drain from
developing nations. A bona fide family tie, however
(e.g., marriage between an exchange visitor and a
citizen), could result in adjustment.

Three issues on refugee policy require attention.
The first is the definition of who is eligible for a
preference visa as a refugee. The current immigra-
tion law limits refugee status to those fleeing from a
Communist-dominated country' or the Middle
East. A broader definition, in line with the UN pro-,
tocol on refugees acted to by the United States,
is needed (see Table 5 . 72-75). The change in
.legislative definition as wide backing, but passage
has been delayed by disagreetnent over other refu-
gee issues.

The second issue is that persons receiving a
seventh preference visa as refugees are technically
not immigrants, but conditional entrants: they
may adjust after two years to immigrant status. The
thorbugh inquiry on applicants for visas and pref-
erence stems should eliminate the ne or this
additionaRwo-year trial period. Normally, t e ref-
ure still has to wait an additional five year to be
eligiblp for 'citizenship, _which involves a other
check.

43O
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The .third issue involving refugees is the most
difficult. "Because of the immigration law's narrow
definition of a refugee, and more especially be-
cause of the lack of a refugee preference before
1965 and a present limit of 6 percent on Visas; for

seventh preference, large numbers of refugees
cannot be admitted through normal immigration
channels. However, a provision in immigration law,
called parole power, permits the Attorney General
to allow entry for up to two years of any person
whose admission is deemed to be in the national
interest. This use of parole power was envisaged as
an emergency measure to allow such things, as
medical treatment for victims of accidents at sea.
Nonetheless, it has been invoked, frequently at the
urging of members of Congress, tNadmit large
numbers of Hungarians, Cubans, INochinese,
and smaller groups of victims of political persecu-
tion. There has been much uneasiness among vari-

ous Attorneys General and some members of Con-
gress about the legalit of this broad-stroke use of
the parole power. tt

Some congressional ,members also are unhappy
with such broad administrative discretion outsIde
the immigration policy set by a Congress the is
very aware of its constitutional prerogatives. The
fact of delegation of broad discretionary powers
(assuming that parole in fact legally confers power
on the Attorney General for such large group
admissions) has been driven home since, in each
case of large-scale use of parole, legislation is neces-
sary to grant immigrant status to the parolees.
Since the parole status lasts up to two years, and the
original purpose of parole envisaged emergency,
temporary presence with a return, no general pro-
vision exists to adjust status from parolee to immi-
grant. Th , special legislation has been intro-
duced by w ich Congress in effect has been asked
to affirm t parole action of the Executive.Given

431

US unmigrabon taw
requites a txoadw
definition of who may
wally for Mugs,
status.
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the resettlement programs, the numbers involved.
and the political nature of refugee movement,
Congress really had no alternative but to acqui-
esce."

The policy problem, therefore, is to devise a refu-
gee system that (a) provides a reasonable definition
of a refugee; (b) is generous enough to permit the
United States to take its fair share annually of vic-
tims of war, political tyranny, or persecution; (c) is
part of an overall immigration system; (d) is flexi-
ble enough for officials to react to emergency situa-

. dons, but with congressional approval before the
fact. This last stipulation would apply to situa-
tions that require exceeding an arinual,allotrAnt
for refugeeiesettlement but that seem to Congress
and the President.to be in the national in or,or in
keeping with a doctrine on human rights.

Such a system could more easily be implemented if
(a) the UN definition or a variation of it becomes
US law; (b) about 50,000 of the 290,000 visas

. authorized worldwide are reserved for refugees, as
proposed above; (c) admissions in excess of 50,000
refugees a year require prior congressional ap-
proval. Finally, it is not well known outside govern-
m\tit that the vast bulk of the resettlement and
integration of Hungarian, Cuban, Indochinese
and a number of other refugee groups was carried
out by voluntary immigrant aid organizations, both
religious and nonsectarian. Thus, not a US govern-
ment agency but this extraordinary network of
men and women performs the very difficult task of
resettlement. The federal .government has pro-
vided reimbursement.for resettlement on an ad
hoc basii. If the decision, is nialle.to increase refu-
gee visas to the level of 50,000 a 'year, funding
should be provided on a regular and secure basis
for the services that these organizations, With their
grass-roots, community bases, perform far better
than any federal agency could.

91.
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If worker preferences are dropped from immigra-
tion law, the general outlines of the proposed refu-
gee could be accommodated. Since some of
the visas, freed by elimination of the labor prefer-
ences would be allocated to refugees, enhancement
of the refugee resettlement goal could be achieved
without increasing the worldwide ceiling. A bill

. (HR 7175, 95th Congres 1st Session) similar in
form to the outlines presented above has been the
basii of beatings at which the Executiveard-volut
tary agencies have testified. Although technical Is-
sues remain, a consensus seems to be developing
and hould be pursued, given the broad support
for the American tradition of accepting victims of
politialrepression and natural disaster.

I

The issues of eth political organization and lan-
guage maintenance are old themes in American
history. The traditional solution has been to re-
quire English-language usagepparticularly through
language assimilation in schools. The current pol-
icy of bilingual and bicultural education has raised
again the question of language maintenance. Even
further, the large number of Spanish-language res-
idents and citizens raises the possiltility of a b4n-
gual nation. Feelings are strong on both sidlof
this issue.

We must reaffirm that ethnic discrimination has no
place in US immigration policY. Thus, the growing
political power of Spanish-origin groups, especially
among Mexican-American and Chicano organiza-
tions, should not spill over into discriminatory im-
migration regulations reminiscent of the nativist

.policies embodied in the natior al origins quota sys-

tem.

I agree°with the viewpoint of North and LeBel, as
presented in their study for the Manpower Corn-

sr

Pluralism

a

The growing poi**
power of Spanish-origin
groups should not spit
over into decrkolnelory
Iromignalon ragolalore.
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Table 5
Proposals on Immierstlen,
and liMaal Migestlen

FiRRisions

teorkleride Ceiling 290.000

tsonert Spouse. chtdreq, and pareMs of
trent Coiling adult US citizens

Preferences As outlined in Table 4

Per-Conetry
CoUing

Adjustment
, of Status

No more than 20.000 visas far
preferences 140 4 and
nonpreference Refugee visas
and migrant workers adjusting
would be without regard to
national origin.

Limited to classes exempt from
ening, relative preferences. and
qualified migrant Viorkers.

Those qualified for a current non-
=visa (e.g., an
vuailk or student) ,

would not be permitted to come
under proposed migrant worker
program For example, a foreign
physician corning for internship
or resident training or a
dstingurshed-protessor or
researcher would be prohibiter'
from entering the US under the
proposediemporary worker
program.

tabor Certification ,Temporary labor prograt
reoured either for indMduals or.
for region using tripartite
collaboration of organized labor.

be
Differences from CUfferd Policy

No change

No change.

Drop labor rxefer litrease
refugee prefer

Under current law 20.000 ceding
includes all preference
categories. Proposal would add
refugees and migrant workers
adjusting to immediate iamb,/
members as exempt from 20.000
national caring

Current adjustment permitted
under all preferencis and
nonpreferences
adjustment of status as
proposed is not based on what
nonimmigrant visa is held (e Q .

prohibiting any adjustment from
a student visa) but on eernnabon
of labor- and 6M-related
prat/fences.
Requires conforming legislation
so that proposed temporary
migrant program does not
become a subterfuge for gaining
immgrahon status by exchange
visitors or distinguished persons
in the professions who qualify for
current nonimmigrant status The
proposals envisage prohibition of
adjustment by such exchange
visitcts unless they have a
quallying family relationship.

Organize consultation
mechanism for review before
Labor Department authorizes
temporary labor. Temporary

72
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Prot. Jolene
Differences from Current Poky

business. and the Department of
Labor

Other nonimmigrant*. continue
current certification procedures

Newseed ininsgrants'
(appicants not qualifying for
family or refugee status 2r under
migrant labor prograrn):11
decision is to permit use of
ncnpreference visas for new-
seed appicants, labcfr
certification as current/ required
should be continued.

Varianten Peeled Those currently registered and
approved for worker (3rd and
661) preferences and
nonpreferences (in the
pipeline') could be
accommodated by using
proposedrveUrift erence until
rrs4 could qua* (al
least years from beginning of
program) and nonpreference
numbers.

17 percent per year could
receive immigrant status on
approval of refugee visa (Le .
drop conckbonal entry approach
of current 7th preference)

Admission beyond the 17'
percent requires -prior legislation.

Refugee*

4

migrants admitted to work in
given occupation in given region

No change

No change in current
procedures. if newseed
immigrants are permitted

Phase out current preference
system, as proposed

3

Increase refugee preference
from 6 to 17 percent Refugee
preference receives immigrant
visa. not concfrbonal entry, which
requires extra two-year wart for
immigrant status.

Unit pa7"dirlicter of Attorney
General to sma groups or
individuals who are not
refugees, for emergency reasons
(e.g medical treatment) All
refugees over the 17 percent
authorized would require prior
legislation to exceed 290.000
cehing

.°.
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Provisions

A -s

431

Proposal

Adapt definition of refugee along
. lines of UN protocol (e g.any

Person who is outside any
country of his nationality or, in the
case of a person having no
nationality is outside the country
in which he last habitually
resided. and who is unable or
unwilling to return to, and Is
unwilling or unable to avail
himself of the protection of. that
country because of persecution
or a welt - founded fear of
persecutiort on account of race
religion, nationality, membership
of a parbcutar social group or
poktical opiruon"-HR 7475.
Section 2, 95th C,ongreA. fst
Session)

Temporary labor Program
approval to work in particula-Prob
category and region of country
for specified period using
tripartite consultabon Temporary
workers permitted to bringterraly
for work period. entitled to alt
social benefits of a resident alien
except citizenship or
unemployment benefits beyond
visa. required to pay state and
local taxes. inciudng Social
Secunty, permitted to adjust to- -

Differences from Current Poky---
Change definition in law

Temporary workers are permitted
under current legislation (H -2
worker program) Develop
administrative mechanisms and
limits of program as proposed

mission: "The immigration law should continue to
be, as it has been since 1965, oblivious to such fac-
tors as color, religion, and language. This is the
towering strength of the immigration law (which
also has many weaknesses), and it should be re-
tained at all costs."'

4 3
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Proposal Differences from Current Poky

work;ng 15-25
months ye consecutivi years
(or iation of this work
requirement)

Sanctions against employers for
hiring illegal migrants.

1.r

Focus iJn'current labor law
enforceinent rather than making
ernorloyer,sanchons the priority
item ,

Amnesty for illegal migrants who
entered before 1 January 1977
(or some later date if deemed
necessary for administrative
purposes).

Continue border enforcement at
least at current levels Other
proposals not discussed merit
adoption g . more focused
enforcement on map ports of
ittegat entry; right to Impound
vehicles used in smuggling
operations, funding for fraudulent

story and
rn the Immigration

; zahon Service).

Remove "Texas Proviso: which

ernp nt as an act of
ln ally exempts

ha ing an illegal migrant
Prohibit suchohiring.as part of
tabor code

Requires administrative decision
on concentration of resources
Increased authorizations for
labor

Update Iron 249 of
immigration law from 1948 to
1977, thereby permitting record
of lawful admission to be created
assuming minimal criteria are
met

Administrative decisions on use
of resources Legislative
authorization where required
(e g , seizure of smugglers'
vehicles) to upgrade
enforcement Emphasis on

. border prevention Increased
authorization for INS

The analysis and options presented in Part 3 result
in an immigration policy that blends continuity
with some marked departures from current law.

Table 5 contains a summary of the main features of
the legislative proposals and a brief commentary
on the similarities and differences between these
proposals and the immigration law presently in

force.
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The purpose of this Public Issues paper has been to
review the development of immigration policy, to
analyze the major policy stances currently compet-

.ing tOinfluence legislation, and to review the major
issues and suggest policy options. The policy re-
view and especially the proposali presented in Part.
3 are meant to provide a fairly comprehensive leg-
islative framework to address the reform of immi-
gration policy.

The review indicates that there are continuities in
the historical development of immigration policy.
The themes of acceptance and protectionism have
each been manifested throughout the history of
immigrant admissions and policies. Each theme has
been expressed in a variety of ways and each is
reflected in the current limited but generous policy
that focuses on humanitarian goals, but with re-
gard for protecting the labor force and the health
and safety of Americans.

The very persistence of the two themes, joined with
the interdependence of issues in today's world,
means immigration policy is complex and far-
ranging in its domestic and foreign relations impli-
cations-. Naturally enough, many groups maintain

- or have newly discovedPed an interest in immigra-
tion policy. The complexity of the issues, of the law
and its administration; the variety-of implications;
the diversity of interest groups; and the emotional
nature of immigration as 4 national tradition and
core element in the national self-image, all work
against coming to a consensus on even a workable,
not to say perfect, immigration policy.
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675* on is; at juncture where the need for
wilfsly agreed upon.Interest groups are

e and ulatt but generally open to discus-
sion one another and evereto compromise.
How long this state of affairs will hold is hard to
predict. Thug, the Select Commission on Immigra -'
don and Refugee Policy is.wercome.

This Public Iss4s paper has been written as a con-
tributiop to the national discussion on immigilation
polity to lie concentrated in the Select Commission.
It is hoped that the discussion of issues and presen-
tation of proposals will provide options for new
immigration legislation.

U
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Appendix A

HISTORICAL. OUTLINE OF MAJOR
UNITEtt_STATES IMMIGRATION STATUTES ,

ACT POPtLIAR
NAME

STATUTORY
REFERENCE

CEN=AL.
PROVISIONS

JUNE 25. 1178 ALIEN AND
SEDITION ACT

1 Nat. 570, Empowered President to
deport dangerous aliens.
expired Iln 2e 24, 1900.

. ,

DalICRATION ACT
OF 1562

12 Stat. 340 Prohibited importation od arieatal
slave labor.

MARCH 3. 1875
FIRST
OUALITATPIL
DANICRATION
ACT

1575 11011GRATION
ACT

15 Stat. 477 barred antry of prostitutes. alien
convicts.

&EAT E. Mr
(FIRST cram=
EXCLUSION ACT)

CHINESE
EXCLUSION ACT

22 Stat. 5$ Barred Chianti Laborers for
ten years,amended and extended
=Ad 1943. Repealed by '
P. L. 199. 75th Cdag. let Sess.

AUCUST 3. 1882

-

DINUCRATICN LAW
or In:

22 Stat. 214 Imposed head tax of 504. barred
entry of hutaticl, idiots. convicts
and,those liable to became palate
charges. Administered by
Secretary ad Treasury.

FEBRUARY 26.
1685

A

ALLEN CONTRACT
LABOR LAW ,

21 Stat. 332
.

Burred contract laborers.
Encouraging aliens to enter for
labor unlawful and subject to
:1.000.00 fine. . ..

OCTOBER 19,
1$88
Min
DEPORTATION
LAW)

25 Stat. 566 Deportation of contract laborers
within one year authorised.

.
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ACT POPULAR
KWIC

STATUTORY

. REFERENCE
GENERAL
PROVISIONS a

MARCH 3. 11f91

1

4' .

.
11041C3LATION LAW
07 1891t

.........,

U Stat. 1084.

$

.

'-

Inadmissibla class iaerttased
to include those suffering from
loathsome or contagious
dUaase polygamists, paupers,
thew: wi'sose paasage was paid by
another and slims convictad of
crimes Involving moral
Ottpituda. Deportation
authorised with one year manna
of UmitatIons.

FEBRUARY 14. '
1903

.
cosaasszoroce-adows.
ELCMIGRATION MAC.=
orrAxmagi-r OF COMMERCE
1.4.15031.

.
or -

UNDER
AND

-

MARCH 3, 1903

o

IMMIGRATION ACT
OF 1903

"

.

3Z SM. PC. 1
p. 1213

- LAIdISILOIribill'class Increased
to include epiliptics. those
imam within S years of miry
or who bad two attacks of
insanity, beggars, anarchists
aiut those who import woman for
prostitution,! Statute of
limitatioodfincreased to 3 years.

31714E 29. 1906 NATURALIZATION
ACT OF 1904

.

34 3013. 191

.

Basic 'wassail:a:44m ad In force
troop 1906 to 1940. Bureau of
Immigration and Naturalisation
established

.,

FEBRUARY 20,
I907

IMMIGRATION ACT
Or 1907

34 Stat. pt. 1
p. 894

Leadmissible class increased to
include imbeciles, fasbie. -
minded psisom, tubercular
aliens, those suffering from
physical or mental defects
affecting stalky to am Wring.
those admitting crimes involving
moral turpituds, woman coming
for in immoral purpose, and
unaccompanied children under 14.

e:

4 42
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Anil'Dix A pl3

ACT POPULAR
NAME

STATUTORY
RErlaCNCE

CENICRAL
PROVISIONS

IMULLAR7 5,
1917

*
ms

, t

-

IMISIGRATION ACT'
Or 1917

, .

39 Stat. 474

,

t
.

Moray test irasertha for
those over 16. EXcl444,1* class
addidosis Pereesa,of
coastitattesal psychopathic '
Isfertority, we ..stria; for
baraorel owes's. awed.
alroboller, stawasys. vagrata,
rhos. with es* attack of lasaatty.
Serra seas szeboled Astarte. sad
Masa. Delo:tat Loa Weds et
Itzettattass tacreaed to S years
saws for dome she arcoitt
cries. laretriag moral Pirates/1e
withiss S years who are soweeed
for one year hopriaosoisat, these
seatessed per a year awe thaa
as. fora Nmss bsvolvlai moral
emptied.. than areestlag
enrthrow of thaioveremest by
force sad stelae., tioae
',reedits; er composted with
pro.ttiastico. Ls the War sass
there sass 414 MM. 4
Llerdtatioas,,

OCTOBER It
1911
(AUCKDZD
JUN/ S, 1910
ANDJUNE U.
1940)

ANARCHIST ACT
Or 1914

40 Stat'...012
41 Stat. 10
54 Stet. 671

Prertabse made festleasbastoe
sad d*potiatioa of se saarata.
sad raicals.

i

MAT U. 1914

e--

PASSPORT ACT Or
1914

40 Stat. 559

,
do/abate or wary et

1J without atstisoriamia or

MAT 10, 1940 DEPORTATION ACT
Or 1410

41 stet. 593 Los wide for deported..
of those esivIsted of espies's. ad
canals wartitaa offeasa. t

.

l

`.-

'

I
i

V

4 4
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614 IMMIGRATION LAW AND PRACTICE

ACT

NAY 29, 1921

POPULAR
NAME

rats r tscrrA. '
LAW

STATUTORY
.1UCTERENCE

GENERAL
PROVISIONS

42 Stat. S Missal tozroiscalas Wilted to
(250.000) IS M Itattheal (Nests
of aliens to Usitol States to 1910.

MAY 26. 1924 NATIONAL ORIGINS
ACT (JOHNSON
DILL).
oaacaimott ACT
OS 1924

3t9tat. 153 Reduced snout quota; to SS ti
ratiocal crisis of attics La
United States La III% (I54.000).
Minimum for sack rattooatIty -
100. ConsuLar visas abroad
required. Allem LaaUgibis to
del:4444p ascludo4. nes
&storing without visor or
drerstarios 4oportablo without
tiros lizolatloa.

JUNE ZS. ,1340

1.44
JUNE 14, 1944 Z

ALAN
REGISTRATION
ACT or 1940
(SMITH ACT)

bpi:ORGANIZATION
PLAN V. SEC. I
TRANSFERRED
FUNCTIONS TO ,
ATTORNEY
camsra.

'54 Star. 670

S4 3tat 230

Required rostrtratiao sod
flags rpristios of alias. Ps*t
zossobarship La subversive
oriantsatleas proacribod.
Grounds of Assortatioa tocraasod.
Provision mods for sospoutoo
of daportatios at grounds! of
serious c0000slc Adelman*.

Seuntgratioo Amettoss
trartafrroefroco Secirstilry of
Labor to Attempt GosarsL
Soap:rot UstralgratIoallposals
oroatod Auguat 30. 1940.

OCTOBER 14.
1940

DUMBER IT,
1943

NATIONA LITT
ACT OF 1940

54 Slat. 1137 Natio:644r/, natarailsattoo,
400stursUsatIca ao4
expatrlatico laws cod111.4 sod/
aspaodad.

S7 UAL 663 Moose asebrstoo laws of 1142
as ansawdost spelled.

444

.0
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APPENDIX A ` -615

ACT . POPULAR
NAME

STATUTORY
REVERENCE

orxr.r.m.
PROVISIONS

JUNE 2$. 1943 DISPLACED
PERSONS ACT

62 Stat. ICOt Prevision made for entry of
341,000 refugee* dieptemel
during World Win U.

ACT or
SEPTE3LEMI 22.
1950

INTLREAL
SECURITY ACT
OT 1950

64 Stat. 907 trorrossod grcundr of earlealoa
sod departatios of subversives.
dip:tattoo authorised to say
unwary willing to accept to
axes vise ro hecould sub
to physical ps...cut:lea.
address rportiag required of
&UM*.

AUGUST 7, 1953

0.

REMO= azurs 67 mac 400 205,004 visas atehoriad for
World Mar 11 refugees.ACT OT 1953

JUNE 27. 1952

. .....,

IleCARRAN-
7/ALTER ACT OR
IMMICAATLON
AND
NATIONALITY
ACT OT 1952

.

Stat. 163
1 .1. $2-414)

-
-

f,t` '''''.....s .

i'

tronsigrat* sad nationality
statutes codified. National
*rights provisions totalized.
Minimum quota for arty quota
&rea 100. No limitatioo twos
Western Itendspbare
baredgration. Race eliminated
as a complets bar to
immigrationt Preterwace iyMete
estalaUseed. Crmodi if'
exclusion sod depormtios
ilICIWOd. Sae rex sloe of
deportation requires exceptional
sod extremely

..11/.
unusual hardship.

OCTODEX 3,
1465

t

,t,

1965
AMENDMENTS TO
13041.0RATION ANDNATIONALITY ACT specified

79 Stat. 911
IP. L. $9-236)

National origin ;acetylene
?pealed. Annual Eastern
Hemisphere calling of 170.000

with anental per
country limitation of 20,000
sad colonial limitatios of 100.
Winters Hemisphere limited for
Arai time to mama' quota of
120. 000 Id* so country
lirnitatioo or politest. system.
New prelersec *plm adopted
with labor amnion.
r *qui remota.

,
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616 13434ICRiTION LAW AND PRACTICE

91,

ACT POPULAR
MAME

STATUTORY
REFERENCE

GENERAL
.

PROVISIONS

APRIL 7, 1970 84 Stat. 116
(P. L. 91425)

c ,

Provision mad' for sultry for
90 days for flatictes or dances
of American Citizen* and for
intercompany transfer's*
t U.S.C. 1101(4)(1S)p). (L).
?Adams, visitor law amended
$ U.S.C. IltZ(s).

OCTOBER 12.
1976

-

HEALTH ,
PROFESS/ONAL
IDCCATIONAL
ASSISTANCEACT
OF 1976 AS
Ala:MED ON
AUGUST I. 1977

,

I. +Ale

90 Stat. VAL 2300
(P. L. 94.414)
91 SW- 313. 39S
(P. L. 95.13)

Foreign medical graduals,
*xcindale **lass tidy pass
Parts 1 k 11 of National iseerd
of Medical Examiners
Exasideation (VOE) or ettolvxdol
examinatios, ineligible for 14.2
or H.3 status aad Inellgals for
CO objection Oliver of 212(s).
Restricts teary of foreign
medical graduates as exchange
visitors.

....

OCTOBER 20.
1976

TkM D4341CRATION
AND runotuatry
ACT OF 1976

90.Stat. 2703.
(P. L. 94471)

EXIteded per Catlett), lltesititiCe
-U 20.000. attjnitMent ;Inds,
Sic. 245 (II U. S. C. 1255) and
preterence system to Weatorn ^
Hemisphere natives. Caccial
limitatios raised to 600. Relief
wider Soc. 245(c) (11 U.S. C.
1259(c)1 denied to thou .ho yet*
..thaw authorisation atter
Iasuary 1. 1977. .

1.1

'

'

...

'

.

.,.

.0

0 .

V

67,998 0 -. 80 29

446
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Ants= A 617

ACT POPULAR
:wiz

STATUTORY
arratiorcz

CINERAL.'
PROVISIONS,

APRIL, 7, 1970 114 Stat. 116
IP. L. 91-225/

.' ,

Provides snado for mazy Los
90 days ter fleeces or flaaceoa
of Asturias. attests ar4 ter
latercomposy trasZirees
S U.S.G. 11.01(a)(ISRE). 0.4.
.Enchort visitor law

U.S. C. 1111241.

OCTOSCR 12.
1976 .

HEALTH
PROTESSLONAL
EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE ACT
OF 1976 AS
AMEND= ON
AUGUST 1. 1977

-

1

90 Stat. 2243, 2300.
(P. L. 14-461)
ft Sat W. 393
(P. L. 95.13)

Fos snottical sradoatas
oases tiwy peso

Pasts 1 V of Natiosia_Soard
of Medical Loominsra
Ensodoation (YQS) or
writes/eat exualnottoo.
ineligible for H-2 or H-3
status rad Moligibli for
so *Nestles vetiver of 212(e).

eitLaricts entry of foreips
1 testiet.s as

urbane visitors.

OCTOBER 20,
1976

.--

THE 134SCORATION
AND NATIONALLTY
ACT OF 1976

..- - ,..c....

90 Stat. 2703
(P../... 96471)

Extesdsel per remarry Waite.
Lion of 20, 000. adjust:mast
seder Sec. 24S (8 U. S. C.
1295) sad preference system
to Western Hemisphere
natlyss. Coloslsl Iltaltation
misled to 600. Relief
nods, Sec. 245(c)(9 U.S.C.
12561c1) denied to those who
oork without authorisation
after /oratory t. 1977.

OCTOISElt S,
1976

WORLD- WU3E
CEILING LAW

92 Stat. 907
(P.L. 954.412)

.
Combines Eastern sad
Western Heatisphere quotas
creatioj a worldaide
caritas. Select
Commission on Immigratioo
aad Rafoges Policycy
estabasked.

r
5.

o
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61.8 boAlczA-rioN LAW AND PRACTICE

ACT POPUI:All
NAME

STATUTORY
REFERENCE

crinatm.
PROVISIONS

OCTOBER S.
1971

LAM
TACILITATING
DALUICIAATIDN
AND

1
NATURALIZATION
Or ADOPTED
CHILDREN

9

(

Scat. 917
.1... 93.417)

I

AtidIOASOS 409111011. of
more thaa two children.
Equalised naturalisation
requirement for adopted
children with thboo of
natural children.

OCTOBER 10.
1971

REPEAL, Or
CERTAIN
E3CPATILIATING
PROY7SIONS Or

.THE
11041GRATION

,, AND NATIONALITY
ACT

92 Stat.
(P. I.. 95.432)

1 U.S. C. 1401(b )(c) sod OIL
1411(a )( 9 ). (11)._ 1412. 1424.
14115. 1446 (1976) repealed.

.AM

..,

OCTOBER 30.
1971

r -
.

LAW
maxim:tic AND
DEPORTING
PERSECUTORS

..e lr

. ..

t .

92 Stat.
(P. I.. 95.549)

,-

, Amends 1 U.S. C. 1142(a)
11112(dli3), 12411a) and
1243(h) and 1244(0(1976)
to ezclude. depqrt. decry
voluntary depl rre, ativs
of deportation ups gratiod
of persecution salt welyanj
of temporary admission '
to aliens bivalved in
persecution of say person
because of rico. religion.
natio:aro:UM or political
opinion ..?

NOVEMBER 2.
1971

ee

92 Scat. A
(r. L. 9)

Amanda 1 U.S.C. 432 to
waive illiteracy tor
naturalization imposes
for aliens over SO years
of age who have 20 years
lawful residence one date
of allog oat rallastica
pm:Moe.

NOVI1121Lit 2,
1971

LAM TOR
SEIZURE Or
VEHICLES
USED Dt
SMUGGLING

92 Stat.
(P. 1.. 91,4112)

Amends(' U.S. C. 1324
(1978) to authorize the
seizure My eliciall
utilised Is arnuas aliens.
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NeJ
AGENCIES OF EN EMENT

§ 1.6. General Considerations

§1.6a Allocation of responsibilities

The major enforcement responsibilities under the immi-
giation laws are assigned*to the Attorney Gene 1. It is the
Attorney General's job to guard the front' ., t determine
the admissibility of those enter, and to expel'
aliens not entitled to remain in the United States:-Th-e-Attor-
ney General discharges these responsibilities through the Im-
,migfation and Naturalization Service, a division of the
Department of Justice.

A second enforcement agency is the Secretary_ or State,
acting through the Department of State's Visa Office and the
United States consuls stationed all over the world. It is the
responsibility of these officials, chiefly the consuls, to deter-

" v. U.S., 163 k.§..4.228, 16 S.Ct. 977, 41 L.Ed. 140 (1896).
See O./ (2. ).

21 U.S. v. Jo Toy, 198 U.S. 253, 25 S.Ct. 644, 49 L.Ed. 1040 (1905): Yee
v. Barber, 210 F.2d 613 (9th Cir. 1'954), cert. den. 347 U.S. 988.

22 Ng Fong Ho v. White,259 U.S. 27t, 42 S.Ct..492, 66 L.Ed. 938 (1922).
See 58.29b.

450

(NA No IR-./79) (Nat)
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1-38 laweigrcrtion Law and Procedure

iiine in the fiist instance the admissibility of she
to enter the United States and to issue visas
eligible for entry. HoWever, the issuance of

Lob

who seek
se found

a is only a
preliminary determination which can_be vetoed by an
gration officer at a portl'of entry in the United States. This
bifurcation or duties between the Departments of State and
Justice has been criticizcd and there have been proposals to
merge all immigration resp9nsibilities in a single agency.'
However, the dual system of control-rImains a feature of the
present law.

The third ,enf orcement agency is the United States Public )
Health Service, in the Departmentiif Health, Education, and
Welfare, which,/is responsible for the physical and mental
examination 0 aliens seeking to enter the United States. ,

HEW also has responsibilities in connection with the immi-
gration of foreign doctors.

Finally, important responsibilities are now reposed iii the
Department of Labor, aetizig,through its Employment 1nnc...1,_
Training Administration. Immigrants who seek to enter the^
United States to perform labor, except refugees and certain
relatives of American citizens or of lawful resident aliens,,
cannot come unless they first get a certification from the
Employment and Training Administration that workers are
unavailable to perfoim such labor and that their entry will
not adversely affect wages and working conditions in the

yinited States.l

§1.8b History

The year 1882 marks the beginning of true federal enforce-
ment. Before 1875, as we have seen in §1.2, the Federal Gov-
ernment was not concerned with restrictions. An 1864 statute

1 Pres. Comm. Report, p. 131 at seq.; Report of Commisition on Govern-

ment Security (1957), p. 572; Rosenfield, "Necessary Administrative Re-
forms in Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952," 27 I:ordham Z. Rev.

145 (1958).
" See Chavez v. Freshpict Foods, 456 F.2d 890, (10th Cir. 1972), cert.

den. 409 U.S. 1042 (1972Xindividtials claiming economic harm cannot sue

employer alleged to violate Lute by employing illegal aliens).

4 5.1
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5 ?4b 's General Survey 1-39

'had established a commissioner of immigration in the State
Department for the purpose of encouraging immigration, but
this statute was repealed in' 1868.2 donsequently there was no
federal enforcement agency. With the adoption of the first
general'immigration legislation in 1882,3 the era of federal
control began. The 1882 Act charged the Secretary' of the
Treasury with administrative responsibility, but the duties i
of enforcement actually were performed by state boards or
officers designated by him.

411

forcement bx, a federal agency really was launched in
191, when Congress established the Office of Superintendent

f Immigration in the Treasury Department.4 In 1895 the
Superintendent's title was change to Commissioner General
of Immigrations °

igration functions remained in the Treasury Depait-
ment until 1903, when Congress transferred them to the De-
partment of Commerce and Labor.6 The basic naturalization
statute of 1906 consolidated immigration and naturalization
functions in a single Bureau of Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion? In 1913 the Bureau was transferred to the newly estab-
lished Department of Labor and its functions were split
between a Bureau of Immigration, headed .4 a Commis-*
sioner General of Immigration, and a Buredu of Naturaliza-
tion, headed by a Commissioner of Naturalization.8

Immigration functions resided in the Department of Labor
between 1913 and 1940. A major reorganization in 1933 again
combined immigration and naturalization function% into the

2 Ad of July 4, 1864, 13 Stat. 385, repealed by Sec. 4, At of March30,
1868, 15 Stat. 58.

,3 Act of Aug. 3, 1882, 22 Stat. 214.

4 Sec. 7, Act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1084.

Sec. 1, Act of March 2', 10)5, 28 Stat. 780.

6 Act of Feb. 14, 1903, 32 Stat. 825. See also Ad of April 28, 1904, 33
Stat. 591.

7 Act of June29, 1906, 34 Stat. 596.

Sec. 3, Act of March 4, 1913, 37 Stat. 737.

45n (RA Nn. IN-2/7A)(nkR)
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Immigration and Naturalization §ervice.$ The chief of this
Service was a Commissioner of Immigration and Naturaliza;
tiop, responsible to the Secretary lif r. .

Motivated by the deepening emergency which
eventually led to our involvement in World War II, Prbsi-
d Roosevelt in 1940 proposed to Congress that the Immi:
grab n and Naturalization 'Service be transferred to the
Depa tment of Justice.° This plan was not disapPr ve&by
Congress and became effective June 14, 1940. Froin ne 14,
1940 to the present date the Inimigration and Natu_ 'on
Service has been an arm of the Departm'ent, of Justice; er
the Attorney Generiil."

. (-
The Department of State's participation in immigriffion

Worlresponsibilities was inaugurated dur
July 26, 1917, the Departments of State
Joint Order requiring all aliens seekin
States to have their passports visaed
overseas.12 'Ns wartime meas

,arI.On
abor -issued a

enter the United
y merican consuls

r , which inaugurated the
visa requioment for entry, gained legislative recognition in
1918.13 However, consular activity on a permanent basiewas
inaugurated by the basic quota law of 1924, which requited
aliens seeking to enter the United States to obtain visas froin
United States consuls stationed abrogd." This requirement
is continued' in the Act of 1952.°

4 4.

The .first siipervlsory weney over ,consular visas estab-
lished in thb Department 67 State virsa Visa Section in the
Bureau' of Citizenship. On August, 13, 1918, this section,

$ Executive Order 6166, ,tune 10,4443.

14 Reorganization Plan V, May 22, 1940, 5 P.R. 2223.

11 See Sec. 103,4Act of 1952, 8 U.S.C. 1103.

13 Law Applicabk to Ingatigtutioa sad ty.atiottality, 1953 Edition, Govern?
ment Printing Office, p. 1042.

13 Act of May 22, 1918, 40 Stat. 559.

14 Sees. 2, 7, and 13, Act of May 26,1924, 43 Stat. 153, 156, 161. See rylso
Sic 30, Alien Registration Act of,1940, 55 Stat. 673.

15 Secs. 211, 221, and 212(aX26), Act of 1952, 8 II.S.C. 1181, 1201,
1182(aX26)..

4 c---; 00
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7.6c General Sums*

became the Visa Office in the Division of Passport Control.
In 1919, this Office began to operate, as,an independent u
and it was renamed the Visa Division on January 1, 1931:The
1952 Act established a Bureau of Security and Consular
Affitirs in the Department-of State, headed by an administra-
tin., and transferred the functions of the Visa Division to one
of tie component units of that Bureau to be known as the
Visa Office.16 In 1977 the parent agency was renamed as the
Bureau of Consular Affairs, and its head was designated as
an Assistant Secretary of State.laa

!!-S

Participation of the Uhited States Pulilic Health Service
in medical examinations of enterin aliens began in 1891,
when it was known as the MaringEospital Service.17 Thy
Immigration Act of 1917 was the first legislation describitig
this agency 'as the United States Public Health Service.18
Until 1925 all medical examinations were conducted in the
United States: Since 1925, medical examinations have been
condlicted by doctors of the Public Health Service stationed
at consulates in many of the countries from which aliens seek

; to come to the United States.

The Department of Labor's early responsibility for immi-
gration enforcement has been described above. That Depart-
ment resumed a major role in the enforcement picture in
1965, when the statute was amended tb preclude the entry of
aliens seliking to perform labor unless the Secretary certifies
that American workers are unavailable for such labor and
that their entry would not adversely affect wages and work-

conaitions in this country 19

§1.6c Liaison ,

The Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization and
7

14 Sec..10411 Act of 1952, 8 U.S.C. 1104.

161See 51.12a. 0
17 Sec. 8, Act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat.1084.

, 1$ Sec. 16, Act of Feb. 5, 1917, 39 Stat. 885.

19 Sec. 212(a6), Act of 1452, 8 II.S.C. 1182(aX14), as amended bi
tsee.. 10, Act of October 3, 1965, P.L.:89-236, 79 Stat. 911. See.,49..6*.

(Rel. No, 142/7P) (OR)

4
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Immigration Lcrecond Procedure § 7.7:

the Assistant Secretary of State of the Bureau, of Consular
Affairs are directed to maintain liaison ,witlkall internal
security agencies and with one another to proAte uniform-
and -effective enforcement of the law."

.Ar

" Sec. 105, Act of 1952, 8 U.S.C..1105.

1 See. 103(a), Act of 1952, 8 U.S.C. 1103(a).

2 Id. See Cartier v. Secretary of State, 506 F.2d 191 (D.C. Cir.1974),
cert. den. 421 U.S. 927 (1975) (court found it unnecessary to decide
whether Attorney General's determination on nationality issue could over-
rule prior determinatiori by Secretary of State (see 151.11, 11.9a )).

2Id:%
.

4L
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45.

NECESSARY AD T1VE REFORMS IN THE*
IMMIGRATION AND ATIONALITY ACT OF 1952

HAIRY N. ZOSEMPIELD,

IT is probably accurate to a:y.1)f the Immigration and Nationality Act of
19511 that few laws enacted by the Congress are longer and more

complex,' or have been subject to greater and more widespread criticism
by suniessive Presidents of the United States,' by both national political
parties4 and by individual citizens and representative American organ's',
lists.' This article, however, will not deal with the law's basic and highly
controversial substantive policies, such as the national origins' system,
quotas, or the criteria for selecting prospective Immigrants. Instead, it
will be limited to seven specific administrative and procedural areas in
which the organised legal profession has reached a general consensus as
to the nature of the substantial reforms that are necessary and desifable.

For convenience, these seven proposals are grouped into three major
categories: Organisatioiial Structure; Administrative Hearings; and Judi-
cial Review.

I. ORGANIZATIONAL Sraurruzz 7011 THZ ADMINISTRATION or TES LAW

The issue here considered is the organizational structure established
by statute for the allocation of governmental functions in the field of

Kaaba: of the District of Cambia and New York Ban.
I. lannigratke and Nationality Ad of 1952, 66 Stat. 163, 1 U.S.C. f 1301 (1952) (bere-

:utter cited as Act of 1952).
2. The ad is subdivided tote 143 a peat amber of which are further sub-

iriiisel into aebsections, paragraphs, sad dunes. For eniepie, the vary
1f13 saetks, f 101, width deals with occupies 6 and 2/3 peps of the sada'
be print. &disc 101 assists of seven subsectioos, sae of width a pm's*. of
the seven sabosctieas an divided We a total of 60 paragraphs, of which have
lei three as inddisitr extension of the Niefialtiast.%fris of the 60 flatlet
irided into a total of 26 paragraphs, of Airh two hide& esseptioas and these include
Perdue. The of the 26 subparagroplis ars further subdivided into a total of a looses,
'4 which twp Who& exception. Sow' of the definition( dais 4 the usdre ad, sew
ely only to Tithe I sad II, and others stig apply 010 to The III.
Section 101 also Dudes If aces-refereaces to other spedbed parts of the act, toe to sa

'Ater parts of the act, Woe to other acts and one to al other ads.
3. handed Tura' vetoed the MR. H.R. Doc.'No. 520, $3d Co., g 2d Sess. (1952).

7resideat Ilmahower Wicked the act during his Int paskleatisl cuspsign (ase'Rosealeid,
lte Preeptc`ts lee Inwdpatiort Ausadessats, 21 Law & Coshing,. hob. 401, 404-0S (1956)),
44 wet special sausages to Cowers roceemesadiag substantlel anwnhantts. Hit. Doc.

329, 64th Gag, d sum pro; Mt. Dee. Ns. as, 13th Crag, 1st Sun (1957).
4. See liitifitid, Sipta SOW S. at 403-04.

/ I. Cf. liscirassa, Our Laws, A Coating* Alreal is the Administrative V
364 (1953) ; ?resident's Canatheion ea Issesipatka and
Welcome c. 1 (1M) ()melanin deed as Pros. Cow R494.

rmi -of the copyright ho1der.fr om.
ew,: ,,1958; 145-186..

Pleaders Act, 41 Goa.
Natualiestiee, Whom We

ReprOduee with
ForrIliarn Law,
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administered by the Departments of State and Justice. The evo
immigration, not the manner in which the immigration lawbcbein2

ic
is not the administration of the law, but rather the administrative strut.
turn frozen Into law.

Reform Nstaber Orte--Cossolidatiots of Confi4aMg and Over:014g
Respoillbi lilies

A. Present Situation
1. Since 1917, there has bear; complete dichotomy between the i.vt,

ante of visas to aliens (a function within the Department of Stat), an,j
the admission of visaed aliens to the United States (a function performed
now by the Attorney General' and prior to June 1940; by the Secretan
of Labors).

.

2. A visa issued by an American consul is no assurance that the alitn
to whom it was issued will be admitted into the United States by then
Attorney General,' acting through the Immigration and Naturalirathe
Service.

3. The consul and the immigration officer apply the same law to thr
same individual." Thus, the result a the present situation is that evt:
where a singl5issue of law or fact is involved:

(a) a consults free to ignore a legal ruling or precedeht established L
the Immilrttion Service or the Board of Immigration Appeals (althoogi
it acts for the Attorney General of the United States"), notwithstandih:
the case in question is on all fours with the instant one. If a coll.':
denies a, visa to an alien, even where such action flies in the face of .
contrary ruling by the other departmental authorities or Seven by
courts, such alien and his American sponsor are without any right

appeal to anyone;"
(b) immigration authorities within the Department of Justice, eith.

in original juri,sdiction or on appeal to a specal inquiry officer or to ii-

i. Ad of 1932 11 221-24.
7. Id. II 231-40. The Attorney General has delegated this power to the Cossaitire.

of Immigration and Naturalization. S C.P.R. 1,9.1 (1950.
S. Reorg. PI. No. V of 1940, S4 Stat. 1236 (1940). See S US.C. 1 LIU

Maier history of Immigration & Naturalisation Service, me Cordon, judkial Rtvirl%

Escluslon & DepOrtation, 31 Interpreter Releases 74, 75 (Mu. 1, 1954); Tisi Imodere.
and Naturalisation Systems of the United Stites, S. Rep. No. ISIS, ilst Coat, 2d
290-91 (1950) (bertinafteg cited as Sen. Jud. Rep.). ----.

4. Act of 1952 1 221(b).
10. Pres. Com. Rep. at 127. See &stomas, Commentary oa the Inualpaltg,

Nationality Act (*the long established pdodpk of double"). Cl. Act of 2952 1 2:1
1. t C.F.R. PL 6 (19511). ,See Part II A(2) infra. Quay, elect of Act of 1932 f,. .

( "n cttrminatioa and rang by the AttorneGaseral with respect to al questions ot 1'

be controiliag.") ?
U. See Part II A(1) Infra.
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Huard of Immigration Appeals may completely ignore, or reject, the
findings of fact or legal rulings of a consul even when such ruling is
bolstered by an Advisory Opinion from the Visaffice of the Department
of State..

B. iRecomotexclatims of Presidential or Congressional Commissions
Three Presidential or Congressional Cotnmissions have found this

duplication in statutory structure and allocation of governmental func-
lions to be undesirable, and have recommended a consolidation in a
-ingle government agency of all authority to issue visas to aliens overseas
and to inspect them for adinissiov at ports of entry in the United States.

1. The-First Hoover Commission
The Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the

Government, established by act of Congress; concluded in its 1949 report
That this dual control of immigration was unwise, and recommended that
the functions of the Visa Division of the Department of State be trans-
ferred to the Department of Justice.

The first Hoover Commission made two pertinent recommen
The State Department as a general rule should not be given- respodsihility or

he operation of specific programs whether overseas Cr at home.
2. [T]be functions of visa control . . . should be transferred from the State

'ft-nutmeat to the Justice Department."

The Hoover Commission's Task Force on Foreign Affairs, whose
recommendation was subsequently adopted by the Commission, made this
analysis of the situation:

Thus, the situation in connection with the issuance of visas is confusing because of
'he division of authority between the Departments of State and Justice. Specifically,
orb have joint policy, regulatory and proledural responsibilities in the issue of visas,
ful whereas the State Department grants the initial 'visa to an alien the Justice Depart-
%cat has the final authority to approve or disappro've the visa on the basis of Its lode -'
rodent judgment-1'

The Task Force submitted tbe following recommendations:
1. Al! visa responsibility, therefore, except with respect to diplomatic visas should

e Placed in the Justice Department. Visa work presently performed by the Foreign
'mice abroad should be continued but in accotdance with policies established by the
justice Department-ha consultation with the State Department.

2. The 'logical solution to the visa problem lies in the transfer of the Visa Division
functions to the, Department of Justice.' Diplomatic visas, however, should remain
mole the jurisdiction of the Secretary of State."

13. Consallsslos on Organisation of the Executive Branch of Government, Report on
1tweip Attain, MR. Doc. No. 19, flat Cong., 1st Sess. 32, 34 (1949).

14. Task pews Report on Foreip Afars, 104 (App. H 1949).
IS. Id. at 19:

4 5 8
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- 2. The Perlman Commission
The President's Commission on ImmigratIon'atnd Naturalisation, which

was established by Executive Order, recommended in its 1953 report
that there be a consolidation of all immigration and naturalization furrc-

s dons into a grille agency, and proposed the creation ora new commbsice
for such purpose. Its report said

The Cmomission agrees with the, Hoover Cceorobsion that a krge pregame I Inch
aa administrative apeman as the komigration law has as place is the Depertnint of
State. . The Comeobske rocommends that the primary detenninatien overseas of
an alien's application for a visa to the United States Amid be made by officials of the
sense agemy which tietennbes admirdbility at the ports of atty. Prenestaden of leach
vim at a pat of entry ia the Mika States livid entitle an alien to be ',dabbed without
further impiry except as to (1) ideality, (2) any melba' coalition developed mime the
vim was issued, and (3) .as evidence edatbg a subverdve activities not Femiovolly

'coosidetuts* . /
- The.Commission concluded: -

There is so reason why there should be two independent bete:adagios& of the same
isout, except apes the basis of aistnnt and fear. Every natioodampuse would be fully.

. served by one thorough and tnntworthy determination.
The best available information indkates that this costly, unwieldy, sad nebusilien-

i* duplicadoe serves no remediable purpose. It is hardly more than historical &e d..

ant which has became, to a principle....
time has come to terminate the =nesting and costly obstructions

limbed by the daplicatioo of visa and immigration examinatioa. This could be ocean-
paished by eliminating ovalappini and duplication through unifying these functipes ie
a single process. The result will be a more Aective admiaistratioet of the law, & savieg
of Government expenditures, ands b..-aMation of administrative responsiblity.17

3. The Wright Commission
The Commission on Government Security was established by act of

Congress and included, among its members, Mr. Loyd Wright, former
pre:Went of the American Bar Association Congressman Francis E.
Wilter, co-author of the 1952 act, one other member of the House of

Representatives, and two United States Senators. In its 1957 vort
this Commission recommended that:

The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 should be amended to (1) treader
the functions of visa control, except for diplomatic sod dicial airs, from the Demi-
meat of State to the Department of Junks and (2) authorise the Auorney General is
maintain offices and-personad abroad to carry out the visa functions without the es

cunence of the Secretary of State being a requisite for such action."

The Wright Commission, ger consideration of the various points of
view, concluded:

IL Pres. Cook. Rep. at 133.
11. Id. at 134-13.
IL Report el tbe Coorrobileo ea Goitraolott Severity $72 Ugly ItSI) (bneida,

died as Wright Report).
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The Commission on Government Security has deliberated at length over the hnplica-
doses of the Hoover Commission recommendatica. Oa the basis of car awn analysis of
I facets of this complex question, we arrive at the same conclaskst.

To insure maximum security in this area, responsibility properly must be amen-
treed la the agency the Congress has always Intended shall make final determination of
Amiga:ay cc inanimixlity. To achieve that goal, there mast be a realignment to
ire complete control by the Immigration Service frost the time the arsen Ent maker
application foe a visa right down to the moment be fiat sets foot on the American
shoreline?*

C. Views Supporting Status Quo
The status quo of dual administration has been supported by the

Senate Judiciary Committee" and the Department of State.", But what
was once a solid phalanx of support for the status quo has been split in
two. The McCarran-Walter Act's acce6tance of dual administration
seems t hive been abandoned by its co-author Walter who signed the
Wright Commission's report condemning this organizational pattern. And
the Commissioner of Immigration now favors consolidation of these
unctions."

D. Previous Admixistrative Efforts
The proposals for consolidation have been . e in the historical con-

text of continuous administrative efforts to with the unsatisfactory
situation growing out of over-lapping responsibilities and conflict* deci-
sions. Even before the Inunigration Act of 1924, Immigration Service
officers were assigned as attaches to consulates overseas." Up to W. 1
War II, these immigration officers sated only as technicol advisers-to
consuls." But since 1948, under the displaced persons" and ref
relief" programs, immigration officers stationed overseas have determ
admissibility of aliens, after docurnentation with a visa, before

N. Id. at 577-11. The Commission's propos& an incorporated in S. 2416, $501 Co

let Sem (1957). .

20. a. Sm. Judo Rep. at 331, 113. e
21. The views of the State Department are stained is the Wright Report, aura note

11, at 574-77; sad, in a *octal report to the Palmas Commbeiss, lisufsp before the

Prendeses Co--- on Iamilaratios & Naturanzaties, Hasse Cabman, on the judiciary,
134 CNA, 2d Sess. 1121 (195,2) (hereinafter cited as Pres. Com. Hearing). Se e site Pam

Casa. Rep. at 133. °22. Wright Upset, supra note IS, at S71. .

23. See Peters, U.S. Ismairstatitsperb As Camukr Man, III Pseelin ion. 72
(1W). '

24. Pam Cosa. Rep. at 132. .
.

23. Displaced Passer Ceauslesits, Tbs DP Stacy 313 (1951). .

ilk Adedoistrator of the Refugee Relief Act of i133011an Semisasual Report, House
jdikkry emsedttee trio( $34 Cali, id Sea 7 (1954); Hearings before Sebotatudase
4 the Smite Committee on the jodiciarf, Isreestiptios on Administration of Refugee

. i

Said Act, 54th Co.(, 1st Sea. 350 (1M).
re.

4'
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embarkation, just as U the inspections werb being conducted at ports of
entry into the United States. However, this practice was known to each
of the Presidential or Congressional Commissions and apparently per-
suaded none of them as being suitable or able to achieve any effective
solution to the problems arising from dual responsibilities and administra-
tion the immigration and nationality laws.

NE. The Americas Bar Associatios
The American Bar Association has also proposed abolition of the

present system of dual and over-lapping administration of our immigra-
tion laws. The Board of Governors adopted the following resolution:

RESOLVED, that it is the opinion of the American Bar Association that:the in.
migrating and Nationality laws of the Dttited States should be amended to consolidate
into the Depubnest of justice or an independent agency of government the immigra-
tion and Noticesl responaelities now vested by law in the Department of State end
the Attorney General, and -

That ihe Section of Active Law be authoriaed and directed to advance sp.
propeiate kgislation.ff -

The 'Committee on Immigration and Nationality of the American
Bar Association, Section of Administrative Law, proposed the above
resolution after, reaching the following conclusions: _

Adsody of the present dual adMinistration of our law has led the American Bar
Association to the following conclusions:

1. that ,no sound reason exists for such dupEcation of responsibility by two Inds-

l agencies of government;
2. that such dupBcation is wasteful, unnecessary and unjustifiable, and
3. that it is in our national interest to consolidate into a single government agency

the immigration and nsbaalisation respcasbilities vested in the Depubbent of State''
and in the Attorney GeneraL"

What' agency should administerter these consolidated functions? The
Hoover and Wright Commissions proposed that it be the Department of
Justice; the Perlman Commission, ap independent commission, and the
American Bar Association eschewed any formal choice. Although the
logic of the proposal for an independent commission appears to be
superior, the particular agency is not as important as the consolidation
itself. The merger of responsibilities now split between two government
agencies in the field of immigration and nationality should not be blocked

21. The above reseisties was adopted by the Beard of Governors Is May 195$.
2$. SWAM= and Report, approved by Committee es bassignition, and Nationality

ea Decenber 13, 1957, is a fens slightly diSereat from that adopted ley the Board.
Cosoondaties is the Departs's' .1 Janke Is proposed * S pending bait: H.B. 3394,

-15ik C91144 lit Sm. 11 103, 10300(3), 113, 506(b) (7947)i ILL 11375, 55th Co994 ist
Sees. 1 2'(1957); MR. 9351, 55th Cow, 1* SM. ga (1951); al- 9931, *5th On*, 74
Sees. f 901 (195$); S. 2915, 13th Cosi., 24 Sess. 1 2 (1951).
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by quarrel over the identity of the aew repository of responsibility and
authority.

IL Anatunsraxrnm HEARINGS

A. Right to is Heerirst
"The right to be beard," wrote Justice Frankfurter; "is a principle basic

to our society." It is at the very heart of t& administrative process.'
"the core of our constitutional system," said Chief Justice Warren, "is
that Individual liberty must Dever be taken away by shortcuts, that fair
trials in independent courts must never be dispensed with."" Administra-
tive agencies, said Chief Justice Hughes, "must accredit themselves by
acting in accordance with the cherished judicial tradition embodying the
basic concepts of fair play.""

Reform Number TL. Rigla of :ittuslirromit Desist of s Viso
duly a consul may issue a visa to an alien for admission into the United

States." If be issues the visa, there is an automatic and mandatory review
in each instance. This review of consular grants of visas, by the Attorney,
General through the Immigration Service," is completely de novo" and
may entail a complete re-evaluation of the evidence presented to the
consul even where that evidence tended to support his action and where
there was no fraud or misrepresentation and where the issue is merely
a matter of difference of judgment." .

However, wit'retbe consul denies, or refuses to issue, a visa, be is a lavi
unto himself, and his action is final and cannot be reviewed by any other
administrative authority." It is current legal doctrine that thil adminis-
trative absolutism prevails even where the consul has acted unreason-
ably" or has committed palpable error."

29. Mat And4otaist Itefaite Coma. v. Mdltatle, 341 U3. U3, 164 (1931) (ceacurrei
edam).
.13. Jr/ v. Boyd, 3%1 U.S. 34$, 370.71 (1956) (disnaks
31. Morita v. UMW beta, 304 U3. 1, 22 OWL-.
32. Act of 1932 f 10t(e). . ,

33. Id. 11 231.40.
-

34. Id. I 2210); ees Devaerweals is the Lew-lamodirstios tad Nakedly, 66 Hem
Roe. 643, 66142 (19U).
U. Ia the Malta a 3i. 4 L & N. Der- 532 (1452) (brides by the Manny Ceased

et abs United bates).
36. For a diwaraion Ode reed eabjet, see aossid, Concur Nos-intewebBity:

A Can body b Adethaktestke Abeektien, 41 A.BAJ. 1104 (1455). .

37. tided stater rd. LAMM V. Ptak*, 22 Fad 214 (3d C. 1127), art. deeded; 276
U.S. 430 (MS). be de Vaitsd bake a red. Cede V. Raub, 29 rid 314 (D.C2f. .

NM; drd, 30 124 242 (bi Cir.). wt. 41164173 VB. $10 (1121):
U. is. vowel Star es 4. Dina Conk SS 12d 441 Isis) Nata(i

kw la Stake Deperteeeses beiractisne te coda) ; (Alai Stake ix el. Ihrrietan V.

it
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Chapter 10

The A6Iiiiiitrative
Agency
The Commission recommends:

1. That a Commission on Immigration and Natu tion be
created, to be appointed by the President subject to to cone
firmation, responsible for the administration of all immigrar
tion and naturalization laws._

2. That present duplication of functions between 'the consular
officers in the Foreign Service of the Department of State and the
immigrant inspeciors in the Immigration and Naturalization Service
of the Department of Justice be eliminated, and that a consolidated
service under an Administrator of Immigration and Naturalization

"responsible to the proposed Commission be substituted.
3.Jhat a Board of Immigration and Visa Appeals be created

under the proposed Commission, with final administrative appellate
authority (except in cases involving the exercise of discretion) in
all cases of visa denials, exclusions, deportations, and other related
matters.

PRESENT ADMINISTRATION OF EVINWATION ACTIVIT113

Under present, law, the various functions relating to immigration
and naturalization are committed to two separate departments of
government, both administering and interpreting parts of the same
law and applying them to the same persons.

The Immigration and Naturalisation Service, Departsient of Justice

The Immigration and NatOriization Service exercises its func-
tions in connection with the law principally within the United States,
in the admission or exclusion of immigrants seeking to enter this
country, the apprehension and removal of deportable aliens, the con-
duct of naturalization proceedings, ap the preparatiOn of denaturali-

kzation cases/
r Federal Administration in the field immigration began with the

act of 1864, which established a Commissioner of Immigration whose
function was to encourage immigration. This law was passed in a
period of manpower shortage during the Civil War, and it was ry
pealed in 1868. Thereafter there was no Federal agency charged

s 464
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with the supervision of immigration until the first general immigra-
tion law of 1882 was enacted. The 1882 act vested responsibility for
its administration in. the Secretary of the Treasury, but act I en,
forcement was entrusted to State boards or officers designated y him.

Federal administrative enforcement began with the p of the
act of 1891 when Congress pro,vided that th the Treas-
ury Department a Superintendent of Immigration, whose title was
later changed to that of Commissioner General ofr2digration.

The Bureau of Immigration was transferred f the Treasury
Department to the Department of Commerce and Labor upon its
establishment in February 1903. The Naturalization Act of 1906
inaugurated Federal supervision of naturalization and established
a consolidated agency known as the Bureau of Immigration and
Naturalization. In 1913, the consolidated bureau was moved to the
new Department of Labor and was divided into the Bureau of Im-
migration and the Bureau of Naturalization. At the head of the
Bureau of Immigration' was a CommissiorigA General of Immigra-
tion, while at the head of the Bureau, of Natuialization was a Com-

missioner of NOralization. Both bureaus were placed under the
immediate direction of the Secretary of Labor.

The two bureaus continued to function separately until 1933, when
the President, acting pursuant to Congressional authority, directed
by Executive Order that they be merged as the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, headed by the Commissionsof Immigration
and Naturalization. From 1933 untiI41940, the Service functioned
under the direction of the Secretary of Labor.

In 1940, the President submitted to Congress a reorganization' plan
which proposed to transfer the Immigration and Naturalizatiron Serv-
ice from the Department of Labor to the Department of Justice. The
plan was approved and the transfer became effective June 14, 1940.

Since then, the Immigration and Naturalization Service has func-
tioned as part of the Department of Justice under the direction of the
Attorney Genet! of the United States.

Foreign Service, Department of State

The Immigration Act of 1924 vests the performance of the visa
fuffction, which consists of the granting or denial of visas in consular
officers of the American 'Foreign Service abroad, which operates
under the control and direction of the Department of State. Under
the act of 1952, the autunity to issue or deny visas is clearly and
exclusively vested in the consular officers, and the statute directs that
they shall not be subject to the supervision of the Secretary of State
in this regard.

The requirement of a visa' to enter this country is relatively, new,
and dates only from World War I when it was established essentially

128
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as a war-time security device. This requirement to obtain visas from
American consular officers abroad was given statutory recognition in
theact of 1918. Under the Immigration Act of 1924, however, immi-
grant aliens seeking to come to the United States were required to
establish in advance their eligibility under all the immigration laws
and to obtain a visa from an American consul stationed abroad before
embarkation. An immigrant was prohibited from enteringthe United ..
States unkes he was in possession of an unexpired immigration visa.
however, the issuance of such a visa by an American consular officer
does not guarantee his admission to the United States.

Other statutes have given additional responsibility under the im-
migration laws to the Secretary of State. Thus, under-Yee Passport
Act of 1918 as amended, the Secretary of State with the concurrence
of the Attorney General, is authorized during the time of war or
emergency to describe classes of aliens whose entry would be preju-
dicial to the United .States. The Alien Registration Act of 1940
empowers the Secretary of State in emergency cases to waive docu-
mentary requirements for aliens seeking to enter this country.

To aid in the performance of the visa functions abroad under the
immigration liws, a Visa Division was created *the Department of
State. 'The Visa Division provides technical guldence and assistance
to consular officers who themselves must determine initially the alien's
admissibility to the United States. .

In the anal report of the Senate JudiciairCommittee, following
its recent study of the immigration system of the United States, the
following recommendation was made :

Because of the dote relationship of the Visa and Passport Divisions of the
Department of State and their importance in the control of immigration problems,
the subcommittee recommends the establishment of a Bureau of Passports and
Visas as an independent unit of the Department of State, beaded by alibirecto;
with the rank of Assistant Secretary of State and subject to general supervision
by the Secretary. . /

To meet objections of the Department of State the bill was revised to
establish a Bureau of Security and Censular Afair$responsible to the
Secretary of State, and closely integrated within the Department's
framework. It was enacted in this form in the Immigration and
Nationality Act of 1952.

....-,,, , .

Board of 'emigration Appeals, Department of Auk*
AlpA third agency w functions in the immigration process is the

Board of Immigrati peals. During virtually all of the period
when the Immigration and Naturalization Service was in the Depart-
ment of Labor, there was no independent Board-of Appeals. Origi-
nally, the Secretary of Labor was aided by an advisory committee in
making his determinations tinder the immigration and naturalization

125L.
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" X. '
labs. In 1922 a five-man Board of Review was established in order
to,review all immigrationcases an-d to make recometextdation4 to the
Secretary of Labor. a' Board of Review had no power to make

fly

decisions, and was responsi e

advised. The Board o Re;iew
dent, submission of briefs,and

the Secretary of Labor, whontbit
eyed an opportunity for oral argu-

ore 'Careful Consideration. Also, it
- relieved the Secretary of Lab Or of the'burden of considering a large

volume of appeals. Whip the Immigration and Naturalization Serv=
ice was established as-a consolidated agenoy in 1933, the Board of Re-
view became responsible to the Commissioner, and its recommenda-

tions were reviewed by hini before being transmitted to the Secretary
of Labor. ,

With the passage of time the procedUres and the anomalous position
4%. of the Board of Review were subjected to increasing criticism. In

1931, the Wickersham Commission,' studying the enforcement of -Fed-
eral laws, 'advocated the creation' of an independent tribunal so-that
the prosecuting and administrative functions in immigration matters
would be cpmpletely separated from judicial duties., The latter .duties
could be vested in an independent tribunal; "composed, of men of
judicial caliber, to beeppointed by tye President." The Commission
stated :
The creation osuch an indepeqdent tribunal for the detitiination of deports-

. C stion cases stems to be the logical development of the prse system itself. The
Department of,tabor has'found it advisable' o create a Boaid of Review within
its own organtzstiob. As has bebn shotWntthis board has developed certain em-
bryonic judicial tendencies, although the growth of these tendencies has been
hampered by the subordinate position-in .the department which the board occu-
pies., The next step in development seems dear --the dichotomy should be made
complete. The Board of Review should be lifted out' f its place in the Depart-
ment of Labor and should be *.Me an independent triblinal. .

Perhaps the clew! analogy In strtielltreto such a proposed tribunal is the
Beard of Tax Appeals, an independent governmental agency created by Congress
in 1924. The Board neither initiates hor prosecutes the cases which are'brougbt
before it but in effect sits as a cond. Its hearings areseublic and its decisions
are reported. It hatcsome power of appniatment and is working out an elastic

` organization. Appeals are allowed in ihiuTepecav e circuits. The independence
of this Board and the satisfactory nat f its decisions are generally concede -;

There seems to be ne hood reason,why we should not prqceed at least as far 14
We establishment of a satisfactory system with respect to the important per-

** sone rights involved in deportation at; we have with respectio the inoperty rights
^ involved in taxation..

From 1938 to 1940-the Secretary of Labor's.C,cnnmittee on Adminis-
trative 'Procedure-made an eihausttle study of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service. Its report stressed the neceSsity of freeing the
Board of Review from other thin quasi-judicial duties, stating that
the agglomeration of duties plAced on the Membeis bf the Board was
-indefensible, aturthat :

4 lgO
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4
It is folly even to talk of fair Dearingring by individuals w1f6 are struggling under

a load . The several thousand of admissions and deportation cases which
ee''Nfrld bereferred to the Board under the arrangements we are suggesting are as

much as its members can possibly consider with any se/IA-lance ottalress.

These recommendations 'were accepted and put into effect. In 1939
the Board of Review was removed from the control of the Commis-
sioner and was made responsible only to thedSecretary of Labor. When
the Immigration and Naturaliiation Service was transferred to the
Department of Justice in 1940, the Board of Review became the Bola
of Immigration 4ppeals and as placed under the immediate direc-
tion of the Attorney General. Unlike the Board of Review, which
could make onlyrecomniendations;l& Board of Immigration Appeals
was empowered to make final decisions, subject to possible review by
tTre Attorney Gener:a1. Since 1940 it has continued to function as an
arm of the Attorney.Gerieral, independently of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service whose. decisions it reviews.

The Board of Immigration Appeals, composed now of a chairman
and four associate members, never has been recognized by statute. It
continues to function at the pleasure of the Attorney General and for
his convenience. Il&jurisdiction is defined in regulations which have
been changed on a number of occasions during recent years. Its pri-
may functiodis to hear and decide appeals in exclusion and deporta-
tion cases. However, since there is no statutory restraint the Attorney
General could at any time rolish the Board,of Immigration Appeals

.for modify its jurisdictionTany regard he deems appropriate.

UNNECESSARY DUPLICATION OF FUNCTIONS

The requirements of the InUnig&tion Act of 1924 that approval
must be obtained overseas before the alien could embark for the
United States was an important improvement over earlier procedures.
It enabled the alien to obtain an advance, but not final, determination
'of his elieility, before he pulled up his roots and undertook the long
and expdnsrve trip to the Utrited States.

While acknowledging the distinct, advances in administration
made possibleby this improved procedure, many have pointed out the
.resultant disadvantages. there is an obvious duplication in func-
tions between the consular officer overseas and the immigration officer
at the port of entry. The _consul must determine the alien's admissi-
bility tothe United States before he can issue a visa. The immigration
officer likewise must determine the alien's admissibility before he can
permit him to enter the United States. Both interprt and apply the el
same law.

An additional consideration concerns the qualifications of consuls
to make such deterrninations. The consider fliction is an old and

a
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. .
important one in internatiall relatips. The consul's traditional
duties have related primarily to protecting the property and personal
interests of American citizens in foreign countries and to the pro-
motion of tiade and commerce. The function added after World
War I, of passing upon an,itlien's admissibility to the United States
under the immigration laws has been regarded by some as a secondarx
one. The, personnel to whom this function was assigned generally
were insufficiently equipied at first by training and experience. Thus,
the Department of State has reported to the Commission that only
3 percen£ of visa officers have had legal training despite the fact that
the visa issuing officer is required to deal with "a great.body of complex
laws and regulations." It Ifs important to note that the consul's
negative decisioh on ayisa application is final and unreviewable.

Soon after operations commenced under the Immigration Act of
1924 it became apparent that consular officers often lacked adequate

6 training and background to discharge their responsibilities under
the iini-oigration laws. These deficiencies resulted in a considerable
volume of rejections at ports of arrival in the United States of aliens
who had been granted visas. In order to aid the consuls immigrant
inspectors were sent abroad in 1925 under an agreement with the
Department of State and were attached as technical'advisers to the con-

, isulaleglit London, Southampton;Livelgool;Glasgow, Bel4st.TDublir,
and Queenstown. Although the consular officer had final authority in
determining whether a visa Woes to be issued, he usually was guided by
the advice of the imnligrant inspector.

it

.
This system was successful in operation and was extended to the

Scandinavian. countries, Poland, Czechoslovakia, the Netherlands,
Belgium, Italy, Germany, and Austria. The reduced immigration
during the depression of the 1930's resulted in a decrease in the num-

. ber of technical advisers. In 1934, for example, there were nine im-
migration technical advisers stationed in Europe, each of whom wEtg ''
assigned to areas in Europe and traveled on circuit between the differ-
ent consulates in that area. The technical :adviser system was termi-,
nate(' at the ontbreak f World War II in Europe and has not since"..9
been reinstated.

During the laced persons program, immigration inspectors e'
were stationed overseas, end- in.-effect passed upon the immigrants'
admissibility iftet:Aecumentation veitil a visa, just as is ordinvily
done at American poke of entry.

.

In 1949, the Hoover Commission on Organization of the Executive
Branch*Of the. Government recognized the deficiencies of the present
system under which there is a duakcontrol of immigration and rec-." ommended that the Visa Division ofThe Department of State be trans-
ferred to the Department of Justice. The Hoover,Commission niade
two pertinent recommendations :

132
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1. The State Department as a general rule should not be given responsibility
for theOpetation of specific programs whether overseas or at home.

2. the functions of visa control should be transferred
from the State Deportment to the Justice Department.

The Hoover Commisan Task Force Report On Foreign Affairs
elaborated:atemehts:,

a. An Vila responsibility, therdfore, except with respect' to diplomatic visas,
' should be placed in the Justice Department. Visa work presently performed by

the Foreign Service abroad should be continued but in accordance with pc:Aides
established by the Jpstiae.Department in'conoultation with thi State Depart-.
*sent.

2. The logical solution to tbe visa problem lies in the transfer of the Visa Di-
vision functions to the Department of Justice: Diplomatic visas, however, should
remain under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of Stite.

Following publicalion of the Hoover report, the Departmentf
State orginized seve4committees to study the various recommen -

dons. One of these c8mmittees was the Visa Task Force which pre-
sented its findings,in a report (March 31; 1949) in answer t4 the
Hoover Commission recommehclations on location of the visa func-
tions. This'State Department report counseled ba:st accepta a ce
of the Hooverteobamission's recommendation torna lidate
gration functions.

The study of the Senate Judiciary Committee which preceded the
introduction and enactlent taf the act of 1952 likewise took cogni-
zance of this duplication. However, the committee declined to rec-
oplafend any substantial changes and stated:

Among-the rincipalpoints of criticism aimed at the present immigration
structure has been the contention that the multiplicity of control` by several
agencies et' various immigration activities should be eliminated. In general,
the subcommittee has come to the conclusion that, althongh there are some
point* in the mecha.nism where coordinated action is necessary and dupition
must be eliminated , e over-all structural pattern ought to be mainned..
The subcommittee rsuaded to the position on the grounds that (1) the dis-
tribution of few bilitY places additional barrier.* in the way of undesirable
aliens, additional fences of protection tvhich the alien must surmount, and (2)
the present system operates satisfictorily AA the suggested modifications will
eliminate most of the existing &faculties.

The Senate Judiciary Committee likewise addressed itself specif-
ically to the Fecofamendations of the Hoover commission, and stated:

The subco ttee has given serious consideration to the proposal advanced
by the Hoov =1218510n for a transfer of the Visa Division to the Department 0
of Justice and its merger with the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
As already pointed out, the subcommittee is perpoturded to continue tire visa 1

, .,..

Rrocess separate froin the immlgrattod procedure as an additional barrier to the
entry of luadmissible aliens. ; ' ,. .

Report of EfooverComaditito. oo TOMO Affairs, Holm Doe***. ill, Sin 'con- lit gala.,
--.

PP. U. U.
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' * ,
The act o 952 made no a ble change in the organizational

set-up ex t to establish in the Department of State a Bureau of
Security ,and Consular Affairs. Provision was made within that
Burea,u for a general counsel of the Visa Office authorized "to main-
tain liaison with the appropriate officers of the [Immigration and
Naturalization] Service with k view to securing uniform interpre-
tations of the provisions of this act." ,

Feasibility of Consolidating Functions

All witnesses who addressed themselves to this, problem in the
Commission's public hearings urged that the functions o>; consular
and immigration officers should be'consolidateci. The Commission
agrees that 'this is a, desirable goal. There is no reason why there
should be two independent determinations of the same issue, except
upon the basisof mistrust and fear. Every national purpose would
be tally served by one thorough and trustworthy examination and
determination.

The best available information incticateh that this costly, unwieldy,
and unbusiness-like duplication serves no reasonable purpose. It is
hardly more than historical accident which'has become, to some, a
principle. An informal study in the Department of State a few
years ago disclosed that in less than one-half of 1 percent of all cases
whew visas were issued by consular officers were the applicants rejected
at ports of entry in the United States. The 1951 annual report of
the,Immigration and Naturalization Service supplied the following
information concerning the numbev, of aliens excluded at the border:

Table 13. .!liens ExclUded From the United States, by Cause, Year
Ended June 30,1951

Cause

lit

Numbei excluded '

Total Border
croesers I

Other
aliens

All cause§ 6, 647 1, 863 3, 784

Without proper docuinents 3, NS 1,180 2,783
Criminals 610 273 337
Mental or physical defectives 434 97 337
Subversive or anarchistic
Stowaways 121

165 136 29
121

Had been previously excluded of deported__ 119 72
Likely to become public charges fie 38 78
Immoral classes 3.$ 23 16
Previously departed to avoid military service- 14 10 4
Unable-to read (over 16 years of age)
Contract laborers

3
1

3
1

Other classes 63 34 29

inektog admissbo at Lod bad= tor Ls Mao 30 daYs.
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Excluding, from consideration border crossers and aliens without
proper,documents, this table reveals that during 1951 approximately

1,000, aliens in possession of visas were excluded by immigration
officers at the ports of arrival in the United States. The extent of
unnecessary duplication is revealed whe this is compared with some
206,000 immigrants admitted during at same period, in addition
to visitors.

In the Commission's opinion, the duplication in visa issuance and
immigration examinations is wasteful and unjustifiable. The Com-
mission cannoesubscribe to the sentiment that this obstructive process
is required "as apt' additional barrier to the entry of inadmissible
aliens." By, the slime 'token Such additional barriers can operate also
to shut out desirable aliens; the relatively few inadmissible aliens it
stops could be dealt with by a unified and more effectiveadministraiion.

Similarly, the Commission is not impresied with the State De-
partment's suggestion that the conduct of foreign relations requires
the issuance of n9adiplomatic visas by consular officers. The con-
sular function did not until 1924 include the issuance of immigration
visas. Nor is the State Department suggesting that foreign policy
requires the determination of admissibility by consular officers at the
port of entry, in the United States.

The time has come to terminate the unnecessary end costly ob-
structions established by the duplication of visa and immigration, ex-
aminations. This could be accomplishe'd by eliminating overlapping
and duplication through unifying these functions in a single process.
The result will be a more effective administration of the law, a saving
of Government expenditures, aid a better location of administrative
responsibili

.

Operation of Proposed System

The Commission agrees with, tAe Hoover Commission that a large
program of such an ,administrative operation ss the immigration
law has no place in the Department of State, whose' primary
responsibility is the conduct of foreign relations. The Com-
mission recommnds that the primary determination overseas of an
shien's applicatiorl for a visa to the United States should be made*
officials of the sante agency which determines admisibility at the
ports' of entry., Presentation of such visa al a port of entry in the
United States should entitle an alien to be admitted without further
inquiry except as to (1) identity, (2) any medical condition de-
veloped. since the visa was issued, and (3) any eridence ,relating
to subversive activities not previously considered.

The ommission believes that there should be no substantial dif-
ficulty7n establishinekuch a system of unified determinations in the

t
o
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fore arefls where there are large volumes of applications for visas.
livsiuch places visa issuance is a full-time job for visa officers. There

may be some rearrangement necessary for operation in isolated areas
from which few applicatiops for visas originate and where,'therefore,
full-tune visa officers are not stationed. This is a problem of admin-
istrative management, susceptible of a variety of solutions. The Corn-
missiop believes that 'in such areas the agency responsible for the
consolidated functions could follow the normal procedure used by

many Government agencies. in connection with overseas activities.
The consular officer could be designated ats an agent of the immi-
gratibn authorities to receive the application, which then could be
forwarded, with the requisite documents and evidence, to the nearest
overseas regional office of the consolidated agency. The determination}
would be made by an officer stationed in such a regional office. If the
evidence is incomplete, he could request the consul to conduct any
additionaLinterrogation or investigation deemed necessary. Or, if
advisable, the consular.officer could in these few cases be autholized
to act on bekalf of the consolidated agency.

It has been suggested that there maybe difficulty in stationing of-
ficers of the consolidated agency in some foreign-countries. Immi-
gration officers have already per-formed duties under our immigration
laws in Germany, Great Britain, Canada, Italy, and in other coun-

,-tries Tosatisfyany_requirernents of protocol such officers could be
attached for technical purposes to our Embassies or other accreited
offices with conventional titles.

The differences between present procedures as the consolidated
procedure the Commission has reammendeti,TEcluding suggested
appellate procedures, are illustrated in Chart

The consolidation of all immigration functions in one responsible
agency is an essential aspect both of the new approach to immigration
which the Commission believes to be long overdue, and of the effi-

ciency m Government which it was the purpose of the Hoover" Com-

mission to reach. Whatever mechanical difficulties may arise from
such a consolidation could, with proper spirit and good will, be over-

some completely and promptly.'

PROPOSED ADMINISTRATION OF IMNIGRATIO14 AND
NATURALIZATION .

Nature of Functions
As conceived by the Commission, there`are three major functions

to be performed by administrative officials of tfie Government in the
field of immigration and naturalization :

(I) EnforcementLthis includes visa issuance, inspection and ex-
clusion at ports of entry, policinipinfeetigation, deportation, admin-
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Chart I. Comparison of Present and Proposed Procedure

Type of action Present program I Proposed plan

Overseas:
Action on visa

Appear

By American consular
officer

No regular appeal pro-
vided.

By officer of proposed
commission.

Appeal to statutory Board
of Immigration and Visa
Appeals.

Port of entir
Action on admission_

Determination on
questionable
cases.

By immii5iStion inspec-
tor, with complete
authority to review
consular action.

To Board of Special In-
quay. After Dec. 24,
1952 to (single) special
inquiry Officer.

By inspector but limited
to (I) identity, (2)
health, (3) security.

To hearAig officer under
Board of Immigration.,
and Visa Appeals.

Appeal
Initial

Final

To nonstatutory Board
of, Immigration Ap-
peals.

.No further appeal, but
Board of Appeals may
certify Immigration
cases to Attorney Gen-

, eral and Attorney
General may review on

'To statutory Board of
Immigration and Visa
Appeals.

Review by proposed com-
mission in selected cases
involving discretionary
rebel.

istrative prosecution, and the administration of the naturalization
laws.

(2) Adjudicationthis includes the determination of cases and of
their appeals within the administrative' process.

(3), Policy determinationthis includes over-aIl policy formula-,
tion ; the issuance of regulations for allocation ofvisas, within the
statutory ceiling, subject to change by the President and disap oval
by the Congress; and making reports and recommendations.
President and the Congress.

Another aspect of this problem relates more to attitude than
specific functions. The Commission is impressed by the suggestions
it received that,. the. administration of immigration lasws should be
such as to develop and maintain an atmosphere and spirit oftiviend-
ship for immigrants. Whatever the cause, and often it is beyond the
control of the administrative officials, the fact seems to be that the
administratj procedures are unsatisfactory, and are productive of
unnecessary and wasteful delays and embarrassments at home and
abroad. This factor is an important consideration in the development
of any administrative structure in the field of- immigration ,nd
naturalization.

4 '74
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1 Location of Functions
Throughout the course of Federal immigration administration there

has been no certainty as to the proper place46.f immigration functions.
Originally, immigration enforcement was assigned to the Treasury
Department. In 1903 it was transferred to the Department of Corn-
'mere and Labor. It moved to the Department of Labor in 1913, and
in 11)40 it' was' shifted' the Department of Justice. Through the
year immigration and naturalization functions have been handled
eith4 by two bureaus`Or by a single bureau. The review process was
nonekbistent, then advisory, later part of the Immigration and Natural-
izatiii Service, and finally directly under the head of the Department

Add \tional proposals to shift immigration and naturalization func-
tions kom the Department of Justice to another agency have been
made from time to time. During the Commission's hearings there was
a diversity of Sentiment on this subject. Some proposed that the
Immigrakion and Naturalization Service be returned to the Depart-
ment of Labor. Others suggested that a new agency be created.
Still others, urged that matter be let alone.

The Commission's recommendations introduce a new function not
now vested in either of the two departments. This new element, the
allocation or visas, requires reconsideration of the entiie matter since
it is no longer a question of old functions remaining in Justice or
State Depa. ent,blit-rather where-new-and-consolidated-iremigra-
tiot0unctio are to be placed. The Commission has already, ex-
P ent with the Hoover Commission that it is ihappeo-
priatete pu these functions in the Department of State. In its
recomm41 ion that they be assigned to the Department of Justice,
the Hoove mrnission naturally did not consider the proposed new
functions o visa allocation.

It may be argued that these combined functions should be vested
in the Department of Justice because the immigration law involves
responsibilities rehited to the national security and that these logically
fit into the Justice Department's sphere of activity. The Commission
believes, howevdr, that the arguments to the contrary are more per-
suasive. Presumably, the primary security tie to the Department
of Justice would be the nietessity of close relationship with the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. Actual practice, however, does not justify
such an argument. The Immigration and Naturalization Service
-conducts its security functions through' its own investigative unit
-which is completely separate from the Federal Bureau of I estiga-
tion. Its liaison with the Federal Bureau of Investigatio could be
just as close if the two investigative units were in agencies.
Furthermore, security 'functions concerning immigration were per- 41P

formed effectively by the Displaced 'Persons COmmission, anal were
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closely related to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Central
Intelligence Agency, and the Immigration and Naturalization Service,
although the Displaced Persons Commission was an independent
'agency.

The Department of Justice is primarily a litigating and prosecuting
agency. It...includes the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the
administration of Federal prisons, but these are natural arms of its
p ,r..-cuting functions. There seems to be no good reason why the
Deartment of Justice should be concerned with such matters as.the
allocation of visas to such preferential groups as may be authorized
by Congress; with the issuance of visas to individual applicants
abroad, and the subsequent operations at the ports of entry; or with
citizenship education. None of these matters has any real relation-
ship to the normal operations of the Department of Justice. The
added responsibilities proposed by the Commission remove it further
from such relationLips.

On the other hi d, there is every reason why many determinations
made und4 Muni tion and-naturalization laws should be removed
from control by the ment ofJustice. The Immigration and
Naturalization Service has its own legal staff, separate from the vari-
ous divisions of the Department of Justice, and conducts such matters
in the same manner and to the same extent as do other departments
of the Federal Government. If the existing and proposed new func-
tions were combined in an independent agency, the Department of
Justice would continue to handle at higher levels litigation `Originated
in or with the independent agency in the same manner as is now done.
for other departments and agencies. There are those who believe
that one of.the present causes of criticism the immigration laws
items from the fact that the administration o ose laws is centered
in a prosecuting and litigating agency. No soup argument has been
advanced for keeping it where it is. The new and ...ombined func-
tions do not properly fit in the Department of Justice:

Nor is the Commission convinced by those who urge returning the
immigration authority to the Department of Labor. This is not to
say that the Department of Labor has no interest in the subject. But
thetmAoriaspects of immigration and naturalization iblicy and ad-
ministration are largely unrelated to the responsibilities of the De-
partment of Labor. Furthermore, the immigration policy of the
United States cannot be based solely upon manpower or labor eon-
sidefations, although such factors are undeniably important.

Another suggestion is that immigration and naturalization func-
tions should be located in the Federal Security Agency. That agency
already plays a role in the immigration process through the medical
examinations of inuqigrants by the Public Health' Service, and be-
cause.of the requirement of the act of 1952 for reports on social se-
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curity information for the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
It is argued that such a change would be desirable in the light of the
Federal Security Agency's. interest in people as such, whether 'aliens
or natives.

The fact is, however, that the administration of the consolidated
mmigration and naturalization functions, coupled with the new

responsibility for visa allocations, does not properly belong in any
existing department or agency. ,It touches upon many, must work
closely with some, but really has no basic connection to the primary
responsibilities discharged by any of the other departments and
agencies. The.result is that the problems relating to immigiation and
naturalization do not command adequate thought and attention of the
cabinet officers under whom either the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service or the Visa Divisionlave been placed.

IndependenbAgen4
This leaves only one other alternatim, an independent agency. As

a general proposition the Commissffill recognizes government ad-
ministration should be organized within departments under the super-
vision of cabinet officers. But this administrative design 'gives way
to the principle that in a democracy content should prevail over form.
And so the Congress hai established the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, the Federal Power Commission, and the Federal Communi-
cations Commission, among others which are not within cabinet de-
partments. These agencies, as with the proposed consolidated im-
migration agency, exercise legislative, quasi judicial and administra-
tive functions. Everyone will agree that the interests of the people
are best served by that form of governmental administrationwhich
most effectively accomplishes the governmental purpose and not that
which is tivated purely by administrative expediency.

The Qo ion believes that the major immigration functions
this Report ean be performed Moat effectively through

an indedent agency. The duties are so important, particularly
in cone tion with the visa allocation authority, that the public
interest requires a definite pin-pointing of responsibility, as well as
the full-time attention which a cabinet officer cannot give.

The Conajnission believiithat the creation by Congress of a new and
independet immigration agency will assure the developme t of
the fresh approach needed to change our immigration policy om
a negative to a poeitive force.

The expert study, knoidedge and experience tequired for visa a
tion decisions, and for reports to the President and Congress, coupled
with the. other proposed new and highly important administrative
and appellate auties and powers, make it advisable, if not mandatory,
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that such authority be exercised by an independtnt agency headed by a
commission.

Commiuion on Immigration and Naturalization

The Commission recommends the establishment of a new and
permanent Commission on Immigration and Naturalization to have
control and supexyision over the entire field of immigration and
naturalization. This proposed Commission would be composed of
three, five ,r seven members, as the Congress may determine. They
should a I inted by the President, subject to Senate confirmation.

. Under proposed Commission there would be an Achilinis-
trator of Immigration and Naturalization, appointed by and respon-
sible to that Commission, and who would be charged with all phases
of administration and enforesment. Completely separate frdm the
Administrator, but also appointed by and responsible to the pro-
posed Commission, would-be a Board of Immigration and Visa
Appeals. That Board would have final authority to make neces-
sary administrative adjudications in exclusion and deportation
cases, subject only to a limited appeal to, the proposed Commissicni
in cases involving the exercise of discretion, but not in questions of
law or fact, whenever that Commission agrees to accept such appeals.
In addition to exclusion and deportation cases, the Board would
hear appeals in visa cases and would also determine whether an

- 4alien may be excluded without a hearing in security cases, in the
manner described in Chapter 15.

The Commission believes that such a plan would mark an important
advance from the existing scheme of organization. It would produce
much more effective and coordinated administration and would assure
the required high-level consideration of allocations to be made with-
in the unified quota system. It would bring the immigration process
into line with the separation of functions contemplated by the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act, generally recognized as thq norm of fair
administrative organization.-

If this Commission's recommenciation for the creation of an inde-
pendent Commission on Immigration and Naturalization is adopted,
provision should be made for the personnel now employed by the Im
migration and Naturalization Service, and by the Visa Division, per-
forming functions affecting immigration in Washington and in_the
consular offices overseas. The present employees of the ImmigraTinn,
and Naturalization Service should be transferred to the proposed
Commission and assigned, duties under the proposed Administrator
of Immigration and Naturalization. Present staff of the Board a
Immigration Appeals and hearing examiners of the Immigration and

r
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Naturalization Service should also be transferred to the new Commis-
sion and assigned to duties under the proposed Board of Immigra-
tion and Visa Appeals. The transfer of personnel working on visa
matters in the Department of State and exercising the visa function
abroad likewise should present no serious difficulty. It show d be
ascertained which employees in the Bureau of Security and Co ular
Affairs and which of our consular officers in foreign countxi are
engaged primarily hi ::visa activities. Su employees should be trans-
ferred to the new Commit:1km

Moreoveropy transfer of perso from the Department of State
and the Department of Justice to the new Commission should be made
without prejudicing any status, rights, or privileges of such em-
ployees.

All pertinent records and files should be transferred to the proposed
Commission, along with the transfer of functions and staff now vested
in other agencies.

Chart II portrays the plan of organization suggested by the Com-
mission.
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Chart 11Proposed Administrative Agency

- Commission on
\..Immigration and Naturalization

1. Makes visa allocations, subject to review by President and Congress.
2. Makes study of all phases of immigration and *naturalization, and

sets policy.
3. Reports periodically to the President and Congress on immigration

and related matters.
4. Supervisfes the Administrator of Immigration and Naturalization.
5. Reviews decisions of the Board of "peals on questions ,kolving

exercise of discretion in cases it which it agrees to accept suchatopeals...

Board of Immigration and
Visa Appeals

1. All appeals from Hearing
Officers.

2. All appeals in visa cases.
3. All final determinations that

hearing on exclusion ikto be
denied on confidential in-
formation.

4. Sucelitiestiona as are re-
ferred to the Board by the
Commission for advance de-
termination.

gearing Officers

Conduct administrative hea,r-
logs and make determinations
in exclusion and deportation
cases and in all quasi judicial
matters arising under immlgrar
tion and naturalization

,
r

0

Admknisfrator of
Immigration and Naturalization

In charge of all activities relat-
ing to the adminlitration and
enforcement of the immigration
and naturalization laws, includ-
ing: '
1. Visa issuance overseati.
2. Preliminary inspection at

port of entry.
3. investigations.
4. Physical detention and de-

portation. -

5. Border Patrol..
6. Administration of natural-

ization process.'
-7. Citizenship education.
8. Preparation and presenta-

tion of evidenc6 before
- Hearing Officer and Board.

9. Routine, determinations in
cases not requiring hear-
ings. ,

10. Preparation .of materials
. for Commission's use in

making visa allocations.
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From

ears COulamNGRESS H. R. 7700ler S

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
..

'Artx 23,1963 .
,-,

r. CELLER introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-,
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To amend the Immigration and Nationality Act, and .for other

purposes..

21 SEC. 16. (a) There is hereby established the Inunigra-

22 don' Beard (hereafter referred 'to as the "Board"). The

23 Board shall consist of seven members, of whom three mem-

24 bers,.induding a Chairman of the Board, shall be appointed

` '25 by the President, two members by the President of the

,AA 1
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or)
13

1 Senates And two members by tht Speaker of the House of

2 Representative's. The members of the Board shall be

-a' 3, selected by virtue of their. personal integrity, their

4 cap abilities,, and their experience in and expert knowledge

5 of imunipation taw and international migration problems.

6 A vacancy in the membership of the Board shall be filled -

, 7 in the same manner' as the original designation, and appoint-

9

10

ment.

(b) The duties of the Board shall be

(1). to promulga e, after consultation with the At-

li torpey General, sue egulations as are necessary to in-

12

13.

sure its efficient functioning mder the provisions of this

Act;

14 (2) to make a continuous study of such conditions

15. within and without thee United States, which, in the

,16 opinion of the Board, might have any bearing on the

irnmigratinn4tolicy of the United States;

.18 (3) to consider, and after consultation with the

19 Secretary of State, to recommend to the President, such

20 allocation of quota, immigrant -visas, under section 201
.

21 (1) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as will best

22

23

24

;25

fulfill the purposes of that section;
.

(4) to consider, and after consultation with the

Secretaries of -Labor, State, and Defense, to recom-

mend to the Attorney Generalluch/eriteria for admission
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1 of immigrants under section 203 (a) (1) (A) of the

2 ImiAigration and Nationality'Act, as amended, and the

3 last clause of section .203 (a) 14), as amended, as will

4 further-I:the policy of the United States to secure the im-

5 migration of person's of high skill, education, or training,

6 or who are capable of performing specified functions for

7 which a shortage of employable, willing persons exists

8 in the United States;

9 (5) to study such other aspects 'of the linmigrA-
.

10 tion and Nationality Act as the President Shall assign

ll to the Board for study, and make recommendations with

12 respect thereto;

13 (6) to conduct such investigations and to;hold such

14 public and executive hearings insuch places within and

15 without the United States and at such times as the

16 Board deems iri.essarv.

17. (c) All Federal agencies shall cooperate fully with

18 the Board to the end that it may effectively Carry out its

19 duties.

20 (d) Each member of the Board who is not otherwise

21 in the service of the Government of the United States

22 shall receive the sum of $75 for each day spent in the

23 work of the Board, shall be paid actual travel expenses,

24 and Rer diem in lieu. of subsistehce expenses, when away

4 8 rYti
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from his usual place df residence, in accordance With section

5 of the Administrative Expenses Act of 1946, as amended.

.(e) Each member of the .Board who is otherwise in

4 the service of the Government .of the United States shall

5 serve without compensation' in addition to that 'received

6 for such other service, but while engaged in the work of

7 the Board shall be paid actual travel expenses, and per

g diein in lieu of subsistence expenses, when away from

9 his usual place of. residence, in accorlanc,e with the kdmin-

istrative Expenses Act of 1946, as amended.

(f) There is authorized to be appropriated, out of any

12 mo9ey in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, so much

13 as may necessarybe necessa to carry out the provisions of this

14 section.

P."

1
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BORDER MANAGEMENT AND INTERDICTION

- AN INTERAGENCY REVIEW-

September 7, 1977

THE-OFFICE OP DRUG *BU\9E POLICY

THE EXECUTIVE OPPICEOF THE PRESIDENT:
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, CHAPTER 5

MIONS

S

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to set forth a range of
options identified by the Review Team as the most viable
alternatives for achieving more effective border management.
The objective in the selection of options is to be more
responsive to current needs and have inherent flexibility
to adjust to futureneeds. 1

_The policy findings discussbd in the preceding chapter
should serve as general guidelines for any border management
organization. The options selected range from additional .

resources within the existing organizational structure to a
major reorganization. For examplq, additional resources
should be allocated to reinforce selected functions even if
a reorganization option is selected. In summary, the
options are:

OPTION 1 - No change in organization. Budget
ro 'prioritylto selectdd functiops.

OPTICW2 - Limited consolidation involving specific'
functions.

OPTION 1 -.Creation of a multi-purpose border agency
(INS and Customs)

OPTION 4 -.Creation of an expanded multi-purpose
borde; agency (INS, Customs and Coast Guard)

A detailed discussion of each optigsr follows.

4
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OPTION 1

1

NO CHANGE IN ORGANIZATION. EXISTING AGENCIES

CONTINUE TO PERFORM THEIR CURRENT DUTIES.

ADDITIONAL BUDGET PRIORITY GIVEN TO SELECTED

FUNCTIONS.

DISCUSSION OF OPTION 1

This option provides direct additional resources to meet
specific needs identified during the review. In response-tb
current National problems of aliens and drugs, there is a need

for additional border resources to strengthen the.inspection,

patrol and air interdiction functions. This approach continues
the policy of applying resources to the specific commodity or
function that is deficient and responding directly to critical
areas such as the illegal alien and drug smuggling problems,.
Budget and.other resource decisions should give priority to
the following:

1. Add INS and Customsginspectors to meet expanding
workloads and p
inspections.

96vide for incresed level of secondary

2, Increase the number of U.S.:Border Patrol (INS)
officers to improve the interdiction and deterrence
capabilities between the ports of entry on the
Southwest and Northern borders. 4,

.3. Increase the force of INS investigatoreto conduct
interstate conspiracy investigations of alien .

smuggling rings. ,

4. Expand the capability of the Customs Air Interdiction
Program to detect and intercept smuggling attempts by air.

5. Expand Customs participation in the management and use

of the border intelligence center (Eng).

ADVANTAGES

Adds resources in areas of greatest potential for

effentiveness.

ProvidgiS additional resources to specific problem areas.

Permits agencies to continue, emphasis in area of specific

expertise.
47
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. - Enhances the deterrent effect of more visible enforcement

Least disruptive of all options in that existing,/
organizational structures are not changed.

DISADVANTAGES.

Does not consider border management as a total package.

Continues a form of crisis management focusing current
problems.

Does not eliminate existing overlap and fragmentation
of effort.

Continues duplicative management and support structure,.

Higher budget priority does not insure better use of
xisting resources which may be available in other
ctiVities.

Does not correct the continuing interagency competition
and lack of coordination.

Little probability of improved management or procedures.

48
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OPTION 2 /

LIMITED TRANSFER AND CONSOLIDATION OF

SPECIFIC'FUNCTIOkS AND RESPOiSIBeLITIES.

DISCUSSION'OF OPTION 2

This option provides for substantial increase ih.
effectiveness through consolidating responsibilities and
resources for the key border enforcement functions. While
this option would not resultan a decrease-in the number
of border agencies, it would minimize jurisdictional and
geographical overlap by focusing one agency on a particular
aspect of bOrden management activities. This option would
result in some short-term disruption but it would provide
More flexibility in meeting workloads. The major candidates
for consolidation and transfer under this option are:

Responsibility nd resources committed to the
inspection function at all ports of entry could
be transferred to either INS or Customs.

4-
Responiibility and resources committed to the
patrol function on the land borders between ports
could be transferred to either INS or Customs,

ADVANTAGES

Provides a single Onager responsible for-each *of the key
border functions.

Minimizes disruption, since existing agencies would continue.

Assigns resptonsibility to a single agency to focus
attention and expertise within each functional area.

Eliminates duplication in local management structure.

Permits some flexibility in that agencies would have broader
responsibilities within each function%

Eliminates the source of existing competition And lack of
cooperation within the principal operating functions,

49
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DISAMUTAGES

. Does' not view border.management in its entirety.
.

.", Would not completely eliminate competition 6etween
_Agencies.

r I
. Creates high probability of conflict over how well the

sbngle manager is performing services for the other
4gency.

B
Continued duplication on part of the management structure.

. ,

Spe-cific emphasis and expertise could be lost for those
functional and commodity responsibillties transferred
intoNthe ,other; agency.

7

.) Would create sqme pe rsonnel turbulence and disruptiOn
, during Changeover.

Likay to receive intehse opposition from unions currently
representing inspectors and patrolofficers.

Has been tried and failed on several previous occasions
because of special interest opposition.

50
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OPTION 3

I
CREATION OF A MULTI-PURPOSE BORDER MANAGEMENT

AGENCY INCLUDING, INSINS AND CUSTOMS ,

DISCUSSION OF OPTION 3 ,

Option 3' represents a majain change from the existing
structure. It would provide greater management flexibility
in the use of existing resources and would allow the consolida-
tion of the inspection and patrol functions included in
Optioh 2. Option 3 Would result in fewer Federal agencies
with the transfer,of functions and resources into a consolidated
multi-purpose agency. All agencies which have border enforce-
ment responsibilities were considered in de'geloping this option.
For reasons discussed in-the preceding chapter, this option
sets aside consideration of Agriculture, Public Health, Fish
abil Wildlife and supporting agencies in favor of correcting the
fundamental problem of the overlap and duplication between the
two principal border enforcement agenCies, INS and Customs. If

these two agencies were transferred into a new border manage-
ment agency, it' would provide the basic foundation for a full
service organization which might expand later to include
secondary inspection functions performed by such agencies as
the Fish and Wildlife Service, Avricultuit, and Public Health.

Option 1 focuses on the transfer of all functions and
personnel' of INS and Customs, as well as the management of
the VOrder support function withiri the El Paso Intelligence
Center. Con aeration of Option 3 included:

1. Which agencies and functions should be involved.

2. How such a transfer would be handled to minimize
opposition and turbulence associated with the
organizational changes.

3. Which Cabinet department should be responsible
for the new agepcy.

Many of the current problems are tied dlosely to the
existing organizations. The border agencies have a long
history of service to the United States. Tradition should
not be lost through merger of one into the other. Any
reorganization effort should provide for the continuation of
special expertise where necessary to enforce specific laws
and regulations.

49.E
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The Review Team selected the following set of agencies anc
conditions to be the most practical approach-to improving
effectiveness through reorgaBlz.ation:

1. INS and Customs resources and function's should
be joined together under single manqgemene.
ManAgement of qhe border interdictidh portion of

. the El Paso Intelligence.Center (EPIC) should be
assumed by the single border management agency.

4 4
2. R ther than specify a date certain.for the

d sestablishment,of INS and Customs, the
c nsolidation should be accomplished over a
s ecafied period oD time and under the control
of mhe single manager ultimately responsible for the
new organization. Accordingly, the reorganization
should provide for an'umbrella management structure
to direct the new organization and for a special
,transition staff within the new agency to accomplish
the reorganization

3. As previously stated, the reorganization should not
Pe considered as a merger of INS into Customs or
vice versa. It should be considered as creation of
a new agency'wi,th the virtues of both organizations.
Along these lines, a,proposed name for the'new
agency might be the U.S. Customs and Immigration
Service.

4. Both.&stoms and INS should continue theirdurrent
organizational structure at the transfee Priorities
fox internal reorganization and consolidatkon should
be established and a target.,date should Be speqi,fied
for the initial consolidation of selected4unctans.
The following functions should be consid re by the
new agency for early consolidation:

t

A. Primary inspecOonat all ports.

B. Patrolling of the land bolders: I.

C, Operational support functions, particUlar1V
communications and computer systems.

D. Management structures and administrative support.

5. The new Director should be required to report' to the
President and to the ongress at the end of 18 months
on the accomplishment during the transition period
and the plan for the ext phase. o

52
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* .

In determining the appropriate Cabinet department'for .

,.a consolidat,dbordee:enforcement agency, the most
likely candidetes are the Department of Justice and _

the bepartmeht4of the Treasury. The revj,ew suggests

that the principal considerations shoulabe'the size
and nature of the border presence, the relative
strength of .each agency's ties to its current
department, the relative contribution to control t '

- Aver. entry and'rhe potential impact on the revenue --,'

function. .

9.0

,
s.

.

..

Y .

....o

Vie4ling,Cption 3, ahPan aipropriite implementation process
as azpadtage, thel,advantagrys and

- .
)

.e

ADVANTAGES'
t-

.. Provides central managememt for principal border
--.:

enforcement"functions. . ' _._,
,_.

' .
.

. .
EliMinates existing overlap;' duplication And fragmen-
6tiod of effokt.

,.. Recogni!'as the interrelationships of border management 4
unctions; i.e., inspection, patrol, revenue collection

and support services. a
.

At, ,

Responds to current iproblems-of interagency coordihation,
competition and parochialism.

...
Provides flexibility of a multi- purpose organization in

responding to a variety of both transitory and long-term

t problebs.
.

Provides opportunity to provide better services to the

public. , ) r

.. . ..,' Better utilizatiOn. of Federal resources.

. Fieduces the nbmber of Federal agencies.

.

Does not disrupt those arelis which were not identified

ass problems, e.g., Agriculture, Coast Cult etc.
, -'

,
e ,

.
. ,
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' DirVANTAGES
, ,*

. , Oossiblexeduction in effectiveness during reorganization
periid.,,

.

.. Generates some personnel' turbulence particularly at mid -bevel
and senior management as duplicate organizations are merged.

.-c, Larger organization may present more cOlkex internal
,

.

management problems.
. .

Change may be opposed by various special interest groilps- . f

I

4

III

;

.
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OPTION 4

, CREATION_OF AN EXPANDED MULTI-PURPOSE

HORDR MANAGEMENT AGENCY WHICH INCLUDES

INS, CUSTOMS, AND THE U.S. COAST GUARD

DISCUSSION OF OPTION 4

Option 4 is an expanded version of Option 3 which.,plities
a more comprehensive border management agency. It goes beyond
'control over entry to consolidate management,of the mljer,
Federal resources involved in control of the *he-U.S.
waters forming the perimeters of the United States. f

, 4

As in Option 3,-ageneles with minor presence and support
responsibilities are set aside. Options 3 and 4 both pr2vide
for the elimination of overlap and duplication between IRS
and Customs.' Option 4 greatly expands the size and respon-
sibilities of the new ornization to include the broad
responsibility of the Coast Guard for the seas surrounding
Ehe United States. Currently, the Coast Guard is responsive
to the support requirements of border law enforcement agencies
and coordinates directly with the agencies involved. However,
border law enforcement was found to beta relatively small
portion of the Coast Guard's total responsibilities.

.1

Option 4 requires the same cdiderations as Option 3 foroe
implementation rega;ding INS and Mstoms. It assumes that the
Coast Guard would,remein a separate entity within the'border
.management agency to facilitate its t ansfer for national
security purposes in time of war. A ogical alternative to
Option 4 might be to include the U.S Coast Guard in the same
department as the new boider management agency. Assuming an
appropriate implementation'Yfocess, Option 4 presents the._
following advantages and disadvantages.

ADVANTAGES: '. 4 .

1

The advantages described in Option 3 also apply to the
expanded multi-purpose border management agency. The
printipal advantages which would result from such a
consolidation are: . .

.

. Place's Federal responsibility for-the entire
perimeter of the U.S., bath'borderb and U.S. waters,
in a siqgle organization.

49 -
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. Likely to enhance the priority of the border law'
enforcement rola within the U.S. Coast Guard.

. Significant increase
resources within the

. Possible elimination
activities.

ES:

in the total9amoune of
border management agency.

of separate Customs Marine PatrOl

The disadvantages, identified undee,Option 3 4Uld also appi.
if the U.S, Coast Guard were included. .AdditionWdaidvantages
are

4930

Incriased emphasislon border law quforcement could
detract from the safety and*othernon-laW enforcement

- responsibilities of the U.S.iCoait Guard.

. The large size of the Coast Guard 'and its broad range
of responsibilities could detract from the desired
§order law enforcement orientation of the remainder
of the border management agency. ,

it.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND REakriENDATIONS

" .

A. GENERAL
1

As the last step in the process of developing this report,
the precedipg chapters were furnished to the involved agencies
and departments for review and comment. Upon receipt of the
comments, they were given careful consideration and appro-
priate changes were made tq insure that the report accurately
reflects the intent of the'RevieworeaM.

The
-A

responses from the departments and agencies are attached .
as appendices to this repor.t._4They are included in their entirety
with the exception of the remarks from the Department of Agri-
culture. The Agriculture comments were it the form of notations
on/ihe orig,nal draft and have been incorporated in the final
report.

"

- .

The comments aelgii;&dge the existence of overlap and dupli-
cation and the need for some consolidation of effort. How4
ever, the compents reflect diffedrent opinions regarding which
Cabinet depayta4nt should rekei4e the new agency. Further,
other questions are raised, regarding Federal law enforcement
in general which are beyond the scope of this review.

The President's ReorgaRization Project in the Office of
Management and Budget has the ultimate responsibility for
developing reorganization plans in conjunction with the overall
horganiiation study of the Federal Government. Therefore,
is report is intended to provide OMB wtth a current evaluation

,?f and recommendations regarding border MInagement. The Office
of Drug Abuse Policy will assist OMB in developing any specific
reorganization plan related to this review. Additionally,
the rpport will be distributed to the participating departments
and atencies and will be used in developing a new Federal
drug abuse strategy.

-B. CONCLUSIONS OF THE REVIEW TEAM

1"'

The Reviek Tea discussed the entire seeof comments

1
received from the d tments and agencies. The objective of
a J V,long -term solution t observed problems of central
management, overlap of responsibilities, and duplication of
effort in borderemehagement was reaffirmed and the Review Team
findings are:

57
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1. The current Organizational structure vas determined
to be the underlying caulve of the majority of current' operating '
problems. Therefore, -the solution to existing border manage-
ment problems lies in a revised management structure which
can achieve maximum effectiveness with available resources,
respond to changing priorities,e11114provide adequate border
control, as well as better service to the public.-

' 2. Any major change in organization must planned to
provide clear res sibility for the result. Th need for
long-term effectA eness was weighed against potent' 1
disruption in on -doing efforts. The first phase of any
proposed reorganization should be directed at correcting
the fundamental problems ,pnderlying the entire area of border
management. From this basic foundation, border management
should evolve toward further improvements in effectiveness and
efficiency.

3. The basic causes of lack, of coordinated border
f management can be vliminated'by consolidating the principal

border functions in one agency. By reducing the requitement
for interagency and interdepartmental coordination, agenby
operating policieswifl be more responsive to the total
Federal interests. It Nrould also allow consolidation of selected
management and support functions which should create significant
savings. ,

4. The Coast.Guard should not be included within a con-
solidated border management agency. Howdver, the option of,
including the Coast Guardan the same department was not
plIminated from consideration. The President's Reorganization

"Project has indicated that.-further consideration of the
relative priorities of the Coast Guard's law enforcement
functions may be warranted.

51 A continuing overview mechanism should be established
within the Executive Office to develop a long-range border
management plan and'hecessary policies to insure.that border
operations are supportive of all Federal programs. The
overview mechanism would also be useful during the transition
period' for any reorganization, e ort.

6. In addition, there shoul be immediate action to
Increase resources available to the functions of inspection,
patrol of land borders and adjudication.

58
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C. RECOMMENDATIONS

)

The Review'Team makes the following recommendations:

-- A multi -purpose, border management agency should be
crested by consolidating INS and Customs in a new

. agency (Option 3).

'-- An appropriate reorganization plan should be developed
by the President's Reorganization Project to include
placement of the consolidated border management agency
in a-Cabinet department consistent with overall
'government reorganization planning.

The emphasis and direction of the 'reoganization
pl ning should be to provide the optimum organization
fo long term effectiveness in overall border control.
This approach enhances control over all the borde4
threa_s (drugs,iSliens, loss of revenue, gun smuggling,
etc.).

Consolidation of the agencies and functions should
be achieved through an.umbrella management concept.
The reorganizaton plan shouldiprovide a set of initial
priorities, but allow the new Director some flexibility
in determining the internal structure of the new agency.
The following functions should receive high priority

'for early consolidation. 4

1. ry inspection at all ports.-

2. Patrolling of the land borders.

3. Operational support, particularly communications
and computer systems.

4. management strudtbre and adminisiktive support.
,

0
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